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CHAPTER L

'

The

History of Great Britain from
THE Year I'^SCa ic the Coxcausion of the
American War.

The opening* of tlie yer.r

1780 presented very unfavour-

able prospects to Great Britain ; the v/ar in which she was

engaged wdth her

commencement
had

hitlierto

it

re^/olted colonies^

w'as

and which

at

itsi

hoped would soon be terminatedj

been carried on in such a manner as promised

no speedy or

successful termination; b*at this

was not the

onlyj or perhaps the principal evil to w^hich this country

was exposed.

France and Spain^ eagerly embracing the

opportunity that presented itself of revenging themselves
for the huniiiiation they

had suffered

in the preceding w'ar.

had united their forces to those of the revolted colonies
and Holland the ancieni^ audit might almost be said the
:

naturaliy ally of Great Britaioj had w'ith equal injusiice

;
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and impolicy lent her aid
the astonishing
attending those

and

to tlie cause

interests of

Those who have

Ainericaj France and Spain.

witiiewssed

and the equally astonishing success

efforts,

effjrts,

which

this

country has exhibited

ia her wars with revolaiionarj’ France^ and fortae uberation of the continent of Eoropey will be surprised

iiiat

she

could put forth such a small portion of moral and political

But there were

strength in her contest with her colonies.

many

causes whicli rendered Great Britaioj in her contest

with her colonies^ so unlike and interior to what she
subsequently was in her contest with revolutionary France

her powers were not then developed

;

the contest was

s

car-*

ried on at a great distance from the seat of those powers

and

certainly her soldiers

and

sailors j

as well as their

commanders^ were by no means animated with that won-*
derful spirit of patriotism and cordiality
feel that confidence in their

own

;

they did not

invincibility whicli con«

ducted them to victory in the revolutionary wars. Having

premised these general remarks^

we

shall

now proceed

to

the naval history of 1780.

On

the 2nd of December^ 1779,

House of Commons,
employed

it

was voted

that eighty-five thousand

for the sea service, for the

ia the

men be

year 1780, including

eighteen thousand, seven hundred and seventy-nine marines

;

and secondly, that a sura not exceeding four pounds

a month per man be allowed for maintaining the said
eighty-five thousand men, for thirteen months, including
ordnance for sea service. Again on the 24th of February,
1780, it was voted in the House of Commons, that for
the ordnance of the navy, including half-pay to the sea

and marine
five

officers for

the year 1780, the

sum of

eighty-

thousand three hundred and eighty-one pounds, seven

and sixpence be granted and that towards buildand repairing of ships of war in His Majesty’s yards, and other extra works, over and above what
shillings

;

ing, rebuilding

is

proposed to be done upon the head weai’ and tear in ordF
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sum of six hundred and ninety-seven thousand, nine hundred and three
pounds. In May, 1780, there was voted, towards paying off
and discharging the debts of the navy, the sum of one milnary, for the year 1780, there be granted the

hundred thousand pounds; so that the total sum
granted for the naval service of this year was seven million
three thousand two hundred and eighty-four pounds, seven
lion five

shillings

and sixpence.

The two
rected

principal objects to which the ministry di-

their

attention,

at the

commencement of the

year 1780, were the relief of Gibraltar and the defence
and protection of the West Indies ; the services of Admiral Rodney the preceding war had recommended him
to the admiralty as a proper person to be employed on

both these occasions.
the chief

command

Accordingly he was appointed to

in the 'West Indies,

and advantage

convoy to send a great supply of provi-

was taken of bis
sions and stores for the relief of the garrison of Gibraltar.
The admiral had been but a very few days at sea, when
he fell in with a Spanish fleet, bound from St. Sebastian to
Cadiz : it consisted of fifteen sail of merchantmen under
the protection of a fine new sixty-four gun ship, four frimounting from thirty-two to twenty-six guns, and
two smaller vessels ; these ships of war belonged to the
Royal Company of the Caraccas, and had been assigned
gates,

to the others as a convoy: the whole fleet were captured;

and on examining the cargoes of the merchantmen, the
capture was ascertained to be extremely fortunate, as the
greater part of them were laden with wheat, flour, &c,
which the admiral of course destined for Gibraltar. On
the 16th of January, in about a week after this capture,
Admiral Rodney,

off

Cape

St.

Vincent,

fell

in with ano-

ther Spanish squadron, consisting of eleven ships of the
As the
line, under the command of Don Juan Langara.

Spaniards, being inferior in force, and favoured by the

wind, endeavoured to escape, the British admiral changed
B e
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the signal for a line of battle abreast to that for a general
chace, with orders to engage as the ships came op* As^
howevetj the enemj were near their own ports^ the ad-

miral moreover took the lee gage to

Night came

o%

pment

but the pursuit was

still

dangers of a dark and tempestuous night

bj the

vicinity of the shoals of St. Lucar.

however^ was not daunted.
headmost ships began to engage
nej,

their retreat#

continued: the

w

e increased

^^dniiral liod-

About four o’clock the
;

early in the action the

Spanish ship St, Domingo, of seventy guns and seven
hundred men, blew up, and all on board perished the
English ship that was opposed to her nearly suffered the
same fate. The engagement did not terminate till two in
:

the morning,

when

enemy’s

struck to the Sandwich, Admiral Rodney’s

fleet,

the

Monarca, the headmost of the

Three others were also taken and carried safely
among these was the Phoenix, of eighty
guns, Don Langara’s ship two others had struck, but
after the officers had been taken out, they were driven ou
ship

into port

;

;

shore by the tempestuous weather, and one of them was

Two

entirely lost.

escaped

;

frigates

and four

Our

ships of the line

much damaged

of the latter, two were

in the

amounted to thirty-two killed and one
hundred and two wounded.
It has often been remarked that details of individual

action.

loss

instances of those

human
sive

virtues

nature, are

which dignify and ennoble

much more

and impresthan general accounts of the most brilliant and

decisive battles;

we

shall,

interesting

therefore,

mention on this

occasion the behaviour of the Spanish admiral and of

a British captain;

the former conducted himiself with

the greatest gallantry: he was himself severely wounded^

and

his ship nearly

a wreck, before he would

colours to be hauled down.

bride was

still

The conduct

more honourable, because we

look for courage in those

who

suffer his

of Captain Macnaturally

devote themselves to war-
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not alwavs look

guished humanity.
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or expect distin-

for,

malignant species of small-pox

prevailing on board Captain Mncbride’s vessel, that officer

acquainted the Spanish admiral with the circumstance; at
the same time offering,

in

order to prevent the infection

from being given to the Spanish prisoners, to send an
officer

with one hundred

men on board

the Pbcenix,

trusting to the admiral’s honour, that neither his officers

Bor men (amounting to near seven hundred) would,
Invent of the prize being separated from the

in the

British fleet,

hi any degree or respect, interrupt the British

seamen in

navigrUing the ship, or

necessary.

This generous

offer,

in

defending her,

inspired equally

if

bj confidence

and

humanity, was met with equally nobie feelings by the
Spaniard'*, and the coalitions

for though there

in

isight,

were

strictly

adhered to;

was no other ship but Captain Macbride’s

and the weather was tdvourable

Spanish sailors afforded every assistance
Phognix, and in navigating her to the

The convoy having been conducted

to escape,

the

in refitting

the

Bay of

Gibraltar.

safely to Gibraltar,

and the provisions and stores having been landed there.
Admiral Digby, taking under his charge the Spanish
prizes and

homeward bound

land on the 15ih of February;

Engand Admiral Rodney,

with the remainder, pioceeded to

his station in the

transports, sailed for

West

The two fleets had parted from each other only a
very few days, when Admiral Digby perceived at a great
Indies.

distance, a French convoy,

the protection of

two

bound

for the Mauritius,

ships of the line

was immediately ordered

;

:

under

a general chaee

but only the Pfothde of sixty-

four guns, and a few of the transports laden with military
iStores

were taken.

Leaving the operations of Admiral Rodney
Indies to be detailed afterwards,

we

in the

West

go on
with the European naval affairs of this year. 1’he naval
supremacy of England, though it had not shone forth
conspicuously during this w^ar, was yet the object of the
shall at present

;

s
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jealousy of most of

tlie

European powers

even

tlie

court

of Russiuj thoogli not likely to be affected by

it;^

was

resolved to take the present opportunity to put

clown^ if

;

it

Accordingly^ on the 26th of February, a mani-

possible.

was issued by this court; the leading principle maintained in which was, that free bottoms make free goods or,
in other words, that a neutral might assist an enemy with
this manifesto was Giipported by an armed
impunity
festo

;

;

neutrality as

it

vourable to

all

was

called

and as

;

it

was extremely

fa-

the neutral powers, and moreover the

Court of Petersburg!! had great weight in the North of
Europe, the armed neutrality assumed a very formidable

Such was the

aspect.

state of affairs in

England

at this

was deemed prudent only to expostulate
with the court of Petersburgh and her immediate allies
but as Holland was not so formidable, and as she had

juncture, that

it

added ingratitude to

insult, it

was resolved

A

to vigorous measures against her.
therefore, issued at London,

to proceed

proclamation

on the 17th of April,

in

>yas,

which

the non-performance of the States General with respect

was urged as a derebetween Holland and England; and

to the succours stipulated by
liction of the alliance
it

treatj?-,

was therefore declared, that the

subjects of the

United

Provinces were henceforward to be considered upon the

same

footing with those of other neutral states not privi-

leged by treaty.

The

events which afterwards occasioned

the commencement of hostilities between Holland and

England, though without any declaration of war at that
time, have already been noticed.

On

the death of Sir Charles Hardy, in the month of

command of the Channel fleet was given to Admiral Geary, who sailed with thirty ships in quest of the^
May,

the

enemy.

came

In the beginning of July, during his cruise,

in sight of a fleet consisting of the

ships as his

own ;

lie

same number of

these he afterivards ascertained to be a

convoy of French merchantmen from Port-au-Prince,

bound

to France.

He

immediately made the signal for a
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general chace; but tliougb the utmost
it

ivas

efforts

were

luadcj,

evening before the headmost vessels of the British

reached the enenij

and most unfortunately, a fog

;

wards coming on. Admiral Geary succeeded

in

after-

taking only

twelve of the merchantmen; the ve^U with the two armed
ships that accompanied them, escaped in the fog

might have been expected that the French and ?pa«

It

nisli fleets,

this

encouraged bj their triumph

would

in 1779,

year again have entered the English channel

;

but

though they formed a junction, they did not enter
their object

was more important

in reality,

it|

though not so

dazzling as threatening the coast of England with invasion

;

for they cruised in that tract

by which they knew

that the outv\ard-bouiid trade from Great Britain to the

East and West indies usually passed.

In order to give

themselves every chance of intercepting these valuable
convoys, the French and Spanish ships spread themselves

over an immense extent of sea.

Towards the end of July

there sailed from Portsmouth a fleet for the East Indies

and another

for the

West

Indies, under the convoy of

Captain Moutray, of the Ramillies, attended by two

On

gates.

the night of the Sth of August, they

with that division of the combined

fleet

fri-

fell

in

which was com-

manded by Don Louis de Cordova. The Ramillies, the
two frigates, and a few of the merchantmen effected their
escape; all the rest, amounting to upwards of forty

wwe

sail,

and carried into Cadiz.
This was a
dreadful misfortune, more especially as a number of the
captured,

transports were laden with naval and military stores for

the use of the settlements in those parts of the world to

which they were bound.

Geary resigned

his

Not long

command, and

afterwards Admiral

w^as succeeded

by Ad-

miral Darby.

We

must now return to Admiral Rodney

:

after reliev-

ing Gibraltar, he proceeded to his station in the
Indies,

and arrived at

St.

West

Lucia on the 27th of March.
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Before his arrival the enemy had a considerable naval su-

by the reinforcement of ships which he
carried onty the hostile fleets were nearly rendered eqnal^,
the French, however, being still rather superior. Admiral
Rodney, however, found oiiLis arrival, alFairsless disastrous
periority

;

botj

than he apprehended

;

for the

profit by their superioritj^

French had not been able to

On the contrary, their trade had

Only two days before liis arrival,
four French ships of seventy-four guns, and two frigates,
under the command of De la Motte Piquet, fell in with
been greatly annoyed.

three British ships of war, all of inferior force, under

the

command

of Capta'n Cornwallis,

An

attack was im-

mediately commenced
the afternoon

;

in
; the engagement began about five
and was continued during the whole of the

night, and part of the following day

:

notwithstanding the

superiority of the French, they gained no advantage

the combatants separated as

if

;

by mutual consent, to

and
re-

In the morning of the

pair their respective damages.

third day, a British ship of sixty-four guns,

and two

fri-

gates appearing in sight, Captain Cornwallis again re-

solved to fight the enemy; but the French commander
declined the renewal, although

Even

still

superior in force.

the more formidable attempt of the Count de Gui-

chen had been defeated, before the arrival of Admiral

Rodney with twenty-five ships of the line, eight frigates,
and a number of troops, he had threatened St. Lucia but
the judicious disposal of the squadron under Sir Hyde
;

;

Parker, and

of the

troops on shore,

under General

Vaughan, induced Ifim to abandon his enterprise.
Sir George Rodney lost no time after his arrival at
St. Lucia in commencing offensive operations.
The
under
fleet
the
Count
de
French
Guichen lay in Fort Royal
bay

in Martinique; against

on the 2d of April
ture out.

;

it

the British admiral sailed

but the enemy did not dare to ven-

Admiral Rodney, therefore,

after

two days before Fort Royal, endeavouring

remaining
in vain to
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tempt or provoke the enemy to an engageinentj returiied
to his station at St, Lucia, leaving some fast sailing
vessels to bring

him the

earliest intelligence

of their

movements.
Oil the

15tli

of April, the French admiral taking advan-

tage of the darkness of night, came out of Fort Royal

harbour with twenty-three

sail

of the line, and a number

Rodney learnt this, he put
to sea, and used such dispatch, that on the 16th he came in
sight of the enemy, and on the 17th, by superiority in maAs soon

of frigates.

as Admiral

noeuvring, he brought them to action, notwithstanding all
their efforts to avoid

one o’clock, and the

till

four in the

In this battle the Sandwich was fought with

afternoon.

great

The engagement began about

it.

firing did not cease

skill as

the enemy’s

well as bravery; for, after compelling three of
fleet to quit

the line, she

was

of the Couronne, the French admiral’s ship

laid along-side
;

and although

this vessel was supported by two others, the Sandwich
alone maintained the combat for an hour and a half, when

the French admiral bore away.

Rodney could not

Unfortunately, Admiral

take advantage of the splendid success

which he had imequivoc«illy gained for the van and the
rear of the British fleet were at a great distance from the
;

centre,

and the Sandwich, as well as several other of the

were extremely disabled. Under these circumstances, every effort was used to refit, and on the 20th
ships,

the

enemy was again seen

carried on

;

but though the pursuit was

for three days without intermission,

Rodney could not bring on an engagement.

Admiral

Ascertaining,

however, that the object of the French was to take shelter
in Fort Royal, he succeeded in cutting off their retreat to
this place,

In

and they were compelled to go to Guadaloupe.

this action the loss

of men on board of the British

fleet

amounted to one hundred and twenty killed, and three
hundred and fifty-three wounded; that of the French in
killed

and wounded was nearly one thousand men.

From

;
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the circumstances of this engagement, as well as from the

tenor of Admiral Rodney’s ofBcial despatches,

it is

evident

that he anticipated more decisive success, and he certainly

would have obtained it, had he been properly supported
hy all his officers. After crusing off Martinique for some
time, the condition of some of his ships obliged him to
return to St, Lucia, leaving a squadron of copper bot-

tomed

vessels off that island.

The

circumstance of this action attracted the notice of

where, on the 3rd of J une, Lord
;
John moved for papers, in order to institute an enquiry on the subject. On that occasion, a military ear!
read a letter, which he received from an officer who was
present in the action in that letter it was stated, that the
spirit of a certain vice-admiral had gone forth and infected
the British fleet. The motion, however, was overruled
and it is only noticed in this place, as affording another
melancholy instance of that want of cordiality that proved
the House of Peers
Saint

;

so injurious to the country during the whole course of
this disastrous war.

On

Rodney receiving informawas approaching to windward

the 6th of May, Admiral

tion that the French fleet

of Martinique, he immediately sailed with nineteen ships

of the

two ships of

line,

fifty

guns and some

frigates.

After being obliged to beat to windward for several days,

on the 10th of May he gained
French being

still

sight of

them

windward declined the

to

:

but the

battle

;

not

so effectually, however, but that the rear of his fleet was

brought to action by the van of Sir George Rodney’s on
the 13th and 19th of May; and on both days, the advantage was on the side of the British. After the partial
battle of the lOth, the

under such a press of
their

whole

fleet

seemed now

lowed them

that in the course of three days

was out of

sight.

All further pursuit

George Rodney, however, folleagues to the windward of Martinique,

in vain

forty

French stood to the northward,

sail,

:

Sir

OF KING GEORGE
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tlien despairing of success,

safely put again into Fort

Soon

after these partial

11

proceeded to Barbadoes^

The French admiral

in order to refit his disabled ships.

now

IIL

Royal harbour.

engagements, information was

received by the British admiral of the approach of a fleet

from Spain

;

it

became, therefore, indispensably necessary

to prevent the junction of this fleet with the French, as if

the junction was effected,

it

British to oppose them.

would not be possible

This Spanish

fleet

for the

had

sailed

from Cadiz on the 28th of April, under the command of

Don J oseph

Solano

:

a great number of

it

consisted of twelve ships of the line,

frigates,

and eighty-three transports,

having on board twelve thousand troops, and a consider-

As soon

able train of artillery.

Rodney

as Admiral

gained the information that they were expected, he used
the utmost possible dispatch in repairing his ships

;

and

having put to sea as soon as they were ready, he cruised
in that tract, in which according to his information, there

was the

greatest chance of falling in with the Spanish

But Don

fleet.

Solano, probably having heard of Admiral Rod-*

ney’s intention, altered his course, and instead of going

to Fort Royal, the appointed place of rendezvous, kept

more

to the northward,

and put into Guadaloupe: from

he dispatched a frigate to acquaint the Count

this place,

de Guichen of his arrival, and to request he would join

him;

this the

French admiral

effected,

by keeping to the

leeward of the island, and joined the Spanish squadron

under Dominique.

Considerable alarm and apprehension

were excited

West

fleets

;

in the

Indies by the junction of these

particularly at Jamaica, which

it

was apprehended

But the Spanish troops had been
so very much crow^ded on board of the transports, that a

they would

first

attack.

pestilential distemper

creased so

broke out amongst them, which in-

much during

the voyage, that

lutely necessary to land the

men

it

became abso-

in Martinique

this,

;

course, suspended the danger to the British island

:

and

of
it

n
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was

at length

totallj’'

avoided by a diiFerence between the

The consequence

Spanish and French commanders.

was^

that after remaining inactive for several weeks in the bay

of Fort Royal, they sailed fur

Domingo here they
Cape Francois,
the Havannah a short

St.

:

separated, the French fleet putting into

and the Spanish proceeding to
time afterwards, the French admiral

:

sailed for

Europe,

with the homeward-bound trade from the French islands

under

his protection.

George Rodney not thinking it probable that the
Count de Guichen would totally quit the West Indies,
but rather after convoying the merchantmen to a certain
latitude return thither, or perhaps go to America , sailed
Sir

for

New York

gates

;

with eleven ships of the line and four

he arrived at

this place in

detailing his operations,

it

will

September

;

fri«

but before

be necessary to attend to

the previous occurrences in America this year.

As soon

Henry Clinton

Count
d’Estaing had departed, after his unsuccessful attack on
Savannah, he set on foot an expedition, the object on
which was the taking of Charlstown, and the reduction of
the province of South Carolina. Admiral Arbuthnot was
to co-operate In this expedition ; and, accordingly on the
^6th of December, 1TZ9, he sailed from the Sandy Hook,
with the transports having the troops on board. The
as

Sir

learnt that the

voyage was very unfortunate in consequence of the tempestuous state of the weather ; so that though the average
passage is only ten days, scarce any of the ships arrived
before the end of January

;

and almost

all the horses

be-

longing to the artillery and cavalry perished during the
passage.

Charlestown was strongly

both on the
was supposed
This bar wrs impassable by
fortified,

land and sea side ; particularly the bar,

it

might be strongly defended.
the larger ships of war, and the entry of others was
cult

and dangerous. Just within the

bar, the

diffi-

American

squadron was stationed, consisting of nine sail, the largest

;
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carrying forty-four, and the smallest sixteen guns

beyond the

station of this squadron there

:

even

were other de«

fences of the city, particularly a fort on Sullivan’s island

the

fire

;

from which, had on a former occasion, proved so

destructive to a British squadron under Sir Peter Parker.

The American squadron, however, on whom General Lincoln who commanded in Charlstown, placed great reliance^
quitted

its

station as soon as the British fleet

The next

for Cooper’s river.
ral

was

to pass the fort,

and

approached

object of the British

this,

Admi«

aided by a strong sou-

therly wind and flowing tide, he effected wdth inconsider-

able loss.

As the

river, they

anchored near Fort Johnston, just without the

British vessels could not enter Cooper’s

range of the shot from the town.

As soon as the first parallel was completed, the garrison
was summoned, but the summons proving ineffectual, the
siege was prosecuted with vigour and success, so that

the 12th of May Charlestown capitulated.

on

By this successful

operation, about one thousand American and French
seamen were made prisoners; and the following ships
were taken or destroyed.
The Bricole, pierced for sixty,

mounting forty-four guns, twenty-four
pounders, sunk; her captain,
soners.

The

oflicers,

and

eighteen

and company

pri-

Truite, twenty-six twelve pounders, sunk

her captain &c- prisoners.

Queen of France, twenty-

eight nine pounders, sunk; her captain &c. prisoners^

General Moultrie, twenty-six pounders, sunk ; her captain,

&c. prisoners.

Notre Dame,

sunk, her captain &c. prisoners.

brig, sixteen guns,

Providence, thirty-two

eighteen pounders, and twelve pounders, taken

;

captain

&c, prisoners.

Boston, of the same force taken

;

captain

&c. prisoners.

Ranger, twenty-six pounders, taken; cap-

tain &c. prise ners.

French ships^ FAvanture, twenty-six nine and

pounders taken; captain &c. prisoners.
six pounders, taken.

Some empty

six-

Polacre, sixteen

brigs, lying

at the

.
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wharfs^ and oilier small vessels were also taken

armed

;

and four

gallies.

We shall close onr account

of the naval operations of

the year 1780, with the detail of some actions which took

place betwixt single ships

On

the 4th of July, the Hon. Captain Waldegravej of

His Majesty’s ship

La Prudent,

being on a cruise with the

Licorne, Cape Ortugal bearing south by west twenty-

Chace
was immediately given, and it was soon ascertained that
she was a French frigate. As there was little wind, several
four leagues, descried a sail to the north-west.

hours elapsed before the British ships could get close to

her

:

she was fought gallantly, nor was she surrendered

an engagement of

five

hours ; she proved to be

till

after

La

Capricieuse, pierced for forty-four guns, but mounting

only thirty-two, with a complement of three hundred and

men; she was quite new, having been launched
only in March; and had been out eight days from
L’Orient. This vessel when taken possession of, was
eight

ascertained to have suffered so severely, that Captain

Waldegrave was reluctantly compelled to set her on fire :
both her first and second captains fell in the action, and
she had besides one hundred men killed and wounded;
On board of La Prudente there were seventeen killed and
thirty-one wounded and on board the Licorne there were
three killed and seven wounded.
;

On

the 10th of August, Captain William Peer Williams,

in His Majesty’s ship Flora, standing in under Ushant,

discovered a square rigged vessel and cutter, at the dis-

tance of about four miles.

As soon

as the

enemy

per-

ceived the British ship bearing down, she hauled io the

wind, and waited the rencontre. At ten minutes past

five,

m. the Flora got abreast of her, when she immediately
began the engagement the fire was returned, and contip.

:

nued

an hour, when the
Flora dropped on board of her opponent, and in that pobriskly

on both sides

for about

:
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the baitle continued about fifteen minutes

tiliori

:

the enenn

then deserted their great guns, and attempted to board
the Flora, but were instantly repulsed with

loss.

The

British then boarded in return, sword in hand, struck their

and

colours,
W'hicli

in a short

time took possession of the ship

La Nvmphep
who died the

proved to be a French frigate, called

eomiiianded by the Chevalier du Romain,

same evening of the tvounds he had received in the actionLa iN'y mphe was four years old, copper-bottomed, and
pierced for forty guns, but mounting only thirn -two, with
a complement of two hundred and ninety-one men>
On the jSth of August, Captain Macbride, in
Majesty’s

sliip

Ills

Bienfaisant. already so honourably meii-

tioned, sailed from Cork, with the Charon, Licorne and

Hussar

in

As he had nierchantmen under

company.

his

he did,
convoy, some of w'honi were not ready
he ordered the Licorne and Hussar to keep olF the mouth
of the harbour to hasten them, while the Bienfaisant and
to sail wdien

Charon

lay to with those that w^ere without.

the latter had driven
sale,

when a

crowded

large sail

The

the convoy.

down

ail sail

was observed

in chace of

some of

Bienfaisant and Charon immediately

after the

seven came up with her

wdih musquetry.

At daylight

as far as the old head of Kin-

The

:

enemy, and at about half-past
the action on both sides began

British ships soon got so forward

on her bow, that neither her bow guns, nor their quartet
gmns would bear: Captain Maebride then ordered the
small guns on the poop to begin the enemy who had
hitherto hoisted English colours, now took them down,
;

and shewed her own; at the same time attempting to
board the Bienfaisant, The attempt was daring, but
unsuccessful after an hour and ten minutes action, sus;

tained with considerable bravery, the enemy having had

her rigging and
killed

and

sails

thirty-five

cut to pieces, and twenty-one

men

wounded, struck her colours; she

proved to be the Count d’Artois^ of sixty«four guns, and

;
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upwards of

six

Imndred and forty-four men,

Thougli a

Tcs&el of such considerable force, she was only a private

commander was the Chevalier Clenard; he wasr
wounded in the action he had two brothers on

ship; her
slightly

;

board; the one a colonel, the other a colonel en second;
they belonged to the Irish legion, in the service of France,

which took

its

name from

their family

:

some English

pri-

soners were also found on board of the prize.

This year a private ship of war fought an action which
deserves to be recorded in this work.

Moore commanding the Fame

Captain Edward

privateer, of Dublin, sailed

from Mahon on the 20th of August ; soon afterwards, he
received intelligence of the departure of five French vesof marque, from Marseilles, bound for the

sels, letters

West

Indies

search

;

these he determined immediately to go in

On the

of.

25th of the month,

were seen

five sail

near the Spanish coast, which answered to the description of
the vessels that had left Marseilles

were
spent.

at

:

when

first

seen they

a considerable distance, and the day was

far

Captain Moore, therefore, resolved not to appear

to be in pursuit of them, in order,

by not creating their
might be enabled to get between them
and the shore, and thus cut oif their retreat. In this he

suspicion, that he

successful. At daylight next morning he was about
two leagues from the five ships, and off Cape Gatt; the
enemy were all together, and had formed themselves into

was

a

line, evidently in

by

order to receive his meditated attack

he had approached within gun shot of
them, when they hoisted French colours, and fired their
half-past six

Captain Moore lost no time in bearing down
upon them ; but though they continued their fire without
any interruption, he did not return it, till he was within
broadsides.

pistol shot of the largest,

of a quarter of an hour

which struck

after

an engagement

he did not, however, lose time in
taking possession of her, but immediately proceeded to
:

engage the second, and took her

after

a short

resistance,^

:
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and seven meo^ and gave

them orders to look after the former

he himself going in

;

pursuit of the three remaining vessels, which were mak-

ing

all sail* in

order to escape the fate of their comrades

he was fortunate enough to come up with two of them^
which he captured the other escaped. The largest ship
which he captured was called Les deux Freres, pierced
for twenty guns, mounting fourteen six pounders, and
;

manned with

fifty-five sailors

in getting off in a boat

:

;

fifteen

of these succeeded

the second wks called L’Univers^

she was pierced for eighteen guns, and carried twelve four

pounders, and forty-one men; she was
point of size to the former; her captain
the engagement

:

little

inferior

in

was killed during

the third was the Zephyr, formerly in

the British navy; she was pierced for fourteen guns, and

mounted ten three pounders her complement of men was
thirty-two the fourth was the Nancy, a punk of two six
pounders, and mghteeh men. Captain Moore having thus
exhibited the ga.llantry of a Briton, and having overcome
his enemies, after his victory no longer considered them
;

;

^

as such

ment

;

but exhibited such humane and generous treat-

to those w^hom the fortune of

war had placed

in his

power, that the French consul general at Algiers, into

which port he carried

him

Moore’s behaviour on

thought it incumbent on
and grateful sense of Captain

his prizes,

to express his high

this occasion.

twenty guns, six pounders, on

The Fame mounted

one deck, and four on her

quarter-deck.

On

the 5th of December, 1780, the supplies for the

year 1781 were.granted; they consisted for the sea service
of ninety thousand seamen,

including twenty thousand

three hundred and seventeen marines

;

the expense, as

estimated, amounted to four million four hundred and fortysix thousand pounds ; the expense of the ordinary of the
navy was three hundred and eighty-six thousand two hundred and eighty-one pounds, five shillings' and eight-pence;

the

sum granted

TOlk, Til.

for hullding, rebuilding

and repairing of
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was six hundred and seventy thousand and sixteeii
pounds on the I9th of June, DSI, there was granted the
sum of three million two hundred thousand pounds fot
the debt of the navy, making in all the sum of eight mil-*
lion seven hundred and two thousand two hundred and seventy-seven pounds, five shillings and eight-pence; besides
shipsj

:

two hundred and thirty-four thousand pounds, which in November, 1780, had been granted for ordnance for the sea
service.

On

the 23rd of Januaiy, 1781, some documents were

laid before

Parliament by the

insertion; the first

was

Navy Office, which

deserve

entitled

An account of all the Mm raised for His Majesty'* s
Marines included^ from the 29th of September^ 1774,
the 29th

of September^ 178C^

distinguishing each

NumberraisecL
845

Years..

Yrom the

29th of September,

1775
1775.
1777
1778.....
1779.
1780

To September

ta

4,734»

21,564

37,458
41,847
41,832

28,210

Total.... 176, 490

The

An

other document was entitled

number of

the

Mis Majestfsy

Men who

account of ail tfm

hdve died in actual Service in

of January^ mQfdutin^
guisMng (as far as may be) those who have been Mlkd
hy the Enemy^ and also of the number of such
since the 1^^

Mm m

have

far

deserted the said Service in the same period^ as

as the several accounts can be

made up^ distinguishing

tachyear)^
Years.

trm

Bied.
1,679

Killed by
the Enemy.
105

1777
1778
1779
1T80

3,247

4,092

40
254
551
293

Total

18,545

1,243

4,801

4,726

Total Killed

and Bie4
1,784
<

3,284

Beserted.
5,321
'

7,685

5,05i

9,919

5,277

11,541

4,385

7,603

19,785

42,069
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desertions will be remarked as greatj^

probably muck more considerable than

in

during the st^me period of years

not

it is

:

any former

war^,

hownumber of

difficult,

ever, to assign the cause of this extraordinary

The war in which Britain at this time was
engaged, was a war against a people who spoke the same
deserters.

language, and bore the same general features and character*; consequently,

if

were motives

there

sufficiently

powerful to induce the seamen to desert, the discovery of
the deserters would be rendered more

seamen who spoke

situation with

difficult,

their

while their

own language

would be much more comfortable, than if they had deserted to foreigners; and not only were the opportunities
but

of desertion unusually great,
desert, as will

appear when

we

also

the motives to

reflect,

that the Ameri-

cans promised great rewards to those

who

joined their

cause, and their promises they would evidently have
their

power to

fulfil,

it

in

provided they were successful in

war
war which Great Britain afterwards waged with
the United States, it was found extremely difficult to preHence, both in

establishing their independence.

and

this

in the

vent the desertion of our seamen.

As

the siege of Gibraltar was

still

continued, and

it

was

evident that, notwithstanding supplies of provision from

the Barbary coast, the garrison must look to the mother

country for relief and support, the

iiritish ministry,

early

in the year 1781, turned their attention to this important
fortress.

In the month of October, 1780, General Elliott,

the commander, had found
it

it

necessary, or at least

deemed

prudent, to issue orders that a reduction of a quarter of

a pound should be made from each man’s

daily allowance

of bread; at the same time he reduced the quantity of

meat to a pound and a half

was extremely bad,
quantity.

It

may

in the

week

;

but the quality

as well as the supply very deficient in
easily

be imagined

that

under these

circumstances, the prices of the necessaries of

life

ro$#
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excessively

liigli:

bad ship

biscuit, full

of worms,

waiir

sold at a shilling a pound ; bad flour at the same price

old dried peas at a third more
at eight-pence

the worst

salt,

;

half dirt,

old Irish salt butter, never of a good

;

now

quality, but

;

completely rancid, at half-a-crown a

pound; the worst sort of brown sugar at the same price;
and English farthing candles at sixpence a piece. Fresh
and good provisions it may well be supposed were still

more

exorbitant

:

in fact, they seldom arrived

:

but when a

vessel or a boat from the Mediterranean brought any into

Gibraltar, turkies were sold at three pounds twelve shillings a piece

sucking pigs at two guineas; ducks at half-

;

a-guinea ; and small hens at nine
refused for a

calf’s

sliillings

;

a guinea was

pluck ; and one pound seven shillings

asked for an ox’s head.

The

relief of a garrison

reduced

to sucii extremities, was indispensable; aecordingly, the

channel

was destined

fleet

for this object.

under the conduct and command of the
Admirals Darby, Digby and Sir J. Lockhart Ross, was
This

fitted

fleet,

out early in the spring, 1781, for this service

:

it

was divided into^three squadrons, under the above-named
admirals ; but though from having three admirals in

and being destined
tant object,

it

it,

an arduous as well as impormight have been expected to have been ex-

tremely numerous,

for such

it

consisted only of twenty-eight sail of

from the great demands which there
the line
were for the services of the British navy, in so many dif:

this arose

ferent parts of the world.

Great apprehensions were naturally entertained that
this fleet would not be adequate to its purpose, and these
apprehensions seemed not without foundation; for the
reduction of Gibraltar was an object towards which both

Spain and France seemed

nuous

efforts

to have directed their most streand their warmest hopes; it was not to be

supposed, therefore, that they would permit, if they could
possibly prevent, any relief being sent to the garrison.

;
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to the prevention^ if

properly directed, experience had fatally proved*
at the very time

England

when

the channel

:

number or

was

In

fitting

factj,

out in

France possessed a

for the relief of Gibraltar,

fleet little inferior either in

at Brest

fleet

force,

ready for sea,

Don Louis de
Had these fleets

while Spain had, at Cadiz, under

Cordova, about thirty ships of the'iine.

combined, the relief of Gibraltar would have been very
problematical; but, as frequently happens in combined

directed,

power against

the single

operations,

derives advantages

from

its

whom

they are

very singleness#

France, no doubt, was anxious to deprive Great Britain of
Gibraltar

while she retained

:

she retained the respect

it,

of the Barbary powers, and in some measure the

of the Mediterranean

would be a
sea was in

all,

its

wane ; but though

it

by

these were weighty con-

France had wider and grander objects in

however, tending to the same end

liation of Great Britain
,at

command

Could Gibraltar be reduced,

virtual proof that the British superiority

siderations, yet

view ;

sea.

:

—the humi-

her statesmen thought, and

that period did not think, that

who

the American States

if

could be separated from Britain, and rendered independent, Britain’s glory and

power would be

set for ever

though, therefore, they wished to co-operate with Spain
in the reduction of Gibraltar, they

still

more strongly and

eagerly wished to accomplish the grand object of the

—the

war

liberation of America; and the means of France

were not adequate

ment of both

to the proper

objects.

and

efibctual apcomplish-

Besides, the statesme^i of France

regarded the settlements of Britain in the East and West
Indies as more essential sources of her power and wealth,
than Gibraltar could possibly be, and the attacks of these
therefore, claimed the preference* At the same time, in
order to keep Spain in good humour,

it

was necessary

to

promise the co-operation of France in the attempt to
reduce Gibraltar; and the co-operation was at length
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granted,

had hoped

On

not so speedily nor effectually as Spain

tliong*^h

for.

the iSth of March, the fleet destined for the relief

West

of Gibraltar sailed from St. Helens, with the Eafetae.d

India convoys

:

their first cour&e

was

to Cork,

where the

were to proceed to Gibraltar were lyings
were
not
ready, some delay was necessarily occathese
As
On the 22.id of March, Monsieur de Grasse
sioned.

victuallers which

sailed from Brest with twenty-six ships of the line

probable that the hostile

fleets

:

it

is

would have met, had not

the English been delayed at Cork.

The

plan and immediate object of this expedition has

been the subject of much dispute and contrariety of opinion all are agreed that Gibraltar ought to have been
;

relieved

;

the question

not in the
fleet

;

as,

first

is,

whether the English

fleet

ought

instance to have sought after the French

by defeating

it,

or forcing

it

into port, the pas-^

sage to Gibraltar and the relief of the garrison would

have been secured. Undoubtedly, if the English fleet
were sufficiently strong to have defeated the French fleets
they ought to have been sought as, by this capture or
destruction, or even by their having been considerably
crippled, the object they had in view, whether Gibraltar^
or the West Indies, or America, would have been ren;

'dered secure: but

ought also to be recollected, that

it.

even granting the English fleet had been victorious, it
must have been so disabled and weakened by the victory,

would have been impossible to have proceeded to
Gibraltar without refitting ; and, in the mean time the

that

it

garrison must have surrendered from absolute want of

provisions and store
fleet

;

and

it is

obvious, that if the British

should have been defeated, the consequence must

have been most fatal to Britain in every quarter of the
globe, and probably highly disastrous even on her own
shores.

The

East and

West

India convoys, which amounted t#
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having been conducted to a cer-

tain latitude, the British fleet, with ninety-seven transports,
store-ships

and

Gibraltar.

They arrived

victuallers,

proceeded on

its

course for

off Cadiz before the middle of

April; here they discovered the Spanish fleet lying at anchor, seemingly not expecting or prepared for either the

or the approach of the
British.
On the 12th of April, Admiral Digby, having
satisfied himself that he had nothing to apprehend from

junction of the French

fleet,

the Spaniards, sent the convoy, with some

men

of war to

protect them to Gibraltar, and thirteen sail into the Medi-

terranean for Minorca, while with the main body ofthe

he cruised

off the mouth of the

straits, in

fleet,

order to be ready

to act against the Spaniards, if they should put to sea.

The

garrison of Gibraltar

it

gratified and animated by the

as a counterbalance to

may

well be supposed were

relief of

what arrived ; but

this, they suffered considerably

from the Spanish gun-boats ; each of these was worked
oars, and carried a long twenty-six pounder in
its prow, which threw shot much farther than any ship-

by twenty

gun

;

the Spaniards also constructed several

bomb

boats

While the convoy remained in the bay,
about twenty of the gun-boats came out every morning
when the weather was calm, and consequently favourable
for their manoeuvres and action, from Algesiras on the opposite side of the bay to Gibraltar, and regularly cannonaded thq British ships ; as long as the calm continued, the
latter had no chance with them, and as soon as the wind
sprung up, they immediately fled, and were pursued in
bn a similar plan.

vain.

These attacks were so often repeated, and beeaaie

at length so harassing as well as dangerous, that Sir J.

Lockhart Ross with his division was ordered into the bay
for the protection of the convoy ; but even they were of
little use, 'for

the gun-boats

still

came up, and tbeir prows,

the only part of them exposed to the

were so small, that they could not

fire

easily

of the British

be hit by the

m

’

shot.
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was evident

It

that this kind of warfare

vexatious and harassing than decisive

Spaniards bj
object,

it

;

and

was

ratlier

in fact, the

did not in the least accelerate their grand

—the redaction of Gibraltar.

Toward

she

this, therefore,

now

directed the fire from

the formidable butteries, &c. which she had coiistriicted
at an enormous expense

these batteries consisted of one

;

hundred and seventy pieces of cannon of the heaviest
metal, and eighty mortars ; this cannonade was returned with even greater power and much greater effect,

by the garrison. It was computed by the artillery
and engineers, that during three weeks from the
tack, the

Spaniards expended regularly,

officers,
first

at least

at-

one

thousand barrels of gunpowder, of one hundred pound

weight each, and
sand shot and

fired

shells

from four-thousand to five-thou-

during every

tw^enty-four hours*

After discharging seventy-five thousand shot, and twenty-

thousand

five

six

scale

it

men
may be

in the twenty-four hours

was continued

of

in

quantity diminished to about

shells, the

hundred of both

for several weeks longer.

;

at

which

The loss

the garrison was not considerable, indeed

regarded as small

:

it

the whole loss from the ISth of

April to the end of June, amounted onlyto one commissioned

and fifty-two privates killed, and to seven officers
and two-hundred and fifty-three privates wounded.

officer,

It will

now be proper to

revert to the French fleet under

Count de Grasse, tvhich as has been already stated, sailed
from Brest nearly at the same time that the British fleet
sailed for the relief of Gibraltar. The destination of Count
de Grasse was the West Indies ; the possessions of the
French in that quarter of the world had been left much
exposed, in consequence of the return oL the Count de
Guichen to Europe.
It will be recollected that Admiral

Rodney had

sailed for

New York;

the hurricane season was over,

West

Indies.

here he continued

when he returned

till

to the

Resolving to take advantage of the infer-
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Biation of the French fleet in those seas, he and General
Vaughan had planned an expedition against some of their

when he received information of the rupture of the
Dutch, and instructions to commence hostilities against
their West India possessions.
Of the Dutch possessions in the West Indies, the island

islands,

of

St. Eustatius

was the most valuable

;

it

had during the

war been a general dep6t of merchandize; from which,
not only the American colonies, but the French islands
hence, in a public
also derived considerable supplies
:

point of view, the reduction of it was of considerable
moment, while it offered to the captors, the prospect of

a very large and valuable booty ; besides, it was the
more obnoxious to British vengeance, because the commerce between it and the American colonies, connived at

by the government of Holland, had been the original
cause of the rupture between the two countries. This
island is of small extent, and barren soil ; and of no importance except on account of its commerce ; and this commerce it possessed, merely because it was a neutral island

being a free

who

merce with
the great
its

port, it

resorted to

was inhabited by people of all

it,

for the

nations,

purpose of carrying on com-

From

their respective countries during the war.

demand

for merchandize of all kinds in America,

trade had encreased to an amazing extent ; indeed, so

was the importation of merchandize into it,
that the bulkier articles, for want of room in the wareThe island was naturaly
houses, lay in the streets.
strong ; indeed, it might be said that nature had fortifled
considerable

OH every side, except one, at which place a landiig
might be effected without much difficulty or danger ; bit
though strong, naturally, the Dutch had neglected the aid
it

and even of an adequate garrison. On the 3rd ol
February Sir George Rodney and General Vanghan apof

art,

peared before

it,

\vith

men
much

such a force both of ships and

as would have been equal to the reduction of a

;

ss
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larger amd better garrisoned place ; a

summons was iinaedi«

atelj sent to the governor^ requiring him to surrender the

island ; with this he complied.
thus, easily

The value of the merchandize

and speedily obtainedj was supposed

to four millions

;

those parts of

it,

to

amount

which belonged

to th^

Dutch, French or Americans, were of course lawful prize
but several British merchants having settled there for the
purpose,

American pro-

as they alleged, of purchasing

duce, under the supposed sanction of an act of parlia-

ment,

it

became a question, whether the property of such

persons was subject to confiscation.

The proceedings of

the admiral and general with respect to the treasure of

these merchants, became afterwards the subject of

much

controversy in the courts of law, and of great vexation

and trouble

to the captors themselves,

in consequence of

the opposite decisions given by some of the tribunal,

whom

before

the prize causes relative to this island were

tarried.

In the bay,

a Dutch frigate of thirty-six guns,

vessels of inferior

and

fifty

sail

force,

pursued,

had

sailed

oVerta;ketl

from

it

fleet,

and brought back,

were

together with

The

Martin and Saba shared the

day^

of; thirty ^bips^

for Holland; these

their convOy, a ship of sixty guns.
islands of St.

Two

of merchantmen were tahpn*

before the capture of the island, a
richly laden,

five

and more than one hundred

small Dutch

fate of St.

Eusta-

were kept flying on the forts
ol all these islands by the captprs for some time, the con^*
squence of which was, that a number of American, Dutch,
tius

:

tie colours of Holland

aiid

French vessels were deceived, entered the h^rbqurs,

ard

were taken.

.

But

the British were not long permitted to retain these

slands; for in the

month

of: November in

the sameyear^.

Marquis de Bouiile having received information that
Efistatius was in a wery defenceless slate, and that

;he.;

St.

Lieutenant Colonel Cockburn,

who had been

appointed
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governor, was very remiss in his duty, determined to

attempt the reconqoest of

it

by surprize.

At

the back of

the island are some small hays, where a landing
effected in favourable weather,

culty and danger

though not without

one of them was

;

may b@

left

diffi-

unguarded ;

this

circumstance being communicated to the marquis, he fixed
his plan accordingly.

Having embarked about two thou-

sand men in a number of small

vessels,

he sailed from

Martinique, and managed in such a manner, as to arrive
at the bay in the night time.

In disembarking, notwith-

standing the weather was moderate, he lost a number of
soldiers in

pieces
little

;

consequence of the boats being dashed to

and so great was the unavoidable delay, that a

before daylight he had succeeded in landing only

The approach of morning, and

four hundred men.

cumstance of most of

the cir-

having been destroyed, de-

his boats

termined him to trust the success of the expedition to the
small body of troops.

As, however, they were not nearly

so numerous as the garrison,

it

was

still

necessary to de-

pend more on

surprize, than

The marquis

accordingly put his troops in motion, and

marched
fort

as rapidly as possible about six miles towards the

his path

:

on open and violent measures*

was

difficult,

and lay through a

defile,

where

he might have been stopped, or perhaps cut off by a handful
of men. But the governor was completely taken by sur-*
prize

;

be had no apprehension any

hostile troops

were on

the island; so that a discharge of niusquetry from the

French at a division of British troops, which were exersome distance from the fort, gave the

cising in a field at
first

alarm to the garrison

mediately hurried to the
bridge, that

it

loss

those

who were in

quarters im-

and so loaded the drawtill the enemy arrived
Thus was the island reduced,

fort,

could not be raised,

and entered with them.
with the

:

of only ten

men

killed

and wounded

of money, to the amount of two millions of livres,

:

a sum

fell

into

the hands of the captors, besides the produce of the sales
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Sixty-eJgM pieces of cannon^ and the

of the prizes.

garrison^ consisting of six hundred and seventy-seven

The dependant

me%

and
Saba were attacked immediately afterwards, and shared
the same fete as St. Eustatius. Having thus related the
recapture of these Dutch islands, though it did not take
till near the end of the year, in order to complete our

ivere taken.

islands of St. Martin

place account of them at once,

we

now resume the
the West Indies

shall

narrative of the other transactions in

and America.
After the capture of St. Eustatius by the British, the

Dutch settlements of Demerary and Issequibo on the
difficulty. About

Spanish main were reduced without any

the same time a squadron of British privateers, chiefly

belonging to the port of Bristol, on hearing of the Dutch
war, mustered their force, and entering the river DemerarjT’

and Issequibo, cut out, from under the Dutch

and

batteries,

almost

all

fort

the ships of value in those

rivers.
.

While

Sir George

Rodney was detained at

St. Eustatius*

disposing of the captured property, and settling the claims

of the British merchants, he received information of the
sailing of the

Count de Grasse from

Brest, with the fleet

West Indies. Immediately he dispatched
Samuel Hood and Rear Admiral Drake to windward,

destined for the
Sir

with eighteen ships of the

line,

with directions,

if possible,

to intercept and bring to action the enemy’s fleet before

they could form a junction with the French squadron at
Martinique. Accordingly these admirals, in the month

of April, proceeded off Fort Royal bay, and continued to
cruise there till the 28th5 when the approach of the French
fleet

was announced by signal from the advanced

ships.

A

general chace to windward was immediately ordered, and

the line, of battle a-head was formed; in this

continued

all

to windward,

night

;

in the

way they

morning the enemy was

and the convoy close in with the

land.

still

The

:
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French admiral from the
fleets,

two

relative situations of the

with respect to the wind, had

to bring on, or to decline an

it

in his

engagement ;

the latter, keeping at a distance.

The

ders made every

him

exertion to bring

ring the manceuvres

2§

III.

power

either

he' preferred

British

comman-

to action,

and

du-*

the squadron in

for this purpose,

Fort Royal bay, found an opportunity of coming out, and
by this junceffecting a junction with Count de Grasse
:

enemy acquired a superiority over the British
point of numbers; they being twenty-four, and

tion, the
fleet in

the British only eighteen

;

but they

still

avoided a close

commanders, on the contrary,
unremittingly endeainferiority,
their
notwithstanding
voured to come up with the enemy ; and they so far suc-

engagement.

The

British

ceeded as to bring on a partial action, the van and some
ships of the centre of the British fleet getting near

to engage.
fire, andi

enough

These were exposed to a great superiority of

sustained

At

much damage.

;the

end of the

engagement, which lasted about three hours, the Russel
had received so many shots between wind and water, that
she was obliged to bear away for
four other vessels were also

St.

Eustatius to

much damaged.

refit

The next

morning Sir Samuel Hood endeavoured to gain the wind
of the enemy, but ineffectually. At length, despairing of
renewing the engagement, and several of his ships being
so disabled as to be unfit for action, he bore away for
Antigua to get them

refitted,

and was followed by the

Count de Grasse, with the whole French fleet. The next
day, some ships in the rear of the British fleet, being in
danger of being cut off, Sir Samuel Hood bore down with
the van and centre for their protection; the Count de
Grasse, however, upon this, desisted from his attempt ; and
soon afterwards gave up the pursuit altogether, and returned to Martinique.

In the subsequent month of May, Bie French made an
sittempt to reduce the island of St. Lucia:

on

this enter-;
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from Martinique, commanded by tlic
Viscouiit Damas, acting under the orders of the Marquis

prise,

de

a

for^e sailed

Bouilfe,

The

who accompanied him.

landed upon the island.

of having thus

troops were

Encouraged by the circumstances

effected a landing without

any molestation

on the subsequent morning, the
French surprised the town of Gros-islet, where they made
or even

notice,, early

A

a few .prisoners.

company of

the eighty-seventh regi*

command of Captain Campbell, and
some seamen under the command of Lieutenant Miller of
ment, under the

the navy, occupied Pigeon island, an important position,
as.

on

it

depended the security and protection of the an-

They were immediately

chorage found in Gros-islet bay.

ordered to surrender, with the threat, if they refused, that
they-

might expect to suffer

of war authorised

;

all

the severity which the laws

they were not, however, intimidated by

this threat. Captain

Campbell bravely bidding defiance to

the enemy, being resolved to defend his post to the last
extremity.

On

the day after the landing of the troops,

the Count de Grasse appeared off the island with twentyfive ships of the line,

and directed

as if he intended to anchor there

Well directed
*

fire

from Pigeon

to abandon his design and

fall

;

his

course to the bay,

but, in consequence of a

island,

he was compelled

to leeward

Leger, who was the governor of

St.

General

St.

Lucia, in the mean-

while used the most prompt, vigorous, and effectual means
to defend the island, and fortunately for his purpose, a

fri-

gate and two sloops arrived, which supplied him with a reinforcement of seamen to

man the

batteries.

The French

perceiving that the governor was determined to offer a most
resolute resistance, for which he was

judged

it

now well

prepared,

prudent to abandon their enterprise; their troops

were re- embarked

in the night,

and the next day the

fleet

returned to Martinique.

The enemy were,

notwithstanding their failure in this

instance, not disheartened ;

on the contrary, they resolved
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ill.

On

the 23rd of

a small squadron of ships appeared before

it

tiniqnCj with twelve liundred t’'oop ?5 under the

of the governor of

St.

On

Vincent’s

Mar

from Max*-

command

the next day they

;

were only five
hundred men of all denomsnationsj including regulars^
militia^ and a few armed negroes, who could be collected
effected a landing.

for

its

defence

r

this island there

at the head of these, the governor.

General

Ferguson, took up a strong position on Mount Concordia^

having

first

sent intelligence of the attack to Barbadoes

in this position

a defence was maintained

till

The French commander, not having

June.

the

first

:

of

anticipated

such a long and resolute defence, sent to Martinique for
reinforcements, wliich were immediately dispatched under

the command of the Marquis de Bouiile, and accompanied

by the Count de Grasse, wdth the whole fleet of twentyThey arrived off Tobago on the 31st
five sail of the line.
of May*

It w^as

impossible to continue the defence of the

island against such a force

given

it

:

as their opinion that

longer tenable,

it

and the engineers having

Mount Concordia was no

w/as resolved not

immediately to sur-

render the island, but only to retire to a
sition

on the main ridge, the approach

still

to

stronger po-

which was by a

road some miles in length, so narrow that two men could
sot w^aik abreast, and inaccessible on each side by ixnpesetrable forests; this position the governor and troops

reached unperceived by the enemy, who had made every
preparation to storm the British lines at Concordia, the

very

morning

they quilted

tlisin.

The Marquis de

Bouille disappointed at not having before this reduced the
island,

gave orders to

set fire to

two of the nearest planta-

tions, threateningthai the others, within his

power, should

undergo the same fate unless the island were surrendered*
This devastation overcome the firmness of the militia, who^^
in order to save their property resolved to capitulate.

Against this resolution tho govenior protested, but in vain:
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he represented to them that

Iw
and

their position cotiM not

takeHy even hy the superior force opposed to them

;

that there was every reason to hope for the speedy arrival

of the British

fleet,

leave the island.

which would compel the enemy to
latter circumstance might

Perhaps the

have had some weight, had not intelligence been received,
just at this time, that some ships dispatched for their relief, had been compelled to put back by the French fleet.

There was therefore no prospect of speedy

relief;

and

if they persevered in holding out, there could be no doubt

that the French

commander

destroy all the plantations.

w^ould execute his threat,

A

and

treaty for a capitulation

was accordingly begun; and favorable conditions were
obtained. In the mean time, such of the British ships as
had been disabled in the actions between Sir Samuel Hood
and the Count de Grasse, having been repaired, and Sir
George Rodney having joined Sir Samuel Hood, the whole
fleet amounted to twenty ships of the line, proceeded to
Barbadoes it arrived here on the 23rd of May. On the
morning of the 27th3 intelligence was received that To:

bago had been attacked; and on the following day, Admiral Drake was dispatched with six ships of the line,
three frigates and some transports to

its relief ;

we have

already stated that this reinforcement could not reach the
island, in consequence of the French fleet.

On

the re-

turn of Admiral Drake, Sir George Rodney put to sea

with the whole

fleet,

but before he arrived, Tobago had

surrendered.

As soon
its

as the British admiral received intelligence of

surrender he stood to the northward, and on the 5th of

June came in sight of the French fleet lying to leeward,
between him and the Grenadilles. As the two fleets were
steering the same course, towards evening they approached
one another : but the British admiral, apprehend ve of gettingentangledamong the Grenadilles during the night, did
not think it prudent to bear down upon the enemy; besides
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he had done

tioii,

so^ the latter^
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by gaining a Vvindward posi-

might have endangered the safety of the island of

Barbadoes.

He, therefore, kept

in

his

course to the

^^iodvi^ard of St. Vincent’s, trusting that the French, from

their superioritj', might be induced to follow him, and

thus be led where there would be more sea room, and less

danger of being driven to leeward

might not be ignorant of
the lights of his

in order that the

enemy

gave orders

for all

his course, he

fleet to

be made as conspicuous as pos-

night.

In the morning, liowever, the

sible during the

enemy’s

:

fleet w^as

not to be seen:

having

in the night

tacked and steered for Courland Bay, in Tobago.
the remainder of the

summer

During

the Count de Grasse, not-

withstanding he was superior by five ships of the

line,

cautiously avoided risquinga general engagement.

The

intention of the French admiral was, during the

Imrricane months, to

visit

the American coast:

of this

intention the British governor of New York %vas informed

from Washington’s intercepted despatches, and Sir George
E-odney also possessed the same information. The Bay
of Cheseapeak was supposed to be the particular destination of the French admiral, and Sir

George dispatched
commander of the British fleet
of America, who was also informed that at

advices to this effect to the

on the

coast

the proper season, he might expect to be reinforced by

some ships from
him to frustrate

From

this

idea that

it is

the

the

West Indian

the plans of

evident that Sir

fleet,

so as to enable

Count de Grasse.
George Rodney had no
the

French admiral would go to the coast

of America wdth his %vhoie

fleet;

consequently, he sup-

posed that a reinforcement would be amply

sufiicieiit

to defeat the projects of the French on the American
coast.

Under

Hood on

this impression

he dispatched Sir Samuel

the approach of the hurricane season, with four-

teen ships of the line to the American station.

made

Sir

Samuel

the land to the southward of the Capes of Virginia,

TOL. VII,
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August; and not having met with any of
the British frigates that were ordered to look out for luin^
23tli of

he proceeded

On the

to

Sandy-Hook, where he arrived ou the

28tli^

departure of Admiral Arbuthnot for England in

the month of July, Admiral Graves, as the next senior

had succeeded to the command on the American
he was at this time with his fleet, consisting of
seven sail of the line, in the harbour of New York. Only
but as there was little
five, however, w^ere ready for sea
doubt that by this time the Count de Grasse had arrived
off the American coast, it was judged prudent not to wait
for the repair of the two ships.
The others immediately
sailed ; and a junction having been effected with the fleet
under Sir Samuel Hood, Admiral Graves, as the senior

officer,

station

:

;

officer,

took the

August they

command

sailed

of the whole.

On

the Slst of

from Sandy-Hook, having previously

received information that the French squadron at
island had sailed

on the 25th

:

Rhode

as the object of this squa**

dron* was to effect a junction with the Count de Grasse^

was hoped that either it, or the fleet of the Count,
might be fallen in with, before this was accomplished.
The Count, however, by this time had safely arrived in

it

the Cheseapeak; and, inconsequence of the intelligence
that he received respecting the critical situation of

army

Lord

he immediately
ployed part of his ships in blocking up York river, on the
banks of which his lordship had taken post, and in convey-*
ing up James river the French troops brought from the
Cornwallis’s

West

Indies.

at this juncture,

On these

services four of his line-ofibattle

ships and several frigates were employed ; while with the
rest he remained at anchor in

Lynhaven bay, just within

the Capes.

In the mean time. Admiral Graves having employed
examining the entrance of the Delaware,
and having ascertained that the French fleet was not

his frigates in

there, proceeded to the Capes of Virginia, in sight of

:
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on the morning of the 5th of Septembero

immediately learnt the position of the enemy’s

the Count de Grasse^
first

IIL

made

when

their appearance, took

squadron, but as soon as

fleet

the ships of Admiral Graves

them

he ascertained

for the

Rhode island

his mistake, he

gave

orders to slip the cables, and get to sea, in order that he

might have more room to avail himself of his superiority ia
respect of numbers.
The British fleet having stretched in^

and its rear being now nearly even with the van of the
enemy, Admiral Graves made the signal for the whole
fleet to wear; by this manceuvre it was put on the same
tack with the enemy, and lay to windward in a line paral«

were now steering to the

east-

ward, and getting clear of the Capes; the British

fleet

lel to

them.

Both

fleets

down upon the enemy as it advanced.
At four o’clock in the afternoon, an action began be-

bearing

tween the van and part of the centre of the

which continued

till

partial action the

niglit

put an end to

tw^o fleets,

it.

In this

French van suffered most, as

it

was

obliged to bear awmy, in order to permit the other ships

come up to its support.
During the night, Admiral Graves retained the weather
gage, intending to renew the battle the next morning;
but finding that several of his ships w^ere so much disabled

to

as not to be in a condition to engage
fitted,

till

they were re-

he was obliged to give up this idea. The two

however, continued

in sight of

of five days, during which

one another

for the

fleets,

space

time they were sometimes

The French, having gained the wind, might
have brought on the action again but to this they shewed
no disposition and the British admiral, from the crippled

very near.

;

;

state of

On
away

some of

his ships, could not

compel them.

the 10th of the month, the Count de Grasse bore
for the Cheseapeak,

within the Capes.

During

and the next day anchored
his absence the

Rhode

island

squadron had arrived in the Cheseapeak, bringing with
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them fourteen transports laden with

Iieavj artillery aix!

all sorts of military stores.

The

loss of

men

in the British fleet

doriog this partial

amounted to ninety killed and two hundred and
forty-six wounded.
The wdiole of the van division under
Admiral Drake had suffered considerably ; but the Ter-

battle,

proved so very leaky after the action, that on the Ilth
was found necessary to abandon her* The French loss
amounted to about two hundred and twenty men, includ-

rible
it

and eighteen wounded.

ing four

officers killed

Graves

after reconnoitring

fleet in the

Admiral

the position of the French

Cheseapeak, and finding that they blocked up

the entrance, determined, in pursuance of the advice of a
council of war, to return to

New York

before the equi-

nox, and there use every means for putting his ships in the
best possible state for service*

From the account of the action between the two fleets,
which we have just given, we think it wdll be apparent
that the advantages arising from the situation of the

French were not improved as they might have been ; for
the British fleet arrived under a very favourable and
leading wind, the French fleet were lying promiscuously

when

at anchor

;

and they were obliged

to slip their cables,

and

seven of them stretched across, and stood out to sea from
the rest of the

fleet.

The

rest

were obliged to make

veral tacks in working out of the bay.
rally said that

had the British

the wind being

still

fleet

It

se-

was very gene-

continued

its

course,

very favourable, the seven French

and separated from the rest, must have
but for some reason, not explained, the

ships so advanced

been cut

off:

British admiral hauled his wind.
British fleet thus

becoming

The advance

of the

their rear, the fleet stood out

and were followed by the French.
situation of Lord Cornwallis was now extremely
critical; and unless he received large and speedy rein-

to sea,

The

forcements,

it

was too evident that he must surrender.
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Sir

Clinton,

New York

3 on at

^

%vhich

troops,

it
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drafted from

garri-

tlie

a body of seven thousand of his best

he proposed to embark on board the
had already informed Lord Cornwallis

He

king’s ships.
that

therefore,

IlL

was hoped the

fleet

w’ould sail from

about the 5th of October; but the
leave Sandy-Hook

the

till

When

lordship surrendered.

of Virginia, they

first

15Jth,

fleet did

New York
not finally

the day on which his

they arrived off the Capes

learnt the mortifying intelligence;

the admiral, therefore, determined to return to New York.

The

British fleet consisted of twenty-five sail of the line,

two fifty gun
amounted to

The

and eight

ships,

frigates

:

that of the French

thirty-six sail of the line, besides frigates*

letter written

by Lord Cornwallis to the commander-

him with the surrender of the posts of
York and Gloucester, and stating the causes that led to
the event, and the motives which influenced him, produced a difference between them that led to an appeal to

in-chief, acquainting

the public

want of

:

another fatal proof of one of the causes of our

success in this unfortunate war.

The combined

fleets

of France and Spain, after having

convoyed an armament destined to act against Minorca as
far as the Straits of Gibraltar, and seen it safely into the
Mediterranean, altered their course, and sailed for the
coast of England.

As soon

as they arrived off the

mouth

of the channel, they extended themselves in a line across

from the
sail

;

Scilly island to

viz. fifty of the

Ushant; they were in
line,

ships of the line

;

it,

seventy

of which some were of the

largest size, and the remainder frigates.

was then cruizing

all,

Admiral Darby

in the channel with only twenty-one

with this force

it is

evident he stood no

chance against the combined fleets; but having fortunately
received intelligence of their approach from a neutral vessel,

he entered Torbaj^, to wait for a reinforcement.

this situation the

In

enemy, though they had received

press orders to fight, did not venture to attack him.

The
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Count deGuiclienj wlio commanded
tlie

second in command in

tlie

m a council

for fighting, but

tlie Freiicli fleetj

Spanish

and

were eager

fleetj

of war their opinions were

overruled by a great majority.

As soon

as this decision

was adopted, the combined fleet sailed in quest of the
homeward-bound British fleet but they were not success;

ful;

and their crews being

sickly,

their ships not in

and

very good condition, the stormy months also approaching,
early in September they separated; the French fleet steer-

ing for Brest, and that of Spain for

One

of the

C’adiz.

which the Dutch

naval measures

first

adopted, after the commencement of

them and

the English,

was
This

was of the utmost

fleet consisted

of eight

the line and ten large frigates, under the

The

Admiral JZouttman.
out a

fleet for

between

to dispatch a fleet for the pro-

tection of their Baltic trade, which

importance to them.

hostilities

British ministry

sail

of

command of

had also

fitted

the protection of the British Baltic trade

this fleet was
composed of an old eighty gun ship, which carried no
an old sixty gun ship
heavier metal than a fifty gun ship
that had been discharged us unfit for service, but which
had undergone some repairs ; two seventy-fours, a sixtyfour, a fifty, a forty-four, and four frigates : the command
of this fleet was given to Admiral Hyde Parker. It so
happened that as the British admiral was on his return to
England, with a large fleet under his convoy, Admiral

but so hard pressed were they for ships, that

;

Zouttman

sailed from Holland, with a

for the Baltic.

The two squadrons

Dutch

fleet

bound

sailing nearly in the

same track, but in opposite directions, met on the Dogger
Bank, on the 5th of August. Without manoeuvring, both
prepared for immediate

battle, having previously taken
such measures as were necessary for the safety of their

The Dutch fleet differed
was when it left the Texel ;

respective convoys.
spect from

what

it

in one refor

one of

the line-of-battle ships had returned to port, and in

its
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ship, carrying

heavy metal^ had

had under his command
whereas, Admiral Parker had

he, therefore,

«ight ships of two decks

;

only seven, and of these one mounted only

and

fifty

another forty four guns. With respect to his frigates, two
of them were sent o^ with the convoy, and the other two
to be in readiness to

were ordered

tow out of the

any

line

ship that might be disabled.

As Admiral Parker was
his Cipponent

;

who

to

windward, he bore down on

displayed an eagerness to meet the

combat, highly characteristic of the ancient Dutch naval
renown. The two fleets were within half musket shot
before a gun w^as fired on either side

;

Ad*

at this period

iniral Parker laying his ship alongside the Dutch admiral^
and the other vessels of the English fleet in like manner
bearing down upon those of the enemy that were opposed

to them, the action began.

It

continued with unabating

by
them

fury and with equal valour for three hours and a half:
^this time both fleets were so disabled that neither of

They, there-

could form the line and renew the action.
fore,

were obliged to lye

to, at

a small distance from each

other, to repair their respective damages.

peared as

if

the Dutch admiral was

combat; but no sooner had he put

At

preparing to

first it

ap-

renew the

his ships in a condition

than he bore away with his convoy, for the

to carry

sail,

Texel.

Admiral Parker was anxious to have prevented

his escape, but his

vessels

were so very much disabled

that he could not pursue him.

No

battle

had been fought during this war, and

it

may be

added few, if any, during any war since the period of the
memorable combats between the English and the Dutch,
in the 17 th century, in which such downright and sheer valour had been displayed on both sides.

No

ship, indeed,

was taken by either but this only proved the obstinacy
and skill with which each party had fought. It was supposed that as the Dutch had had no experience of naval
;
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combats for such a great length of

tiiiiCj

and

as their

character for valour, as well as their great renown as a
nation, had undoubtedly long been in the wane, they

would not have been
lists

able, or

with Britain on her

battle

ojfF

even disposed to enter the

own element; but

ceriainly in the

the Do^fger Baiik, they proved themselves fully

worthy of combating with England, and the undegene™
rated sons of those who had fought with Van Tromp and

De Roy ter.
Both
that

it

stance

parties claimed the victory

rested with the British
:

the object of the

is

on

this occasion

Admiral Parker was to bring

Ms

his

convoy the

w^as to

the object of

convoy to England.

object, the former did not, for

compelled to put back to the Texel
scene of action

;

It should also

first.

but

evident from this circoni-

Dutch admiral

ships under his protection to the Baltic;

latter obtained

;

besides,

be

The

he was
left

the

be recollected that

the force of the British was inferior to that of the Dutch.
It

may

well be supposed that the iobS of

men

as well as

damage sustained by the ships in such au action
would be very great the British had one hundred and
four men killed, and three hundred and thirty-nine
wounded amongst the latter were a number of valuable
the

:

;

olBcers; the British ships suffered considerably.

In both

these respects, however, the Dutch bore the proofs that

the victory was not with them
dreadfully shattered, that

it

;

for

was with

ips

were so

difficulty

most of

si

them were kept above water till they reached the port;
and the Hollandia actually sunk the night after the en»
gagement with all her wounded men on board. The loss
of men suslaiaed by the Dutch is supposed to have
amounted nearly to one thousand two hundred in killed
and wounded.
Before the commencement of the war between Great
Britain and Holland, a squadron had been fitted out by

the former for the purpose of favouring an insurrection in
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Spanish South American colonies; the design, however^

was
the

laid aside as soon as the

was dispatched,

fleet

Dutch

possessions at the

Cape of Good Hope.

It con-

one ship of seventy-four guns, another of sixty-

sisted of
four,

Dutch war commenced, and

in the first instance, against the

three

fifty

gun

frigates of thirty-two

ships, three

guns, two sloops of war, two cutters, a
fire ship,

two ordnance store

five victuallers,

was given

to

ships,

bomb

ketch and

eleven transports,

and thirteen Indiamen.

The command

On

board the trans-

Commodore Johnston.

ports and Indiamen were embarked between two and three

thousand troops, under the command of General Mea-

On

dows.

ISth

the

when

went

it

Commodore Johnston
company with the grand fleet,

of March

sailed from St. Helens in

to the relief of Gibraltar

on the 10th of

:

April his squadron came to an anchor in Port Praya Bay,
in St. Jago, one of the

Cape de Verd

islands, for the

purpose of procuring supplies of water and provisions.

As

island belonged to the

this

nation,

Commodore Johnstone

Portuguese, a neutral

naturally apprehended

hostile attack while lying in the bay.

no

Accordingly no

precautions were taken to guard against one, his ships
lying in such positions as were best suited to their accom-

modation

in

procuring water and provisions.

In this

were suddenly attacked on the 16th
of April by a superior French squadron, under the com-

state of security they

mand

of Monsieur de Suffrein

:

it

appears that the French

ministry had by some means been apprized of the object

pf the English expedition, and had fitted out a squadron
to defeat

it,

which sailed from Brest only nine days

Commodore Johnston

left

St.

Helens.

after

This squadron

consisted of five sail of the line, several frigates, and a

number of East India

ships

and transports, having on

board a considerable number of troops, and a formidable
train of artillery
sible, defeated

:

its

ultimate object after

it

Commodore Johnston, being

had, if pos-

the further-
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ance of the war in the East Indies, and also the protec*

Cape of Good Hope, against which the French
court had been informed the English expedition was

tioE of the

directed,
-

When

the French squadron

first

gare nndoubted signs

that they meant not to respect the neutrality of the bay,

hut

in spite of it to attack the English fleet, at least

one

hundred persons are said to have been absent

thousand

five

from the

latter,

employed on shore

in the necessary ser-

Tices of watering, fishing, embarking live stock and other
fresh provisions.

Commodore Johnston, immediately on

perceiving the designs of the enemy, ordered a gun to be
fired, as

a signal for

all

their respective ships

signal to unmoor,

Monsieur de

;

and

Suffrein,

on shore

to repair instantly to

another gun was then

fired, as

a

a third to prepare for action.

from these circumstances, plainly

perceived that his expectation of taking the British squa-

dron unawares and unprepared, was abundantly

fulfilled;

hence, he naturally looked forward to an easy and decisive
victory; he accordingly pushed forward as quick as possible, in

order that the British might not be able to prepafe

for the encounter.

The appearance of

communicated by signal from the

Isis,

his fleet

was

first

which was lying

near the mouth of the bay, between nine and ten o’clock
in the morning; and before eleven Monsieur de Suffrein,

leaving his convoy without, entered the bay with five
ships of the line, he himself leading the

of seventy-four guns, firing at the
ship kept on her course

length of the

way

Isis as

he passed.

His

she was within a cable’s

till

Monmouth and Hero, two

ships in the British squadron

in the Heros,

of the largest

in this position Monsieur
de Suffrein ordered the anchor to be dropped. The Aiinibal immediately followed, and having shot ahead of the
;

admiral’s ship, there dropped anchor; the third, the Artesian,

In

anchored about the same distance astern.

this situation they

began a heavy cannonade, having
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springs on their cables before they entered the bay*

The

other two French ships did not anchor, but continued

sailing about the bay, firing at every ship as they passed,

and endeavouring

board the merchantmen; in

to

however, they did not succeed. The British

ships,

this,

though

taken in a great measure unprepared, were defended with
Captain Alms, in the Monmouth,

great vigour and skiiL

kept up a well directed

which was equalled from the

fire,

Heio, Captain Hawler.

As the Romney, Commodore

Johnston’s ship, was so situated that she could not be

brought into immediate action, he removed from her, at
the commencement of the action, on board of the Hero^

The

Jupiter particularly distinguished

for her commander, Captain
by great exertions got a spring on her

engagement,

enabled to direct her

fire

with great

herself

in

this

Paisley, having
cable, w^as thus

effect.

At

first

the

East India ships were so taken by surprize that they
eould not

from

it,

Commodore Johnston; but recovering
The French
opposed with so much more steadiness and

assist

they materially supported him.

being thus

preparation than they had anticipated, soon began to
manifest signs that they viislied to escape from the fight.

The
sea

;

weighed her anchor, and stood out to
not, how^ever, before she had succeeded in capturing

Artesian

first

the Hinchenbrook East Indiaman. She had also succeeded
jin

boarding the Fortitude

;

but by the gallantry of a

company of the 92d regiment, under the
Captain Jenkinsoo,

Frenchmen.

The

her

action

quarters of an hour,

deck

command of

was quickly cleared of

had now continued about three

when

the French admiral cut his

cable and followed the example of the Artesian.

Anoibal

still

retained her position, exposed to the

The
fire

of

the British, and in a short time seemed a perfect wreck;

having remained in her situation nearly a quarter of an
hour, her cable was either cut or shot away,

when she
turned round and drifted put to sea before the wind, her
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masts tottering, her yards hanging different ways, and her
After she got clear of the British ships, one

sails in rags.

of her consorts took her in tow, and she thus succeeded
in effecting her escape.

Commodore Johnston, before he determined on a pursuit,
summoned all the captains of the fleet, in order to ascertain the

damages that had been sustained he then ordered
;

Romney

a pursuit; the

got out of the bay

first;

but the

Captain Sutton, did not obey the signal for three

Isis,

hours, though

The

guns.

was enforced by the repeated firing of
having at length come out, the pursuit

it

Isis

was continued, but the day was quite
threatened to be stormy,

came near the enemy.

It

before'

spent,

and the night

Commodore Johnston

was under these circumstances

a matter of considerable doubt and

difficulty to deter-

mine what course he ought to pursue his grand object
was to attack the Dutch settlement of the Cape of Good
;

Hope

as speedily as possible, before

resistance;

but

it

was prepared for

he discontinued the pursuit of the

if

necessarily would arrive there before
him on the other hand, if he continued the pursuit, he
must leave his convoy unprotected he also considered
that his coming up with the French was by no means certain, for though several of their ships were much disabled,
yet the delay occasioned by the Isis had given them greatly

French squadron,

it

;

:

the start of him.

After considering the matter in

all its

bearings, he determined to rejoin his convoy; this he did

not accomplish without some

difficulty, after

plying to

The day after the engagement the Hinchenbrook was retaken. The loss of men
was not great, amounting only to forty-three killed and
one hundred and thirty-four wounded. On the 2nd of
wind^vard for several days.

May

the whole squadron left Port Praya Bay,

Commodore Johnston deemed

it

prudent to use the best

means in his power to ascertain whether the French squadron had reached the Cape before him ; for this purpose,

:
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of June^ he dispatched four of his smaller

ahead of the

fast sailing Tessels to proceed

rest of the

squadron^ with directions to rejoin them in a certain

These vessels having got

latitude.

Cape on

the 1st of July,

to the south of the

and took a Dutch

in with

fell

ship bound for Ceylon, laden with stores and provisions,

and

thousand pounds in bullion, v/hich had

forty

Saldanha Bay only a few days before.

left

From her they

learnt that Monsieur de Suffrein and part of his convoy

had arrived
had landed

at the Cape,
five

on the 95th of June, where he

hundred men

to reinforce the garrison

Dutch East Indiamen, richly
laden, were lying in Saldanha Bay.
As soon as the
detached squadron had rejoined the commodore, and
they also learnt that

communicated

five

this intelligence, the

was abandoned

as impracticable

;

attempt on the Cape

and

attack the ships in Saldanha Bay.

it

was resolved

to

In prosecution of this

commodore steered for the land, taking the
upon himself. This enterprize was conducted with so much promptitude and ability, that arriving off the mouth of the bay in the night, the commodore
design the

pilotage entirely

in the

ships

Romney

leading the way, and although the Dutch

were run on shore, and

boats of the British

fleet

extinguish the flames in

board of

all

this vessel^ the fire

impossible to save her.

set

on

by their crews, the

fire

nevertheless arrived in time to

of them except one

raged so violently that

The
a

on

it

was

rest being threatened with

destruction from the vicinity ot this one,

necessary to tow her to

:

distance;

it

was absolutely

an undertaking

attended with considerable danger, but executed in the

most prompt and
the boats

The

left her,

effectual

manner

:

in ten

minutes after

she blew up with a violent explosion.

other prizes were got off the same evening.

Commodore Johnston was directed by his instructions, in case
he found that the attempt against the Cape was impracticable, to send a certain

numbecof ships

to the East Indies^
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to reinforce Sir Edward Hughes ; wills these part of the lani
forces

But

were also

to be sent,

and the

West

rest to the

Indies^

the British commanders having learnt Unit the Car-

Botic had been invaded by

Hyder

Aily^ and that a strong

detachment of British troops had been cut

ofi",

dcteroiiiied

to deviate from their instructions, and instead of dividing

the land forces, to send

the whole to the East Indies*

Accordingly the Dutch prizes, after being

refitted,

sent to Helena without a convoy; and the

were

commodore

having accompanied those vessels that were destined for
the East Indies, with

Ms whole

force, as far as the fourth

degree of longitude beyond the Cape, there

with the Romney, and frigates sailed to

left

St.

them, and

Helena, for

the purpose of conve3dng his prize to England.

In their

passage home they were separated by a storm, and two of

them were

lost.

The year

closed with a

1781,

transports,

of

in the

had been received

Yoy of

cruise

European seas. Informa-^
England that a large con-*
with troops, and of store ships and

Admiral Kempenfeldt
tion

successful

in

provision vessels were getting ready at Brest, to sail in the

The destination of most of these
month of December.
vessels was the West Indies, for the purpose of refitting
the fleet there, under the command of the Count de
Grasse; the rest were for Monsieur de Suffrien’s fleet
The Count de Guichen was appointed
in the East Indies.
convoy the whole of them, under the protection of
some ships of war. As it was of the utmost importance to

to

intercept those supplies, which either in the East or

West

Indies might prove highly useful to the enemy, Admiral

Kempenfeldt was dispatched

in the

beginning of December

to cruise for them; he had along with him twelve ships

of the

line,

and a

fifty

gun

ship

;

four frigates and a

fire ship.

On

the 12th of that month he got sight of the French

^uadron ;

the w^eather was at this time so tempestuous,
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that tliey were dispersed^ the convoy being considerably

Of

astern of the ships of war.
tisii

this circumstance the Bri**

admiral determined to take immediate advantage ; he

therefore ordered a press of sail to be carried, in order to

cut oiF the convoy completely: in this attempt he partly

A considerable number of prizes

succeeded.

struck escaped in the night

were taken;

some that had
two or three were supposed

fifteen of these arrived safe in
;

England

;

to be sunk.

Notwithstanding the utmost exertions of the Count de

Goichen,

his ships

were

collect them, so as to

so scattered, that he could not

form the

line, for

some time.

To-

wards the evening, the British admiral also made the
signal for forming the line, keeping on the same tack with
the enemy, meaning to engage in the morning.

But when

daylight appeared, he found the French to be very far

superior in force to himself; as their

nineteen

Under
it

sail

fleet consisted

of

of the line, and two others armed en f.ute.

these circumstances, Admiral Kempenfeldt judged

prudent to avoid an engagement, especially as he had

in a great measure succeeded in the object for which

had

sailed.

He

he

therefore steered for Portsmouth, dis-

patching, however, a line-of-battle ship and a frigate to

follow the enemy, with a view of capturing any of the

convoy that might chance to be separated.
they were not successful;

cember, they made prize of

Eourdeaux

to Martinique,

In this respect

on the 25th

but

five large ships,

of Debound from

which were about to join the

convoy under the Count de Guichen.

The

which arrived in England had on boardi
nearly eleven hundred troops ; and between six and seven
hundred seamen they w^ere almost all freighted on the
prizes

;

French king’s account; and were chiefly laden with brass
and iron ordnance, gunpowder and small arms, flints,
bomb-shells, cannon-balls, &c. ; some of them were laden

with cables, sail-cloth and cordage

;

and others with wine,

m
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The remaieder

flour^ bisciiiL

snd salted

provisions^.

of the French convoy which escaped was so

shattered by the weather, that only a few of them wt^re

able to reach the

West

Indies

:

the rest put back to repair

their damages.

There were several remarkable
single

actions at sea

with

ships this year, of which the following deserve

particular notice.

Lieutenant Inglis, commanding His Majesty’s sloop

Goree from a cruise, received
from Governor Wall, of a French frigate^r

Zephyr, having returned
intelligence

to

mounting twenty-four guns, being
immediately
letter of

sailed,

in

Gambia

river;

he

taking along with him the Polly,

At

marque, mounting sixteen four pounders.

the entrance of the river they saw four

sail at

anchor,

consisting of a British transport which had been captured,

two

sloops and a frigate

mounted sixteen
guns, and was manned with Frenchmen and negroes as
;

the transport

:

soon as the eneary observed Lieutenant

Iiiglis,

they set

on fire the transport and the sloop the frigate at the
same time getting under weigh, a warm action commenced as soon as they got within pistol shot, which
lasted three hours ; at which time the Zephyr and the
;

enemy grounded

close to

one another.

In this situation,

the action was continued with redoubled violence, more

resembling two batteries on shore than a sea

fight.

Du-

ring the greatest part of the action, the letter of marque

was anchored three quarters a mile astern the engagement continued two hours after the vessel had grounded,
when the enemy struck ; their loss was twelve killed and
twenty-eight wounded, the Zephyr had two killed and
four wounded 5 she had suffered however so much in her
hull, rigging, &c. that with the greatest difficulty s^ie was
;

brought to Goree.

The enemy’s

ship proved to he the Senegal,

mounting

eighteen six pounders, with a complement of one hundred
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and twenty-six men. She had formerly been the RaceUnfortunalelvj
horse^ commanded by Lord Mulgrave.
soon after she was brooght to Goree^ she was accidentally

blown yp5 with the loss of a lieutenant and tweniy-t^^o
otherSj officers and seamen.
The transactions on board the Nonsuch, commanded by

James Wallace, which was the look-out ship from the
•van squadron of Admiral Darby’s fleet are worthy of
notice.
On the 14th of May, a sail was seen in east southSir

east, to all

Nonsuch

The

appearance a French line-of-battle ship.

immediate!}^ gave chace, and gained upon her;

Nonsuch came alongside of
which was returned; she
when the Nonsuch wore and raked

at half-past ten at night the

her,

when she

fired a broadside,

then dropped a-stern,
her.

The

an hour, and during

action continued for

it

the

two ships were on board one another, the enemy carrying
away the sprit-sail-yard of the Nonsuch. The attempts
which her opponent made

she had the worse of the action
in

away, plainly proved that

to get

;

at length she succeeded

her object of escaping, nor could the Nonsuch again

come up with her, till five in the morning the next day,
when she was ascertained to be an eighty gun ship. The
battle was then renewed, and continued for an hour and a
half, when the Nonsuch was so much disabled, that Captain Wallace thought proper to haul his wind

:

the

enem)

kept on her course for Brest.

On

the 29th of

May, Captain William Peere Williams,

of His Majesty’s ship Flora, in company with the Crescent, discovered

two Dutch

frigates

;

preparations for im-

mediate action were immediately made ; but

it

did not

then commence, in consequence of the weather beginning

At seven in the evening the gale
abated, and the next morning the sea ivas comparatively
calm. The British ships kept sight of the enemy during
the whole of the night ; an*d at five o’clock the action comto be tempestuous.

menced, ship against ship, wuthin a cable’s length of each

TOL« ¥ll«
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Other

:

continued in this manner \yithout intermis-

it

sion for two hours and a quarter,

when the ship engaged
with the Flora, struck her colours, she proved
to be the
Castor frigate, of Rotterdam, commanded
by Captain
Pieter Melviil, mounting twenty-six twelve,
and ten six
pounders her crew consisted of two hundred
and

;

thirty

men.

In the mean time the Crescent was engaged
with
the other Dutch frigate, called the Brill,
mounting twentyeix twelve,
%vas

two

obstinately

six,

and eight four pounders

contested,

:

the action

when

unfortunately a shot
having carried away the main and mizon
masts of the
Crescent, the wreck falling on board,
and they rendering
her guns useless, and the vessel unserviceable,
her commander, Captain Pakenham, was under the
necessity of
ordering the colours to be struck. As
soon as Captain
Williams perceived this, he used his utmost

efforts to get
the head of the Flora towards the
Crescent, and having
succeeded he thus prevented the enemy
from taking possession of her.
The Brill thus disappointed, and having

suffered considerably,

made off in the best manner she
Captain Williams did not attempt to follow
her, as
besides that the Flora and Crescent
were much disabled
could.

in their rigging, &c. they each

made between

four and five
board of the Flora, there
were nine killed and thirty-two wounded.
On board of

feet

water in an hour.

On

the Crescent, twenty-six killed, and
sixty-seven wounded.;
and on board of the Castor, twenty-two
killed and forty^
one wounded.

Five days after the action were
entirely occupied in
repairing, as well as circumstances
would permit, the
damages of the three ships ; at the end
of the time they

proceeded on their voyage, without any
remarkable occurrence,

till

the nineteenth,

when early in the morning,
being in chace of a privateer brig, on
the clearing away
of a squa,]], two ships were discqvered
to windward, bearing down on the Flora. On this
Oaptain Williams ordered
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be wearedj and came close to the Castor and
hopes that the appearance of their force

Crescent, in the

But

united would intimidate the enemy.

as the disabled

state of the vessels w^as very conspicuous, the
tiiioed the chase,

Williams and

liis

and gained
officers

enemy con™

upon them.

fast

Captaia

being unanimous in their opinion

that an acJion ought not to be hazarded, he ordered each
ship to shape a different course; about one o’clock, he
mortification to see the Castor retaken

had the

of the frigates

:

by one

the other frigate not being able to

come

Flora, bore away, after the Crescent, which

up with the

she succeeded in capturing.

we have

was also
of an unfortunate nature, was betw^een the Savage sloop
of war, commanded by Captain Sterling, and an American

The next

frigate of

action that

to record, which

twenty guns, commanded by Captain Geddis.

Early in the

morning of the 6th of September,

ten

leagues to the east of Charlestown, Captain Sterling ob-

served a vessel bearing

soon ascertained to

down on

the Savage, which he

be an American

At

cruiser.

first

he

supposed she was a privateer, which he had learnt was off
that station

;

he therefore resolved either to bring her to

action, or to chase her off the coast

good deal surprised and staggered

:

he was however a

in his opinion

by find-

ing that, instead of avoiding an engagement, she seemed

anxious to commence

it,

edging down towards the Savage.

Captain Sterling, therefore, caused the

Savage to

lie to, till

he perceived on the nearer approach of the enemy that she
w'^as much superior in size and metal to wffiat he appre«

hended

;

it

was necessary now

to take measures to escape,

or at least to avoid a close engagement.
ten, the

enemy began

firing

At

her bow-chasers

;

half-past
at eleven

o’clock by her superior sailing she had got close on the

The action was now unavoidcommenced with musquetry, Which after a good
^ deal of execution was followed by a cannonade oil both
quarters of the Savage.

able.

It

;
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biue^.

superioritj in point of metal

rope to trim a

sail

with was

Captain Sterling, however,
well-directed

fire

;

for in

;

standing in the Savage.

left

kept up a constant and

still

the eoeiny

now

fell a-stern,

Savage nearly a complete wreck, so
utmost

difficulty that

prevent

Iier

and

that

leaving the

was with the

it

her position could be altered so as to

being raked.

position, the great

proofs of their

an hour’s time not a

While the

guns ceased

firing,

pistols did great execution.

ships

were

in this

but the musquetry

As soon

as the guns

could again be brouglit to bear, the battle became more
furious than before, the ships being almost on board each

The Savage by this time had suffered dreadfully
scarcely a man belonging to her that was not either killed

other.

or wounded, and three of the guns on her main deck being

rendered useless.
Captain Sterling and his crew w^ere
yield if they could possibly avoid

an hour
fire

it

:

still

resolute not to

they fought nearly

in this situation, with only five six pounders,

from each ship’s guns scorching the men

them
hand

the

who opposed

;

shot and other implements of war being thrown by

;

the mizen-mast shot

away by the board ; the main-

mast tottering; the ship on

men

fire

dangerous; only forty

capable of doing duly, while the

tempting to board in three different

enemy were

ling finding all further resistance useless,

at-

Captain Ster-

places.’’

was under the

necessity at a quarter before three o’clock of surrendering
to the Congress,

a private ship of war belonging to Phila-

The enemy lost eleven men, and had nearly
wounded and was so very much disabled that she

delphia.
thirty

;

was obliged

to return into port.

On

board the Savage,

the master and seven seamen were killed
tain, lieutenant, three

;

and the cap-

midshipmen, and twenty-one sea-

men wounded.

On

the 27th of May, His Majesty’s sloop Trepassey, of

fourteen guns and eighty men,

commanded by Mr*

Philip
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Windsorj and the Atalanta sloop, of sixteen

gim=;j

and

one hundred and twenty-five men, cornmanded by Captain
Smith, being on a cruise in latitude forty-one north, longitude sixty-one west, saw a
leagues,

She had

the distance of four

sail at

the appearance of being a tu^o decker,

all

but as night was coming on, they hauled their wind,

The next

keeping' in sight of her.

stiii

day, about twelve at

noon, she was about half a mile to leeward, with American

The Atalanta and Trepassey were at this
time very near one another, when they received her first
colours flying.

broadside, immediately after which

they bore up close

alongside of her, the Atalanta on the starboard, and the

Trepassey on the larboard quarter. The engagement

became serious, and about an hour

after

its

now

commencement,

command
who engaged the

Captain Smith of the Trepassey being killed, the
of her devolved on Lieutenant King,

enemy in the same position for two hours and a half longer,
when he was obliged to surrender the other British ves:

sel

continued to engage some time

rendered
frigate.

The

;

and then sur-

to be the Alliance

of the capture of Lord Cornwallis’s

effects

army soon began
tain

after,

The enemy proved

also.

to manifest themselves in

Great Bri-

the war, which for long had been unpopular, and

which, at least during the last two years, had promised no
favorable result,
content.

now

excited very strong and general dis-

Such were the

when the parliament

feelings of the people at the time

met, on the 27th of November, 178L

In the king’s speech, the losses and disasters in America,

were

distinctly admitted

a reason

why

;

but His Majesty urged them as

greater exertions should be

reduction of the United States.

An

made

for the

address of thanks

being moved for in the usual form, was violently combated
by the opposition, who urged that if they agreed to it,
they virtually bound themselves to support the continuance
of the American war; an amendment therefore was

moved by Mr. Fox ;

this

however was

rejected by a con«
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la tbo course of tlie debate^

siderabie m3jori^3^

evident that the ministers v/ere not agreed
selves

it

;

appeared, however, to be their

longer to carry on the

v,iiv

it

m'at

among Ihem-

delerii'iiiititioii

no

in Americaj but to direci their

principal efforts against France, Spain, and lloliand.

The

opposition continued to harass the ministry, by a

House of Comraoiis,

succession of motions in the

untii at

length, on the 27th cf February, I7S2, they succeeded in

carrying a vole for addressing His Majesty to direct his
ministers no longer to carry on an offensive

the American colonies

;

most cheerfully concur

deemed necessary

such measures as might be

in

to bring about a peace.

four votes, while the ministry
this

;

On

the divi-

opposition mustered two hundred and thirty-

sion, the

jSfteen

war against

and to assure him, that they n ould

had only two hundred and

was naturally regarded by the public

as

a

proof that the ministry must go out of place, and as a prelude in fact to their removal.
Accordingly, about the end of March, a

new

ministry

was formed under the

auspices and direction of the

quis of Rockingham.

The

as

lord of the Treasury,

first

Shelburn and Mr. Fox,

consisted of the

who were

Earl of

appointed secretaries of

Lord Camden, president of the council

state;

Mar-

cabinet, including the marquis

;

the

Duke

of Grafton, lord privy seal; Lord John Cavendish, chancellor of the exxhequer;

admiralty
forces

Admiral Eeppel, first lord of the
General Coiiw^ay, commander-in-chief of the

;

the

;

Duke

of Richmond, master general of the

ordnance ; Colonel Barre, treasurer of the navy
Burke, paymaster-general.

The

;

and Mr.

following were the naval supplies granted for the

service of the year 1782

:
one hundred thousand seamen,
twenty-one
including
thousand three hundred and five

niarines

;

the pay of

whom amounted

oinely-four thousand pounds

amounted

to four

:

to four millions,

the ordinary of the navy

hundred and nine thousand, seven hnn-

;
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six pounds, twelve shillings

and fifty-three thousand,
and there was voted

one million,

five

and nine-pence:

and repairs of ships

buildings, rebuildings

five

55

Ilf.

to nine liiindred

hundred and nineteen pounds

for the debt of the

navy the sura

hundred thousand pound, making a

or

total

of seven millions, eight thousand and three pounds, twelve
shillings

and

and nine-pence

besides the

;

sum of two hundred

thousand pounds for sea ordnance.

sixt}^

As the season for naval action began to appear, Britain
was threatened with the mighty measures to be pursued
by a combination of the whole naval force of France,
Spain, and Holland
it was calculated that they could
:

easily send to sea a

fleet

equipped and raamied

;

of sixty

with

sail

this fleet

of the line, well

they were to sweep

the coasts of Europe from the Straits of Gibraltar to the
Baltic. The British ministry, though sensible that there was
much exaggeration in this statement, were yet feelingly

which their country w^as exposed,
and accordingly prepared to meet it with such exertions,
as they could put forth. As the home fleet was not yet

alive to the danger to

quite prepared, Admiral Barrington sailed from Ports-

mouth on

the L‘3th of April, with such vessels as were

ready, consisting of twelve sail of the line.

a

little

When

he got

to the south west of Ushant, a signal was made by

Captain Macbride, of the frigate Artois, that an enemy’s
fleet

was

a-head,

in sight.

The

that although

Artois, at this time
it

was about noon,

was so far
was with

it

the utmost difficulty that the admiral could discover from

the flag which she hoisted, of what nation the hostile ships

were.

Immediately the signal for a general chase was made,
and about three o’clock on the SOth, the enemy began to Be
visible

from the mast head of the admiral’s ship ; many of

the "other vessels howeVjer, were far before her as she was

by HO means a prime

sailer.

Jervis, was*a-head of the

The

Foudr'oyant, Captain

whole of them

so far, that

when
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caaie ooj with hazy and blowing* weathetj

iiiglit

sight of his companion,

still

keeping hoiveier a

lie

lost

full

view

lleet

con-

of the enemy.

By

this

lime

it

was ascertained that the enemy’s

ammu-

sisted of eighteen sail, laden ivith stores, provibioiis,

nition,

and conveying a considerable number of troops

for

the reinforcement of the fleet and forces in the East Indies,
The}' had sailed from Brest only the day before

;

and were

under the protection of the Protecteur and Pegase of

gun ship, armed enfltde^
and a frigate. As the Foudroyant gained fast upon them,
and an action became unavoidable, the convoy was disseventy- four guns; a si.\ty-four

persed by signal; and the Protecteur, having a considerable
€|uantity of

being

money on

left to

fight

board, also bore

The Foudroyant soon came
she could not escape

;

away

:

the Pegase

becanje absolutely necessary.

if it

so near, that the Pegase found

the two ships were nearly equal in

point of force and equipment; for though the Foudroyant

mounted

six

guns more than her opponent, yet the

A little

carried heavier metal.

latter

beibre one in the morning

the Foudroyant came up so near the Pegase, that the
battle began; the action

lasted; but in less than

was uncommonly

an hour Captain

fierce w^hile it

by a ju-

Jervis,

dicious manoBUvre, succeeded in laying the Pegase on board

in the larboard quarter, and compelled her to surrender.

The

carnage on board of the prize was dreadful; for not-

withstanding the short continuance of the engagement, above
eighty

men were

killed,

and a great number wounded

the hull, masts and yards were

much

injured.

On

:

board

man was killed Captain Jervis
and a few seamen were wounded. It is probable- that
Captain J ervis would have been under^ the disagreeable
the Foudroyant not a

:

necessity of destroying his prize in consequence of the

stormy state of the weather, had not the Queen man-ofcome in sight soon after daylight, and taken charge

w^ar

of the disabled ship.

The

pursuit of the convoy

still

con-
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and about a dozen sliips^ principally with troops
were taken and brought safe to England.

:

on board,

While the Queen was employed

in

taking the prisoners

out of the Pegase, a large man-of-war appeared in sight,

which the French

officers affirmed to

be the ProtecteuFa

Captain Maitland of the Queen, having directed the Pe«
gase to proceed to England, immediately gave chase
after fourteen hours,

he came up with his opponent

s

in the

night; and after pouring* in his broadside, and receiving
hers, she struck her colours.

surprised Captain Maitland,

This easy capture much

till

he found that

his prize

was not the Protecteiir, but the sixty-four gun
complement of seamen was two hundred and
had also on board

five

hundred and

fifty

ship
fifty

soldiers

nine were killed and twenty-five were wounded.

;

:

her

;

she

of these

Captain

Maitland was now in an awkward situation, as he had

under his charge upwards of one thousand one hundred
prisoners ; fortunately, however, the Latona frigate

came

up, and took part of them.

Towards the end of the month,

as the weather con-

tinued very boisterous, Admiral Barrington returned to

England: the Order of the Bath was immediately conferred on

return

Captain Jervis of the Foudroyant.

of Admiral

Barrington, Admiral

On

the

Kempenfeldt
Early in May,

sailed with eight ships to supply his place.

intelligence having been received that the

Dutch were

preparing to come out of the Texel with a formidable
fleet, for

the purpose of convoying their outward bound

merchantmen, and then of proceeding to join the French

and Spanish

fleets,

Lord Howe was

directed to put to sea,

with a squadron of twelve ships of the
the coast of Holland.

the Dutch

fleet

Lord Howe
TexeL

had

line,

and watch

Before he reached his destination

sailed;

but as soon as they learnt that

had come out in quest of them, they returned

to the

His lordship, however,

cruise off the coast of Holland

till

still

continued to

he was obliged to
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return to Porisiriouili in consequericc of an epidemic d':-

order brc-aking out asnoag his seamen.

Soon

return he v/as joined by Ibe squadron

iiiicler

after hi?

Admiral

Kemp»^n^elclt.

In the moan time the French

amounting

tvventy-fjve sail

to

Spanish

aiul

ileets,

of the line; the former

under the command of the Count de Guichenj and the
under the command of Don Cordovaj sailed from

latter

Cadiz towards the northward,

for the

ing a junction wdth the Dutch

French

fleet at

nation

they

Brest.
in

fell

purpose of forward-

and also with the

fleet,

As they proceeded on
with the

New^foundland and Quebec

fleets,

which were under

protection of Admiral Campbell, in a

companied by some

frigates

:

fifty

gun

the*

ship, ac-

about eighteen of the convoy,

chiefly laden with provisions,

war and

their desti*

outward bound

British

were captured

;

the ships of

the remainder of the merchantmen effected their

escape.

As soon
fleet

was

as information

at sea,

command

was received

that this formidable

and that thus the enemy had the entire

of the ocean from the Straits of Gibraltar to

Ushant, great apprehensions were entertained for the
safety of a

numerous and very valuable

men from Jamaica;

they were

fleet

of merchant-

homeward bound under

the care of Admiral Sir Peter Parker, with only three
ships of the line.

Only twenty-two

ships of the line

could be collected in the British ports

were sent out from Portsmouth early

command

;

these, however,

under the

in July,

of Lord

Howe, and Admirals Barrington, Ross,
and Kempenfeldt. As with this inferior force, judgment,
prudence, and skill, would be of more advantage than
force. Lord Howe kept to the westward of the enemy in
order to protect the Jamaica

fleet; partly

by

his judicious

measures and partly by good' fortune, Sir Peter Parker
arrived safe with his convoy by the end of July.

We

have now to record a dreadful accident

;

as

it

had

;
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been foiiBd necessary to keep as many ships

as possible

constantly at seuj they had become of course very foul

yet

was not sufficient time to repair
and proper manner^ as the relief of

that eondition there

ill

them

in the regular

Gibraltar immediately required the sailing of as strong

and numerous a

fleet as possible.

In this slate of things

was found necessary that the Royal George of one hundred and eight guns^ commanded by Admiral Kempenfeldtj
wdiich was justly regarded as one of the best ships in the

it

navjj should receive a sort of slight careen, or in the

language of the seamen, a parllainent
ship

was

to be laid to a certain degree

heel; that

on her

side,

is,

the

while

the defects under wmter were examined and repaired;

hence

it is

evident that such a

safely practised in

mode of

smooth water and

repair can be only
still

weather.

On

the morning of the 29th of August this business was

begun; some of the carpenters from the dock at Portsmouth (off which the Royal George was lying) attending
to assist her

own.

On

it

was

lower down than was at

first

examining the sheathing

found necessary to repair

it

expected; this of course obliged them to heel the ship

more on her side. Still there would have been no danger,
had it not been for some accidental circumstances; the
ship, as is usually the case in coming into port, was
crowded with people from the shore, particuFarly with
women, of whom there were nearly three hundred on
board. Many of the wives and children of the seamen
and petty officers, knowing that the ship was soon to sail,
had taken this opportunity of coming to see their husbands and fathers; between eight and nine hundred of her
crew, including marines, were also on board. Hence the
tendency to overset was much encreased by

the, weight

of

such a number of people.

About ten o’clock in the morningy while the admiral
was engaged in writing in his. cabin, and the greater part
of the people were between dpck%. a. sudden and violent
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side,

hy this the ship was thro wr/ upon her
and her gun ports being open she almost instaiitlj

filled

with water and sunk.

squall occurred;

side, for the

A small vessel

that lav aloii^«

purpose of supplying the Eoyal George with

provisions for her intended voyage, was swallowed up in

the whirlpool occasioned by the sudden plunge of such a

The admiral, several oiBcers, and most of
who were between decks perished those who were

large body.
those

;

on the upper deck were more fortunate, the greater part
of them being saved by the boats of the
lated that nearly one thousand men,
lost their lives

on

fleet

melancholy occasion

this

:

it is

women, and
;

calcu-

children,

about three

hundred were saved, chiefly belonging to the ship’s crews.
The Dutch fleet having returned to the Texel, and the
British homeward bound Baltic fleet being arrived, the
squadron which had been cruising under command of

Admiral Milbanke and Commodore Hotham returned
port, in order to

accompany the

Of this

sailed

about to

and

and

fire ships,

store ships, with a

a

fleet

rations

line,

several

of transports, victuallers,

number of

troops on board.

In the mean time the attention of

drawn

to

the

fleet

September, with thirty-four ships of the
frigates

sail for

Lord Howe had the
from Portsmouth on the lith of

the relief of Gibraltar.

command; he

fleet

all

Europe was

to Gibraltar, in consequence of the mighty prepa-

made by

the

King of Spain

for its reduction.

About the end of the year 17S1, their advanced works
upon the isthmus, after having been completed at a vast
expense, had been demolished in one night, by a successful sortie

from the garrison; the guns and mortars

mounted upon the

batteries

were spiked, and the batteries

themselves so effectually set on
they were consumed.

fire,

that before 'morning

Notwithstanding this destruction

of the batteries, the determination of the Spaniards was
as resolute as ever; but afterwards they seem principally

to have relied on an attack by water with floating batte-*
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The

plan of these batteries was the contrivance of

the Chevalier D’Arcon

:

they were constructed of such

was supposed they would be
shot from the heaviest cannon; and

thickness and strength that

impenetrable by

fire

it

of materials calculated to resist the action

they were

of

61
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a sloping roof protected them from

;

shells,

and

by a mechanical contrivance, might be raised

this roof,

or lowered at pleasure*

For the purpose of forming these floating batteries, ten
great ships, from six hundred to one thousand four hundred tons burden, were cut down

thousand cubic

feet of

and two hundred

;

timber was added to them

;

they

new brass cannon of great weight, and
number of spare guns were kept ready in

were covered with
about half the

each to supply the place of those which might be overTo render
heated, or otherwise rendered unfit for use.
the

fire

from them

still

more

rapid, a kind of

match was

contrived to be placed on the guns, of such a nature as to
kindle most securely and rapidly, and by which all the

£003 were

to

go

off at the

same

But

instant.

the most

singular part of the contrivance was that, by means of

which

it

was hoped they might be rendered

red hot shot of the garrison
variety of pipes

;

for this

safe

from the

purpose a great

and canals ran through Use gun boats

in

such a manner that a continual succession of water was to

be conveyed to every part of them

it

;

that the red hot shot would produce

was thus expected

its

own

I'eraedy, as

by cutting through the pipes they would afford a supply of
water which would extinguish the fire they might occasion.
In other respects the preparation for the reduction of

was great and tremendous, almost beyond
less than one thousand tw^o hpndred pieces
of various kinds were brought before
ordnance
of heavy
the garrison the quantity of gunpowder w'as said to exceed eighty-three thousand barrels. Forty gun boats with
the fortress

example

;

no

;

heavy

artillery,

and as many bomb

vessels,

with twelve-
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incli

iiiortawj besides

a large floating

liatteryj

bomb

ketches,

act

conjunction with the iioating* baileries.

ill

made on

and

five

the usual construction, were to

Nearly

all

the frigates and small armed vessels wdiich Spain possessed Were assembled; and three hundred large boats

were collected from every part of the kingdom, which
were to bring supplies of shot, &c. during the action.
The attack was to be covered and supported by the combined fleets of France and Spain, amounting to about
of the

fifty sail

line.

Such were the preparations by sea
not less formidable

:

those by land were

:

twelve thousand French troops had

joined the Spanish army, and the

Duke de

Crillon,

hav-

ing succeeded in reducing Minorca, was appointed to

command

the whole land force before Gibraltar

:

to

add

to the splendour of the scene, two of the French princes

of the blood, the Count d’Artois and the Duke de Bourbon, with a number of the

nobility of France

fir«t

and

Spain repaired to the Spanish camp.

The

battering machines required so

much lime

in pre-

paration that they were not ready before the beginning of

September; about

this period also

arrived in the bay.
attack,

it

w^as

To

give

tlie

the edmbined fleet

utmost

effect to the

planned that 'when the battering ships

should take their station, the Spanish gun and mortar
boats should place themselves so as to flank the British
batteries

on the water, and,

if possible,

drive the artillery-

nien from their guns; the combined fleet was to assist and

cover the battering ships

;

and

in

order to distract the at-

tention of the garrison, a previous cannonade was to com-

mence from all the batteries on the isthmus.
In the mean time General Elliot, observing that the
works on the land side were nearly completed, ordered,
on the Sth of September, a powerful fire from the garrison
to be directed against them this was carried on through
;

the day ‘with great skill and effect; by ten o’clock two
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were in flames, and by five in ilie eveniija' i-soy
were entirely destroyed, together with the gun carriages,

batteries

platforms, and magazines, though the latter were

bomb

Other damage was also done; and the enemy

proof.

acknowledged that

llieir works w^ere on fire in fifty places
same time.
It might have been imagined that this disaster would
have discouraged and intimidated the besiege! s, or, at

at the

would have obliged and disposed them to
have delayed any future attacks for a. considerable period

least,

that

but

had no such

it

it

effect.

On

the contrary,

it

rather to render them indignant and determined.

seemed
For by

break of day, on the following morning, a new battery of
sixty-four heavy guns was opened, which, with the cannon

on their

and sixiy mortars, continued

lines

tremendous and incessant

fire

to

pour a

against the garrison during

Nor was this all, for at the very
same time a squadron of seven Spanish and two French
ships of the line, in company with some frigates and

the whole of the day.

smaller vessels, being favoured by the wind, dropped

down from

their station at the

Orange Grove

at the

head

of the bay, and passing slowly along the works, discharged

in this

and the ragged staff; they
manner until they had passed

fairly

got into the Mediterranean sea.

their shot at the south bastion,

continued to

Europa

point,

fire

and

After this they formed a line to the eastw^ard of Gibraltar,
•and

came

to the attack of the batteries on

against these, while under a very slow
their

fire,

until they

The marine
tis,

force,

of the Brilliant

Europa point

sail,

they directed

had completely passed them.
under the command of Captain Curfrigate, being no longer able to act

enemy as they had formerly done, their supethem up from exertion on their proper
element, were formed into a distinct corps, under the

against

tlie

riority shutting

name of the marine

brigade.

To

this corps

was committed

the defence of the, works and batteries in Europa point.
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On

tlie

next and two succeeding days

tlie firing

wa?

continued with eq!ial briskness on the part of the enemy
six thousand five

and eighty
this

shells

:

hundred cannon shots and one thousand
being fired every twenty-four hours. But

canaonadey as well as the repeated attacks of the ships

on Eiiropa

point, were of very little avail.
At length, however, the combined fleets, consisting of
twenty-seven Spanish and twelve French ships of the line,
being now arrived at Algesiras from Cadiz, and having
joined those already before Gibraltar, amounting in all to
the formidable force of forty-eight sail of the line, and

the battering ships beings also in complete readiness,

it

was resolved no longer to delay a grand and simultaneous
attack from all their means of offence. The batteries
were covered with one hundred and

fifty-four pieces

of

heavy brass cannon, besides nearly half that number to be
used in exchanges.

The

admiral’s ship had twenty-four

guns mounted and ten in reserve;

thirty-six artillerymen

yvere allotted to the service of each

gun

;

so that, with the

and seamen who navigated the vessels, there were
on board the whole between six and seven thousand men.
officers

While the battering
fire

ships were ordered to confine their

to particular objects, the

gun and mortar boats with

the floating battery were directed to carry on their attacks

By means

in every possible direction.

they were to be by the

fire

cannon, &c. from the land,

it

of these, aided as

of nearly three hundred

was intended that every

part of the works should be attacked at one and the same

moment, so

that the attention

and means of the garrison

being thus distracted, some weak and undefended part,
they imagined, would necessarily be found.

On

the 13th of September, about seven o’clock in the

morning, the ten battering ships which were stationed
near the head of the bay were observed to be in motion

and soon afterwards they proceeded towards
pointed station.

About ten

o’clock they

their ap-

came to anchor
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a line between the Old and New Mole^ lying in a
direction parallel to the rock, and about half a mile disitt

tant from

The admiraFs

it.

ship

was stationed opposite

the king’s bastiooj and the remaining ships took their

appointed stations to the right and

left

of him.

General Elliot was by no means undaunted hy all this
he was a man not only of great

formidable display;

courage and great powers of invention, but his faculties

were always
pared

;

at his

as danger

command

and

nothing found him unpre-

;

difficulty increased, so did his pre-

Such a man was now

sence of mind.

in his element;

lie

principally rested the defence of the garrison against this

tremendous attack on red-hot

shells

;

and

purpose

for the

of heating them, an immense number of furnaces were
erected in various parts of the garrison.

The Spaniards

estimated that the number of red-hot shells which the
battering ships alone received, in the course of this day,

amounted to four thousand. The mortar batteries in the
fortress were equally well supplied and equally destrucAs General Elliot conceived the battering ships to
tive.
be the most formidable, his fire was principally directed
asrainst them: but at the same time the whole of the
Peninsula seemed to be overwhelmed by the torrents of
The battering ships, infire which were poured upon it.
deed, were most formidable

;

for besides continuing

a

dreadful cannonade, their construction was such, that for

a long time they withstood the incessant showers of redhot shot and shells with which they were assailed.

two

o’clock, however,

some smoke was seen

from the upper part of the admiral’s
afterwards

men were
efforts

it

was ascertained that

it

About

to be issuing

ship,

and soon

had taken

fire

seen pouring water into the shot holes.

;

for

Their

were sufficient to keep down the flames during day-

light; but they

were obliged to be so great and un-

remitted, that this vessel

opponent.

The

YOh. VII.

others also,

was no longer a formidable

now
F

perceiving that they were
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pot unassaiiable, became alarmed and clispintcd
tering ship, ccmmaiided by

tlie

:

bat-

Prince of Nassau, and

llie

next in size to that of the admiraFs^ soon afterwards

caught

whole

fire also*

line of attack

As these two lay in the centre^ the
was discomposed by tlieir fate so that
;

w^hen daylight began to close^ the

fire

from the garrison

had gained a decided superiority over that of the enemy.
Through the whole of the night of the ISlhj the battecontinued to pour forth a most

froo3 the garrison

ries

tremendous and destructive

morning of the

blthj the flames

by one o’clock

:

had

broke forth in

visibly

Their danger was imminent and dreadful; and

Nassau.

from their

situationj

exposed as

it

was

to the red-hoi

from the garrison^ they could not expect much

relief or assistance

from their

own

people

;

nevertheless^

they sent up a number of rockets as signals to the
their

in the

of the admiral and the Prince of

the battering ships

shells

fire

extreme

fleet

of

These signals were answered, and

distress.

made to take the men out of the battering
ships, as it was deemed absolutely impossible to remove
the ships themselves. A great number of boats were
attempts were

accordingly employed

were, in

;

this enterprize,

besides the

fire

exposed to a double danger

thej"
;

for

from the garrison, which had not in the

least slackened, there

burning

but they soon perceived that

was much

vessels, filled as

to

apprehend from the

they were with instruments of

destruction.

The

period was

now

arrived at which Captain Curtis

could effectually display not merely his courage, but also
bis

humanity; his gun-boats were immediately got under

w^eigh.

They were twelve

in number, each carrying an

eighteen or a twenty-four pounder, and from their low
fire,

and

were very formidable, especially
and confusionof the enemy. These

fixed aim, they

in the distress, danger,

gun-boats being manned by the marine brigade. Captain
Curtis drew

them up

in such a

manner

as to flank the line
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boats sent out to

take off the men, durst no longer approach, but were
compelled to abandon their companions to the flames;
unless they were extricated by the humanity of the British.

yield

Still

the battering ships held out; nor did they

there was no chance of further defence, or of

till

relief; the boats also, unwilling to give

up venturing the

assistance of their companions, advanced

them had been sunk
on board, who were

;

several of

till

one in particular, with eighty
all

drowned, except an

men

officer

and

twelve men, who floating on the wreck under the walls,

were taken up by the garrison.

When

daylight fully broke, a most dreadful scene w-as

presented

of the

:

great numbers of

flames,

men were

seen in the midst

crying out for pity and assistance

;

others

were floating upon pieces of timber, exposed at once to
the danger of drowning and to the fire from the British
General Elliot and his brave companions in
arms, perceiving the condition of the assailants, no longer
regarded them as enemies, but as men in distress, wdiom

gun-boats.

it

was

Orders were in-

their incumbent duty to assist.

stantly given that the firing from the gun-boats and gar-

rison should cease

displayed as

;

much

and

in a very short time the British

alacrity

and zeal in saving the Spahad done in attehipt-

niards, as a short period before they

ing to destroy them.
without danger

;

Nor was

this

humane

for the British boats

enterprize

employed on

occasion, were equally exposed to the blowing
ships, and to the continued discharge, on

all

this

up of the
sides, of

One
guns in the vessels
of the most striking instances of the persevering and
successful humanity of the British was, the extrication,
twentyjfroia the hold of the burning ships of an officer and

artilleiy, as the

became heated.

nine men, all seriously and many of them dreadfully
wounded, most of whom recovered in the hospital at
Gibraltar.

;
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During these gallant exertions in the cause of liiiinanitvj Captain Curtis was more than once exposed to
considerable danger. lie was always the first to rosh on
board of the burning vessels; dragging with

hands the men from the midst of the flames.
Ids boat being close to

to a vast extent,

;

own

At one time

ships, at the very

one of the largest

iBoment when she blew up

his

the wreck was spread round

and every object concealed, for some
At this period the

lime, under an impenetrable smoke.

garrison were looking at the exertions of Captain Curtis,

and being no longer able

they regarded

Indeed, the escape of him and his

his fate as inevitable.

boat’s

to perceive him,

crew was almost miraculous; the cockswain,

in-

deed, and some of them were killed, and a few wounded
the bottom of the boat was pierced by a piece of timber
falling

upon

it,

by the seamen

and she was only prevented from sinking,
stuffing the hole with their jackets,

till

At the same time
huma-

other boats arrived to her assistance.

that captain was thus near falling a victim to his
nity,

a gun-boat was sunk, and a third so much damaged*

as to be saved with difficulty.

By

the intrepid exertions

of the British, about four hundred of the enemy were
extidcated from their dreadful situation.
that in the course of
lost fewer than

prisoners and

this attack the

one thousand

wounded

sustained on land.

;

five

It is

supposed

enemy could not have

hundred men, including

this loss is exclusive of the loss they

Besides the admiral’s battering ship,

eight more blew up, and another was burnt by the British.

The

Spanish battering ships certainly did great, though

ineffeclaal execution during, the attack

;

but the gun and

They had been

in-

tended to flank the British batteries, while they were

at-

mortar boats were of little or no use.
tacked directly in front by the ships

;

but nothing was done

by them, the fire from the garrison proving so formidable.
Neither was the fleet of much advantage to the enemy, in
consequence,

it is

said, of

an unfavourable wind.
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enemy by this

resistance ol

the garrison, and the consequence resulting from
attack,

liiisoccessful

lowing extract of a
is

fatigued,

letter from a

French officer

:

foi-

The eye

and the heart rents with the sight and groans

whom

of the dying and wounded,

moment carrying away.
with horror and
;

are not within

The

theii:

are strongly depicted in the

I

my

the soldiery are at this

The number makes a person

thrill

am told, in other parts of the lines, which
number is still greater.’’
was comparatively small from

view, the

loss of the garrison

:

the 9th of August to the 17th of October, the whole num-

ber of non-commissioned

amounting only

officers

and private men

slain^

wounded were
three hundred and eighty-eight. Nor was the damage
done to the works very considerable, when we call to
mind the formidable attacks made upon it.
About the time of this attack. Lord Howe sailed from the
to sixty-five; while the

British channel with the grand

four ships of the line, to escort a

fleet,

consisting of thirty-

number of transports carry-

ing troops, and laden with such stores and supplies, as

it

was supposed the garrison of Gibraltar would most need,
iiis lordship was much delayed in his passage by contrary
winds but at length, on the 11th of October, he entered
;

the
safe

straits.

into

The same
Gibraltar;

evening, part of the transports got
the rest,

in consequence

strength of the current, were carried past

it,

of the

into the

Lord Howe followed with his fleet and
and by the 18th of the month conducted
the whole safely into the bay, where they disembarked
their troops, and landed their cargoes.
Fifteen hundred
barrels of gunpowder were also spared from the fleet as
an additional supply to the garrison. The whole of this
was accomplished in the view of the combined fleet of
France and Spain, which lay in Gibraltar Bay at the time
of his lordship’s arrival. They did not however attempt to
Mediterranean.

collected

them

;

prevent the British

fleet

from entering the bay or from

i
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relieving the garrison

:

wlij tliej were thus inactive^

it is

not easj to conjecture.

As soon

Lord Howe had accomplished

as

the great and

important objectj for which he was sent out, he took ad-

vantage of the

first

easterly

wind

to repass the straits,

The combined

enter the Atlantic.

the 20tli of tlie month, about sun

and

Heel followed, and on

set,

bore down, so far as

to begin a distant cannonade, hui Lord fiowe did not stop
his progress, nor even return the fire of the
Oil his

for they

now came

some of the

enemy he kept
:

This seems to have encouraged the

course.

iieai'er,

and made an atk mpt

ships in the rear; but they were so

ceived as to be obliged to sheer

ofl'

wdth

enen»y«>

lo cut off

warmly

ioii'S.

re-

la the

morning of the 2ist the combined fleet being a great way
to windward, and apparently steering for Cadiz, Lord
Howe proceeded on his return to England, dispatching in
his

way

eight ships of the line to the

West

Indies, and six

to the coast of Ireland,

During these
place

ill

transactions, a partial change

the British administration.

On

had taken

the death of the

Marquis of Rockingham, about the beginning of July, the
Earl of Shelburne w^as appointed first Lord of the Treasury
in his stead; and in consequence of this appointment, Mn
Fox and several other members of administration resigned
their offices.

We
the

must now turn our attention

West

Indies*

to the proceedings in

After the Count de Grasse, with

liis

returned from North America, he and the Marquis
de Bouiile planned an expedition against the island of
fleet,

Barbadaes.

The fleet

of December, 1781;
troops.

drove

Blit,
it

sailed from Martinique

on the §8tli
having on board eight thousand

in consequence of contrary

greatly to leeward, the French

winds, which
commanders re-

solved to change the object of their expedition, and to

proceed against the island of St. Ghristopheris.

Here the

troops were landed, on the 11th of January, 1782.

Bri-

:
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commanded

gadier General Fraser^ wlio

in tlte island^

finding himself totally unable to oppose their laiidiogj re-

solved to occupy a strong position on Brimstone Hill

here he was joined by the militia of the island, under the

comroand of General Shirley

:

the whole force was under

Brimstone Hill was naturally strong,

one thousand men.

increased by some works
its strength had been
which were hastily thrown up. The French immediately
began to invest this position, while the Count de Grasse

and

lay at anchor in Basse Terre Road, for the purpose of

covering the siege.
Sir

Samuel Hood, in the absence of

commanded

ney,

was lying

the British fleet in the

George RodWest Indies he

Sir

:

Barbadoes ivhen he learnt that

oiF

St.

Chris-

Ms
The next

topher’s was in danger; and immediately sailed with
fleet,

and arrived on the 23rd of January.

morning he began to form his line, witli a determination
the French fleet at anchor; the Count de
Grasse had thirty-two ships of the line; Sir Samuel

to attack

Not daunted by the inferiority,
he would have commenced the attack on the 24th, had not

Hood

only twenty-two.

tw^o of his ships

run foul of each other ;

delayed his design

French

;

enemy were

proaches,

having

As

On

.again

this necessarily

mean time he captured a

from Martinique, laden with ordnance

frigate

stores, for the siege

the

in the

: by this capture,
making their ap-

of Brimstone Hill

greatly impeded in

the morning of the 25th, the British

formed the

line,

fleet,

advanced to the attack.

the Count de Grasse was sensible that he could not

take advantage of his superiority, in respect to numbers,

while he lay at anchor in Basse Terre Road, he immediately,

on perceiving the design of Admiral Hood, stood
The British admiral’s object was to relieve

out to sea.

the island, either by defeating the enemy’s
other

mode

fleet,

or by any

saw
movement

that might present itself : he immediately

the advantage that was to be gained from the
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tiie

eiiemj

;

and

still

preserving

tlie

appearance of a

draw them foriher from the

loeditatecl aitackj in order to

landj he at last pushed bj them, and took poriscssioii of

The Count

the anchorage which they had just quitted.

Grasse made an attempt to cut

cle

Commodore

British fleet; but
it,

off the rear of the

Aftleck^

who

comnianiled

supported by Captain ConiwalliSj and Lord Robert

Rf aimers, kept up so tremendous a

fire,

that he could

make no

impression: their

co^’ering

the other ships of the rear, while they ivere

fire

also

was senuceable in

getting into their stations in the anchorage ground.

As

the Count de Grasse was excessively mortified by being
thus out manoeuvred

;

and as

quence that he should,
station,

he made

it

was of the greatest conse-

possible,

if

tw^o attacks the

regain his former

next day on the British*

anchor ; but he urns repulsed in both and during
remainder of the siege, he kept at a distance- The

fleet at

.the

;

loss of the British

seventy-two

wounded
Sir

;

fleets

killed,

and

Samuel Hood

amounted to

in these attacks

two

that of the French

is

.

hundred and forty»four
not known.

flattered himself that his

successful

manoeuvre would bo of essential service to General Fraser
and his brave troops ; but they were far too few in number to be able to cope wdth the French army.
quis de Bouille

was soon enabled

The Mar-

to invest the fort

on

Brimstone Hill so closely, that all communication between
it

and the British

fleet,

was

entirely cut

off,

whilst the

communication between the Count de Grasse, and the
French army was open, by means of every other landing
place on the island, except Basse Terre Road.

Fraser held out as long as he possibly could

on the 12th of February, the

fort of

;

General

but at length

Brimstone Hill, and

the island of St. Christopher, with the dependant island of

Nevis, were surrendered to the Marquis de Booille.
Sir

Samuel Hood, on the surrender of the island, put
by the enemy, and steered for Bat-

10 sea, unperceived
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badoesj under the expectation of meeting there Sir George

Rodnejj with a reinforcement of ships from Eiigiand.

The French

fleet

on

its

return to Martinique, appeared

before the island of Montserrat, on the 22d of Febriuiry^

and gained possession of

it

without the least opposition or

delaj.

The great object of the French and Spanish forces in the
West Islands, was the reduction of Jamaica hitherto, from
;

Yarioos circumstances and causes, they had been foiled in
attaining this object, but this year they hoped to be

more

successful. In order to frustrate their design, soon after his

arrival in England, in the fall of the year 1781,

Rodney was
Indies,

He

sent back to resume his

with a reinforcement of twelve

sailed from the channel in the

and arrived

oft"

of the line.

sail

month of January, 1782,

the island of Barbadoes on the 19th of the

following month.

render of

Admiral

commandin the West

At

this

time the intelligence of the sur-

Christopher’s had not arrived ; and Admiral

St.

Rodney, being

in

hopes that he should be able to save

it,

put to sea immediately, in order to form a junction w ith Sir

Samuel Hood.

On

his passage, however, he

British fleet returning from St.

met with the

Christopher’s, learning

from them that the island had surrendered; and judging it
probable that the French fleet had returned to Martinique,

he resolved

he

fixed

to

on

proceed with his tvhole

this island as the

fleet to

St.

Lucia

most convenient station

watching the motions of the enemy.

As soon

as

:

for

he ar-

rived off this island, he ordered some of his frigates to

purpose of giving him the earliest intelmovements of the enemy and in the mean
time, he took on board the rest of his fleet, provisions and
water sufficient to last him for the space of five months.
The first object which Admiral Rodney had in view,
was to prevent, if possible, the junction of the French
and Spanish fleets, as he had reason to believe, that, if
cruise, for the

ligence of the

this junction

were

:

effected,

Jamaica would

fall

a prey to
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The Spanish
ward of the French.

the

On

the 5th of

xlpril;

fleet; at this tirae;

wore

to lee^

Admiral Eodney was informed

that the French were embarking troops on board their
ships of war; and on the Sth of the

same month,

at break

of day, a signal was made from the Andromache, that
their fleet was coming out of Fort Roj al, and standing

Admiral Rodney immediately made

to the north-west.

the necessary signal for w'eighing anchor, and getting

under weigh; and

this

was obeyed with so much promp-

titude and alacrity, that the whole British

of thirty-six

sail

fleet,

They proceeded, under as much

before noon.

consisting

Bay

of the line, was clear off Grosislet
sail as

they

could carry, in pursuit of the enemy, so that before daylight the next morning, the

French

At

under the island of Dominica.

were becalmed
advantage of

the

:

it,

enemy got

fleet

was discovered

this time

the breeze

first,

stood towards Guadaloupe.

both

fleets

and taking

The

breeze

fleet, under the comSamuel Hood, who stood after them with a
press of sail : all this while the rear and the centre of Admiral Rodney’s fleet were still becalmed. This circumstance, which to all appearance, was unfavorable to the
English, proved in the issue, highly advantageous to
them for the Count de Grasse, who had determined to

next favored the van of the English

mand of

Sir

;

avoid an engagement, and to press forward, in order to
effect

a junction with the Spanish

fleet,

perceiving the

van of the English at a distance from, and unsupported
by the rear and centre, was tempted by the opportunity
which seemed to present itself, of overpowering it; in
this hope, therefore, as soon as Sir Samuel Hood’s division came near enough, the Count de Grasse bore down
upon it with his whole force. Sir Samuel Hood was not
dispirited

;

though, at one period of this very unequal en-

gagement, his

own

enemy’s ships

firing

ship, the Barfleur,

upon

her,

had seven of the

and during the greatest

;
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The example

of

the Barfieur was followed bj all the rest of the division,
so that

no advantage could be obtained over them.

At

length part of the centre got near enough to engage

and the breeze soon afterwards reaching the rear of the
British fleet, the Count de Grasse withdrew his ships, and
having the advantage of the wind, was enabled

to decline

any further contest, notwithstanding all the endeavors of
Admiral Rodney to continue it. During this partial engagement, the Royal

Oak and

the Montague, the leading

ships of the van, sustained considerable damage.
tain Boyne, of the Alfred,

French ships

was

Two

killed.

Capof the

w'ere so disabled, as to be obliged to take

shelter in Goadaloupe.

The

British fleet lay to, all the night after the action,

damages but the next
morning made sail to the windward in pursuit of the
enemy.
But the pursuit seemed in vain, for on the
morning of the 11th, the French fleet had got so far to
for the purpose of repairing their

;

windward, that some of their ships were scarcely

visible.

In the mean time the rear division of the British, under
the

command

of Admiral Drake, had been transposed to

latter became the rear.
About noon on the 11th of April, one of the enemy’s
ships w^as seen in a disabled state, a great way to windward Admiral Rodney now entei'tained hopes that he

the van

;

and the

;

should either be able to capture her or to bring on a general engagement, if the Count de Grasse bore

her support

;

down

he therefore ordered a general chace

:

to

to-

wards evening, one of the leading ships of the British
approached so near the disabled ship of the enemy, that
if she were not assisted.
The
Count de Grasse, perceiving her danger, bore down with
his whole fleet for her protection.
Admiral Rodney had
BOW gained his object; for by night fall, the two fleets
were very near each other | it was necessary, however, to

her capture was inevitable
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put oiY the cm:ng'e’noia
/ipril.

howeier,

Still,

the next

lill

daring-

a?-

admiral might have drawn

tlie

ofi' Iiis iieet,

if so

The

so that,

;

when

Admiral Rodney

inclined, could

Count de Grasse, even

not avoid a general engagement;

begun about hali-rast seven

action uas

from

this

daylight broke, he had the

to perceive that the

satisraction

oi

French

tiie

took such measures, as eitectiiaKy prevented
taking pkee

l^iii

da}', tlie

night,

in the

morn-

ing of the 12th, by Captain Penny, of the Marlboroughj
the leading ship of the British van.

on opposite tacks
being bat

enemy's

little

:

The two

fleets

the British ranging slowly aiong^

wind,

—and

line, continuing

close

— there

under the lee of the

most tremendous

a

met

fire,

which

the French received and returned with the utmost firmness.

About noon.
iiig

Sir

George Rodney

in the Formidable,

hav«

passed the Yiile de Paris, the French admiral’s ship,

—

and her second and during her passage, directing against
them a most tremendous and effective fire, stood athwart

—

the line of the encniv, between the second and third ship
astern of the Ville de Paris: she was immediately followed

and supported by the Duke, Namur, and Canada; and the
As soon as the Formidable
re»t imitated their example.
iiad broke the line, she wore round ; and a signal being
made for the van division to tack, the British fleet thus
gained the w ind, and stood upon the same tack with the
enemy. By this bold and masterly manceuvre, the French

was completely broken, and the whole thrown into
confusion the consequences were decisively advantageous
and glorious to the British for though the enemy still
continued to fight with great gallantry, it was evident that
the victory was wdlli Admiral Rodney. The action, hitherto had been chiefly supported by the van and centre

line

;

:

for the rear under Sir Samuel Hood being
becalmed, did not for some time get into the engagement;

of the British

;

and %¥hen the breeze did spring up, it was so trifling, that
Sir Samuel Hood, in the Earfleur, took an hour and a

:
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part of the enemy’s line where

liaif to reacli tliat

been broken through by the Formidable
directed

As

had
this

fire.

much

the French ships always carry a

men

pliment of

tluin

the British, and

time, they had on board a great

larger com-

moreover, at

as,

number

the carnage was dreadful in the extreme
this,

it

all

however, he kept up a most tremendous and well

tioiej

this

during

;

of troops,

notwithstanding

;

however, and the certainty that they must ultimately be

beaten, the Count de Grasse in the Yille de Paris, and the

other ships in the centre, withstood
efforts

till

the evening, all the

of the various ships that attacked him.

Nor was

the

gallantry of the British inferior to that of the French

:

Captain Cornwallis,

of the Canada,

guished himself

having obliged the Hector, a ship

;

for,

especially

distin-

of the same force as his own, to strike her colours, he
did not lose time by taking possession of her, but giving

her in charge to a frigate, he pushed on to the Ville de
Paris,

which he engaged

for the space of

withstanding her great superiority, and

wreck.

two hours, not-

left

The Count de Grasse, however,

render; and as

it

refused to sur-

was supposed that he would not yield

any vessel that did not carry an admiral’s
sun-set Sir Samuel

Hood poured from

most dreadful

fire into

Grasse bore

for

it

her a complete

the Ville de Paris.

flag,

to

towards

the Barfleur, a

The Count de

about ten minutes, when he surrendered

men were alive and unhurt on
and
of
this
number the Count himself was
the upper deck,
Besides the Ville de Paris, and the Hector, the
one.
at this time only three

Ardent, of sixty-four guns, which had been captured in
the British channel, was re-taken ; the Caesar, and the

Glorieux, of seventy-four guns each, also surrendered
after they

were made complete wrecks.

early in the engagement, bore

up

The Diadem,

-to assist in

protecting

the Ville de Peris from the Formidable, but by a single

broadside from the

latter,

she was sunk.
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-N'sg'iii,

eanij on:

iio\%

nnxdc the signal ibr hi>

be

raight seciire

the

CcE.^ar.

been ararnily

1ia\e

:iiust

fY'oncIu

liv

hi?«

v,hcn

fleet le

for

ihc

bring

b;.

aiimira!
to.

order that

in

In the CGiu>e of this nighj

fivizes.

one of the prises^ bleM' up by accident; and a

ilriiish iiouteua!it

and

iifly

&earnenj with about four iuin-

dred prisoners^ perished.

The

Tilie de Paris

she was

was the most important of the prizes;
French king's service

the largest ship in the

:

had been a present froin the city of Paris id
Louis XV. and no expense had been spared to render
the gift worthy of the city and of the monarch; the exshe

pense of building her and

fitting

her for

is

sea^,

said to

have been one hundred and

fifty-six

On

at the lime of her captare^

board of her there

thirty-six chests of

tvere,

money, intended

men who were

subsistence of the

in the expedition against
sliipSj

Jamaica

thousand pounds*

for

the pay

to have been
:

and

employed

in the other captured

the whole train of artillery and the battering cannon

and travelling carriages meant

for that expediiioUj

were

also found.

The

loss of

men

in the British fleet in both actions,

the 9th and I5th of April,

was very

small,

on
amounting

only to two hundred and thirty-seven killed, and seven

hundred and seventy-six wounded. The loss of the
French, though not accurately known, is supposed to
have been greater indeed it is computed to have been
:

three thousand slain, and more than double that number

w^ounded.

In the Vilie de Paris alone, upwards of three

hundred were killed ; and in several other of the captured ships between two and three hundred. In the first
engagement of the 9th of April, the French fleet consisted of thirty-four sail of the line; and the British of
iliiriy-six sail of the line; but in that engagement two of
the enemy’s ships having been disabled, their numerical
force of course

was reduced in the

battle of the iSih, to

;
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Hoe; on the other

had larger ships than the British
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Iiandj the

and besides^

;

French

in conse-

quence of the calm. Sir Samuel Hood's division did not
get into action till late in the day^ and even then was
onlj partiallj engaged.

Before the morning of the i3th brokcj the ships of the

enemy

that were not captured^ having taken advantage of

the nightj had crowded all

sail,

Four of them made

sight.

and were actually out of
way to the Dutch island

their

of Curacoa; but the greater number, under the

command

of Bougainville and Vandreuil, kept together, and directed their course for

Cape Frangois.

George Rodney, not content with the success of his
bravery which he had already reaped, determined on the
pursuit of the vanquished and flying enemy and In the
Sir

;

morning

issued orders accordingly

a calm, he was detained

for the space of three days,

the island of Guadaloupe
for the

French to get

;

but in consequence of

far

;

under

thus affording sufficient time

At

out of his reach.

first

he

conceived that they might have taken refuge in some of
their

own

ports to windward, but having

examined them,

and ascertained that they were
not there ; and being thus convinced that they were all
gone to leeward, he directed Sir Samuel Hood, with his
by means of

his frigates,

division, to proceed to

the w^estward of

St.

Domingo,

whilst he himself followed with the remainder of the

fleet,

him under Cape Tiberoon.
Samuel Hood obtained sight of the French in the
More passage, between St. Domingo and Porto Rico:
they consisted of two sail of the line and three frigates
to join
Sir

were captured, except one of the frigates, which
by a sudden change of the wind, was enabled to effect
The total loss of the enemy, therefore,
her escape.
all these

amounted

to eight sail of the line,

and two

frigates

:

six

of which were in possession of the British, one had been

:
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lira]

another uad blown up after her capture.

vefrMds were

After his

Rodney

srili in

Cape

Samuel Hood joined Admiral

Sir

succe'^%.

iiader

sail

when

Tiberooiij

to Jamaica with hi? prizes;

twent}-five

the latter proceeded

leaving Sir Samuel with

of the Hoe to keep the sea^ and watch the

motions of the enomv.
for the Spaniards

The

latter

were

collected there, under the

and about

line

Cape Francois

mainder of the Count de Grasse's

formidable

still

had sixteen ships of the

eight thousand troops at

;

fleet,

and the re-

which

tvere

command of Vandreuil, amounted

to twenty-three sail of the line.
this force, they

Fou!

Curacoa.

But, notwithstanding

w ere too disheartened by

their defeat, to

think of their expedition against Jamaica.

The Spanish

and troops returned to the Havannah ; a number of
the French ships of war came to Europe with convoys;
and Admiral Yandreuil, with about thirteen sail of the
fleet

line,

proceeded to the coast of North America.

Admiral Pigot, having arrived from England, to succeed Sir Geoige Rodney on the West India station the
;

latter sailed

The news of

from Jamaica in the beginning of August.
his victory

gave great and universal joy in

Great Britain, and the noble admiral was created an
English peer, while Sir Samuel

Hood was

created an

Irish one.

The

reduction of the British settlement at the Bahamas,

w^as the only hostile enterprize in that part of the world,

after

Admiral Rodney’s

victory.

On

the 6th of May, a

Spanish armament, consisting of three frigates and sixty
of transports, sailed from the Havannah ; there were
on board the fransports twenty-five thousand troops. As
the governor of the Bahamas was totally unable to defend
them against such a force, he immediately agreed to sur-

sail

render on terms of capitulation.

Having thus concluded our account of

tlie

naval opera-'
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lions of

war

tlsis

in tlie

relative to the victory,

world, on which

In the

we

West

ladies, there are

which closed

shall offer a

it

few remarks.

place, the fate of the ships captured by

first

Indies they^ sufTered very

West

gale there

before they left

;

much from a

compared with what they endured during

severe

ere nothing

but their sofferings at this period

;

two points

in that part of the

Admiral Rodney was most unfortunate
the

HI

llh

their passage

In consequence of their disabled state,
and the hurricane they encountered, scarcely any of the
fruits of this glorious victory reached the ports of the

towards Britain.

Brkish

isles.

second point to which

The

we mean

the manner in which Admiral
tory

;

to allude, regards

Rodney achieved

his vic-

has already been mentioned that he broke the

it

enemy’s line; and the consequence was that the enemy
afterwards had no chance of success.

Considerable con-

troversy has arisen concerning the originality of this

mancBuvre

or, perhaps, to

;

Admiral Rodney

speak more correctly, whether

was not indebted for the idea to another

person.

Several years after the battle of the 12th of April, Mr.
Clerk, of Elden, a Scotch gentleman of fortune, published a

work on Naval Tactics; in which the principle of breaking
the line was clearly laid down and he claimed to himself
;

the merit of the discovery
gested

it,

;

as well as that of having sug-

through the medium of a common friend, to

Admiral Rodney, In consequence of his claims an application was made'to the Admiralty for some reward ; or,
at least, some mark of their sense and approbation of his
merits on this important national point
ralty, after

;

but the Admi-

having carefully inquired into the subject, did

not deem Mr. Clerk entitled to any reward
sidering

of

this

him

;

not con-

to have been either the original discoverer

manoeuvre, or that Admiral Rodney had acted on

his suggestion,

TOL. VII,

•

G

na^al iiistohy

SI'

There
ridored;

arej therefore,

avo dhiinct

in the l:i-i place, ivhethei*

3.1r.

be

to

point'?

nuii-

Cierl: discovered

Ihe pracUcabfhty end ad'/aniage of this nicna-iuvre

and

;

the second place* nlietlier Admiral liodney practised

ccn&eqnrnce of

suggestion

his

and these

;

t*,\

in

in

it

o points

ouitht not to be confoanded, but should be canvassed

and

investigated totally indepeadant of each other.

our Naval

A'^Tth respect to the first, there are in

Hirs-

some instances of the nianceuvre of breaking the line,
though it isdiflicult to ascertain whether this manccuvre.
in those cases, was the effect of design and plan, or the
result of a thought at the moment, or merely of accidental
lory

in one of the engagements in the Baltic,

circumstances*

between the Danes and the Swedes* towards the close of
the i7th century, there is also an instance of the line
having been broken

:

but in this case also

to say whether the nianosu%Te

Hence
line

it

was

it is

impossible

planned or accidental.

appears that the manoeuvre of breaking the

had been practised before Mr. Clerk thought of

it

but he certainly had the merit of considering the subject
in a

more

full

and systematic manner; and

regarded as no mean merit.
tliat

It

seems to

must be

government ought to have bestowed upon him sonu-

mark of

its

approbation; even on the sole ground of

having discussed so

in this

manner are always well

With
Rodney

respect to

his

ably a subject so interesting aut?

important to us as a maritime nation

i\ is

this

us, therefore*

:

—rewards bestowed

laid out.

the second point, 'vrhether Admiral

took the hint of breaking the line from Mr. Clerk.

absolutely impossible to attain any certainty

course a question of mere evidence.

:

it is

Mr. Clerk

of

states

common friend, and that
Admiral Rodney, he was highly

that he explained his plan to a

when

it

was mentioned

pleased with
the very

first

it,

to

and declared that he would act upon

opportunity: ihe

tually did present itself

first

it

opportunity that ac-

was on the ISth of ApriL

On

ihe

lO
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Iiaiidj

there

is

III.

evidence that Admiral Rodney

own mindj

either from the suggestions of his

itj

some other
municated

sonrcej long before

his plan to their

it is

common

therefore^ as w^as said l3eforej

it is

said

knew

or from

Mr. Clerk com-

friend.

On

this pointy

impossible to arrive at

the truth.

We must now turn our attentions to the East Indies,
which there were four hard-fought

in

maritime actions,

The opponents
Edward Hughes and Admiral Suffrein.
On the Slst of January, Sir Edward Hughes sailed from
Trincomale for Madras Road on the 8th of February he
came to anchor there where he continued to get the

within the short space of seven months.

were

Sir

;

;

necessary stores and provisions on board of his ships,

the 15th,
sail

when

till

the enemy’s squadron, consisting of twelve

of the line, six frigates, eight transports and eight

captured vessels, came in sight to the northward, and

about noon anchored without the road.

Hughes had

at this time

Sir

under his command the Hero, of

seventy-four guns ; the Exeter, of sixty- four ; the
fifty;

Edward
Isis,

of

the Beresford, of seventy; the Superbe, of seventy-

four; the Monarca, of seventy; the Worcester, of sixtyfour; the
sixty-four.

his

ships

Monmouth, of sixty-four; and the Eagle, of
As soon as he perceived the enemy, he placed
in the most advantageous manner to defend

themselves and the other ships in the roads, with springs

on

their cables, in order that they might bring their

broadsides to bear more effectually on the enemy, should

they attempt an attack.

As soon as Admiral Hughes perceived that the enemy
had weighed anchor, and stood to the southward, he also
made the signal to weigh, and stood after them. During
that night the chase continued; and in the morning, at
daylight, he ascertained that the enemy’s vessels had se-

parated

:

the line-of-battle ships and a frigate being distant

about four leagues, and the remaining frigates, with the
transports,, being distant about three leagues in a different

0 s

*
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ir

direction

.

cherru

Lnder

adopted,

^vliliout hesiiatioB.jtlie

apparently

line of conduct

clirectinjx their

;

for

course for

Poiicli-

drcunivStaiires the Sritisb admiral

the'-e

most judicious and

priicleiit

under the expectation that the enemy

%vould not permit the transports to be enclang-ered, but
»'at]ier

bear down to their relief and support^ he

their course.

In this chase he was successful; for his cop-

per-bottomed vessels came up with and captured
ships

;

follo'ived

six sail of

of these were Eiiglislij and had been taken by

:iv€

the French, to the nortliwmrd of Madras,

As

Svoon as the

French admiral perceived the intention

of Admiral Hughes^ he altered his coursej and bore
for the purpose of saving his transports

:

by four

down
in the

afternoon, several of his best sailing vessels reached very

near the sternmost ships of the British

fleet.

As

at this

time the latter were very much dispersed in consequence
of their pursuit of the transports, Admiral Hughes threw
out the signal for the chasing ships to join him.

evening was now come on

two

The

and during the whole of the

;

At six
morning the British ^fleet were directed by signal
form the line of battle a*head. At ten, the enemy’s

night, the

fleets

continued near each other.

in the
to

squadron,

being favoured

very near the British.

by the wind,

At

half-past

approached

Admiral
prudent to make the signal to form
the line of battle a-breast: this he was induced to do for
the purpose of drawing the rear of his line closer to

Hughes judged

twelve,

it

the centre; so as to prevent the

enemy from breaking
end attacking the ships while separated and unsupported. The enemy, however, still pushed on to the

iu on

it,

rear of the British, in a double line a-breast; so that
Admiral Hughes w-as again under the necessity to alter
his course in the line, that he might draw^ the ships
still

From

closer to the centre.
tlial

there

was a great

admirals.

inmi

fight

The

trial

these manesuvres

of

skill

it is

evident

between the opposing

British admiral at last perceiving that he
under several disadvantages arising from the
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enemy^ made the signal

for

liis fleet

at

At tour o’clock

once to form into the line of battle a-head.

the Exeter, which from the change of position had become

the steromost ship in the rear, not being quite close to

her second a-head^ was attacked by three of the enemy’s
ships, wdiich bore right

of their second
sieur Suffrein
line,

down upon

her; while four

headed by the Heros,

line,

had his

flag,

more

which Mon-

in

hauled alongside of the

towards the British centre.

first

At twelve minutes past

four the action became general from the British rear to

the centre ; the commander’s ship of the enemy, with three
others of their second line, leading

down on

the centre of

the British,

Circumstances so favoured the French that they were
able to bring eight of their best ships to the attack of the
five of the British

the van of the latter not being able to

;

get into action, without tacking on the enemy; this they
could not do in consequence of the want of wind

;

also prevented the five ships of the British centre

and
and

this

rear,

which were so unequally matched, from following the
van, without the certainty of separating the van from the
rear.

Things continued in
miral Hughes,

till

Adwhen a sudden

this state, truly mortifying to

six in the afternoon;

squal of wind arose from the south-east

;

this

brought the

heads of the British ships round on the enemy, to the
north-eastward;

when

the engagement was renewed by

the five ships from their starboard guns; at twenty-five

minutes past

six,

the

were

in

enemy hauled

The

to the north-east.

their wind,

and stood

greater part of the British fleet

no condition to follow them

:

the Superbe, besides

other damage, had five feet water in the hold ; the Exeter

was reduced almost
signal of distress

to the state of a wreck,

flying; the

British rear, though they

no means

had

and had a

other three ships in the
suffered less,

in a condition to pursue the enemy.

were yet by

XAVAL HiSTORY
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of ika night *lc!nnra] liuglies btooci to

tlie

the southward under easy

mage

sail

;

but the full siale of da-

had sustained,

Vvliich liis ileet

bc-irg asceitained in

the mcrniijg, he resolved to proceed to Yriiiconvale; as
ilie

only proper place to

reiii

the disabled

arrived there on the Sflli; and the utmost

ing been used, he sailed again on

tlie 4ili

lie

dispatch lira-

of March.

Cr^

the 12th he arrived at Madra'^, ^f^itbout having seen any-

thing of the eneinv.
A.s

both die admirals were

men

of aciivity and

do eveiy thing in their pouer

priae, anxious to

eiiter-

ibr the

service of their respective countries, and fully convinced

of the necessity of vigilance,

soon met again.
bore away

for

On

it is

Hughes

enemy

got the

Trincomale; by

wind of him; and

not surprising that they

the ilth of April, Admiral

profiting

they could get after him.

by

The

tiiis

this,

the

they crowded

ships w^hich

all sail

composed the

Eritish rear not being good sailers, they were soon over-

taken by the French copper-bottomed vessels; and Sir

Edtvard Hughes ivas thus under the necessity of using his
utmost endeavours to prevent them from being unequally
attacked.

made

At nine

o’clock in the forenoon of the ISth, he

the signal for his ships to form the line of battle

The enemy, on

a-head, on the starboard tack.

adopted different manoeuvres,

the purpose of com-

for

mencing the engagement to the best advantage
iilile after

his part,

:

at last, a

noon, they bore away, with an apparent deter-

mination to bring on close fighting

:

five sail

of their van

stretching along to engage the British van, and the re-

mninder, consisting of seven
British centre ships.

commenced between

At

sail,

steering directly on the

half-past one the

engagement

the vans of the two squadrons.

Mon-

sieur Suffrein, in the Heros, with his second a-stern, the

L’Orient, bore dow-n on the Superbe; the Heros, after
firing

and receiving a severe

fire for

a few minutes, during

which she received great damage, stood on

for the

Mon-
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this ship

was

vessel^

being at

this
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time engaged with another

so little able to stand against the fire of the

HeroSj in addition, that at three o’clock she was under
the necessity of bearing out of the line to leev/ard.
forty minutes after three, as the

favourable, and Sir

wind

still

At

continued un-

Edward Hughes was apprehensive
made

that his ships might get entangled with the shore, he

the signal for the squadron to wear,

still,

however, con-

About two hours afterwards, being in fifteen fathom water, and the Monmouth
not in a condition to keep oif the shore, he made the signal for the squadron to prepare to anchor. The enemy
did not seem disposed to continue the engagement ; on the
contrary, they drew off, in great disorder to the eastward,
tinuing to engage the "enemy.

the admiral having previously shifted his flag from the

Heros

As the former ship was greatly
was ordered to assist her,

to the Hannibal.

disabled, one of the frigates

but in attempting

this,

she

fell

in with the Isis, and struck

her colours to her : the night, however, being extremely
dark, the captain of the French frigate took advantage of

and of the disabled

this circumstance,

and made

As soon

as

the French

it

was

day-light,

to

Admiral Hughes perceived

fleet at anchor, about five miles further from

the shore than his squadron

and

state of the Isis,

his escape.

:

they were in

much

distress

disorder, but evidently using their utmost endeavours

refit.

As the Monmouth was

in

no condition to have

withstood a renewed attack, Admiral Hughes was at

first

of opinion, that they meant to come down upon her.

Both fleets continued in these relative circumstances till
the morning of the 19th, when the enemy stood out to
sea, till at noon,

having gained the sea breeze, they

tacked and stood in towards the British squadron

:

but

perceiving that Admiral Hughes had made most admirable
dispositions to receive them, they again tacked and stood
to the eastward.

Upon

this the admiral sailed for Trin*
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comale Bay, where he anchored on the evening of the
22nd.

From

this

bay Admiral Hughes sailed on the 24th of

On

June, and proceeded to Negapatnam road.

the 5th

of July the French squadron, consisting of eighteen

twelve of which were of the

came

line,

in sight.

sail,

The

measures of the British admiral were immediately taken
his object

was to gain the w ind of the enemy

for this

;

purpose he weighed anchor and stood out to sea
evening and night.

On

all that

the 6th at daylight the enemy’s

Admiral Hughes im~
made the signal to form the line of battle a-breast,
bear away towards the enemy but, as soon as he

squadron was discovered at anchor

;

mediately

and to

;

observed them getting under weigh, and standing to the

westward, he directed the signal to be hauled down, and
the signal for the line a-liead to be hoisted.

At

forty-five

minutes after ten the signal for close engagement was

made.

This signal was obeyed most

literally

by the Bri-

tish fleet; nor

were the enemy backwards

fire; so that

from ten minutes past eleven to thirty-five

in returning the

minutes after twelve, the engagement was general from

van

and mostly very close: but
about this time it was evident that the enemy had suffered
considerably, for their van ship bore away out of the line,
and the French Admiral’s second ship a-head had lost her
to rear in both lines,

main-mast.

The sudden

shifting of the

wdnd

—the

sea

breeze setting in very fresh from the south and south-east,
.

changed the

relative positions

of the two squadrons;

several of the ships in the van and centre of the British

being taken aback, their heads

now

lying to the westward,

while those in the rear continued on their former tack

s

some of the enemy’s vessels also had their heads turned to
the westward. At this time, the Severe fell alongside of
the Sultan, and struck to her ; but as the latter was then
in the act of veering, the enemy took advantage of this circumstance, made what sail he could and fired on the Sultan,
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this,

got

away

tlie rest
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of the French squadron

he shewed no colours.

Admiral Hughes perceiving that he had the advantage
now endeavouring to get away,

of the enemjj w^ho were

made

the signal for the general chace; but afterwards

learning that two of his squadron veer very

much

dis-

and perceiving that the enemy were endeavouring

abledj

made the signal to veer^ and stood
The engagement still continued^ but
till about hklf-past four ; when Admiral

to cut off anotlierj he
to the westward.

only partially^

Hughes made the signal
enemy anchored about

to anchor

soon afterwards the

:

three leagues to leeward of the

British.

As Admiral Hughes was persuaded

that one of the

French ships had struck her colours, though he supposed
it to be the Ajax, instead of the Severe, he sent a flag of

and a

truce,

demand of
Ajax

:

letter

to this

Monsieur

Suffrein, containing a

an evasive answer was returned, the purport

of which was, that

had the

to

the surrender of the French king’s ship the

it

was the French ship Severe, which

halliards of the ensign shot away, as frequently

occurred, but that the colours never were struck.

Admiral Hughes had no means of

As

enforcing the request

in his letter, he was obliged to put up with this reply
to

it.

was found impossible to repair the damages sustained in this engagement in Negapatnam road, Admiral
Hughes proceeded to Madras road, where lie arrived on

As

it

the 20th of July.

having completed
condition

On
its

the 20th of August, the squadron

provisions,

for. service, sailed for

and being

in a tolerable

Trincomale ; but the wind

blowing strong from the southward, it did not arrive there
On the morning of the Srd,
till the 2nd of September.

Admiral Hughes ascertained that the enemy were in possession of the forts, and that their fleet had been reinforced
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by one seventy-four, one sixty-four, and one fifty gun
ship, amounting now to fourteen line-of-battle ships.

As soon
sail,

and at twenty minutes past eight, began

on them
till

as they perceived the British, they got under

two o’clock ; and within

half-past

wards

%vas general

it

was most

five

down
commence

to bear

the engagement however, did not

;

minutes after-

The Worcester
by two of the French ships,

from van to rear.

furiously attacked

but she was bravely assisted by the Monmouth, nearly at
Use same time.
ship? of the

enemy

;

The Exeter and

British line,

Isis, the two headmost
were attacked by five of the

the Exeter was so

forced out of the line

;

much

disabled, that she

was

her opponents then tacked, and

and other ships of the van as they passed.
The centres of the opposing sq^uadrons were engaged on

fired

on the

more equal

Isis,

terms, ship to ship.

the effects of the British

fire

Soon

after three o’clock,

became apparent, the French

admiral’s second a-stern being nearly dismasted.

About

half-past five o’clock, in consequence of a sudden

shifting of the wind,

Admiral Hughes was obliged to put
the squadron of the enemy
;

out the signal for veering

wore at the same time, and the engagement was renewed
on the other tack. At twenty minutes past six the French
admiral’s main and mizen masts were shot away; and
about the same time the Worcester lost her main topmast. The engagement now began to slacken, and about
seven o’clock, the greater part of the French squadron
hauled their wind to the southward; and twenty minutes
afterwards, the engagement entirely ceased.

At

daylight,

next morning, no part of the enemy’s squadron was in
sight : in the condition of several of the British ships,

Admiral Hughes did not deem

it

prudent to follow them,

but directed his course for Madras Roads.
Perhaps, there

is

scarcely any instance in the naval re-

cords of this, or any other country, of such distinguished

OF
bravery on both

KI3SIG

sides, as

GEORGE

was displayed

in the East Indies,

between Admiral Hughes and Monsieur
spect to force, there

was not much

SI

III.

Suffrein.

In re-

difference ; in point of

nautical skill, each fleet might claim a great and an equal

In short,

share.

it

world, that those

was to

who

this

remote quarter of the

are eager after maritime courage

and enterprise must look

if

they wish to be gratified.

We shall close our narrative of the naval annals of this
year, as usual, with the particulars of such single engage-

ment, or engagements between a few ships on each
as seem most deserving of notice.

side,

Captain Luttrel, of His Majesty’s ship, the Mediator,

having received information that an American frigate was
ready to sail from Bourdeaux, resolved if possible to in-

On

tercept her.

the 12th of December, he discovered

of ships ; he immediately gave chase, and soon
had the satisfaction to ascertain that he gained upon them.
fiive sail

By eight

o’clock in the

of battle

;

morning they formed a dose

the headmost was L’Eugene,

of

line

tliirty-six

guns ; next was an American brig of thirty-four guns
next to her a two decked ship, armed en flute, mounting
thirty

guns

s

next to her lay the Alexander, of twenty-four

guns ; and next to her the Dauphin Eoyal, of twenty-eight
guns.

Captain Luttrel was not in the least dismayed at

knowing that the good sailing of his ship
would bring him off, in case of necessity, he resolved, if
his force, but

possible,

He

to throw the enemy’s squadron into confusion.

therefore continued bearing

and by

half-past ten,

down with

all sail set;

he succeeded in breaking their

line

the brig and the Dauphin Royal crowding all sail away
from the rest. At eleven o’clock he bore down and cut off

the Alexander

;

and with

strike her colours

One

;

his first broadside obliged her to

her remaining consorts deserting her.

of these, Captain Luttrel resolved to chase, as soon

as he had secured his prize: but

it

was nearly nine

o’clock in the evening before he got up with the Mena-
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He

gere.

immediately prepared to pour in a broadside*

when she hauled down her colours, and hailed that
struck.
At day break next day, the brig and

had

she
the

Dauphin Royal were seen greatly disabled but as Captain Luttrel had sent a considerable number of his men
on board his prize, he did not think it prudent to attempt
The Dauphin Royal stood in towards the
their capture.
leeward, and the brig returned to Bourdeaux. The Alexander was commanded by Captain Gregory, who called
himself an American, but who had every appearance of
being an Irishman. This person, on the 14th of December
laid a plot on board the Mediator, to occasion the pri;

soners to rise, with the hope of seizing the ship

design was

the hatches were so secured, that only one

come up
if

;

but his

defeated, chiefly from the circumstance, that

At

at a time.

man

could

ten at night, a terrible shock, as

from some explosion, and the cry of

fire

was heard.

Gregory, in order to let the prisoners know when he
wished them to rise, had fired a gun in the gun-room,
where he lay ; and this had blown away the ports. Captain Luttrel immediately

room on

fire; in

went down and found the gun-

the cot of Gregory, gunpowder was

been detected,
Captain Luttrel ordered him, and those of his officers and
men, whom he suspected, to be put in irons, and fed only

found

;

and other proofs of his

guilt having

on bread and water.
In order to prove that he was as ready and desirous to
countenance and reward good behaviour, as he had shewn
himself determined to repress and punish what was wrong,

he paid

particular attention to the officers of the

narque,

who

conducted themselves like

men

Captain Pole, of His Majesty’s ship Success, of

two guns, and two hundred and twenty men,

Mo-

of honour.

in

thirty-

company

with the Vernon, store-ship, being cruising about the
middle of March, near Cape Spartel, discovered a sail
Yight a-head.

At

first,

she seemed to be a line of battle

;
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and Captain Pole made the signal for the Vernon to
crowd all sail bat finding that the enemy gained on the

sliipj

;

store-sliipj

brought

sail to let her go a-head, and then
hope of distracting the attenJon of the

he shortened

tOj in the

enemy from the store ship* But, on nearer approach, it
was ascertained that the vessel was only a large frigate
her poop and the base of the weather, having previously
given her the form of a line of battle ship

wards she hoisted Spanish colours, and

:

soon

after-

At
were very near each othei\
when Captain Pole ordered his ship to be veered, the enemy
being a-stern his object was to get on his lee bow
he
then hauled close round, giving him his whole fire within
six o’clock the

two

fired

a gun.

vessels

:

;

and immediately continued the engagement,
passing close round to windward ; by this manoeuvre he
pistol shot

;

completely deceived his opponent,

who

expected him to

leeward, and were in the act of firing their lee guns into

Captain Pole lost no time in pressing on them

the water.

while they were under the influence of surprise and confusion, so as not to permit

them

to recover:

he next

veered, and placed his vessel in such a position, supported

without intermission, a most astonishing close and well
directed fire, the consequences of which were soon obvious, for the

enemy struck her

nutes past eight o’clock
lina,

men*

colours about twenty mi-

she proved to be the Santa Cata-

:

of thirty-four guns, and upwards of three hundred

The Spanish commander appeared himself in

great

displeasure at the conduct of his crew, and seemed to be of
opinion, if they had conducted themselves as they ought
to have done, his vessel

As soon

would not have been taken.
had an opportunity of examin-

as Captain Pole

ing the state of his prize, he was convinced that

be extremely
her into port

difficult, if
;

for,

it

would

not absolutely impossible, to get

besides the

damage done

to her n^asts

and rigging, her hull was like a sieve, the shot having
gone through both sides he resolved however to use his
:

0

:
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’^vas

endeavour

her damages; but while

io repair

Urns emplojedj at daylight on the

peared in Sight

dou n

:

lie

six sail ap-

of those^ two frigates immediately bore

purpose of reconnoitring*

for the

IStli^

Captain Pole’s

meas=nrc& were taken with great promptness and judgment;
for

he instantly ordered the Vernon to make

sent orders to set
tyuarter of

fire

to his prize*

The next

an beur.

such a superior force

;

all sail

object

all sail^

and

She blew up

in

was

from

to escape

was therefore

set^

a

and the

wind being al south-east^ he resolved to proceed to MaAs the approach of these vessels could not be undeira.
known to the two hundred and eighty-six prisoners^ who
w ere on board of the Success^ they were encouraged with
the hope of being able to regain their liberty, and made
an attempt to rise. Fortunately this was discovered ; and
Captain Pole succeeded in getting oiF in company with the
Vernon.

At

the end of the year 1782, there were in the navy

list two hundred and forty-three captains, one
hundred and seventy-two masters and commanders, and
nine hundred and ten lieutenants, which had been added

half-pay

since the

commencement of the war

in 1776, exclusive of

those w'ho had died or been killed during that period.

the end of

At

of the navies of Great Briand Holland, in commission, was ac-

this year, the state

tain, France, Spain,

curately as follows

Gt, Britain.

France.

Spain.

Holland.

Line ships..., .•.•.105

.53... ..,S2
89
Fitties ••.•••••»•*. 13 ..o.o. Tosa..*
0
Large Frigates . . * . . 63
ditto* •.««« .« 69 ••««.« 54 •««•«• 36 j
.

sloops »

».*• • *S1T •

• « « »

*86 .•««« 31 ..«••« 13

OutXcrs cro* .a..**** 43

Armed ships

S4.«.... O.*.**. 0

BomDs. »..«««•»••••

0

14 • » • * * ® 0

Fire ships.**. *.•*..

9**,.** 7.

6

Yachxs

^9f$999‘ OffOVfg.*

0

—

.
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following ate the names of the captains of His

The

Majesty’s navy killed since the

commencement of

the war^

with the names of each ship they commandedj and in what
station they

were

WEST INBIES.
Captaiii’’s

Names.

Captain Watson

Shipps

..Conqueror

,

-««««—«- Griffiths

Names.

..Ditto

,

——

..IntrepM

Hon. H. Si John
Bayne .

.

.Alfred

Blair ..

.

.Anson

Lord K, Manners

.

.Resolution

Evrett ....

,

.Ranby

-

—

EAST INDIES.
Loid Stephens

Snperbe

—

Exeter

Reynolds

NORTH AMERICA.
Trepassy

Smith

EUROPE.
Pownal

Apollo

Macartney...

Princess Amelia

war in England, French,
amounted to four thouSpaniards,
and
Dutch, American,
sand one hundred and sixty men, to be exchanged.
At the very commencement of the year 1783, it was

The

nuinbei:'

of prisoners of

obvious that Mr. Pitt’s ministry could not stand before the

Lord North and Mr. Fox his defeat in the
House of Commons, on the subject of the address to the
throne, was regarded as a prognostic of his approaching
Soon afterwards Captain Luttrel moved, in this
fail.
coalition of

:

House, that there should be laid before it : First, an
account of all His Majesty’s ships and vessels that were in
ordinary, or harbour service, on the 21st day of March,
1782, in the ports of Portsmouth, Plymouth, Sheerness,

-
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and Chatham

:

Second, an account of the state and

con-*-

and vessels of war employed in home
service; agreeably to the last weekly statement, preceding
the 21st day of March, 1782 Third, an account of the

dition of the ships

:

condition of the ships and vessels of
vice,

war on

and on the coast of Scotland and Ireland

foreign ser;

according

to the last accounts received at the Admiralty, from the

commanders-in-chief on the several stations abroad, or
froju the senior officer of

any squadron of king’s ships on

foreign stations, and on the coasts of Scotland and Ireland;

according to the w^eekly returns of the nearest date to the
21st of March, 1782: and Fourth, copies of the corres-

pondence between the senior officers of His Majesty’s
ships in the Bay of Honduras, and the merchants, traders,
inhabitants, and Indian chiefs ; between the

month of Sep-

tember, 1779, and the month of January following; as the

same were transmitted by Sir Peter Parker, to the Board
of Admiralty. These several papers were ordered to be
laid before the House but, in the meantime, the power
of the ministry was still farther on the wane ; and on the
:

resolutions, with regard to the approaching peace, pro-

posed by Lord John Cavendish, the division was carried
by the opposition.
At last, on the 2nd of April, a change of ministry took
place: the Uute of Portland was appointed the first lord
of the treasury ; Lord North and Mr. Fox were appointed
principal secretaries of state; Lord John Cavendish was
made chancellor of the exchequer; Lord Keppell was
placed at the head of the admiralty; Lord Stormont was

appointed president of the council ; and the Earl of Carlisle

keeper of the privy

On

seal.

the 12th of May, the ordinary and extraordinary

services of the navy

were moved

for

:

viz, that

a sum not

exceeding four hundred and fifty-one thousand

five

hun-

dred and eighty-nine pounds be granted to His Majesty,
for the ordinary of the navy, including half-pay to the sea
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mild

marine

officers, for

the year 1783

DT

Hi.

;

and

tliat

a

sum

exceeding three liiindred and eleven thousand eight

nol

hum

dred and forty-three pounds be granted to His Majesty.,

towards the building, re-building, and repairing ships of
war, and other extra works,

A

considerable discussion

arose on these estimates, in the course of which Sir John
Jervis desired the

House

to take a view of the fleets of

other powers, and extolled the wisdom of keeping up a

formidable and respectable navy.

-

The promotions which

had been recently made were strongly opposed: these
promotions consisted of thiriy-iiine masters and commanders, who had been advanced to the rank of post
captains i and o? twenty lieutenants, wdio had been raised
to the rank of roasters and commanders.

Of

the

first

of

these classes, the promotion conferred rank, but wms at-

tended with no additional pay ;
that by

Of

it

it

vras,

therefore, urged

the public did not incur the slightest expense.

the second class, the promotion affected the haif-pay

establishment,

with an additional payment to each of

three shillings per day

i

an expense which the country

would not grudge.

As circumstances were

in a train of bringing

about a

peace, which was actually concluded early this year,

have not many naval actions to record.

we

There are, howsome which deserve notice.
On the 2nd of March, His Majesty’s ship Resistance,
commanded by Captain King, coming througli Turk’s
Island passage, in company with the Du Guay IVouio,
discovered two ships at anchor, which immediately cut
their cables and stood to the southward.
The Resistance
gave chase to the sternraost, and soon came up with her;
she was a vessel of twenty guns into her the Resistance
poured one broadside, and then poshed forward towards
the other, which was of a superior size, mounting twentyeight guns. As soon as the Resistance had succeeded
ever,

:

in getting alongside,

VOL.

VII.

she struck her colours, after

u

:
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gate,

a

La

She proved

French

to be the

fri-

Coquette, commanded by the Marquis de GrassOj

iiepLe-\v to the celebrated

Count de Grasse.

This

vessel^,

with her corvet, had sailed with troops on board, about
nine w^eeks before,
Island, in which they

on an expedition against Turk's^
had been successful. A day or two
His Majesty^s

after her capture, the Resistance fell in with

frigates Albemarle and Tartar, and the Drake and Barrington armed vessels ; when it was resolved an attempt
'should

be made to retake the island.

two iiundrcd and

fifty

men were

For

landed

;

this

purpose

the tw'O brigs

being stationed opposite the town to cover the disembarkation, and to dislodge the enemy; but a battery

being unexpectedly opened against them, they were compelled to retire, and to re-embark.

Off the coast of America an action took place, attended

with circumstances highly dishonourable to the French
captain : the frigate La Sybelle, commanded by the Count

de Kergarion, hoisted French colours under English, and
same time a signal of distress by these

disph'iyed at the

:

means he succeeded

in enticing near

him His Majesty’s

ship the Hussar, Captain Russel, of twenty guns.

When

the Hussar hailed him, he answered with a broadside

but Captain Russel, though

inferior in force

and thus

taken by surprise, fought his ship with such gallantiy, that
after

For

an obstinate engagement the enemy surrendered.
his

behaviour, so contrary to the law of nations,

Captain Russel placed the French commander in close
confinement.

In the East Indies a Dutch ship was cut out from under
the batteries that had been erected at Cudalore, by the

Medea.

The

prize

was capable of mounting

fifty

guns

:

her captain was on shore, and had applied to the French

commander

for

refused, as

it

some troops to defend her; but they were
was not supposed that she would be at-

tacked under the cannon of the fort; and of this the lieu-

;
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tenant was so firmly persuaded, that he had neglected

The Medea

loading the guns on that side.

between the

and the

fort

ship,

boldly ran

and began a brisk

The fort immediately opened its
mage to the Dutch ship than

fire,

attack.

but did more da-

to the

Medea.

After

engaging for the space of an hour she struck; but not
till

the lieutenant had formed the resolution of running

her ashore.

As soon

as Captain Gore, of the

Medea, was

aware of this, he declared he would board, and put every

man
them

to death, if they attempted

On

desist.

officers

it

this threat

:

made

board of the prize were four French

of rank.

As not unconnected with the Naval History of Great
we may mention in this place the losses in ships
which the East India Company sustained, between the
Britain,

years 1763 and the conclusion of the American war.
Elizabeth, lost in 1763; Winchelsea, Holderaess, and

Albion, in 1764; Falmouth, in 1766; Lord Clive, in 1767;

Earl of Chatham, in 1768; Lord Holland, in 1769; Verolst, in

1771

Duke

;

of Albany, in 1772;

Lord Mans-

field, in 1773; Huntingdon, Royal Captain, and Asia,
in 1774 ; Marquis of Rockingham and Valentine, in 1775
York, in 1776 ; Colebrooke, Stafford and London, in 1779;

General Barker, in 1780

;

Earl of Dartmouth, Grosvenor,

Earl of Hertford, and Brilliant, in 1782; besides the Walpole,

Hillsborough,

Osterly,

Mount Stewart, and

On the 2nd of
peace between

Royal George, Grattan,

Fortitude, which were captured.

September, 1783, preliminary articles of

His Britannic Majesty and the States

General of the United Provinces, were signed

Of

the articles

We

shall notice such as

the nature and plan of this work.
it

was agreed

and the salute

that,

By

at Paris.

most accord with

the second article,

with respect to the honours of the flag,

at sea,

by the ships of the Republic towards

those of His Britannic Majesty, the same custom should

be respectively followed as was practised before the com-

;
;

L'
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'v.-

nu'-iv:cment oi

tlie

Bj

war-

article sixj t!ie States

neral of ire United Provinces promi^^ed and engaged ne^
to obsfriic’^

i!ie

navigation of

By

eaftiern ^^^5.

rbiioreas diilereuces

can

i?Oi.ip'urY

Tela live

iliie

Britisfi subjects^ in

the next arlicle^

wa*;

it

had arisen between the

and the Dutch

to ihe navigation

cni

sta':ev!

tliO'

tlrai

Erigii^h Afri-

Indian

Companj^

the coasts of Africa, for

preveniirsg ali cause of complaint between the subjects of
liur

Iwo i,cA'om upon those

comrcissL\rh'’S
poi^e

coasts,

it

was agreed that

should be named on each side, for the pur-

of making suitable arrangements on these points.

On

the same day the definitive treaty of peace and

friendship beiween His Britannic Majesty and the
Ciirissthin

King, was signed at

\’'eivaiiles.

By

Most

the second

was declared that the treaties of
Westphalia, of 1648; the treaties of peace of Nimeguen,

article

of

this treaty, it

of 1678 and of 1679; of Ryswick, of 1697 ; those of peace

and of commerce of Utrecht, of 1713; that of Baden, of
[714 that of the triple alliance of the Hague, of 1717
:

that of the quadruple alliance of London, of 1718; the
treaty of peace of Vienna, of 1738

;

the definitive treaty

of Aix-la-Chapelie, of 1748; and that of Paris, of 1763;

should serve as a basis and foundation to the present

By the fourth article, the King of Great Britain
was maintained in his right to the Island of Netvfoundland,
and to the adjacent islands, as the whole were assured to
him by the thirteenth article of the treaty of Utrecht
excepting the Islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon, which
were coded in full right to His Most Christian Majesty.
By the fifth article, the King of France, in order to prevent the quarrels which had often arisen between England
and France, consented to renounce the right of fishing,
which belonged to him by virtue of the treaty of Utrecht,
from the Cape Bona vista to Cape St. John, on the eastern
coast of IMewfoundland
and for this cession, an additional right of fishing on the western coast of the island

treaty.

;
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was granted
Majesty.

to

By

tlie

loi

ill.

French subjects by His Britannic

the sixth article, the fishery on the Gulf of

Lawrence was confirmed to the French. By the seventh
Great Britain restored to France the Island of St.
Lucia and ceded the Island of Tobago. By the eighth
article, the French King restored to Great Britain the

^’t.

article.

;

Islands of Grenada, St. Vincent, Dominica,

and Monserrat.

pher's, Nevis,

Eiver Senegal and

its

By

Christa»

Ft.

the ninth article, the

dependencies, as well as the Island

of Goree, were delivered up to France

:

while His Most

Christian Majestj^, on his part, guaranteed to the

King of

Great Britain the possession of Fort James and the River
Gambia. The seventeenth article is one of great import*
ance, and proves more than any other article in the treaty,
that Great Britain
is

was the humbled power

;

by

for

this it

declared that the King of Great Britain, being desirous

to give to His
reconciliation

Most Christian Majesty a

sincere proof of

and friendship, and to contribute

solid the peace re-established

to render

between their said Majesties,

consents to the abrogation and suppression of
articles relative to

cluded at Utrecht, in 1713, inclusive to

At the same

all

the

Dunkirk, from the treaty of peace conthis day.

and on the same day, there was
treaty of peace and friendship between

place,

signed a definitive
His Britannic Majesty and the King of Spain. By the
fourth article, the King of Great Britain ceded in full
right to His Catholic Majesty, the Island of Minorca,

and by the subsequent article. East and West Florida
were also given up to Spain. As frequent and disagreeable differences had arisen between the subjects of Britain
and Spain, regarding the right claimed by the former of
cutting logwood on the coasts of the

Bay of Honduras,

the sixth article was specially intended to prevent such
differences in future:

by

this

article

it

was expressly

agreed that His Britannic Majesty’s subjects should have
the right of cutting, loading, and carrying away log^vood,
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between the Rivers Wallis and Rio

hi ilio district ijing

Kondo
common
;

so that the navigation of these rivers should be
to both nations.

Commissaries were also respec-

on convenient places,
Majesty’s subjects, employed

tiveij appointed to fix

in order that

His

in the foiling

Britaniiic

of logwood, might without interruption build their houses

aud magazines. Pxecessary for themselves, their families,
and effects. By the seventh article. His Catholic Majesty
restored to Great Britain the Islands of Providence and
die Bahamas.
In the treaty between His Britannic Majesty and the
United States of America, after an express of the inde-

pendence of the

Americans

latter,

the third article states that the

shall continue to enjoy

unmolested the right to

lake fish of every kind, on the great bank, and on all the

other banks of Newfoundland

LawTence, and

all

;

Gulf of

also in the

St.

other places in the sea, where the

inhabitants of both countries used, at any time heretofore,

By

to fish.

the eighth article, the navigation of the River
its source to the ocean, was for ever to
and open to the subjects of Great Britain, and
of the United States.

Mississippi, from

remain

free

the citizens

Thus terminated a
favourable in

its

by no means honourable or
Great Britain. It is totally

contest,

issue to

foreign to the nature or object of this

work

to in<|uire into

the justice, the policy, or the expediency of the Hl-fated
contest between Britain and her colonies; or even to

canvass the merits or demerits of the plans and measures

by which, on the part of the former,
carried on from its commencement to
But
war,

that contest
its

in so far as regards the naval conduct of the
it nia3'

be pronounced to have discovered

or zeal, both in those

cuted

it.

maritime

who planned and

was

termination.

American

little talent

those

who exe-

Britain assuredly did not display her wonted
skill;

nor did her seamen seem to feel that

sense of superiority to their foes, which

is

one cause
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not been for [the glorious and hardly-

expected victory gained by Admiral Rodney, in the West
Indies, the

would have

war must have terminated
left

in a

manner that

an almost indelible stain upon the naval

character of this country.

That victory brought back a

large portion of her ancient maritime fame, and thus

enabled her to conclude the war on much more advantageous terms than she would otherwise have been able to
gain.

The enemies

of Britain expected,

and even some of her
would be much

friends dreaded, that her naval strength

weakened by the separation of her American

The

colonies.

great Earl of Chatham pronounced in the most decided and
oracular manner, that the sun of Britain would set for

ever on that day which witnessed the independence of her

They ware supposed to be among the most
fruitful sources of her power and wealth
on these her
commerce was supposed mainly to depend and if her
commerce were cut up by the roots ; if it were even much
injured, how could her naval power remain unimpaired?
What has actually happened has proved the dim and imcolonies.

:

;

perfect insight into futurity, possessed by the most expe-

rienced and acute statesmen.

Within a very short period

after Britain lost her colonies, her

diminishing^ increased ; and

we

commerce instead of

shall soon

have occasion

to detail undoubted proofs that her maritime power was
certainly not, in the smallest degree, impaired

by the

in-

dependence of America:
As, before the close of this war, great and serious
apprehensions were entertained that there would soon be

a

deficiency of timber for naval purposes in the royal fo-

rests,

the surveyor general of His Majesty’s woods was

directed,

by the House of Commons, to report on

interesting subject.

The substance of

this report

this

may,

With great propriety, find a place in this work.
It

began by Btating that no ground whatsoever had been

;

1

:

"'l

KAVAT, inSTOra

{

AIaje*fy's forests^ for the g'rowcri

’A\j

'J;

’i lv.‘

prp:or\ cilfon

'm!.:

K
in liie

}ezr

i

'

7 >,

^s:

the forest of

the

Ten

acres-

liepi

wuru ^5

in

F^ince

t^’iiberj

tlie

begiiinlii^^

of

tlie

exctpT or,r thousand acrcn in ihe Xe\^ Forest,

7'2.

iiKicr-'

were

r-f

r^oinc-

Dean au

i:ldu^l^^e v;as

the exteni of iwo ihGasancl

to

time the fences of this

up aac continued

in

new

iiiclosiire

good order; but

after-

con-cqucnce of encroachments made under va-

rious pretexts,

and of the negligence and inattention of

persons entrusted wdtli the care of His Majesty's

liie

ihe fences were so

ibrc'=ts,

s^urviyor general
inciosLires open,

judged

and

it

much broken down^

that the

most advisable to leave the

rest contented with the benefits

which

the trees had already derived from the fences.

The

report next proceeds to state that the iiiciosures in

ihe Nevr Forest were in good repair; had answered well

made and had nursed
young timber. With respect to the
rest of tile royal forests, there had not been any inclosures
purposedy made in them, for the growth and preservation
xhe purpose for which they were
i:p

ag

;

)od stock of

of timber for the use of His Majesty’s navy: but in the
forests of Whitiicwood, Salcey, Rochingham, and Wliich-

wood

there were a great

many

anciently inclosed coppices;

wherein the King's trees were well preserved.
TIic report concluded by stating,

that

many thousand

acres of land in His Majesty’s forests might

be inclosed
also, and even
vrouid be, w ithin the ioclosure now in being, and hereafter to be made therein, some parcels of ground of a nature
iind applied to raising pines.

less

fit

for the

There were

growth of oaks;-

in

general of His Majesty’s woods and
plant the sort of pines

fit

which the surveyor
forests,

for masts, yards,

intended to

and bowsprits

and nurseries were actually preparing for that purpose*
That from his observations and experiments, and the concurring opinion of very good judges, he thought it highly
probable that making inclosures purely for the last men-
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tioned use, "would be attended witli success, and prove

very aihantsgecus to the kingdom.*'
Another official report was this year laid before parlia-

ment; from which we

information as

shall select such

relates to the subject of these

volumes

:

we

allude to the

eighth report of the commissioners appointed to examine,
take, and state the public accounts of the kingdom. Their
object was to examine and state in what manner, and at

what time, the receipts, issues, and expenditures of the
public money are now accounted for, and to consider and
report by what means or methods the public accounts may
in luture be passed, and the accountants compelled to pay
the balances due to them, iti a more expeditious, more
effectual,

and a

less expensive

manner.

In their examination into the pay-office of the navy,
they found the account very far in arrear: viz. to the
extent of seventy-five millions ; the issues of uprvards of

twenty-four years, to the month of October, 1780- After
having examined into the means of compelling public accountants to come to an account, and into the nature,

power, and transactions of the office, where the accounts
were audited, they proceeded to inquire into the auditing

and passing of particular

accounts.

In this place

we have

only to attend to such parts of the report as respect the

navy.

They

required from the auditors of the imprest, the

last declared account of

ledgers,

charge,

a treasurer of the navy, with the

discharge,

and other materials, from

which that account was made out.

The account

trans-

mitted to them was, that of George Grenville for one
year, ending the Slst of December, 1759;
folio ledgers,

with three

and other detached papers comprehending
him for that year, his total discharge,
;

the total charge upon

and two
It

abstracts.

does not

fall

within the scope or promise of this

work
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^

lake

am

notice of those parts of

report^

flic

which do

imraedir/uh couch upon topics connected with the

i:oi

5javal rconoAi^s cr lubtor}^ of
llnu’-eibroj

attcii

i

pn-"-

hy several paragTaphs of

tho-c

to

Great Britain; we

only

which are

sliall^

and

report^

(lie

connected

with our

sub;jeeu

in the

iici\y ollics it is

books are made

stated^ that for every &hip five

out; copies

of each are lodged in three

different depariincnts of that office

:

one

in that

branch of

the office of the controller of the treasury accounts^ called
the ticket office

;

two

navy ; one of tliem
payments

who

controls the

who

the other, for the controller’s clerk,

;

tends him

in the office of the controller of the

for the commissioner;

;

and

book contains the names, the times of

service,

at-

This

tvro in the office of the treasurer.

and the

defalcation of every person belonging to that ship; to-

gether wdth the

full

paid upon that book

and net wages of
:

all

all

persons

examined, and checked, both in the ticket
the

office

who

are

these several sums are calculated^

of the controller of the navy

;

office

and the

and in

full

sum

to be allowed the treasurer for the pay of that ship,

entered at the end of the ship’s book, and

sum

is

is

the same

in the treasurer’s ledger which he claims to be al-

lowed him

When

for the

a ship

is

payment of that ship.
paid, a commissioner of the navy,

two

clerks from the treasurer’s office, and one from each of the

book ; by which
means they are a check upon each other. Three of these
books are made up at the same time, and compared to-

controllor's office attend, each with his

gether

;

and remain, afterwards, one in the

treasurer, another in that of the controller,

office

that of the controller of the treasury accounts.
surer’s sections, containing the

books, are taken from the

full

of the

and a third

The

sums paid upon the

in

treaship’s

books after they are made

up and signed by three commissioners of the navy, and
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are compared in the office of the controller of the treasury

sums entered upon the books in that
and sick quarare likewise taken from, and compared with, the full

accoimtSj with the

The sums

office.

tersj

for the hospital half-pay

books kept for those

The

services.

report subsequently adverts to the inconveniences

arising from keeping open the ship’s books too long,
gests a correction of the evil

that there
is

is difficulty

observed,

lies in

those persons

;

it

attending this point

;

the difficulty,

the payment upon recalls; that

who remain upon a

that day in which that ship’s

book

it is

it

of

book, after the day of

A ship is said emphatically to be

payment.

and sug-

acknowledges however,

is first

ment, except where one person only

is

paid

opened

off,

upon

for

pay-

paid off on a ship’s

order to put that ship out of commission

and in
month afterwards, are not
considered as recalls, but as payments on the pay day.
Ail payments made subsequent to that day, and before the
book is made up, are payments upon recalls, and are now
made by or upon the book itself, and by the treasurer, in
whose treasureship the book was first opened for payment,
book,

ill

;

that case, payments within a

whether he

With

is

in or out of office.

what

respect to

described

:

a

in the ship;

is

called a ship’s

book

ship’s book, with its four copies, is
it

thus

it is

made out

contains the names, and certain necessary

circumstances of all the persons entitled to wages in that

The two

ship.

opposite pages are divided into a variety

of columns, with a

title

at the top of each

column:

eighteen of these columns are for defalcations, that
ductions or abatements that are to be
certain deductions
pital,

;

is^

made out of

they are entitled, the chest, the hos-

the three-pence in the pound, and the marine

The other fourteen are

pages.

de-

their

stojp-

casual.

The wages of an able seaman, at this period, were twentywages

:

at the time of

payment four of these are constant

:
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four shillings a month

;

this ivas part of ihc four

pounds a

month voted annually by parliament for the maintenance
of the seamen from this sum of twenty-four shillings,
and from the monthly wages of every warrant and petty
;

officer,

there are two constant deductions, one shilling for

the chest and sixpence for the hospital.
is

The one

sixpence of

is

it

to be paid to the Chest at

Chatham,

the support of the hurt and disabled seamen
is

shilling

divided into three parts, for three different purposes,

;

for

four-pence

paid to the chaplain, and two-pence to the surgeon*

The

sixpence

is

applied to the support of Greenwich Hos-

The monthly pay of

pital.

also subject to the

the pound

is

the commissioned officers

same deductions.

The

is

three-pence in

a deduction from the pay of all commissioned

and warrant officers, for the purpose of paying the widow’s
pension. The marine stoppages, are one penny a week
from the wages of the private men, three-halfpence of the
corpoi;al and drummer, and two-pence of the sergeant,
applicable to the same bounty.

The casual deductions are

either for articles supplied to them, which they are to pay

wages that have been advanced to them, or remitted by their order ; or certain

for out of their wages, or for

fines incurred

The

by them.
and seamen

officers

ship’s books,

may be

entitled id

wages upon any

paid, either before the pay day of

upon that day;, or between the pay day and
book ; or after the book is made up
a payment upon the pay day, which is the most usual, is
made in the following manner. The full wages of each
persdn applying, are calculated, and entered in the full
column ; the open columns of defalcations are filled up.

ithat ship, or

the making-up of the

The

total of his defalcations both certain

and casual, being

up and deducted from his full wages, leave the net
wages, which are paid him and entered in the proper
cast

column^

p
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part of the report relaiea to

t!ie

an-

the deductions from the v^ages of the

now made.

in t!ie fifteenth

The copy

year of James

1.

of an inquisition

before commisbioners

of charitable usesj appointed to inquire into the state of
the fond, belonging to the chest at Chatham recites the
origin of the
tioii

payment of the sixpence

(part of the deduce

of one shilling) to the chest at Chatham.

this it appears that this deduction

1590 and was a voluntary

gift^

commenced

From

in the

year

or contribution of a cer-

tain portion of their respective wagesj by the masters^

mariners’ shipwrights, and seafaring men, then employed in

the service, to be a perpetual relief for hurt and maimed
mariners, carpenters, and seamen.

The

four-pence to the chaplain, and the two-pence to the

surgeon, which are

tlie

deduction, under the

The

remaining parts of the one shilling

title

of the Chesty are very ancient.

commissioners of the navy were not able to trace the

date of their origin.

One

shilling

was the abatement

in

the chest column in the year 1635,

The

deduction of sixpence, under the

pital, is ordered,

by the

William IIL chap. 21,

title

of the

lios«

and eighth of
be made from the wages of the

act of the seventh

to

seamen, and applied for the better support of Greenwich
Hospital.

George

agreement of the

II. in

officers

consequence of a voluntary

of the navy, directed, in the year

1732, that three-pence in the pound shall be from that time

abated from the personal pay and half pay of the

officers

therein described, for the relief of poor widows of com-

missioned and warrant

officers

of the navy.

The marine

stoppages are directed by an order of the Board of Admiralty, dated the

2nd of November, 1756, Such are the
which we deemed it neces-

topics noticed in this report,

sary here to advert to, as connected with the object of
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work.

The

report concludes with the

recommend-

ing certain alterations, which they think would facilitate

the more regular and quicker keeping of the accounts of
the navy, and thus prevent the public from sutFering by the
ignorance, the indolence, or the injustice of their servants.
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of the third and last Voyage round the World, performed by

Captain Cook, between the yeais 1776 and 1780.

We

are

now

to call tie attention

and

interest

of our

readers to events and circumstances of a very different
character and nature^ from those which formed the subject
last chapter

of the

;

but which equally display the mari-

We allude to that voyage of

time enterprise of Britaiii.

discovery, in the course of which, that justly celebrated

navigator. Captain Cook, lost his

life-

His two preceding

volumes have been already detailed in the course of this
work; his last, at least equally interesting and important,
will partly serve to

fill

up the

interval between the mari-

time history of the American war, and of those wars which

sprung out of the French revolution.

For nearly two hundred years, attempts at various times
had been made to find a north-western passage to America;
but these attempts had uniformly proved unsuccessful:
nor were the various attempts to find such a passage by
Still
sailing round the north of Asia more successful.

many

able geographers w^ere of opinion that

ticable;

it W'as

prac-

and as Captain Cook undoubtedly was superior in

enterprise and skill to most, if not all preceding navigators, it

was naturally and

passage could be effected,

justly thought, that if such a
it

therefore determined by the

would be by him.
first

It

was

Lord of the Admiralty,

made ; and preparatory to the
Lord Mulgrave sailed to determine how

that the attempt should be

execution of

it.

far navigation

Of his

voyage

w^as practicable tow^ards the north pole.
W’-e

have already given an account* Though

;
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was unsuccessful, the expectation of opening a com

inunication between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, by a

northerly course was not abandoned
that a voyage should be

Captain Cook, with little
the
it,

;

and

it

ivas resolved

undertaken for that purpose.
difficulty,

was persuaded to take

command on

this expedition, but he suggested that in
an attempt should be made to pass from the Pacific

into the Atlantic, instead of the usual course of former

attempts from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

By

the instructions given to Captain Cook, he

was

directed to proceed to the Pacific Ocean, by the islands

which had been

visited

by him

in the southern tropic

and after having crossed the Equator into the northern parts
of that ocean, he was then to hold such a course as might
fix many interesting points in geography, and
produce intermediate discoveries in his progress north-

probably

wards, to the principal scene of his operations.

But

his

grand object, of course, was to explore the western coast
of North America, since there probably an opening might
be found from the Pacific into the Atlantic Ocean. With
regard to

grand object, it was determined, that upon
on the coast of New Albion,-he should proceed

this

his arrival

northward, as far as the latitude 65°, and not lose any

he got into that latitude.
upon by government for this voyage,
were the Resolution, commanded by Captain Cook; and
the Discovery, commanded by Captain Clerk.
Both
vessels were supplied with as much of each necessary
article, as could well be stowed ; and for the benefit of the
inhabitants of Otaheite, &c. an assortment of useful animals were embarked. Captain Cook was also furnished
with a sufficientquantityof the most useful European garden
Every precaution that could conduce to the health
seeds.
and comfort of the crews of the two vessels was likewise

time in exploring

The

inlets, till

vessels fixed

adopted.
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of science was among* the most

tant objects of this voyage

inipor-*

several astronomical and nan-™

:

were given bj the board of longitude to
the department of Natural History was

tical iiistriimeiits

Captain Cook

:

assigned to Mr. Anderson^ the surgeon of the Resolution,

and Mr. Webber was sent out expressly
of taking drawings of

tlie

for the

most interesting

purpose

objects.

Outlie Igth of July^ i776j Captain Cook sailed from
on the 1st of August he anchored in the road of

Plymouth

:

Here Mr. Anderson learnt that
commoDy which agrees exactly with the descrip-

Santa Cruz, in Teoeriffe.
a shrub

is

tion given of the tea-shrub
it

as tea, and

ascribe to

On

imported from China.

the Spaniards sometimes use

;

all

it

the qualities of that which

On

vigators crossed the Equator.

the Sth, Captain Cook,

being near the eastern coast of Brazil, was

anxious to

fix its

thirty-five degrees

On
in

longitude

and a

is

the ist of September our na-

;

half,

this

extremely

he determined to be

or thirty-six degrees west.

the 18th of October the Resolution came to anchor

Table Bay

;

and on the 13th of November he left

On

it.

the 6th of the following month, the ships passed through
several spots of water, nearly of a red colour

of

this,

was taken up,

it

was found

;

when some

to contain a large

On

quantity of small animals, resembling craw-fish.
12th, land tvas seen,

That which

islands.
largest,

is

about

which was found
lies

most to the south, and

the

two

to consist of
is

the

fifteen leagues in circumference;

and the

These two

islands,

northerly one, about nine leagues.

along with four others, had been previously discovered

On the 24th of December, while the'
were steering to the east, land was seen, bearing east
south-east ; it was soon ascertained to be an island of considerable height, and about three leagues in circumference.,
by the French.
ships

Another

island, of the

same

size,

one

last discovered is

roh. VII.

was

also discovered ;

and

The
a high round rook, which w’-as named

shortly afterwards, a third, and

I

some smaller ones.

L
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Cii£j'ii

‘5

40

USj

Cape

us latitude

:

When

east.

weather was verj hazy

Cook

steered

i!i

is

4?.

Cf) saieli. nihi its

uore

those i.^lanns
;

but upon

it

-

cioai

iic^t
in<;'

seen,

tlrj

up. Caotair

This wa- Kertiat'Kuf^ Land

for the iaui.

Oil the 2jihof Deceniber, the ship- came to aucho:* in a

Upon

harbour.

eniirel} covered
seals

v/itli

easily took as

rucLiiy as'

extremly plentiful

;

tlie

penguins a»ul other

the latter wore so

;

found

landing, they

iii'^ensihie

they vranted.

of

shore ahuo^i

birds, aiui
fear,

Fre'di

that

tliev

Vvaterua'*-

but not a single shrub to he seen,

and what was still more extraordinary, they could not
catch any fish, except about half a dozen of a very sniali
size.
This place Captain Cook called Christmas Ilur^
boar.

On

the 29th, the ships

left it, sailing

in order to ascertain the position

severed prcmoniories and bays,

found

;

along the coast,

and extent of

llie

ibiaiuh

and a peninsula

but the navigation was dangerous.

Cn

were-

the 30th

of December they came to a point, which proved to be
the very eastern extremity of Kerguelen’s Land, in

iati'

tude 49, 23 south, and longitude 70, 34 east. The resuU
of Captain Cook’s examination of this land was, that tlu^
quantity of latitude, which

one degree and a quarter:

it

its

occupies does not exceed

extent from east to north.

Captain Cook had not an opportunity of ascertaining
The soil seems very barren, so mack so, that Mr. Anderson, riOtwilhstandiDg his researches, scarcely discovered

any plant

On

to

reward

his labours.

the Slst of December, Captain

late island,

Cook

left this deso-«

intending, in conformity to his instructions,

New Zealand. Dor some time, they had
and tolerably clear weather; but oa the 3d of
January, 1777, the wind came round to the south, where

to touch next at
fresh gales,

continued eight days : and so thick a fog came on, that
the ships ran above three hundred leagues in the dark.

it

On

the IStli a calm succeeded the northerly wdnd: and
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blow from

tlie

souths

wardj which brought on rain^ that continued twenty-four
hours

the end of the

at

:

the wind refresliened^

raiiij

and veering to the west and north westj was followed by
and

clear

On
Land
in

fair

weather.

the 24th of January^ the coast of

On

Adventure Bay.

employed
visit

Van Diemen’s

w'as dibcovered^ and on the 2Qth^ the ships anchored

in cutting

the SSth, the English^

from some of the natives

men and a

boy,

who were

wood^ were agreeably surprised by a
:

they consisted of eight

who approached without

the smallest

They were quite naked, and wore no kind of ornament, most of them had their hair and beards smeared
with a red ointment and the faces of some of them were
They refused to taste bread, but
also painted with it.
fear.

;

On

ate birds.

the 29th, about twenty of the inhabitants,

who had landed with
some of his men. One of them was hump-backed; this
person was distinguished by the drollery of his features,
and the humour of his speeches. On iron, or iron tools
they set no value, but they were delighted with some beads
all males,

that

joined Captain Cook,

were given them. After Captain Cook had left the
women and children made their appearance,

shore, several

the former were naked

and

as black as the

the children had fine features.

men

stay here, ascertained the latitude of Adventure
21',

20 south; and

its

;

many

of

Captain Cook during his

Bay

to

longitude 147, 29 east.

be

He

corrected also an error of Captain Furneaux, with regard
to the situation of Maria’s Island.

On theSOth

of January, the ships sailed from this place,

Queen Charlotte’s Sound,
was immediately cleared for
while this was going on, a
setting up two observatories
number of canoes filled with natives came alongside of
and on the

12th5 they arrived at

New

A

in

Zealand.

place

;

the ships, very few of them, however, ventured on board.

At this Captain Cook was

naturally

much

surprised, as

lie
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was W'Jl Imown to them allj and had behaved very libethem all on former occasions. The cause of this
change of conduct arose from the natives having murdered
some of the crew of Captain Faroeaox’’s ship, and this they
suspected Captain Cook was acquainted with. He therefore judged it necessary to use every endeavour to assure
them of the continuance of his friendshipj and that he
would not disturb them on account of that catastrophe.
They soon laid aside their distrust and fear, in consequence of Captain Cook’s behaviour; and a trafBc be-

rally to

tween them and the ship’s creiv w^as established. Curiosities, fish, and women, were the articles of commerce supplied by the

New Zealanders

;

but the last article was not

in favor with the seamen.

Captain Cook gave to one of the chiefs two goats, with
a kid, and to another two pigs.

With

respect to the

gardens which had formerly been planted, they were not

wholly unproductive, though they had been greatly negIn them were found radishes, cabbages, onions,
and a few potatoes; the last, which had been
brought from the Cape of Good Hope, were much imlected.

leeks,

proved in quality.

On

the 25th of February, Captain

Queen

Cook stood out of

Charlotte’s Sound, and by the 27th5 the ships were

clear of

New

Zealand.

In the prosecution of his voyage,

the captain encountered unfavourable winds

was discovered

till

the 29th of

March

:

and no land

:

this

W'as

an

in-

habited island, lying in the latitude of 21, 57 south, and
From this island Cap**
in the longitude of 201, 53 east.
tain

Cook

sailed

again seen.

an

On

on the 13th, and the next day land was
the 1st of April, it
ascertained to be

island, nearly of the

that which they had just

same appearance and
left.

On

size with

the 3d of the month,

three boats w’cre sent for the purpose of getting on the
island; in this they succeeded, but nothing
that supplied the w^ants of the ships.

was obtained

This island

lies in
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and in longitude of 201, 45 east,

and is about six leagues in circumference; it is called
Wateeoo bj' the natives, it is a beautiful spot, its surface
varied with hills and plains, covered with rich verdure.
Its inhabitants are very numerous, of very fine shapes and
In their manners and religious ceremonies

complexion.

On the 5th of April,

they resemble the people of Otaheite.

Captain Cook directed his course for Harvey’s Island,

which had been discovered by him in the year 177S during
his last voyage ; at that time there

were no traces of its being

inhabited ; but now it was found to be well peopled by a race

of men

differing

from those of the island he had been

last

The}^ were of a deeper colour, of a rugged and fierce

at.

and very rude and clamorous

it

was remarkable

that there was no trace of the practice so

common among

aspect,

;

the inhabitants of the islands in the southern ocean, of

puncturing or tatooing their bodies.

anchorage at

this island,

As there was no

Captain Cook immediately

left it.

Being thus disappointed, Captain Cook deemed it impossible to do any thing of importance this year, in the
high latitudes of the northern hemisphere, from which he

was

still

mined,

at so very great a distance

in.

;

he therefore deter-

order to preserve his cattle, to bear away for the

Friendly Islands, *where he was sure of being abundantly
provided.

On

the 14th of April, he arrived off Palmer-

young

ston Island, where a load of scurvy-grass and

cocoa-nuts was obtained
here.

;

but no water could be procured

After leaving this island, Captain

Cook

steered

westward, with the intention of making the best of his

way

to Annaraooka.

During

this part of the voyage,

considerable quantity of rain-water

was

obtained.

a

The

crew continued very healthy, notwithstanding the excessive
heat and moisture of the climate. On the 28th, the ships
touched at the island of Komango

;

and on the

they arrived at the island of Annamooka.

was weU received by

all

his

1st of May,

Captain Cook

old friends here.

The

j
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interruption to the

harmony between the

and

inhabitants

the seamen, arose from the thievish disposition of the

former

;

this

however was

by a

efFectuaily put a stop to

of punishment suggested by Captain Clerk. He
put the thieves into the hands of the barber, who completely shaved their heads ; in consequence of this opera-

mode

tion, they

became

On

men.

objects of ridicule to their

own

country-

the ilth, this island being exhausted of those

which the ships required, Captain Cook sailed
for another, called Hippaee; here he met with a most
friendly reception from the inhabitants, and during the
articles

whole of

his stay, the time

reciprocation of presents,

was principally spent

civilities,

and solemnities.

Cook next examined the neighbouring

tain

islands,

in

a

Capand on

the 10th of June, he arrived at Tongataboo, where a succession of entertainments similiar to those that

curred at Hapace, were exhibited.

On the

bad oc-

19th, he

made

a distribution of the animals which he had selected as
presents to the principal
dissatisfied

men

of the island

;

but some were

with what they got; for next morning, two

and two turkey-cocks were missing. Those Captain
to get again; and accordingly he seked
on three canoes that happened to be alongside of the ships,
and afterwards arrested the king and some of the chiefs.
These bold and decisive measures had the desired effect
some of the articles were instantly brought back, and

kids,

Cook determined

assurances were given that the rest should be restored.

On
12th,
iiis

the lOth, Captain

Cook

left this island;

and on the

he anchored at the island of Middleburgh: during

stay here, he one day

ner, a dish of turnips,

had served up to him

at his din-

being the produce of the seeds

which he had left here, in his last voyage.
The stay which Capt, Cook made at the Friendly Islands,
was betw^een two and three months ; during this period the
utmost cordiality subsisted between the natives and the
English.

Under the name of

the Friendly Islands,

is in-
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eluded, not or.\y the group at Hapaec, bu£ also

is

upwards of one hundred and

;

they described as high or hilly
iarg'c

sixty one of them are

:

;

and

age,

the

1 Till

On

of July, Captain

an island situated

iii

the chart of the

last voyage.

Cook resumed

the Slii of August, land

of them

fifty

thirty-live of tiiem as

marked upon

Frisudlj Isiandsj given in Cook's

On

This

well as son:e others.

very extensive

islands ivere reckoned upbj^ the natives,

fifty

iLcso

have been discovered nearly under the same

islands that

ineridianj to the norlhj as

archipelago

all

his voy-

was discovered

it

:

w'as

the latitude of 23, 25 south, and in

longitude of 210. 37 east;

its

greatest extent

is

not more

Captain Cook did not stop

herOj,

but pursuing his course he reached Otaheite on the

i2tli.

than

five

or bix miles.

As he knew

that he could

fui sapplj- of

now be

furnished with a plenti«

cocoa nuts, the liquor of w^hich

is

an excei»

lent

and wholesome drink, he was desirous of prevailing

upon

his people to consent to their being abridged* during

their

stay here, of their stated allowance of spirits, to

mix with
ness;

ivater.

liis

proted

of,

This he accomplished with great adroit-

proposal was immediately and unanimously apwithout the least objection.

Accordingly, grog

no longer served, except oo Saturday night, when
Hie companies of both slups had a full aiiow^ance of it,
that they might drink the healths of their friends in Bri%va 3

tain.

Oil the 24th, Captain

Cook

quitted the south east

part of Otaheiie, and resumed his old station in Matavai

Bay.

me

Immediately upon his arrival, he was visited by

king of the whole island, and their former friendship
The captain resolved to lose no time in

was renewed.

disposing of all the European animals which

on board the ships

:

accordingly he sent

dence a peacock and hen

gander and

three

;

geese,

still

remained

to the royal resi-

a turkey-cock and hen
a

drake and four

;

one

ducks«

There were already at the king^s, several goats, and a
Spanish bull, and Captain Cook added three cows, to-
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gellier

with a bull, a horsey aud mare^ and the sheep

tiiat

remained.

On

the 5th of Septemberj an accident happened^ which*,

was of some consequence in the
A young raiiij of the' breed of the
situation of things.
Cape of Good Hope^ which had been brought up with
great care^ oh board of the ship^ was killed by a dog
the loss of this animal was a serious misfortueej as it was
the only one they had, and Captain Cook had been very
though

trifling in itself

:

anxious to propagate so useful a race, in order that he

might supply these islands with

Cook and Clerk took a

tains

it.

Soon afterwards Cap-

ride round the plain of

ta vai, to the great surprise of the natives

Ma-

every day

:

af-

terwards, during their stay, this exercise was repeated by

some of the

officers or

crew, and the surprise and asto-

nishment of the inhabitants sufiered no abatement.

They

were exceedingly delighted with the horses indeed they
seemed to strike their fancy more than any thing else
;

which

the}?'

Cook from

saw
his

in the possession of the British.
first

coming to these

to interfere in the quarrels

islands,

which might

arise

Captain

resolved not

amongst the

inhabitants; nevertheless he was ready to protect his particular friends

when

in

danger of being injured.

An

ex-

pedition had been fitted out against Eimeo, which was

commanded by a
the British

chief,

this chief

;

who had not been very friendly to
had been under the necessity of

submitting to a disgraceful accommodation.

high
sion,

spirit

and temper, he was

and threatened,

that,

full

Being of a

of wrath on this occa-

as soon

as

Captain Cook

should leave the island, he would attack Captain Cookes

Upon this the captain pubhe was resolved to^espouse the interest

particular friend at Matavai.
licly declared, that

of his friend

;

and that whoever presumed to assault him,

should feel the utmost weight of his displeasure-

During

his stay here,

Captain Cook was extremely

anxious to ascertain, beyond the possibility of a doubt,
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wlietlier or not tlie inhabitants olFered

and

this be accomplished

lemni'ij of this

The

kind.

man, of the lowest

for

:

J21

human

sacrifices

he was a witness

to a so-

victim was a middle aged

class of the people;

capteJn maclo particular inqumes,

but though the

he could not learn

whether he had committed any crime

;

and thus was the

object boili of religion and punishment; or whether he

had been taken prisoner

come a voluntary

in

war ; or whether he had

be-*

He^ however, was informed

sacrifice.

that generally a person guilty of some crime, or one of

the lowest description, was selected for the horrid purpose

of

Those who are devoted to sufier, are never
The blow which puts an end to
existence, comes on them totally unawares.
When

sacrifice.

forewarned of their fate.
their

ever any of the chiefs deems
tliere

should be a

human

it

necessary, or proper that

sacrifice,

he orders the victim,

wdioni he selects, to be suddenly fallen upon, and killed,
either with clubs or stones.

Captain Cook, from what he saw, as well as from what

was

told him, concluded that this horrid custom

was very

extensively prevalent through all the islands of the Pa«
cific

Ocean.

Captain Cook having been seized with a very violent attack of the rheumatism,

himself to a

mode of

was induced

to

submit

cure recommended by the natives;

and eleven of the highest

class of females

went on board

They first desired him to lay himdown among them; then they began to squeeze him

for that purpose.
self

with both hands from head to foot;
cularly in

that part where the pain was lodged: this

operation was continued
flesh

became

perfectly

for a quarter of

He

but more parti-

till

soft

an hour;

his bones cracked,

like a

after

mummy.

it

lasted,

himself to the remedy.

his

which he was released.

received immediate relief; and though

agreeable while

and

It lasted

it

was

dis-

he was induced again to submit

The consequence was

that

he

:
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was tolerably easy all the succeeding night* The remedy
was repeated the next morning, and again in the evening
after which he was perfectly cured.

From

Otaheite Captain

Cook

on the

sailed

SOtli

of

September, to Eimeo, where he came to anchor on the

same day. Their abode here was by no means so pleasant
as it had been at the former island. A goat was soon
stolen from them this, however, was recovered without
much difficulty, and the thieves were punished ; but the
stealing of another goat was attended with a great deal of
trouble and vexation. As the recovery of this animal was
a matter of considerable importance. Captain Cook was
resolved to effect it if possible, and accordingly he made
:

an expedition across the

island, in the course of

some houses and canoes.
make no impression the goat was not
set fire to

Still

;

he sent a message to the

chief, that

which he

he seemed to

restored*

At

last

he would not put an

end to the contest or leave a single canoe, unless the
animal was restored. This had the desired effect. On
the

nth

of October, the ships departed from Eimeo, and

Here
Omai, who had returned from England with Captain
Cook, was to be settled. In order to obtain the consent
of the chiefs of the island, the whole business was con-

the next day arrived on the west side of Huaheine.

ducted with great solemnity.

The

result of the negocia*

tion was, that a spot of ground should be assigned
sufficient for his maintenance.

As soon

as this

him

was done,

the carpenters, fi’om both the ships, were employed in
building a small house for him

;

in

which he might keep

the European articles that he had brought along with him.

A garden also was made for his

use ; in which vines, pine

apples, melons, &c. were planted.

found some relations, by
received

;

whom

At

this island

Omai

he was most cordially

but as these people had

little

or no authority,

Captain Cook was apprehensive that they would be of
very

little

use in affording him countenance or protection,
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Indeed,

when

this

hap-

pened, he was afraid that he would be stripped of all his
possessions in order, if possible, to prevent this. Captain
:

Cook advised him
powerful chiefs

to

make

and with

;

presents to some of the most

this advice

The

he comjdied.

captain also intimated to the inhabitants that he should
certainly return, and that if he then learnt that they had
treated Oraai well he

had not

would be excessively

dis-

pleased.

When

Omai’s curiosites were taken ashore, a box of

toys excited the surprise and admiration of the inhabitants

more than any thing

else

;

while his pots, kettles, dishes,

plates, &c. were viewed with comparative indifference.
Oraai being sensible that these would be of little use to

him

in the island, very prudently disposed of

seamen,

for hatchets

when he

and other iron

tools.

them

to the

His family,

settled here, consisted of eight or ten persons;

but there was not a female among them. The European
weapons which he possessed were a musket and bayonet,

a fowling piece, two pair of
swords and cutlasses.

pistols,

The talents

and two or three

of this

man were by no

means good; but he had an abundant portion of goodnature and gratitude; and Captain Cook had reason to
believe that he would endeavour to bring to perfection the
plants and vegetables which had been set in his garden.
This alone would be a great benefit to the natives; and to
this benefit

Cook

left.

On the

2nd of November, Omai took

the British.

was

must be added the animals which Captain

A

fortnight afterwai-ds,

at Ulietea,

intelligence that

his final leave

of

when Captain Cook

sent two men with the pleasing
he was not disturbed by the people of

Omai

Huaheine, and that every thing succeeded well with him.
When Captain Cook left New Zealand he had brought

away with him two natives of that country.
anxious to go to England; but as there was

They were
little

chance

;
:
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own

conntryj the captaiis

not disposed to accede to their request.

own

therefore deterrainedj with their

It

was

acquiescencej that

they should remain with Omai.

On

the 3rd* of

November^ the

ships anchored in a har-

bour in the Island of Ulietea. On the 6tiij the observatories were set up; and the two following days were
occupied in making astrono|nical observations. On the
Sithj a troublesome affair happened a midshipman and
:

a seamanj both belonging to the Discoverjj were missing

on inquiry

it

was ascertained that they had gone

off in a

canoe^ the preceding evening ; and probably by this time

had reached the other end of the
lost

tives

no time

in

going after the fugitives

amused him with

proved

brought that the fugitives
ther desertion,

which

;

but as the na-

false intelligence, his expedition

The next morning

fruitless.

Captain Clerk

island.

were

at

intelligence

Otaha

there was too

:

was

to prevent fur-

much cause

to

became necessary to recover them at all events.
Captain Cook, therefore, resolved to go after the fugitives

dread,

it

He, accordingly set out in the morning, with
two armed boats, accompanied by the chief of the island
but when he arrived at the place where he understood the
fugitives were, they had gone to Bolabola,
Thither Captain Cook did not pursue them; but he put the chiefs

himself.

son, daughter, and son-in-law into confinement; informing

the chief, at the same time, that he might depart for the

purpose of discovering and bringing back the fugitives,
and that his relations would not be liberated till that
event took place.

In consequence of

this the chief set

work to discover them, A message
the King of Bolabola requesting him to seize

himself seriously to

was sent

to

the British.
^

This measure was successful; for on the

gSth, the deserters were brought back, and the chiefs
relations

were immediately

released.

In the mean time the natives, indignant at the confine-
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meiit oftlieir cliiersrelationsjand apprehensive, probably^
for their lives^ laid

tains

Cook and

a plot to seize on the persons of Cap-

Clerk.

The former was

in the habit of

bathing every evening in fresh water; at

this

time

lie

As

the

generally went alone, and always without arms.
inliabitaiits

expected him to go as usual, on the evening

of the 26 t!i 5 they had determined at that time to

make
him a prisoner but after confining the chief, he did not
deem it prudent to put himself in their power. The
;

discovery of the conspiracy against Captain Clerk was

made by a female
armed with a

On

;

and

in consequence he always

went

pistol.

the 8th of December, the ships arrived at Eolabola,

the last of the Society Islands which they visited.

While

Captain Cook was here he received an account of the

had heard
and which had ended in the

military expeditions of the natives, of which he

so

much

in all his voyages,

conquest of Ulietea and Otaha.

The men

of Eolabola, in

consequence of these expeditions, bore the highest character for courage,

and

this

sideration that their island

was heightened by the conwas not half so large as

Ulietea.

A great accession of knowledge respecting the manner»,
&c. of the Otaheitans was gained during

From

the accounts of Mr. Anderson,

it

this

voyage.

appears, that with

regard to religion, they do not pay respect to one Sa-

preme Deity, but believe

in

a plurality ;

regard and worship as very powerful.

of wdiom they

all

In different parts

of the island the inhabitants choose those deities

who

in

their opinion, are the mostl likely to protect or benefit

them if they are disappointed they dismiss these deities
and choose others. They believe the soul to be immaterial and immortal.
;

In the night between the 22nd and 23rd of December,
1777, the ships crossed the line, in the longitude of 203®
15! east.

^

On

the 24th land was discovered

;

it

was

fouiid
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to be a low rniinhabited island

:

tiie

west side of

it lies

in

the latitude of 1® 59' norlli, and in the longitude of 202®

Captain Cook gave

SO' east*

it

the

name of Christmas

Island.

Oil the 2iid of January, 1778, the ships resumed their

No land was discovered till the
was seen, bearing north-east by east.
Soon afterwards more land was seen, detached from the
former. The next day a third island was discovered, in the

course to the northward.
ISthj).

when an

island

direction of west-north-west.
island the British

inhabitants

On

approaching the second

were agreeably surprised

who came

off in their canoes,

to find that the

spoke the lan-

guage of Otaheite. On the 20th, some of the inhabitants
took courage and came on board of the Resolution on
:

entering

it

they expressed an astonishment which Captain

Cook had never

before observed in

the natives of any

Even

place, during the whole course of all his voyages.

was evident they had only heard
they understood respecting it was that it was

with respect to iron,
of it; for

much

all

it

better adapted for cutting,

country produced.

than any thing their

They, however, resembled the inhabi-

tants of the other islands, in their constant attempts to steal

whatever came within their reach ; and this they did in the
most open manner ; as if they did not consider their conduct as in the smallest degree criminal.

Boats being sent

to search for water, and the crews attempting to land, the
inhabitants came

down

in such numbers,

and were so

violent in their endeavours to seize upon the oars, musquets, &c. that they were under the necessity of firing,

by which one man was

killed.

As soon

as the ships

brought to an anchor, Captain Cook went on shore

:

were

as soon

who were present,
and
continued in that posture till
fell flat on
he prevailed upon them to rise. The next day a trade for
hogs and potatoes was began ; these the natives exchanged

as he touched the land all the natives
their faces,

for nails

and pieces of

iron.

Affairs thus going

on

in the
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most satisfactory mamier. Captain Cook made an excursion into

tlie

country

:

On

or burial place.

in the course of it he found a moraij
his return

he had the

satisfaction to

discover that the good understanding between the British

and the natives

still

Among

continued.

the articles which

they brought for sale, the most remarkable was a particular sort of cloak and cap

the former was richly adorned

;

On the

with red and yellow feathers.

had reason
eaters of

22nd, the British

to suspect that the people of the island

human

flesh

;

were
and Captain Cook was extremely

anxious to learn the troth of this supposition
of his inquiries was, that
firmed.

An

on the

subject,

old

man

Ms

in particular,

answered in the

to laugh at the question

;

:

the result

suspicions were fully con-

who was

interrogated

and seemed

affirmative,

he added, that the

flesh of

men

was excellent food, or as he expressed it savoury eating.”
It was understood, however, that enemies slain in battle
alone are devoured.

On

the 29th, the ships

anchor near one in

left this island,

and came

The manners, &c.

its vicinity.

to

of the

inhabitants were very similar, and proofs, too convincing,

appeared that human

New

flesh is

Zealand. The captain

here as much relished as at

left at this island

a ram, goat

and two ewes, a boar and sow pig of the English breed,
and the seeds of melons, pumpkins, and onions. The
soil was poor, but the ground was covered with shrubs

some of which perfumed the air with a more
Cook had experienced in
any other place. These islands are situated in the latitude
of 21° SO' north, and between the longitude of 199" 20"

and

plants,

delicious fragrance than Captain

and

201"^

30' east.

It is

a curious circumstance that these

islands, as well as all the others recently discovered in the

Pacific Ocean, lie in clusters or groups.

To these

islands

Captain Cook gave the name of the Sandwich Islands, in
honour of his friend and patron the Earl of Sandwich, at
that time

first

lord of the Admiralty.
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The island of Alooi, "4'ii^cli is t!ie largest of the
the number of which the Saiidii’icli Islands consist,

five.,

does

not in the least resemble any of the islands which Captain

Cook had

as yet visited, within the topic,

on the south

Hogs, dogs, and fowls were the only

side of the equator.

domestic animals that were here found, and these w^ere of
the same kind with those in the countries of the South

The inhabitants are of a middle stature
made among them there is a more remarkable

Pacific Ocean.

and

firmly

;

equality in the size, colour, and figure of both sexes, than

Captain Cook had observed in most other places; their
disposition

seemed frank and cheerful

particular attention to their

;

the

men pay a

women, contrary

to the ge-

neral practice of the countries which had hitherto been

discovered in the Pacific Ocean.

The

nufactured by them there

is

people of these

In every thing ma-

islands did not perforate their ears.

an uncommon degree of

neatness and ingenuitj’'; their fishing hooks more espe-

were of an elegant form, and highly polished. They
had made considerable progress in agriculture, for it was
sufficiently evident that the abundance and good quality
of their vegetables arose as much from their skill and

cially,

experience in this

fertility

of the

they spoke bore a very evident

striking similarity to the language of the natives of

Otaheite ; indeed

On

it

was almost word

course to the northward.

4:4°

The

word the same.
Cook pursued his
of Albion was seen

for

the 2d of February, Captain

on the 7th of March, the
of

from the natural

The language which

soil.

and

art, as

coast

ships being then in the latitude

33' north, and in the longitude 235 ° 20' east.

As

the vessels sailed along this part of the western coast of

America, Captain Cook gave names to the several capes

and headlands which they passed. On the 29th, they
came to anchor at an inlet, wdiere the appearance of the
country difiered considerably from that which they had
passed, for

it

was

full

of mountains, the tops of which

:
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the vallies between these moiiii-

;

well as the grounds on the sea coasts, were

rendered striking and interesting by a variety of

tali

and

straight trees appearing like one great forest.

This country w^as soon ascertained to be inhabited,
three canoes, with eighteen of the natives, came

Resolution
that ship.

;

oir to

for

the

they would not, however, venture on board

They seemed

be perfectly acquainted with the

to

nature and uses of iron, and were very anxious to exchange

what they had

Their disposition appeared
hence Captain Cook naturally-

for that metal.

to be quiat and peaceable

;

concluded from their being of such a disposition, and at
the same time inclined to

traffic,

that he should find this a

comfortable and valuable station to supply

all

the w^ants of

his men, and to make them forget the hardships and delays
which they had experienced and encountered, during an

almost constant succession of adverse winds

and bad

weather, ever since their arrival on the coast of America.

In the

first

place, however,

it

was necessary

to find

a

convenient and safe harbour; this was soon discovered.

A

commenced

trade with the inhabitants immediately

they offered for sale the skins of various animals, such as
bears, wolves,

foxes, deers, racoons, polecats,

martens,

&C.5 but their most abundant supply consisted of the skin

of sea otters; they
these skins

;

.also

brought garments made of

and another

sort of clothing

bark of trees; but the most extraordinary

all

formed of the
article

of traffic

with which they were supplied, were human skulls and

hands not quite stripped of the

flesh

:

some of these bore

evident marks of their having been lately in the

The

knives, chissels,
glasses, buttons

fire.

which they exchanged these things were
pieces of iron and tin, nails, looking*

articles for

;

in short,

any kind of metai

or shape was eagerly sought after by them

in

any form

howwould not purchase glass beads, and of the value
or utility of cloth they seemed to have no idea.
von. VII.
K

ever,

:

they,

;
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In general they were mucli more holiest

iii

their deal-^

ings than the inhabitants of the South Sea Islands; but

some among them were addicted to IhieTingj and these
were much more dangerous thieves than the natives of
those islands, for by means of the sharp iron instruments
which they possessed, they managed to cut a hook from
the tackle, or any other piece of iron from a rope, that
instant that an opportunity occurred, by the backs of the
sailors

being for a

As the

moment

turned.

natives on the whole conducted themselves fairly,

Captain Cook did not resent or punish any slight devia.

The commerce

tions from honesty.
satisfaction

thus went on to the

and advantage of both parties, till at last the

in-

habitants would on no account deal for any thing but metal

but brass now was

in

more repute than iron; and

it

was

so eagerly sought for that before the ships sailed, scarcely

any of

it

was

left

but what belonged to the necessary in-

Whole

struments.

suits

of clothes were stript of every

button, bureaus were deprived of their furniture, copper
kettles, tea canisters, candlesticks,

Among

these people one

&c, were

symptom of

all

disposed

civilization

of.

was

found which did not exist, at least to an equal degree, in
any other newly discovered country for they had a very
quick and acute sense of property; every thing which
their country produced they considered as exclusively
;

their

At

own.

first

they wanted to be paid for the wood

and water which was

workmen

carried on board the ships; but the

refused to submit to their demands.

At another

time, some grass which was valued by the natives, but

was not of

the smallest use to them, was wanted as food

for the goats

and sheep belonging to the ships ; this they
to be cut unless previously purchased on

would not allow

very unreasonable terms*

While the

principal object for which Captain

put into this harbour was carrying on,

viz.

Cook had

completely

repairing the ships for the prosecution of the voyage, he
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took the opportunity of examining every part of the
In general he found the natives very

sound.
obliging
sition

;

;

but

this

lie

met with one chief of a

man could

he had no objection

civil

and

different dispo«

not be softened by presents, though

The

to accept them.

females of the

place of which he w^as the chief, were more agreeable and

mild; they dressed themselves in their best apparel, and

welcomed the British to their villages, by joining in a
song, by no means harsh or disagreeable. Captain Cook
had another and a better opportunity of ascertaining the
nature of their music, and their proficiency in this science,

on the 22nd of April, a number of the natives, as they
came towards the ships in their canoes, stood up and
began to sing. Some of their songs, which were accompanied by movements of their whole bodies, were in slow
time, others were in quick time; the most regular mo-

for

tions of their hands accompanied their songs, or they beat

on the sides of their canoes.
was ended, there was silence during

in concert with their paddles

As soon

as each song

the space of a few minutes, after which they began again.

They had a kind of chorus consisting’ of the repetition of
the word hosee^
This sound was called Nootka by the natives. Captain
Cook gave it the name of King George's Sound. The
entrance of

situated in the east corner of

it is

in the latitude of 49^ 33^ north,
233"" 12' east.

From

and

Hope

Ba}",

in the longitude of

the experience of the climate which

Captain Cook had, as well as from the observation of the
thermometer, and the state and progress of vegetation, it
was found to be very much milder and more genial than
the climate of the east coast of North America, under the

same
never

parallel of latitude
fell

:

the thermometer in the night

lower than 42, and in the day time

rose to 60.

The woods were

Canadian pine, the white
with respect to the

chiefly

cypress,

it

frequently

composed of the

and the wild pine;

other vegetable productions they
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could not be fully or accurately ascertained^ io conse-

quence of the British being there so early in the year*
The sea animals that were observed were seals, porpoises,

and whales.

more

Of

plentiful,

birds there

were few.

Fish were

much

Snakes and

but not in great variety.

water-lizzards were the only reptiles observed.

The

mon

inhabitants

stature;

wwe

for the

most part under the com-

but by no means slender, being usually

plump, though not strong or muscular; they seemed docile,
courteous, and good tempered notwithstanding, from the
;

evidence of their being cannibals, the British at

first

naturally led to apprehend that they should find
cruel

and ferocious;

phlegmatic, though

their

were
them

temperament was slow and

when they conceived themselves

in-

jured, they were quick enough in displaying their resent-

ment, or in endeavouring to avenge themselves.

much

did not appear to possess

curiosity,

They

even with

respect to those objects which generally rouse that passion in the breasts of savages.

The men were

principally

occupied in fishing, and in killing land and sea animals
for the food

while the

and clothing of themselves and

women were employed

ments of wool or

flax,

their manufactures

families

in manufacturing gar-

or in their domestic concerns.

and mechanic

In

arts they displayed con-

siderable ingenuity, both with respect to design and execution.

They wrought

in

wood with

great neatness and

dexterity, in consequence of the iron tools

which they

employed, and the use of which they perfectly understood.

Captain Cook was of opinion that they had become acits uses through Hudson’s Bay and
Canada; and subsequent information respecting the connexion between these parts and Nootka Sound, renders

quainted with iron and

this opinion highly probable.

On

the 26th of April, the ships having received every

necessary repair, Captain

Cook intended

to have sailed

without delay ; but in the afternoon of that day. Just as
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the ships were on the point of sailing, the mercery in the

thermometer

fell enusually low, and there were other
symptoms of an approaching storm; in consequence of
which, Captain Cook hesitated whether it would not be
more proper to remain in the sound, till the weather

became more

settled

and favourable

but his anxiety to

;

proceed on his voyage overcame his apprehension of bad
weather, and he resolved, therefore, to put to sea at

That evening, therefore, they

events.

were the

ships out of the

all

sailed; but scarcely

sound before a strong gale began

with squalls and rain, and the sky became so extremely
dark, that they could not see the length of the ships.

Had

this wind blown towards the
was by such extreme darkness,

coast,

accompanied as

their situation very critical ; but fortunately

On

the land.

theSTth,

it

it

must have rendered

it

it

blew from

rose to a perfect hurricane; the

Resolution sprang a leak, but no material damage ensued.

Captain Cook

now

sailed along the coast of America,

but he frequently kept at a considerable distance from
w^henever the wind blew strongly upon

unable to explore the w hole of
the latitude of 50° and 55°.

it,

The

it

;

particularly

first

it,

hence he was

between

place at which he

landed, after leaving Nootka, was an island lying in the
latitude of 59° 49^ north, and in the longitude of 216° 58'

east

;

it

appeared to be about ten or twelve leagues in

length ; to this he gave the
12th of May, the ships

name

came

which he called Prince William’s Sound
the Resolution was stopped.

On

of Kays Island.

the

to an anchor in a sound

The

:

here the leak of

inhabitants of this part

of the coast resembled the Esquimaux and Greenlanders
their canoes, weapons,

and

fishing

and their instruments

were exactly the same.

similar to those of Nootka Sound.

for

hunting

The animals

w^'ere

There were, however,

an animal which seemed pecuwas small and of a most beautiful

offered for sale the skin of
liar to the place; it

colour,

it

seemed to be of the marmot

species#

The
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birds observed

were the white-headed eagle^ the shagj the

great king fisher, and the

humming

how-

bird, the last,

ever, cannot possibly exist here during the rigours of a

winter,

and must,

A

of passage.

therefore, be considered solely as a bird

species of diver, about the size

partridge, seemed peculiar to the place.

very few

fish

;

of the

They obtained

vegetables also were not plenty^

The

trees

were the Canadian and spruce pine. The natives were in
possession of beads and iron, probably derived from the
vicinity of

Hudson’s Bay, or the settlements on ihe lakes

of Canada.

Prince William’s Sound, in the opinion of

Captain Cook, occupied at least a degree and a half of

and two of longitude, exclusive of ihe branches,
the extent of which he did not ascertain.

latitude,

As

the communication with the east coast of America,

which they were
found in the

in search of, if

inlets

it

did exist, must be

with which the coast they were

traversing abounded, Captain

Cook was anxious

plore every inlet which he discovered.

Soon

now

to ex-

after leaving

Prince William’s Sound he came to an

inlet, the appearance and situation of which led him to hope that he

had at last discovered what he w^as in search of; but he
was soon convinced that his expectations were groundless;
and in consequence of a complete investigation, he ascertained that it was merely a river. It was traced as high
as the latitude 61^ 30', and the longitude 210°, being

seventy leagues from

mouth, and yet there was not the
smallest appearance of its source.
This river was afterwards called Cook’s River, by the direction of the Earl of
its

Sandwich.

During

were many opportuThey resembled those of

this investigation there

nities of seeing

the natives.

Prince William’s Sound, but were very unlike those of
Nootka, both in their persons and language. A few glass
beads, iron points to their spears, and iron knives, were
the only things in use among them, not of their own ma-
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Thej were in possession of a great number of
and beautiful furs; but they did not seem to be

niifacture.

rich

acquainted with their value.

On

the 6th of June, Captain

hood of this

river*

On

Cook

left

the 21st, some

the neighbour*

hills

were descried

on the mainland, one of which had a volcano that continually threw up vast columns of black smoke it lies in
:

the latitude of 54°
at

48'",

and

in the longitude of 195° 45',

no great distance from the coast ;

complete cone, and the volcano

On

its

figure

is

that of a

the very summit.

is at

the Sbth, there was so thick a fog that they could not

see a hundred yards before

was

ever,

course;

them ;

as the weather,

Captain Cook

moderate,

still

how-

kept on his

at length being alarmed at the noise of

till

breakers, he immediately

came

to

A

an anchor.

few

hours afterwards, the fog having cleared away, the danger
in

which the ships had been, was discovered.

They had

indeed, during the fog, sailed between rocks, that Captain

Cook would not have ventured

On

day.

to pass through in a clear

the 27th, they reached an island called Oona-

lashka Bay; Captain Cook came to an anchor in a harbour,

on the north

side of

it,

in the latitude of 53^

and the longitude of 193° 30'
this

esst.

The

^

55 north,

inhabitants of

island appeared much more advanced in the polite*

ness and ease of civilization than tho^e of any other

A young man, who had oyer*
came on board the ship, went down into
cabin upon the first invitation, and did not

country previously visited.
set his canoe,

the captain’s

express the least alarm, reluctance, or uneasiness.

some

respects,

however, they did not seem so

vanced, for they ate their

On the

raw.

2nd of J uly, Captain Cook

left this island,

and

he came in sight of a promontory, near which

on the

he ordered one of

his ofiicers to land

and examine the

He reported that from the highest hill near the
he found that the farthest part of the coast in sight

country.
coast,

fish

In

far ad-

*
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Lore iieaiij north.

To

latitude of 58 ^ 42'^

Captain Cook"

this proniontorj

gave the name of Cape Newenhara;

and

it is

situated in the

in the longitude of 197®

36^

Oil the 3rd of August, the ships had reached the

On

lati-o

came to anchor
under a point of land, to which Captain Cook gave the
name of Cape Prince of Wales; it is situated in the latitude of 65® 46', and in the longitude of 191® 45'. It is
distant from the eastern Cape of Siberia only thirteen
leagues.
On the lOih, Captain Cook came to anchor in a
bay, on the eastern extremity of Asia. From this bay he
steered, on the 11th, to the east, with the design of approaching nearer the coast of America. As soon as this
was effected, their course was again directed to the north,
till, on the 17th, they reached the latitude of 70® 33 ';
Here they
their longitude at this time was 197® 41'.
the
first
symptoms
ice,
that
brightness
perceived
of
viz.
ill the northern horizon which in the Greenland seas is
lude of 62® 31' north.

the Oth, they

called a blink; this arises from the reflection from the ice.

In about an hour afterwards a large

field

of ice was dis-

covered: the ships at this time were in the latitude of
70® 41'.
^

On

the 18th,

when

the ships were in the

lati-

tude of 70° 44', the ice which lay alongside of them was
as compact as a wall, and seemed to be about ten or
its surface was very rugged and uneven,
and on different parts of it pools of water M’^ere discovered^
An immense number of sea-horses were lying on it, some

twelve feet high ;

of which, as they were in want of food, they caught and
eat.

On the 29th,

Captain Cook persevered in his endeavours

to get further northwards, by traversing the sea beyond

Beering’s Straits; but
so

little

from

it,

it

appearance of
that

lie

was so
its

full

of ice, and there seemed

becoming more open and

free

soon began to despair of attaining, at least

for this year, the

grand object of

his voyage.

Before he

returned, however, he resolved to examine the geography
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both on the Asiatic and

In this examination he ascertained the

accuracy of Beering as far as he went, and made large
additions to the geographical knowledge of this part of

the world*

It reflects,” as

Mr. Coxe justly obserTes,

the highest honour, even on the British name, that our

much

great navigator extended his discoveries

further in

one expedition, and at so great a distance from the point
of his departure, than the Russians accomplished in a

long series of years, and in parts belonging, or conti-

guous to

their

own empire.”

On the

2nd of October, they again came in sight of the
Island of Oonalashka, and the next day anchored. The
great object which Captain Cook had in view was the
repairing of his ships

:

while this was going on he per-

mitted one third of the crews to go ashore and obtain
berries, with

which the island abounds

;

these along with

spruce beer happily eradicated every symptom of the
scurvy.

A

considerable quantity of fish was also pro-

cured.

On

the

Stii

of October, Captain Cook received a very

singular and unexpected present, a rye loaf, or rather a
pie in the form of a loaf, inclosing

some highly seasoned

salmon: a similar present was sent to Captain Clerk«

Along with these presents were two notes written in what
was supposed to be the Russian characters. In return for
these Captain Cook sent an intelligent corporal of the
marines, along with the natives
sents,

who brought

these pre-

The
make the Russians understand

with a few bottles of rum, porter, and wine.

corporal was desired to

that the voyagers were Englishmen, and consequently
friendly to their country.

On

the

10th,

the corporal

returned with three Russian seamen ; they informed Cap-

a

tain

Cook

off,

where they had a small sloop: they seemed to be

that they resided in a village

little

distance
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ill

On

collecting furs.

from

sian arrivedy

maps or

illSTOIlY
liiis-

Captain Cook obtained two

one of which was very interesting and

cliartsj

iniporiantj for

whom

another

the

contained

it

all

the discoveries

made bj

the

liussiaos to the eastward of Kamschatka, towards the

coast of America

were not extensive or

these^ however^

;

numerous.

During the slay of Captain Cook

at this island^

he

fol-

lowed his usual plan of endeavouring to obtain as accurate

a knowledge of

it

neither presented

much

and

its

inhabitants as possible; but

One

novelty.

circumstance how-

ever, connected with, the character of the islands must not

They

be omitted.

are the most peaceable and inoffensive

Captain Cook met with;

of any

The

honesty^ quite extraordinary.

spoke

is

and with respect to
dialect

which they

very similar to that of the Greenlanders and

Esquimaux

from

;

this circumstancej

resemblance in other respects^ there

and their manifest
is

good reason to

believe that the natives of all these countries are derived

from one common stock. Norton’s Sound is a large inlet
extending to the northward as far as the latitude of

64^ 55 ',

On

the 26th of October, every thing having been ob-

tained and performed, on account of which they came to
this island, they sailed for the

Sandwich Islands.

No-

thing particular occurred on their course southward
they came to the latitude of 20" 55',

covered

:

this

visited before

Islands.

On

belonging to

Owhyhee.
extent,
all

and

when land was

till

dis-

proved to be an island that had not been
it

:

forms one of the group of the Sandwich

the 30th, another island was discovered
the same

As

this island

group,

called

by the natives

appeared to be of considerable

in other respects well suited for accomplishing

the objects which Captain

Cook had now

in view,

he

spent nearly seven weeks in sailing round and examining
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coast*

The

inhabitants soon

made

and seemed remarkably free from
very friendly and accommodating.
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Ilf,

their appearancej

suspiciooj as well as

They brought as usual a great number of articles to
traffic with, among which was a quantity of sugar cane
from this Captain Cook made a kind of beerj but not one
of the crew would taste

On

it.

the 19th of December, while the ships were em-

ployed in examining the coast of

this island

it fell

calm,

and the Resolution being left to a north-easterly swells
was driven fast towards the land. The night came on
dark, with thunder, lightning, and rain. As soon as it
was light, a dreadful surf breaking on the shore was obTheir

served, within half a league of the vessel.

situa-

tion was alarming, but by the shifting of the wind and

great exertion and

skill

on the part of the

officers

and

crew the vessel was saved.

On

the 16th of January, 1779, not fewer than one

thousand canoes were round the two ships ; most of these
were crowded with people, and laden with hogs and other
productions of the island.

The thievish

disposition of the

inhabitants now began to appear: one of them took a
boat’s rudder out of the Resolution.

Captain Cook con-

sidering this as a favourable opportunity to render them

acquainted with the use of

fire

arms, and of the great

advantage which, by means of these weapons, he possessed over them, ordered

two or three muskets and

pounders to be fired over the canoe which carried
But the inhabitants not feeling any bad
rudder.

seemed more surprised than alarmed.
A bay, possessing good anchorage and

four-

off^

the

effects,

fresh water,

having been discovered, the captain resolved to carry the
ships thither, in order to refit

and obtain every

•ment which the place could afford.
ships accordingly

came

On

refresh-

the 17th, the

to anchor in this bay ; the vessels

were almost immediately surrounded by an immense

UO
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number of

natives,

and

all

the shore was crowded wilb

spectators*
Hitlierlo the natives, notwithstanding a few instances

of

had conducted themselves with much more friend-

theft,

and honesty than Captain Cook had experienced in
But after the
arrival of the ships in this bay the case was greatly
altered.
There were many causes for this alteration in

liness

many

other islands which he had visited.

their conduct

very

was
immense numbers

in the first place, detection of theft

:

ditficult,

in consequence of the

which daily crowded the

and thus an opportunity

ships,

being given of thieving, without much chance of
covery, the natives could not resist

it.

dis-

In the second

place, the chiefs encouraged the pilfering of their people,

because the greatest part of the booty came to their
share*

One

of the principal objects which engaged Captain

Cook’s attention at Owhyhee, was the salting of hogs for

He had made

sea store.

several attempts of this kind

was completely successful.
Captain King brought home with him some of the pork
which was pickled at this island, in January, 1779, and

before, but at this time he

on

its

being tasted, about Christmas, in the year, 1780,

was found

On

to

perfectly sound

be

the 26th, Captain

it

and wholesome.

Cook had his first interview with
name was Terreeoboo. The

the king of the island, whose
intercourse with the natives

still

continued very friendly,

for the change in their disposition, already noticed,

by no means so rapid or

A society

cion.

generosity

;

was

striking as to create any suspi-

of priests, in particular, displayed great

for they furnished

a constant supply of hogs

and vegetables to the ship’s companies, and did not
expect, nor would they receive any thing in return. The
were not so friendly as the
these began to be very impatient to

warrior chiefs, however,
priests,

learn

and at

how soon

last

the British would depart.

On

the king of
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were to leave the

island in a day or two, a proclamation

was immediately

the villages requiring the people to bring

made through

and vegetables, for the king to present to the
Ofono ; a title of high honour which had been bestowed
on Captain Cook,

in their hogs

Their departure was fixed for the 4th of February. On
the Srd, the king invited Captain Cook and some others

him

to attend

On

sided.

where another great man rethey found the ground covered

to the place

their arrival

with parcels of cloth, at a small distance from which lay
an immense quantity of vegetables, and near them a

As soon

drove of swine.

as the visit

was finished the

greater pari of the cloth, and the whole of the hogs and

vegetables were given to the captain.

Early on the next day the ships sailed out of the

hour; they
close

;

followed by an immense number of

tvere

The

canoes.

fate of

Captain Cook was

as every thing attending

importance and interest to

most

full

and

har-»

all

it

now drawing to a

must be of the highest

our readers, and as the

authentic account of the circumstances

preceding and accompanying his death was given to the
y/orld, soon after
officers,

with,

and as

we

by Mr. Samweli, one of the
account is not now frequently met

occurred,

this

shall offer

notwithstanding

we

it*

its

no apology

for inserting

it

entire,

length, especially as the limits which

are oblige to assign to the biographical division of the

remainder of

this

gular and formal

work, will not permit us to give a reof this most celebrated and justly

life

lamented navigator.

On

the 6th,

and the next

we were

overtaken by a gale of wind ;

night, the Resolution

had the misfortune of

springing the head of the foremost, in such a dangerous

manner, that Captain Cook was obliged to return to
Keragegooah, in order to have
find

it

repaired

s'

no other convenient harbour on the

for

we could
The

island.
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same gale had occasioned mucli distress among some canoes that had paid us a visit from the shore. One of
theiBj with two men and a child on boards was picked up
by the Resolutiouj and rescued from destruction the raenj
:

having toiled hard

all night, in

attempting to reach the

were so much exhausted, that they could hardly
mount the ship’s side. When they got upon the quarter

land,

deck, they burst into tears, and seemed

much

affected with

the dangerous situation from vrhich they had escaped;

but the

little

child appeared lively

and

One of

cheerful.

the Resolution’s boats was also so fortunate as to save a

man and two women, whose

canoe had been upset by the

They were brought on board, and,

violence of the waves.

with the others, partook of the kindness and humanity of

Captain Cook.

On

the morning of Wednesday, the

lOtli,

we were

within a few miles of the harbour ; and were soon joined
by several canoes, in which appeared many of our old
acquaintances, who seemed to have come to welcome us
Among them was Coo, aha, a priest: he had
back.
brought a small pig, and some cocoa-nuts in his hand,
which, after having chaunted a few sentences, he pre-

He then left

and hastened
on board the Resolution, to perform the same friendly
ceremony before Captain Cook. Having but light winds

sented to Captain Clerk.

all that day,

we

us,

In the

could not gain the harbour*

noon, a chief of the
Kariopoo, paid us a

after-

rank, and nearly related to
on board the Discovery. Hig

first

visit

name was Ka, mea, mea

:

he was dressed

in

a very rich

feathered cloak, which he seemed to have brought for
sale,

but would part with

daggers.
ture,

it

for nothing except

iron

These, the chiefs, some time before our depar-

had preferred to every other

article;

for,

having

received a plentiful supply of hatchets and other tools,

they began to collect a store

Kameamea procured

of warlike instruments.

nine daggers for

Ms

cloak

;

and,
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aitendants

on board that night.
III

the moriiiiig of the llth of Febriiarj^ the ships

anchored again in Keragegooah Bay, and preparation

was immediately made for landing the Resolution''s foremast. We were visited bnt by few of the Indians, beOn our departure
cause there were bnt few in the bay
those belonging to other parts, had repaired to their seve«
.

and were again to

ral habitations,

collect

from various

we could expect to be suiTounded fay such
we had once seen in that harbour. In the

quarters, before

multitudes as

afternoon I walked about a mile into the country,
visit

an Indian friend,

who

to

had, a few days before, come

near twenty miles, in a small canoe, to see me, while the

As the canoe had not left us long
came on, I was alarmed for the
consequence
however, I had the pleasure to find that
my friend had escaped unhurt, though not without some
ship lay becalmed.

before a gale of wind
:

difficulties.

because

it

take notice of this short excursion, merely

I

affords

me an

opportunity of observing, that

there appeared no change in the disposition or behaviour
that could induce

me

to think that they were displeased with our return,

or

of the inhabitants.

1

saw nothing

jealous of the intention of our second
trary, that

visit.

On

the con-

abundant good-nature w^hich had always cha-

racterised them, seenjed

still

to

glow

in every

bosom, and

to animate every countenance.

The next
a taboo by the

day, February
chiefs,

1%

the ships were put under

a solemnity,

it

seems, that was re-

quisite to be observed before Kariopoo, the king, paid his
first visit

to

Captain Cook after his return.

He

waited

upon him the same day, on board the Resolution, attended
by -a large train, some of which bore the presents designed for Captain Cook, who received him in bis usual
friendly manner, and gave him several articles in return.
This amicable ceremony being settled, the taboo was
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dissolved; matters went on in tlie usual train; and the
next dajj February 13, we ivere visited by the natives
in great numbers : the Resolution's mast was landed^ and

the astronomical observatories erected on their former
situation.

with another gentleman, at the

landed,

I

town of Kavaroah, where

found a great number of

%ve

canoes just arrived from different parts of the island and
the Indians busy in constructing temporary huts on the
beach, for their residence during the stay of the ships.

On

our return on board the Discover}^,

an Indian had been detected

we

learned that

in stealing the armourer’s

tongs from the forge, for w^hich he received a pretty se-

Tere flogging, and was sent out of the ship.
standing the example

made

Notwith-

of this man, in the afternoon

another had the audacity to snatch the tongs and a chissel

from the same place, with which he jumped overboard,

and swam for the shore.
were instantly dispatched

The Indian
his

The master and a midshipman
him

after

in the small cutter.

seeing himself pursued,

made

for a canoe

countrymen took him on board, and paddled as swift

as they could towards the shore
at them, but to

no

reach of our shot.

effect, for

;

we

fired several

muskets

they soon got out of the

Pareah, one of the chiefs,

who was

at

that time on board the Discovery, understanding what had

happened, immediately w^ent ashore, promising to bring

back the stolen goods.

Our boat w’^as

so far distanced, in

chasing the canoe which had taken the thief on board, that

he had time to make Ms escape into the country.

Captain

Cook, who was then ashore, endeavoured to intercept his
landing ; but it seems that he was led out of the way by

some of the

natives,

who had

officiously intruded

them-

As the master was approaching near the
he was met by some of the Indians in a

selves as guides.

landing-place,

canoe

:

they brought back the tongs and chissel, together

with another

pened

to

article that

be the

lid

we had

not missed, which hap-

of the water-cask*

Having recovered
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was returning on board, wlien lie was
met by the Resolution’s pinnace, with five men in her,
who, without any orders, had come from the observatories
tliese tliiogSj lie

to his assistance.

Being thus unexpectedly reinforced, he
insist upon having the

thought himself strong enough to
thief,

or the canoe which took him

With

prizals.

in, delivered

that view he turned back;

up as

re-

and having

found the canoe on the beach, he was preparing to launch
it

into the water,

insisted

The

upon

officer

when Pareah made

his not taking

his appearance,

away, as

it

it

was

and

his property*

not regarding him, the chief seized upon him,

pinioned his arras behind, and held him by the hair of his

head; on which one of the

sailors struck

Pareah instantly quitted the

officer,

of the man’s hand, and snapped

At length the multitude began

it

in

him with an oar:

snatched the oar out

two across

his knee»

to attack our people with

They made some resistance, but were soon overpowered, and obliged to swim for safety to the small cutter, which lay further out than the pinnace.
The officers,
stones.

not being expert swimmers, retreated to a small rock in
the water, where they were closely pursued by the Indians.

One man

darted a broken oar at the master

his foot slipping at the time,

nately saved that officer’s

and put an end

he missed him, which

At last, Pareah

life.

;

but

fortu-

interfered

The gentlemen, know-

to their violence.

ing that his presence was their only defence against the

him

fury of the natives, entreated

they could get off in the boats
left

them.

The master went

party at the observatories

;

to stay with

them

till

but that he refused, and

to seek assistance from the

but the midshipman chose to

;

He

was very rudely treated by
mob,
who
plundered
the boat of every thing that was
the
loose on board, and then began to knock her to pieces, for
remain in the pinnace.

the sake of the iron-work

;

but Pareah fortunately re«

turned in time to prevent her destruction.
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the oilier gentleman on
siispecting

liis

IlISTOill'

way

Iiis

to tlie

obsem atoriesj and

errand, had forced him to return,

lie dis-

persed the crowd again, and desired the gentlemen to
return on board: they represented that

all the oars had
been taken out of the boat; on which he brought some of

them back, and the gentlemen were glad to get^ ofl' without farther molestation. They had not proceeded far,
before they were overtaken by Pareah, in a canoe

:

he de-

livered the midshipman’s cap, which had been taken from

him

in the scuffle, joined noses

with them in token of

and was anxious to know if Captain Cook
him for what had happened. They assured him

reconciliation,

would

kill

of the contrary, and made signs of friendship to him in

He

return.

then

left

them, and paddled over to the town

of Kavaroah, and that was the last time

Captain Cook returned on board soon

we

ever saw him.

after,

much

pleased with the whole of this disagreeable business

;

dis-

and

the same night sent a lieutenant on board the Discovery
to learn the particulars of

it,

as

it

had originated

in

that ship.
It

was remarkable, that in the midst of the hurry and

confusion attending this

affair,

Kanynah

(a chief

who had

always been on terms particularly friendly with us) came

from the spot where

happened, with a hog to

it

on board the Discovery
large size, and

lie

it

demanded

of an unusual length.
as long as his arm.

:

He

for it a

pahowa, or dagger,

pointed to us, that

it

must be

Captain Clerk not having one of that

length, told him, he would get one

morning

sell

was of an extraordinary

made

for

him by the
the hog, and

with which being satisfied, lie left
went ashore without making any stay with us. It will not
be altogether foreign to the subject, to mention a circumstance that happened to-day on board the Resolution,
An Indian Chief asked Captain Cook at^his table, if he
was a Taia Toa; which means a fighting man, or a sol;

;
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Being answered

M7
he desired to

in the affirmative^

wounds Captain Cook held out his right-hand^
which had a scar upon it^ dividing the thumb from the
finger, the whole length of the metacarpal bones.
The

see his

:

Indian, being thus convinced of his being a Toa, put the

same question

to another

gentleman present, but he hap-

pened to have none of those distinguishing marks; the
chief then said, that he himself was a Tea, and shewed the
scars of

some wounds he had received

who were on

Those

in battle.

duty at the observatories were disturbed,

during the night, with

and melancholy sounds,

shrill

issu-

ing from the adjacent villages, which they took to be the
iameotatioiis of the

us might have

women.

Perhaps the quarrel between

minds with apprehensions

filled their

the safety of their husbands

mournful

:

but, be that as

it

for

may, their

with unusual awe and

cries struck the sentinels

terror.

To widen

the breach between us, some of the Indians,

in the night, took

away

which lay swamped

the Discovery’s large cutter,

at the

they had carried her off so

her

till

buoy of one of her anchors
quietlj^, that

we

;

did not miss

the morning, Sunday, February the 14th.

tain Clerk lost

to acquaint

no time in

w’^aiting

him with the accident

:

Capupon Captain Cook,

he returned on board,

with orders for the launch and small cutter to go, under
the

command

of the second lieutenant, and

point of the bay, in order to intercept

might attempt to get out ; and,
to fire

upon them.

At

if

lie off

he found

the east

canoes that

all

it

necessary,

the same time, the third lieutenant

of the Resolution, with the launch and small

cotter,

was

sent on the same service, to the opposite point of the bay

and the master was dispatched
suit of

in the large cutter, in pur-

a double canoe, already under

best of her

way out

of the harbour.

sail,

He

making the

soon came up

with her, and by firing a few muskets, drove her on shore
L Q

MS
and
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happened to be the canoe of
Omea^ a man who bore the title of Orono. He was on
board himselfj and it would have been fortuiiate^ if our
tlie

Indian

left

people had secured

her

hinij for his

to

person was held as sacred

During

as that of the king.

was preparing

this

:

this timCj,

go ashore himself^

at the

Captain Cook

town of Kava-

roahj in order to secure the person of Kariopooy before he

should have time to withdraw himself to another part of

This appeared the most

the island, out of our reach.
fectual step that could

ef-

be taken on the present occasion,

for the recovery of the boat.

It

was the measure be had

invariably pursued, in similar cases, at other islands in

these seas, and
sired success

had always been attended with the

it

in fact,

:

it

would be

difficult to

de-*

point out

any other mode of proceeding on these emergencies, likely
to attain the object in view* We had reason to suppose,

and

fled w hen the alarm
was Captain Cookes insecure the large canoes which were hauled up

that the king

was

first

given

tention to

He

on the beach.

his attendants

in that case,

;

left

had

it

the ship about seven o’clock, at-

tended by the lieutenant of marines, a serjeant, corporal,

and seven private men: the pinnace’s crew were also
armed, and under the command of Mr. Roberts. As they

rowed towards the shore, Captain Cook ordered

the launch

to leave her station at the west point of the bay, in order
to assist his

own

notice

it

;

for

boat.

This

is

a circumstance worthy of

clearly shews, that

he was not unapprehen-

sive of meeting with resistance from the natives, or un-

mindful of the necessary preparation for the safety of himself and his people*

I will venture to say, that, from the

appearance of things just at that time, there was not one,
beside himself,

who judged

lutely requisite

:

that such precaution was abso-

so little did

Ms

conduct on the occasion

bear the marks of rashness, or a precipitate

dence !

He landed

self-confi-

with the marines, at the upper end of
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Kavaroah
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the Indians immediately flocked

roundj as nsualj and shewed him the customary marks of
respectj

by prostrating themselves before him.

were no

signs of hostilities^ or

There

much alarm among them.

Captain Cook^ however^ did not seem willing to trust to
appearances

;

but was particularly attentive to the dispo-

sition of the marines^

He

and to have them kept clear of the

first

enquired for the king’s sons, two youths

who were much

attached to him, and generally his com-

crowd.

panions on board.

Messengers being sent

for

them,

the}^

soon came to him, and informing him that their father was
asleep, at a house not far from them, he accompanied

them

thither,

and took the marines along with them.

As

he passed along, the natives every where prostrated themselves before him, and seemed to have lost no part of that

shewn to

respect they had always

joined by

his person.

his brother

according to their usual custom
his intention in

coming on

;

and, being ignorant of

shore, frequently asked

if he wanted any hogs, or other provisions

that he did not,

When

He was

among whom was Kanyiiah, and
Koohowrooah. They kept the crowd in order^

several chiefs,

and that

his business

was

:

him

he told them

to see the king.

he arrived at the house, he ordered some of the Ingo in, and inform Kariopoo that he waited with-

dians to

out to speak with him. They came out two or three times,
and instead of returning any answer from the king, presented some pieces of red cloth to him, which made Captain Cook suspect that he was not in the house ; he thereThe lieufore desired the lieutenant of marines to go in.

man

awakened from sleep, and
; but he came out withhim by the hand, and
took
out hesitation. Captain Cook
in a friendly manner asked him to go on board, to which
he very readily consented. Thus far matters appeared in
tenant found the old

Just

seemingly alarmed at the message

a favourable

train,

and the natives did not seem- much

:
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alarmed or apprehensive of Iioslility on our side
Captain Cook expressed himself a
that as the inhabitants of

tliat

little

;

at

whicL

sarprisedj sajing^

town appeared

iiHioccnt of

stealing the cutter, he should not molest them, but that

he must get the king on board. Kariopoo sat down be**
liis door, and was surrounded by a great crowd
Kanjnali and his brother were both very active in keeping

fore

order

among them.

In a

iittle

time, however, the In-

dians w'ere observed arming themselves with long spears,
clubs,

and daggers, and patting on

they use as armour.

thick

mats, which

This hostile appearance increased,

and became more alarming, on the arrival of two men in
a canoe from the opposite side of the bay, with the news
of a chief, called Karemoo, having been killed by one
of the Discovery’s boats.

had

Upon

that iiifonnatioo,

upon the beach
liarly

fused

In their passage across, they

delivered this account to each

also

the women,

of the ships.

who were

sitting

at their breakfasts, and conversing fami-

with our people in the boats, retired, and a con-

murmur spread through

the crowd.

An

old priest

came to Captain Cook, with a cocoa-nut in his hand,
which he held out to him as a present, at the same time
singing very loud. He was often desired to be silent, but
in vain

:

he continued importunate and troublesome, and

there was no such thing as getting rid of him or his noise

:

meant to divert their attention from his
countrymen, who were growing more tumultuous, and
Captain Cook,
arming themselves in every quarter.
being at the same time surrounded by a great crowd,
thought his situation rather hazardous: he therefore

it

seemed

as if he

ordered the lieutenant of marines to march his small party
to the water-side,

where the boats lay within a few yards
made a lane 'for them

of the shore; the Indians readily

to pass, and did not offer to intenmpt them.

tance they had to go might be about

fifty

The

dis-

or sixty yards

;
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Captain Cook followed^ having hold of Iiariopoo's liand^

who accompanied
liis

wife,

two

Mm very willingly

sons,

and several

old priest followed, making

Keowa, the younger

went

son,

;

The troublesome

same

the

expecting his father to follow

he was attended by

:

chiefs.

savage

noise-

directly into the pinnace,

but just as he arrived at

the water-side, his wife threw her arms about

liis

neck,

and, with the assistance of two chiefs, forced him to

down by

the side of a double canoe.

sit

Captain Cook ex-

postulated with them, but to no purpose

:

they would not

he would be

suffer the king to proceed, telling him, that

if he went on board the ship.
Kariopoo,
whose conduct seemed entirely resigned to the will of
others, hung down his head, and appeared much dis-

put to death

tressed.

While the king was

known

to us, of the

in this situation,

a

chief,

name of Coho, was observed

well

lurking

partly concealed under his

near, with an iron dagger,

cloak, seemingly, with the intention of stabbing Captain

The latter proposed
Cook would not permit it.
Coho closing upon them, obliged the officer to strike him
with his piece, which made him retire. Another Indian
Cook, or the lieutenant of marines.

to fire at him, but Captain

laid hold of the serjeanf s musquet,

wrench

it

and endeavoured

to

from him, but was prevented by the lieutenant

making a blow at him. Captain Cook, seeing the tumult
increase, and the Indians growing more daring and resolute, observed, that if he were to take the king off by
force,

he could not do

it

He

many of his people.

without sacrificing the lives of

then paused a

little,

the point of giving his orders to reimbark,

threw a stone at him

;

received

little

when a man

which he returned with a discharge

of small shot (with which one barrel of

was loaded).

and was on

The man, having a
or no hurt

;

Ms double

thick

piece

mat before him,

he brandished Ms spear, and
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threatened to dart at Captain Cook^ wiio being

away his
knocked him down with
williag to take

instead of firing

liie^

He

hi^ musqiiet.

still

vritli ball^

expostulated

strongly with the most forward of the cror/dj upon their

turbulent behaviour*

He had

getting the king on board, as

and

his care

given op
it

all

thoughts of

appeared iinpradicabic

was then only to act on the defensive, and to

secure a safe embarkation for his small party, which was
closely pressed

Keowa, the

by a body of several thousand people.

who was

king’s son,

alarmed on hearing the
treaty, put

Roberts,

on shore again;

who commanded

in the pinnace, being

firing,

first

for

was, at his

own

en-

even at that time, Mr.

her, did not apprehend that

any danger otherwise he
would have detained the prince, which, no doubt would
One man
have been a great check on the Indians.
Captain Cook’s person

w^as in

:

was observed, behind a double

canoe, in the action of

darting his spear at Captain Cook,
at

him

in his

own

who was

forced to fire

defence, but happened to kill another

and the serieant observing that he had missed the man he aimed at,
received orders to fire at him, which he did, and killed him.

close to him, equally forward in the tumult

By

this

:

time the impetuosity of the Indians was somewhat

repressed

:

they fell back in a body, and seemed staggered

but being pushed on by those behind, they returned to the
charge, and poured a volley of stones among the marines,

who, wilbout waiting

for orders, returned it with a

ral discharge of musquetry,

by

a fire

from the boats.

gene-

which was instantly followed

At

this

Captain Cook was heard

to express his astonishment; he waved his hand to the

boats, called to
in

them

to cease firing,

and to come nearer

Mr. Roberts immediately

to receive the marines.

brought the pinnace as close to the shore, as he could,
without grounding, notwithstanding the showers of stones
that

fell

among

the people

:

but

——

,

the lieutenant,
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commanded

wiio

in the launch, instead of pulling in to the

assistance of Captain Cook,

at the

moment

withdrew

his boat farther off,

that every thing seems to have depended

upon the timely exertions of those

own account,
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mistook the signal

By

in the boats.

but be that as

his

it

may,

this circumstance

appears to me, to have decided the

fatal

turn of the

and to have removed every chance which

lie

affair,

:

remained with Captain Cook, of escaping with

The

his life.

business of saving the marines out of the water, in

consequence of that, fe^ altogether upon the pinnace;

which thereby became so much crowded, that the crew
were, in a great measure, prevented from using their
fire-arms, or giving

have done
most

critical

what

assistance they otherwise might

Captain Cook

to

;

so that he seems, at the

point of time, to have wanted the assistance

of both boats, owing to the removal of the launch.

notwithstanding that they kept up a

from the

situation to

fire

which they removed

For,

on the crowd,
in that boat,

the fatal confusion which ensued on her being withdrawn,
to say the least of

it,

must have prevented the

full effect,

that the prompt co-operation of the two boats, according
to Captain Cookes orders,

must have had, towards the

preservation of himself and his people.

was

to the boats alone, that Captain

his safety

;

w'hen the marines had

for,

At

that time,

Cook had
fired,

it

to look for

the Indians

rushed among them, and forced them into the water,

where four of them were killed: their lieutenant was
wounded, but fortunately escaped, and was taken up by
the pinnace.
I have

of Captain

Captain Cook was then the only one re-

been informed on
Fliillps,

ment must be of the

tlie

be&t authority, that, in the opinion

who commanded
greatest

u eight,

and whose judgwas extremely doubtful

the marines,
that

it

whether any thing could successfully have been done to preserve the
life

of Captain Cook, even if no mistake had been committed on the

past of the lancli.

Nots hy

I)j\ Kippis^
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inaining on tlierock:

he

wa‘s

observed iBakiiig for

ilif

left hand against the back of his head,
guard it from the stones, and carrying liis miisquet
under the other arm. An Indian was seen following him,

piiiiiace^

holding his

to

with caution and timidity; for

blit

lie

stopped once or

twieCj as if iiiidetermiiied to proceed.
At last he advanced upon him unawares, and with a large club/'^ or corn*

moil stake, gave him a blow on the back of the head, and

then precipitately retreated.

stunned Captain Cook
fell

:

The

stroke seemed to have

he sta^ered a few paces, then

on his hand and one knee, and dropped his nmsquet.

As he was

rising,

and before he could recover

his feet,

another Indian stabbed him in the back of the neck with

He then fell into a bite of water about
knee deep, where others crowded upon him, and endeavoured to keep him under; but struggling very strongly

an iron dagger.

with them, he got his head up, and casting his look to-

wards the pinnace, seemed to solicit assistance. Though
the boat was not above five or six yards distant from him,
yet from the crowded and confused state of the crew, it
seems,

was not

it

dians got

in their

him under

power

The

to save him.

again, but in deeper water

:

In-

he was,

however, able to get his head up once more, and being
almost spent in the struggle, he naturally turned to the

and was endeavouring to support himself by it, when
a savage gave him a blow with a club, and he was seen

rock,

^ I have heard one of the gentlemen

who were

present say, that

was from a dagger, as Is represented in the
voyage but, from the account of many others, who were also ey«witnesses, I am confident in saying that he was first struck with a club.
I was afterwards confirmed in this, by Kaireekea, the priest, who particularly mentioned the name of the man who gave him the blow, as
well as that of the chief who afterwards struck him with the dagger.

the

injury he received

first

;

This

Is

a point not worth disputing about : I mention

licitous to

it,

as being so-

be accurate in this account, even in circumstances, of them-

selves, not very material.
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Tliey hauled him up

BO more,

where they seemed
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lifeless

on the rocks^

to take a savage pleasure in using

every barbarity to his dead body^ snatching the daggers
out of each other’s hands, to have the horrid satisfaction of
piercing the fallen victim of their barbarous rage,
I

on

need make no reflection on the great

loss

we

attempt to describe what w^e

this occasion, or

suffered
It

felt.

enough to say, that no man was ever more beloved or
admired and it is truly painful to reflect, that he seems
to have fallen a sacrifice merely for want of being properly
is

:

supported

;

a

singularly to be lamented, as having

fate,

who had

fallen to his lot,

care of those under his
last, to

ever been conspicuous for his

command, and who seemed,

to the

pay as much attention to their preservation,

that of his

as to

own life.

If any thing could have added to the

nation universally
that his remains

felt

on

had been

shame and

this occasion, it

was

indig-

to find

deserted, and left exposed on

the beach, although they might have been brought
It appears,

men who

from the information of four or

five

off.

midship-

arrived on the spot at the conclusion of the fatal

business, that the beach

by the Indians, who

w’^as

then almost entirely deserted

at length

had given way to the

the boats, and dispersed through the town

;

fire

of

so that there

seemed no great obstacle to prevent the recovery of Captain
Cook’s body but the lieutenant returned on board with;

out making the attempt.

It is unnecessary to dwell longer

on this painful subject, and to relate the complaints and
censures that
will

be

fell

on the conduct of the lieutenant.

sufficient to observe, that

oblige Captain

Clerk publicly to notice them, and to

take depositions of his accusers
captain’s
it

is

bad

It

they were so loud, as to

state of health

down

in writing*.

and approaching

The

dissolution,

supposed, induced him to destroy these papers a

short time before his death.

;
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a painful task^ to be obliged to notice

It is

stances which seem to reflect

A

man.

eirciiiii'

upon the character of any

regard to truth, however, compelled

strict

me

to the insertion of these facts, %vhich 1 have offered merely
as facts, without presuming to connect ivith them any

comment of my own
historian, to

^

:

esteeming

it

the pari of a faithful

extenuate nothing, nor set

down aught

in

malice.’

The

fatal accident

happened

at eight o’clock in the

morning, about an hour after Captain Cook landed.

It

did not seem, that the king, or his sons, ivere witnesses
to

it;

but

it is

supposed that they withdrew in the midst

The principal actors were the other chiefs,
many of them the king’s relations and attendants: the
man who stabbed him wdth the dagger was called Nooah.
I happened to be the only one who recollected his person,
of the tumult.

from having on a former occasion mentioned his name in
the journal I kept. 1 was induced to take particular notice
of him, more from his personal appearance than any other
consideration, though he
relation of the king

:

was of high rank, and a near

he was stout and

look and demeanour, and one

two

qualities of strength

and

tall,

who united in
agility, in

with a

fierce

his figure the

a greater degree,

than I ever remembered to have seen before in any other

man.

His age might be about

scurf on his skin, and his sore eyes,

hard drinker of Kava.
the king, wdth

whom

to Captain Clerk.

He was

1 first

The

and by the white
he appeared to be a

thirty,

a constant companion of
saw him, when he paid a visit

chief

who

first

struck Captain

Cook with the club, was called Karimano, craha, but 1 did
not know him by his name. These circumstances I learnt
of honest Kaireekea, the priest

;

w^ho added, that they

were both held in great esteem on account of that action
neither of them
left

came near us

afterwards.

the shore, the Indians carried

When the boats

away the dead body of
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Captain Cook and those of the marinesj to the rising
gronndj at the back of the to^n^ where we could plainly
see them with our glasses from the ships.

This most melancholy accident appears to have been
altogether unexpected and unforeseen^ as well on the part

of the natives as ourselves.
to induce

me

I

never saw

to believe^ that there

sign, or a pre-concerted plan

on

sufiicienl

reason

was any thing of de-

their side, or that they

purposely sought to quarrel with us:

thieving,

which

gave rise to the whole, they were equally guilty of, in
our first and second visits. It was the cause of every
misunderstanding that happened between us their petty
thefts were generally overlooked, but sometimes slightly
:

punished

the boat, which they at last ventured to take

;

away, was an object of no small magnitude to people in
our situation, who could not possibly replace her, and

We

therefore not slightly to be given up.

had no other

chance of recovering her, but by getting the person of the
on our attempting to do that the
:

king into our possession
natives

became alarmed

posed those

den

conflict

whom

for his safety,

and naturally op-

they deemed his enemies.

that ensued,

we had

In the sud-

the unspeakable mis-

fortune of losing our excellent commander, io the manner

already related.

It is in this light the affair has always

appeared to me, as entirely accidental, and not in the least
owdng to any previous oiSeiice received, or jealousy of our
second

visit

entertained by the natives.

Pareah seems to have been the principal instrument in
bringing about this fatal disaster.

We

learnt afterwards,

was he who had employed some people to steal
the boat the king did not seem to be privy to it, or
even apprized of what had happened, till Captain Cook
that

it

:

landed.
It

was generally remarked, that

at first the Indians

jshewed great resolution in facing our fire-arms ; but

it
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was

entirely

tliought
ball, as

yet

still

They
would defend them from a

to ignorance of tlieir effect.

thick mats

well as from a stone

tlieir error,

tion

owing
tlieir

tliat

;

but being soon convinced of

at a loss to account

how such

was done among them, they had recourse

execu-

to a stra-

answered no other purpose,
served to shew their ingenuity and quickness of invention.

tagem, which, though

Observing the

it

flashes of the musquets, they

concluded, that water would counteract their

naturally
elFect,

and

therefore, very sagaciously dipped their mats, or armour,
in th^ sea, just as they

came on

finding their last resource to

and

left

fail

to face our people

:

but

them, they soon dispersed,

the beach entirely clear.

It

was an object they

never neglected, even at the greatest hazard, to carry off
their slain

;

a custom, probably owing to the barbarity

with which they treat the dead body of an enemy, and the
trophies they

make of

his bones.” *

Such were the circumstances that proceeded and accompanied the death of this celebrated navigator.

The reader

be displeased to turn from so sad a scene, to the
contemplation of his character and virtues, prefaced by a
will not

very short and rapid sketch of his

life.

Captain James Cook was born near Whitby, in Yorkshire, in the year

1727

:

his father

was a labourer

bandry, or perhaps a very small farmer

:

at

in hus-

an early age,

the son was pat apprentice to a shopkeeper, in a neigh-

bouring village

:

but as frequently happens to those

who

are brought up in the vicinity of the sea, his natural inclination

tmmed

dissatisfied

he accordingly, being
with the employment to which he was
to a seafaring life

;

bound, soon quilted the counter in disgust, and bound
himself for nine years to the master of a vessel, which
® SatnweTs Narrative of the Death of Captain James Cook^
pa

e— 20.
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sailed in the coal trade.

remark, that the sailors

engaged

Itjs a very
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commoa and

just

are brought up in the vessels

who
among

the best which this king-

in this trade are

dom produces; the navigation between Newcastle, Sunderland, and the other coal ports is so extremely dansjerous, especially

when

carried

at all seasons of the year,

on as

and the

it is

by the

colliers

vessels themselves,

on their return, or when loaded with
either when
coals on their voyage to London, &c. are so difficult to be
managed, and so inadequately manned, that it requires
in ballast

and attention on the part of
them safe backward and
Cook undoubtedly
Captain
forward. In one of these vessels
learnt many of those excellencies and qualifications,

the utmost

skill,

enterprize,

the masters and crew to conduct

which were afterwards of such essential service to him in
his character and pursuits as a circura navigator.
At the breaking out of the war in 1755, he entered into
the king’s service, on board of the Eagle, commanded at
first by Captain Harmer, and afterwards by Sir Hugh

The

Palliser.

latter

soon discovered his merit, and intro-

duced him on the quarter deck. In 1758 he was master of
the Northumberland, which was the flag ship of Lord
Colville, who at that time commanded the squadron that

was stationed in the North American station. Here, during a hard winter, he first applied himself to a regular
course of mathematics, beginning with the elements of Euclid in this course he had no other assistance, than what
:

his

own

him.

industry and application, and a few books supplied

At the

siege of

Quebec he was

directed by Sir

Charles Saunders to pilot the boats to the attack of Montmorency; he likewise conducted the embarkation to the
heights of Abraham, and examined the passage, and laid
buoys for the security of the large ships in their passage up

the river.

By the courage and skill which he

displayed on

these occasions, he gained the friendship of Sir Charles
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Saunders and Lord Colville^
ring the remainder of

wlio patronised

du-

with the greatest zeal

tlieir lives

war was concludedj Ms
recommended him as a proper person to survey the Gulph of St. Lawreiiccj and the
He continued thus employed
coasts of Nev/fomidland.
executing his task with great judgment skilij and attention^
till the year 1767
when he was fixed on by Sir Edward
Hawke, to command an expedition to the South Seas,
for the purpose of observing the transit of yeniis, and
and

As soon

affection.

as the

lordship and Sir Hugh Palliser^

;

prosecuting discoveries in that part of the globe.
character and services are depicted with so
zeal

by

and

friendship,

and

His

much genuine

same time, so impartially,

at the

his coadjutor in his last voyage, Captain King, that

no apology

shall oiler

From

for laying

it

this period, as his services are too well

a

to require

recital here, so

Ms

we

before our readers.

known

reputation has proportion-

ably advanced to a height too great to be affected by iny
panegyric.

Indeed, he appears to have been most emi-

nently and peculiarly qualified for this species of enterprize.

The

earliest habits

of his

life,

the course of his

and the constant application of his mind, all confor it, and gave him a degree of
spired to fit
professional knowledge, which can fall to the lot of very
services,

Mm

few*

The

constitution of

Ms body was

robust, inured to

labour, and capable of undergoing the severest hardships®

His stomach bore, without
ungrateful food.

a virtue

;

difficulty,

the coarsest and most

Indeed, temperance in him was scarcely

so great was the indifterence with which he sub-

The qualities of his
mind were of the same hardy vigorous kind with those of
His understanding was strong and perspicahis body.
mitted to every kind of self-denial.

cious.

His judgment, in whatever related to the services
His designs were
in, quick and sure.

he was engaged
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mode of

;
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and both in the conception^ and

nal genius.

His courage was cool and determined} and

accompanied with an admirable presence of mind

moment
fected.

in the

execution} bore evident marks of a great origi-

in the

His manners were plain and unafHis temper might perhaps have been justly

of danger.

blamed} as subject to hastiness and

had not these

passion^,

been disarmed by a disposition the most benevolent and

humane.
Such were the outlines of Captain Cook’s character;
but

its

most distinguishing feature was, that unremitting

perseverance in the pursuit of his object^ which was not
only superior to the opposition of dangersj and the pres-

exempt from the want of ordiDuring the long and tedious voyages

sure of hardships, but even

nary relaxation
in

j

which he was engaged, his eagerness and

detain
ation,

him

for

activity

were

No incidental temptation could

never in the least abated.

a moment ; even those intervals of recre-

which sometimes unavoidably occurred, and were

looked for by us with a longing, that persons,

who have

experienced the fatigues of service, will readily excuse,

were submitted to by him with a certain impatience,

whenever they could not be employed
provisions for the

more

in

making further

effectual prosecution of his de-

signs.
It is not necessary, here, to

enumerate the instances

in

were displayed, during the great and
important enterprizes in which he was engaged. I shall
which these

qualities

content myself with stating the result of those services,

under the two principal heads to which they may be
ferred, those of geography

re**

and navigation, placing each

a separate and distinct point of view.

“ Perhaps no
jEirom

science ever received greater additions

the labour of a single man, than geography has done

from those of Captain Cook.

In his

first

voyage to the

South Seas, he discovered the Society Islands

VOL. VIX.

M

;

determined
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New Zealand; discovered the straits
which separate the two islands, and are called after lii^j
name and made a complete survey of both, lie afterwards explored the eastern coast of New Holland^ liitlierto

the iosiilariiy of

;

unknown

an extent of twenty-vSeveii degrees of latitudej

;

or upwards of two thousand miles*

In his second expeditioHj he resolved the great pro-

blem of a southern continent; having traversed that hemisphere between the latitudes of 40^ and 70*^5 in such a manner^
as not to leave a possibility of its existence, unless near

the pole, and out of the reach of navigaiicn,

voyage he discovered

this

New

Caladonia,

island in the Southern Pacific, except

island of Georgia

named

;

tlie

largest

New Zealand;

and an unknown

coast,

thfc

which he

St^cdvvich F^and, HiBthulc of the Southern hemis-

and having twice

phere:

visited the tropical

settled the situations of the oid^

and made

seas,

several

he

new

discoveries.

But the voyage we are now^
above

all

discoveries.

from

is

distinguished
its

Besides several smaller islands in the Souths

ern Pacific, he discovered,
tial line,

relating

the rest, by the extent and importance of

to the north of the equinoc-

the group called the Sandwich Islands

;

which,

and productions, bid fairer for becoming an object of consequence, in the system of European navigation, than any other discovery in the south sea.

He

their situation

afterw^ards explored

known

of the western coast of America, from the latiiude

of 43'' to
five

what had hitherto remained un-

70'"

north, containing an extent of three tliousand

hundred miles

;

ascertained the proximity of the two

great continents of Asia and America

;

passed the

straits

between them, and surveyed the coast, on each side, to
such a iieight of northern latitude, as to demonstrate the
impracticabiiiiy of a passage, in that faennsphere, from

the Atlantic into the Pacific Ocean, eiiher by an eastern
or western course, in shori;, if we except the sea of Amur,
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fectij

known

xircliipelago,

which

m

IIL

remain imper-

still

to Europeans^, lie has completed the hydro*

graplij of the habitable globe.

As a
splendid

;

navigatorj his services w'ere not perSiaps less
certainly not less important

The method

v.alcii

and meritorioos.

he discovered, and so soccessfally pur-

sued, of preserving the health of seamen, forms a
navigation, and

ill

name

transmit his

^/i!l

new

to future

ages, amongst the friends and benefactors of mankind.

Those who are conversant
be

told, at

how

need not

In naval history,

dear a rale the advantages which have

been sought through the medium of long voyages

have always been purchaj^ed.

which

is

ai sea

That dreadful disorder

peculiar to this service, and whose ravages have

marked the

tracks of discoverers with circumstances almost

too shocking to relate, must, without exercising an un-

warrantable tyranny over the lives of our seamen, have

proved an insuperable obstacle to the prosecution of such
enterprizes.

It

was reserved

the world, by repeated

traded
in

trials,

regions,

to

shew

that voyages might be pro*

to the unusual length of three or

unknown

Cook

for Captain

even four years,

and under every change and rigoui

of climate, not only without affecting the health, but

even without diminishing the probability of
smallest degree.

The method he pursued

explained by himself in a paper which

v/as

life,

in the

has been fully

read before the

Royal Society, in th^year 1776;^ and whatever improvements the experience of the present voyage has suggested,
are mentioned in their proper places.

With respect to his professional abilities, I shall leave
them to the judgment of those who are best acquainted
with the nature of the services in which

They

three expeditions of so

much danger and

* Sir Godfic} Copley’s gold
easioB.

lie

was engaged.

will readily acknowledge, that to have conducted
dilBcultj/,

medal was adjudged to

iiim

of so

on that

90-
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tiEusual a iengih,

and

in such a variety of situations with

uniform and invariable successj must have required not
only a thorough and accurate knowledge of his business^

but a powerful and comprehensive genius^

fruitful in re-

and equally ready in the application of what-

sourcesj

ever the higher and inferior calls of the service required.

Having given the most
able to collect^ both from

and also of

friend,

leave his
terity;

observation, and the

of others, of the death of

relations

memory

have been

faithful account I

my own

his character

and

to the gratitude

my

ever honoured

services, I shall

now

and admiration of pos-

with a melancholy satisfaction,

accepting,

the

honour, which the loss of him hath procured me, of seeing

my name joined

with his; and of testifying that aifec-

tion

and respect for

his

w as no

less

memory, which, whilst he

lived, it

my constant study,

to shew

my inclination,

than

him.”

On

the death of Captain Cook, the

pedition devolved on Captain Clerk

he had

in

:

command
the

first

of the ex-

object that

view was to recover from the natives, what re-

mained of Captain Cook’s body and cloathes

however, lie could effect this, the enmity of the natives compelled him to have recourse to severe measures. At length
all that was left of their lamented commander was given
up to the British, and committed to the sea, with all due honours, and with feelings of grief, which can be much better
imagined than expressed.
On the^ 22nd of February,
those disagreeable and melancholy offices having been
;

before,

eorapleted, the ships sailed out of the harbour ; but as it

w as

the design of Captain Clerk, to examine some other

of the Sandwich Islands,
fore

lie finally left

them.

it was the middle of March beHis course was again directed to

the north, for the purpose,

if possible,

the great object of his voyage.
as near as he could the

same

of accomplishing

His intention was
parallel of latitude,

to

keep

till

he

reached the longitude of Awatska Bay, and afterwards to
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steer due north for the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul.

They had

fine

weather till the 23d of March, when the wind

encreased to a strong gale, which continued for twelve
hours. This gale was succeeded with light winds, that

induced Captain Clerk to alter his plan of keeping within
the tropical latitudes : he therefore, on the 29th began to

20, 23,

At

by north.

steer north-west

this

time the latitude was

and the longitude 180, 40, The weather still
warm and close, the thermometer being

continued very

generally at 80, and sometimes as high as 83.
The ships continued to enjoy the trade wind

of April,

when

till

the 6th

they were suddenly taken a-back, with the

wind from the north-north-west;

the latitude, at this

time was 29, 50, and the longitude 170,

Captain Clerk,

1.

that rough weather would soon commence,
gave orders for the ropes and rigging to be overhauled,
and put in good repair ; the carpenters also were employed

convinced

in repairing the boats.

crew were engaged

Besides these occupations, the

and regular

in obeying the standing

orders of their late commander, in airing their bedding,

placing fires between decks, washing them with vinegar,

The feelings of the
thermometer, now began

and smoaking them with gunpowder.

crew, as well as the state of the
to indicate a great change of temperature.

time of the 7th of April, the

On

the 9th of this

longitude 166, 40

SO

month the
:

In the night

thermometer sunk 11 degrees.
latitude

was 32,

16,

and the

the variation of the compass was 8,

east.

On the

18th of April, the ships had run so far north,

that their latitude
25.

Snow and

was 45®,

sleet

now

40',
fell,

and their longitude 160*
and strong gales from the

south-west helped them on in their course.

On

the I9tb,

the thermometer, even during the day, was as low as the

and

at four in the

morning

freezing point

;

Captain Clerk

now expected daily to fall

it fell

to 29*.

in with the coast

of Asia, but on the 20th the wind suddenly shifted to the
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On tlie SIst,

*ionh.

however^ there were sjniptoms of the

was not seen till the Sorely wlien iiioimtains covered with snow appeared.
From the 24tli to the
SSth. the wind continued to blow very strong from the
of land

viciiiicv

;

it

north-eastj and during the whole of this time^ the tlier-

The

irioneter w^as ne^ver higher than

mass of

COO'. ;4ot‘3
cie'ji'Iy

seen

d;j:ecli./i;

:

On

ice.

month opens

its

on the south side of

high; on the north there
highest part of the coasr.

ships were a

was

the 2St!i Awatska I3ay

is

in

it;

a

a north

the !:uid

bliiiT

is

north-west

moderately

head, which

is

the

There are three remarkable

rocks in the channel between these points, near the northeast side;
is

and farther

in,

near the south-west coast, there

a single insulated rock of considerable size.

Clerk was informed that the town of

Paul lay on
bition

Peter and St.

he endeavoured to ascertain

this bay,

by means of

St.

As Captain

his glasses

;

not to be seen, in consequence of his imagining
place of

some strength and consideration

narrow point of land,
rable log-houses,

its

po^

it

was

but for some time

;

to

be a

at length,

on a

to the isorlh-north-east, a

and some conical

it

few mise-

huts, raised

on poles

were seen ; there were not more than thirty of them

;

and

these were the town, of whiclithey were in search.

On

morning of the 29th, Captain King was dispatched with the boats to examine the bay when he had
proceeded as far as he could in them, be got upon the ice,
and approached the town; but no inhabitants appeared for
the

:

some

men were observed, and
drawn by dogs, with one percame opposite Captain King. This man, how-

time.

At

last

a few

shortly afterwards, a sledge

son in

it,

ever, scon returned

;

but

it

appeared only for the purpose

or conducting a party of Russians, by

whom

Captain

King %vas taken to the house of the serjeant, who commanded the Osirog or village. After he had changed his
cioaihes, which were wet from the circumstance of his
having fallen into the water, Captain and King

his

com-
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:

it

consisted of

cold beef sliced^ with hot water poured over

it.

eonrse consisted of a large bird roasted.

Captain King

was unable

to ascertain

what kind of a bird

the taste and flavour w'ere excellent.
eaten,

it

was taken

ways, was served up
placed

quor

:

and

dressed in

fish

it

wasj but

After part of it was

two

different

soon afterwards the bird was again

the table, in savory and sweet pastes

Oil

ccnsifoted

The

off,

The next

the

:

li-

of qimss.

ships continued in this bay, receiving every friendly

assistance from the Russians,

As

till

the 16th of June,

when

was the height of summer, the appearance of the land was very different from what it had
been when they first arrived: nearly all the snow had
they

left it.

this

disappeared even from the mountains, and the sides of
the

hills,

which were well wooded, were covered with a

beautiful verdure.

As Captain Clerk

ivas sensible that,

notwithstanding the discovery of the Russians, the coast of

Kamschatka was very imperfectly known, he determined
much in sight of it as the weather would permit
him to do for this purpose he continued steering to the

to keep as

:

north-east

became

till

the 18tb of June.

so thick

and hazy, that

On
it

this

keep near the shore; but the vessels
direction of the coast, in order that

became favourable, the
sumed.
to carry

day the weather

was no longer
still

safe to

sailed in the

when the weather

investigation of

it

might be re-

This investigation Captain Clerk was enabled

on greatly to

ment of the

his satisfaction,

and to the improve-

charts of this part of Asia; though not so

completely as he would have done had the season not been
so far advanced.

In consequence of this last circumstance

he resolved to run over to Beering’s

Straits, in

order to

determine the positions of the principal points of the coast.

On
63«»

the 3rd of J uly the latitude was ascertained to be

33',

and the longitude 186°

45'.

On

this

day two

islands were discovered; the first w^as the island of St.

Law-
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rence

:

but as Captain Clerk bad no certain account of
endeavoured to approach

others

quence of the wind, he was unable

it

but

;

to effect.

tfie

conse-

thiss

He

however

ascertained accurately the bearings^ &c. of the island of
St,

LawTence

its

longitude

its

;

latitude

188^ 15';

became

w’lien

be 63" 47'^ and

after these islands

and continued so

were seen

till

the 5th^

Captain Clerk, being sure of his position, steered

to tlie north
clear,

thick,

to

circumference seemed to be

Soon

about three leagues.
the v/^^ather

was found

its

by

At

east.

ten at night, the weather being

they had an opportunity of seeing, at the same

moment, the remarkable peaked hill near Cape Prince of
Wales, on the coast of America, and the East Cape of
Asia, with the two connecting islands of St.

Diomede

between them.
Captain Clerk soon became apprehensive that he should
not be able to proceed

much

farther to the northward, in

consequence of the immense quantities of

which

ice,

al-

ready began to impede his progress, and these apprehensions

were confirmed;

for after attempting to proceed in

every possible way, and reaching as high a latitude as
70"'

33% but finding his passage always obstructed by ice,
which rendered every effort to make a nearer approach to
the land fruitless, on the 21st of July he took a last farewell of a north-east passage to old England.
Cierli’s

ovm words

Captain

will sufficiently explain the reason of

this his final determination.
It is
ilie

now

impossible to proceed the least farther to

northv/ard upon this coast (America); and

as improbable that this amazing mass of

it is

equally

should be

ice

dissolved by the few remaining summer- weeks which will

terminate this season

now

;

but

it

will continue,

it is

to be be-

an insurmountable barrier to every
attempt we can possibly make, I therefore think it the
lieved, as

it

best step tliat can

is,

be taken,

for the

good of the

trace the sea over to the Asiatic coast,

and to

service, to

try if I can
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any opening that will admit me farther north if not,
what more is to be done upon that coast; where 1

find

;

to see

hopej yet cannot

much

success; for the sea

passage

The
but

flatter myself^ to

now

is

I fear is totally

meet with better

so choaked with ice^ that

next attempt was in a north-westerly

this

was equally

a

out of the question.’^
direction^j

consequence of the im-

fruitless in

mense quantities of impenetrable

ice.

On

the 27th of

July^ Captain Clerk came to the determination to lose no

what not only he, but Captains Gore and
King, concluded to be an unattainable object, but to sail
for Awatska Bay. Indeed the ships stood so much in need
of repair, that it was absolutely necessary not only to

more time

in

give up the enterprize to the north, but also to seek refuge

some harbour. As soon as the determination of the
commander was made known, joy appeared on the counin

tenance of every individual ; for
the

officers,

all

the crew, as well as

were heartily sick of a navigation

full

of

danger, without the least prospect of success or discovery.

They, therefore, turned their faces towards home,
an absence of three years, with great and sincere

after
satis-

faction.

From

the discoveries of the Russians, as well as from

the attempts which were
Clerk,

little

made by Captains Cook and

doubt can be entertained that a north-west

passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean cannot
exist to* the

southward of latitude

exists a passage,

it

65°.

must be either through

If then there
Baffin’s

Bay

or

round by the north of Greenland, in the western hemisphere; or through the Frozen Ocean, to the northward
of Siberia, in the eastern; and on which ever side it
lies,

the navigator must necessarily pass through Beering’s

Straits.

But from the quantity of

ice in these straits,

and

the very short period of the year, during which, in this

high latitude, navigation

through these
impossible.

straits

is

may

at all practicable, the passage
safely

be proiiounced utterly
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Cf:piain

King,

who

continued

narrative of

t!;c

the’

voyage after the death of Captain Cook, has given the
following very dear and succinct cernparativv? view of the

when

progress:,

the ships niude to the noi'tkward. at the

two different seasons they w^ere engaged in that pursuit;
accompanied with a few general observations relative to
the sea and the coast of the two continents which lie to
the north of Bcering’s Straits.

may be observed that in the year 1778, we did not
till we ad\ anced to the latitude of 70°, on
17th of August; and that then we found it in conipact
It

meet with the ice
the

bodies, extending as far as the eye could reach, and of

which a part or the whole was moveable, since by its
drifting down upon us w'e narrowly escaped being hemmed
in between it and the land. After experiencing both how
fruitless

and dangerous

it

would be

to attempt to pene-

trate farther north, between the ice and the land,

we

stood

over toward the Asiatic side, between the latitude 69° and
70°, frequently encountering, in this tract, large

and ex-

tensive fields of ice; and though, by reason of the fogs

thickness of the w^eather,

we were

and

not able absolutely

and entirely to trace a connected line of it across, yet we
were sure to meet with it before we reached the latitude
of 70*^, whenever we attempted to stand to the northward.
On the 26th of August, in latitude 69|s and longitude
184®, we were obstructed by it in such quantities as made
it

impossible for us to pass either to the north or west, and

obliged us to run along the edge of
w'est, till

we saw

the coast of Asia.

land, which

With

W’eather setting in with

approaching winter,

we

it

to the south-south-

afterward found to be

the season thus far advanced, the

snow and

and other signs of
our enterprize for that

sleet,

we abandoned

time.

« In this second attempt we could do little more than confirm the observations we had made in the first; for we were
never able to approach the continent of Asia higher than
the latitude of 67®, nor that of America in any parts, except-
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ing a few leagues between tbe latitude of 68 ^ and 680
that were not seen last year.
3' lower,

We were nov/ inslracted by ice

and oor endeavours

to

push farther

to the north*

ward, were principally confined to the mid- space between

We

the two coasts.

American

penetrated near 3“ farther on the

on the

side than

Asiatic,

meeting with

ice

both

years sooner and in greater quantities on the latter coast.

As we advanced north
pact and solid; yet

still

found the ice more com-

our different traverses from side

as, in

we passed over spaces which had
covered with it, we conjectured that most
to side,

saw was moveable.

Its height,

be from eight to ten

feet,

We

again tried the currents

them unequal, but never to exceed one

twice, and found

observations

we

on a medium, we look to

and that of the highest to have

been sixteen or eighteen.
mile an hour.

before been

of what

By comparing

we

the reckoning with the

also found the current to set different

ways, yet more from the south-west than any other quarter; but whatever their direction might be, their effect

was so

trifling that

no

conclusions, respecting the exist-

ence of any passage to the northward, could be drawn

from them.

We found

the

month of July

colder than that of August.

was once

at 28®,

last year, in

winds,

all

The thermometer

and very commonly

August,

it

was very rare

In both seasons

the freezing point.

to be infinitely

at SO'

;

in July

whereas the

to have

it

so

low as

we had some

of which came from the south-west.

high

We were

subject to fogs whenever the wind was moderate, from

whatever quarter, but they attended southerly winds more
constantly than contrary ones.

The

straits

between the two continents,

at their

nearest approach, in latitude 66 % were ascertained to be
thirteen leagues,

easi

by

east

they become

beyond which they diverge to north-

and west-north- west ; and
14"^

leagued asunder.

in latitude

69%

of longitude, or about one hundred

A

great similarity

is

observable in the

naval history
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appearance of the two

Both are

straits.

couiitries, to the nortli%'/ard of

dez-tieuic

of ^vood.

thj*:

Tlis shores are low^

with niounlains rising to a great height farther up the
country-

The depth of water,

was riventy-nine and
as

we approached

lliiily

in the

mid-way between

thenij

fathoms^ decreasing gradually

either continent^ with the difference of

somewhat shoaler on the American than on the
Asiatic coast, at the same distance from land.
The
a
soft
slimy
was
the
middle,
bottom, in
mud and on
drawing near ro either shore a brown sand, intermixed
with small fragments of bones and a few shells. We
beifig

;

observed but

little

tide or current; wdiat there was

came

from the w'estward.”

On

the 1st of August, the ships were in the latitude of

64® 23% and in the longitude of 189® 15% the coast of

Asia being about twelve leagues distant.

Next day they

had an opportunity of examining the Island of St. Lawrence, and also the land near it, which in September last
Of this
year, they had considered as a separate island.
they were now, ho^vever, in some doubts, though Captain
King seems disposed to be of opinion that these are two
On the 17th, the ships
distinct and separate islands.
W’^ere in latitude 54® 28% and in longitude 167® 52'. Captain Clerk,

who was of a consumptive

who

habit, axid

of

course had suffered extremely from the severity of such

high northern latitudes, was now no longer able to get
out of his bed

;

he, therefore, directed that

the

ships

should proceed as quickly as possible to Awatska Bay.
the SOth, the latitude
49',

was

53®

7',

and the longitude 162*

The next day a very high peaked mountain, on

coast of Kamschatkji,

On
the

was seen twenty-Sve or thirty leagues

distant.

On

the 22nd of August, 1779, at nine o’clock in the

morning, departed this life Captain Charles Clerk, in the
thu'ty-eighth year of his age. He died of a consumption,

which had evidently commenced before he

left

England,
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and of whicli he had lingered during the whole voyage.
His very gradual decay had long made him a melancholy
object to his friends; yet the equanimity with which he

bore

the constant flow of good spirits, which continoed

itj

to the last hour, and a cheerful resignation to his fate,

afforded them some consolation.
ieel a

It

was impossible not

to

more than common degree of compassion for a
life had been a continued scene of those

person, whose
difficulties
is

subject,

and hardships to which a seaman’s occupation

and under which he at

last

sunk.

He

was

brought up to the navy from his earliest youth, and had
been in several actions during the war which began in
1756, particularly in that between the Bellona and Cou«

rageux

;

where, being stationed in the mizen-top, he was

carried overboard with the mast, but

out having received any hurt

He

was taken up with*

was midshipman

in the

Dolphin, commanded by Commodore Byron, on her

first

voyage round the world, and afterwards served on the
In 176S, he made his second voyage
station.

American

round the world, in the Endeavour, as master’s mate;

and by the promotion which took place during the expeHis third voyage round
dition, he returned a lieutenant.
the world was in the Resolution, of which he was appointed the second lieutenant

;

and soon

after his return

in 1775, he was promoted to the rank of master and

commander.

When

the present expedition was ordered

to be fitted out, he was appointed to the Discovery, to

accompany Captain Cook ; and, by the death of the latter
has been succeeded, as already mentioned, to the chief

command.
It would be doing

his

memory extreme

injustice not

to say, that during the short time the expedition was

under his direction, he was most zealous and anxious for
His health about the time the principal com-

its success.

mand devolved upon him, began to decline very rapidly,
and was every way unequal to encounter the rigours of a

5
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r^i

iu?rt:iera

liJiMj
Id's

clisnaip.

iiHiid h'ld. hi

body: and

VO

iho-'g*a

"iidVrcJ d,

kri’v, that

It-:

to a n’araicr elioiirlo. he v

that rcniadiiod dor

the last degreeiie\er bias

hi''

carr-fiil

own

and

frrdrles^i

Lat dangorousd"

;

cluaicc

zeai^^us lu

prejudice of

tlie service*

till it
it

was

thc-

was imprac-

th^i a iy farther aUeaipts ivould not only

be

the “2Uli of August, the ships returned to Awaisha

and on the 29ih* iho

of October

Iasi

sad

offices

were paid to

Tire ships continued in the bay

Captain Clerk.
9lli

and

Li^-

returu

oiiMalion should

search of a passa^'o.

tlio

ticabh'",

Bay

t],e

LA

onh

tho

i:p

of every o^icer in hoih sldps, that

opiiih-ii

On

gLAng

fiLcay of

il:e

dchyaig^

recovery, yet

judiTueiit to

peivevered in

lie

a.-

'o/

a regard to his

hi.',

lha!:

and activity of

Ih^t Lh? ^^l^cur

:

this

till

the

period was actively employed in

repairing their damage, and in procuring a supply of
cattle,

&c.

As their course, after they

directly for England, after

islands north of Japan,

a

and

fruitless

left this

bay, was

attempt to reach the

as during the remainder of

tbeir voyage nothing siiSkienliy important, or relevant to

the nature and object of this work occurred,

we

shall here

terminate our account of this voyage, simply remarking
that

it

contributed most essentially to maritime discovery,

and conseq^uently to
tain.

raise the maritime character of Bri->
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III.

Mlseellaneoos events connected with the Naval Histoiy of Great
Britain, from the year 1782 to tiie commencement of tlie fet French
Revolutionary

Avar.

The

casualties attendant on the mariner must be regarded with strong and peculiar interest, in a country
such as Britain; the glory, security, and riches of which

alike rests on

fewer than

its

five

yearly at sea.

dominion over

ilie

ocean.

Perhaps not

thousand natives of these islands perish
But the perpetual exposure to peril mate-

rially contributes to the formation

of the British naval

character; hence the sailors of Britain are pre-eminently
distinguished for bravery and fortitude, both active and
passive ; for presence of mind in every species of danger,

and

for ready invention.
These considerations have induced us to devote a few of our pages to the narrative of

some of the most interesting and instructive shipwecks
and disasters at sea, which happened to our countrymen
towards the end of the American war, and between that
period and the commencement of the first French revolutionary war.

We
fruits

have already mentioned that scarcely any of the

of the splendid and decisive naval victory gained by

Admiral Rodney, on the i2th of April, 1782, reached
England. Some interesting particulars respecting the loss
of the prizes are connected with the loss of the Centaur

commanded by Captain Inglefield: with a
of it, therefore, we shedi commence the present

inan-of-war,

narration
chapter.

When the
in

a leaky

Centaur sailed

$tate»

On

fi’om

Jamaica she was rather

the evening of the

of Septeni’*

»

*
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ber, 1782,

a storm came on, and towards night

perfect gale of wind

it

blew a

and the ship made so much water

;

work at the pomps* About
two ill the morning the wind fell, bot soon afterwards
sudden and violent squalls came on, which obliged Cap*
that all hands were obliged to

lain Ingle field to put the ship

was
ends

this
:

done when a squall

under bare poles.
laid the vessel

Scarcely

on her beam

the masts were immediately cutaway, and the ship

righted

;

but she was

now

completely unmanageable.

At

daylight on the 17th, two line-of-battle ships were seen to

leeward in great distress ; they were supposed to be the

Canada and the Glorieux.

About seven

in the

morning

another line-of-battle ship was seen a-head, which was

soon ascertained to be the Ville de Paris, with
masts standing.

From

pected assistance ; but

this vessel

when

Captain

all

her

I nglefield ex-

she approached within two

In the even-

miles to windward, she passed the Centaur.

ing the Ville de Paris was lost sight

of.

The

passed in constant labour at the pumps.

night was

Towards the

morning of the 18th, Captain Inglefield was Informed that
there was seven feet water in the hold ; and soon afterwards other circumstances still more alarming were communicated to him. The pumps were of no use, and no
other means but bailing were in their power to keep

down

the leak.

At

daylight on the 19th9 there was no

By the morning of the £0th the forehold
was cleared of water, and things wore a better appearance.
But on the morning of the 21st, the weather again
vessel in sight.

and on the
morning of the 23rd, an unusual quantity appeared all at

threatened, the water in the hold encreased

;

once in the forehold, in consequence of the ship having

sprung a fresh leak. The people, who until this period
had laboured as determined to conquer their difficulties
without a murmur, seeing their efforts useless, many of
them burst into tears and wept like children. It was now

apparent that the only hopes of safety were by leaving the
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accordiogij preparations were

:

:

rafts

made

for

pur-

tliis

were constructed and the boats were hoisted

The pinnace seemedj however,

out*

17';

the crew looked with most hope

:

the obj'ect on which

and

as Captain I ogle-

perceived that there was some danger she would

field

be overcrowded, he got into her and ordered her to be
^

loosened from the ship.

There were altogether twelve in number in a leaky
Western Ocean, without

boat, in noariy the ufiddle of the

compass, quadrant, or

sail, all

very thinly clad, in a gale

of wind, and with a great sea running.
five in the

evening when they

left

It

was nearly

the ship, and in half an

Before it was dark a blanket
was discovered in the boat, which was used as a sail. In
the morning the weather became more moderate. When

hour they

lost sight of her.

they quitted the ship the wind was at north-west or westnorth-west, and Fayal bore east-south-east two hundred

and

fifty

or two hundred and sixty leagues; but in the

morning the wind

shifted

to the

south,

which was a

death-blow to their hopes of reaching the Western

,On examining

Isles.

was found
that they had a bag of bread, a small ham, a single
stock of provisions,

their

it

piece of pork, two quart bottles of water, and a few

cor-*

dials.

For the space of eight or nine days the wind continued
it was never so violent but they could

in the south, but

keep the side of the boat to the

now began

sea.

Their condition

be very dreadful, both from hunger and

to

cold; for on the

fifth

bread was nearly

day they had discovered thai the
by the salt water ; it was,

all spoiled

therefore, necessary to divide a biscuit into twelve morsels
for breakfast,

bottle broke

and the same

olf,

this filled with

VII.

it,

The neck of a

served for a glass, and

water was the allowance for twenty-four

hours to each man,
voi:..

for dinner.

with a cork in

Fortunately during a shower of rain

i
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Ihey

qiuirt^ ol'

CcUsj2:bi

waieu by mean? of

wheels wliicii the> discovered in

Ou

the thirleenth

(Ia\

it

tlie

a

pair

boat.

calm, and soon after a

fell

breeze sprong* up fioni the west-north-we.^L v/!uch
creased to a

gciie,

rate of live or six miles au hour,

Mere

to the

si\U'

leagues.

tiie

till

southward of Faya!, and

They

jiom’

they judged they

bread, and one bottle of w^acer.
c|liar^o^'ma^te^ perished

westM'ard

to tiie

M'ished the wind to

there was remaining only

wcstMurd,

as the evenings

eii-

so that they ran before the sea at the

On

shift

t(f

one day’s

the niteeiilh day the

from hunger and cold,

llithcrti^

came on the men had been encouraged

by

turns to sing a song, or relate a story instead of a supper

but

evening

this

unavailing.

As

Captain Inglefield’s endeavours were

all

came on

the night

ii fell

calm

;

and about

midnight a breeze sprung up from the westward. As soon
as

day appeared they spread their

sail,

running before the

»ea at the rate of four miles an hour.

The

last breakfast

had been served with the bread and

water remaining, when one of the

saw kind

in the south-east.

men

declared that he

So many fog banks had been

mistaken for land that Captain Inglefield deemed
dent to advise the

men

not to be too sanguine-

it

pru-

At

last

one of them broke out into a most immoderate swearing
fit

of joy, and declared that he had never seen land in

hi^'

what he now saw was not land. They immediately
it, though the captain had very
The wind freshened, the
confidence in its reality.

life, if

shaped their course for
little

boat sailed at the rate of

five or six miles

an hour, and in

was plainly seen by every man
it must have
twenty leagues from them when first disco-

tw'o hour’s time the land

In the boat, but at a very great distance

been

at least

vered.

:

As they approached they were confirmed in their
it was Fayal.
About midnight having dis-

opinion that

covered a fishing canoe, they were conducted into the
road.

In the morning they landed ^ but some of them
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when
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the Centaur,

left

were obliged to be supported through the
FajaL

Of

the company of the Centaur were saved Captain
the master,

Inglefield;

Mr. Rainy; Robert

Eaylis, a

midshipman; James Clerk, surgeon’s mate; the

captain’s

cockswain, two quarter-masters, and five seamen.

were

of

streets

There

lost five lieutenants, the captain of marines, purser,

surgeon,

gunner, carpenter, ten mates and

boatswain,

midshipmen, and

all

in 48^ 33'

happened

the rest on board.

This calamity

north latitude, and

45<^

SO' west

Captain Inglefield and the survivors being

longitude.

afterwards tried by a court-martial, were honourably acquitted of

The

all

blame on the occasion.

next shipwreck to which

we

shall direct the atten-

me-

tion of our readers cannot perhaps be exceeded in

lancholy details ;

we

allude to the wreck of the Grosvenor

East Indiaraan.

On

the ISth of June, 1782, this vessel

left

the Island of Ceylon,

On

homeward bound.

the 3rd

of August, her captain considered himself one hundred
leagues from the nearest land
ship

;

but early on the 4th the

was near breakers, and before she could be veered,
On sounding the pumps no water was

her keel struck.

found in the hold; the ship’s stern lying high on the rocks,

and the

fore part being considerably lower,

forward.

on shore,

The only means of

it

safety appeared

as the ship lay within three

had

all

now

run

to gel

hundred yards of

accordingly a raft was formed; and in the

it:

mean time a

Lascar and two Italians attempted to swim ashore with

deep sea

line.

By means

One

a

perished and the others succeeded;

of this line a hawser v/as got ashore ; and at

length every one on board, even the

women and

children,

got safe on shore, excepting the cook’s mate, w^ho was
intoxicated, and could not be prevailed upon to leave the
ship.

The

disaster

Africa, very far

occurred on the southern coast of

from the Cape of Good Hope.

Soon
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happened a great number of the natives came

down, but they retired with the setting sun. On the
morning of the 5th of August, they again made their appearance, and began to carry off whatever struck their
Next day was employed in collecting every thing
fancythat might be useful during a journey which they intended
to

make

to the

Cape of Good Hope.

lated that they should be able to reach

The

captain calcu-

some of the Dutch

settlements in fifteen or sixteen days.

On

the 7th they set off

they were followed by some of

:

They pursued

the natives, others staying by the wreck.
their journey for four or five days

:

the natives constantly

'assembling about them in the day time, and seizing whatever they chose ; but as soon as the sun went
invariably retired.
villages,

As they advanced they

down they
saw many

but they kept at a distance from them, to avoid

the rudeness and interruptions of the inhabitants.

deep valley they

met three of the

natives,

who
At

lances several times to the captain’s throat.
irritated he caught hold of

The

rest scented to take

last

one of them, wrenched

of the hands of the savage

who

held

no notice of

being
out

it

and broke

it,

this

At a

held their

;

it.

but the next

day on coming to a very large village, they found three
or four hundred savages collected together, armed with
lances and targets ; here they were obliged to engage in
a running fight ; but having at last got possession of a
rising ground, a sort of compromise took place.

The

next day at noon another party of natives came up and
plundered them ; besides other things they took away their
tinder box,

flint,

and

steel,

which was an irreparable

loss.

Each was now obliged to travel with a fire brand in his
hand. The natives still continued to follow them, seizing
the watches of the gentlemen, an4 the diamonds of the
ladies.

Next day

waded through the river at ebb tide.
Their provisions being now nearly exhausted, and the
all
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women and

children being

very great^ the sailors began to murmur^ and every one

seemed determined

to take care of himself.

Accordingly

the captain and several others^ with five of the children

agreed to keep together and travel on slowly as before.

The

restj

being in

about forty-three^ w'ent on before.

all

This separation did not take place without great regrets,
for they

had

But next day

hopes of meeting again.

little

those wdio had

left

the captain’s party having waited

all

night by the side of a river for the ebb tide were over-

company once more

taken, and the whole

But

united.

they were induced again to separate, in the hope that by

marching

in distinct bodies they

would be

less the objects

who they found w*ere determuch as possible. Induced by

of jealousy to the natives,

mined

to harass

them

as

these reasons they separated never to meet again.

The

party to

whom

present narrative

is

the person adhered from

whom the

drawn, at the head of which was the

second mate, travelled the day after their separation above
thirty miles

;

when having reached

the skirts of a

wood

they took up their abode for the night. The following day
they fed on wild sorrel and such berries as they observed
the birds to peck at
rocks,
river,

they likewise got some shell

fish on the
and having gained the banks of a wide and deep
ended their journey for the day. Next morning the
;

size of the river deterred

of them could not swim

up the country.

ings

to a narrower part,

wood

;

them from crossing it,

as several

they, therefore, followed

its

wind-

After a tedious journey they came

where they lashed together

all

the

they could collect, and formed a raft: thus they

crossed the river.

As they had been obliged

to leave the sea coast, as

soon as they had passed the river they returned towards
it.

On

the fourth day after this they reached a high

mountain, covered wdth wood

:

it

was night before they

gained the summit where the wood terrainatedg and they

;
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entered upon a spacious plain^ with a fine stream of %vater

running through

it

:

day the person from
cended one of the

here they slept

whom

At the retiun of

this narrative is takeiij as-

loftiest trees to

determine the direction

of the sea coastj and there saw another wood between

They reached it at
saw no path but
what had been made by the wild beasts. About noon

him and

the bottom of the mountain.

night, afier a very fatiguing journey, and

next day having again reached the sea coast, they found a

dead whale on the beach

much

pleasure, as

of provisions

;

it

:

the sight of this gave them

w^ould afford them a large stock

but they had no instrument to cut

They, how'ever, made a

fire

upon

it,

part thus grilled with an oyster shell.
sisted several days.

On

Here they agreed

being of opinion that they ought

still

up.

this they sub-

some

to divide,

to keep the sea,

while others wished to proceed to the north,
the}'-

it

and dug out the

thought the Dutch settlements were.

The

where
inland

party advanced, during three days and nights, through a
fine

country, where they saw

many

deserted villages,

subsisting all this time on the oysters which they

had

brought from the sea coast, and berries and wild sorrel
gathered on their way. It became necessary to regain the
shore, therefore, in order to obtain provisions.

At a small

river

where they arrived on the following

noon, they found two of the other party,
unable to swim had been

left

river they, in four days,

came

behind.

who being

After crossing this

to another so large that

none of them deemed it prudent to attempt passing it
they, therefore, marched along its banks, and in the course
of their journey they came to a village, where they saw
the inside of a watch, which some of the other party had
exchanged for a little milk: upon this one of them
offered part of the inside of his watch for a calf; but no
sooner had the natives got the price than they drove the
The British continued to go up the banks of
calf away.
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river for several days, in the course of which they

After crossing this

passed several villages unmolested.
river they again reached the shore,

a large party of savages, by
ill
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used; to escape their

ill

whom

when they

fell in

with

they were extremely

usage they ran into a wood.

In three days after this they overtook the party from

whom

but they were diminished in
the}' had divided
numbers, some of them having been left behind through
The parties thus reunited had not travelled far
fatigue.

when

;

they found two planks, in each of which was a

spike-nail; these they got by burning the planks, and
flattened

them between two stones

into something resem-

bling knives.

Next morning,

after crossing a river, they found ano-

ther dead whale on the shore

;

but a number of natives,

armed with lances, immediately came down upon them.
However when they saw their deplorable condition they
behaved peaceably, and helped them to cut up the whale:
the pieces cut off were put into bags, and carried till they
found wood and water to dress them. For the space
of four days, being thus stocked with provisions, they

marched more rapidly, and further than usual. The
rivers on the coast, however, frequently impeded them,
and at one of them the person who supplies the narrative
and about ten others separated from
consequence of

On

the beach

Ifee latter not

fBBff

their companions, in

being able to swim across

party found a dead

seal, part

it.

of w'hich

they dressed on the spot, and the rest they carried along

with them.

After two days separation the party

left be-

hind came up. Soon afterwards they saw several female
natives, who immediately ran away. Next day, on arriving at a village, they obtained a young bullock, in ex-

change

for the inside of

a watch and some buttons.

A

sandy desert next occupied them ten days in passing,

where no natives were

seen.

Afterwards they, for five or

six days, passed through a tribe of them, from whom- they
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On

the borders

of the sea a party of natives advised theni by signs to go
irdantl

;

they did

and came to a

so-

\

dlage containing only

Soon afterwards the men returned
hunting; eacl* bearing, on the point of his iance- a
They shewed the British two bowls of
p\nx cf a rieer.
milk, wbicii they seemed willing to barter; but unforvvomen and

cnildrei:-

and on iha

tiinaiely fio:!i:ng acceptable to tlieni w^as left,

bargain beiiig declined; they brouglii sticks furled at the

ends from their hat?; and dipping them
short time sucked the whole of
off into the

it

up.

in the nnlk.

They then

woods, but they soon rc-appeared

which they had

killed

:

witii

of this the travellers

ail

in

a

ran

a deer

requested

part, but in vain.

For several days after this they saw' many cattle, but
they had no means of obtaining them. On the banks of a
river were three or four huts, containing only women
and children, who gave them part of the flesh of sea
cows and sea lions. The river being broad some of the
travellers

swam

over, while the others not being able to

swim were obliged

to remain behind.

miles further those

who

About three or four

crossed the river descried a seal

which they contrived to kill and cut up. In prosecuting their journej'^ they found another whale, and remained two days on the spot in hopes of their companions

asleep,

coming up; but ten days aftervvai ds thflfc discovered, by
some small pieces of rags, that they lH%ot the start of
them. Entering a large sandy desert, where little w'ood
or Avater Avas to be seen, they observed Avritten in the
Turn in here and you will find plenty of AA’ood
sand

and water:” hence they concluded
taken

their

companions had

this route.

Four or

five

days afterwards, in consequence of a

rock projecting into the sea, they were again obliged to
penetrate inland.

The remainder of

the Avhale Avas

exhausted; but they found abundance of land crabs,

now

snails.

OF
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made a comfortable mealy and
reposed liere all niglito Next day coming to a wood they
iTere surprised to find many trees torn up by the roots
but they had hardly got into the wood when thirty or
forty large elephants started up from among the long
and

sorrely

on

they

wliicli

grassj but they did not oiFer to molest them*

For the next

five or six

their companionsj and

days they discovered traces of

likewise

fell

in

with a hunting

party of the natives^ distinguished by a kind of

slioe^

worn on the right footj which they used in hunting by
making a leap from that foot. They next came to a more
barren countrjj where the natives seemed to subsist on
hunting and fishing. Here they encountered innumerable
difficulties^

though they were not molested by the nativeSe

In the space of three or four days longer they reached a
rich

and populous

district;

but they could obtain no pro-

virions, the natives driving

them away with

stones; so that without the resource of shell
vshore they

must have perished.

A

and

sticks

fish

from the

few days after

this

they came to a village, the inhabitants of which assembled

and w^ounded several of the

now

to be seen

;

party.

No

more huts

the natives were discovered, w^ho immediately

On

w^ere

but in crossing a sandy desert three of
fled.

arriving at a large river they found one of the other

who having been sick had been left behind ; he informed them that he had travelled inland, and seen many
huts, at one of w Inch he procured milk, and at another was
party,

beaten.

He was

so

weak

that he resolved not to join the

party, but to return to the nearest village, as he said the

natives could but kill

him

there,

and he was sure

to die if

he advanced.

The party now began to fail rapidly before the fatigues
and hunger which they had undergone. Those who survived suffered dreadfully from wmnt of water ; the glands

of their throats and their mouths were greatly swollen,

and they were

at length

under the necessity of drinking
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own urine. Soon afterwards they were reduced to
three, who with difficult}^ bore up under the fatigues

their

which had destroyed

their comrades.

Their faculties were

impaired to such a degree, that they could hardly hear or
see.,

On

the following morning the torments of thirst

became so

dreadful, that Worraington, one of the partj'^

earnestly requested his companions to determine by lot

%vho should die, that by drinking his blood the other two

but they would not consent to this,
and soon afterwards Wormington found himself unable to

might be preserved

;

proceed.

The

other two

made

little

progress, notwithstanding all

their exertion; about ten o’clock of the day on which
their

companion was

behind, something was observed

left

before them resembling, to their sight, large birds

;

but

on a nearer approach they discovered they were men.
Almost blind, and nearly reduced to a state of ideotcy,
they had

difficulty in

recognizing four of the other party.

These they informed of the

fate of

Wormington, and

it

was immediately resolved that some of them should go
back in search of him this they accordingly did and
fortunately discovered and brought him back. The united
:

;

party employed themselves for two days in collecting and
broiling shell fish, to form a stock of provisions for their

march

;

kind of

they then crossed the river, where they found a
shell fish

which was endowed with the property of

sinking in the sand

:

it is

of a triangular form, about two

inches long and three broad, having one end pointed with

which it makes its way. This it does with uncommon facility wherever the sand is soft and humid, and it penetrated

down

could follow

nearly as fast as the person anxious to take

it

it.

The whole

party,

which consisted of

travelled over a desert country,

huts nor inhabitants.

six persons,

still

where there were neither

In about six days they came to

another river, where the countiy assumed a more pleasing
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and huts could be discovered

at a considerable

distance.

After swimming across the river, next morning, they did
not advance far before they found a whale. On this, they

proposed to erect a hut, and rest themselves on the spot
for a few days however as they could not discover water,
:

they were under the necessity of giving up this plan ; and
taking along with them as much of the whale as they conveniently could carry, they proceeded on their journey.

At length they reposed

for the night in a thicket,

where

they got water.

Next morning

four of the party returned to the whale

to bring off a larger supply, leaving the other two to take
care of the fire and provide wood for the night. During

two men were observed at a little distance,
each with a gun in his hand. These belonged to a Dutch
settlement in the neighbourhood, and were in search of

their absence

some strayed

cattle.

On hearing

the melancholy narrative

of the travellers, they requested to be^-conducted to the
others, who had gone after the whale; and when they

found them, the Dutchmen made them throw all the whale
flesh away, promising that they should have better food,
and be supplied with every necessary. The joy of the

unhappy wanderers can neither be conceived nor described: one

danced.

wept, another laughed, and a third

man

After gaining some composure, they learnt that

they were within the limits of the Dutch settlement, and
not above three or four hundred miles from the Cape of

Good Hope,

On

arriving at the house of the

the master of the

men

Dutchman, who was

they had met, they were treated

with great kindness, and immediately supplied with bread
and milk ; but their voraciousness was such that they had
nearly killed themselves.
It

was long

since they had been acquainted with the

calculation of time

:

when they found

the nails, which they
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made

into

days,

and one across

knives, they cut notches in a stick for week«

Sunday

for

;

but they lost the stick

Days, weeks, and months had

wliile crossing a river.

now informed
was the 29th of No*

passed over unascertained, and they were
that the period of their deliverance

As

vembcn'.

therefore, they

had been shipwrecked on the

4th of August, one hundred and seventeen days had been

occupied in this jotAmey; during which they suffered incredible hardships,

and

their preservation

was almost mi-

raculous.

As soon

as they reached the

Cape of Good Hope, the

government of that colony sent an expedition

into the

country, in quest of the other unfortunate people of the

The party

Grosvenor.

consisted of one

sent

hundred

Europeans, and three hundred Hottentots, attended by a

number of waggons, each drawn by eight oxen*
They were ordered to save such articles as could be pro-

great

cured from the wreck, and to rescue or ransom such of the
sufferers as

Two

might be discovered in the power of the natives*

of those

who had reached

the Cape, were appointed

They proceeded

guides to the expedition*

interrupted their progress;

and in

found three ship-wrecked mariners.
the road, the Dutch met

women

;

till

the natives

their journey they

On

other parts of

seven Lascars, and two black

from them information was obtained, that about

five days after the first division of the travellers, they also

separated from the party of the captain.

As

the natives

had obstructed the progress of the waggons, some of the
Dutch party travelled fifteen days journey further on horseback ; but the Caffres

still

continuing to oppose them,

they were obliged to return after an absence of three

months.

^

The fate
that many
and led

of this unfortunate company, .^d the belief
survived,

excited universal commiseration,

to great exertions for their relief.

About the end

of August, in the year 1790, another expedition was sent
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they were provided with every thiog

;

and travelled towards the coast of Natal, ou

was supposed the Grosvenor had been wrecked.

it

After a long and painful journey, they met a Dutchman,

who had

seen the sufferers repeatedly

the unhappy persons

who had

some by the hands of the

:

he said that

natives,

and others by hunger;

and that nothing remained except some cannon,
and

last,

all

got on shore had perished,

iron, bal-

Nevertheless they made their way to the

lead.

WTeck, which lay no less than four hundred and seventy-seven
leagues from the Cape, and within about four days journey

They found nothing more, howthan what the Dutchman had told them nor could

of the Rio de la Goa.
ever,

;

they obtain any account of the survivers, except being
told that the ship’s cook

two

had died of the small-pox about

The

years before their arrival.

natives expressed

great surprise at the trouble which the Dutch had taken
in

coming

so far,

and promised,

aster, that the sufferers should

in case of a similar dis-

be protected, provided they

were assured of obtaining copper, bread, and iron, for their
This expedition reached the Cape again in the

reward.

month of January, 1791,
Colonel Gordon informed Captain Biigh, while at the
Cape of Good Hope, hi the year 1788 and 1789, that daring his travels into the Caffre country, he met a native,

who informed him
his

countrymen.

«|uently

that there was a white

She had a

embraced, and wept

child,

he

said,

bitteriy.

woman among
wdiom she

Bad

fre-

health com-

pelled the colonel to retire hometvards, but he promised to

reward the native

if

he would carry a

letter to the

white

W’omaii: and he accordingly wrote a letter in French^

Dutch, and English, desiring that some sign, such as a
burnt

stick, or

any other token might be returned, and he

would make every exertion

for her safety.

But although

he gave presents to the CalFre, who appeared delighted
ivith

the commission, he never more heard of him
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A general

belief prevailed at the Cape, that

who

unfortunate females

they had

doing
lost,

to return, were prevented from
apprehending that their place in Society was

it

so,

and

some of the

survived the shipwreck, though

power

in their

would be degraded

that they

in the eyes of their

former equals, and not being willing to forsake the fruits
of those connexions with the Caffres, which they had been
obliged to form.

From

the perusal of this melancholy narrative

and

call the attention

interest of our readers to

we now
one of a

different description.

The Antelope, a

packet of nearly three hundred tons, in

commanded by
Macao in China, in

the service of the East India Company,

Captain Wilson, having arrived at

the month of June, 1783, was ordered to be refitted with

On

the utmost expedition.

the 20th of July, the ship

being again ready for sea, the captain received his

The whole ship’s company

patches and sailed.

of

fifty

persons, including sixteen Chinese.

dis-

consisted

In conse-

was determined that
the Antelope should not proceed to England by the direct
and usual route. Nothing of any importance or interest

quence of the season of the year

it

Wednesday the 6th of August, when the
weather, which for some days had been variable, became

occurred,

till

tempestuous

;

it

blew a storm

till

the mid-day of the 7th

next day there were fresh gales, and soon afterwards the
weather became more moderate. In the morning of Mon-

day the

11th,

the

sky became

overcast with

much

thunder and lightning ; the chief mate was then on the

watch ; he ordered the

topsails to

be lowered, and was

about to reef them, but while the people were busy in
this operation, the

man who was on

the look out called

and the call had scarcely reached the

ofiicer on
deck when the ship struck- All was now in the utmost
confusion and dismay ; the captain and those who were in

breakers

their beds, sprung

upon deck

in

an instant ; a moment was
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sufficient to

convince them of their melancholy situations

presented

appearancej

;

through which the rocks made

for the breakers alongside^

their
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the most dreadful scene.

ship taking a heel, she filled in less than an hour as

The

high as the lower deck hatchways.

The crew on
iiessj

behaved with wonderful cooland steadiness; they crowded round the

this occasion

proprietyj

„

captaioj requesting

him

to give the necessary directions^

and assured him they should be implicitly and cheerfully
obeyed by them all. Accordingly he directed that the
gunpowderj small armSj breadj> and such provisions as
would spoil by wei^ should be brought on deck, while the
masts were cut away, for the purpose of easing the ship.

The boats were hoisted out and filled with provisions,
and every precaution was taken to enable the crew to
get into them, when it became absolutely necessary, withAs

out inconvenience, confusion, or danger.

the quarter

deck lay highest out of the water, all the crew assembled on
and the captain addressed them, advising them in the
it
;

strongest language, to abstain from spirituous liquors,

be obedient and active.

in every respect to

glasses of

wine and a
It

dividual.

was

little

still

After this

and
two

bread were given to each in«

dark, and they waited with anxiety

return of day, in the hope of being able to ascerwhat kind of land they were thrown upon. When
daylight appeared, a small island was seen to the
southward at the distance of three or four leagues, and

for the

tain

some other island
put under

the

were dispatched
soon as
ship

tliey

to the

care

eastward.

The

boats being

of Mr. Benger, the chief mate,

to the principal

and nearest island ;

departed, a raft was constructed,

was hourly expected

to

go to

pieces.

as

as

the

In the after-

noon the boats were observed returning ; Mr. Benger informed the captain that he had seen no inhabitants, but
was a secure harbour and fresh
was now. completed as expeditiously as

that there

ivater.

raft

possible,

The
and
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loaded with as much provisions and stores as

it would
was filled with provisions, ammunition, and small arms.
Soon afterwards, as it was evident that the Antelope could not long keep above water,
all the crew left her ; there was some danger in passing
the surf, but that being cleared, they came into smooth

carry.

The pinnace

also

As soon as they got ashore, they resolved to endeavour to save some more things from the ship, while she

water.

continued above water and unbroken up; indeed they

seem

to

have entertained the expectation that she might

be saved, repaired, and made

still

to Macao.

they got

fit

to

convey them back

In this however they were disappointed

many

useful things out of her.

In the

;

but

raoi’iiing

the captain and one of his crew being on the beach collecting water, the people

who were behind

clearing

away

the ground, gave notice that some of the natives were approaching, as they observed a canoe coming round the bay.

The people alarmed took up

their arms

;

but as there were

only two canoes, they were desired to remain out of sight
till

they saw what reception the captain and Rose his com-

panion met with*

As soon
them

as the natives approached the

Malay language ; they
Soon
afterwards however, one of them asked in Malay who the
strangers were, whether friends or enemies; to which the

shore, they addressed

did not understand

it,

captain desired Rose,

in the

but stopped their canoes.

who

acted as interpreter in the ship,

who
They then left their canoes, and the
captain having waded into the water, embraced them, and
introduced them to his oflScers and crew. The strangers

to answer, that they were unfortunate Englishmen

had

lost their ship.

were eight in number, two of whom it was afterwards ascerwere brothers to the king. They were all, at first

tained,

rather alarmed, but soon gained confidence.

who was among them

The Malay

informed Captain Wilson, that he

had commanded a trading

vessel,

and had been

cast

away

about ten months before on an island then in sight to the
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III.

the island on which they then were^

the
where he had been so well received
subjects
and
his
were
kingj who he said ivas a good man*
very peaceable and friendly. As the natives requested

eaiied Pelew,

Captain V/ilson to send back some of

them

to the kingj in order that

liis

people wdth

he might see what

they weroj Mr. Wilson* the brother of the captain
dispatched

he took with him a present

:

to the

like
w'-as

king of

a

small piece of blue cloth^ a canister of tea, one of sugar*

candy, and ajar of rusks.

This

last article v/as

added

at

the particular request of the king’s brothers, the younger

whom went

of

in the canoe, while the elder

and

tiiree

men

remained with Captain Wilson.
It

men

soon appeared that the natives had never seen while
before

they were themselves of a deep copper colour,

;

perfectly naked,

and

their skins soft

and glossy from the

constant and regular use of cocoa-nut oik

were tatooed from a little

Their legs

above the ancles to the middle of

was of a beautiful black colour,
up behind they expressed great surprise
at the dress of the English, and were evidently in doubt
whether their cloathes were not part of their bodies.
The next thing they noticed was the people’s hands and the
blue veins on their wndsts, which they seemed to consider
their thighs

:

their hair

long, and rolled

;

as a species of tatoQwgj for they requested that the sleeves

of the jackets might be drawn up, in order that they

might ascertain whether the arms were of the same colouFr

As

the ship was

still

unbroken up, the pinnace was again

sent off to her; she returned after dark, reporting that

some canoes had been at the vessel, and had carried off
iron, &c.
They had found the way to the medicine chest,
but not finding the medicines palatable, they had thrown
out the contents and carried off the

bottles.

Fortunately

the surgeon had brought aw^ay some of the most useful

medicines with him.

TOL. VII.

The

king’s brother w^as very indig*

o
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when

lie

learnt that the natives

had

visited

and

plundered the ship, asking why the British did not shoot
them, and saying on the next offence, it might be done,

and he would

justify it to the king.

As the king’s brother appeared a most friendly man,
many questions were asked him. Observing that he wore
some animal like a bracelet on his
wrist, the people wished to know on what account it was
there ; he informed them that it was a mark of great-distinction, conferred by the king on his own family, and on
officers of state, dsc.; and that he wore it, both as brother
to the king, and as commander-in-chief of the land and
the polished bone of

sea forces.

Captain Wilson

now

proposed to the crew -that all ‘the

liquor casks should be staved; this he was induced to^propose, lest intoxicated with the liquor, bis crew might

quarrel with the natives

:

and

to the honor of his

crew be

it mentioned, that they unanimously agreed to the captain’s proposal, and offered immediately to go on board

and

stave every cask of strong liquors that

whitffi

same day,

they conscientiously .performed.

In the mean time, Captain =Wilson?s brother .proceeded
op his embassy ; he was conducted by an immense concourse of people to -the town on the king’s island, there
he was directed to sit down on a mat. When the king
appeared, the presents were graciously received ; be ate

some of the sugar-candy, and then
ments to be brought to Mr. Wilson
blage of natives was now collected.

some refreshan immense assem.Mr. Wilson having

desired
;

byacmdent taken off his hat, they were all struck with
astonishment; on this, :he unbuttoped his waistcoat, and
pulled off his shoes.

When

it -became

dark, ;tbe king, his

brother, several others, and Mr. Wilson retired into

a

irnuse, where supper, consisting of shell-fish, yams, &c.
weite served on a stool : he was then conducted to another

;
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wliere there were forty or

Iioiisej

in this he was told he

was

dowBj but was unable

fifty

women

nien and

Accordingly he laid

to sleep.

to

m

ilL

close his eyes,

and soon

after-

wards he was much alarmedj on observing eight men

arise

two great fires at each end of the house Iiis apprehensions however were speedily relieved^ for^ after
and

light

;

wariining themselveSj they all retired again to their mats.

The

favorable intelligence of his reception by the kingj

eiicreased and enlivened all the people wdio

ployed in recovering

rice, iron,

The natives, however,

still

were now em-

and stores from the wreck.

continued to plunder her,

till

they were driven away by the king’s order.

On

Friday, the 15th of August, the king’s son, accom-

panied by one of his uncles, went off to the ship

second mate and the pinnace soon followed

:

;

the

both returned

about noon with rice and stores, and were going again, when
information was given that the king was coming.

His

canoe advanced between four others, the row^ers of which
splashed the water about with their paddles, and flourished

them over their heads in a very dexterous manner; and as
the king passed, some canoes which had lain to, closed
his train, and follov/ed him into the cove, sounding conch
Captain Wilson was desired by the king to enter
shells.
the royal canoe, which he did, and embraced the king, in-

forming him of his situation, and his desire to build a
vessel.

The king

replied, that he

to build where he chose.
into the water

was

The king

and waded ashore

;

perfectly w^elcome

afterwards stepped

upon which Captain

WTlson presented him
he wore no bone on
perfectly naked

with a scarlet coat.

:

The king was
nor any

his wrist,

mark of distinction, but carried a lEatchet on his shoulder
made of iron, while tho^e of the others were of shelL
xlbout three hundred pt^rsons were in his train

:

and cloth of various
away to his attendants.
gave
immediately
he
which
presented'

with

ribbons

lie

was

colours,

While
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the natives were rolling up the ribbons, the British ob-

served that every chief fixed his attention on some particular person.

This alarmed them much, being appre-

hensive that they were
it

particular friend.

men

the

destined to be prisoners

was quite the

;

but

and that the
were each fixing on the person who was to be his

they soon found
chiefs

all

The king next

reverse,

expressed a desire to see

exercise; accordingly every

man was

under arms, and drawn up on the beach

were fired, on which the natives

;

ordered

three voliies

testified extraordinary sur-

prise, hooting, hallowing, chattering,

and leaping.

A

live

and its wing and leg being broken,
created a vast murmur of wonder and dread.
Raa Kook
carried his brother to a grind-stone, and the king was

fowl was next shot

at,

astonished at the rapidity of
cially

when he saw

its

motion, and more espe-

the sparks flying out of the iron, while

was sharpening. Raa Kook, in order to shew the king
what an adept he was, next began to blow the fire with

it

the bellows.

The next day, the king

after considerable hesitation, in-

formed Captain Wilson that he was going in the course of
a few days to wage war with an island that had done him

an

injury,

five

The

and requested Captain Wilson to send four or

of his men to accompany him with their muskets.
captain consented

;

the expedition ended successfully,

and the king expressed much gratitude. In the mean time
they had began building their vessel, each was appointed
to his particular post, and all went to work with the utmost alacrity. By Friday, on the ggd, they had got the
keel laid on the blacks, and the stem and stern post bolted.

On the 25th,

four canoes from islands to the south, which

were understood to be at war with the King of Pelew came
ashore; they were full of men, but after having examined every thing, and conducted themselves with great
propriety, they departed.

At the end of the month, Cap-
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Wilson on the king’s inYitation went to Pelew, where
was most hospitably received and entertained* The

tain
lie

king came down to the beach without any state to receive
him, and conducted him to the town of Pelew
tered a house, from which a

they en-

;

number of women

issued

forth; they were the wives of the chiefs: they were fairer

than the rest of the women, but they wore few ornaments;
their faces

and part of

their bodies

were rubbed with

The English were presented with sweet drinks,
and cocoa-nuts. The ladies employed themselves in making

turmerick.

A

mats.

message soon came from the queen, requesting

to see the English

;

they accordingly went, and came to a

sequestered dwelling, before w^hich was a

tame pigeons on

it

tied by the leg.

rail,

This bird

with some
is

held in

such estimation, that none except the chiefs and their
milies are allowed to eat

it.

As soon

the queen opened her window, and desired them to

down on

a

fa-

as they approached,
sit

pavement before the house, when refreshments

were brought out

;

she took great notice, and wished some

of them to come close to the window, and draw up their
coat sleeves, that she might see the colour of their skin.

They

visited

some other of the

chiefs;

and Raa Kook’s

wife did them the high honour of setting before them a
broiled pigeon.

Soon

after this, the

son to send ten of his
fore

at

;

king again requested Captain Wil-

men

which he was highly

accompanied him to
gave

own

against the same

enemy

as be-

they were accordingly placed at the king’s disposal,

directions,

for

his boat- builders,

where the king

and shewed the captain a design of Ms

ornamenting some canoes

on a board

Captain Wilson next

gi'atified.

;

the design was marked

with great accuracy in different colours.

The

English dined this day with the king on pigeons.

When the king visited
pressed his

amazement

the vessel on the stocks, he exat the magnitude of

it;

he ex-
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arained every part of
ficers to

ment

examine

at the iron

it

minutely, and called on his arti-

They were quite in astonishwork; most of the framework having
it

also.

been made of trees growing in the island, the king pointed
out a kind of wood which he said he was sorry^to see used,

was unlucky wood, and would expose the people to
some accident, earnestly requesting them to take it out.
The noise of the forge attracted his attention and the

as

it

;

boaf s crew happening to be beating out a piece of hot
iron on a pig of the same metal, the king and all the natives

ware absorbed

in admiration

:

they could not be per-

suaded to be kept at a distance, nor be deterred from
catching in their hand the luminous particles flying from
the stroke of the

hammer

:

the operation of the cooper

sawdng timber, &c. appeared equally marvellous.
king then requested that a six pounder might be

The

report seemed to stun them

all,

for every

The
fired.

one kept his

fingers in his ears for a full quarter of an hour, calling out,

very bad, very bad.”

On

Monday, the 13th of September,

the

men who had

gone on the expedition returned, with intelligence of its
The victory obtained by the king was greater
success.
than the preceding one

by the
ho^v

fire

;

great execution had been done

arms, and the

their people

enemy could not comprehend

dropped without receiving a blow.

Though holes were seen in their bodies, they could not
devise how they were made, nor by what means they
were thus at once deprived of life. The battle lasted
about three hours, six canoes were captured and nine men,
the whole of

whom were

put to death, notwithstanding

tim earnest interposition of the English.

On

the 3d of September the vessel was so far advanced

that the people were ready to plank under her keel

aa accident happened that bad
structive of all their labours.

likely to

but

have been de-

In the beginning of the
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rising higher than usual, broke into the

tlie tide

iiightj

m

IIL

and bad nearly washed away the blocks from

trench,

under the

vessel.

In the mean time, the king elated

with the success of his expeditions, planned another of
greater magnitude, in which three hundred canoes

still

Captain Wilson sent ten men and a

were employed.
swivel

the attack w^as successful, though with great loss

;

on both

On

sides.

the 17th of October

another

visit

;

tlie

king paid Captain Wilson

he arrived attended by nine canoes his
girl about nine years old,
and
:

youngest daughter, a
eight or nine

was

women accompanied

One

him.

of these

particularly remarkable for her superior elegance

beauty
wives.

:

and

she was very young, and was one of the king's
After having amused themselves with seeing every

thing, a piece of canvas

was spread, and the captain en«
fish and boiled rice,

tertained them in the cove with

mixed well with molasses to sweeten it
they had never tasted before, they seemed

;

which

this,

to relish very

much.

Three of the inhabitants of the island with whom the
King of Pelew had been at war, and against whom he had
obtained the assistance of the English, now came to visit
Captain Wilson,

who gave them and Raa Kook an

tion to breakfast.

On

invita-

seeing the small arms they ex-

pressed very forcibly and plainly by their looks and gesthat these

tures,

were the instruments that had

A

so many of their countrymen.
settled

killed

flying squirrel having

on a tree near where they were at breakfast,

Captain Wilson’s servant shot

it.

The

strangers seeing

the animal drop from a lofty tree without any thing

apparently causing

it

to drop, ran to take

it

up; and

when

they perceived the shot holes, they remarked that such of
their

had

own countrymen

as

had been killed in the late battles,
The king seemed very

similar holes in their bodies.

anxious that Captain Wilson should not leave the country

;

wo
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without acquainting him, and promised to send colours to
paint the vessel, which he accordingly did.

On
work

the 25rd of October, the caulkers finished their
at the bottom of the vessel; steps for the mast

then fixed

the trench under her was

:

nace was also cleared and floated.

filled

The

up

;

were

the pin-

night of the 28th

was overcast and it rained. Next morning the rain and
wind were both so violent and incessant that they carried
away all the awnings laid over the vessel. Next day was
also stormy, with thunder* and lightning.
The night
proved
tents

still

worse: the people apprehended that their

would be blown down, and they were very much

afraid for the safety of their companions,

on another expedition

them

;

intelligence that they

enemies had, on

this

who were

absent

but the following morning brought

were

well,

occasion, laid

and that the king’s

down

their spears

without resistance.

The new

vessel

now being

in a state of great forward-

and the time of departure drawing near, Captain
Wilson determined to explore the islands whereon they
had been cast ; but when he proposed this scheme to the
ness,

crew, they objected to

they

felt

no

it;

they w^ere anxious to get away

curiosity respecting the situation, &;c. of a

place which had been to them a prison

; and besides they
were apprehensive that during their voyage they might
be exposed to new dangers to these they certainly did
not, after the sufferings which they had undergone, wish
;

to expose thomselves.

The

design, therefore,

was abau-

doned.

Ou Monday, the Srd of November, the weather having
become fair and settled, with fresh gales from the northwere employed in making the rudder,
and the quarter-master in making the masts; the rest
were employed in caulking, painting, &c. A consultation
east, the carpenters

was nqw held respecting the mode and time of launching
when it was agreed to be done as soon as convex

her,
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on ways and not on rollers as at first intended*
Tuesday some of the men were employed in making
Mocks and laiioching ways. At this period a suspicion

liientj

On
tlie

and dread entered the minds of the people that the king
intended to prevent their departure.

surgeon having communicated to

This arose from the

them that the king
days and though they

was to visit them in four or five
had experienced both from him and

;

his subjects nothing

but the most frank and friendly behaviour^ yet the state
of the minds of the English was such that suspicion and
distrust easily entered thenij

them.

and took

of

fast possession

Captain Wilson in vain endeavoured to dispel

their apprehensions

an appeal

to

:

reasoning, remonstrance, ridicule

experience had no

effect.

A

watch was

always kept after dark, the swivels and the six pounderg^

were loaded with grape
One of the seamen at

shot.
this

time informed Captain Wil-

son that he was resolved to remain at Pelew

if

the king

would permit him. The captain endeavoured to divert
him from this resolution, representing the disadvantages
under which he would labour when his companions were
gone and that as he was unacquainted with any mechanical employment, the natives would soon become tired of
;

him.

Finding that he could not be persuaded, the cap-

tain resolved to

him behind

;

make a

merit with the king of leaving

accordingly the

first

opportunity he told the

king that he would leave one of his people with him to
take care of the guns and other things, in return for the

kindness he and his crew had experienced.

The king

was highly pleased he promised to make him a cMefJ
and to give him two wives, together with a house and
:

plantation.
disposition,

The person

to

be

left

good tempered, and

behind was of a grave

inofiensive ; but he

a man of no education, not being able even
turned out very

ill

:

he

left off clothing;

to read.

was

He

through Captain

Wilson particularly recommended the reverse, as while
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would always retain a distinjnishiiig marfe
and the savages. About seven years
the captain loft him on the islaiidj he was killed in a

clotlied

lie

between
after

liimself

Woody battle between
While the

the king and a neighbouring island.
was painting, her stern ivas particularly

vessel

Kook

decorated by Raa

:

being

this

finished,

se^-’ora'

baskets of cocoa nuts, in a state of vegetation, and other
seeds were brought, and the captain v/as informed

was

now be

After being planted he was told there would
for

it

purpose of being planted for the English,

for the

fruii

them when ihey returned, and should any inhabitants

of the other islands conic on shore and eat the

would thank the English.
tempts, they at

last,

they

fruit,

After several unsuccessful at-

about seven o'clock, on Sunday, the

The English

9 th of November, launched the vessel.

gave three loud huzzas at her going

off, in

which they

were joined by the natives.

Soon

after this the king sent a

Wilson desiring him to come

was invested with

his arrival he

Baa Kook having

it

chief of the highest

received the bone from the king,

anointed the captaiifs hand with
get

drawn through the bone

:

oil,

and endeavoured to

other chiefs assisted

The

preserving the most profound silence.

was

difficult,

!)iit

to

The king

told

10 be torn from his

him

among them, nor
arm but with the loss of life.

In the evening the tents were
thing carried on board.

board, and the

sails bent,

When

all

that the

the vessel

suffered

cleaned and every

all ihe

officers ivere

w'^as

west side of the island, and moored in
Before

all

be rubbed bright every day, preserved as a

testimony of the rank he held

off the well

;

operation

being at last accomplished, the whole

assembly expressed their joy.

bone ought

On

the order of the Bone,

and formally made a Rupaefe^ or
rank.

message to Captain

to the watering place.

six

on

carried to the

fathom

'vvater,

which supplied the fresh water.

this,

the king had frequently expressed a wish to
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second son Lee

Eoo

on

man

to Englandj under the pro-

and he now again reverted

tection of Captain Wilson;
his desire

He

this point.

SOS

IIL

to

described him as a young

of a gentle, amiable disposition, sensible and of

mild temper.

Raa Kook had made a

a

request of a similar

nature for himself, w^hich had been refused by the king,

who

Raa Kook

assigned as his objection that

w^as next

heir to the crown, for the succession passed by brothers

before descending to sons, and the inconvenience that

might arise

if

he himself should die before his brother’s

Captain Wilson acceded to the plan of taking

return.

Lee Boo,
Before quitting the cove the seamen hoisted an English

pendant on a large

where the

tree,

growing close to the place

They

had been erected.

tents

also affixed to

another tree, near the place where they had built their
vessel, a plate of copper,

on

with the following inscription

The Honourable the East India Company’s ship
Antelope, Henry Wilson, commander, was lost on a

it,

the

rock north of this island, in the night between the 9th

and 10th of August, who have

built a vessel,

from hence the 12th day of November,

who was

infoniied of the

promised that

The
by’’

meaning of

Boo now

arrived,

and

Captain Wilson and

and the good humour which
on board

sailed

king,

ail

w^as introduced

the officers on

officers

his

his affability

countenance expressed.

took leave of the king, and w'ent

but the captain, at the king's request,

;

mained on

The

inscription,

this

Every one was highly pleased with

Before dark the

and

should never be taken down.

it

Prince Lee

his father to

shore.

1783.’^

re-

shore.

On Wednesday,
at the mast

the 12th, an English jack was hoisted

head of the vessel at daylight, and one of the

swivels fired as a signal for sailing.

The king on

learning

what these meant, immediately ordered the canoes

to take
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soon

the vessel \^as loaded with everv thing that could be taken

on boards the boat was sent on shore for the
king on this said he w'ould soon follow him

captain.
:

The

accordiiigljj

soon after eight o’clock, he, his son and his chiefs came on

The king went almost as far as the reef in the
vessel before he made the signal for his canoe lie then
gave his son Lee Boo his blessing, wishing him happi-

board.

:

ness and prosperity, which he received with great respect.

He

shook all the officers by the hand in the most cordial
manner; and then embraced the captain; and having
assured the crew that his affectionate wishes for their
prosperous voyage accompanied them, he went over the
side of his vessel into his canoe,

Raa Kook

still

remained

on board very pensile, and suffered the vessel to proceed
a considerable way from the reef, before he summoned
As this chief had been the first and truly
his canoes.
valuable friend of the English, they presented him with

a brace of

pistols,

and a cartouch box

tridges: he then left them,

much

filled

affected

with car-

by the sepa-

ration.

Oil the 25th they came in sight of

f*

and at noon of the same day lhe> were

On

e

Bashee Islands,

in the Chinese sea.

the 2Ttli they arrived at Ylacoa.

Lee Boo, who had been remarkably

clean in his person

during the voyage, washing himself several times during
the day, w'as extremely astonished at seeing the large

Portuguese ships at anchor in the port of Macao; and he

was

lost in admiration at the first

house which he entered.

The

upright walls and flat ceilings struck him most; he
was puszled to comprehend Iiow*^ they were formed. A
string of beads with which he was presented threw him
into perfect extacy ; he immediately ran to Captain Wilson, and begged him to get him immediately a vessel to

«end his treasures to Pelew to his father.

He also told

the
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performed their

charge, he would on their return present them with one

or two beads, as a reward for their

fidelity.

From Macao Captain Wilson went to Canton, where
he sold his Tessel. The officers and men then dispersed.
The captain and Lee Boo embarking in the Morse East
lodiasnan, then bound for Eogiaod, where they arrived

on the 14th of July, 17S4.

in safety

Lee Boo, who was eighteen years

who

beheld him

:

thing, and his motive

that on

his return to

out what w’as

old, interested all

he was extremely desirous to learn every

was most praiseworthy,

in order

Pelew, he might be able to point

For the benefit

The utmost

of his country.

care was taken to prevent his catching the small pox, but

unfortunately within

five

months

after

Wilson behaved

arrival

bis

England, he caught this disorder and died of

it.

Captain

was

as a father to him, and he

in

consi-

dered and treated by the rest of the family as one of

The

themselves.

BILig of Pelew told Captain WTlsoii

that he

was aware of the danger? and

his son

would be exposed

but that

if

dioeases to which

in visiting foreign countries

he unfortunately died, he trusted

it

would not

deter him or any ef his countrymen from visiting Pelev/,
wffiere

The

he should always rejoice to see them.
Directors of the East India

Company having

re-

solved to acquaint the king with the death of lus son,
orders were sent to

purpose.

Bombay

to

fit

out two vessels for that

Accordingly the Parker and Endeavour sailed

on the 24th of August, 1790, having on board two officers,
who had been shipwrecked along with Captain Wilson.
After a boisterous

and rather

dangerous voyage the

southernmost of the Pelew Islands was in

sight,

on the

21st of January, 1791, and on the next day the vessels

In the evening

anchored within two miles of the shore.

a number of canoes were rowing very
them* from

its

great

number of

fast,

paddles,

and one of

was known

to
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tiie king'^s.

coming on board

teliigence of his son’s death with

received the in*

lie

forlitiiclej

saying that

lie

never entertained any doubt of the goodness of the English

He was

and Captain Wilson.

disappointed at not

seeing the captah:; but he imraediately recognized the
ivvo officers.

A

considerable quantity of live stock was landed for

the purpose of breeding on the islandsj where the only

The

native quadrupeds are rats.

cattle

and sheep,

throve remarkably

afterwards luiJeratood,

presents from the East India

Company

it

to the

was

The

w^eli.

king were

aderwards sent on shore they produced a wonderful effect on tlie natives, but they did not utter a word, being
;

silent

The king immediately

from astonishment.

dis-

recommending
that they should always be kept clean and fit for serGrand stoves, shovels, saws, &c. were next unvice.

tributed the arms to his principal chiefs

pi^cked

when

;

iheir uses

;

were explained

to the king

he

silent for about an hour, and then calling his
round him, he made a long harangue, in the course
of which the name of the English was frequently re-

remained
chiefs

He

peated.

then distributed various articles apparently

with regard to rank,

fje

seemed

to think

that

some

return was expected for all these presents, saying that his

country

if

he could send

would be inadequate

to

what

was now before him. At length, as soon as he understood
that BO return was expected, and that these things were
sent from England as an acknowledgment for his great
humanity, he replied that his services were very trifling.

On the 8th of February seeds of different sorts .were sown,
and a large piece of ground W'^as prepared from other
Soon afterwards the king solicited the capplantations.
tain's assistance against his old

therefore

made ready, with a

musqueteer, and ten
val of the hostile

men

army

enemies ; the long boat was

six pounder,

with small arms.

at Artingall,

two

swivels,

On

a

the arri-

a messenger was sent
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by the king of Pelew to offer terms of accomsKiodatioo^

which were accepted

enemy being
lishj

made

after

a considerable delay

and the report of

:

the

by the sight of the Eng-

chiefly intimidated

their fire arms.

After peace was

the English played off some rockets and other

fire

worksj to the great amazement of the inhabitants of Ar*
tingall,

and the enjoyment of

of Pelew was

The King

their friends.

acknowledged the soyereign of all

in future

the neighbouring islands.

The English
the coast of

vessels

New

were next employed

touched at Amboyaa, sailed to the coast of

and thence

in

a survey of

Guinea, in their way to which they
Timor,

to the island of

New

Holland,

In January, 1793,

they returned to Pelew, where they learnt the melancholy
In the month of Fe-

tidings of the death of the king.

bruary Captain M^Cluer,
vessels,

who commanded one

of the

formed the most extraordinary resolution of re-

signing the

command

of his ship, and spending the re-

He was

mainder of his days on the Pelew Islands.

accordingly left there, with a quantity of arms, utensils, &c.

However he seems
lie

to

have been tired of

unexpectedly appeared at

June, 1794.

He

Bombay

had embarked

his situation, for

in the

month of

a boat along with

in

three Malays and two slaves of his own, intending to go
to the island of

Tomato

;

but when he got to the south-

ward of Pelew Islands, he altered his plan, and determined to proceed to China.
Having taken in a stock of provisions he reached the
Bashee Islands in the course of ten days. He met very
bad weather

in crossing the

Macoa without any

accident.

nuts a!id water, nor any

of Captain Wilson’s.^

map

Chinese

He

seas,

but arrived at

had no food but cocoa

to guide him, except a chart

When

his

health was re-esta-

blished he returned to the Pelew Islands, where he had a

son and some property, in order to bring them away.
arrived,

and embarked the w:hale as well as some

He

natives,

xatal msTOP.v
brought them

::nd

all to Beuroolorj.

of the Felew

^i.\

\vas

to

then proceeding

but neither

lie

mo'^'e

Captain WdbOiu

I'TOTy

ibiiiid

three of the Pele\v

own

country.

^jn-’

\'\?xs

^>0111011.

heard cf
ihen

1;

ide

‘it

vrho were sent ba:k to

tniall vessel

was prepared

ior

dih

after a tedious vo; age. aiTived at the

purpose, -which,

Pelew Klands.

A

l:o

v

h: jr.oJ

ovui vAiii

In

nor they v,cre e\cr

year
their

Oom’xH

from ^-'beuco

in

Hie

1793.

inhabitants

were

liighiy

pleased at thereiorn of their couriirv women, and behaved
to the English wdth their usual friendship and

iiindn.e^,?.

In Febmary, 1805, Captain Nathaniel Tocher sailing

with dispa Idles from

Bombay

to China, touched at tiie

Pelew islands. Four canoes came off to him, in one o?
which was an Englishman. He and three more Europeans
belonging to a country ship, which had gone to Port Jackson, were put on shore to collect beecn de mer, tortoiseshell,

shark skins,

&c-

for

the Chinese market.

The

ship was to return and take

them on board. This w^as the
fourth time he had been left on shore on a similar employment, and he had alwmys experienced the most friendly
and hospitable attention.
As our readers will probably be de^'drous of learning
farther particulars respecting Captain Wilson,
briefly

and honourably repulsed a French

A

squadron undei Admiral
of

shall

mention that he commanded one of the East India

ships which so galiantly

fifty

we

sword, to the value

pounds, was voted him by the East India Com-

pany, on this occasion; and a reward of the same kind

and value was given him by the Patriotic Society. When
he grew old he retired from the service of the East
India Company, and died near London, in the month of

May, 1810.

We are naturally disposed to regard with very different
degrees of sympathy and horror those shipwrecks and
disasters

sea,

which happen

at

a great distance from

.
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lii.

they occur on uiiinhablied or

savage coasiSj and those which take place, as

On

under our own eves and observation.

w'ere^

it

the one hand

remoteness of place, like distance of time, has a direct

and strong tendency to lessen the vixidness of our

ini-

pressions and feelings, and to isiduce us to believe that

we

are less intimately connected with the events that

occur either far from us, or in former times

hand,

and

we

:

on the other

are apt to believe wdth respect to shipwrecks

disasters at sea, that if they

had occurred near our

ow^n shores, the sufferers would have experienced a greater

degree of assistance and protection, which would have
lessened and mitigated their misfortunes.

Besides, our

sympathy towards those who are shipwTecked or
our own shores,

is

lost

by thus suffering near us they have a stronger claim

to

our

if it

should happen that the sufferers

own countrymen,

losing their lives on the coasts

commiseration: and
are our

near

encreased from the consideration that

of that land

tvliich

gave them

birth,

where they have en-

joyed so many years of happiness, tvhich contain their
relatives

and

friends from

whom

perhaps they have just

parted, and from which they in vain look for preservation

or assistance

;

under

all

these circumstances united, such

shipwrecks must be peculiarly calculated to excite our
interest

and sympathy.

One such

vre are

about to nar-

E’ale

The

Halsewell, East Indiaman, of seven hundred and

fifty-eight tons,

commanded hy Captain Richard

sailed through the

Downs on Sunday,

Pierce,

the 1st of Jatiuary,

17S6, on her third voyage to the Coast and Bay. Siie was

reckoned one of the

finest ships in the service,

been put into the best condition

for the voyage.

and had
Captain

Pierce was an oiBcer of distinguished ability and

skill,

and in every respect he bore an excellent character^
his officers

and

VOL. YII,

such as seemed to ensure

crew were

the safety of the ship:

the former were or approved
P
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and unquestionable knowledge in their profession;
and the latter were not only as luiiiierous as the East

fidelity

India Establishment admitted at that time, but they were
the best seamen that

could be procured.

There was

likewise on board a considerable body of soldiers

were going

who

East India Company’s army

to recruit the

in

Asia.

Among the passengers there were seven ladies, two
whom were daughters to the captain, and other two
them

The

his relations.

ladies

were remarkable

of
of

for their

beauty and accomplishments.

On Monday,

the

2nd of January, a breeze from the

south sprung up in the afternoon, when the ship ran on
shore for the purpose of landing the

pilot.

In the even-

ing of that day very thick weather came on, and the ship

anchored

at nine o’clock in eighteen

were

topsails

fathom water; the

on account of the snow which

furled, but

was falling thick, the seamen could not furl the courses.
At four o’clock next morning a strong gale from the eastliorih-east arose,

and

the ship began to drive, they

'were obliged to cut their cables, and run out to sea.

At

eight in the evening the wind freshened, they continuing
to run

down

the channel

;

at ten o'clock the

wind having

changed, blew a violent gale from the south, so that they
W'ere obliged to carrj a press of sail for the purpose of

keeping the ship clear of the shore.

On

sounding the

was found there was five feet water in her hold, on
which the crew endeavoured to furl the sails, but could not
well

it

effect

it

;

all

the

pumps w’^ere set to work. At two o’clock
Wednesday, the 4th of January, not

in the morning of

having succeeded

in veering the ship, the

masts were cut away
the hold, the

;

she had

pumps were of

now

main and mizen

seven feet of water in

little avail,

in immediate danger of foundering.

and she appeared

At eight o’clock in
the morning she was got before the wind, and kept thus
for two hours.
In the mean time the pumps had reduced

:
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water in the hold two

laid to the eastward,

and the

feet,

under the

m

ilL

head was

ship’s

foresail only,

xlt

eleven

the wind came round to the westward, and the weather

Head was

seen, bearing north by

east, distant four or five leagues.

Jury masts having been

clearing up, the Berry

erected Captain Pierce bore up for Portsmouth.

At two

o’clock next

morning the wind again blew from

the south, and the w^eather became very thick.
the

Isle

distant

At noon

of Portland was seen, bearing north by east,

two or three leagues;

from the south encreased.

at eight at night the gale

At

this

time the lights on

Portland were seen bearing north-west, distant four or
five leagues

;

the ship was then veered to the westw^ard,

but losing ground on that tack, the captain ordered her to

be veered again, and kept stretching to the eastward in
hopes to have weathered Peverel Point, and then to have
anchored

in'

Studland Bay, in the

Isle

it became clear, and
was seen a mile and a half

eleven o’clock at night

St.

Head

to

on

in that isle

this, sail

anchor

was immediately taken

let go; the ship

she drove

:

the sheet anchor was

o’clock in the

January, the ship

still

Alban’s

leeward

and the small bow

when
now let go, and the ship
when she drove again.

rode thus for about an hour,

rode for about two hours longer,

At two

in,

At

of Purbeck.

morning of Friday, the

6tli

of

driving and approaching very fast

to the shore, the second mate went into the cuddy, where

On

the captain was.

the evening before, they had a con-

versation respecting the possibility of saving the lives of

the ladies

;

and

up

his

hands

dreadful

was now renewed ; but

this conversation

the mate deemed

it

impracticable.

in silent

moment

and

The

captain then lifted

distressful ejaculation.

At

this

the ship struck with such violence as to

dash the heads of those standing in the cuddy against the

deck above them, and the shock was accompanied by a
shriek of horror that burst at one and the same instant

from every quarter of the ship.

The seamen now

lost all

;
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at one time skulking^ io
;
hammocks, then rushing on deck, but without being
of any assistance, and the next moment in frantic exclamations demanding of heaven and their fellow -sufferers

sense of propriet)’ or discipline
their

that succour, which by their

own

timely efforts the\ might

possibly have procured for themselves.

The
wards

ship continued to beat on the rocks, and soon afterfell

with her broadside towards the shore.

second mate having done

all

The

he could to persuade the

crew to take such measures as might give them the chance
of safety, went to the round-house, where by this time all
the pasticngers and most of the ofScers had assembled.
The place where the ship had struck is one of the most
dangerous and

frightful

on the south coast of England,

was on the rocks near Seacombe, in the Island of
Purbeck, between Peverel Point and St* Alban's Head, at
a part of the shore where the cliffs are of vast height, and
At the partirise almost perpendicularly from their base.
ft

cular spot where she struck, there

is

a cavern at the foot

of the cave of ten or twelve yards in depth, and of breadth

equal to the length of a large ship

;

the sides of this ca-

vern are so nearly upright as to be of extreme difScult
access, while sharp

The

this cavern, with

side to side of

it.

on each

in.

now encreased to
women and two soldiers

the round-house were

in consequence of three black

corning

mouth of

her whole length stretched almost from

The numbers in
fifty,

and uneven rocks form the bottom.

ship lay with her broadside opposite the

Captain Pierce sat on a cot with a daughter

side,

whom

he pressed alternately to his breast

the rest were seated on the deck.

mate, having cut several

wax

Here

also the second

candles in pieces and stuck

them up in various parts of the round-house, and lighted
up all the glass Janlhorns he could find, took his seat.
They all anxiously expected the break of day, as they did
not yet knoy? exactly the situation of the ship.

ov Kiso G£ORgt: h:
The- siJe& of the vos?.ei vvero nc-v
the deck

Tiiid

’iiate.

y.’bc

seemed

to

observed these

fer the

vi'^iblv s,ivi*i2: avrav-

bo

so

did

tilings,

could hold rcLicb longer logether
for^rvard

Ziu

cl.at

iioi

purpose of looking

o:::,

dlatc-ly sa\r that the ship

had separated

The

\’icre

cre-jv

and the soldiers

numbers, and he resolved

was

believe GihI
this

L*po:i

;

hoe spcocd

he

but he
In

slie

'r’ont
iriinic-

the middle.

nov/ leatieg her in great

As

to follotv tlieir example*

it

sufficiently light to discover the exact siTuaiion of

ihe vessel, and her nearness to the shore, the ensign staiF
Lad been unshipped ffir the purpose of being laid across
to the rocks, but

erer after

this

broke before

ii

of those wdio had already left the
to the shore, and

He

escape.

ic

reached them,

on

vtrssei

had

he delcrniiaed

this

he found

it

down upon

laid from her

to attempt his

pushed

hlni'

had no conjinuiHcaticn

wim

accordingly lying

self forward, but

the rocks, and slipping off the end of
'•.ery

ficnv*

the second mate found a spar which some

it

it

he received a

severe bruize: before he could recover himself the

i«urge

washed him away, but being

supported himself

till

a

good swimmer he

The returning wave brought him

up

with great violence against the back part of the cavern.

Here he laid hold of a part of the rod: that projected,,
but he was so much exhausted *witL fatigue, exertion, and
cold that he could not have retained his hold iong'er^

when a seaman, who had
to secure himself

a

little

The

a secure footirg*, assisted hsin

on the rock.

He

akerw'ards clambered

higher, and got out of the reach of the surf.

narrative of

tlie loss

of the Haiseivell was drawn

up and published from the communicanons, and under

Kenry Meriton, tije second mate^
whose escape we have just narrated, and _Mr. Joiui
the authonties of Mr.

Rogers, the third mate,

Meriton
this

left

the

siiip.

who remained on board after '}>h\
The furtlier ineiancaoiy detail of

most dreadful shipwieck

readers

m the words of Mr.

w-e

shall lay befb-e

our

Rogers, being persuaded that

NxWAL

i!M
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any diaege of language by us

\ioiild only serve to dirai-

and sympathy which all must deeply feel
on perusing a narrative of such sufferings, drawn iip bj
one who himself witnessed and partook of them.
Mr. Rogers, the third mate, remained with the cap-

fiish tlie interest

tain

and the unfortunate

ladies,

and

their conipanion.c.

near tn’entv minutes after Mr. ileriton had quitted the

Soon

ship.

after

the latter

left

the round-house, the

captain asked what v/as faecooe of him
replied, that he

was gone on the deck

and Mr. Rogers

?

to see

what could be

After this a heavy sea breaking over the ship, the

done.

ladies exclaimed,

Oil poor Meriton; he

he stayed with us he would have been

and particularly Miss Mary

is

drowned, had

and they

safe

ail^

Pierce, expressed great con-

cern at the apprehension of his

On

loss.

this occasion

Mr, Rogers offered to go and call in Mr, Meriton but
this was opposed by the ladies, from an apprehension
;

that he might share the same fate.

At

this

time the sea was breaking in at the fore part

of the ship, and reached as far as the main-mast, and

Captain Pierce gave Mr. Rogers a nod, and they took a
lamp, and went together into the stern-gallery, and

after

viewing the rocks for some time, Captain Pierce asked

Mr. Rogers

if

saving the girls

he thought there was any
;

to

which he

I'cplied

possibility of

he feared there

ivas

not, for they could only discover the black face of the

perpendicular rock, and not the cavern ivhich afforded
shelter to those

who

escaped

;

thej^

then returned to the

round-house, and Mr. Rogers hung up the lamp, and

Captain Pierce, with his great coat on,

sat

down between

two daughters, and struggled to suppress
tear which then burst into his eye.

liis

The

sea continuing to break in very

fast,

the parental

Mr. McMa-

nus, a midshipman, and Mr. Schutz, a passenger, asked

Mr. Rogers %vhar they could do to escape ? who replied,
Follow me,-’’ and then they all ^vent into the stern
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and from thence by the weather upper quarter
gallery upon the poop, arid whilst they where there a very
heavy sea fell on board, and the round-house gave way,

gallery,

and he heard the ladies shriek at intervals, ss
had reached them the noise of the sea at
;

drowning

if llie

water

otiier

times

their voices.

Mr. Brirner had followed Mr. Rogers to the poop,
where they had remained together about five minutes,
w'hen on the coming on of the last-mentioned sea, they
Jointly seized a hen-coop,

apprehended proved

and the same wave which he
some of those who remained

fatal to

below, happily carried him and his companion to

on which they

rock,

tlie

w’ere dashed with such violence as to be

miserably bruised and hurt.

“

On

were twenty-seven men, but it wa^ low
they were convinced that upon the floiving

this rock

water, and as

all be xyashed oil] many of them attempted to get to the back or sides of the cavern, out of

of the tide they must

the reach of the returning sea; in tids attempt scarce

more than

six,

besides himself and

Mr. Brimor, suc-

ceeded: of the remainder some shared the
they had apprehended, and the others

fate

which

peri-shed in their

efforts to get into the cavern,

Mr. Rogers and Mr. Brimer both however reached
the cavern, and scrambled up the rock, on narrow’^ shelves
near
of which they fixed themselves. Mr. Rogers got
to his friend Mr. Meriton as to exchange congratulations

with him; but he was prevented from joining him by at
least twenty men who were between them, neither of

whom

move without imnnediate peril
the time Mr. Roger reached this station of
could

his strength

of his

life.

At

possible safety

was so nearly exhausted, that had

the strug-

gle continued a few minutes longer he must have been
inevitably lost.

They now found

that a very considerable

the crew, seamen, soldiers, and some potty

number of

officers,

wove
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same

in llic

situation with tliemselTeSj though

had readied the rocks belowj had perished
to ascend
what that situation was they
;

learn

at present they

;

many who

in attempting

w^ere

still

to

had escaped immediate death, but

they were yet to encounter cold, nakedness, wind, rain,

and the perpetual beating of
difficult, precarious,

They couM yrt

the spray of the sea, for a

and doubtful chance of escape.
discern

some part of

and

die ship,

solaced themselves, in dieir dreary stations, w^ilh the hope

of

remaining eniire

its

till

day-break, for in the midsi of

own

their

misfortunes, the suSenngs of the females afthem wdlh the most acute anguish, and e\ery sea

fected

that broke brought with

it

terror, for the fate of those

amiable and helpless beings.
But, alas! their apprehensions were too soon

the rock, an universal shriek, which
ears,

idea-

In a very few’ minutes after Mr. Rogers had gained

lized,

and

in

still

which the voice of female

vibrates in their
distress

was

la-

mentably distinguishable, announced the dreadful catastrophe

;

a few moments

in

all

was hushed, except the

warring winds and beating waves

the wreck was buried
and not an atom of her was ever

in the remorseless deep,

:

after discoverable.

Thus perished the
honour,

skill,

TIalseweil, and with her worth,

beauty, amiability, and bright accomplish-

ments.

Many

of those

who had gained

the precarious stations

w'e have described, w^oni out with fatigue, weakened
by bruises, battered by the tempest, and benumbed -with the
cold, quitted their holdfasts, and tumbling headlong either

which

on the rocks below, or
feet of their

in the surf, perished beneath the

wretched associates, and by their dying groans

and gulping exclamations

for pity,

awakened

prehensions in the survivors, of their

terrific

ap-

own approaching

fate.

At length, after the

bitterest three hours

which misery

;
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ever lerigtnened into ageSj the daj broke on
instead of bringing with

it

llieui,

but

the relief with which they had

flattered themselves, served to discover ail the horrors of

their situation

they

;

now found

alarmed by the guns of

many hours

to lire for

that

had the country been

which they had continued

distress

before the ship struck, but which

from the violence of the storm were unheard, they couid
neither be observed by the people from above, as they
v/ere completely ingulphed in the cavern,

by the

cliii,

and over-hung

nor did any part of the v^reck remain to point
;

below, no boat could

it

been possible to have

out their probable place of refuge

them out

live to search

acquainted those

and had

;

who would wish

exact situation, no ropes

to assist

them with

their

be conveyed into the

could

cavity to facilitate their escape.

The

only prospect w^hich offered, ivas to creep along

the side of the cavern,

to its

outwmrd extremity, and on

a ledge scarcely as broad as a man's hand to turn the
corner, and endeavour to clamber

feet

up the almost perpen-

whose summit was near two hundred

dicular precipice,

from the base.

And

in this

desperate effort did some succeed, whilst

others trembling with terror, and their strength exhausted

by mental and bodily

and perished

The

fatigue, lost their precarious footing

in the attempt.

first

men who gained

tvere the cook,

the sumniit of the

by their own exertions they made
and the moment they reached
house, and

cliff,

and James Thompson, a quarter-master

made known the

their

way

to the land,

hastened to the nearest

it,

situation of their fellow-siif-

ferersc

The house

at

which they

first

arrived

w'tis

Eastbigtoru

the present habitation of Mr. Garland, steivard or agent
to the proprietors of the

Purbeck

quarries,

ately got together the tvorkmen under

who immedi-

his direction,

and

with the most zealous and animated humanity, exerted

;
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every

effort for the preservation of the sorviviog

were procured with

this loirortimate ship; ropes

crew

and every precaution taken that assistance

sible cli«patck

should be speeaiiy and effeclualiy given; and

happy

2?i

of

pos-

all

this oppor* unity of

are

bearing te^tiinonr, under the

auclioriiy of the principal surviving officers, to the kind^

honovolent,

and

spirited behraiour

of this

gentleman^

ho-e conduct on the uielancholy occasion entitles him to
iiiiiversai

respect and regard, as well as to the particular

graiitiido of iaose w'ho w^ere the ionnediate objects of his

pliilanlhropy.
h-Ir.

Meriton made the attempt, and almost reached the

edge of the precipice: a soldier who preceded hiiHj had
feet

on a small projecting rock or

stone,

his

and on the same

stone Mr, Meriton had fastened his hands to help his progress

:

at this critical

seeing a

man

moment

the quarry-men arrived, and

so nearly within their reacli, they dropped a

rope to him, of which he immediately
vigorous effort to avail himself of

laid hold,
this

and

in

a

advantage, he

loosened the stone on which he stood, which giving way,

Mr. Meriton must have been precipitated

to the bottom,

but that a rope w^as providentially lowered to him at the
instant, tvhich

and was

The

safely

he seized as he was

in the act

of falling,

drawn to the summit.
Mr. Brinier w^as peculiarly severe

fate of

;

this

gentleman, who had only been married nine days before
the ship sailed to a beautiful lady, the daughter of Captain

Norman, of the royal navy, in which service Mr. Brinier
was a lieutenant, but was now on a voyage to visit an
uncle at Madras, came on shore, as we have already obhim got up the

served, wdtli Mr. Rogers, and like

a cavern, where he remained

till

the morning,

side of

when he

crawled out, and a rope being thrown to him, he was either
so

benumbed with

the cold as to fasten

it

about him impro-

perly, or so agitated, as to neglect

making

but from which ever cause

the effect was fatal to

it

arose,

it fast

at all

;
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supposed presort alien he

his

and was imfortunatelj dashed

his siand,

presence of those wdio could

tiie

ill

momeBt of

IIL

onlj'

fell

to pieces,

lament the de-

plorable fate of an amiable and ivortliy man. and an able

and
••

skilful officer.

As the day

more

ad^'anced^

and as the life-preserving

assistance v/as obtained

would

efibrts of the survivors

admit, they crawled to the exlreniities of the cavern^ and

presented themselves to their preservers above, w'ho stood

prepared with the means which the situation ivould permit

them

them

to exercise, to help

The method

of

to

tlie sunirait.

aflbrding this help ivas singular,

and

does honour to the humanity and intrepidity of the quarryI’he dlbtance from the top of the rock to the cavern

men.

one hundred

y/as at least

feet,

with a projection of the

former of about eight feel ; ten of these formed a declivity
to the edge, and the remainder of

On

it

'vas perpendicular.

the very brink of the precipice stood two daring

fel-

lows, a rope being tied round them, and fastened above
to a strong iron bar fixed in the ground, behind

manner two more, and two more.

like

also, properly

A

them

in

strong rope

seemed, passed between them, by which

they might hold and support thenisohes from fallingt
they then

down another

let

below the cavern

some

;

rope, with a noose ready fixed

and the wdnd blowing hard,

it

was

in

instances forced under the projecting rock sufficiently

for the sufferers to reach

tremity

:

in either case,

it

without crawling to the ex-

whoever

laid hold of

it,

pul the

noose round his waste, and after escaping from one element, committed himself,
lie

dangled

till

full

swing to another,

in

which

he was drawn up with great care and

caution.
it is but justice in this place

vors received the friendly and

Jones and
spot.

to say, that the survi-

humane

assistance of

Mr,

Mr. Hawker, gentlemen resident near the
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in this attempt

fortunate Mr, Brimer

;

many

shared the fate of the un-

and unable^ through

coldj

weak-

perturbation of mindj or the incommodioiisness of

Jiessj

the stations they occupiedj to avail themselves of the

succour which was offered them^ were at

from the stupendous

and

cliff,

%Tere

last precipitated

either dashed to

pieces on the rocks beneath, or falling into the surge, pe-

rished in the waves.

Among

unhappy

these

drummer belonging

sufferers,

the destiny of a

to the military on board the Halse-

was attended with circumstances of peculiar distress,
being either washed off the rock by the seas, or falling into
the surf from above, he was carried by the counter-seas or
weil,

returning waves, beyond the breakers, within which his

utmost

drawn

efforts

could never again bring him, but he was

further out to sea

and as he swam remarkably

;

well, continued to struggle with the waves, in sight of his

pitying companions,

he sunk to
It
all

rise

was not

till

his strength

was exhausted, and

no more.
till

day that the survivors were

late in the

conveyed to safety

;

one indeed, William Trenton, a

remained on his perilous stand

soldier,

till

the morning of

Saturday the 7th of January, exposed to the united horrors of the exlremest personal danger, and the most acute

disquietude of mind

;

nor

is it

easy to conceive

how

his

strength and spirits could have supported him for such a

number of

hours, under distress so poignant and com-

plicated.

Though the remains of
coverable among the rocks,

the wreck were no longer dis-

yet the surface of the sea was

covered with the fragments as
reach

;

and even so

far

almost as the eye could

late as ten o’clock on the Friday

morn-

ing, a sheep, part of the live stock of the unfortunate of-

ucers,

was observed buffeting

The

surviving

now assembled

officers,

the angry waves.

seamen, and soldiers, being

at the house of their benevolent friend-
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Mr. Gariaiul, they were mustered, and faund to amojnt
to seventy-four, out of rather more than two hundred and
fi^rty,

v/hich

was about the number of the crew and

sengers in the ship

of the remainder,

when she

sailed throug’i i^ie

who unhappily

lost

pas*-

Downs;

their lives,

up-

wards of seventy are supposed to have reached the rocks,
but to have been washed
the

cliffs,

and the

and

Sfty or

off,

more

or to perish in falling from

to

have sunk with the captain

ladies in the round-house,

when

the after-part of

the ship went to pieces.
All those

who reached

the summit survived, except

two or three who are supposed to have expired in drawingup, and a black, who died in a few hours after he was
brought to the house, though many of them were so miserably bruised that their lives were doubtful, and they are
scarcely yet recovered.”

Mr. Meriton and Mr. Rogers having been supplied with
the necessar}?' means for their journey to London, by Mr,
Garland, set

off to carry the tidings of this disaster to the

East India lioase, where they arrived at noon on Sunday,
On their way they acquainted the magistrates
the Slh.
of the town, through whicli they passed, that a number of
shipwrecked seamen w^ould soon oeou the road to the me-'

This communication they made in order to prorent any suspicions of their travelling for some other purIt ought not to be omitted, that the inasier of the
pose.
iropoiis.

Crown

Ion, at Blandford, not only sent for all the distressed

seamen to

his house,

where refreshments were

liberally

given them, but also presented each with halffa-erown on
his departure.

Captain Pierce
his loss.

A

ieft

a W'idow and six children to deplore

midshipruan tvhc was under

hi-,

immediate and

particular care, after gaining the rock was sw-ept

off

by

it:
the waves: being a good swimmer he again reached
the
and
but unable to support liimself from w-eakness,

beating of the storm, he was obliged to let go Ins hoici and
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perished.

It

may be

interesting to add that a warni

friendship siibsisted between

Meriton and Mr. Rogers;

they had made a long and painful voj'age together

ano-

in

uncommon morThey returned to

ther Indiaman, where they survived an

by which the crew were

tality

visited*

England, and an interval of only twenty-five days elapsed
before they again embarked in the HalsewelL

The

we

next narrative of maritime disaster, which

lay before our readers,

is,

in almost all its parts

shall

and

fea-

tures, so romantic that it cannot fail most powerfully to

arrest their attention

and win their

interest

:

we

allude to

the dangerous voyage of Captain Bligh in an open boat

from Tofoa to Timor; Captain Biiglfs second voyage to
transplant the bread fruit-tree from the South Sea Island

West Indies; the wreck of the Pandora frigate which
was sent out to seize and bring home the mutineers of
the Bounty; and the adventures of the mutineers of the
Bounty, after they had turned Captain Bligh a-drift, till
their surviver and children were discovered in Petcairn’s
Island. But before we commence this narrative, it may be
proper to give some account of the bread fruit which was
to the

the indirect cause of all the adventures

we

shall

have to

describe.

So long ago as the year 1688 , Captain Dampier, whose
we have given in our sixth volume, presents us with a

life

description of the bread-fruit

on a large
trees

:

tree, as

The

full

of branches and dark

grows on the boughs

fruit

grows

it

high and large as our largest apple

has a spreading head,

it

leaves.

according to him,

:

like apples

;

it

is

penny loaf, when wheat is at five shillings a
is of a round shape, and has a thick tough rind.

as big as a

bushel

;

When

the fruit

is sw'eet

it

is

ripe,

and pleasant.

bread, they gather

and hard

;

it

it is

soft,

and the

taste

The natives of Guam use it for
w hen full grown, while it is green

then they bake

xhe rind and makes

yellow and

it

it

in

an oven which scorches

black, but they scrape off the out-
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side black crast,

all

There

is

a tender thin crust; the

renialiis

and white^ like the

inside is soft^ tender
loaf.

choaking
This

;

crunil) of a

penny

neither seed, nor stone in the inside, but

of a pure substance like bread.

for if it be kept

fg3

Hi.

It

must be eaten new.

above twenty-four hours

but

is

it

fruit lasts in

it

grows harsh and

very pleasant, before

too stale.

it is

the season eight months in the year,

during which the natives eat no other sort of bread.

Dampier observes that he never saw this fruit any where
but at Guam, but the natives told him that there w^as
plenty of it in the rest of the Ladrone Islands.
Hawksw'orth, in his account of Captain Cook’'s

first

voyage, gives us additional or corroborative information on
this subject;

tree that

is

according to him the bread-fruit grows on a

about the size of a middling oak

its

;

leaves

are frequently a foot and a half long, of an oblong shape-

deeply sinuated like those of the

fig tree,

which they

resemble in consistence and colour, and in the exuding of a

The

white milky juice on being broken.
size

and shape of a

lated not

much

and the surface

child’s head,

unlike a

truffle

about the

fruit is

it is

:

is

rencu-

covered with a thin

skin and has a core about as big as the handle of a small
knife; the eatable part lies between the skin and the core,
it is

as white as snow,

and somewhat of the consistence of

new

bread,

first

divided into three or four parts :

it

must be roasted before

it is

eaten, being

its taste is insipid,

with a slight sweetness, somewhat resembling that of the

crumb of w^heaten bread, mixed w^ith a J erusalem

artichoke.

Dr. Havyksworth in another pari gives a very fialtering
picture of the advantages resulting from the bread fruittree, which,

this tree,

however,

it is

nected with

is

rather fanciful than correct.

interesting to
its

cultivation.

know

Captain Cook makes some

valuable observations on this head
into their

Of

every circumstance con-

manner of cultivating

it

;

he enquired carefully
at Otaheite

abvays answered, that they never planted it

;

but wa:?

This indeed^

;
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observesj must be evident to every one wlio will ex-

ranine the places where the

young

trees

come up.

It will

be alway's observed that they spring from the roots of the
old onesj which run along near the surface of the ground^
so that the bread fruit-tree would be reckoned those that

would naturally cover the

plains,

even supposing that the

island w^as not inhabited, in the same

white barked trees found at
tute the forests there.

manner

that the

Van Diemen’s Land,

consti-

So that the inhabitant of Otalieite,

instead of being obliged to plant his bread,

rather

is

under the necessity of preventing its progress.
Captain King notes a singular fact, that the bread fruittree does not thrive in point of number, so >vell in the

Sandwich

islands, as in the

plains of Otaheite, but that

The

they produce double the quantity of fruit.

trees too,

in the former are of the same size tvith those of the latter

but differ in having their branches striking out
inhabitants of Otaheite take up the

The

much

io^^er.

young shoots

from the parent stock, wdth vast success after wet weather,
when the earth forms balls round the roots. The plants
so

removed are not then

The

bread-fruit

is

liable to suffer.

used in different ways ;

cooked in an oven, which renders

times

it is

it

some-

soft

and

something like a boiled potatoe ; not quite so farinaceous as

a good one, but more so than those of the middling

Of

this fruit the Otaheilans also

make

sort.

three dishes, by

pulling either winter or the milk of the cocoa upon

it,

then

beating it to a paste with a stone pestle, and afteiwvards mix-

ing

it

with ripe plantains, bananas, or the sour paste which

they call mahie.

The mahie which

is

used instead of ripe

bread-fruit, before the season for gathering a fresh crop

comes

in,

made

is

in the following

gathered just before
laid in heaps,

Is

it is

manner

perfectly ripe,

The

fruit is

and having been

closely covered with leaves

;

in this state,

it

undergoes a fermentation, and becomes disagreeably sweet.

The

core

is

then taken out entire, which

is

done by gently
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and the rest of the

tlie stalksj

a hole which

dug

is

IlL
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thrown into

frait is

for that purpose, generai'ij in the

houses, and neatly lined in the bottom and sides with
grass

the whole

;

then covered with leaves, and heavy

is

stones laid upon them

in this state it

:

undergoes a second

fermentation, and becomes sour, after which

no change

many months

for

is wanted
wrapped up

for use,

St

it is

:

and being made
and baked.

in leaves

will keep five or six weeks

:

it is

into

of

this

it,

the taste

After

agreeable

is

will suffer

bails,

it is

dressed

it is

it

eaten both cold and hot,

and the natives seldom make a meal without
not accustomed to

it

taken out of the hole as

:

To

it.

as the

those

making

mahie depends like brewing, upon fermentation,

so like brewing

sometimes

it

able to ascertain the cause
that the making of

it

who

no creature to furnish any

but those

it,

whom

they employ as

even to go into that part of the house where

assistants, nor

the operation

without their being

very natural therefore

It generally falls to the lot of

will suffer

thing belonging to

is

should be attended with superstitious

notions and ceremonies.

old women,

;

fails,

it

is

carrying on.

In consequence of the accounts given of the bread-fruit,

k

West India merchants and

occurred to the

that the introduction of

tremely beneficial
Indies,

it

the nature of the climate in the

;

and the strength of the plant beemed

luxuriant

fruit

planters,

on their property xyould be ex-

West

to promise

and from various observations made

;

different voyages, there appeared to be
its cultivation in

the

West

little

in

doubt thal

Indies would be attended with

success.

Accordingly

been presented

a representation to
to his

this

effect,

having

majesty, by the West India mer-

chants and planters, he was pleased to determine on send-

ing out au expedition to the South Sea island, from which
plants of the bread fruit-tree were to be conveyed to the
British

West India

Yoi.. rix*

seitlements.
<2
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A

named

ship

the Toj-age

and

;

the Bountj was fitted out espre.^slj

ioi

she was an armed transport of two hundred

fifteen tons

the great cabin was appropriated for the

:

preservation of the plants, and extended as far forward as

the after hatchway:

each

had two large sky -lights, and on

it

side, three shutters for air,

and was

false flooFj cut full of holes to contain the

fitted

with a

garden pots in

which the plants were to be brought home.

The deck

%vas covered with ieadj and, at the foremost

corners of

the cabin, were fixed pipes to carry off the water that was

drained from the plants into tubs placed below*, to save
for future use.

and ten swivels.

it

The Bounty carried four four-pounders
The crew consisted of forty-four officers,

petty officers and seamen; besides, two skilful and careful

men were

appointed, at the recommendation of Sir Jo-

seph Banks, to have the management of the plants
tended to be brought home.

had been engaged
Cook’s

last

in

a similar employment on Captain

Brown

voyage, the other, William

sistant to him.

in*-

One, David Nelson, who

The Bounty

w'aa stored

as an as-

and victualled for

eighteen months, and a quantity of iron work and trinkets

was put on board,

to facilitate

an intercourse with the

natives.

According to Caplaln Bligh’s instructions
proceed

v/ilh

all

lie

W’as

to

expedition round Cape Horn, to the

Society Islands in the south

and there having taken

sufficient quantity of bread- fruii plants,

in a

he was to pro-

ceed through Endeavour Siralis to Princes Island in the
straits

of Sanaa,

or to the island of Java, as sliould

prove most convesiieut.

round the

iieuce he was directed to proceed

Cape of Good Hope

to the

W

est Indies,

and

deposit one half of the plants in His ^fajcsly’s garden at
St. Vinceiii, for the benefit of the

Windward

islands^

and

then sailing to Jamaica, to leave the remainder there.
Captain Biigh, however, conceiving
in the season for doubling

it

mighi be loo

late

Cape Horn, received iadkcre-
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to proceed to Oiahcite. round the

Cape of

Good Kope.
The Bounty

sailed from Spithead

her in the year 1787.

on the

of Ueceni-

Caplaia Bligh directed his coarse

to Tenerifie, v,^hence he sailed for

Cape Horn.

encoanrered such boisterous weaiheiy that

lie

away

for the

while

oil

Cape of Good Hope.

On the 2iid

Off
lie

this

bore

ofMarchj

the coast of Brazil^ he gave to Sir. Fletcher

Christiaa one of the mates, wdiom he had before directed
to take charge of the third watch, a WTiiten order to act as
lieutenant.

On the

2Sd of May, the Bouniy came to an anclmr

Good Hope.

Simon’s Say at the Cape of
iaained

in

re-

-eight days at this place, and the crow hay-

ing received
the

Having

the advantages that could be derived from

all

refreshments which the Cape supplied, the vessel

on the

sailed

1st

of July: on

anchored in Adventure Bay, in

of August she

the 20tli

Yan Diemen’s land.
Good Hope to Adven-

In his passage from the Cape of

lure Baj”, Captain Bligh remarked that the winds were

from the westward, with very boisterous weather.

cliieSy

The approach of strong southerly w inds is indicated by many
birds of the albatros or peterel tribe, and the abatement

of the gale, or the change of the wind, by Faeir keeping

away.
in

its

The thermometer also varies five or six degrees
height, when a change of these winds may be ex-

pected.

Id the land surrounding Adventure Bay. are

one hundred and

fifty feet

high

;

some

girth of which was above thirty-three feet.

some

trees

Several eagies,

beauiifoi blue-plunraged herons, and paroquets In

great variety Vvcre observed.

Bounty

first

saw

2 prodigious
.

many

w^erc measured, the

llie

Yvliea the

crew of the

natives of Adventure Bay, they made

clattering in their speech, and held their

itms over their head

:

t!:ey

Q

spoke so quick, that

it

was

:;
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impossible to catch one single word that they uttered
their colour

is

of a dull black, their skin scarified about the

breast and shoulders.

One was

distinguished by his body

being coloured with red ochrej but all the others were
painted blacky with a kind of soot so thick laid over their
faces

and shoulders^ that

they were

it

was

difficult to ascertain

whal

like.

On the 4th

of September the Bounty sailed out of Ad-

venture Bay; and on the 19th she came in sight of a small
cluster of rocky islands, which Captain Biigh named Bounty
Isles.

Soon afterwards they frequently observed the sea

in the night time, to be covered by luminous spots, caused
by amazing quantities of small blubbers or medusas, which

emit a light like the blaze of a candle from the strings or
filaments extending from them, while the rest of the body
continues perfectly dark.

On

the 25th of September, the island of Otaheite was

discovered

:

the

whole distance which the ship had run

and
England till she reached

direct

in-

contrary courses, from the time of leaving
this island

was twenty-seven

thousand, eighty-sk miles, which, on an average was one

hundred and eight miles each twenty-four hours.

On

the 5th of January, 1789,

the small cutter was

missed; on the ship’s company being mustered,

found that three of the crew were absent,

it

was

who had carried

They had taken wfith them eight stand of arms
off.
and ammunition. Captain Biigh immediately went on
shore, and engaged all the chiefs to assist him in recovering the boat and the deserters. Accordingly the former

her

was brought back in the course of the day by the natives
but the men were not taken till about three weeks afterwards. Captain Biigh having learnt that they were in a
different quarter of the island, went thither in the cutter,
thinking there would be no

difficulty in

securing them,

with the assistance of the natives; but they had heard of

;;
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and when he was near the house

in

which thej

oot^ w^ithout their fire arms, and delivered

came

themselves up.
Captain Biigh having taken on board one thousand and

and many other

fifteen bread-fruit plants,

them

and others, valuable on account of the

flavour,
dies

some

plants,

of

bearing fruit of the most exquisite and delicious

which

thej'^

afforded, sailed from Otaheite

Next morning the

of April

brilliant

on the 4th

island of Iluaheine

was seen

a double canoe coming alongside, Captain Biigh observed

among

the people on board, a

him and

him

called

had been there

by

young man who
name.

his

in the year

recollected

Captain

Biigh

1780, along with Captain

Cook.

Soon

Bounty

after the

left this island, a

water spout was

seen at no great distance, the w'eather having previously

become

squally,

and a thick body of clouds having coN

The upper

lected in the east.

part of the water-spout

sieemed to be about two feet in diameter, and the lower

about eight inches

;

it

rapidly advanced towards the ship,

on which Captain Biigh ordered the course to be immediately altered,

Soon

foresail.

and

all

after

the sails to be taken

which

it

the stern, wdth a rustling noise;
at the rate of ten miles

wind, and

it

an

except the

it

seemed

to

be travelling

hour, in the direction of the

dispersed in a quarter of an hour after passing

the ship.

On

in,

passed within ten yards of

*

the 23d of April they anchored at Annamooha,

when an

old lame

man whom

the Captain had

known in the

year 1777, came on board along with some other of the
natives

;

they exhibited numerous marks of the peculiar

mourning which they express on losing

their relatives

such as bloody temples, their heads nearly without hair,

and nearly the whole of them had
fingers. Several fine boys not above

lost several

of their

six years old

had

lost

;

NAVAL
botli tlieir little fingers

not only

tliese,

A

hand.

;

HlSTORl'

and several of

tlie

men had

lost

but also the middle finger of the right

yams was carried on this vegeand some of them very large one of

brisk trade for

;

was very fine,
them weighed above five pounds.
Oo Sunday the 26th of April they sailed from this
island
and they kept near the island of Kooto, ail the
afternoon of Monday, in the hope that some canoes ivould

table

;

;

come off to the ship but in this they were disappointed,
and the wind being northerly, they steered in the evening
;

to the west, for the purpose of beaiing to the southward

Captain Bligh gave directions for this course to
during the night ; the master had the first
pursued
be
tv^atch, the gunner the middle watch, and Mr. Christian

of Tofoa.

the muroing w'atch

;

this w^as the turn of the

duty for this

night.

Just before sunrise, on Tuesday morning, while Captain

Bligh was yet asleep, Mr. Christian, with the master at
arms, gunner’s-iiiate, and
into his cabin,

behind

his

Thomas

and seizing him,
threatening him with
tied his

back

;

spoke a single word, or made the

came

Burkett, seaman,

hands with a cord,
instant death if he

slightest noise.

How-

ever, Captain Bligh not intimidated, called out as loud as

he could, in hopes of assistance but those of the officers
who had not joined the mutineers, had been already secured
by sentinels placed at the doors of their cabins. Three
;

men were now

placed at the cabin door of Captain Bligh

besides the four

men who were

in

it.

Christian,

who

evidently -was the leader, was armed with a cutlass, while

the others had muskets and bayonets: the Captain was

dragged out of bed, and forced upon deck in lus shirt.
On Ills demanding the reason of such mutinous and violent

was ordy abused for not holding his tongue. The
boatswain, carpenter, and clerk, were permitted to come
on deck ; the master gUiiner, surgeon, master's mate, and
conduct

las
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2Si

"Seh'jn ths gardener were kept confjned boiow.
illigli

was not long

awaited

was ordered

the boatswain

bini, for

the launchj accoinpuiiied by a
stantly take care

of hiniscif.

threat^,

niidshipaienj and Mr, Samiiei, the

On

if

As socn

hoisted ovt, Mr. liarjard, and Mr.

it.

Captain

in suspense respecting the fale

he did not

in-

as the boac was

two of

Hallel,

clerk-

Mhich

to hoist out

were ordered

the
into

Captain Bligh's remonstrating andinterfb'ring. the

constant anstver \va? ^Mioid your tongue,

moment,”

The boatswain and

or you are

sir,

dead

this

men

as were to be pat into the boat were permitted to

such of the sea-

and an eight

collect twine, canvas, lines, sails, cordage,

and iwentv rallou cask of w'ater. Mr. Samuel ^oi one
hundred and hfty pounds of bread, with a small quantity
of rom and wine; also a quadrant and compass; blithe

was prohibited on pain of death,

map

to touch any

or

astronomical book, or any instrument, or any of Captain
Bligh’s surveys or drawings.

The mutineers having

thus forced those of the seamen

v/hoin they wished to get rid of into the boat, Christian

ordered a dram to be given to each of his
oiTicori:

own crew

ship's aide

whi'e the Cupiaia was kept

inlo the boat,

Christian then armed

apart from every one.

bayonet, held the cord,

fastening the

with a

captain's hands,

guard stood round with their pieces cocked but
daring them to fire, they uncocked them. Isaac

v/hile the

on

hi^;

the

:

were next called on deck, and forced over the

;

Marlin one of them, evidently had the inclination to
and as he fed him with shaddock,
sist the captain
;

lips

being quite parched,

liffionla

moved.

bv looks; but

thej’'

this

explained each other

;

in doubt

the carpenter or his mates ; at

re-

to leave

some others

contrary to their inclination.

were kept
seemed for some time

sen-

was observed and he was

Martin then got inlo the boat, attempting

the ship, but he was compelled to return
also

s

ashis

Christian

whether he should keep

last,

he determined on the
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and the carpenter was ordered

permitted to take his chest of tools

:

into the hoat^ being

four cutlasses

thrown into the boat, as she was leaving the

were

The

ship.

and men being now in the boat, they only waited
fi>r Captain Bligh, who was forced oyer the side of the
ship into it, and his hands untied: the whole number in

officers

the boat

ivas eighteen,

besides the captain

:

\'iz.

the

master, acting surgeon, botanist, carpenter, gunner, boatswain, master and quarter -masters, mate, two quarter-masters, the sail

maker, two cooks, the captain's clerk, the

There remained on board, Christian^

butcher and a boy.

the masier's-mate, three midshipmen, the master at arms^

gunner’s-mate, boatswain’s-mate, gardener, armourer, carpenter’s-mate, carpenter’s-men, and fourteen seamen.

There being

or no wdnd, they rowed pretty fast

little

towards the island of Tofoa, which

The

ten leagues distant.
sight,

lav north-east,

about

while the boat was in

ship,

steered west north-west hut this Captain Biigh

considered merely as a

faint, for

huzza for Otaheite”

was frequently heard among the mutineers.
Captain Eligh’s

first

determination was to seek a supply

of bread-fruit and water at the island of Tofoa, and after-

wards

to sail for

Tongataboo, and to

solicit the

king of

that island to equip the boat, and grant them such a sup-

ply of provisions

East
Oil

Indies.

might enable them to reach the
examination they found they had

as

On

board one hundred and

fifty

pounds of bread, eighty-

two of pork, six quarts of rum, six bottles of wine, and
tw^enty-eight gallons of water.

the evening after

it

was dark;

They reached Tofoa

at day-break, having

in

rowed

along shoio iu search of a landing place, they discovered
a cove, where they dropped anchor, within twenty yards
of the shore.

Mr. Samuel and some others landed

in

search of supplies, and tovrards noon, returned with a

few quarts of water

:

a morsel of bread, and a glass of

wine was now served to each person

for dinner.
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at the island of

ilL

Tofoa

some

for

getting a small supply of provisions and water

;

tiir.ej

but at last

the natives evidently manifesting their intention to attack

them, they

but not without one of their men hav-

left itj

ing been killed by the savages.

They continued to steer along shore^ Captain BliglFs
mind being occupied with the thoughts of what was best
to be done

he was solicited by them

;

On

wards home.
hopes of

this

relief they

all

to take

them

to-

he told them, that except what

might find at Nev/ Holland, they

could expect none, before reacbiiig the island of Timor,

a distance of

full

twelve hundred leagues

at this place

:

there was a Dutch settlement, but in what part of the
island Captain Biigh

was ignorant.

It

was agreed by

all,

that they should live on an ounce of bread, and a quarter of

a pint of water a day each man. Accordingly after examin-

mending

them not

to

to depart

specting them, they bore

navigation

is

and the Captain recom-

of provisions,

ing the stock

away

from their resolution reacross a sea,

but imperfectly known,

in

where the

a small boat

twenty-three feet long, deeply laden wilh eighteen meiic

The people were

divided into watches, and a reafed lug«

foresail set.

At day-break, there were indications of an approaching
storm

At

;

the breeze encreased

eight o’clock

it

the sail was becalmed, and
it

was too much

in altogether,

the sun rose red and

;

blew' violently, so that

to

ha\e

it

when on
set

:

fiery.

between the sea?

the top of the wave,

but they durst not take

it

for they ’ivere in very great danger, the sea

curling over the stern of the boat, which obliged them to
bale with

ail

their might.

Their great care was to keep the bread dry;

for thispui'-

pose Captain Biigh examined what cloaths were in the
boat ; and having determined that only two

sails

should be

kepi for each person, the rest was thrown overboard along
with ropes and spare

sails.

This lightened the boat con-

;
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sicicrablj

fortunately the carpenter had a good chest on

;

board, in which the bread was in a great measure secured

from the

water.

salt

His tool-chest was also cleared, and

As they

the tools stowed in the bottom of the boat.
*irere all

very wet and cold. Captain Bligh served a tea-

spoon of rum to each person, along wdih a quarter of a
bread-fruit.

and the fatigue of
was now necessary to put the

In the afternoon the sea ran higher
baling was very great

;

it

;

boat before the wind, bat she sailed so well in

that respect.

Still

this direc-

no longer dreaded any danger

tion, that the captain

however, they were

all

in

extremely wet,

the night w^as very cold, at“ day-light their limbs was so

benumbed,

that they could scarcely find the use of

a tea spoon of rum at

them

:

time was of very great

this

benefit.

On

the

4tli

of May, some small islands were discovered

and the course of the boat was kept towards them the
gale had now considerably abated, in which the captain
had scarcely been able to keep any account of this run ; but
;

BOW he got a log-line marked, and

having practised count-

ing seconds, several could doitv/ith a considerable degree
of accuracy*
18°.
4®.

At noon of the 5th they were

in latitude

10\ south, and their longitude from Tofoa, by account

Sy.

Since the day before at noon they had run ninety-

four miles.

Their allowance

for the

day was a quarter of a

pint of cocoa nut milk, and the meal of it which did not ex-

ceed two ounces, to each person

;

and

for supper,

one ounce

of damaged bread, and a quarter of a pint of water.
order to remedy, as

much

In

as possible, the inconvenience

from want of room, the men were put at watch and watch,
so that one half of them always sat up, while the other
half lay

down

in the

bottom of the boat on the chest

their limbs w'^ere dreadfully cramped,

so cold, and they

’ivere

and the nights were

so constantly wet, that after a few

hours sleep they could scarcely move.
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kiui

country appeared

the

:

of the 7thj

nioriiiijg'

23^

IIL

they agein

agreeably

vlisc^vered

interspersed

wiFj high and low ground, and in some places coyered

Soon

\iith

canoes were observed coming

them gained

more

tiian

Heavy

fast

t;vo large

fast

tovv-ards the

boat

af:er\vards,

sailing

one of

.

on her, and by three o’clock was not

two miles

when

distant,

she gave up

ti»e

chase.

rain coming on in the evening every Oiie did his

uliiicst to

catch

some water, and by

this

means they en-

created their stock to Ihirty-fcur gallons, besides quenchiiig tlieir thirst

completely, for the

but on the

been

in the boat

liieiu

excessively tvet

;

natelv turning out

and

fair,

first

Ihne since they had

oilier liand, the rain

cold.

The next

made

forenoon form*

they stripped and dried their

hi order, if possible, to encrea^e their stock of

clothesS.

provision?, a fishing line

was generally tending astern of

the boat: but though they saw great riiimbers of

never could catch any.

As

it

became necessary

fish,

they

to be very

exact with respect to the qua?}ticy of provisions which

each

man

got dail}, arid as hidierlo the allowance had

been niaJc mereU by guess, Captain
pair of scales,

the boa:, twenty-five of

he

tuinces,

two

Bligli

and accidentally having some

cl:ose

v/liic:’’

t\v

o hundred and seventy-

proportion of weight that each person

should reoei\e of broad, at the time he served
u’as

a

weighed a pound or sixteen

one; weighing

grain'?, as ti:e

now made

pi<:iol balls in

nearly a? desirable and necessary to

and rouse the interest of the people,

as

fix

ii

it.

But

it

the attention

was

to supply

tliem with food, in order that their thoughts might be

drawn

off

from their dreadful situation, and that hope

not entirely desert iheir breasts: the captain there*
willi describing the situation

loro arnused

Guinea and

New

Ifoiiand,

of New”

and with giving them every

informatioii in his po%ver, that might be useful in enabling

them to

find their w^ay to

shoiihl befe! him.

Timor,

in case

any accident
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On Sunday

erening they again caoghtj diiriog a shower

of rain, about twenty gallons of water, but the sea eonstanily broke over

them so modi

that

it

required the

labour of two men to bale the boat, and they were obliged
to keep her regularly before the wind and waves.

Monday morning

their situation

On

was extremely dangerous,

the sea running frequently over the stern of the boat.

The

sun appeared at noon, and they ascertained their latitude
to be 14° 60' south

they had run since the day before

;

one hundred and two miles.

As the

rain

still

continued,

and there was no prospect of getting their cloaths dry,
Captain Bligh recommended that they should strip and
wring them through the salt water, by which means they
received a warmth, that while wet with rain they could

not derive from them.

During the succeeding day they discovered several
islands; the largest seemed to be twenty leagues in circuit,
the others five or six

;

out provisions, and

it

islands

would

afford

but though they were nearly with-

was highly probable

that these

an ample supply, yet they durst not

approach them in consequence of the dreadful sea that

was running, and the danger which they dreaded from the
These islands Captain Bligh
attacks of the inhabitants.
judged

to

be some of the

New

Hebrides: they saw smoke

in several places ashore.

The night of the 15th was very dark, not a star was to
be seen by which they could steer, and the sea continually
broke over them. In order to counteract the effect of
these southerly wdnds, which might have driven them too

near

New

Guinea, in the intervals of moderate w^eather,

more southerly course. Next day, besides
allowance of one tweniy-fifth of a pound of bread,

they steered a
their

and a quarter of a pint of water, Captain Bligh issued for
dinner about an ounce of salt pork to each person. This
night was truly horrible with thunder, lightning and rain.

At break of day every person was complaining, and
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being exceedingly exhausted some of them requested extra
allowance; but this the captain had the good sense and
firmness to refuse.

had of great

service

They now found the little rum they
as when the nights were particu;

dreadful and harassing, a spoonful or two served

larly

to each person, animated their spirits, and recruited their

bodily powers. At noon this day they had a narrow escape

from a water spout, which was very nearly on board of
Since the day before they had run one hundred

the boat.
miles

:

the night was again dark and dismal, and they

were obliged

to

run before the wind and waves.

tain Bligh intended, if possible, to reach

to the southward of Endeavour Straits,
to preserve such a situation as to

make a

New

it

As CapHolland,

was necessary

southerly wind a

fair one.

At day-break of Wednesday, the

20th, the effects of

the dreadful weather which they had experienced were

many of them ; they seemed
was now too evident, but
hunger
half dead; extreme
they did not appear to suffer equally from thirst ; nor had

veiy visible and striking on

they

much

inclination to drink, that desire perhaps being

satisfied by means of the rain which the skin imbibed.
The little sleep they procured was in the midst of the
water, and they always woke with severe cramps and

pains in their bones.

with rain and

All the afternoon they were covered

salt water, so that

during the night the rain
afraid

it

would

fill

fell

they could scarcely see;

so heavily that they were

the boat, and they could scarcely pre-

vent this happening by constant baling.

Friday their condition was no better, they were
obliged to take the course of the sea, running right before

On

and watching with the utmost care, as the least error
deat the helm would have been attended with instant
the
of
foam
the
and
hard,
very
tmction. At noon it Mew
it,

of the
sea hept running over the stern and the quarters
teal.

They had run one hundred and

thirty miles in the
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course

oi* tlie

preceding da}

:

night was dreadful, and

t!ie

Captain Oligh bega?! lofear that

iiciilscrlic

nor

people

bis

could sustain suck iveallier much longer.
Fortunately, however, a

fine

morning broke out on

Sunday, and animation and hope brightened every coun*
tenance
they

the

:

felt

the

first

time during the space of

warmih of the

fifteen

days

In the afternoon many

sun.

birds W’ere observed near tliem, especially boobies and

noddies which are never far from lancL

took the opportunity of

fair

Captain Bligh

weather to examine into the

stock and condition of their bread

:

he found that accord-*

ing to their usual rate of allowance there was sufiicient to
serve them for twenty-nine days

;

but as

it

was

possible

that they might not be able to reach Timor, but be obliged
to

go on

he determined to regulate the allowance
manner that it might serve six weeks and to

to Java,

in such a

;

this determination the people cheerfully assented,

on his

representing to them the necessity of guarding against
casual delays that might arise from adverse winds and

other causes.

Accordingly by giving each individual one

twenty-fifth of

a pound

for breakfast, the

same

for dinner,

and omitting the usual proportion for supper, they found
they would have forty-three day’s allowance.
On Monday, at noon, they caught one noddy ; it was
about the ske of a small pigeon. Captain Bligh divided it, entrails and all, into fifteen portions, and it was
distributed by a method well known at sea, where one
person turns his back on the subject that is to be divided,
another then pointing separately to the portions, each of

them asks aloud who shall have tliis to which the first
thus every one has an
answers by naming somebody
equal chance. The bird was distributed in this way, with
:

:

the allowance of bread and water for dinner, and ate up

bones and

ail,

with salt water for sauce.

In the evenina-

a booby was eauglu, which was as large as a dock it was
killed for suppr-r and the blood w^as given to three of the
;

:
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who had

suffered
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Next

most from want of food.

day they were so fortunate as to catch other three boobies;
the stomachs of two of them contained several flying

and two

cuttle fish,

which were

To make

Wednesday.

all

their bread a little savoury, most

of the people dipped their share of

it

in salt

Captain Bligh generally broke his into small
ale

it

fish

served for dinner on

water

but

;

pieces,, and-

in his allowance of water, out of a cocoa-nut shell

with a spoon, taking care only to put a very small piece

mouth at once, so that he was as long at dinner
had been a much more plentiful meal.
At one in the morning the person at the helm heard the
sound of breakers, and they were soon seen close under

into his
as if

it

more than a quarter of a mile

the lee, not

The

distant.

boat was immediately hauled on a wind to the northnorth-west, and in the space of ten minutes they could
neither be seen nor heard.

When

day broke as they

hoped to be able to get into smooth water, through the
reefs on the coast of New Holland, they again bore away,
and at eiglit o’clock again came in sight of the breakers*

The

sea broke furiously over every part of them, but they

saw smooth water within; but their hopes were soon
changed into apprehensions for their safety; for in consequence of the wind changing they were embayed, and the
sea set in strongly towards the reefs : the sails in this
situation were of no use, and they could do but little

with the oars having scarce strength to pull them.

In

these circumstances Captain Bligh resolved to pull ever

the reef,
off,

when a break was

and at

captain

discovered in

called the

island of Direction."

this passage with a strong stream

and found

it

about a mile

the same time an island within, which tte

it

They

entered

running to the westward,

about a quarter of a mile broad, with every

appearance of deep water*

As they advanced within the

reefs,

the, coast

of

New

;

KAVAL

l^kl

Holland began to shew

ttlSTORl^

itself

very distinctijj in a variety

of high and low land, some of which was covered with

Two

wood*
Oil

islands

of stones, and
to

were seen about four miles off, but
it proved to be merely a heap

approaching the nearest
the boat;

its

size too inconsiderable to afford shelter

proceeded to the other,

they, therefore,

which was within a quarter of a mile of a projecting part
of the main land. Every one was anxious to find some«
thing to eat, and oysters were soon discovered on the
rocks

but as

:

One

lected.

it

was nearly dark very few could be

half of the

other half in the boat.

company

slept

col-

on shore, and the

The next day a

party was sent

out in search of supplies, while the rest w^ere engaged in
repairing the boat.

Plenty of oysters and fresh water

were procured, and by the help of a small magnifying
One of the people had brought
glass a fire was made.
from the ship a copper pot
oysters, pork,

;

and they made a stew with

and bread ; of which each received a

This refreshed them very much

pint.

:

full

indeed their ge-

neral complaints were by no means serious or alarming

they complained for the most part of giddiness of the
head, great weakness of the joints, and violent constipation,

which in some had continued from the time of

leaving the ship.

The

oysters which they obtained were of considerable
and of good flavour; they adhered so fast to the
rocks that to save time and trouble they opened them
where they were fixed. They also found good water in
this island, by merely thrusting a stick into the ground |
size,

there was besides a small stream on the south side of the
island.

There were many
having been often at

two

signs of the natives of
this place

;

New

Holland

such as the marks of

fire,

ill-consiructed huts, with only one side loosely co-

vered, ana a pointed stick having a

slit

in

one end ;

this
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,

used for the purpose of slinging stones by the natives of

Van Diemen’s
visible

seemed

it

;

As soon
and

The

land.
to

tracks of some animal were

be the Kangaroo.

as they landed

Captain Bligh gave repeated
people not to taste any kind

strict injunctions to his

of berry or

fruit

were they out of

which they might

but they began to eat plenti-

his sight,

of three different kinds, which grew

fully

no sooner

find; yet

all over^ithe

proved wholesome and
good, though some of the people who had eaten too

island.

Fortunately, the

much were taken

ill,

fruit

and

this tilled

them and the

One

with apprehensions that they were poisoned.

grew on a small

fruit

delicate kind of vine

size of a large gooseberry,

grew

in clusters

and of a sweet

on bushes,

was the

it

;

taste

another

:

like elder berries;

rest

sort of

and ihe

third was a black berry, resembling a large sloe both in
size

and

taste: they w’ere all eaten

lienee Captain Bligh

On

some.

the

was

by the

summit of the

t!ie

blackberry bushes were

webbed

nests of ants,

Lizards

full

of ihe

like the spiders, but so close

compact as not to admit any

On

but for want of

:

they could not obtain any of them.

were seen, and

rain.

and Captain

Bligh sent them away again to gather oysters

:

were only two pounds of pork now remaining, as
not been kept under lock and key; like the bread
been pillaged
vide what

;

vessels.

sixty. gallons

had
di-

was got

in readiness for

Early in the afternoon the party returned

into the boat.

VII.

had

of water were put into the

with what they had collected for sea

was put
VOL.

t
it

While the party

remained for dinner that day.

and nearly

tliere

Captain Bligh, therefore, resolved to

%vere gathering oysters, the boat

water

and

Saturday, the SOth of May, a visible alteration for

the better appeared in all the company;

sea,

and

island there were plenty of

wild pigeons, parrots, and other birds
fire arras

birds,

were whole-

satisfied that they

store,

There were

n

still

and every thing
thirty-eight days

;
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allowance of bread according to the mode of issuing a
tweoty-fiftb of a

pound

for breakfast

and as

miicli for

dinner.

Being ready

At

prayers.

for sea all

hands were directed to attend

four o’clock they

when about twenty

were preparing

to

embarkj

of the natives appeared^ running and

hallooing on the opposite shore; evidently wishing that
Captain Bligh and his people should come to them they
were all armed with a spear or lance^, and many of them
:

also had a short

weapon

did not, however, think

in their left hand» Captain Bligh
it

prudent to trust them, or even

to continue longer on the coast.

At day-break the
changed
little

;

face

the coast being

of the country had entirely

now low and

sandy, with very

verdure, and nothing growing on

patches of trees and brushwood.

it

except a few

There were seen near

at

hand many small islands; and the boat passed in a channel
between the nearest and the mainland. Large shoals of
fish were near the boat; but they could catch none.
While they were passing the straits, another party of
some of whom endeavoured to entice
natives appeared
the people ashore, by waving green branches of bushes
;

but others displayed
farther off

less

amicable dispositions.

was a larger party of

came towards them.

natives,

who

A

little

likewise

Captain Bligh, however, was afraid

to land; but he laid the boat close to the rocks, and

beckoned to them to approach, but none of them would
come within two hundred yards. They were armed in the

same manner as the natives of Kestoration Island, and
were quite naked, black, with short bushy hair or wool,
and in every other respect like them.
They landed on another island about four miles distant.
Two parties were sent out to searijh for supplies, while
the rest remained with the boat. Here there were the
first symptoms of discontent and disobedience to the au«
thority and wishes of Captain Bligh; for some of the
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people expressed their discontent at having v/crked harder

than their companionsj and declared fuat they waald
ther want their dinner than go in search of iu

person v/as so audaciously insolent as to

with a mutinous look^ that
Oil

seif.

was as good a

One

the captaipx,

iiran as hini->

Captain Bligli resolved to act with the mo^c

iliis

prompt and

lie

teli

decisive resolution, as

lie

was sensible

1:

he

permitted his authority to be questioned, there ivould Is

an end of
lie,

all

prospect of safety for himself and people

therefore, seised a cutlass

and ordered the man

to

take hold of another and defend himself: on w^hica he

immediately made concessions.

To

this island

island.

On

Captain

BUgh gave

the north side of

it

the

name

they saw an old cenoe,

about thirty-three feet long and about three
the middle;

it

in the beach

;

feet

broad in

was lying bottom upwards, and half buried
this discovery

induced the captain to take a

retired spot, for the purpose of resting during the

more
night.

of a

of Sundaj

Their dinner

fall pint

this

day was abundant, consisting

and a half of stewed oysiers and claws,

thickened with small beans, each man.

Ou

Monday, the Kt of June, they landed on another
Island, four leagues distani from the main ^and.
were despatched in search of supplies on it. Towards
noon Nelson returned, but in so weak a condition tliai he
was obliged to be supported by two men: he complained
of a violent heat in his bowels, and had other symptoms
"which indicated that he

was

suifering from over exertion

:

however he had little or no fever. Captain Biigh ventured to give him some wine, with pieces of bread soaked

as

hi

ii,

and he soon begaii lo recover.

As

Captaiii Siigh foanu that all his people

were much

indisposed; he thought that a quiet night’s rest on this

island would be of great service to them.

But

in oraer

that the natives, if there were any, might not be

made

a>vare of their being there, he cautioned every one agaUiSt

B

-e
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making too large a fire, or suffering it to blaze up after
dark; and having committed the charge of this to Mr.
Samuel and the gunner, he strolled about the beach to
observe whether the island could be seen from the main
lie had just satisfied himself that

land,

when on

a sudden the island appeared

ran to learn the cause, and found that

it

all in
it

could

a blaze

iiot^
;

he

was occasioned

bj the imprudence and obsiinacj of one of the party, wdio
fire to himself, and in making it, the
flames caught the grass and spread rapidly: fortujiately

resolved to have a

the natives did not notice this

fire

;

but the apprehensions

of Captain Bligli and his people on this score, prevented

them from enjoying sound

much

repose, of which they

had so

need.

Mr. Samuel and the gunner went out to watch for
and three men were sent to another place to endeavour to catch birds ail the others being* sick, except

turtle,

;

The

two, went to rest.

bird party returned about mid-

night, niili only twelve noddies

;

they might have caught

many more had it not been for the folly of one of the
parly, who separated from his companions and disturbed
the birds. The captain was so much offended at this that
he gave the offender a good beating. He afterwards
acknowledged that he had eaten nine birds raw. The
party which w'ent out for turtles had no success. The
birds were half dressed in order that they might keep the
better,

and the clams were cut into

slices to dry.

Ten

birds were divided for dinner, and the usual quantity of
bread to Nelson, who was now nearly recovered, was
:

given half a glass of wine.
Hitherto their time had been regulated by the watch of
who was the only person who had brought his

the gunner,

watcti from the ship

;

so that sun-rise, noon,

but

this

which they w^ere herxeforward

more small

islands

now

unfortunately stopped,

and sun-set were the only points of
certain.

on the coast of

After seeing

New

two

Holland^ they
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this

had not the

the captain appre«

on the contrary, it seemed as if they had embarked on a voyage to Timor in a vessel sufFicieiitiy
calculated for safety and convenience. Encouraging them

bended

:

with hopes that eight or ten days would bring them to

all

and

praying to

a land of

safety,

nuance of

his gracious pi'otection,

after

God

for a conti-

Captain Bligli served

an allowance of water for supper, and stood away westsouth-west. They had been six days on the coast of New
Holland, and in this time they had not only gained some
provisions, but they had also been even more benefitted by
rest from the fatigue of being always in the boat.

Next day, Thursday, the 4lh of June, a number of
water snakes were seen; they were ringed yellow and
The following evening a few boobies came near
black.
them, one of which Captain Bligh caught with his hands
the

Mood was

divided

weakest, and the bird

among
itself

three of the

men who were
Some

kept for a future meal.

clams which had been hung up to dry were stolen, but
every one solemnly denied the theft. On the afternoon of
the

6tli

the captain examined into the state of the bread

he found that there were nineteen days allowance remaining, at the rate of one Iwenty-hftli of a pound three
times a day

;

therefore, as he

saw every prospect of a

quick passage, he ventured to grant an allowance jfor
supper. Ail that night the sea ran very high, and there

were

m any

complaints

:

the surgeon and an old hearty

seaman appeared to be giving way very fast, but there
was no mode of relief or support except his administering
a small quantity of wine to them, and that

w^as

done ac-

cordingly.

On Monday

afternoon a small dolphin was caught, of

this the captain distributed about tw'o ounces, including
the offals, to each person, keeping the remainder for the

next day. The wind blew strong all night, so that they
shipped much water, and suffered dreadfullj^ from the wet
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At daylight there was much complaining ; hut
the captain could only encourage them with the hope that
at their then rate of sailing, a very few days more would
and

cold.

bring them to Timor.

Ganeretts, boobies, men-of-war

and tropic birds were constantly about them. At
noon they dined on the remains of the dolphin, which
allowed them about an ounce a man. Captain Bligh

birds,

having eaten part of the stomach was seized with a violent
sicksiess.

The people every day now began
of declining health and strength;

to exhibit

symptoms

extreme weakness^

swelled legs, hollow and ghastly countenances, with a
debility of understanding were,

they could not hold out

much

melancholy presages that

longer: the surgeon and the

old seaman in particular were miserable looking objects.

The

captain occasional!}’ gave them a few tea-spoonsful

of wine out of the

little

great service to them.

that remained, and this was of very

In the course of the

last

twenty-

four hours they had run one hundred and eleven miles.

The

following afternoon they saw ganeretts and

many

other birds, and at sun-set kept a very anxious look out.

At three the next morning, to their inexpressible joy,
Timor was discovered, and by daylight they were within
two leagues of the shore. Thus in an open boat, very
poorly provided in every respect, they had reached this
island in forty-one days after leaving Tofoa; having in
.

that time run by the log the distance of three thousand
six

hundred and eighteen miles ; and notwithstanding

extreme

distress

(Jap tain Bligh
island the

was not

certain

Dutch settlement was

faint idea that it

after

their

no one perished in the voyage.

was

daylight bore

The land appeared

on what part of the
situate,

away along shore
to

but he had a

in the south-west: he, therefore,

to that quarter.

them extremely beautiful, partly
it, and partly because it

from having at length reached

was in

r«^ality

beautiful:

it

was interspersed with wood
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the interior was mountainous, but the shore

;

Onlj a few huts were

low\

IIL

whence they con-

visible,

cluded that no Europeans resided in this part of the

During the afternoon they continued

isialid.

their course

along a low shore, covered with innumerable palm trees
of that kind called the fan palm, from the leaf spreading

That they might not run past any settlement

like a fan.
ill

the night, they brought to under a close-reefed foresaiL

At two

in the

daylight,

morning they stood

when they found

in

towards the shore

till

that they had drifted about

On

three leagues to the westward.

examining the coast

and not seeing any signs of a settlement, they bore away

Coming

in that direction.

to a grapnel in a sandy bay,

they had a view of a beautiful country

it seemed as if
At two o’clock they
ran through a dangerous breaking sea, and discovered a
;

formed by art into lawns and parks.

spacious bay or sound, with a fair entrance, about three
or four miles wide.

This being a likely place for an Eu*

ropean settlement, they came

a grapnel near the east

to

side of the entrance, where they saw a hut, a dog, and
some cattle. Captain Biigh immediately sent the gunner
and boatswain towards the hut they soon returned with
:

From

several of the natives.

these people he learned

that the governor resided at a place called Coupang, at

some

distance to the north-east

readily agreed to

come

;

and one of the natives

into the boat

and conduct them to

his residence.

The

Indians here were of a dark tawny colour, had long

black hair, and chewed a great deal of betel; they brought

a few pieces of dried

With

turtle,

respect to the turtle

been previously soaked
therefore,

The

it

and some ears of Indian corn.
could not be eaten,

till it

was the most acceptable and

useful presento

Indians offered to bring other refreshments,

Captain Biigh declined their
get forward.

had

in hot water; the Indian corn,

offer, as

but

he was anxious to
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By

direciioii

of the pilot they kept close under the east

shore^ with all their sails
liotyever, the

wind

feil^

at

recourse to their oars:

When

set.

night came on^

and they were obliged to have
first

they were apprehensive

from the weakness to which they were sensible they
were reduced, they should not be able to manage the
oars but they were agreeably disappointed, for they used

that,

;

them with some effect. At ten o’clock they came to a
grapnel and now, for the first time, the captain issued a
double allowance of bread and a little wine to each
At one o’clock ou the morning of Sunday, the
person.
;

14 th day, having enjoyed a sound and refreshing sleep^
to which they had been long complete strangers, they

and continued to sail along the east shore.
Shortly afterwards two cannons were heard, and in a very
few minutes they discovered two square rigged vessels

iveighed,

and a cutter at anchor: as these vessels were to windward
they endeavoured to work up to them in that direction,
but finding that the boat made little or no progress, they
again had recourse to their oars, and kept rowing close
shore

to the

till

when they brought

four o’clock,

to a

grapnel, and another allowance of bread and wine was
given to all the people. As soon as they had rested a little

they weighed again, and rowed

till

near daylight,

when

they came to a grapnel off a small fort and town, which
the pilot informed

They happened
flags,

them was Coupang.
to

have

in the boat a bundle of signal

which the boatswain had thrown

Bounty

;

in

when

lie left

the

these had been occasionally used during their

voyage as a jack, and
shrouds as a signal of
not think

it

it

was now hoisted on the main

distress,

because Captain Bligh did

either prudent or decorous to land without

leave.

Scarcely was it daylight when a soldier from the fort
made a signal that they might land this was accordingly
done among a crowd of Indians. Captain Bligh was
;

a
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be discovered an Engiisb

belonging to one of the ships in the roads

Captain Biigh that the commander of
second person

in the

He was

anxious for

particiilarlj

h arnt the circumstances and

ill

and

the vessel. Captain

Spikerman, received him with great humanity
lie

was the

he learnt that the governor was

The commander of

could not be seen

his vessel

townj on which the captain desired

to be introduced to him.
this introdiictioPj as

sailor

he informed

;

:

as soon as

distressed situation of

Captain Biigh and his people, he gave immediate direc-

own

tions for their kind reception at his

house, while he

himself went to the governor, for the purpose of learning

when he could

The

see Captain Biigh,

captain’s people

however would not have been able to have accepted this
kindness, as they were by no means able to walk, had they
not been supported on their way to the house, where they
found a breakfast of tea and bread and butter provided for

them.

A

painter (to use Captain

Biigh ’s

own words)-—

painter might have ably delineated the two groupes of
figures which at this time presented themselves to each

other

an indifferent spectator would have been at a

:

which most
mediate

to admire, the eyes of

relief,

sight of so

or the horror of

many

spectres,

loss

famine sparkling at im-

our preservers at the

whose ghastly countenances,

if

the causes had been unknown, would rather have excited

Oor

terror than pity.

bone, our limbs
rags.

bodies were nothing but skin and

of sores, and

we were

clothed in

In this condition, with tears of joy and gratitude

flowing
ividi

full

down our

cheeks, the people of

Timor beheld us

a mixture of horror, surprise, and commiseration,”

The governor

himself, notwithstanding his illness

was

so violent and serious as might have afforded a just excuse
for delaying introduction to him,

became so anxious

re-

specting Captain Biigh and his people, that the captain
-saw

him before the appointed

time.

He

received him
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with great kimliiess and attention^ and

in

every thing he

and sentiments, im-

Aidy as well as in all his expressions

pressed the captain with the persoasion that he was a

tender and humane man.

He

the greatest blessing of his

life

and comfort them

;

said that he regarded

that he

was able

and that though

it

as

to relieve

his infirmity

was

such that he could not himself do the

office

would give the necessary immediate

directions that they

of a friend, he

should be supplied with every thing that could alleviate

There was only one unin-

their distressed situation.*

habited house in Coupang, but this he assigned to Captain Bligb,

and

his people

he directed should be kept

either in the hospital or in Captain Spikerman^s vessel.

When

Captain Bligh returned from his interview with

the governor he found that every attention had been paid
to his people

:

the surgeon had dressed their sores, and

the cleaning of their persons had not been less

tended to

;

at-

several friendly gifts of apparel having been

presented to them.

Captain Bligh next went to examine

the house which had been set apart for himself, and he

found

it

ready prepared, with servants in waiting.

however, he wished his people to be near himself, he
lotted only one

room

in the house for his

own

As,
al-

use, another

and gunner, a loft to
and the men had a back piazza. The

for the master, surgeon, botanist,

the other

officers,

governor as soon as he was informed of
sent

down

chairs,

tables,

for the use of every one.

this

arrangement,

bedding, and other necessaries

When

Captain Bligh took leave

of him he desired to be acquainted with eveiy thing

of which they stood in need; but Captain Bligh could not
think of troubling him, as he enjoyed only a very few

moments of ease, being then in a dying state.
At noon a plentiful dinner was brought to the people
and as soon as the captain had seen that every one of
them had an abundant meal, he himself dined with Mr«

Wanfou, son-in-law to the governor, who, and not Cap-
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Spikerma% was second
was more disposed

Hi.

and

reflection than for

and he therefore soon

conrivialitjj

But Captain

in tlie place.

for rest

retired to

Ms own

I began to
But instead of rest^’’ he observedj
cn our late sufferings/ and the failure of the expe»
diiion
and above allj on the thanks due to God^ who

room.

reflect

;

had endowed us with power to endure such heavj
mitiesj

lii

me

and had enabled

saving eighteen

times of difficulty^ circumstances bearing hard on

be constantly

distresses to

assailed with the melancholy

an eocrease of allowance,

lo our late situation

arise.

my

was not the least of

The

means of

lives.

a commander will generally
it

at last to be the

cala»

demands of my people

me

grieved

wffiich it

for

to refuse.

we left the ship we
There was a necessity

qoaotity of provisions with which

could have consumed in five days.
for observing the

practising

it

most rigid economy

we had

still,

on our

eleven days more, so that had
to have missed the

and by invariably

;

arrival, provisions for

we been

unfortunate enough

Dutch settlement of Timor, we could,

on the same scanty allowance, have proceeded
where

I w^as certain

to Java,

of supplies.

Another disagreeable circumstance

to

which roj

si-

tuation exposed me, w^as the caprice of ignorant people.

Had

I

been incapable of acting they would have carried

the boat on shore as soon as

we made Timor, without

among

the natives, at a distance

considering that to land

from the European settlements, might have been as dangerous as

among any other

When

i

reflected

how

Indians.
providentially our lives were

saved at Tofoa, by the natives delaying their attack, and
that wdth scarce any thing lo support

life,

we had

crossed

a sea of more than one thousand two hundred leagues, in

an open boat without shelter; when

none of us

I reflected that in

we escaped foundering, and that
were taken oS by disease, that we passed the

such stormy weather
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natives of other countries without accident,

and at

distress, I

met tlie most
was enabled to bear with cbeerfulnebS and

sigiiation

tlie

last iiappiiy

wdiicli I

frieiidly

re**

iadure of our expedition, the success of

had so much

With

people to re'ieve our

at heart.

respect to the preservation of health during the

sixteen days of heavy and almost contiimal rain,

I

would

recommend to every one, in a similar situation, the
method we practised which is to dip his cloaths in salt
water as often as they become drenched in rain, and then
WTing them out. It was our only resource, and 1 believe
;

w^as of the greatest service to us, for they then

it

more

We

gined.
all

had occasion to do

this so often that at length

our cloaths were wrung to pieces

we

days

felt

change of dry cloaths than can well be ima-

like a

passed on the coast of

;

New

for

except the few

Holland, w^e were

continually wet with either rain or sea/’

Soon

after

his

aridval at

Timor, Captain Bligh pre-

sented to the governor a formal account of the loss of the

Bounty, and a requisition in his Britannic Majesty’s name
that instructions might be sent to all the Dutch settle-

ments, to stop the vessel

if

she

made her appearance;

along with this he gave in a complete
of

all the

As

it

list

and description

mutineers.

was of the

utsaost consequence for Captain Bllgli

to arrive at Batavia before the October fleet sailed for

Europe, he gave public notice of his intention to hire a
vessel to carry himself and his crew" thither.

quence of

this notice several offers w'ere

In conse-

made

to

him; at

last

he effected the purchase of a small schooner, which

was

ly

iog in the road

this vessel

:

she was thirly-foor feet long. For

he gave one thousand

rix-dollars.

No

time

was lost in making her ready for sea, under the name of
His Majesty’s schooner Resource.
Mr. Wanfou obligingly presented him with four brass swivels and fourteen

utmA

of small arms, to be left at Batavia.

These were

;
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coast of the island of Java

tlie

is

macli

infested with pirates.

On

the 20th of July Mr. David Nelson died of an in-

iammatory
by

his

fever

:

his

death was principally occasioned

having imprudently thrown

but ever since they

left

weak

The

condition.

New

off his

loss of this

serves Captain Bligh,

warm

cloathing;

Holland he had been

1 very

in a

honest man,” ob^

much lamented

:

he had

with great care and diligence attended to the object for

which he was sent out, and had always been ready to
promote the good of the mission in which we were en*
gaged. Next day, after reading our funeral service, he
was interred in the burial ground behind the chapel, appropriated to the Europeans of the town.

I regretted

that 1 could get no tombstone to place over his remains.”

This was the second voyage he had undertaken to the
south seas, having been sent out by Sir Joseph Banks io

voyage, to collect seeds and plants

Captain Cook’s

last

and now,

surmounting so many

after

difficulties,

;

and in

the midst of thankfulness for his delivrance, he was called

upon

to

pay the debt of nature at a time when

least ex-

pected.”

As soon

as the schooner w^as victualled

sea, Captain Bligh, on the afternoon of the

and ready

20tli

for

of August,

took an affectionate leave of the inhabitants of Coupang
having the launch in tow, as he was by no means disposed
to leave behind a boat

which had contributed so essen-

tially to their preservation.

The town

of Coupang

is

situated in a great bay, which

it is the only settlement
is an excellent road for shipping
which the Dutch have in Timor : on the north side of the
island is a Portuguese settlement. The natives in the
;

neighbourhood of Coupang are extremely indolent, but
those at a distance from Europeans are strong and active.

The

chief or king of the island resides about four miles

from Coupang.

Captain Bligh had an opportunity of
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paying a

^isit to liim,

and was received with modi

civi-

was a checked wrapper fastened round Ms
waist wdth a &iik and golden beltj a loose linen jacket and
lity

:

his dress

a coarse liandkerehief about his head.
ivere with

A

few of

him when Captain Bligh paid

Ms

chiefs

his visitj

and

these partook of the repast he had provided for the captain

and

his

companions; after the repast was finished^ he

retired for a short time wdth three of his chiefs,

and on

returning presented Captain Bligh with a round plate of

metal about four inches in diameter,

stamped the figure of a

on which

w^as

star.

Nothing remarkable occurred on their voyage, after they
Coupang, till Sunday the 6th of September, when they

left

saw^ the high land of

Cape Sandana,

they arrived

at,

in the north-east part

on the 10th of the same month

of the island of Java;

and anchored

Passourang, a Dutch

off,

settlement, which lies on the coast.

This settlement

lies

up which Captain Bligh proceeded for
about a mile there he landed at a fort, and met a friendly
and polite reception from the commandant.
The next day they sailed, and anchored in Sauraborga
Bay, where they were informed that it wmuld not be permitted to them either to land or to send a boat on shore ;
this was the custom of the place, with respect to all foreign vessels on their first arrival. The next morning
however. Captain Bligh was received with much attention
and civility by the governor, and commandant, and hos-

on a small

river,

;

pitably entertained by them.
description, Sauraborga

situated on the banks of

half from the shore.

is

a

According to the captain’s

an uncommonly pleasant place,
river, and about a mile and a

The

interior parts of the

country

near the mountains, are infested with a breed of fierce
tigers

this of course renders it

;

extremely dangerous to

travel into the interior districts of the island.

On
rangjr

the 17th they left this place and arrived at Saina-

a

fortified

town, surrounded by a

tvall

and ditch.
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Here the captain

from some of the

civility

in-

The surgeon of the hospital particularly, gave

habitants.

both his attendance and medicines, and would on no ac-

count receive any gratification for them.

On

the 26th of September they sailed from Samarang,

with a galley mounting six swivels, which the governor

had ordered

to

accompany them to Batavia, where they
At this place they found
1st of October.

anchored on the

riding at anchor a Dutch

Dutch East India

The

first

man

of war, and twenty

many

ships, besides

business of Captain Bligli

the Sabaudar, an officer with

whom

sail

of

smaller vessels^

was

to

accompany

strangers transact

After he had ac-

business, to the governor-general.

quainted his excellency with his situation, he requested
that his people might be taken care

of,

and that he as well

as they should be permitted to engage a passage for

Europe

in the

world.

Captain Bligh likewise requested permission to

sell the

first

ship that sailed for that quarter of the

schooner and the launch.

All this the governor

The next day these petitions
told him should be granted.
were formally written out, and presented to the council
by the Sabaudar.
Batavia has long been proverbially noted for
thiness, principally

its

onheal-

from the circumstances that the Dutch

in imitation of their

own

country fixed

its scite in

a low

part of the island, and not content with this, intersected
the town with canals.

The

hotel for the accommodation

of strangers in which Captain Bligh was lodged,

is situ-

ated near the great river in the most healthy part of the
city; nevertheless,

he found the

air hot

and

suffocating^

and was taken in the night wdth a severe pain in his
head next day the pain encreased, and a violent fever
:

came on.
with

Ms

He

immediately sent to acquaint the Sabaudar

situation^

and the head surgeon of the town

iios**

Naval historv
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pita!

was despatched

to attend

him

bj

;

his care the fever

abated in the course of twentj-four hours,

coiisideiably

thou^ik the head-ache
this effectually,

and

still

to

In order to remove

continued.

preserve himself from future attacks

while he staid on the island, Captain Bligh desired leave
to hire a house in the country

;

and the governor

in a

very

and hospitable manner gave orders for his being
accommodated in tiiaf of the pby sician-general, Mr. Sparling,
On the 6?!i of Octouf^r he was carried about four
miles from the city to Mr Spariing’s house; near it
polite

was the convalescent

hospilai, in

eight hundred patients.

As,

which there were then

however,

received no relief from a change of

air,

Captain Bligli
but on the con-

trary experienced an encrease of indisposition, the physician general advised

him to leave Batavia as speedily

as possible, assuring

him, and representing to the go-

vernor, that

governor on

it

was absolutely necessary

this representation, told

for his health.

The

Captain Bligli that

the homeward-bound vessels were so crowded, that

would be impossible

for all his

it

people to go in a single

:
under these circumstances, the captain requested
of the governor that he might be allowed to take a passage
for himself in a packet which was about to sail for Eu-

vessel

rope, and also for as

many

veniently accommodate.

of his people as she could con-

To

this

a communication in

reply was sent, that the captain and two more could be
accommodated in the packet, but that the rest must go in

other vessels, as she was too small to admit of a greater
the governor assured him should be

number ; the rest
sent, to Europe by

On

the earliest opportunity.

Friday the 9th of October, the General Elliott East
in the road, having saved a quantity

Indiaman anchored

of treasure that was on board the Vansittart, a British
East Indiaman, that had been lost in the straits of Banca.
Next day the Resource was sold by public auction to the
highest bidder

:

the custom of selling by auction, at Ba-
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the same as that which

is

is

25/

111.

followed ia Holland

begin high, and to lower the price^ until some person bids, and the first bidder is the buyer. The vessel

viz. to

was put up

at

two thousand rix

dollars

;

but to Captain

Biigh’s great disappointment, no one oflered to purchase
till

the price came

and

five,

manding a
sold

down as low as two hundred and ninety-

at this price she W’^as sold to

ship from Bengal.

ihe services she

:

Biigb,

made me

nor should

1

feel

an Englishman com-

The launch was

likewise

had rendered me, observes Captain

great reluctance at parting with her;

have done

so, if I could

have found a conve-

An

nient opportunity of conveying her to Europe.”

of council imposed a duty on

all vessels sold,

order

but with

this

Captain iiligh w^ould by no means comply, as he thought
that he

had already sustained a

hundred and

five rix dollars^

sufficient loss in

seven

the vessel having cost him

one thousand.

He

agreed with the captain of the packet for a passage

Europe for himself, his clerk, and his servant, and em-“
barked on the 16th of October. The packet was commanded by Captain Peter Couvrat, and bound for Midto

dleburg, in the island of Zealand.

Before Captain Bligh
Batavia the governor assured him that the remainder
of his people should follow in the first ships, and be as

left

little

divided as possible.

The Captain had

previously

men and
under his command, with one month’s pay, in
order to enable them to purchase doathing for their

authorized the master, Mr. Frazer, to supply the
officers left

passage to England.

Captain Bligh had been at great pains to bring living

Timor and Batavia in six tubs these he intended to carry as far as the Cape of Good Hope, or perhaps to England, but he had the mortification of being
obliged to leave them all behind him at Batavia.
plants from

Two

;

days after they sailed, they spoke an American

brig called the Rambler^ bound from Boston to Batavia.
VOi.. VXI.

s
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After passing

tlie straits

of Sonda^ they steered to

northward of the Cocoa

isles

formed Captain Blighare

full

they take their name, there

these Captain Couvrat in”

;

of cocoa-nut trees, from which
is

no anchorage near them

:

Nothing worthy of remark

but good landing for boats.

occurred in the passage to the Cape of Good Hope, where

By a standing
Company no person who

they arrived on the 16th of December.
order of the Dutch East India

took a passage
rope,

was

any of their ships from Batavia to Eu-

in

at liberty to leave the ship before she reached

the intended port

if this

;

regulation had been insisted on in

the case of Captain Bligh, he

have proceeded to Holland

making use of
sire,

would have been obliged

in the packet.

to

However on

the governor of Batavia’s name, by his de-

governor of the Cape, he not only dispensed

to the

with the rule, but received the captain in the most friendly

and hospitable manner.

They
French

Oil the

island.

was

i?i

Cape in company with the Astree
and on the twenty-first saw Ascension

sailed from the
frigate,

sight

IStli

of March, 1790, the Bill of Portland

and on the evening of Sunday, the next day,
left the packet and was landed in the Isle of

;

Captain Biigh

Wight.
.

Such of his people as were

left at

Batavia, were pro*

vided with passages by the earliest ships, and were apparently in good health at the time Captain Bligh

Nevertheless they

left

them.

did not live to quit Batavia; one of
the seamen died before the captain’s departure, and anoall

ther seamen, as well as the master’s mate, within a fort-

night after

it.

The

hardships which they had experienced

probable rendered them unable to support so unhealthy a climate as that of Batavia. Of nineteen who
it

is

were forced by the mutineers
surinoiiiited

and lived

into the launch, twelve

the difficulties and dangers of the voyage.,

to revisit their native country.
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infamous mutiny of the crew of the

tlie

Bounty had entirely frustrated the designs of the British

government

in sending out that ship, yet

West India

their zeal for benefiting the

had

first

which

islands,

;

accordingly as soon as cir-

new

expedition was set on foot

suggested the plan

cumstances permitted, a

did not lessen

it

under the same commander.
Captain Bligh sailed from England in command of his
Majesty’s ship Providence, with a small vessel to attend

Mm

called the Assistant, on the 3rd of August, 1791, to

proceed to Otaheite,
bring the bread

fruit

in

the

South Sea, and thence to

plant to the

West

and such

Indies,

On

other plants as might be found of rarity and use.

his

was entirely left to his option to explore the
passage between New Holland and New Guinea, a passage which had never been attempted before Captain
return

it

Bligh’s voyage in the Bounty, as already related.

On

the 28th of August, 1791, Captain Bligh anchored

with his tender in
riffe;

St.

from thence on the
touched
of

Cruz Road,

in the Island of

Tene-

having taken in wine and refreshments, he sailed
1st

at the Isle of St

of September.

After having

Jago, he proceeded to the Cape

Good Hope, and anchored

in Table

Bay on

the 6th of

Nov^^mber.

The

vessels remained at the

Cape

till

the 23rd of

De-

cember, 1791, when they sailed for Van Dieman’s Land,
which they reached on the 9th of February, 1792. On
the 24tli of the same month they left this, and arrived on
the 9th of April in
heite.

At

this place

Mata via Bay,

in the Island of

they remained

till

the JStli of July,

being principally occupied during the whole of
in collecting bread-fruit plants,

great cabin of

tlie

Ota-

this

mil slo^ving them

time

in the

Fro\ iUence, which had been previoush

prepared for their reception

:

when they

left

had on board one thousand two hundred

Otaheite

aiKl

the;.'

eighty-one

;
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pots aod tubs of plants^ all of which were in the best
condition.

After a most dangerous passage through the

which separate

New

Holland from

Bligh anchored at Coupangj

New

strails^

Guinea^ Captain

in the Island

of Timor on

the 2nd of October; where he remained, replacing socli

had died with others of that island,

•plants as

10th of the same month,

Good Hope, which he

when he

sailed

until the

by the Cape of

passed without having the ther-

mometer lower than 61 of Fahrenheit, or going

farther

south than 57° 46' south latitude.

On

the 17th of

December he anchored

at St.

Helena

there fifty-seven kinds of fruit trees were collected, and in

order that this island might be benefitted by those which

Captain Eligh had on board, he gave to the governor
twenty-three bread-fruit plants, besides some other valuable fruit trees.
Island of

St Vincent.

arrived in

St.

On

Helena he proceeded

to the

the 23rd of January, 1793, he

Kingston Bay; here he remained for some

when having

time,

who

From

left

under the care of Dr. Anderson,

was superintendant of the botanical
garden there, three hundred and thirty-three bread-fruit
trees, and two hundred and eleven fruit trees; and having
received four hundred and sixty-seven plants for his Maat that time

garden at Kew, he sailed for Jamaica agreeably to
his orders.
On the 5th of February he arrived at Port
Royal, where he landed six hundred and twenty-three

jesty’s

plants,

three hundred and forty-seven of which

were

bread-fruit, the others consisted of the finest fruit of the

east

To

complete all the objectn of Captain Blights mission
only remained for him to return to England with a
selection of plants for the royal garden at Kew, and ac-^
it

cordingly he accomplished that end; bringing with
great variety of beautiful and rare specimens.

Mm a

The tw&
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vessels sailed from

m

IH.

Jamaica on the Mth, and having

left

Grand Cayman, they arrived in the
Sod of August, 1793. The Providence
r/as four hundred and tv/enty tons burden, with one
hundred men the Assistant was one hundred and ten
the latter was commanded
tons, w'ith ty/enty-seven men

some

plants at the

Downs on

the

;

;

b}'

Lieutenant Nathaniel Portlock.

was of the utmost consequence that so flagrant
desperate an in^^tance of insubordination and mutiny,

As
iind

it

as that which Christian

and

comrades had exhibited,

his

should not be permitted to go unpunished, the British
government soon after the return of Captain Bligh resolved to send out an expedition, the principal object of
which should he the search for and apprehension of the

This

mutineers.

expedition

had also another

namely, the survey of Endeavor

Straits, in

object,

order to

faci-

passage to Botany Bay ; the second voyage of
Captain Bligh, which we have just related, being exclusively designed for the purpose of collecting the bread-

litate the

fruit plants.

The

vessel prepared

for the

expedition

about to record, was the Pandora

we

now

are

frigate, of twenty-four

guns, and one hundred and sixty men, under the command of Captain Edwards. She left England the latter
In January, 179 J, she passed the
Magellan, and on the 2Srd of March anchored
At dawn next
in Matavia Bay, in the island of Otaheite.

end of the year 1790.
Straits of

morning a native paddled on board, and from him Captain

Edwards received the

intelligence that several of the

mutineers of the Bounty were
that Christian and nine

Bounty

:

Cook was

before he left
still

living,

men
it

still

on the island

had long since

;

left it in

but
the

he told the natives that Captain

and that Captain Biigh had gone to

Whytutakee along with him.
Soon after this intelligence was communicated to Captain Edwards, he ordered the Pandora to be brought to
settle at
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an

aiiciiorj

and made preparations to send

appreliend the mutineers

;

asliore to

hot before this could be doncj

some of them voluntarily carae on board, and delivered
The rest, who some time before the artlieroselves op.
rival of the Pandora,

had gone on an expedition to the

south-east parts of Otaheite, learnt while there of the

and immediately formed the resosea: some of these however deemed

arrival of this vessel,

lution of putting to
it

more prudent

to place themselves under the protection

of a chief on the heights of the island; but he declined

and though these mutineers

protecting them;

at first

manifested an intention of resisting the party sent against

them from the Pandora, yet they soon altered their plan,
and grounded their arms.
They were immediately brought down to the coast, and
a prison was built 6n the cpmrter-deck of the Pandora,
that they might be kept separate from the ships’s company, and at the same time in a place where they could
enjoy a free circulation of air. They were victualled in
every respect in the same manner as the crew of the
Pandora, and had also all the extra indulgences with
which they were supplied.

Many

of the mutineers had

married the daughters of the most respectable chiefs;
their wives visited

them

daily, bringing their

children,

and supplying them with every delicacy they could proThese interviews were very affecting; and one
cure.
circiimstaoce is mentioned well deserving of a particular
account.

A

midshipman,

who had

joined the mutineers, married

the daughter of an Olaheitan chief, and they both lived at

the residence of her father, in the happiest state of conjugal affection. When the Pandora arrived, a beautiful

female infant, the

fruits

of their union., was

still

at

its

but the offender alone was seized and
;
secured in irons on board of the frigate. Frantic with

mother’s breast

grief, the

unhappy mother procured a canoe, and with her
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So pain-

infant in her arms, hastened to hei' husband.
ful
it

and tender a scene ensued that the officers beholding*
were altogether overwhelmed, and the unfortunate

youth himself entreated that she might
received on board the ship

;

but

it

again be

3iot

required violence to

separate ner from him, and she was convejed ashore in a

The pang was

state of distraction.

too great

withheld

;

from her husband, the poor victim sunk into the deepest
dejection, she lost all relish for

months

in

life,

and

after pining

two

a rapid decay, died of a broken heart/’

While the Pandora was

On

in commission.

their first object

at Otaheite her tender tvas put

the 8th of

was

May

to touch at

they

left this

Wytuiakee,

island;

]>ut

there

they could learn no information rebpccling ihe mutineers.

At Palmerston’s Island some of the yards and spars that
had belonged to the Bounty were discovered and a boat
;

was sent

to

make

a further search, but she never returned,

nor could any probable conjecture of her

fate

be formed.

Annamooka, where Captain Bligh had been
with so

nuicli

On

effect.

treated

severity, tvas twice visited, but without

the 8th of

August a new

island

was

disco-

vered, from w^hich a fleet of natives put off to attack the

armed with clubs, and resting on their
war wdioop at stated periods some of

ship; they were all

paddles gave the

;

them ventured on board, these proved very expert at
thieving. They were uncommonly stout and bold, so that
five

of the strongest

men

in the ship could not hold

them, who was detected making off with

From
Straits;

this

island

the

Pandora

one of

his booty.

sailed for

Endeavor

here she nearly ran on a shoal, and other dangers

appearing, a boat was sent out for the purpose of disco-

vering whether there w'as a passage
that a passage
to,

:

a signal was

was found, but while the

frigate

made

was lying

she struck on a reef of rocks. Every possible exertion

was immediately made
sails;

to get her off by

means of the

but these turning out to be unavailing, the boats

mVAh

£34
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irere hoisted out to carrj oot an anchor.

Before that

could he done, however, the carpenter reported that the
frigate

and

in

was making eighteen inches of water in a ^jinute,
of
a quarter of an hour more, there were nine

w’ater in the hold.

As

to assist.

All hands were inmiediatelj ordered

and some of the prisoners

to the pumps,

it

let

out of irons

blew violently the ship beat hard on the

was apprehended she would go

rocks, so that

it

every minute

the night came on dark and stormy.

:

to pieces

About ten o’clock, however, the frigate beat over the
reef, and the anchor was let go in fifteen fathoms
the
guns were thrown overboard, and a topsail was hauled
;

over the ship s bottom

;

but these measures w ere of no

pumps gave way, the top-sail
was abandoned, and every man on board laboured at the
avail; one of the chain

pumps, as

it

was absolutely necessary

the vessel above water

pumps were

at the

till

morning.

if

possible to keep

The

so great that they

efforts of those

became exhausted,

but they behaved with the utmost obedience and intrepidity, never shrinking

from their duty, though the water

came

gun ports than the pumps could

faster in at the

discharge

A

it.

very short time before day broke a council was held

when it was unanimously determined that
was fast sucking down in the water, nothing
more could be done for her preservation. On this determination being come to, spars, booms, &c. were all cast

by the

officers,

as the ship

loose, that the

men might have some

themselves as she sunk, for

it

chance to save

was necessary

to

keep the

boats at a distance on account of the high surf that was

running.

The

prisoners were freed from their irons

:

at

time the ship having taken a heavy heel lay quite
down on her side. In a very few minutes afterwards one

this

of the
for the

officers told the captain that

anchor at the

him farewell

bow

she was going down,

wm under water,

and bidding

leapt, overboard; the captain followed,

and
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lil.

taking her last heel, while everj one was

trjing to get to windward, sunk in an instant.

had just time

to leap overboard,

most dreadful yell

w^as at first awful, but

became

faint

who
As soon

those

may

well be supposed,

died away by degrees as they

In halt an hour the boats saved

and sunk.

kept themselves above water.

still

as

it

cre%v

which they did uttering a

such a cry, as

;

The

it

was quite daylight the boats arrived

at

a

small sandy bay, about four luiles distant, which aiforded

a place of refuge

*.

here a muster was made, when

found that thirty-five seamen

it

was

and four prisoners had

As soon

as the people had recovered a little

strength, the boats

were hauled up, and a guard was

perished

placed over the prisoners.

They had saved from

the ship

a small barrel of water, a keg of wine, some biscuits,

and a few muskets, and cartouch boxes As day advanced
the heat of the sun and reflection of the sand became very
oppressive, while the quantity of salt water which the

had swallowed created intolerable

thirst;

men

excruciating

were endured, and one of the men died mad.
Notwithstanding their dreadful situation it was not judged

tortures

proper to serve out any thing from the cask the
for 00 calculation

first

day,

was found that only two small wine

it

glasses full of water could be allowed to each, if they

wished the water to

last

even for so short a period as six-

teen days.

As

it

was impossible

that they could continue on the

sand bank, immediate preparations were made to
boats for a voyage

:

to those they had,

wreck which
after their
set

stili

some necessary

fit

the

articles, in addition

were procured from that part of the

lay above water.

On

the second day

shipwreck the pinnace, launch, and two yawl*

out on a voyage to Timor, having on board one hun-

dred and ten persons.
In order to accommodate this number, as soon as they

had embarked, oars were

laid

on the thwarts, forming a

;

S6d
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platform so as to afford room for two tier of oien
a paii
of wooden scales was put into each boat, and a miiskel:

ball weight of bread served to each individual.

Such were the only means which they possessed of ac’'
compiishing* a long and arduous voyage; they visited
several islands in the hopes of procuring refreslMiients,
but they were generally disappointed, either from the

circumstance that the island on which they landed did

not afford any kind of food, or that the natives attacked

them while they were endeavouring

to procure

it.

As

the

principal part of the food which they had was in the

launch,

the boats were obliged to keep close together

all

for this purpose they

and

cast off the

tow

towed each other during the night,

line in the

day time, but the encreas*

ing height of the sea, and the haziness of the weather
obliged them to desist from their night towing.

As

it

was uncommonly

shelter, those of

were often

hot, and they had no means of
them who were occupied in steering

subject to a coup de soldi; those

who were

not

steering preserved themselves from this attack by wetting
their shirts and putting

them on

their heads, in order to

alleviate the scorching heat of the sun.

however, that
w^et

if this

method of putting

It

was found,

their shirts while

with sea water over their heads, was practised for

several days, the skin absorbed so
saliva

became

much

salt

that the

intolerable in the mouth.

At length the people neglected

their slender allowance,

as from the extreme dryness of their mouths they could

what was not claimed was returned to the
general stock. It was observed that the old people suffered much more than the young of this fact a very striknot eat

it

;

;

ing instance was seen in a young boy, a midshipman, who
sold liis allowance of water during two days for one al-

lowance of bread.

As

their sufferings encreased they be-

came, as might indeed be expected, more cross and savage
in their temper.
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On the morning of the I3ih of September, the Island of
Timor was seen the person who discovered it was rewarded with a glass of w^ater Notwithstanding the access
to the shore was very dangerous, yet so great was tbeimpa*
;

tience of the people to land^ that the boats ventured a pas-

sage through a high surf.
effected without loss

:

their

Fortunately the landing was
search was for a spring,

first

which having found, they drank copiously, and then

re»

Crowds of the natives
soon came down, who brought an ample supply of all
kinds of provisions; after making a repast, part of the
posed

a

few hours on

tlie grass.

British spent the night on shore,
boats.

On

and the

rest in the

the following morning the whole embarked for

Coiipang, where they were received with the utmost kindness and hospitaiity
in

!)y

the Dutch

any manner or degree conduce

tisfaction

e\ery thing that could

:

to their comfort

being liberally provided

and

They

them.

for

sa-

con-

tinued ai (^oiipang for the space of five weeks, and then

embarked on board a Dutch East Indiaman

As they were passing the

Island of Flores, a most dread-

ful storui arose, wdiich shivered

pieces in a very

for liatavia.

few minutes

every

:

as

sail

all

of the ship to

the piin-ps were

choked, and thus rendered useless, the leak gained on
the crew in a very rapid manner; to add to their danger,
a shore not

more dreadful on account of

on account of the savages by which
about seven league® under their

was

drifting fast.

The storm

circumstances

its

rocks, than

was inhabited, lay

and to

this the ship

of wind was accompanied

by incessant and tremendous
under these

lee,

it

tlie

thunder and

Dutch

lightning:

seamen,

panic

struck, could not be kept to their duty, but -skulked be-

low; so that had

it

not been for the wonderful exertions

of the British sadors, the ships must have been

by

their means, she

When

was with

lost,

but

difficulty saved.

they arrived at Samaravi, in the island of Java,

the? were most agreeably surprised with the sight of the

;
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Pandora’s tender j which they had so long given up for
lost.

after she left the frigatej she

Soon

had been

tacked by a regular body of savages in their canoes
after a severe

with great

loss.

and bloody

contest^

they were repulsed

when

she was visiting some

Afterv/ardsj

islands in search of the Pandora, she

but

was repulsed

this attack also

distress

;

at-

but5

;

was again attacked

her crew suffered much

from want of water, with which, however, they

were at last suppliedby a Dutch vessel, after they had passed
Endeavour Straits from these straits thev sailed for Java.
All the survivors of the Pandora, and of the mutineers
obtained a passage at Batavia for the Cape of Good Hope,
:

thence to Holland, and from Holland they soon had the
happiness of reaching their native country.

We

now come to

the most romantic part of this narra-

adventures of the mutineers after they took pos-

tive, the

session of the Bounty,

and the discovery of

their desct

^

dants at Pitcairn’s Island.
Little doubt

was entertained by Captain Bdgh respect

ing the motives which influenced the mutineers in their
seisure of the Bounty, or the object which they had in

view; he conjectured, and

his conjecture afterwards

was

confirmed, that they meant to return and settle at the
island of Otaheite,

drawn

to

it

of the inhabitants, and above

by the courteous manners
all,

the beauty, blandish-

ments, and loose conduct of the females.

Immediately on Captain Bligh being turned
Christian was chosen to

command

his

adrift,

comrades,

and

most of the mutineers wished to re;
island, but Christian persuaded them to

sailed for Otaheite

main on this
form an establishment

in the island of

Toobouai, ninety

leagues to the southward, as being less exposed to the
of Europeans.

visits

sailed

;

but finding

it

To

this

island,

therefore,

they

deficient in live stock, they returneci

to Otaheite, and having laid in a large supply, they once

pore took

their departure for Toobouai, carrying with
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them eight men^ Bine
Otalieite.
fort

;

On

but their

womerij,

and seven boysj natives of

their arrival they

conduct was

fidence or good

n’ili

fgS

IIL

ill

commeuceJ boildiog a

calculated to gain the con-

of the natives

;

they were constandj

endeavouring to seize on the w'omen. became unruly, and
divided

among

themselves.

Christian discovered that his

authority over his accomplices

was

at

an end; and at

they resolved to leav^e the island with their slock.
the natives by this time began to understand

and were unwilling

moved

;

in

to see the

consequence of

last

But
value^

its

animals collected and re-

this,

which

discussions arose,

brought on a pitched battle, when one hundred of the
natives were killed.

ment

after

this,

the

Despairing of forming an establishmutineers

embarked,

and

some

reached Otaheite on the 29th of September, 1789.

During the passage, Christian became very melancholy,
confining himself to his cabin, and scarcely speaking to

any of

his

comrades.

When

they arrived at Matavia

sixteen of the twenty-five desired to be landed, fourteen

of

whom were

the Pandora.

afterwards seized and taken on board of

Some

of the mutineers having formed a

plan to seize on Christian and the ship, and the conspiracy

having been discovered to him by a favorite female, he

put

to sea,

on the night between the 2Ist and 22ad of

September, with eight of the mutineers and several natives of Otaheite, the greater part of

whom

w^ere

In the morning the ship was discovered

Venus, steering in a north westerly direction.
the account given by the mutineers who were

women.

from

Point

Such

is

either taken

when the
They added that Christian, on the
night of his departure, was heard to declare that he
should seek some uninhabited island, and having estaor surrendered themselves at Matavia Bay,

Pandora was

there.

blished his party, break up the ship ; but

all

endeavours

of Captain Edwards to gain, intelligence either of the
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ship or her crew, at any of the islands visited by

Pandora, were completely

the

fruitless.

We have already mentioned that fourteen out of the sixteen mutineers,

who were landed

at

Matavia Bay, were

afterwards taken on board the Pandora;

two, as reported by Coleman, (the

first

of the

other

who surrendered

himself to Captain Edwards) one had been made a chief,
killed his companion,

and was shortly afterwards murdered

himself by the natives.

appears, that as several well

It

disposed individuals of the Bounty’s crew had been compelled to join the mutineers, because their services were

required, they adopted industrious habits,

on reaching

Having got timber and other necessary articles, they managed to build a schooner of the size of a
Gravesend boat. One named Churchhill, who had been
master at arms, and very active in the mutiny, was inOtaheite.

vited by a chief to reside with him, and his patron dying

soon afterwards without any children,

Churchhill,

ac-

cording to the custom of the country, inhabited his territory ; but unfortunately another seaman called Thomson,

a rude and brutal fellow, envying his preferment and
good fortune, shot him. The natives on this revenged
the murder of their

new

chief,

by stoning Thomson

to

death.

From the period of the arrival of the crew of the Pandora in England, no information respecting Christian or
his companions was obtained for twenty jears.
About
the beginning of the year 1809, Sir Sydney Smith, who
was then commander-in-chief in the Brazil station, trans-

mitted to the Admiralty a paper which he had received
from Lieutenant Fitzmaurice, purporting to be an “ extract from the log-book of Captain Foiger, of the Ameri-

can

shiji

1808.

Lopaz,” and dated Valparaiso, 10th October,
this it appeared th;T Christian, when he

From

left Otaheite, sailed for Pitcairn’s Island, lying in 2.5'

2

'
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loutli laiitodej

g7i

Ilf.

and ISO^ west longitude, where he run the
Soon afterwards

ship ashore, and broke her up in 1790.

he became insane, and threw himself into the

The subsequent

land Inspecting Pitcairn’s Island and
in the twenty-sixth

and

as, if

ibrmatioD,

we

number of

colony,

its

given

is

Review

the Quarterly

;

are not greatly mistaken, the means of io-

and the authority

of

the

doubted, and as the whole narrative

are un-

wTiter,

told by

is

most interesting manner, we shall give

words

sea.

information which has reached Eng-

it

in

him

in

his

owo

a

:

About the commencement of the year 1815, Rear
Admiral Hothain, when cruizing off new London, received a leiter addressed to the Lords of the Admiralty,

of

which the following

azimuth cooipass to which

a

is
it

copy,

refers

together with the

:

Nantucket,

My

March, ISIS*

ist

Lords,

The remarkable circumstance which took

my

last

voyage to the Pacific Ocean,

iny apology for addressing

will,

place on

1 trust,

your lordships

at

plead

this time.

In February, 1808, I touched at Pileairn’s island, in latitude 25° 02' south, longitude 130^ v/esl from Greenwich.

My

principal object w^as to procure seal skins for the

China market; and from the account given of the
ill

Captain Carteret’s voyage,

I

supposed

it

island,

vyas uninha-

but, on approaching the shore in my boat, I wasr
met by three young men in a double canoe, with a present, consisting of some fruit and a hog.
They spoke to

bited

me

;

in the English language.,

and informed me

that they

were born on the island, and their father w^as an Englishman, wdio had sailed with Captain Biigh.
After discoursing with them a short time,

with them,

I

landed

and found an Englishman of the name of

:
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Alexander Smithy who informed me that he was one of
the Bounty’s crew, and that after putting Captain Bligh
in the boat, with half the ship’s company, they returned

to Otaheite, where part of their crew chose to tarry

Mr.

;

but

Christian, with eight others, including himself, pre-

ferred going to a

more remote place

;

and, after making

a short stay at Otaheite, where they took wives and six

men

where

servants, they proceeded to Pitcairn’s Island,

they destroyed the ship, after taking every thing out of

her which they thought would be useful to them.

About

six years after they landed at this place, their servants

attacked and killed

the English, excepting the in-

all

formant, and he was severely wounded.

The same

the Otaheitan widows arose and murdered

all their

night

coun-

trymen, leaving Smith with the widows and children,

where he
1

iiad

resided ever since without being resisted.

remained but a short time on the island, and on

leaving

ii,

Smith presented

me

a time-piece,

and an

me belonged to
was taken from me by

azimuth compass, which he told

the

the
The time-keeper
Fernandez,
after
had
of
1
of
the
island
Juan
governor
had it in ray possession about six weeks. The compass I
put in repair on board my ship, and made use of it on my
homeward passage, since which a new card has been put
I now forward
to it by an instrument maker in Boston.

Bounty.

it

to your lordships, thinking there will be a kind of sa-

tisfaction in receiving

it,

circumstances attending

merely from the extraordinary

it.

(Signed)

MAYHEW

FOLGER.

Nearly about tbe same time a further account of
these interesting people
ral Dixon, in

Staines, of

lowing

is

was received from Vice-admi-

a letter addressed to

His Majesty’s

a copy

Mm b}^

ship, Briton, of

Sir

Thomas

which the

fol-
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Briton, Valparaiso, J8tR October, IS14„
Sir,

I

have the honour

to

sage from the Marquesas islands to

morning of the ITih September,

where none

is

according

charts,

to

Briton and Tagus.

and then closed
which

I

down

laid

my

inform joo that on
this

port,

or other

the several chronometers

1 therefore

soon discovered

it

hove

ilie

with ao inland

I fell in

in the Admiralty,

to ascertain

pas-

on

of the

to, until day-light,

whether

it

to be, and, to

was inhabited,

my

great asto«

nisliment, found that every individual on the island (forty

in number) spoke very good English.

the descendants of the deluded

They prove

be

to

crew of the Bounty,

which, from Otaheite, proceeded to the abovementioned

where the ship was burnt.
Christian appeared to have been the leader and

island,

cause of the mutiny of that ship.

A

sole

venerable old man,

named John Adams,*^* is the only surviving Englishman of
those who last quitted Otaheite in her, and whose exemplary conduct, and fatherly care of the whole of the

little

The

pious

colony, could not but

manner

in

which

all

command

admiration.

those born on the island have been

reared, the correct sense of religion which has been iu"
stilled into their young minds by this old man, has given
him the pre-eminence over the wiiole of them, to whom
they look up as the father of the whole and one familyc
A son of Christian’s was the first born on the island,
now about twenty-five years of age, (named Thursday

October Christian

:)

the elder Christian

the jealousy of an Otaheilan

man, widiin three or four

They were

years after their arrival on the island.

companied thither by

women

;

six

a sacrifice to

fell

the former were all swept away

ac-

and twelve

Otaheitan men,

by desperate

contentions between them and the Englishmen, and five
^ Theie was no such liamc in the
assumed it irs lieu of his leai uame,

yOL. VII.

1

Eoniit}''s

crew,

Sniith,

lie

riEcve
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of the latter have died at different periods^ leaving at
present only one

man and

seven

women

of the original

settlers.

The

must undoubtedly be that called

island

although

erroneously laid

meridian sun, close to

it,

down

Pitcairn’^Sj

We had the

in the charts.

which gave us 25® 4 south

la**

and 150® 25' west longitude, by chronometers of

titude,

the Briton and Tagus.

abundant in yams, plantains, hogs, goats, and
fowls, but affords no shelter for a ship or vessel of any
description; neither could a ship water there without
It is

great

difficulty.

1

that

cannot, however, refrain from offering

my

opinion

well worthy the attention of our laudable reli-

it is

gious societies,

particularly

that

propagating the

for

Christian religion, the whole of the inhabitants speaking
the Otaheitan tongue as well as English.

During the whole of the time they have been on the
one ship has ever communicated with them,
which took place about six years since by an American
island, only

ship

called

Topaz, of Boston,

the

Mayhew

Folger,

master.

The

island is

completely iron bound, with rocky

shores,

and landing in boats

though

safe to

at all times

difficult, al-

approach within a short distance in a

ship.

(Signed)

T.

STAINES.

We have been favoured with some further particulars
on

this singular society, which,

terest our readers as much as

we doubt

thej^

not, will in-

As

have ourselves.

the real position of the island was ascertained to be so
far distant from that in

which

it

is

usually laid

down

in

the charts, and as the captains of the Briton and Tagus

seem to have
mot a

little

still

considered

it

as uninhabited, they

surprised, on approaching

its

were

shores, to be-
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and huts or houses

more neatly constructed than those on the Marquesas
Islands.
When about two miles from the sliorej some
natives were observed bringing dowm their canoes on
their shoulders^ dashing through a heavy surij and pad*

dling off to the ships; but their astonishment was unbounded on bearing one of them, on approaching the
shipj call out in the English languagej ^ Won’t you heave

now
The first man who got on board
proved who they were. His name, he
us a rope^

day October Christian, the

was then about
scribed as a fine

deep black; his
brownish

cast,

first

the

Briton soon

said,

was Thurs-

born on the island.

;

but free from that mixture of a reddish

which prevails on the Pacific islands ;

tint

He

and tw^enty years of age, and is deyoung man, about six feet high his hair
countenance open and interesting; of a

five

only dress

liis

was a piece of cloth round his loins, and a straw hat ornamented with the black feathers of the domestic fowl.
^ With
a great share of good humour,’ says Captain
Pipon,

nance

must

^

we were

all

glad to trace in his benevolent counte-

the features of an honest English face.’

confess,’

he continues^

—

^

1

could not survey this in-

I

^

teresting person without feelings of tenderness and compassion,’

His companion y/as named George Young, a

youth of seventeen or eighteen years of age.

fine

If the astonishment of the

hearing their

and

interest

first

salutation

were not a

in

little

Captains was great on
English, their surprise

Thomas

increased on Sir

Staines taking the youths below and setting before them

something to

eat,

when one of them

rose up, and placing

hands together in a posture of devotion,

his

repeated, and in a pleasing tone and manner,

we

are going to receive, the

Lord make

^

distinctly

For what

us truly thank-

ful.’

They expressed great

surprise on seeing a

cow on

;
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board the Britonj and were

in

doubt wlietlier she was a

great goat, or a horned sow.

The two

captains oi’Ilis Majesty’s ships accompanied

young men on shore. With some difficulty and
a good wetting, and with the assistance of their conductors, they accomplished a landing through the surf, and
were soon after met by John Adams, a man between fifty
and sixty years of age, who conducted them to his houses
these

His wife accompanied him, a very old lady, blind with
age.
He was at first alarmed lest the visit was to 'apprehend him

;

but on being told that they were perfectly

ignorant of his existence, he was
anxiety.

Being once assured that

peaceable nature,

it is

from

this

w^as of a

poor people manifested on seeing those

fruits,

visit

in[)possible to describe

the joy these

whom

pleased to consider as their countrymen.
nuts and other

Ms

relieved

they were

Yams, cocoa

with fine fresh eggs, were laid before

them and the old man would have killed and dressed a
hog for his visitors, but time would not allow them to
;

partake of his intended

This interesting
sisted of

colony,

it

seemed,

now

con-

about forty-six persons, mostly grown up young

people, besides a
all

feast.

new

number of

infants.

The young men

born on the island, were very athletic and of the

finest

forms, their countenances open and pleasing, indicating

much benevolence and goodness of heart but the young
W'omeo v/ere objects of particular admiration, tall^ robust,
and beautifully formed, their faces beaming with smiles
:

and unruffled good humour, but wearing a degree of
modesty and bashfulness that would do honour to the
most virtuous nation on earth;

their teeth,

like ivoiy,

were regular and beautiful, without a single exception
and all of them, both male and female, had the most

marked English

features.

The

clothing

of the young

females consisted of a piece of linen, reaching from the
waist to the knees, and generally a sort of mantle thrown

:
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ancles

:

and hanging

shoulders,

tlie
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as

low

but this covering* appeared to be intended chiefiy

as a protection against the sun and the weather, as

frequently laid aside
%vas entirely

more

as the

it

— and then the upper pa^t of ihe

exposed

;

and

it

is

was

i)och'

not possible to conceive

They

beautiful forms tlian they exhibited.

times wreath caps or bonnets for the head in
tasty manner, to protect the face from

soine^

tlie

most

the rays of the

and though, as Captain Pipon observes, they have
only had the instruction of their Otaheitan mothers, ^ our
sun

;

dress-makers in London w'ould be deliglited n Ah the simplicity,

and

3'et

elegant taste, of these urdaught ibmalcsd

Their native modesty, assisted hy a proper sense of religion

and morality

John Adams,

instilled into their youthful

has hitherto preserved these

people perfectly chaste and free from
bauchery.

Adams

tian’s death, there

all

minds by

interesting

kinds of de-

assured the \isitors, that since Chris-

had not been a single instance of

anj^

young w'omaii proving unchaste; nor any attempt at seduction on the part of the men. They all labour while
young in the culti\atiori of the ground; and when possessed of a sufficient quantity of cleared land and of stock
to

maintain a family, they are allowed to marry, but

alwajs with the consent of Adams, who unites
sort of marriage

The

ceremony of

greatest

his

tlieni

by a

own.

harmony prevailed

in this little society

;

and these rarely happened, being,

their only quarrels,

according to their ow n expressions, quarrels of the laouth
they are honest in their dealings, which consist of bartering diflerent articles for mutual accommodation.

Their habitations are extremly neat.

The

little

vil-

lage of Pitcairn forms a pretty square, the houses at the

upper end of which are occupied by the patriarch John

Adams, and his family, consisting of his old blind wife
and three daughters, from fifteen to eighteen years of age,
and a boy of eleven a daughter of his wife by a former
;
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and a son-in-law.

dwelling'

of Thursday

centre

a smooth verdant lawn on which the poultry

is

the opposite side

and

October Christian;

is

the

in the

are let loosej fenced in so as to prevent the intrusion of

All that was done was ob-

the domestic quadrupeds.

viously undertaken on a settled plao^ unlike to any thing
to be

met with on the other

In their houses too

islands.

they had a good deal of decent furniture, consisting of

beds laid upon bedsteads, with neat covering
also tables,

;

they had

and large chests to contain their valuables and

clothing, w'hich

made from

is

the bark of a certain tree,

prepared chiefly by the elder Otalieitan females. Adams’s

house consisted of two rooms, and the windows had shut-

The younger

ters to pull to at night.

part of the sex are^

as before stated, employed with their brothers, under the
direction of their

the

ground,

bread fruit

common

father

Adams,

in the culture

of

which produced cocoa nuts, bananas, the

tree,

yams,

and turnips.

sweet potatoes,

They have also plenty of hogs and goats
the woods
abound with a species of wild hog, and the coast of the
island with several kinds of good fish.
“ Their agricultural implements are made by themselves
;

from the iron supplied by the Bounty, which with great
labour they beat out into spades, hatchets, crows, &c.

This was not
journal in

%ork

all.

The good

'whicli w^as

old

man kept

a regular

entered the nature and quantity of

performed by each family, what each had received,

and what was due on account.

There were,

it

seems, be-

sides private property, a sort of general stock out of

were issued on account

which

members of
the community; and for mutual accommodation exchanges
articles

to the several

of one kind of provision for another were very frequent,

and fruit for poul&c. also when the stores of one family were low

as salt for fresh provisions, vegetables
try, fish,

or 'wholly expended, a fresh supply was raised from another, or out of the general stock, to

be repaid when

cir-
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cumstaaces were more favourable;
fully noted

down

S79

I!L

ail

of

wliicli

was care-

John Adams’s JournaL

in

But what was most gratifying of all to the visitors was
the simple and unaiFected manner in w^hicli they returned
thanks to the Almighty for the many blessings they enjoyed.

They never

failed to say grace before

pray every morning

at sun- rise,

and

peated the Lord’s Prayer and the Creed.
pleasing,’ says Captain Pipon,

^

after meals^ to

and they frequently

to see these

^

It

was

re-*

truly

poor people so

w^ell disposed, to listen so attentively to

moral instruction,

God, and

to place their re-

to believe in the attributes of

The day on which

liance on divine goodness.’

hy John Adams’s account

was Sunday the

it

were keeping the Sabbath by making

ISth,

two

the

captains landed was Saturday the 17th of September

but

;

and they

a day of rest and

it

of prayer. This was occasioned by the Bounty having pro-

ceeded thither by the eastern route, and our frigates having gone to the westward
right according to his

own

and the Topaz found them

;

reckoning, she having also ap-

Every ship from

proached the island from the eastward.

Europe proceeding

to Pitcairn’s Island

round the Cape of

—

them a day later as those who approach them round Cape Horn, a day in advance, as was
the case with Captain Folger and the Captains Sir T.

Good Hope

will find

Staines and Pipon.

The

visit

of the Topaz

is

of course, as a notable

cumstance marked down in John Adams’s JournaL
first

cir-

The

ship that appeared off the island was on the 27th

December, 1795; but as she did not approach the land,
they could not make out to what nation she belonged. A
second appeared some time

communicate with them.
to see the natives

after,

A

but did not attempt to

third

came

sufficiently

near

and their habitations, but did not

tempt to send a boat on shore

;

which

is

at-

the less surprising,

considering the uniform ruggedness of the coast, the total

want of shelter, and the almost constant and violent break-
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cliffs.
The good old man was
know what was going on ii5 the old world, and

ing of the sea against the

anxious to

ihej had the means of gratifying his coriosilj by supplying

him with some magazines and modern publications.
His library consisted of the books that belonged to
Admiral Bligh, but the visitors had not time to inspect
them.

“ They inquired particularly
This

ill-fated

after the rash

after Fletcher Christian.

young man, it seems, was never happy
and inconsiderate step which he had taken ;

he became sullen and morose, and practised the very

same kind of conduct towards

companions

his

in

guilt

w hich he and they so loudly complained against in their
late commander.
Disappointed in his expectations at
Olaheite, and the Friendly Islands, and most probably

dreading a discovery, this deluded youth committed him-

and his remaining confederates to the mere chance of
being cast upon some desert island, and chance threw

self

them on that of Pitcairn. Finding no anchorage near it
he ran the ship upon the rocks, cleared her of the live
stock and other articles which they had been supplied

with at Otaheite, when he set her on

fsre,

that

no

trace of

inhabitants might be visible, and all hope of escape cut
off from himself and his wretched followers.
He soon,
however, disgusted both his own countrymen and the
Otaheitans, by his oppressive and tyrannical conduct;

they divided into parties, and disputes, and affrays and

murders

w^ere the con-sequence.
Ilis Otaheitan wife died
within a twelvemonth from their landing, after which
he carried off one that belonged to an Otaheitan mao^

who watched

for

an opportunity of taking

and shot him dead while digging

in his

terminated the miserable existence of

man, who was
in connexions,

iieitlier deficient in

this

his revenge,
field.

Thus

deluded young

talent nor energy, nor

and who might have

and become an ornament to

own

risen in the service,

his profession.
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declared, as
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was natural enough he

it

should do, his abhorrence of the crime in which he was
implicated, and said that he

hammock;
was not

this,

was

w^e understand,

sick at the time in

is

pariicularlj' active in the

Iiis

not true, though he

mutiny; he expressed

the utmost willingness to surrender himself and be taken
to

England

indeed

;

lie

rather seemed to have an inclina-

young men and
ivomeii flocked round him, and with tears and entreaties
begged that their father and protector might not be taken
from them, for without him they must all perish
It would
tion to revisit his native country, but the

.

have been an act of the greatest inliumanity to remove

him from the island and it is hardly necessary to add that
Sir Thomas Staines lent a willing ear to their entreaties,
;

we feel strongly disposed to thinly
were even among the most guilty, his care and

thinking, no doubt, as
that if he

success in instilling religious and moral principles into the

minds of

this

young and

interesting society, have, in a

great degree, redeemed his former crimes.

This island

is

about six miles long by three broad,

covered with w^ood, and the

soil

of course very rich

situ-

:

ated under the parallel of 25® south latitude, and in the

midst of such a wide expanse of ocean, the climate must

be

fine,

and admirably adapted

for the reception of all the

vegetable productions of every part of the habitable globe.

Small therefore, as Pitcairn’s Island may appear, there
can be

little

doubt that

it

is

capable of supporting

many

inhabitants; and the present stock being of so good a de-

we

be neglected.

In the

course of time the patriarch must go hence; and

think

scription,

trust they will not

would be exceedingly desirable that the British nation
should provide for such an event by sending out, not an

it

ignorant and idle evangelical missionary, but some

jsea-

lous and intelligent instructor, together with a few persons

capable of teaching the useful trades or professions.
Pitcairn’s Island there are- better materials to

On

work upon
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missionaries haye yet been so fortunate as to meet

tliaft

withj and

Somethinoo

tlie

may reasonably be

best results

we

are

interesting people.

bound

to

expected^

do for these blameless and

The articles recommeiided by Captain

Pipoo appear to be highly proper; cooking uicnsils, implements of agriculture^ maize or the Indian coni^ the
orange tree from Valparaiso, a most grateful fruit in a

warm

climate,

and not known

in the Pacific Islands

;

and

that root of plenty, the potatoe; bibles, prayer-books,

and a proper selection of other books, with paper, and

The visitors supplied them
and
other articles, such as the
kettles,
some
tools,
with
high surf would permit them to land, but to no great extent many things are still w^anting for their ease and
comfort.
The descendants of these people, by keeping up
the Otaheitan language, which the present race speak
other implements of writing.

;

fluently,

might be the means of

civilizing the multitudes

of fine people scattered over the innumerable islands of
Island seems to

We

have only to add, that Pitcairn*s
be so fortified by nature as to oppose an

the Great Pacific.

invincible barrier to an invading

enemy; there

is

no spot

apparently where a boat can land with safety, and, perhaps, not more than one where

it

lasting swell of the ocean rolls

breaks into foam against

Our

its

can land at all
in

on every

;

an ever-

side,

and

rocky and iron bound shores.’^

readers will observe that this account differs in

some

respects, particularly regarding the death of Chris-

tian,

from the

first

account which was derived from the

log-book of the Topaz.

We shall conclude this narrative with a statement of the
fate

of the different mutineers of the Bounty.

arrival of the

On

the

Pandora at Matavai Bay, we have already

mentioned that four of the mutineers voluntarily surrendered themselves ; their names were Peter Heywood and
George Stewart, midshipmen. Joseph Coleman, armourer,

and Richard Skinner, seamen.

Ten others—the whole
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limber alive on the island, were taken, viz* Janies

Mor«

mate; Charles Norman, carpenter’smate; Thomas Macintosh one of the carpenter’s crew;
rison, boatswain’s

and Thomas Ellison, Henrj Hilbrant, Thomas Borkitt,
John Milward, John Sumner, William Mospratt, and
Michael Bjro, seamen. Four of these perished in the
wTeck of the Pandora; namely George Stewart, Richard

Henry Hilbrant, and John Sumner, of those consix were
adjudged to suffer death, namely Heywood, Morrison,
Ellison, Burkitt, Millward, and Bluspratt, to the first
two his majesty’s mercy ivas extended, at the recommenSkinner,

veyed to England and tried by a court martial

;

dation of the court, and the last w'as respited and after-

Four were acquitted by the court martial,
Norman, Coleman, Macintosh, and Byrn.
of Churchill and Thomson has been already
Thus of the twenty-five mutineers, the fate of

wards pardoned.
namely,

The

fate

noticed.

sixteen

is

ascertained

;

the remaining eight went with

Christian to Pitcairn’s Island.
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CHAP.

iv.

Naval Historv of Great BiUam from the Commcoeemeiii of
Flench Revolutionary War to the Peace of Ainien.^.

We

are

now about

to enter

on the narrative of the

naval operations of a war unprecedented,
respect

war,

we

consider

out of which Britain

nations of Europe,

manner.
it

in the

it,

tln!

in

whatever

annals of mankind
herself and

extricated

a

;

the

in the

most glorious and decisive

Before, however,

we commence the narrative,
some observations in the fsrst

may be proper

to premise

place, on the causes

and circumstances which gave

rise to

the French Revolution; and, in the second place, on the
causes and circumstances which involved Britain in hostilities

with Revolutionary France.

We are
licate

and

perfectly
difficult

aware that we are entering on de-

ground, when we propose to treat of

the causes and circumstances of the revolution of France.

That event was so extraordinary in
nature, and so tremendous in

mind
all

is

overwhelmed

times and in

its

its

in contemplating

all cases

extremely

lutely impossible, satisfactorily

first

aspect and

consequences, that the
it

;

besides

difficult, if

it is

at

not abso-

and clearly to trace the

causes of general and complete revolutionary movements
in states

;

but in addition to these sources of

difficulty

and obscurity, with respect to the revolution of France, we
most reflect that the passions and prejudices of men, led
them to view it in such various lights, and to ascribe it to
such various, and indeed opposite causes, that we need
not be surprised

if

the true causes are

gree obscure or unknown.

France and of Europe,
settled into order

and

it

in a great deFor though the affairs of
still

may be hoped, are now again
we are still too near

tranquillity, yet

the events of the revolution to view

it

with impartiality.

;
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and dearness. There are^ howe\ er^ certain causes
and circumstances, respecting the operation of which iu
producing it. all agree; and these we shall mention and
eahiinessj

consider.

To

who have been long proud

the people of Britain,

their liberty,

might seem that the want of

it

of

liberty,

under which the French nation suffered at the beginning

would

of the revolution,
event: since,

if

satisfactorily

we had been

account lor that

we

in their condition,

should

have undoubtedly roused ourselves to shake off the yoke
of slavery.

But

a mistaken, though a very

it is

common

notion, to imagine all people sensible of the value of those

blessings which they do not possess

were

far

behind

us, at the

and

respect to civil

political liberty

it is

XIV,

by no means

the want of what

it

renders those

who

are

the wretched state in which they

to

We know for

exist.

felt

it

one of the most degrading and melan-

choly effects of slavery, that
slaves, insensible

but

;

thence necessarily follows, that they
they had not;

the French certainly

:

period of the revolution, with

a

fact, that in

the reign of Louis

the French people of ail classes and conditions, re-

garded the pleasure and the interest of their grand monarch

paramouat cciisequence to their own

as of

liberty

and

happiness: or, more strictiy and properly speaking, they
placed their

own

and views.

It

that

happiness solely in promoting his glory

by no means necessarily

when we have

folio w^s, therefore,

stated that the French nation, before

the revolution, were, compared with us, deprived of the
rights

and privileges of men, we have

counted for that event

degraded

state,

;

how

and a wish

far

sufficiently

a feeling of their

to raise themselves,

ac-

owm

by obtain-

ing civil and political liberty, conduced directly, or indirectly to the revolution, will

certainly this feeling

principal causes of

vour to

trace.

be afterwards considered

and wish were not the

it.

These causes we

shall

only, or the

now

endea-
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first

fact, that for

place,

it is

ao undoubted and a notorious

nearly half a century before the revolution,

France had been deluged with writings intended and calculated to shake the foundations of religious and political
faith; in those publications, all that

was established

in

the government and religion of the country, was attacked
by sophistry, by argument, by wit, and by ridicule.
These writings were not solely of that description, which
addressed themselves to the intelligent and well informed;

they were calculated to

and descriptions
effects

;

make an impression on

all classes

and though their direct and immediate

on the great body of the people might not be very

powerful, yet even they must have
directly,

felt their

operation in-

through the classes immediately above them;

the feelings, habits, and prejudices in favour of the king

and royal

family,

nation, gradually

which had long distinguished the French

began

to give way,

and when those were

even partially removed, they began to open their eyes to
all

the oppressions under which they had so long patiently

suffered.

to

It

must also be observed, that these publications

which we have alluded, not being intended to bring

about a gradual and peaceable change in

affairs,

nor to

fix

the thoughts and hopes of the people on a rationl reform of

more calculated to excite their passions,
and indeed to be intelligible to the great body of the naThat such a change in the feelings and prejudices
tion.
of the French, in regard to their monarch, was taking
place, even before the American revolution, we have the
direct and unequivocal testimony of travellers, who express their surprise at it, and foretel that it will be followed by something extraordinary. It is impossible to

abuses, were the

conjecture what were the precise objects of those

who

cir-

culated such writings ; they must have been profoundly

ignorant of

human

nature,

if

they imagined that the

change they meditated, would benefit either the people or
themselves, or be permanent;

it is

more charitable

to

—
;
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suppose that they acted and wrote without any clear and
definite ideas, either of what they wished, or of what they
about to bring about.

i^yere

The

second cause of the French revolution undoubtediy

The French government

was the American revolution.

own

blind to their

American colonies
country
in this

;

it

is

real interests, agreed to support the

in

it

may be

that those

to act

who were anxious

to

in France, used their influence with

produce a revolution
the French

mother

out what led them

not easy to find

manner;

the

their revolt against

government to induce them

to assist the

Americans, being sensible that they should thus promote
the object they had in view, while the government con-

sidered this an excellent opportunity to crush and humble
Britain^

Had

the v/ish of the Americans to separate

themselves from the mother country proceeded from any
other cause and feelings than those wdiich produced

France might

safely

But the Americans were

pose.

it,

have lent her assistance for that purdesirous of a republic

they separated from Britain on principles diametrically
opposite to the principles and practice of the French

government; the pamphlets which were circulated in
their defence, ail their public and official declarations and
deeds, were of such a nature and tendency as wmuld have

alarmed the French government, and kept them

had
ger,

it

aloof,

not been that they were blinded to their owui dan-

by the hope of injuring Britain.

In a fatal

moment

they agreed to assist America

;

the Atlantic for that purpose

they necessarily associated

with American citizens and

;

troops were sent across

—

they heard the
grounds of the dispute between x4roerica and Britain,
soldiers,

they saw a people taking up arms, because they were
taxed without being represented ; not because they had

experienced from the mother country any practical oppression, but merely

on theoretical grounds.

They beard

discussed the kind of government which the Americans
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proposed for themselves; a government without a monarchy
without any privileged orders, where

all

men would be

equal in their rights, where the highest and most honorable offices would be open to

who went

soldiers
less

than men,

if

to

all.

The French

officers

and

America, most have been more or

they could have been placed in these

come out of them as they went in
young men, sanguine, of ardent imaginations and feelings. They gradually imbibed the senticircumstances, and

many

:

of them were

ments of the Americans

and from zealous adherents of the

;

great monarch became zealous republicans.

of the

officers

Besides,

who commanded them, had even

many

before

they quitted France, imbibed republican notions; and
they of course were rendered more firm in their adherence

saw and heard in America.
When the American war terminated, the French officers
and soldiers, thus imbued ivith republican sentiments
and feelings returned to their native country; they talked
of what they had seen; they contrasted the condition of
to them, by what they

America with that of France
person, however poor,

the state

even

;

felt

nobody durst

overlook him;

:

in the former country every

that he

was of consequence

insult or trample

he was a

citizen

in

upon him, or

as well as the

man in America, and therefore as far as public afwere concerned, equal to the richest; whereas in
France the case was directly the reverse
the nobility

richest
fairs

:

and the other privileged orders w^ere every thing the
great bulk of the people were nothing they had no rights,
no privileges; all they enjoyed, all the evils they
were exempt from, were merely on suffrance, The law
;

;

—

made a decided

distinction

between

them

higher classes ; instead of throwing over them
tion,

on account of

harshly.

the

protec-

them more
America, the government was of the

their poverty,

In short in

and
its

it

dealt with

people, and for the people, whereas in France,

the nobility and for the nobility.

it

was of

Those things which a
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few years before had not been regardedj perhaps not

known

to exists

now

struck most forcibly and deeply on

the minds and feelings of those French,

from Americaj and what they

felt

who

returned

they coiiimunicated to

and neighboorsj so that the consequences of
the American revolution soon began to be visible in
their friends

France.

Had

the French, however,

insisted only

upon the

civil

who

and

returned from America

political privileges

which

the Americans enjoyed, it is probable that the impression
which they would have made, would not have been very
general for the mass of the French nation, long habitu;

ated to political degradation, could not have understood
the nature or advantages of political liberty; but the soldiers from

America could appeal more

forcibly

and directly

They could

to the great bulk of their countrymen.

tell

them, that in America there was no poverty or wretchedness

;

that the fruits of his labour were secured to the

peasant

;

that

he was not obliged to give up

his time to

the caprice or the interest of the privileged orders

on the contrary, was happy and

felt

;

but,

himself perfectly se-

cure in his happiness, in the midst of his family.
statements would be intelligible to those

These

who would

only

hear, with a vacant and listless stare, dissertations
civil

and

political

wdshes implanted in

liberty,

—they

on

spoke to feelings and

all breasts.

Here then we may perceive one cause which operated
most powerfully on the great bulk of the nation; they

and an exquisite sense of
all the miseries under which they had laboured so long,
with almost utter insensibility to them and when thus

were aw^akened

to a clear view,

;

roused,

it is

not surprising if a desire of revenge co-ope**

rated with a wish to liberate themselves from oppression^

Hence arose

the dreadful excesses which stained and de-

graded even the commencement of the French revolution;
with the' great bulk of the nation, there w^as a complete
TOIL. YII*
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revulsion of feeling; formerly lliey regarded their

narch with a species of veneration, they accounted

moit

an

honour and happiness to die for him; if he was ill or unhappy they sufiered much more than if they themselves or
their nearest relatives were ill or unhappy : they did not
grumble at the

little

he allowed them to possess, but re-

garding every ^tbing as his of divine right, they were

whal he bus

gratefo!

best owed! ireon

them; and even

grateful for Vihct be dsd boI take from tjeoi.
feeling,

The same

though not to the same extent, they bore towards

their nobility, those they regarded as formed

by nature of

better materials, as destined to be their masters
selves they considered as existing merely

on

;

tbern-

sinflVanee,

as having no claims, but enjoying the few blessings they

did merely thrcugli the good will of their superiors.

not to be

when

^i’ondr-red at therefore,

opened and they found thal they

l^ad

their ejes

It is

were

been imposed upon

when they ascertained that they had a right
much more than they had accepted gratefully as a boon s

themselves,
to

that the sudden and extreme revulsion of their feelings,

uncounteracted by education, should produce the dreadful

consequences of the French revolution.

from one extreme to another
obtaining

;

they had

civil or political rights

;

They passed
little

notion of

they did not look for-

ward only to freedom from oppression, but they anticipated vengeance: by the revolution power was put into
the hands of an ignorant mob,

who had long been kept

under, and they were resolved to exercise that power,
without the slightest regard to justice or humanity.

In all countries there are too many whose interest and
hopes centre in sudden and dreadful changes; and in
France, at the commencement of the revolution, this
was very numerous and very active; they were men

class

of desperate fortunes and desperate principles, who must

be benehtted as well as

gratified

by any change, and

exactly in proportion as the change was destructive of
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III.

piaMic order and happiness

men, restrained bj no
; such
and daring, must always possess
great influence over the great mass of a nation ; and
perhaps the French people are better calculated to be
acted upon by such persons than any other people in
principles, bold, active,

Europe

:

for the

which they are

feelings, by

away from

Of

French are of very quick and impetuous

their best established principles

the class of persons

Paris

is

and rapidly hurried

easily

remarkably

full,

whom we

and habits.

have been describing

and indeed

Paris, as the capital

of France, has aHvays possessed more influence over the

kingdom than perhaps any other
sesses over its respective

Paris gives

is

capital of

kingdom.

Europe pos-

The impulse

that

quickly spread over the whole nation. In

it,

commencement of the revolution, were concentred
a vast number of very clever and very unprincipled men,
whose object was to effect a complete overthrow of the
at the

government, and these men of course used every means to
stir

up the great body of the nation.

The

next cause of the revolution must be sought for in

the character and measures of the French royal family and

government

;

v/itli

the members of

it

respect to the royal family, none of

were at

all qualified to

prevent the

change which was approaching; there were only two
courses which they ought to have pursued, and neither of
these did they take.

much more

They should

either have displayed

firmness of purpose and action than they

actually did, or they should have anticipated the wishes,

and thus have obtained the support of those who were
desirous of a moderate, gradual, and temperate reform in
the government. But so far from acting in eitlier of these
manners, they were not even

sesisible

of the dreadful

catastrophe which was hanging over them.

means disposed

We are

by no

to give full or implicit credit to the tales

of profligacy which were spread abroad respecting many
of the members of the royal family of France

V

2

;

it

was
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part of the plan of those

anxious to produce a

who were

convulsion to represent the rojal family, the nobility, and

the clergy, as almost without exception most abandoned

and

profligate; but the truth

Louis

XVL

is,

that

the reign of

in

there was less profligacy and despotism than

France had witnessed in the reigns of Louis XIV. and

Even

XV.

the French government was beginning to be sen-

sible that their firmest footing,

and most real and perma-

nent power rested in the good will and happiness of the
people, and they were gradually introducing beneficial

changes both in their principles and their practice.

But

though the royal family by no means deserved the character which

was given of them, yet

not irreproachable
to act, at the

:

commencement of the

sincerity than he

their conduct

was

the king certainly permitted himself
revolution, with less

ought to have displayed

justified himself for this

were depriving him of

;

he probably

on the ground that the people

his rights,

and that as they had

acted towards him with unjust violence he was justified in

meeting their violence with duplicity.
construction

Louis

may indeed be

XVI. was by no means

sistency,

A

more candid

put upon his behaviours

a

man

of firmness or con-

and what has been ascribed to duplicity may

probably have arisen from his failings of

this nature.

other branches of the royal family were

much

The

less calcu-

lated from their character and conduct to prevent a revolution, or to conduct themselves safely

through

it

than

even the king.

Nor was Louis more

fortunate with respect to his

ministers: they were so

was about

to

little sensible of the danger which
overwhelm the whole of them, that they did

not cease from mutual reproaches and intrigues; thus

exposing a divided and jealous body against the revolutionists,

who, however they might

differ afterwards,

were

commencement of the revolution actuated only by
one common spirit and feeling.
at the

:
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probable that

all

those causes of

revolution might have proved inefficient had not circumstances contributed to their full and effective co-operation
for

it

t

evident that in an extensive country like France

is

the elements of convulsion

and yet utterly

inefficient,

may be numerous and

violent^

from being spread over a wide

surface; something therefore must connect the different
parts; a train must be laid before an explosion can take

We

place.

have already mentioned that Paris may be

regarded as the centre of motion of France, and
at the

commencement of the

in Paris

revolution, there were nu-

merous discontented spirits most eager for a revolution, but
even these would hardly have dared to have begun their ope®
rations,

had not the connection of the capital with

all

parts

of the kingdom, however remote, been at this time ren-

dered more close and sensitive by the circumstance we are

now

about to mention.

Although the natural riches of France are considerably
greater than those of Britain, yet the real wealth of the
latter country has

the former

:

this

long been infinitely superior to that of

has arisen principally from the greater in-

dustry and credit in Britain, and these again undoubtedly

have sprung from

tlie

greater liberty which

we

enjoy.

In consequence of France being as a nation comparatively
poor, she came out of the American
in a

much

war with her

finances

w'orse state than those of Britain w^ere; nor did

they recover from their distressed state as ours did.

Under

these circumstances

it

was absolutely necessary

to have recourse to extraordinary measures, for the pur-

pose

if possible

of extricating France from her embar-

rassing and distressing difficulties,

la the better days of

the monarchy the States General used to be assembled
that

is,

deputies from the noblesse, the clergy, and the

people at large used to be convoked, and to deliberate on
the state of the nation.

Neither the king nor his minis-

were willing

this

ters

to

have recourse to

measure ; but

:
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means of raising njoney and
of the nation they at length were

after trying every other possible

carrying on the affairs

j

So that as

compelled to assemble the States Genera!.

assembly consisted of deputies from the nobility
clergy there was not

much danger

that

ii

this

and the

would be hostile

to the privileges and interests of the monarchy, or that

ivouid endanger the constitution
depiities of the noblesse

men eager
total

for violent

want of

;

and the clergy there were some

and great changes; men of intriguej

principle, splendid abilities,

and desperate

As might be supposed however the number

fortunes.

of deputies from the third estate, as

were anxious

to root out the

different; some,
active,

it

was

called,

who

fundamental principles of the

monarchy, were very numerous

most

it

though even among the

:

the views of all were

though but a few, and those not the

vigilant,

or able, were merely anxious to

reform grievous abuses, and to perform what they were
expressly convened for

and the

—the

restoration of the finances

extrication of France from her difficulties. Others

wished to go farther, they were anxious to alter entirely
the character and

power of the monarchy, but

still

to

retain that form of constitution; in short to bring the

French constitution as nearly as possible to a resemblance
to the British constitution

:

but these men, though com-

paratively moderate in their view^s, and mild and sober in

the measures they recommended, were by no means well
skilled in

human nature ;-*-unlike

workmen, they neglected

wise and experienced

examine into the nature and
capabilities of the materials of which they were going to
make use, and the tools with which they were to work
to

they had formed to themselves an ideal and abstract

image, according to the model of which they were desirous to frame the constitution of France.

All these men, however, were comparatively moderate
In their

views an J objects

;

there were, unfortunately for

France and the rest of Europe, others very numerous and
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very activej wliose ideas went far beyond; even these

might be divided into two classes: one class contemplated
a republic, such perhaps as might have existed in ages of

among

greater simplicity of manners, and

a people of a

very different character from the French, but which

was

utterly incompatible with the condition of Europe at the end

of the eighteenth century
their object principally

though even tbe^

were not disposed
family.

:

by

— these

men

wished to obtain

and honourable means,

fair

in their hatred to kings

to

and royalty,

do justice to any braaich of the royal

Innocent however

comparatively

these w^ere,

speaking, to the other class of republicans, whose ideas

and plans were the most extravagant and outrageous to
common sense as well as justice and humanity, that eve»

One

entered the brains of the most distempered lunatic.
great prir.ciple they seem to have had
estJiblisIied

was to be destroyed

;

not

tutions, but all the feelings, sentiments,

seemed interwoven with
were violently and utterly
their opposites.

to

And

the
to

— whatever

merely’^

human

and habits

human nnnd and

be torn

out,

was

insti-

that,

heart,

and replaced by

not only was their object shocking

humanity and incompatible with

justice,

but

this object,

according to them, was to be obtained by any means
however unjust or outrageous. A tew perhaps of these
men were sincere that is, by some fatal but extraordinary
blindness of intellect and hardness of heart, they conceived that mankind would be benefitted by the changes
they contemplated, and that the benefits of this change
would be so very extraordinarily great, that they would
fully sanction, nay, that they would demand the most iniquitous means for their attainment, if either they could
not be otherwise, or so speedily and certainly be attained.
;

But though some of these were, as we have said, sinnumber of them had no other object in

cere, the greater

view than the gratification of the most diabolical passions

—passions

which the history of

all

ages teaches us have

—
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displayed tlieraselves occasionally in all countries

—but

that never perhaps before, in any age or country, were

by cool and systematic plans, and as it w ere so cornThese men seem to have
pletely transformed into habits.
taken a most malignant pleasure in cruelty and devastation,
assisted

and extended

their diabolical views

beyond France into

every other country of Europe.

We need
as that of

not then be surprised that such a revolution

France took place, when we consider that not

only w^ere the materials for

ready, but that these mate-

it

were under the direction of such men as we have
described, all assembled in the capital, and thus afforded
rials

an excellent opportunity of co-operating

in their great

plan.

Such appears

have been the principal causes

to us to

and circumstances that brought about the French revolution

may
we have men-

there were undoubtedly other causes, which

;

afterwards be developed, and those which
tioned

may have operated

what we have just stated

in

some respect differently from
is good reason to be-

but there

;

lieve that the writings of the wits and the philosophers,

—

as they stiled themselves

American revolution and

^the

the return of the soldiers and officers from assisting in
the abuses of the government
finances

it

— the disarrangement of the

—and the collecting of the

restless

and

dissatisfied

were the principle causes, direct and indiimmediate and remote of the French revolution.

spirits in Paris

rect,

Our next

preliminary inquiry respects the origin and

causes of the war which broke out between Revolutionary

France and Great Britain

:

the blame of this

course was given to both sides, and

easy to get at the truth, as

commencement of
shall be,
It

it.

we

What we

however, as impartial as

may

it is

are yet too

shall offer
w’e

war of

perhaps not

on

near the

this subject

can possibly make

it.

well be supposed that the continental nations of

Europe did not regard with

a pleasant eye the changes
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which were taking place in France; even the desire of
the French King to convoke the States General and to

reform the most glaring or oppressive abuses, met with no

But

favour from the coiitinenial sovereigns.

their indig-

much encreased when

nation and displeasure were very

they beheld the French King stripped of his rights and

reduced to the condition of the
nation,,

first

magistrate of the

over which he had been shortly before the abso-

lute sovereign.

They resolved

crush the revolutionists

;

and in

therefore, if possible, to
this resolution

confirmed by the emigrants from France,

they were

who represented

by no means unanimous in
their attachment to the revolution, but, on the contrary,

the people of that

as

still

it is

kingdom

as

retaining their I03 aitj.

Under these circumstances

not surprising that the continental sovereigns united

against Revolutionary France.
Britain, however,
lutionists

it

was supposed by the French revocoalition against. them
but

would not join the

they did not act as

if

;

they depended on the peaceable dis-

position of the British government; on the contrary, they

endeavoured to intimidate that government into peace

and forbearance by raising up a strong party in their own
favour in Britain. What were called French principles
not merely a cool and
;
by gradual and mild measures

gained ground in this country
rational wish to reform

the abuses of the British constitution, but a
restless desire of complete change.

The

mad and

British ministry

were naturally apprehensive that these restless reformers
might produce great mischiefs, and they consequently regarded with no friendly eye the proceedings of the revolutionists in France.
Still,

however, there might have been peace

the two countries had

it

bet'iveen

not been for two acts of France,

one of which seems to have been the real and immediate

commencement of
The French govern-

cause, and the other the pretext for the
hostilities

on the part of Britain,
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goverament

if

iiientp

^beir absHi'd

it

sclieiiit^s

cciild tLeii

be railed—‘iimd

iHnovati'urs,

and

that ali nieaiis for iLeir aecoiapiisliineril virre
jnstiSable^ hiii iosperalive upon

tiieffl^

witii

persuaded

(elly

iiot

only

proelaioied withoot

reserve nzid in the most public maoBer, their fixed deteraiiBalio!! to assist every

even throw
idle

ail

who

people

wisliea to reform, or

Nor was

off their respective goverEineiit

determijiaiioe

coo!!lr:es iu preach

-

this

eadssaries were seat into other

up Izoerly and equality,

aiio

the French xuade war they declared they aiade

wherever
against

it

broLight peace and protectioB to

the palace, wiiiist thoj

the cottage*

The

British governnieBt, though from the sound

and

cool sense of the British people, and the excellence of

the British constitution they had less reason to apprehend

a convulsion

had

in Briton,

than the continental governiiients

in tlieir respective couatries:

or perhaps
feli«

tliej

yet \iere greatly alarmed,

expressed greater alarm than they actoally

They were

naturally anxious at the

same dine

to

prevent the admission of French emissaries with Britain,

and to

call

oT

the thoughts of the restless and

discon-

leated subjects of Britain to other subjects; of course they
W’ere

by no means indisposed to seize on any

for going to

fair

excuse

war with France.

This pretext France was not long in giving.

Perhaps,

according to the principles of ioternational iaw, especially
that part of
tificatioii

it

which respects the commencement and

for*

of hostilities, the British govern aieiil wei^e not

justified in declaring

war

against France, merely because

the French government had solemniy and publicly de«

dared that they would

assist

any oppressed people;

though perhaps, without much consistency
conduct may be regarded as in
ration of hostilities.

fact

this line

of

tantamount to a decla-

In this light the British government

imdoiibtedlj vie'ived it; but as there

was no precedent for
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waited

till

As Austria from tlie aonueeUoii of the emperor with
Queen of France, was mcst ira mediately aid deeply

the

corameiiciiig* Iiostiiities

sncIi

Frendi aggression supplied

this

tliey

ground.

terested io the affairs cf Frarxe, she was among’ the

arms the revolution

to oppose

force of

was carried on

in the Notlucrlaiidsj

infirst

the contest

;

and the French armies

having been successful^ and having gained possession of the
Austrian Netheriaiids which they had annexed to Francej,

opened the
Antwerp.

Scheldt, for the purpose of beiiefittiiig

river

The opening of

prove highly

detriiiier.tri to

and on that account

it

of course would

this river

the commerce of AEiisterdam^

bad been shut

bj

a r-oltmn Irev'y,

of vrhich treaty, Britain was the guarantee,
to

it,

.'^xcordirjg

whenever lioliand called upon Britain to prevent

the opening of the Scheldt, Britain was obliged to come

forward with

her means for that purpose

all

on

;

this oc-

casion however, the Scheldt was opened, and Holla .ud
silent, at

no

least

official

The

brought forward.
thought

this too

cal!

British

for assistance

was

was ever

government, however,

good an opporiuoily

to

go

to

war with

France to be neglected.

One

of the

measures of the British goveromeiit

first

which the French regarded as

hostile,

was the passing of

an Alien Bill io the latter end of the year 1792;
entitled

an act

for

establishing

aliens arriving in this

certain cases.

The

it

was

regulations respecting

kingdom, and resident therein in

reasons on which this

bill

was founded,

the British ministry did not explain, as they alleged that

the iiiforaiation which they had received of plots against
the goveromeiit, was of too delicate a nature to be laid

commencement of the French Revoamong the opposition
members of parliament. The Duke of Portland, Earl
Spencer, Mr. Burke, and Mr. Windham, as well as several

open.

Soon

after the

lution, a difference of opinion arose

others of inferior note, separated themselves from Mr.
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FoXj Mr.

Slierldaii,

defended the Alien

Soon

Mr. Grey^ &c.
Bill,

after this bill

tlie forofier^

;

of course^

while the latter opposed

was passed, another

duced into parliament, to enable

bill

it.

was

intro^

his majesty to restrain

the exportation of naval stores, particularly sait-petre,

arms, and ammunition; and in the course of the month of

December, 1794, an order of council was issued for pre¥entiog the exportation of corn to France
and some
;

ships which had already taken in their cargoes,

WTre

compelled to unlade.

The next important business which employed the atten»
House of Commons, was a message from His

tion of the

Majesty presented on the 28th of January, 1793, which
in fact, announced the

commencement of hostilities against

France.

On

the 11th of March, the

House of Commons having

resolved itself into a committee of supply, Mr. Pitt ex-

plained the nature of the w'ays and means which he meant
to propose

;

he stated that

funded debt every year to a
formity

w ith

this principle

lie

intended to bring the un-

distinct account

;

and

in con-

he proposed the payment of

the navy debt, in order to reduce

its

establishment.

He

then proceeded to state the several items of the supply

we

shall of course confine ourselves to that part

regards the navy, which was as follow s

Twenty-five thousand seamen, including marines

Twenty thousand seamen

additional.

which

:

£1,300,000

0

0

1,040,000

0

0

Ordinary of the navy

669,205

5 10

Extraordinary of the navy

387,710

0

0

Excess of navy debt beyond the estimate

575,000

0

0

Making up a total

As soon

for the

as the British

navy

of.

<£3,971,9 15

government had come

5 10

to the re-

solution of engaging in hostilities with France, they di-

:
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HI*

to

success of their

that object; but unfortunately for the

causej as well as for the consistency of their measures^

they did not act on a uniform plan.
operations looked as

if

Some

of their hostile

was

to strip France

their sole object

of her colonial possessions for the idle purpose of enriching and aggrandizing Britaioj while other hostile operations that they carried on^

looked as

exclusively what they represented

it

if their object

were

to be, the repression

intermeddling and unjust spirit by which the
In anoFrench government and people were actuated.

of the

ther respect also, the measures of the British ministry

on which they

at variance with the pleas

were

justified

going to war, and the object which they solemnly declared
they had alone in view ; for though they declared they did
not wish to intermeddle with the internal

affairs of

France,

yet in some, instances they proclaimed themselves the
allies

of Louis, by taking possession of places in his name.

These observations will be

clearly

and

explicitly illustrated

in the following narrative.
Ill

the

almost every war betwixt Great Britain and France,

West

India islands have been

principal scenes of contest

the British

first

In the

islands in general

:

first

and

at the beginning of this war,

in this quarter of the

hope of success

grounds.

the

ministry directed their efforts against

French colonies
able

;

among

the

world with consider-

these hopes rested on various
place,

the French

were not in a good

West India

state of defence

the French had not long anticipated war, and even after

they did, they were too

much occupied with

their revolu-

and the defence of their territories in Europe to provide adequate or speedy means of protection for their

tion,

distant possessions.

and

In the second place, the republican

royalist parties in the

West India

islands

were more

nearly poised than* they were in France, consequently

the islands were

much weakened

against external foes, or
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ratlier, as tlie royalibts iiatorailj iiiclisied to Brilainj

islands

seemed

likelj to fall into lier power.

comuiericenient of the revolutioii. the

after the

governmeut sent out emissaries or commissionersj

ilic

soon

Jjaslly^

!"reiicli

who

not

only widened the dilTereiices already existing be twee !i the

and republicanSj but also

royalists

stirred

From a consideration of

population.

all

up the Hack
these

circuiii«-

the Eiutish governmeo’c confidertly anlicipated

stances^

the speedy and easy reduction of the French l^est India
Islands.

About the beginning of April
dron imder the command
against

Tobago

and

;

John Lafcrej^

sailed

han/ing easily succeeded in gaining

possession of this isiandj

tempt

in 1793, a Sriiisli squa-

of Sir

it

was resohed to make an

at-

against Martinique: in this island the disputes be-

tween thercjaiists and the republicans wcre\ery violent;
and the ibimer naturally wishing for the assistance of the
British, as naturally represented their force as greater,

the force of their opponent as less than

Led on by
attempted

and

really was.

Atdmiral

Gardner

upon the island; but
the royalists, as he found on his

arrival oiF

this

a

fatal only to

misrepresentation,

it

descent

the island, the republican party too strong, and

it

proved

v»^as

under

the painful and disagreeable necessity of re-embarking his

Nor was

troops.

tempt

;

for the

this the

worst consequence of the

with great haste, could not take with him
royalists

who had

consequently

at-

admiral having been obliged to reimbark

invited him,

and espoused

many of them were

left to

all

those

his party

the fury and ven-

geance of the republicans.
As in some parts of France there

still existed a strong
party in favour of Louis, the British ministry formed the

plan of assisting

Their efforts were first diAdmiral Hood was at this time cruiz-

this patty.

rected to Toulon.

ing in the Mediterranean, and he w^as ordered to

Toulonnese,

if

assist the
they were disposed to receive his assistance,

;
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llh

g3d of Au-

tlie

addressed a preliiiiiaary deciaraiioa to the

bilaots of

iiilia-

tlie city.

told them, that if a candid and
monarchy vjah made at Toulon and
Marseilles, an:l the sApdard uT royiiRy vrcro hois-cd, t!ie
snips in the LarVor disriiaiitkd, and the per' and forts

In this declua’a'ion

fie

explicit dechrslloo of

previously pbscod at his disposal so as to aFciT of die
Bjitish ships passini^ in and out with perfect saf 'j

;

tlien.,

were eompded wilh and done,

Adai/iTd

assured the inhabitanls cf Provence, that thej

have

if these things

the a^sislpnce and support

ali

com man d would give;

u/Iiich

Ihe fleet under his

that no private property of any

iodividiia!, wfiatevcr his previous principles
iiiigh.t

sliould be injured, but

liave

projected

;

as the British goveriiinent

empowered and

sent,

instructed,

on

or coiidL^ct
llie

contraiy

he was

by

bad no cihor object

in

view but that of restoring peace, order aod traoqyillity
to a great nation

On

these terms

upon just,

lie

assured

liberal,
tliero

and booourable terms.

be should form the treaty,

which he trusted they would accept.

He

moreover so-

lemnly and explicitly assured them, that whenever peace
took place, whicli he hoped and trusted would be scon
the port,

wdt'li

all

the ships in the harbour, and forts of

Toulon should be restored
every kind,

agreeably to

lo France,

with the stores of

the schedule that might be

delivered.

to

On

the same day

tile

inhabitants in the towns and provinces of the south

of France,

Lord Hood addressed a proclamation

fn this pn'oclaraation he called to their mind

that curing fours years tley had been iiivcFed

i?i

horrors of a revolution

they had

;

from

this revolution

all

the

been promised, and perhaps had themselves anticipated,
the most salutaiy and happy consequences; but they must

now be aware by
and

false these

dreadful experience, hov/ linfoiicdeci

promises and anticipations had been

:

lie
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minds how often and how dreadfully the}
had been deceived by their factious leaders^ who robbed
who^
them while they held forth the idea of liberty

recalled to

tlieir

:

while every where preaching up respect to persons and
property were constantly employed in acting in direct opposition to what they preached

;

they have amused you

with the sovereignty of the people which they have constantly usurped

;

they have declared against the abuses of

royaltyj in order to establish their tyrrany

ments of a throne

still

gitimate sovereign.

upon the

frag-

reeking with the blood of yoor

Lord Hood then proceeds

le-

to paint

in glowing colours the pressure of want; the privation

of

all specie

commerce and industry annihilated

:

culture checked.

:

— agri-

This dreadful situation had deeply and

sensibly affected the

allied

powers

;

they saw no other

remedy but the re-establishment of the French monarch;
it was for this and the acts of aggression committed by the
executive power of France, that Britain had armed in con-

Lord Hood then informed

junction with the other powers.

them, that after mature reflection on these topics, he had

come

to offer

them the force with which he was entrusted by

Ms sovereign

in order to spare the further effusion of blood,

to crush the factious,

and

and to restore

to the rest of Europe,

tion,

He

tranquillity to

France

concluded this proclama-

by calling on the inhabitants of the South of France

and informed them that if they did,
would be immediately supplied. In the name

to decide peremptorily ;
their wants

of Britain, he had already given an unequivocal testimony

of his sincerity to the well-disposed inhabitants of Marseilles

;

by granting to the commissioners sent on board
a passport for procuring a quantity of grain.

his fleet,

To

this proclamation there

was sent

in reply,

a decla-

ration of the general committee of the sections of Toulon

;

in this declaration they state that considering the dreadful
situation of France, torn

destruction;

by faction which threaten

considering that

the

southern

its total

provinces,
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anxious to free themselves from the tyranny of these
are unable to do

factionsj

sidering that

it is

without

it

and con-

assisiaiice;

preferable to have recourse to the sove-

reignty of a loyal people; the general committee declared

Admiral Hood that the inhabitants of Toulon, desirous

to

of obtaining the constitution of 1789, proclaimed Louis

XVIL,

XVL

the son of Louis

that the white flag shall

;

be hoisted the moment that the English squadron anchors
in the roads of

disarmed

Toulon

;

that the ships of

that the citadel

;

and the

forts shall

war

shall be

be garrisoned

by an equal number of English and French troops, commanded however by an English officer; that the inhabitants of Toulon look with confidence to the En^iisli for
assistance against the army of Italy, at that time marching against the city
iitary

and

civil

;

that they trust, those

employments

ivill

who

hold mi-

be continued in them by

That subsistence of every kind shall be
the inhabitants, and that when peace is re-

Admiral Hood.
supplied to

stored, the ships &c.

On

now delivered

the 2Sth of August Admiral

of TouIooT; at which time

lie

shall be given

Hood

up again.

took possession

issued another prociamatioii,

in which he declared, that as the inhabilants of that place
had made a solemn declaration in favour of monarchy,
and had proclaimed Louis XVII. son of Louis XVL, he
repeated what he had already declared to the people of

the South of France, that he took possession of Toulon,

and held

be

it

in trust

only for Louis XVII,

peace should

till

re-established in France.

*

Toulon, however, was not long destined

to

the French

remain in

army

possession of the allied powers

:

south of France

attacks against Marseilles^

first

directed

its

in the

and as soon as it was reduced, the, siege of Toulon xvas
commenced. As the republicans rapidly gained important
advantages. General O^Hara, about the beginning of

November, was

sent from Gibraltar with reinforcements,

having been appointed by his Britannic majesty’s commisVOIi. VII.

X
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sioner, governor

of

this

stroy

month

some

On

and coramander-in-cliief.

the garrison

batteries

:

made a

in this they

sorlie, in

the SOth

order to de-

were successful

;

but on-

fortunately^ being elated by their success, they rushed for-

ward, when they unexpectedly encountered a

consider*”

able force^ which was proceeding to cover the retreat of

the fugitives.
at the spot,

to bring

oft’

At

this

moment General 0‘Hara

arrived

and while he was using his utmost endeavours
his troops, he received a wound in his arm,

and was made prisoner.

Soon

after this diastrous event

it

lutely necessary to evacuate Toulon.

was deemed abso-

On

the morning of

the i9th of December, the attack began on the part of

the republicans

redoubt

;

:

it

was

chiefly directed against

an English

the attack began at five in the morning, and

six o’clock the redoubt

was

carried.

The

allies

by

dismayed

by the circumstance, evacuated the other forts, and began
to take measures for removing their ships out of the reach
of the shot and shells, which the republicans constantly

More than four hundred oxen, sheep^
and hogs, with large quantities of stores and provisions
of all sorts, and upwards of one hundred pieces of can*

poured upon them.

non fell into the possession of the French.
But the most dreadful scene was yet to come: the
royalists in Toulon knew that they must expect no mercy
but that, on the contrary, every
inode of revenge and punishment would be exhausted
upon them as soon as their opponents gained possession
from the republicans

;

Lord Hood was also fully sensible of this,
but unfortunately he had not the means or the opportunity
of the

city.

of bringing

off all the royalists in the

manner and with the
must be confessed also, that there
seems to have been a want of plan and foresight on this
melancholy occasion ; and probably the royalists in their

speed he wished

:

it

extreme anxiety to get away, created the confusion which
was fataTto many of them. The town was bombarded
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evening of the lOth^

the allies and part of the inhabiiantSj having

town and shipping, precipitated

set fire to the

two shaloupes, crouded with the
bj the batteries

were sunk

fugitives,

a great part of the ships and property

;

The

the hands of the republicans.

fell into

first

their flight:

royalists as

soon as they observed the preparations for the evacuation
of the town, crowded to the shores, and in

all

the vio*

lence of grief and fear, clamourously demanded that pro*

had been promised them on the

tectiou which

Great

Britain.

efforts

faith

were made by the British

sailors

to rescue these unfortunate people, but thousands

unavoidably

to the vengeance of their

left

men.

Many

a vain

effort to

own

of ihem plunged into the sea,

swim on board the

ships.

of

were

country*

and made

Others were

seen on the beach in the act of shooting themselves:

during
lion,

all this,

the flames were spreading in every direc*

and the ships that were

set

on

every instant to explode, and blow
the

were expected

around them into

In the mean time, the scenes on board the British

air.

ships

fire,

all

were scarcely

less dreadful

and appalling.

In them

were crowded in utter coofubion and inexpressible agony
and apprehensions, aged men and infants as well as wo-

men;

besides the sick from all the hospitals,

and the

mangled

soldiers from the posts just deserted, with their

wounds

fresh, bleeding,

struck the eye on

and undressed.

all sides,

These scenes

while horrible screams of dis-

traction, pain,

and apprehension, mixed with the lamenta-

tions of those

who had

brothers,

children,

lost their fathers, mothers, sisters,

and

friends,

met the ear in every

direction.

Such

is

a very faint and inadequate description of the

circumsiaiices that occurred during

Toulon

;

the

evacuation of

and to encrease the distress on board the ships,

they were without sufficient provision for this mixed and
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and a great part of the provisioii
was aimosi unfit for use.

helpless multitude;

which they actually

Of

liadj

ships

tliirty-oue

of

which Lord Hood

the line

found at Toulon, thirteen were

behind; nine were

left

burnt at Toulon, and one at Leghorn

Lord Hood had

:

previously sent four away to Brest and Kochfort, with
five

thousand republican seamen,

tiire

whom

he was afraid to

Great Britain therefore obtained only by the cap*

trust.

of Toulon, three ships of the line and five frigates;

these being

We come
1793.

The

that

all

now

first

Lord Hood was able

to carry

away.

to narrate the single actions of the yeai

which we have to record, has certainly not

been equalled during either of the revolutionary
for

determined

and

well

wars.,

supported bravery on both

sides.

This action took place between His Majesty’s ship

La

Nyniphe, commanded by Captain Edward Pellew, and
the National French frigate, La Cleopatra, commanded
by Monsieur Jean Mullen

:

the latter mounted forty guns,

had on board three hundred and twenty, and had been
out three days from St. Malon.

At day “light on the T8th of June, the British frigate
her opponent in the British Channel: she
was brought to close action at half-past six; and in the
short space of fifty-five minutes, she was a prize to La
Njmphe: the two ships having fallen on board each

fell in w^ith

other,

and

the British boarded her from the quarter deck,

struck her colours ; but finding

impossible to clear

it

the ships, then hanging head and stern, they were brought
to anchor after

hundred and
official

candour

La Nymphe had

received on board one

Pellew in Ms
account of this engagement, has the generous
fifty

prisoners.

Captain

explicitly to state, that the

like brave

men,

neither ship

enemy fought him

firing

Nyoiphe had hailed her opponent.

a

shot

till

The Captain of

La
the
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and three lieutenants were

she lost also upwards of sixty of her men.

:

board the British frigate there were twenty“three men

killed

A

and twenty-seven wounded.

very desperate action look place on the coast of

America, off Sandy Hook, on the

of August, between

1st

the Boston frigate, of thirty-two guns, and the

a French frigate, of thirty-eight guns

:

of the action were highly honourable to the

who

Captain Courtenay,

On

fell in it,

A mboscade

the circumstances

memory of

and are as follow

:

the 31st of July the Boston arrived off Sandy Hook,

and hoisted French colours, wdiich decoyed the Ambuscade, then lying in that harbour, the captain
sent off his first lieutenant,

one of her consorts

made

prisoners.

The two

supposing the Boston to be

the boat was surprised, and the crew

;

On

French frigate made

this the

and the Boston prepared

ment

of which

ships soon

sail,

for action.

met within

pistol shot; the

engage-

upwards of two hours, during which the'
Boston had her masts and rigging much shattered. Cap-

tain

lasted for

Courtenay and the

first

lieutenant of the marines

were both killed by the same shot.

The Ambuscade had

a tender with her which supplied her with fresh hands
three different times.

The Boston had

and twenty wounded, besides the two

eleven

officers

;

men

killed

and finding

the frigate an overmatch she steered away, and arrived at
St, John's, in the Island

in

of Newfoundland, much shattered

her hull and rigging.

While His Majesty’s ship Crescent, commanded by
Captain James Saiimarez, was cruizing on the 29th of
October, off Cape Bartleur, she fell in with a French
which

two hours and ten
minutes struck her colours. She proved to be La Reunion,

frigate,

mounting

after a close action of

thirty-six guns,

twenty men.

The

engagement

as she

and carrying three hundred and
was very fortunate in this

British ship

had not a single man either

killed
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or wounded, whereas on board of her opponent there

were twenty

As

killed

and wounded.

the object of this

it is

work

to record not only the

naval engagements and exploits of Britain, but also what-»

ever displays her advancement in nautical knowledge and
science,

we

shall

make no apology

for closing

our narra-

tive of the jear 1793 with extracting a very valuable

paper which appeared
the year, and which

in the Piiiiosophicai Transactions for

we have no doubt

and interesting not only to our
to

our readers

in

revolutionary w^ars
tions

will be instructive

professior.ai readers,

general. As
many important

discoveries

were made by British acuteness, science, and

dustry,

which materially contributed either

supremacy,

to the

and experience, or

but

two French
and inven-

during the

in-

to her naval

advancement of her naval knowledge
to the safety

and preservation of her

seamen, we shall occasionally isdrodiice an account of

them

at the

end of each year, and we

shall in general

prefer laying an account of them before our readers in the
w^ords of the discoverers or inventors themselves.

The paper to which we have alluded, and which we are
now about to extract is entitled Observations on a
Current that often prevails to the westward of

Sciily,

endangering the safety of Ships that approach the British

Channel; by James Rennell, Esq. F.
It

is

ships, in

Ji.

S.”

a circumstance well known to seamen, that

coming from the

Atlantic,

and steering a course

somewhat

for the British Channel, in a parallel

to the

south of the Sciily Islands, do notwithstanding often find

themselves to the north of those islands
words, in the mouth of the
Cliannel.

St.

;

or, in

other

George’s, or of the Bristol

This extraordinary error has passed for the

effects either of bad steerage, bad observations of latitude,

OF the indraught of the Bristol Channel

account for

it

times there

may be an

satisfactorily

;

:

but none of these

because admitting that at

indraught,

it

cannot be supposed

;
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and tbe case has happened in weather
the most favourable for navigating^ and for taking obserto extend to Scillj

;

The consequences of

vations.

this

intended track have very often been
the loss of the

Nancy packed

in

from the

deviation
fatal

;

particularly in

our own times, and that

of Sir Cioudesle}^ Shovel, and others of his

beginning of the present century.

at the

fleet,

Numbers of

cases

equally melancholy but of less celebrity have occurred

and many others,
but not

fatal,

in

which the danger has been imminent

have scarcely reached the public

of these have been referred to accident

;

ear.

All

and therefore no

attempt seems to have been made to investigate the cause
of them.
I

am however

to a specific cause

of opinion that they

:

may be imputed

namely, a current: and

shall there-

I

fore endeavour to Investigate both that and

that seamen

may be apprized

particularly to expect

it,

strength; for then only

in

it is

of the times

its

effects,

when they

are

any considerable degree of
likely to occasion mischief;

the current that prevails at ordinary times being probably
too

weak

to

produce an error

in the reckoning,

equal to

the difference of parallel between the south part of Scilly

and the

tract that a

commander, prudent

in his measures,

but unsuspicious of a current, would chuse to
It

seems to be generally allowed that there

sail in.
is

always a

current setting round the Capes of Finisterre and Ortegal

Bay of Biscay. This I have the authority of
Captain Mendoza Rios, a Fellow of the Royal Societj^,

into the

and an

officer in

the^royal navy of Spain, for asserting.

Besides such an intimation was amongst

the

earliest

notices that I received concerning matters of navigation,

when on board of

a ship that sailed close along the north

coast of Spain, in 1757.

The

current then

is

admitted to

set to the eastward along the coast of Spain, and continues its course, as I am assured, along the coast of

France to the north and north-west; and indeed any
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0 Jj of r/aler once set in snolion along a coast cannot

suddenly stop; nor does

by degrees
into

it

probablj lose tbai motion until

mixes with the ocean

it

;

after

being projected

cither from the side of some promontory that

itj

extends very

far

beyond the general direction of the

coast, or after being

The

conducted into

it

through a

strait.

original cause of this current I apprehend to be

iho prevalence of the westerly winds in the Atlantic^

impelliog the waters along the north coast

which
ffpciiii,

occasions a current in the

first

instance.

of

The

^Ironger the wind the more water will be driven into the

Bay of Biscay,

in a

given time; and the longer the con«

tinuance of the wind, the farther will the vein of current
extend.

seems to be clearly proved that currents of water
running along a coast that suddenly changes its

It

after

(as

direction,

montory

happens on the French

soutii of Brest)

coast, at the pro-

do not change their course with

that of the shore, but preserve for a considerable time

the direction which they received from the coast they last

ran by.

In some instances after being projected into the

sea they never again approach the shore, but preserve to

a very great distance nearly the direction in which they

were projected, as well as a considerable degree of their
original velocity and temperature.
The gulf stream of
Florida

is

a wonderful instance of

this hind,

which

ori-

ginating in a body of pent-up w'atrrs, in the Gulf of

Mexico,
Straits

the

is

discharged with such velocity through the

of Bahama, that

its

motion

is

traceable through

Athiutic to the bank of Newfoundland, and

possibly extend

much

farther.

may

This being therefore the

wc can have no difficulty in conceiving that the
current of the Bay of Biscay continues its course, which
may be about iiorth-w'est by west from the coast of
case

France to the westward of Scilly and Ireland,

At ordinary times

its

strength

may

i|ot

be great

:
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of direction across

Giiougli io preserve its line

of the British Channel
tion.

may

it

;

or^ if it

direc-

its

But

put her in danger.

current prevails generally there can be

little

that a

doubt, and

degree of strength will be regulated by the state of the
After a long interval of moderate westerly gales

winds.
it

month

tlie

does preserve

not have velocity enough to throw a ship so

far out of her course as to

its

313
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may be

hardly perceptible; for a very few miles of

nortliiiig, in

the twenty-four hours^, will be referred to

bad steerage or some other kind of error

;

but after hard

and continued gales from the western quarter the current
will be felt in a considerable degree of strength

and not.

;

only in the parallel of Scilly, but in that ot the souths
w'Gsl coast of Ireland likewise.

Our
waters

observation of what passes in the most

shew how

sufficient to

is

induced, by

tlie

action of the

common
may be

easily a current

wind on the water

guoos to a bank, when the wind blows along

conti«

In a

it.

canal of about four miles in length the water was kept up
four inches higher at one end than at the other, by the

mere action of the wind along the

canal.

experiment made, and reported

me, by

mented acquaintance, the

late

to

This was an

my much

Mr. Smeaton.

We

also the effects of a strong south-west, or north-west

on oor own coasts

:

wind

namely, that of raising very high

tides in the British

Channel, or

the eastern coasts,

as

because the water that

enough by the

la-

know

is

in the

Thames, and on

those winds respectively

blow

accumulated cannot escape quick

Strait of

Dover, to allow of the level

Also that the Baltic is kept op two feet
by a strong north-west wind of any continuance

being preserved.
at least

:

and that the Caspian Sea

is

higher by several

feet, at

either end, as a strong northerly or southerly wind prevails.

which

Therefore as water pent up in a situation from
it

cannot escape, acquires a higher level, so in a

place where

it

can escape, the same operation produces a
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currentj aod this current will extend to a greater or less
distance, according to the force with which

motion; or

which

wwds

it

may

why a

possibly be asked

To

?

set in

similar current does

Bot prevail in the British Channel from the sa

winds

is

according to the height at

kept up by the wind.

it is

It

other

in

this I answ’'er5 that the increased

westerly

height and

velocity of the tides, during the prevalence of such wdiuls,

prove that a part at least of the same

Bay

in the

of Biscay,

is

produced

have little doubt that there
that as

it is

the senses

is

blended with the

is lost

;

for it

effect wliich

happens

and

in the channel;

in fact a current also

common

may appear

tide,

I

but

;

the effect on

only in the form of a

stronger flood tide, or a weaker ebb than at other times.

Whereas the

bay, a wider space and of a different form,

allows a freer scope to the tides than the British Channel
does:

it

being high water nearly at the same time

all

over

the bay, but varying in the channel at least five hours.

And

may be concluded from analogy

it

that the form of

the channel does not allow of the same effect beinsr

produced by the wind on

its

included waters, as

produced on those of the bay

:

may be

these meeting with an

opposition in the coast of France, the others having a

Dover; we may also conclude
no such phenomenon as a tide existed, a current,

partial exit at the Strait of

that

if

though

less strong

than in the bay, would be perceived in

the British Channel.

Of

the

reason of

Bay of Biscay

its

which are

may be observed

that by

form, and exposure to the reigning winds,

often violent,

expanse of water, there

known

it

is

and which pass over a vast
no part of the ocean familiarly

to us whose circumstances are in any degree

milar to
find that

it.

it

It

ought not therefore to surprise us

differs, in

Seamen have remarked

any particular, from other
its

uncommon degree

if

si-

we

seas.

of agitation

in stormy weather; but this has not, as far as I

know,
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been properly accounted
rally

the same

to

current

?

not be owing gene«

that whicli produces

and at times to the very current itself?

respect to the

when

May it

for.

cause as

313

first

—

liie

tlie

With

waves of a deep bay or giilf^
ilj nill meet with a

the wind forces the water into

resistancG in the land at the head of

it,

which must

occasion a reverberation that wdll render the surface of a
great part of

an opening

gulf more unquiet than w^here there

What

freer scope.
scale,

tlie

at the end, to allow the undulatory raotioii
is

said here

is

page 45.)

And

a

exemplified on a small

by Mr. Smeaton’s very ingenious manner of

ing Ramsgate harbbur.

is

quiet*-

(See his Tract on that harbour,

with respect to the second cause'““«the

effect of a current running to windward, in producing a

short,

iiiollov/,

well known.

runs

strorjg,

and therefore dangerous wave,

is

pretty

Accordingly at seasons %^heii the current

and the wind blows

fresh from the north-

west quarter, this cause must also contribute to the agitation of the water in the north part of the bay.
It is quite uncertain at what interval of time, from
commencement of strong westerly gales, in the Atlantic and Bay of Biscay, the current may operate on the

ihe

tracts of ships

near Scilly; for

we

the data requisite for determining

are not possessed of
it.

if

we were

to

conceive a current originating on the coasts of Spain,

and afterwards disturbing the courses of ships on the
west of Scilly and Ireland

this

;

would require too much

time to agree with one of the instances which

adduce

:

although

it is

probable that this

the effect at ordinary times, and

blow moderately.

But as

when

in one

1

mean

may be

to

nearly

the westerly winds

striking instance,

it

appears that the current operated in a very remarkable

manner on the ship's
commencement of the

course,

on the fourth day

gale, in the quarter

after the

where the ship

was the cause should rather be looked for in the sudden
and great -accumulation of water in the Bay of Biscay
;

5
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no accounting

is

And

ance of the current.

for the soadeii ap{3ear'»^

the very act of acciimiilatioo^

causing an indraught 5 there will consequently bo a cur»
rent round the Capes of Finisterre and Ortegai^ toward*

Be

the bay.

doubt

however what

the exact cause

w^esterly winds

;

may^

it

no

it

by the action of strong

originates in the bay,

the prevalence of such winds

ivill

there™

fore be the signal for the appearance of a current, be™

tween Ushant and the south-west coast of Ireland
though the cause can only be guessed
well ascertained to remain in doubt,
1

now adduce

shall

at,

is

;

for

is

too

*

Which the idea of

the facts on

the existence of a current

the eflect

founded.

In crossing the eastern part of the Atlantic, in the

Hector East India

ship, in

1778,

we

encountered, be™

tween the paralleK of 42 and 49, very strong westerly
gales; but particularly between the 16th and Sitli of
January, wdien at intervals
It varied

lence.

blew* with

it

uncommon

two or more points both

and south-west, but blew longest from
points; and
coast of

We

it

Nova

extended, as

I

vio-

to the north

the

northern

afterwards learnt, from the

Scotia to that of Spain.

arrived within sixty or seventy leagues of the

on the 30th of January, keeping
between the parallels of 49 and 50 and about this time
meridian of Scilly

;

we began

to feel a current,

which

set the ship to the

north of her intended parallel by near half a degree, in
the interval between
is,

in

two days*

And

two observations of
the

latitude

;

that

wind ever afterwards inclining

to the south, would not permit us to regain the parallel
for although the northern set
until

we

was

trifling,

from the Slst

arrived very near Scilly, yet the wind being both

we could never overcome the tendency of
Add to this that the direction of the current

scant and light,

the current.

being much more westerly than northerly, we crossed

on so very oblique a course that we continued

in

it

it

a long
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and were driveOj

to the west by it; for

as

it
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appears, near thirty leagues

we had soundings

in seventy-three

fathoms, in the latitude of Scilly, and afterwards ran one

hundred and

we

miles by the log directly east, before

fifty

came the length of the

In

islands.

effect, in

running one

hundred and twenty miles we shallowed the water only
nine fathoms.

We

not only were sensible of the current by the

observations of latitude, but by ripplings on the surface of

The

the water, and by the direction of the lead line.

consequence of
north of Scilly

all this
;

was that we were driven to the

and were barely able to lay a course

through the passage between those islands and the land’s
end.

Having no time-keeper on board

were unable

to

and

ascertain the several points in this part of our tract,

therefore can only approximate our longitude, and that

but very coarsely.

But according

to

what

w^e learnt

from

our soundings, and from a vessel which had only just
entered the current,

it

may be concluded

that the current

at times extends to sixty leagues west of Scilly, and also

runs close on the west of those islands.

breadth of the stream
thirty leagues

;

for

we

may

probably be

However

little

the

more than

crossed, as has been

said,

very

obliquely, and perhaps in the widest part.

The

journals of the Atlas East India ship. Captain

Cooper, in 1787, furnishes much clearer proofs, both of
the existence of the current, and of the rate of
tion

;

for

its

mo-*

having time-keepers on board, Captain Cooper

was frequently enabled

to note the difference

true and the supposed longitude
this journal,

by the means

highly valuable

it

;

and

it

between the

may be

said, that

affords of ascertaining the

as containing some very imand which might have been entirely lost to
the public, had not Captain Cooper marked them, in the
current,

portant

is

facts,

Hiost pointed

manner.

;
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The

Atlas sailed with a

parture from

1787

;

joiiriia!.

wind^ and took her de-

fair

of Wight, on the 25th of Jaimarj,

the Isle

and on the 27th had advanced

to the westward of Ushant

began

and

south,

at

most impor-

statej in abstract, the

proceed to

tant of the facts recorded in the

when a

;

fifty-five

leagues

violent gale of

about eleven hours

wind

aflerwardwS,

changed suddenly to the westward. The gale continued
on the SSth, it was ge-

through the four following days

:

nerally west by south, and west-south-west

south-west by west, or more southerly

and

;

Slst, south-south-west, to south-west

During
lying to

;

this

and with her head

1st of February, the

29tli

by south.

to the north-west.

wind abated, but

The stormy weather

day, and continued,
lltii;

on the

long interval, the ship w^as generally

south-westward; and the ship
west.

;

and on the 30th

blowdng from

with
all

still

the

blew from the

kept to the north-

returned again the following

little

intermission,

until the

the intermediate points, between

south and west-north west

;

but chiefly, and most violently,

from the west-south-west, and south-west.

on the 8th and 9th

On

At

intervals,

in particular, the journal remarks, that

On the ilth the weather
growing more moderate, and the wind favourable, the
ship proceeded on her course, southward being then two
degrees and a quarter of longitude to the west of Cape
it

blew a mere hurricane.’’

;

Finisterre,

more than

by the reckoning; but by the time-keepers,
four degrees and a half.

After the above abstract of the proceedings of the
ship, I shall subjoin the following particulars;

which are

the most in point to the purpose of the present discussion.
Oil the 27tb, at noon, soon after the gale commenced,

the longitude, by reckoning, agreed within fourteen mi-

nutes of that shewn by the time-keepers

the most westerly.

;

the latter being

This difference alone might well have

arisen from an error in the log, or even in the position of
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die needle point oo the Isle of Wight.

departure was taken

;

but

it

if

we admit

whence the
owing to tlie

iTOiii

'may also be

westerlj current, whilst the ship remained

27th;
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in

on the

it,

that such a current prevails at all

Here

times, though in different degrees of strength.

it is

proper to remark that in delineating Captain Cooper’s
track on the chart, I have scrupulously aclliered to the

work of

result of each day’s
his journal

;

the reckoning, as I find

contenting myself wdth inserting

my

it

in

cwui

observations on the track, in this paper only; where they

cannot mislead.
longitudes pointed out by the time-keepers on

The

the 28th, SOth, and SOth,
trifling differences

shew

that the increasing

iiioiigli

between the true longitude and that by

the dead reckoning, had amounted to tweoty-four minutes

At

only, on the oOtli.

this time the ship

was about

twenty-four leagues to the west-south- west of Sciliy

;

and,

at five or six leagues to tfie south-south-east of this position, (that is, at twenty-five

leagues south-west by west

from Sciliy) they had soundings at seventy fathom.
last paiticular

is

This

mentioned, to prove that the longitude

shewn by the time-keepers (8^^ 28^ west from London) was
nearly be longitude in which the ship really was, on llie
30th of January.

That of

St.

Agnes

(Sciliy) is

taken at

6" 46'

The

now

Atlas was

same curreot

ivtiicfa

entered into the stream of the

occasioned so ranch delay to the

Hector; but the course of the Atlas, being opposite to
that of the Hector,

it

facilitated

her progress; and also

carried her clear of the south-west coast of Ireland.

On

the 31st, the time-keepers shewed that the ship

had been

set

very considerably to the westward of the

reckoning; and by the 2d of February, at three
afternoon,

it

appeared that she tad been

in the

set tw-o ivhole

degrees of longitude to the west of the reckoning, since

KAVAL
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tlie SOtli

at noon

(Here

may be proper

it

;

illSTOllY

the course of fifty-one lioui

lliat is, in

to remark, that 1

out, reckoned according to sea time; that

liaise,

So

tlirougii«

is, tJie clitj

com-

Bieiices at noon.)

On

the 3rd of February, at noon, the time-keepers

shewed a further

more than
last

minutes of loDgitude

set of twentj' -three

the reckoning gave, in the interval since the

observation, which was forty-five hours;

the ship had

since the 30th of January, four days only,

been earned by the current, no

less

than two degrees and

twenty-three minutes; and since the

began,

2'^

'

32 of longitude

;

left

wdien the gale

27111,

amounting, in these parallels,

But

to ninety- nine marine miles.

pears to have totally

so that,

here, the current ap«

them; and

it

is

very probable,

even ceased before the time of observation, on the

that

it

Sd:

for the succeeding observations of the 5th, Gth, 7th,

iOth,

9fch,

and llth, although the strong westerly gales

continued, come so near the longitude by the reckoning

(deduced from the observation of the 3rd) that the
rences, which are sometimes

times to the west,

to the east,

may be wdtfa more

We

diffe-

at other

propriety ascribed to

errors of the log, than to a current

the two tracts on the chart.

and

;

may

as

may be

seen by

therefore conclude,

that the current did not cease at the very point of time

when

the observation of the 3d was taken, but probably

some time before.
It

appears then, that the Atlas experienced a westerly

current, from a point about tw^enty-foor leagues to the

west- south-west of Scilly

(if

not earlier) to four degrees

of longitude west of the meridian of Cape Clear, in the
parallel of
tible.

5F; where

And,

as

its effects

no current was

were no longer percep-

felt in

the track southward,

on the llth; nor in any part of the track to the norlhw^est, between the 3d and 10th; although it was felt
nearly in the same line of direction, between the ist and
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;

it
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stream goes off to the

oray be inferred that the

noilli-westy bettyeeii the aforesaid track, and the south-

west of Ireland^

It is

much

to be regretted that no ob-

servations appear on the I2ih and Jdth

been decisive of ils

come now

io

confess, perplex

me

I

current was
foiiiih

two

which would have

particulars of the case, which, I

The

exceedingly.

apparently in

felt,

3

coii'^'sec

that the

first is,

full strength, 011

its

the

day after the cominencement of the gale; which

changed suddenly to the west and
and afterwards fixed io the south-west
quarter. This gale was felt between the forty-eighth and
fiftieth degrees of latitude, and, no doubt, extended its
but what the state
effects very for to the south and Vi^est

began

at south, then

west-south-west,

;

of the winds had been in those quarters, previous to the

27th of January,
British Channel

ing the gaie

:

we

had been

the

in

easterly, for three days preced-

the fourth day preceding, there had been

strong gales at south-west
that, there

The winds

are ignorant.

and the

;

five

days preceding

had been chiefly light winds at west.

ing to this state of

facts,

we can

Accord-

only suppose that the

current originated from a vast body of water pent up in

the Bay^ of Biscay, by violent gales of wind

the southw'’ard^ eleven hours

the sooth of west

;

and

;

first

;

then from a point or two to

lastly, at south-w^est.

We

to consider the water of this current, as having
circuit of the

Bay of Biscay ; but

of pent up waters,

in

from

are not

made

as the collective

the

body

the Bay, running off along the

south-west coast of Britanoy, and thence to the northwestw^ard ; preserving nearly the direction

by running along that

coast.

And

it

it

had acquired,

may be

conceived,

that the frequent recurrence of westerly winds, keep up a

constant current in the Bay, and to some distance beyond
it;

although doriiig the longest intermissions of these

winds, the current

may become

perceptible.
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so slow, as to be scarce

;
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secoBd particular which perplexes me^

northern set
that

is

is

to say,

indicated by Captair,

by the mode in which each day's log

wrought: and which,

me

pear, wdien

is

in the formation of the chart, as is

said before, 1 have strictly adhered

pears to

isy that no
Coopers journal:

to.

It indeed ap“

very wonderful, that no northing should ap-

it

seems to be the very same kind of

which carried the Hector so

ciirrenl:

far to the north w'ard*

certain, that the state of the W’eather

was such,

clude those nice attentions to the reckoring, which

enable us to detect any small

dilfE‘rei:ces

It is

as to preinigiit

between the

latitude by account, and that by observation

;

although

the western set was too considerable to escape notice, and

may even have been more than
I

the statement sets forth.

cannot therefore, by any means, admit, that there was

no northing

in the current

through which the Atlas passed

because they had not observations of latitude, regu-

first,

larly;

and

lastly,

because on the Slst of January, when

lyiiig to, thirty-six miles are
drift, to tlie

On

north-west

;

allowed for twenty hours

which appears to

me

excessive^

that day they had

no observation of latitude, and on
observation shewed two miles
which however proves nothing. Again, on the

the following day, the

northing

;

succeeding day, (the 2d) in a most important point of the
track, there

was no observation of

latitude.

In the Hector, precisely in the same track, and at the

same season of the year, the current had, as has been observed, a considerable degree of northing in its course*.
On two days it was about twelve miles each; on another
day thirteen, and on two others, nine and eight ; and this, in
weather very favourable for keeping a reckoning, and with
observations of latitude, on every day save one; not to

mention the strong circumstances of a visible set, to the
northward, indicated, as well by the lead line, as by the rippling OB the surface of the water, It is in the nature of currents to

expand

their streams or columns of water after
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to

ocean

32:^

and therefore^ according

;

the middle part of the stream should preserve

tliis lawj,

its

tlse

liL

original course^ in a greater degree than the borders of

middle part may run to the norih-west by

it; so that the

westj whilst the eastern border

may run more

and the western border more westerly.
in the Hector,
close

we

felt

on the west of

northerly

certain, that

It is

the northerly current much stronger,

Seilly,

than further out

three fathoms, that the current must have set

and

;

peared by the distance we ran, after sounding

iii

it

ap-

seventy-

much more

westerly than northerly, the whole time.

« The following remarks obviously occur, on the
of

this curreid

efiect

s

Whatever may be the breadth of the stream,
(which is at present unknown) if a ship crosses it very obliquely, that is, in an east by south, or more southerly di1st.

rection (as

may

happen, on finding herself too far

easily

to the northward, at the

first

place of observation, after

she gets into the current), she will, of course,, continue

much longer

in

it,

and

will

be more affected by

she steered more directly across
similar situation if she crosses

it

it.

it,

with light winds

both of these circumstances should be attended
if it

be true, as

than

She will be

to.

I suspect it is, that the eastern

in
;

if

a

and

And

border of

the current has a more northerly direction than the middle

of

it,

this also should

also, that the stream is

be guarded against.

And

than farther south.

here

we may remark,

who, from a parallel south of
clear of

it

to the north

I

conceive

broader in the parallel of

Scilly

Scilly,

that those

have been carried

when approaching it

in the night,

may esteem

themselves fortunate that the current was so

strong

had

;

for

it

been weaker, they might have been

carried on the rocks.

gnd.

A good

be thought a

observation of latitude, at noon, would

sufficient

ring a long night

:

warrant for running eastward du-

yet as

it

may be

possible to remain in
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carrent long enough to be carried from a parallel that

tfie

maj be deemed a

very safe one. to that of the rocks of

Scilijj in the course of

such a night;

it

would appear

prudent, after experiencing a continuance of strong westerly gains in the Atlantic,

and approaching the Channel

with !,ght southerly winds, either to make Ushant, or at
events to keep in the parallel of 48®, 45', at the

all

If they keep in

highest.

49"^,

30', they will experience

the whole effect of the current, in a position where they

can least remedy the evil

:

but

if in

48%

assailed by the north-west current, they are
sition

45', they are
still

in a po-

from whence a southerly wind will carry them into

the Channel.

But

all ships that cross the Atlantic,

and

are bound to the eastward of the Lizard, had better make
Ushaiit, under the

above circumstances,

Or, at

why

which

all events,

should they run in a parallel in

are likely to lose ground

thej'

Srd. Ships,

bound

in times of peace.

?

to the westward, from the

mouth

of the Channel, with the wind in the south-west quarter,
so that

may appear

it

indifferent

which tack they go on,

should prefer the larboard tack, as they will then have
the benefit of the current.
4th,

understand that the light-house of Scilly

I

is

be removed, to the south-west part
or of the high rocks. This is certainly a

either removed, or to

of the islands ;

wise 3neasure; as the light should be calculated more
particularly for ships that have a long, than a short depar-

ture

;

like those

from any part of the European coasts,

to the northward, or eastward.
also to
far as

be built very

my

lofty.

I

am

The

light-house ought

sorry to remark, that, as

observation has gone, this light has neveq ap-

peared clear and bright, as a light to direct ships ought
to do.

“ 5th.
(in

It

would be worth the attention of government
opinion) to send a vessel with time-keepers

my humble

©n board,

in order to

examine and note the soundings be-
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and Ushant

parallels of Scilly

the meridian

IIL
at least

from

;

momean such as can be ascertained
ordinary method of sounding. I

the Lizard Point, as far west as the

derate depths extend

;

wdth exactness, in the

I

have reason to suppose that our chart of soundings
bad; and indeed,

how

can

it

is

very

be otherwise, considering

the imperfect state of the art of marine surveying, at the

time

when

was made

it

?

A set of time-keepers

will effect

more, in the course of a summer, in the hands of a

skilful

practitioner, than all the science of Dr. Halley, during a

who could place a

longlife; for

single cast of soundings in

the open sea, without the aid of a tinne-keeper

The current

?

in question must have disturbed every operation of this kind.
It

should be the task of the person so employed, to note all

the varieties of bottom as well as the depths

high and low water

Such a survey,

setting of the tides,

;

;

the time of

and currents, &c.

might enable mari-

skilfully conducted,

ners to supply the want of observations of latitude, and

and of course, to defy the current
power of misleading them.

as far

certain that the current in question

maybe

of longitude

;

as relates to

its

6th. It

is

somewhat disturbed

by, or rather will appear to be blended

with, the tides, at the entrance of the

George’s Channels

have the same

;

it is

;

and

a ship out of her course,

have, the next will nearly do away.

But there are
and these are,

the point at which the two tides of St. George’s, and

of the British Channel, separate, on the west of

And

St.

because, whatever effect one tide

two particulars well worth ascertaining ;
first,

British

obvious that the current will

effect in setting

as if no tide existed

may

but

secondly,

Scilly.

what degree of northing one of the streams

has more than the other.

Because a

ing Scilly, from the west, on a flood

ship, in

tide,

approach-

and keeping

in

a parallel which may be to the north of the point of separation of the two tides, (and consequently in the tidestream of St George’s Channel)

may be thrown

too far
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to tlie Borth

;

aliliougli liad slie

west to receife the

effect

been

far eeoug'fi to the

of the Best ebb^ this temporary

and alternate derangement of the course would have had
no ill effect^ or even have been noticed. But admitting
that a tide, with any degree of northing in

place a

little

to the

west of

does take

it,

Scilij, this will furnish

an

additional reason for keeping in a southern parallel.’’

The

debates during the year

respecting

1794,

the

navy, and the conduct of the maritime part of the war^

were peculiarly animated and interesting
several circumstances; in the

;

first place,

from
seemed evi-

this arose
it

dent to the opposition, even at this very early stage of
the war, that the French nation, roused and goaded on
as they w^ere,

by what they considered the unjust

inter-

ference of foreign nations, were not likely to be con-

quered or reduced to the necessity of restoring their legitimate government in nearly so short a time or with
nearly so

much

and prophesied

facility as
;

war would be very

long, very expensive and oppressive

to the British people

;

terminate, of no avail.
tion

the British ministry expected

hence the opposition concluded that the

were averse

and most probably, when

it

did

In the second place, the opposi-

to the war,

because

it

necessarily

brought, and kept the British nation connected closely

with the continental sovereigns,

who

certainly

were not

actuated by any spirit of liberty or feeling of justice in
their hostility against

France.

regarded the conduct of the

Lastly,
'ivar

the

opposition

on the part of the

British ministry as by no means marked with that vigour

and promptitude which alone, if any thing could, would
bring it to a speedy and satisfactory termination.
Actuated by these motives, and

it is

to be apprehended,

by that desire to oppose and thwart
which must always exist and operate where-

in addition to these,

ministers,

ever there

is

a regular party in Parliament against mi-

nisters, the opposition eagerly seized every opportunity
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strict
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III,

and scrupulous manner^

the fiiiaociai stale of the country,

—the views

and plans

of ministers, and the manner in which the military and
naval operations planned by them, had been conducted.

When, on

the 27th of January, 1794:,

Lord Arden

brought forward a motion for a supply of eighty-five
thousand seamen, including twelve thousand one hun-

dred and

fifteen

marines for the service of the year,

Mr. Fox observed,

that, on the motion for an address
Mr. Dundas had asserted that the exertions of the navy had never been better conducted, par-

to His Majesty,

Mr. Fox added, that he
had been surprised at the assertion at the time when it
WB.S made, and he had since made diligent and full enquiry on the subject, the result of which was, that he
was satisfied the assertion of Mr, Dundas was incorrect.
ticularly respecting convoys.

The Baltic fleet had all been in danger of being captured
and sixteen or seventeen had actually been taken into

The Quebec fleet had sailed
under the protection of one ship only, and that he understood was unfit for sea of this fleet, part was des-

the ports of Norway.

:

tined to Britain, which indeed had been saved, not on

account

of the

did not chance to

which was bound

strength of
fall

its

convoy, but because

Spain and Portugal w ere partly capMr. Fox next enquired, w^hether a whole fleet

tured.

was not ready

for

to sail

from the West Indies about the 15th

of May, which was detained solely
till

But there

the gSrd of August.

stance

for
w^as

want of convoy,
another circum-

more degrading to English feelings
six
of the enemy had been masters of the channel

still

frigates

:

for a considerable time,

and had, according to the

formation which he received,

very

it

with the enemy ; but that part

in

valuable prizes.

A

taken twenty-six

fleet

destined for the

and

this at

of

West

Indies had been detained by the rumour of a French

being out,

in-

sail

fleet

a time when the ministers de-
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Mr. Fox concluded

dared every thing was protected.

his speech, with maintaining, that admitting all that had
been said respecting the conduct of the oaial service this
war, that it was as well managed as during any former

war

was

;

it

any thing wonderful or praiseworthy, that

Great Britain

of her power should be

in the plenitude

equal in her navy to what she had been
sions

?

in

former occa-

there could be no matter for wonder, congratulation^

or thanks to ministers,

having deprived France

after

if,

navy we should afterwards be able to protect ourselves at sea, and do wdiat was done in the year 1778,
of

Jier

when we had

to contend against the navies of France,

and Holland, united. He had, however, made
some enquiries, and the result was, that he doubted

Spain,

whether more of our ships
than we had
war,
list,

lost since the

w^ere taken in the year

1778

commencement of the present

Mr. Fox then read a statement taken from Lloyd’s
of the vessels captured from the 1st of February,

from which

1793, to the 1st of February, 1794,

it

ap-

peared that there was a balance of ninety-four ships in
favour of the French against the combined powers.

This speech brought up Mr.
confine

himself to a very

Pitt,

whether there had been any
conduct of our naval

who

said

he would

simple consideration:

viz.

material neglect in the
for

affairs;

it

would not be ex-

pected, even if our navy were twice as numerous as
actually was, that

could entirely,

it

secure our ships from capture.
fleet

were

lost, it

terranean

fleet arose

:

after

at

all

it

times

Quebec
they had sepa-

of the

the delay respecting the Medi-

from a desire to enquire into the

force and station of the enemy.

French

If any

must have been

rated from the convoy

and

frigates had, during

He

admitted that six

a short time, cruized un-

molested in the British Channel; yet admitting

this,

he

thought our success on the whole, exceeded our most
sanguine expectations.

We

had protected and

safely
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home our East and West India tradesj and
made great exertions in the Mediterranean, where we
had a large fleet; we had given a decisive blow to the
French maritime power at Toulon, and had blocked up
brooglit

—

the whole of the Mediterranean

Gardner next

Admiral

convoys

several

this

till

was

effected*

and gave an account of

rose,

which had protected

of great

ships

value, and mentioned that the whole of the victualling
fleet

from Ireland, except one ship, had arrived

Fox and

After some remarks in reply from Mi\

the

safely*

Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer, and some obwservations from
state of

Mr. Sheridan respecting the alleged defenceless
Halifax,

the

resolution

seamen was agreed

The
this

the

for

eighty-five

to*

total supplies for the

year were as follow

navy granted by Parliament

:

JANUARY

31.

0

0

558,021 11

0

3
0

Total.... £5, 525, 331 11

S

For 85j000 seamen, including 12,115 marines

FEBRUARY
Ordinary of

tlie

navy

.... ^4,420,000

4,
*

Extianavy

547,310

Mr. Sheridan, as we have just observed,
the defenceless state of Halifax and

On

the campaign of 1793.
introduced

thousand

this subject in

Nova

Scotia during

the 21st of February he

a more regular and

He contended that whoever was master
master of the West Indies

had not Halifax

briefly noticed

;

but

we

full

manner.

of the sea must be

could not be so

if

we

for a place of refuge for our ships during

the hurricane season.

He

then recapitulated the nature

of the defence of this place in the year 1754, when

was the great rendezvous of our

fleets

and armies.

it

After

the peace in the year 1763, six regiments of foot, five
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aad a fifty gun slsip were stationed tlierej and this
was increased in the American war. In the year
1T83 there were six regiments, a fifty gun ship and five
frigates.
Whereas in IvOS, when Admiral Gardner’s
fleet was taken by surprise, only one sloop of war was
frigates

force

stationed in that quarter

;

%vhile the land forces consisted

company of artillery,
containing about ninety mem The property at Halifax
was worrli fattween two and three millions, and yet this
was protected oiiij' by three hundred and fifty men.
With respect to the naval defence in July, 1793, Admiral
Gardner sailed with a convoy for the West Indies. On
the 2ith of June the French fleet sailed from St. Domingo for America. Thus Halifax was left unprotected.
only of two regimeiits and one

The French

fleet

arrived on the coast of America in

August, and sailed avowedly for Halifax in October,
Sheridan then proceeded to give a

list

Mr.

of the French

squadron; noticed the capture and interruptions of the
Halifax traders on the

coast^^

and proved from the Halifax

newspapers the notoriety of the danger to which

it was
and ammunition were only
saved by a mutiny in the enemy’s fleet, which obliged the
commander to abandon his object and return to Europe.
Mr. Sheridan after dwelling on other topics, concluded by

exposed,

moving

Tiie valuable stores

for copies of the letters

from General Ogilvie, of

the returns of the effective force of Governor Wentworth’s
corps,

and other

official

documents.

Mr, Dundas rose in reply
to withhold the

letters

:

he Was sorry to be obliged

of Governor Wentworth

;

he

denied the weak state of Halifax, on the authority of
letters from General Ogilvie, and from other respectable
Considering that there was not the least ground
for^he accusations against ministers brought forward by
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Dundas considered the production of

quarters.

the papers totally unnecessary.

On

the 3rd of April a most important topic was brought
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On this day Lord
forward in tbe House of Lords,
Hawkesbury called the attention of the lioiise to the naval
trade and commerce of the kingdom, and the different
In
laws and regulations by which it w’as governed.
consequence of their judicious and politic nature, as well
as their beneficial effects

and tendency,

his lordship

main-

tained that our trade was not only extended, but that
also provided such a

we

number of

sailors in

we

time of war as

should be totally unable to collect by any other means.

Even

in this judicious plan,

however, there were some

defects which he was most extremely anxious to remove
and remedy his mode of remedy, ho’ivever, he did not
think it prudent or safe to apply till peace was re-estabut on the arrival of this happy event, when
blished
:

;

men must necessarily be discharged from His Majesty’s navy, he intended to make
such a provision as might render their services available

sixty or seventy thoiisaud

immediately on the breaking out of a

The

new war.

chief clause of the bill which he meant to intro-

wQuld be to compel all British merchant ships not
employ above one fourth of foreign sailors. There

duce,
to

w ere indeed laws on this point, but latterly they had been
much infringed, and were not indeed sufficiently definite
and

strict.

trade

:

Another clause w^ould regard the coasting
time of peace, he wished to be confined

this, in

to British mariners, so that not only

would

fuller

and

greater employment be given to them at a time when
they most needed it, but foreigners would be precluded

from obtaining an accurate acquaintance with our coasts.
Another clause of great importance related to the out-

going ships with the freedom of the British ports by this
we should be enabled to know the number and admeasure:

ment of the

ships belonging to this country,

circumstance relating to them

was

defective,

;

and every

but the law at present

in being liable to evasion;

as in the
instance of a ship that was sold at the Savannah, and had

.
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traded to different countries under the privileges of a
Crilish vessel without these forms

but being at length

;

cbservedj was stopped in the West Indies, and the iudges

Lad decided
not

make

that as

it

was sold out of England

Camden gare

it

could

When

the proper entrj in the register.

matter was brought before the

it

Privy Council,

the

Lord

as his opinion, that the intention of the

law in that case was, that every ship having freedom of
the IJiitish ports,

if

sold abroad, should return to

to be re-registered.

no longer belonged to

in order to prevent such vessels as
this

England

This his lordship meant to establish,

country from continuing to enjoy the privileges of

our free ports.

His lordship next gave an account of the actual
of the shipping of Great Britain

;

by which

it

state

appeared

that there were sixteen thousand and seventy-nine ships,

measuring more than one million of tons, and employing

above one hundred and eighteen thousand

sailors belong-

ing to Great Britain; of which twelve thousand ships

employed one hundred and seven thousand mariners belonging to England alone. Liverpool in the American

war

fitted

out privateers of which the tonnage and sailors

excecvx^d those sent out by

Queen Elizabeth

against the

Spanish armada.

He

next gave the following account of the tonnage of

English shipping at various periods

:

Tons of English
Shipping.

The Restoration
. . 1663-9
The Revolution
..1668
The peace of Ryswick
..1697
The lait years of William III. ...1700-1-2
I'he Yvjirs of Queen Anne ...... ..1709-12

....

95,266

....

190,553

....

144,264
273,693

....

285,156

The first of George I
The fii st of George II

...1712-14-15....
...1726-27-28....

432,832

Tlie years of peace

...1736-37-38....

476,941

421.431

The war of..... ...............1739-40-41.... 884,191
Tlie years of peace

...1749-50-51.,..

The war of

...1755-56-57....

.

609,798
451,254

..

:
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Tons of

Englisli

Shipping.
Tlie

first

of George III. war.

Ditto

..a...

The year® of peace
The years of peace
The Americao war
The Freoeh war
The Spanish war •
The Dutch war...
The years of peace

1760

..

1761
1761-65*66.

..

639,872

1772-73-74i-

..

795,943

1775-6-7

.

.

1778

..

.

Lord Hawkesbury concluded

508,220

760,798

-

657,283

..

1779

..

590,911

.1781

..

547,953

926,780

.

Ditto

471,241

1784-5-6

.

, .

1790-1-2

.

..1;329,979

liis

speech by moviog for

which passed the House.
We have already mentioned that in consequence of a
decided difference of opinion between Mr. Fox and
the

first

reading of the

bill,

several of his old friends, on the subject of the French
revolution, and the war in which Britain was engaged,
brought on by that event, the ministry were ”"eatly

strengthened both in the House of Lords and House of

Commons.

It

was natural

to suppose that at least the

most

important of these persons who had thus gone over to the
ministerial side,

would be put into

situations

official

accordingly, towards the end of the year, the Earl of

Chatham, who had hitherto been the

first

lord of the

Admiralty, resigned his situation, and the Earl Spencer

was appointed in his stead.
Having thus given an account of the principal events
and circumstances relating to what may be called the civil
history of the navy, during the year 1794,

we

shall

now

proceed to narrate the principal naval actions and expeditions.

As

the French government were fully sensible of their

total inability to cope with Britain in a regular naval
engagement, they confined themselves during the first
year of the war almost entirely to the sending out of
cruiisers

and squadrons, or single

successful, that in the

ships,
These were so
month of May, 1794, ninety-nine

;
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sliips

were taken by

tlie

Freocli

;

wlieraas only one, a

was captured by the Eiiglisli
ten of the above were outward bound and four homeward
bound West India ships; and one, the Lisbon packet,
with a large sum of money on board*
At length the French government were under the
absolute, and to them most disagreeable necessity, of
giving np this plan of acting; their country was suffering
gTievousiy under a deficiency of grain, even a famine was
dreaded; and it was not to be expected that a new
government, avowedly deriving their power and authority
from the" body of the people, would be able long to
uphold itself, if the nation became irritated and discon-

frigate of tbirty-eigbt gun?^

tented by the pressure of famine.

It the stale of Europe,

almost without exception hostile to France, they could

look for supplies of grain from no other quarter except

America and as Britain was so formidable at sea, and
moreover knew that supplies were coming to France
across the Atlantic, it was not to be supposed that their
arrival would be unattended with very great risque.
The
;

French government, however, had only their choice of
and dangers : if they did not send a fleet to
sea equal or nearly equal to cope with the British, they
were sure to lose their convoy of provisions, and in the
difficulties

France the most dreadful, and probably

state of

fatal,

convulsions would ensue if these provisions were not
obtained.
to sea

On

the other hand, if they sent their fleet

must encounter the English

fleet
indeed it must
be sent out for that express purpose, otherwise it would
be of no use; for the British fleet undoubtedly would
it

;

cruize in the tract of the provision-convoy, and to prMect

that convoy the French fleet must

sail.
There could be
no doubt, however, that the utter destruction even of the
whole fleet would, unde^ the circumstances of France, be

a much
convoy.

less serious evil

The

fleet

than the loss of the provision-

might, in the course of time,

be

replaced, but if the provisions were taken, France would
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either he actually starved, or the people under that appreiiensioii

;

rise against the

was therefore resolved

It

sea

would

and when

to render

French

to send the

fleet to

was taken, the next step was
as possible, and to ensure by

this resolution

as foniiidable

it

government.

every means the courage of the sailors: for the latter
purpose, Jean Bon St. Andre, one of the representatives
of the people, was sent on board the adrairal’s ship

The

Montaigne,
line,

fleet

amounted

La

to twenty-six sail of the

and was under the command of Rear-Admiral Vil-

laret ;

As

sailed from Brest

it

about the middle of May.

the British Admiral,

Lord Howe, was not unin-

formed of the expected convoy, he proceeded to sea early
ill

the

same month, with twenty-six

the hope of intercepting

it.

On

of the

sail

line,

was cruizing

off Brest,

enemy’s

had put to sea a very few days before.

fleet

in

the 19th, as his lordship

he received information that the

On

the same evening he received dispatches from Rear-Ad-

miral Montague,

who was

also cruizing in the channel,

which induced him to form a junction of the two
possible;

had

this

been done, Lord

fleets if

Howe would

had a very great superiority over the French

have

fleet;

but

before this junction could be effected, his lordship learnt
that the French were but a few leagues to the westward,
and he was consequent!}^ obliged to alter his course in
order to go m quest of them.

Early in the morning of the 28th of

May

English frigates discovered the French

weather

bow

the advanced

fleet far

of the English admiral’s ship.

At

on the

first

they

did not appear to have seen the English, for Ihey came

down

for some time in very loose order, but when they
came nearer they hauled to the wind. They were, how-

ever, very slow in completely forming in regular order of
battle,

occupying indeed several hours in

this operation.

This circumstance was of great consequence to Lord

Howe,

as

it

afforded time for the detached part of the

m
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commanded by Rear-Admiral

Pasley^ to be

placed advantageously for efiectiog an impression on their
rear

and

;

fleet

in the

mean time

the whole of the English

was making a nearer approach.
the French

I?a

by J ean Bon

St.

official

report of the engagement given

Andre^ he observes, that while the two

continued manoeuvring, one of the ships,

fleets

La Revo-

by the rest of
on the approach of the

lutionnaire, from motives not understood

the

fleet,

slackened

its

sails

English; and that Admiral Pasley taking advantage of
this circumstance, led
•vessel.

on

and attacked

his division,

this

In the conflict the British rear-admiral had his

top*mast disabled; assistance was therefore immediately
ordered, and Lord Hugh Seymour, in t|ie Leviathan,
pushed up also to attack the Revolutionnaire, and was

The

supported by Captain Parker, of the Audacious.
captain of the Revolutionnaire was
greatly damaged.

Such

is

killed,

and the vessel

the account of this part of the

engagement given by the representative of the people t
official accounts add that the Revolutionnaire

the English

struck to the Audacious.

Night, however, put an end to

the conflict; and in the morning a French ship

fell

in

with the Revolutionnaire, and towed her into Rochefort.

During the whole of the night of the 28th the two
continued in sight of each other ; and on the morning of the following day, Lord Howe made the signal for
the fleet to tack, with an intention, if possible, of making
some farther impression on the rear of the enemy. As

fleets

soon as the French admiral perceived
also

made the

signal for his fleet to

and continued edging down in a
bringing the van of the British

Howe upon

this,

this

manoeuvre, he

wear from van to
line for the

rear,

purpose of

fleet to action.

Lord

mafle the signal for passing through the

enemy’s line, and a severe action commenced. The Csesar,
which was the leading ship of the British van, did not,
however, keep to the wind, and

this

circumstance ap-
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effect

the

;

Howe’s ship, was imme-”
diately tacked, and being followed and supported by the
Bellerophon and the Leviathan, passed through between
the fifth and sixth ships of the line of the enemy. Lord

Queen

Howe

CharlottCj

Admiral

having accomplished

part of his plan, put

this

—

about again, in preparation for renewing the attack ^but
the rest of the British fleet, being at this time passing to
leeward,

and being without the sternmost

ships of the

British line, the latter wore again to the eastward in succession, for the purpose of succouring their disabled ships

As soon

in the rear.

as they

had accomplished

this object,

they wore round again, and stood away in order of battle,
in the larboard tack, followed by the British

same

order.

miles

;

dom

The

fleets

fleet, in

but as there was a very thick fog, they were

seen by each other.

the

then remained separated a few

This fog lasted

sel-

for the greater

part of the two following days.

The

great object of the British admiral, in all the ma-

BCEUvres, which he had practised hitherto, had been to obtain the weather- gauge of the

Bot only compel them to

enemy, in order thathe might

fight,

but to fight on terms, and

in a situation comparatively favorable to himself,

disadvantageous to themselves;

of defeat, he might
his victory

:

and

reap more plentiful

having succeeded in

and
case

also,"' that, in

fruits

this object

from

of gaining

the weather-gauge, on the 1st of June, an opportunity

presented

itself

general action.

of bringing the French

fleet to close

This opportunity so long sought

so judiciously and skilfully obtained, of course

and

and
Lord Howe
for,

determined to embrace and improve as quickly, and to as
great an extent as possible.

He

accordingly threw out

the signal for his ships to bear up together, and come to
close action,

morning.

between seven and eight o’clock in the
have already mentioned that the French

We

vob/yii.

%
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of

fleet consisted
Britisli of the

sail

same

of

tlie

line^

and

tlie

force; but oo the part of the former^

the Revoliitionnaire had been towed into Rochefort; and

on the part of the

latter^ the

Audacious had parted com-

pa jy after imr engagemeiit with the Revolutioniiaire.

The
on

battle immediately

commenced, and was carried

courageous manner on both sides

in a veiy

all

;

the

and experience however
were decidedly on the side of the BrHish; so that, though
the revolutionary spirit of the FrO'jtch officers and seamen nicited them to fight with more obstinacy than they
advantages of discipline,

skill,

generally displayed in their naval engagements, yet, as
it

could not imbue them with discipline,

and ex-

skill

perience equal to that of the British, they soon became sensible that the victory could not

remain in their possession*

Several of the ships on both sides were dismasted, and
the carnage was dreadful.

of the batde,

it

Le Vengeance
spirit;

— that

official

account

and crew of

of 74 guns, displayed a true republican

decks were under water^

inevitable, they continued to fire the

and that

bottom,

In the French

stated, that the officers

after the lower

and destruction
tier;

was

at the

moment

upper

the ship went to the

the air resounded with the cry of

republique, vive la liberte et la France.”

There

Vive
is

la

good

reason, however, notwithstanding the positiveness of the
assertion that such things happened,

and we may add^

the probability that they would happen

men,

among french-

at that period of the revolution, to believe that the

circumstance
gerated,

is

either totally unfounded or greatly exag-

The French government, and

the people in

general, during the whole of the revolution, acted upon

the principle, that the end justified the means; and as they
considered the establishment of the revolution
a
highly desirable end, they did hot hesitate to employ
falsehood, exaggeration,
to establish

it.

and eten

injustice

and crne%
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I0 less than an hour after the engagement had become

and general^ Ihe French admiral who had been
engaged bj Lord Howe’s ship made all sailj and crowded
off: he was followed bj nearly all the ships^in his van^
close

that were in a condition to carry sail

those that were dismasted^ or

Had

behind.

the

much

;

ten or twelve of

crippled^

were

British fleet not been very

left

much

must have been captured ; but in c©n«
sequence of their state^ several of them escaped ; and
two or threcj even under a sprit sail singly, or a smaller
disabled^ all these

hoisted on the stump of the foremast, could not

sail,

detained.
viz.

be
however were secured and captured;

Six,

La Juste

of eighty guns;

La

Sans Pareilie of eighty

L’Amerique of seventy-four guns ; L’Achille of
;
seventy-four guns; L’lmpeteux of seventy-four guns;
and the Northumberland of seventy-four guns; these
guns

added to Le Vengeur and Le Jacobin, which was also
made the whole loss of the French amount to eight

sunk,

The return of killed on board of the
was two hundred and seventy-two, and of
wounded seven hundred and eighty-seven the loss of
ships of the line.

English

fleet

;

the French

not accurately known, but from several

is

most have been much greater than that
On board of La Montague, the captain
and nearly three hundred men were either

circumstances,

it

of the English.

was

killed,

wounded. In the ships that were taken, six
hundred and ninety men were killed, and five hundred
and eighty wounded besides, it is supposed that three
killed or

:

hundred and twenty perished in Le Vengeur,
This victory decisively proved that the revolution had
not rendered the French a match for the British by sea
and so far as the defeat and partial capture of the principal fleet which they possessed went,

it was a great
advantage and source of glory to the English, and a great
loss as well as dishonour to the enemy, but they still had

wherewith to cdnsole themselves ; for

it

will

be remem-
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bered

tliat

Frencli

tlie

government sent

their fleet to sea^

entirely to protect the provision convoy which they ex-

And

pected.
as

it

didj

gaged

yet

it is

surprising

how

this

a port in safety ; for while Lord

in searching for the enemy’s fleet.

convoy reached

Howe was

en-

Admiral Mon-

tague was employed in cruizing in that direction, in

was

which

it

come.

It did,

and sixty

and

sail

supposed

of vessels, valued at five millions sterling,

coxivej'ing

naval stores,

the provision convoy would

however, escape him, and one hundred

an immense quantity of provisions and

arrived from

America

safe in port

a few

days after the engagement.

On

the Wednesday,

Thursday,

diately following the publication

and Friday immeof the Extraordinary

Gazette which announced Lord Howe’s victory, there

were illuminations in all parts of the metropolis; a
subscription was almost immediately raised at Lloyd’s
Coffee House for the widows and children of the seamen

who

fell in the engagement;
and the proprietors of
Drury Lane Theatre gave a clear benefit, which produced upwards of one thousand three hundred pounds in

aid of the subscription.

On

the 20th of June, public orders to the following

were given out to the

effect

fleet at

Spithead, dated on

board the Queen Charlotte.

The commander in chief
make known in the fleet, that

directed by the King to
His Majesty has deigned to express the highest satisfaction in the account reported by the admiral, of the bravery and gallant behaviour of the officers and men, serv«

is

ing in the

fleet,

in the actions with the

28th and 29th of May, and

enemy on the

of June: he

1st

is

charged

manner judged most proper, to acquaint all the
officers and men (more especially the Admirals Graves
and Sir Alexander Hood; the Rear Admirals Bowyer,
Caldwell, Gardner, and Pasley and Sir Roger Curtis,
in the

;

first

captain to the commander-in-chief;) with the ju^t
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sense His Majesty entertains of the zeal and courage

they have so eminently exerted in his service on these
occasions.

The commander-in-chief has

also been required by

the lords spiritual and temporal, and by the honourable
the

commons

of Great Britain, in parliament assembled,

to convey the thanks of their respective houses to the

named

flag officers already

and other

of the

officers

as

above

fleet, for

;

and to the captains

the bravery atid gallant

conduct, with their approval and acknowledgment of the

and

services of the seamen, marines,

soldiers serving in

the said fleet in the several actions with the enemy as
aforesaid.

The commander-in-chief, with the highest sense of
manner such approval and

pleasure, communicates in this

acknowledgment as above stated
ships’

companies

and

;

to the said officers

and

desires, in consequence, that the

captains of the different ships will signify the same to

and crews accordingly.

their respective officers

He

is,

moreover, to make

known

at this time, that, in

a court of common council, holden in the chamber of the
Guildhall of the City of London, on the 18th of June;

on consideration,

(as

it is

conduct of the seamen,
fleet in

expressed,) of the very gallant

&:c.

who

served on board of the

the said actions, and in token of the gratitude of

the said court of
the City of

common

London

is

council, the

directed to pay into the hands of

the master of Lloyd’s coffee house, the

dred pounds

for

Chamberlain of

sum of

the relief of the wounded

officer^, petty officers,

five

seamen, &c. and also the widows

and children of those who so gloriously

fell

before mentioned,

their king

in

hun-

warrant

the

service of

on the day

and

country

The public orders then conclude with noticing the private
subscriptions at Lloyd’s,
tains of the several ships

and with

stating that the cap-

have been desired to send to the
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master of that coffee house^ the names of the killed and

wounded seamen, marines and

soldiers,

ivith

adequate

descriptions of the persons entitled to such relief, with
all

convenient dispatch.

In order to shew

due honour to the

all

fleet,

which had

achieved such a victory, on Thursday the 26th of June,
thf^ir

majesties and

Portsmoinh

down

;

three of the princesses arrived at

the three younger princesses having

The

the day betbre.

barges,

tomary

come

royal party then proceeded in

and receivirig the cusLord Howe’s ship, the Queen

in the usual procession,
lioxionrs,

to visit

Here His l\fajesty held a naval
Lord Howe with a diamond hilted
sword, the value of which was three thousand guineas,
and a gold chain, to which a medal was afterwards suspended, to be worn round the neck. After these cereCharlotte, at Spithead.

levee, and presented

mofsies were gone through, the royal party dined with

Lord Howe on board
raised to the rank of

his ship.

an earl

His lordship was also

for his glorious services in

the batiie.

Although great valour had been displayed

by the

British officers

had

necessarily

less

in this battle

and men, yet some of the former

opportunity of displaying their cou-

rage than others, and against Captaip Anthony James
Pye Molloy, of the Caesar, the charge was brought, that

he had not exerted himself to the utmost of bis power
in the engagements that took place on the 29th of May
and 1st of June, 1794?, On this charge he was tried on
the 28th of April, 1795, on board the Glory at Portsmouth. The general charge of misconduct was divided
into two parts ; first, that Captain Molloy of His Majesty’s ship

Caesar, did not,

on the 29th of May, 1794,

cross ihe enemy’s line, in obedience to the signal of the

admiral; and secondly, that on the

1st of June, he did
not use his utmost endeavours to close with and defeat
the enemy after due enquiry and dehberation, the sen:
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many former

Molloy; but having

May and

occasions,

of June, as

1st

Molloy ’s

Captain

courage had always been unimpeacheabie, the court were
of opinion that Captain Molloy, then commanding the
Caesar, should be dismissed from

His Majesty’s said ship

the Cffisar; and ordered that he be accordingly forthwith
dismissed.*^

Wc have judged

it

proper to subjoin, in a note, the particulars of

the action between the Audacious and the Revolutionnaire, to which
we have alluded in the text, as they were given from the Admiralty

mer vessel.
June 7.
The following is an extract of a letter from William Parker,
Esq. captain of His Majesty^s ship Audacipus,, to Mr. Stepher/s,
dated iii Ph month Sound, on the 3rd inst.

ofhce in an extract of a letter from the captain of the

foi

xidmiralf} Office,

I ha\ e the lionotir to acquaint you, for their lordship^s informa-

Majesty^s

ult. in the morning about eight o^clock, his
under the command of the Earl Howe, then in the

on the 2Bih

tion. that,

fleet,

latitude 47^ 33' north, longitude 14° lO' west, got sight of that of the

enemy.
“ The wind blew strong from the southward, and the enemy’s
directly to

fleet

windward.

“ Evciy thing was done by His Majesty^s

fleet,

per signals from the

Earl How’e (preserving tl^em in ordei) to get up with the enemy, wdio
appeared to be formed in order of battle. But, as I apprehend, his
lordship considered their conduct began lather to indicate an Intention of avoiding a general action,

at fifty-five minutes after one

o^elock he directed a general chase.
It was Jubt becoming dark, when His Majesty^s ship under my
command arrived up with the rear ship of thccnemy^s lino. I immediately commenced a very close action, which continued near two

hours without intermission ; never exceeding the distance of half a
cable’s length, but generally closer, and several times in the utmost
difficulty to

prevent falling on board,

which, as his

appearance, at about ten o’clock he attempted to

last eflbrt to

eflect.

At

this

time his mizen-mast was gone by the board, bis lower yards and main
top-sail-yard shot away? his fore-top sail being full, (though flying
out from the top-sail-yard,

athwart our bows, but
time.

He

we

the sheets being

shot

away) he

fell

separated without being entangled any

then directed his course before the wind, and, to ap-
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the occarrences of last year,

we

noticed the mournful

evonts which took place at the evacuation of Toulon.
pearaiice, passed through or close astern of the ships in the rear of

our

line.

Wlion the enemy separated from athwart our bows,

the

company

ns Majesty’s ship under my command gave three cheers, from
tiie idea, taken from the people quartered forward, that his colours
-^rcrc struck.
This I cannot myself take upon me to say, though I
thiuK it iikciy, from his situation obliging him to pass through or
near our line: hut certain it is he was completely beaten; Ms fire
*}ackei;ed louard the latter part of the action, and the last broadside
of

I

'the ships’ sides almost touching each other) he sustained without
retuiiung more than the fire of two or three guns.
ills Majesty’s ship under my command, at the time we separated
lay with her top-sails aback (every brace, bowling, most of her
standing, and all her running rigging shot away) in an unmanageable

was some time before I could get her to wear, to ran to
Freiicjr line, under cover of our own ships; which,
by what I could judge by tlieir lights, were all pretty well up, and
state.

It

Icewaid fiom the

tolerably formed.

“

being elFected,

I turned

hands to the repairing our
resume our station at
day-light. I'he rear of the French line had been engaged at a distance by roar admiial Pasley’s division, and some other ships that did
not fetch so far to windward, a considerable time before I arrived up
with them ; and this very ship was engaged by one of His Majesty’s
i'iiis

damages,

all

to get into readiness (if possible) to

some distance to leeward, the time I did.
night being very dark, I could form but little judgment of
the situatiou of onr fleet with respect to the French, in point
of
distance, other than, not hearing any firing after our own ceased,
I
concluded they were scarcely far enough to windward,
“ Soon after day-light the next morning, to our
utmost chagrin and
astonishment, we discovered nine sail of the enemy’s ships
about
three miles to the windward.

ships, at
''

'I'he

The

Audacious then, with her standing rigging but very indiffer-

enily seoppered, her fore-sail

and

the top in the act of bending,

we put

top-sails unbent, main-top-sail in

before the wind, with the main
and Ibre-iop-mast stay-sails only, ill set, from the stays being
shot
awaj but, it being hazy, mth lain, and soon becoming
thick, we,
for a lime, were covered from their view, and before,
as I apprehend^
^
they liad formed a judgment of what we were.
The greatest exertion was used by every officer and man in the
ship to get the other fore-sail and main-top-sail bent.
The fore-topiiiasi being so badly wounded, the fore-top-saii
was of but little mo;

;
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spent some time in

early in the month of February,

meBt; liowever, the people brought the damaged sail to the yard
agaiBj though it could not be hoisted; but before we got the fore-sail
and maiii-top-saii set the haze cleared off, and we soon discovered
ourselves to be chased by two of the enemy^s ships. At this period
we saw the ship we had engaged, without any mast standing, and
passed her at about a mile and a half distance. The ships coming up
our situation became very alarming ; until we got
main-top-mast, and top-gallant studding
when it was judged we nearly preserved our distance.
from the fore-mast being in a tolerable state of security, at

us very

W'ith

fast,

the main-top-gallant-sail,
saila set,

However

half-past nine

three
(viz.

we were about

setting a lower studding

sail,

when

had been discovered to the eastward some time befoie,
two ships and a brig), coming pretty near us, hoisted French
sail,

that

colours.

“

The

course

;

state of our masts did not admit of making alteration in our
they observing our shattered state and two ships in chase of
fire, and shot were exchanged;
and the other two corvettes ; but as we had so

us, stood athwait of us boldly within

the one a large frigate

much

sail out,

they

fell

astern for a considerable time

;

at length the

came within shot of us again, and harassed us by a distant
cannonade upon the quarter upward of an hour, but without doing
any material injury, we only firing some of our after guns upon each
deck at her. She was observed to make a signal to the ships astern,
and soon after, viz. about half-past twelve, with the two corvettes,
hauled her wind, and by its becoming hazy the whole were soon out

frigate

m

of sight.

Having been chased twenty-four leagues

directly to leew^ard,

and

the crippled state of the bowsprit being such as I judged impossible
to stand if the ship was hauled to the wind, I considered the endeavour-

ing to find the

fleet

tive state, to too

again might put His Majesty’s ship, in her defec-

much

risque,

and therefore judged

it

most advan-

tageous for the service to proceed to port without loss of time to refit

which I hope may meet with their lordship’s approbation.
I must beg you will be pleased to represent to their lordships that
the conduct of the lieutenants of His Majesty’s ship under my command, during the action, merits ail the praise I can bestow upon
them as also that of Lieutenant Crofton, of the 69tli regiment,
whose alertness and activity with his men at small arms in supporting
the seamen armed to defend the boarding, which occurred twice
;

during the action, gave me perfect satisfaction.
“ The conduct of my ship’s company, also that of the soldiers of
the 69th regiment, exceeded every possible expectation ; in fact th#

;
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he proceeded to the Island of Corsica: he was

r794f^

go

diiced to

which he had received, that
against the convention
nistry expected they

:

it

was

in a state

At

first

it

would

forivard the great objects of the

would be extremely

the success of

tisfactory

:

of revolt

but in what mode the British mi-

war, by the possession of Corsica, or what good
to Britain,

in«

to this island in consequence of inrormatioiij

difficult to

it

would do

conjecture.

Lord Hood was very rapid and

sa-

the tower and garrison of Martello, surren^

dered on the lOth of February; on the 17ih the repub-

abandoned the tower of Tornelli ; and

licans

in

two days

afterw'ards they evacuated Fiorenzo, one of the princi-

pal places in the island, and retreated to Bastia, the capital.

The

strong,

fortifications

were then

in

of this place,

a very imperfect

at

no time very

state of defence

the garrison amounted only to three thousand men, and
these
sions

V
;

ly inadequately provided with store and provi-

yet they

made a most

British fleet and army,

who had been

Junction of a considerable

On

Paolic.

offered

the 19ih,

gallant defence against the

body

however,

them honourable terms,

reinforced by the

of Corsicans

Lord

under

Hood having

in consideration of the

and men, in their different departments, behaved in a most exemplary manner.
'Tis wonderful, after such an action, that I have the happiness to
say, die whole number killed and wounded are but twenty-two;
three were killed on the spot, one died soon after, and the lives of
two mow are despaired of.
“ The captain and some of the officers of a small French corvette,
which we took possession of and burnt a few morning^s before, by
the Earl Howe’s orders, viewed the ship we had engaged while
passing her in the morning, and were of opinion she is called La

^vhoie of the officers

Kevolutionnaire, formerly the Bretagne.
" In case their lordships should have any inquiries to
ther, I have dispatched Lieutenant Joseph Bingham,
lieutenant

make

my

fur-

senior

on hoard, with the charge of this letter, who is a very
young man, and I trust capable of

excellent officer and an intelligent

giving every requisite information.’^
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very gallant defence which they had raade^ and from

motives of hniBaoitj, they accepted these

terins

and on

;

the 24th the garrison, having marched out of Bastia,

with

of

all

the liononrs of war, the British took possession

lo consequence of this success, the whole of the

it,

town of

island submitted to the British arms, except the
Calvi, this place resisted

till

when

the 10th of August,

it

surrendered on terms of capitulation, the garrison march-

ing out with the honors of war, and being sent to Toulon
at the expense of Britain.

Corsica
the

title

We

it

On

the entire conquest of

was annexed to Britain, and His Majesty took

of King of Corsica.

must now turn our attention

West

tions in the
islands,

to the naval transac-

Indies, during the year 1794

in these

:

Great Britain, from her superiority at

almost certain of proving victorious
success here

;

was absolutely necessary

and at

sea,
this

was
time

to counterbalance

the defeats that the allies were experien^ eing on the con-

But

tinent of Europe.

it

was abundantly evident, that

the subjugation of France could not be brought about

by the

loss of all

temper and

her West India possessions

defeats

by

which that

feeling, in

at that time were,

it

and in the
government and nation
:

was scarcely to be expected, that

sea, or the loss

of their colonies

in every part

of the world would dispose them for peace, while their
national vanity, and their hopes were kept so high

by

their victories by land.

In the course of the summer of 1794, nearly

all

the

French West Indian islands were reduced by Britain.
Early in this year, the British fleet under the command
of Sir John Jervis, and the British army under the comof Sir Charles Grey, rendezvoused in Carlisle Bay,

mand

in the island of Barbadoes

on the 3rd of February

:

from

this place they sailed

to the attack of Martinico

:

before

the 16th of March the whole of this island, except forts

Bourbon and

Royal,

were

in

the possession of the
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General Rochambeau commanded at the
and such was the gallant defence made bj the
garrison, that Sir Charles Grey remarked in his official
British.

former

;

was scarcely an inch of

in the fort there

dispatcli, that

ground untouched by the shot and sheik of the besiegers.”

The

terms granted to this garrison were honourable

the

;

French troops engaged not to serve against the allies
during the war; a commodious vessel was to be allowed
for the general and his suite, and other vessels to the
soldiers of the line to

return to France,

chambeau was anxious that the

slaves

General Ro-

whom

he had

rated, should be permitted to retain their freedom

commanders

this the British

but

;

refused, insisting that they

should be returned to their owners.

March, both

libe-

By

the 23rd of

having surrendered, the whole island

forts

of Martinico was in the possession of the British,

Nearly about the same time, an expedition was sent
against the French part of the island of St.
this island

was rather singularly situated

:

Domingo;

part of

it

be-

longed at that time to the Spaniards, and part to the

French

in

;

French

the

part, the republicans

and the

royalists were at variance and open hostilities; and the

blacks,

whom

the former had

means disposed

be quiet.

to

liberated,

The

were by no

British at this time

gained possession of Cape Tiberon and of several parishes in the island.

As soon

as Sir

John Jervis and

Sir Charles

Grey had

completed the reduction of Martinico, sensible of the
vast importance and advantage of quick movements, they

re-enibarked

the

against St. Lucia.

wonderful success,

power of

From

troops,

By

and

immediately

the '4th of April, such

this island

was

also reduced

proceeded

was

their

under the

Britain.

Lucia the commander-in-chief returned to
here on the 6th and 7th of April, the
and
;
from the kingk ships on board the
taken
troops being
St.

Martinico
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was planned.

Four

sliipsj

the Quebec, Captain Rogers ; the Blanche, Ca.itain
Faulkner; the Ceres, Captain Incledon; and the Rose,

viz;,

Captain Scott, were sent otF for the purpose of attacking
the small islands called the Saints

;

these were all carried

early the next morning, without resistance, difficulty, or
loss.

The admiral

himself,

on board the Boyne,

in

company

with the Veteran, anchored off Point-a-Petre, in Guadaloupe, on the morning of the 10th of April, and some

more

The

ships arrived in the course of the day.

general,

however, without waiting for

all

British

the troops,

landed at one o’clock in the morning of the 11th.

The

landing was covered by the Winchelsea, Captain Lord
Garlies,

who

placed his ship so close to the batteries on

shore that the soldiers could not stand to their guns, and
the batteries were soon silenced

:

the other operations

all

being equally successful, on the 20th the capital, Basse
Terre, surrendered by capitulation ; and this included the

whole island of Guadaloupe, with

all its

dependencies.

The
Rochambeau at Martinico.
As the allied powers were extremely anxious to subdue
France, and as they regarded the war in which they were
engaged against her as very different from common wars,
terms were the same as those granted to General

they considered themselves justified in using every means
to

drive those states which had not yet declared war

against France from their neutrality

;

and there can be no

doubt that with this object in view, they acted towards

some of them not with the

strictest

regard to justice.

Besides, Britain was determined not to permit that France,
after the destruction of

a great part of her navy, and her

consequent inability to protect or carry on her commerce,

should take advantage of the navy and ships of neutral

powers ; hence there were frequent captures by Britain of

;
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sliips,

on the ground that they were employed in

carrying French property*

The consequence of this was, that in the month of
March this year, a treaty was concluded between Sweden
aiid

Denmark; the

was the maintenance

principal object

of perfect neutrality during the contest

disclaiming, at

;

the same time, any advantage which was not clearly

founded on their respective treaties with the belligerent
po^^ers,

and on the universal

iaw^

of nations,

ior the

purposes of the treaty each of these powers engaged to
ous;

eight ships of the line, with

frigates,

agreed that they should communicate

&c.

It

fit

was also

convention to

this

the belligerent powers, together with an assurance of
their desire to preserve perfect

same time,

in direct

harmony

;

stating at the

and strong terms, that should the

navigation of Sweden or

Denmark be

countries would in the

instance endeavour by conci-

first

molested, those

and peaceable measures to obtain

liatory

indemnity

;

but

if unsuccessful in these

were determined,

satisfaction

and

endeavours, they

after the expiration of four months, to

proceed to reprisals.

Along With this tir;eaty, the King of Denmark issued an
by which he gave strict orders that no vessel be-

edict,

longing to Danish subjects should be allowed to clear out
for a foreign port without such passports as had

stipulated between

Denmark and

been

the belligerent powers

and that the master of any vessel carrying such goods as
(if

consigned to the harbours of the belligerents) would

be contrabayid, should be bound
claration of the quantity
certificate

port;

to

make a

special de-

and value, and bring back a

from some authorized person at the destined

oti failure

of which he should be fined very se-

verely,

An

indemnity was also claimed from Great Britain for

the captured Danish and Swedish vessels; and

it

was
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required that in future a stop should be put to the capturing of such Danish ships as were not laden with such

goods as were deemed contraband by the several treaties.
With this demand the British ministry found themselves
obliged to comply.

On

the 28th of September a French squadron, consist*

fifty gun ship and four smaller vessels, appeared
town of Sierra Leone, on the coast of Africa,
with British colours flying; they drew up before it in such

ing of a
off the

a manner as

to

command every

street

and alley

and

in it;

so soon as they had taken this position, they hoisted their

own

colours,

was absolutely
Leone,

weak

As

and commenced a heavy cannonade.
impossible

who were very few

for

in

it

the garrison of Sierra

number, and

in a very

place to resist so formidable a force, they

imme-

diately struck their flag; but notwithstanding this

two of

their frigates continued their fire for nearly

two hours

The

afterwards, raking every street with grape shot.

enemy then

landed, and began to plunder such houses as

remained standing, and were preparing to

whole town, when several of the

free

set fire to the

American blacks

returned into and solicited the preservation of their dwellings.

The French commander granted

observing, that
British settlers

his*-

;

their request,

vengeance should be confined to the

and then ordered the church, the com-

pany’s warehouses,

person to be set on

and the houses of every English
After this was done, one of the

fire.

up the river to the Island of Banca,
which they attacked for two days, without success, the

frigates proceeded

garrison of the fort making a resolute defence.
third day a second frigate arrived,

when

On

the

the inhabitants

having withdrawn the whole of their property from the
town, the garrison of the fort retired, leaving their

flags

standing, which for an hour imposed upon the enemy,

and allowed time

for the retreat of our

The French continued

at Sierra

men.

Leone

till

the S5rd of
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October^,

during which

time they obtained wood and

water, but never proceeded into the country, nor injured

They took with them or destroyed eleven
vessels belonging to the company; ten of them from
London and proceeded down the coast, with an intention to serve in like manner all the British, Dutch, and
Portuguese settlements: the Isle of Bourbon was the

the plantations.

;

On

place of their final destination.
settlers

under

who had

tents, returned to the

We now come
the year 1794

:

their departure the

and lived there

retired into the woods,

town.

to the narrative of the single actions of

the

first

we

shall

mention was fought by

the ^Antelope packet, and in the course of this and the
following revolutionary

war there

several other

w^ere

actions fought by British packets, which displayed equal

gallantry with the one which

The Antelope packet
and passengers

for

we

are

sailed from

England

:

now about

to relate.

Jamaica with the mails

when

off the coast of

not far from Cumberland Harbour, she

fell in

Cuba,

with two

schooners of some force, upon which the master of the

Antelope judged

it

prudent to bear up for Jamaica.

enemy immediately gave

chase,

The

and the Atalante, one of

the schooners, sailing better than her consort, continued

about four p, m. At this time
the wind falling calm, the schooner put out her oars, and
the chase

all day,

and

till

by means of them got, up with the packet, and having

During the
night she frequently bore down, and shot was fired on
exchanged several

both

At

shots, sheered off again.

sides.

five o’clock

next morning the calm

still

continuing,

the schooner rowed up, and grappled the packet on the
starboard side, pouring in a broadside, and at the same

time making an attempt to board, which, however, was
gallantry repulsed with great slaughter.
side,

By

however, the commander of the packet,

this broad«»

W.

Curtis,

the ship’s steward, and a passenger were killed ; and the
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mate was shot through the body.

mate had died

sailing from Jamaica); he, with the few

of a fever after

men

The command now

(for the second

devolved on the boatswain
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by the passengers, repulsed repeated

left, assisted

attempts to board during a considerable time that the

were alongside. At last the French having been
so dreadfully and unexpectedly beaten, attempted to cut
their grapplings for the purpose of sheering off this was

vessels

;

observed by the boatswain,

who ran

aloft

himself and

lashed the privateer’s square-sail-yard to the fore-shrouds

of the Antelope

arms to be

;

fired,

after this

he ordered a volley of small

which did great execution

schooner’s crew were

now

;

indeed the

so reduced that they called for

quarter; this was immediately granted, notwithstanding

they had hoisted the bloody flag during the whole of the
action.

The

into Annotta

When
seven

prize

was taken possession

Bay about eleven

of,

and carried

o’clock the next morning.

the packet sailed from Jamaica she had twenty-

men on

board, but she had lost four by the fever

before the action, and had then two unfit for duty, so
that she had only twenty -one men, besides the passengers,

during the engagement.

The Atalante was fitted out at Charleston, and had
been out a month, during which time she had made only
one capture, a brig from Bermuda. The captain of the
Atalante represents the conduct of a Mr. Nodio, formerly

a midshipman, as displaying wonderful courage

:

he stood

by the helm and worked the ship, armed with a musket
and pike, which he alternately made use of. When he
perceived the

men

climbing the quarters he quitted the

helm, and with the pike dispatched

all

within his reach,

returning at proper intervals to right the vessel.

With

and the musket he killed several men,
and continued his astonishing exertions for more than an
hour and a quarter.
When the enemy called for quarter upwards of twenty
A A
VII.
this instrument

;

;
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lay dead on the decks, and several

into the water.

On

more had

fallen

boarding* her they found a very large

quantity of ladies’ and gentlemen’s wearing apparel which

had been pillaged from the vessels they had captured.
The gallantry displayed by the Antelope in this engage-

ment was so conspicuous that on a representation having
been made to the Lieutenant-Governor of Jamaica and to
the House of Assembly, the sum of five hundred guineas
*was

immediately voted to be distributed as follows

Two

:

hundred guineas to the widow and family of Mr.

Curtis, the late master

One hundred

guineas to the

first

mate,

who had been

shot through the body in the engagement

One hundred

guineas to the boatswain,

who had fought

the packet so gallantly after the captain was killed and
the

first

mate wounded

One hundred

guineas to be divided

among the

surviving

crew.

The

activity

and success of Sir John Borlase Warren’s

squadron during
his

command

this year, with* a small

are so well depicted in the

of him and Sir R. Strachan, that

squadron under

official

dispatches

we shall lay them Before

our readers in their own words.

Minotaur,, Plymouth Sound,

April 26, 1794.
Sir,

Be

my

lords commissioners of

Echo sloop

arrived here yesterday

pleased to acquaint

the admiralty, that the

morning, bringing with her a letter from Sir John Warren,
of His Majesty’s ship Flora, who was on his passage to
Portsmouth, with the Pomone and
frigates,

La

Babet, French

captured by the squadron detached under his

command.
The Concorde and La Ny raphe arrived yesterday evening with JLf’Engageante, another French frigate, captured
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Inclosed are the letters from the cap-

John Warren and

me

Sir Richard Strachan, to

The Resolne, another

was
in companjj escaped by her outsailing the Melanipus and
La NymphCj who chased her into Morlaix. I am^ Sir^ &c.
on the occasion*

frigate that

John M^Beide.’’

P, Stephensj Esq*

Flora, at Sea, April 25, 1794.

In pursuance of your orders I proceeded with the
ships

named

France

on the coast of

in the margin,^ to cruise

and on the 2Srd instant from variable winds
the westward of Guernsey, Rock Dover bearing

;

being in

east by south four or five leagues, the Severn Islands

south-south-west four or five leagues, Guernsey northeast half east seven or eight leagues, I discovered, at

four in the morning, four sail standing out to sea upon the

larboard tack, the wind south-south-west, and as the

morning began
firing of

war.

to break I saw from their manoeuvres and
guns they were some of the enemy^s ships of

They soon afterwards appeared

in a line-of-battle

on the larboard tack; and as our ships, from having
chased, were not collected, I made the signal to form in
succession.

We

crossed each other on contrary tacks,

and the enemy began an action

at a considerable distance;

their sternmost ship having passed over they again tacked

but the wind changing two points in our favour,

I per-

was impossible to weather them, and therefore
made the signal for the ships to engage as they came up,
ceived

it

so as to prevent the

to oblige them to

enemy gaining

come

their

to a close action

own
;

I

shore,

and

am happy

t6

we succeeded in this object
The engagement lasted nearly three hours, when two
of the ships struck I then made the signal for those
who were coming up to pursue and engage the enemy, as

say

;

^ Aretirasa, Melampus, La Nymphc, Concorde.
^

A A
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from the situation of
action, she

was incapable of continuing the pursuit.

am much

1

Arethusa,
officers

having led the line into

ship,

this

indebted to Sir

who was my second

Edward Pellew,

astern,

in the

and to the other

and ships under my command, who exerted them-

selves in engaging

and pursuing the enemy.

The French squadron

consisted of L’Engageante,

thirty-six guns, eighteen pounders, three hundred men,

Monsieur Desgarceaux chef d’escadre; La Pomone,
four guns, twenty-four pounders, four hundred

forty®

men; La

Resolue, thirty -six guns, eighteen pounders, three hun-

dred and twenty

men

La

;

Babet, twenty-two guns, nine

pounders, two hundred men; they sailed from Cancale

Bay
“

the evening before

owe every

I

officers

upon

and crew of

this

we met them.

obligation and acknowledgment to the
this ship for their zeal

and exertions

and every former occasion in the service of their

king and country, and trust you will recommend them to
their lordships’ notice

Enclosed are

and protection.

lists

of the killed and wounded, and

also of the ships taken from the enemy.

nour

I

have the ho-

to remain, &c.

John BonnASE Wakben.”

A

list

of the killed and wounded on board His Majesty’s

ships Flora

Flora

and Arethusa, on the 23d of April, 1794.

—One seaman
—One master’s

killed, three ditto

Arethusa

five seajnen

A

list

mate

killed,

wounded.

two seamen

killed,

wounded.

of the killed and wounded on board |he conven-

tional frigates

La Pomone and La

Babet, on the 23d of

April, 1794.

La Pomone— Between eighty and

one hundred killed and

wounded.

La Babet— Between

thirty

and

forty killed

and wounded.
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Concorde, Plymouth Sound,
April 25, 1794.

Sir,
I

my
my command,

have the honour to acquaint you of

here with His Majesty’s ship under

French
instant.

frigate

The

detailed to
w’^as

which we took

arrival

with a

in the afternoon of the

23d

early transactions of that day have been

you by

John Warren; but

Sir

at too great a distance to observe

my

as the Flora

proceedings in

the afternoon, I beg to relate the particulars of

we passed

conduct from the time

my

Pomona after she
A. M. we were near
the

had surrendered. About eleven
enough to receive and return the fire of the enemy’s two
It was my intention to
frigates, which were making off.
and leave her to the
the
disable
sternmost,
endeavour to
ships of His Majesty which

were following

on to attack the leading ship

;

us,

and push

but in this I was disap-

pointed, for the leading ship bore

down and

closed to

support her second, and laying herself across our bows,

soon disabled us in our

sails

and rigging so much that we

dropped astern.

We soon got our sails on the ship again, and I purposed
to keep the enemy’s

two

ships in check

as the only means of taking

day

far advanced,

and

little

them both

till
;

ours arrived,

but finding the

probability of our being

; and expecting our
shot
through,
was
to go every
main-top-mast, which
minute, knowing that if our mast went both the ships must
escape, I determined to secure the one I was nearest.
She was assisted for some time by her second, but changing

assisted as our ships rather

dropped

smoke it prevented her from annoying us. She
was defended with the greatest bravery from twelve till a
quarter before two P. M,, when being silenced and totally
unmanageable they called they had surrendered. She

sides in the

proved to be L’Engageante, of thirty-four guns, and four
earronades, with three hundred men.
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“ The other frigate. La Resolue, after firing
a few shot,
stood on, and our ship much cut up in her sails and rigging
was not in a condition to follow her. The mast of the
in the evening, as we attempted to tow
and expecting ours to go also, I availed myself
of seeing the Nymph and Melampus returning from the

L’Engageante
her, fell

;

chase of the Resolue, to

The Nymphe joined

make

the signs for assistance.

us at night,

and we steered

for this

port.
1

must request you

will please to inform their lordships,

and steady conduct of the
company was highly meritorious in the

that the zealous, cool,

officers

and

action

and

ship’s

their efforts in refitting the ship, after the fatigue

they had experienced, exceeded any exertiop I ever saw

As

before.

the

first

lieutenant, Charles

Apthorp was

mostly with me, I had an opportunity of observing the
spirit of enterprize w'hich pervaded his conduct, and I

must acknowledge the great assistance he was of to me,
from the able manner in which he performed the various
duties 1 employed him upon, and am convinced also of
the good conduct of Lieutenants Boys and Evans,

commanded, on the main deck-

who

I have the honour to

be, &c.

R. Stkachan.”
Rear-admiral M‘Bride, &c.
Admiralty
Extract of a
captain of

Office,

letter

from

His

Majestj/’s skip Flora, to

Sir

Aug. SO.

John Borlase Warren, K. B.

Mr.

Stephens,

dafed Falmouth, Aug. 39, 179'1.

“

I

beg you

will inform their lordships that J put to

sea with His Majesty’s squadron under

my command, on

the 7th instant, and on the I4th in the evening stood to
the northward, to obtain informatioa of a French squadron

of frigates that were supposed to be cruizing to the westward and northward cff Scilly ; but not having seeo them
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toward the Penmarks ; and on the 23d at
discovered one of the enemy’s frigates, made

I stretclied over

M.

four A.

I

the signal for a general chase, and continued the pursuit
until four P. M. when His Majesty’s ship Diainond, in
company with the Artois, Santa Margarita and Diana,
engaged and ran her ashore near the Penmark rocks,
where they left her on her beam ends, disabled and irre-

coverably

lost.

I

understand from the report from the

several officers that she

was the

Felicite,

of forty guns,

upon a cruize, and had left Brest six days.
Having seen two corvettes to windward of Point de
Has, I gave chase in company with His Majesty’s ship
Arethusa, when the enemy stood into the Bay d’Hodierne
and anchored off the Gamelle Rocks : perceiving my intention of closing with them, they got under weigh, and

ran aground under cover of three
ships continued engaging

when

batteries.

a quarter after

till

The two
six P. M.

the corvette’s masts went by the board, and the

crews got on shore.
I

immediately ordered our boats manned and armed,

with directions to put themselves under Sir Edward Pellew’s Orders, and to set the enemy’s ships

m

fire

or

otherwise destroy them; which service was fully per-

formed

;

me

he having represented to

that there

were

from twenty to thirty killed and wounded in the Alert,

and a greater number in the Espion and it was imposremove the wounded to the twofrigates, as many
;

sible to

of them must have suffered in so doing: for the sake of

humanity

I

judged

it

proper to let them remain, as the

enemy’s vessels were bilged and scuttled, the rooks appearing through their bottoms
get them

off,

it

;

and

it

then only nine leagues from Brest ;

away
I

being impossible to

would have occasioned much

fifty-two prisoners,

and stood

delay, being

1 therefore

brought

to sea.

have great pleasure in saying that the destruction of

the French vessels Was obfointd with very trifling loss
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as will be seen in the margin, ^ and that every effort

made by

the officers and

men

was

in the different ships, in the

executioaof their duty, which was performed with the
utmost alacrity, and will I trust, meet with their lordships’
approbation.
I

beg leave

squadron on the 27th

inst.

Queen of London, from Jamaica;

also

to add, that the

recaptured the

the Mary, a brig from

laden with

A

list

furs, indigo,

New

Orleans, bound to London,

&c.

of French ships of war destroyed by the squadron

under the command of Sir John Borlase Warren, K.B,

on the 23d of August, 1794.
Guns.

La Felicity
L’Fspion

*

Aleit

The

On

last

*

Weight.

Men.

40 ...» 18 pounders,

350

18 ....

9

ditto.

200

18 ....

9

ditto.

200

two ships were formerly

in our service.

the llth of June, 1794, Captain

majesty’s ship Inconstant sailed

Montgomery of his

from Naples with the

Romney, Leda, and Tartar, and a few merchantmen

On

under coavoy.

the 16th he received information that

commodore had been seen, between the islands of Tina and Miconi, convoying three
merchantmen. He immediately gave directions to the
a French squadron under a

Hon. Captain Paget, of the Romney, to remain with the
convoy, and made sail himself with the Leda and Tartar,
in the hope of coming up with the enemy ; in this however
he was disappointed.
In the mean time Captain Paget in his passage between
the islands of Tina and Miconi,

discovered a frigate
under French colours and a broad pendant at anchor
in shore, with three merchantmen.
As Captain Paget
was perfectly satisfied that the convoy under his charge
*

Diamond 5, Santa Margarita

1.
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was

in complete safety^ the Inconstant,

being in sight, he made

the signal for

Montgomery, while he hauled

Leda, and Tartar

them

to join

Captain

and came to an
more than a cable’s

his wdnd,

anchor in Miconi road, within

little

length from the French commodore.
is
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The

island of Miconi

perfectly defenceless, there being neither

even a Turkish inhabitant in it.
As soon as Captain Paget had brought

nor

fort, flag,

his vessel to

an

anchor, he sent a message to the French commodore, desiring he would strike his colours and surrender to His
Britannic Majesty, otherwise he would fire upon him he
:

was well acquainted with the force of the
was well prepared for an engagement,
he
Romney, that
both with respect to men and ammunition; and that

replied, that he

he had taken an oath never to strike his colours.
By this time be had placed his ship between the

Rom-

ney and the town of Miconi; upon which Captain Paget
ordered another anchor to be carried out, and the ship

warped further a-head, in order that the guns might
point clear of the town. At one P. M. the Romney was
a-breast of the enemy, and the ship being secured with
to be

springs on her cables, a broadside
stantly

returned.

The

action

was fired, which was inwas continued, without

intermission of a single moment, for the space of one hour

and ten minutes, when the national colours were hauled
down, and the frigate and merchantmen taken possession
She proved to be La Sy belle, of forty- six guns, and
four hundred and thirty men, commanded by Commodore
Rondeau she had twenty-six eighteen pounders on her
main deck, making use of a shifting gun for the spare
of.

;

after part.

On

the quarter deck she carried twelve nine

pounders, and two forty-two pounders, carronades

on the forecastle she had four nine pounders.
Her gun-deck in length was
Her extreme breadth from out to out was • *

The

length of her quarter deck was

;

and

J57 feet
• •

41 feet

82

feet
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La

Sybelle bad fifty-five killed^ including’ the seconci

lieutenant and captain of marines^ and one hundred and

three wounded, some of which soon afterwards died

:

on

board the Romney there were eight seamen killed and
thirty

wounded, two of

The

particulars

whom soon

of this

afterwards died.

brilliant

engagement were

transmitted to the Admiralty by Captain

the inconstant

:

and he

bestows

Montgomery of

the following well-

merited praise on Captain Paget.

Too much

praise cannot be given to Captain Paget^

and able manner with which he conducted himself throughout the business, and the great
care he took in placing his ship in such a manner as not to

for the very judicious

and the humanity he showed the
and to those who were wounded and had got on

injure the inhabitants;

prisoners,

shore after she struck, does him the highest honour.

The very high

discipline

and good order of

his ship

manifested itself on every occasion by the alertness with
wdiich every point of duty

was carried on, though she was

much weakened by being, before the action, seventy-four
w^orking men short of her complement.
And it is with the greatest satisfaction I convey to their
lordships the

encomiums Captain Paget bestows on

lieu-

tenant Brisbane,' and the rest of his officers ; which I
persuaded, they highly merit.’’
It has

am

been already our duty to record one brilliant ex:«
who had the honour almost to

ploit of Captain Pellew,

commence

this

war by a naval

victory

:

this

year also be

displayed his characteristic enterprise, skill and courage.
On the 19th of October, having received sailing ordert

from the Ajdmiralty, he
thusa, his

He

own

left

Cawsand Bay with tte

ship the Artois, Diamond, and Gsktetia.

directed his course with a fovorable wind for Brest, in

the hope of falling in with any of the enemy’$ vessels that
might imve left or be leaving that port At day break

on the morning of the Slst Ushant, bearing

east about
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fell

La lievolutionnaire
command immediately gave

frigate,

;
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in with the French national

the whole squadron under his

chace; and as they were to

windward, they had an opportunity of cutting her
from the land.

The Artois, Captain Neagle,

off

sailing better

than any of the rest of the squadron, came up with the

enemy

first,

and supported a well conducted action

for the

when La Revolutionnaire

struck

space of forty minutes,

her colours, in consequence of the near approach of Capt,

Pellew with the remainder of the ships, especially as she

Diamond was taking up such a position
would have exposed her to be effectually raked. As

perceived that the
as

soon as the crew of La Revolutionnaire perceived

this last

circumstance, they deserted their posts and refused to de-

fend her any longer.

when

She had scarcely struck her colours,

the breakers of the small

islets, called

the Saints

were discovered a-head ; these must have been very near,
as the weather was, at this time, extremely hazy.

This frigate was a very
in her

fine vessel,

new, most complete

equipments, and of large dimensions, being one

hundred and

fifty-nine feet long,

and forty-one

feet

seven

She had been built at Havre de Grace, and
had never been at sea before. She mounted forty-four

inches wide.

guns, twenty-eight on her main deck, and sixteen on her
; her compliment of men was
and seventy, eight of whom were killed and
five wounded : among the latter was her captain, M.
Thennard.

quarter deck and forecastle

three hundred

In his

official

account of the action. Captain Pellew

speaks in the highest terms of Captain Neagle of the Ar^
tois

:

he declares that in his opinion, the further resistance

of the enemy could have been of no avail, even if the Ax«
tois

had been alone.

Hitherto our narrative of naval enterjn’izes and ex*
ploRs, during this war, has been umformly favorable to

Great Britain, but though evidently much more mistress
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of the seasj than she had been during the greatest part of

the American war^ yet

it was not to be expected that she
would escape without experiencing partial defeat and dis*
aster the first instance of this kind which we have to
record, relates to Rear Admiral Bligh, of whom as Cap:

tain Bligh,

we have

already recorded the sufferings, after

he was deprived of the Bounty by the mutineers.

On the 6th of November, while cruizing in the Alexander
in the latitude of 48^ 25' north,

and in the longitude of 7® 53'

west, in company with the Canada, he discovered a squadron

of the enemy, consisting of five ships of seventy-four
guns, three large frigates and an armed brig

wards ascertained that

mand
was

this

:

it

was after-

squadron was under the com-

At the time the enemy
the Alexander and Canada were steering

of Rear-Admiral Neilly.

first

seen,

to the north east; they

immediately hauled their wind,

with the larboard tacks on board.

About

five o’clock it

being evident that the strange ships were giving chace,
the Alexander and Canada crowded all the

sail

they could

About day-break the
and steered more to the east.
Canada steered more to the north, and two ships of the
line and two frigates pursued her, while three ships of the
line and one frigate chaced the Alexander. About halfpast seven o’clock the

enemy hoisted English

colours

;

but

as soon as the Alexander displayed her colours, they

hauled down the English, and hoisted their proper colours*

About nine
form a-head

made the signal for
enemy were gaining fast, to
mutual support; this signal was

o’clock Admiral Bligh

the Canada, on

whom

for their

the

immediately answered, but she could not comply with
in consequence of the ships in chace of her hauling

it

more

to the starboard to cut her off : this obliged her to steer the

course she had followed before.

At eleven

o’clock, the three ships of the line

came up

;
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with the Alexander, and brought her to close action ; for

upwards of two hours Admiral Bligh and
tained this very unequal combat,

his

crew sus-

when the Alexander

having now been reduced to a complete wreck, her masts
and rigging nearly destroyed, her hull much shattered,
and making a great deal of water, Admiral Bligh, on consulting his officers, resolved to order the colours to be

Such was her condition, that

struck.

most

difficulty the

it

enemy could get her

was with the

ut-

into Brest.

We shall conclude the narrative of the

year 1794 with

a paper on the mode of purifying corrupted water, a
subject highly interesting and important to all, whose love
of duty, or business leads them to embark in long sea
voyages, and consequently peculiarly interesting and im-

As we have already observed, what-

portant to Britain.

ever

tends

to

increase nautical science itself;

those

sciences which are connected with nautical science, or

our knowledge of any of those

arts or practices,

have a tendency to render sea voyages more

safe,

which

and to

preserve the lives of mariners, cannot be improperly re-

corded in our work, even though as in the present

in-

stance, the discovery, or invention did not originate with

a

native of Britain,

The following paper is by M. Lowitz, a member of the
Economical Society of Petersburgh.
Water is one of those
kind cannot exist
to

become

:

putrid,

being so, qualities

cumstance

is

substances without which man-

yet every one knows that

it is

very apt

and to contract, in consequence of its
which render its use unsafe. This cir-

particularly embarrassing in sea voyages

and it deserves no less consideration in those districts
where the inhabitants are often obliged to make use of
stagnant water, or of such
smell,

is

very disagreeable.

as,

from

It

its

hepatic taste

would be

and

useless here to

enumerate the various disorders occasioned by the use of
; but it is undoubtedly an object of great im-

such waters
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knowa
may be

portaiice to make*

faction of water

the means

by which the putre-

prevented^ aod by which that

water wherein putrefaction has already taken placcj may

be rendered perfectly sweet.

Having employed myself^ during the course of last
making a great number of experiments on the

year, in

purifying powers of charcoal, I saw with great satisfaction
that

it

possessed,

among

other properties, that of almost

instantly depriving the most putrid water of its

From
that

bad snielL

that circumstance, I immediately conceived

it

might have a very powerful

effect in

an idea

preventing

water from becoming putrid, and the numerous trials I
have since made have convinced me that 1 was not deceived in

my opinion.

Pure water, properly so called, whan deprived of all
heterogeneous parts, is not subject to become putrid; but
it is very difBcult to keep it long in a pure state on account of

its

in vessels of glass,

it

ness of these vessels render

very large ones, and

preserve water for a

would be necessary
or of earthen ware; but the

length of time in that state,
it

To

dissolving powers*

we

it

impossible to

to keep
brittle-

make

use of

are therefore obliged to have re-

course to wooden vessels, which, though they are not subject to be broken like the others, have the great disad-

vantage of imparting to the water a great quantity of mucilaginous and extractive particles, which hasten itsputre-

known that these particles, in a state of
an innumerable quantity of living creatures, the almost perpetual and uninterrupted destruc-

fection.

It is well

division, furnish

tion

and regeneration of which communicate to water
putrefection of which

that degree of corruption and

renders

its

use so dangerous

;

it

is

not,

therefore,

from

the water itself but from the continual decomposition of

the substances dissolved in

it,

that

its

disposition to pu-

trefection arises.
4«

has been said

it

evidently appears, that
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means of preserving from putrefaction water
in wooden vessels or casks^

first

which we are obliged to keep

The

consists in having these reservoirs perfectly clean.

smallest quantity of matter already corrupted being
in

them

acts as a real ferment,

the fresh water, with which these vessels are

become putrid

in the

left

and very quickly disposes

same manner.

vise, that the casks, or other vessels,

For

filled,

this reason

I

t©
ad**

be well washed with

hot water and sand, or with any other substance capable
of removing the mucilaginous particles

and afterwards^

;

that a certain quantity of powder of charcoal be employed;,

which

will entirely deprive such casks, «&c. of the

may have

or putrid smell they

When

i£

water

ces mixt with

it,

is

musty

contracted.

preserved by having certain substan-

these substances act, either by their an-

tiputrescent powers, or by mechanically absorbing the
Vitriolic acid possesses

putrified particles.

these properties, and powder of charcoal
intention, in a very striking

To

the

fulfils

first

of

the second

manner.

myself that charcoal, when used alone,

satisfy

possesses the property of preserving water from corrup-

undertook in the summer of the year 1790, a

I

tion,

course of experiments which completely fulfilled
but, at the

the charcoal

with

some

it,

The
ments,

is

I

vitriolic acid.

following, according to the result of

is

my hopes;

was convinced that the effect of
rendered much more speedy by using along

same time,

my

vitriolic acid

:

viz.

one ounce and a half of charcoal in

powder, and twenty-four drops of concentrated
acid, (oil

experi-

the best proportion of charcoal powder, and

of

vitriol)

vitriolic

are sufficient to purify three pints

and a half of corrupted water, and do not communicate
to it any sensible acidity. This small quantity of vitriolic
acid renders

it

unnecessary to use more than one third

powder which would be
the acid were mot made use of;, and the less- of

part, at most, of the charcoal

wanted

if
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powder is employed, the less is the quantity of water
by the operation, which, in sea voyages, is an object
worthy of consideration. In proportion to the quantity of
that

lost

acid

made use

of,

minished or augmented

and

;

acids produce nearly the
particularly nitre

pose

and

may be

di-

must be observed, that

all

quantity of charcoal

the

it

same

Neutral

effect.

sea-salt,

may be used

question, but vitriolic acid certainly

ill

to any of these

water which

;

is

purified by

salts also,

for the puris

preferable

means of

this

acid and charcoal will keep a longer time than that which
is

purified by charcoal alone.

The

cleanness of the casks in which water

sea voyages,

is

is

kept in

an object which should never be neglected.

I have already described the best method of cleaning them,

and of depriving them of any bad smell; and it would not
be amiss if that operation were repeated every time they
are about to be

with fresh water.

filled

I

would advise

that six or eight pounds of powdered charcoal be used to

each cask,
this

(it is

better to put too

powder) and as much

much than too

communicate to the water a degree of
perceived.

To

little

of

vitriolic acid as is sufficient to

acidity hardly to

be

hinder the charcoal from settling at the

bottom of the cask, in the form of a paste, it will be
proper to stir the whole together with a stick, at least
twice every week ; by this means the charcoal will be better
dispersed through the whole mass of water, and conse-

quently will perform

its office

u Powder of charcoal and
trescent substances

;

the

more completely.

vitriolic acid are

first

two antipu-

prevents the water from ac-

quiring that yellow colour which

it usually contracts by
and
the
acid
particularly contributes to clarify the
time,
water, which the powder of charcoal, when employed

alone, generally renders turbid.

of

tin*

If

we

water so preserved* we should try

ing a small quantity of
of a jeily-bag,

filled

it

through a

wish to make use
it first,

by pass-

strainer, in the

form

with powder of charcoal; such a

;
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to purify

any given quantity of cor-

should ^begin by adding to

we

it

as

much

powder of charcoal as is necessary to deprive it entirely of
To ascertain whether that quantity of
its bad smell.
powdered charcoal was sufficient to effect the clarification
of the said water, a small quantity of it may be passed
if the
through a linen bag, two or three inches long
fresh
a
appearance,
water thus filtered, still has a turbid
;

quantity of powdered charcoal must be added, till it is
become perfectly clear the whole of the water may then
be passed through a filtering bag, the size of which should
:

be proportioned to the quantity of water.
or any other, can be procured, a

If vitriolic acid,

small quantity of

it

the charcoal powder

should be added to the water, before
is

used

;

the quantity of acid must be

regulated according to the state of putridity in which the

water

is

should be suflScient to communicate to the

it

;

water a degree of acidity just perceptible to the
the water

is

taste.

If

intended merely for dressing meat and vegeinstead of the acid, such

tables for the ship’s crew,

a

quantity of sea salt as would have been proper for season-

ing the above articles,
stances,

like acids,

may be employed.

Saline sub-

hasten the effects of the charcoal

powder by making use of acids, (as was before observed)
a much less quantity of powdered charcoal is necessary
;

and, so easy

is

the process to any one a

to operations of this

kind,

little

accustomed

that four or five minutes

only are required to render several gallons of very putrid

water

fit

to drink.

To improve

the taste of those spring waters which

have naturally an hepatic

flavour,

and are therefore un-

make use of, nothing more is necessary than
them through a bag half filled with powder of

pleasant to
to

filter

charcoal

;

if

VOL. rXI.

such waters are not very

BB

much loaded with
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mucilaginous particles, the addition of an acid

With respect to the
the powder of charcoal, what
cessary.

in Crell’s Annals

for the

is

not ne*

method of preparing
have said on that subject

best
1

year 1788, pages 36, and 131, of

volume

the second volume, and in the

first

1791, pages 308, 398, and 494,

may be

year

for the

consulted.

“ Powder of charcoal, when prepared according to the
method described as above, is a very light substance, a
circumstance which

may perhaps appear embarrassing
up

on account of the room

it

posing the quantity of

to be in proportion to the quan-

it

will take

The following

of water taken on board.

tity

in a ship, sup-

is

the result

of my experiments respecting the space required for stowing the charcoal.

“

First, four

ounces and a half of powdered charcoal,

a quantity which
half of water,

much
is

is sufficient

when no

acid

to purify three pints
is

made use

space as sixteen ounces of water; but,

strongly compressed,

it

will take

of,

and a

take up as

if this

powder

up only the space of

nine ounces of water, consequently two casks of powdered
charcoal would be required to purify eleven casks of

water.

“ Secondly, one ounce and a half of powdered clmrcoal
is sufficient

to purify three pints

and a half of water, pro-

vided a small quantity of vitriolic add, or sea-salt,

is

at

the same time made use of ; one cask of powdered charcoal, therefore, if tightly packed, is suffident for seven-

teen casks of water,

“ In the

last experiments I

made on

this subject, I

found that six drachms of powdered charcoal were
cient to deprive three pints of water of its bad

render

it

perfectly clear,

provided at the same time

twenty-four dfcq)s of vitriolic acid were added*; in

W&y

therefore one cask of

suffi-

smeB, and to
this

powdered eharcodl would be

sufficient to purify thirty-four casks

corrupted -water.
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These experimentSj however, must be considered as liable
to some variation for, in order to obtain effects equal to
those I have related, the charcoal powder must be prepared with the greatest care ; it must also be observed,
;

that though the above small quantity was found sufficient
to deprive the water entirely of

render

deprive

its

bad smell, and to

very clear, a larger quantity will be required to

it

it

of its bad

taste.

In order to save the charcoal powder on board a ship,

an article not easily procured at sea, I advise
powder should not be thrown away after it has
been once used; for, if it is afterwards well dried, and
again beat to powder, it will by that means acquire new
surfaces, and will serve a second time, to purify a quantity
as that

is

that the

of water almost as great as that for which

it was used the
Nay, charcoal powder which has been several
times made use of, and has in consequence thereof entirely

first

time*

lost its purifying

being

made

power, will immediately recover

it

by

red-hot in a close vessel ; this operation

certainly a troublesome one

on board a

ship,

but

it

is

may,

perhaps, in some circumstances, be rendered more easy.

As on board

all ships

requires that

we should

there

a

is

fire

every day, ceconomy

save the charcoal of the

wood

which has been used ; and, instead of letting it burn to
ashes it should be extinguished by water, or by any other
means, and kept to be made use of when wanted.

The

cinders of pitcoal, provided they are perfectly

burnt and reduced to powder,
sity, for

of coal

may serve in case of neceswhen this kind

the purification of water; but,

is

made use

of,

no acid of any kind must be added

to the water, as the metallic particles which pitcoal contains

even

after it is thoroughly burnt, might, if acids

were em-

ployed, communicate dangerous qualities to the water*
It is

the
if

proper to observe here, that charcoal takes from

wa^r a

part of the acid which has been

two drops 0^

oil

made use of

of vitriol are put into four ounces of

BBS

;
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water, the water will become sensibly acid, but this

aclditjr

will immediately disappear, if a small quantity of pow**

dered charcoal be added to the w^ater.”

On

the 7th of January, 1795, the

having resolved

itself into

House of Commons

a committee of supply, Admiral

Gardner moved that the number of one hundred thousand seamen, including

fifteen

thousand marines, should

be voted to the service of the current year during the
Mr. Robinson urged the neces:

discussion on this subject,
sity

of attending to the construction of our ships of war

he said that the English vessels were very

inferior,

in re-

spect to sailing, to French ships. This was in part admitted
by Captain Berkley, who allowed that the French ships

were better built, but denied that they sailed better than the
English ; though the French models and science were superior to ours, yet our workmanship and practice were
Admiral Gardner was of opinion
better than theirs.
that the superior construction of the French ships arose

from the circumstance of their government offering a
premium for the best models, but the English he said,
latterly

had improved much in the construction of their

ships.

Mr. Fox blamed in very severe, though rather in vague
and general terms, the conduct of the Admiralty, and indeed all the branches of the naval administration these
;

censures brought up Mr. Dundas,

who

stated that at the

commencement of the war, we had only

sixteen thousand

seamen, whereas the number had then encreased to ninetyfive thousand.

He

was however ready

to admit that

our

ships might be inferior in point of construction to the

French; and he gave an unsatisfactory, and rather a
whimsical reason for this circumstance.

In Britain he
contended projectors were not looked upon with much
respect and confidence ; of course they had not much in-

ducement

to offer their services in

ment, either public or private.

any branch of improveHis idea was happily

;
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after

a few remarks from

and stated from

rose,

January, 1704, to January, 1793, one hundred and eight

convoys had been applied for and granted; and that in
service alone, one

this

hundred and

forty ships of

were employed, besides sixteen constantly on duty
protection of the coasting trade.

was recommended

for the

A

war

for the

college with a board

improvement of naval architec-

a project of the French w^as mentioned by Mr.
Lambton, who said they had sent all over France, where

ture

;

timber was to be found, models of the several parts and
individual timbers of ships of

workmen were

the line,

instructed to cut down, and

by which the

hew

out in the

rough the several parts, which were afterwards finished,
and put together in the dock-yard. On the following day,
the resolution for one hundred thousand seamen in the

pound per man per
month was agreed to nem» con.
On the 2d of February Mr. Pitt brought forward his
plan for manning the navy he proposed looking to the
sea service for thirteen months, at five

:

merchants’ ships as the best qualified to support the exertions at present called for.

An

uncertain degree of pres-

would be avoided by his
which a certain number of men would

sing as well as embargoes,
plan, according to

be fixed in proportion to the tonnage, to be furnished by
every vessel previous to her clearing out.

According to

him, the shipping of England and Scotland employed one

hundred thousand men ; and the proportion of men was
one to every fourteen tons. He proposed to take one sea-

man

out of every seven ; or, instead of one seaman two

landmen.

Vessels under thirty-five tons burden were to
be entirely exempt, as employed in the coasting trade
but above that number up to seventy tons, every vessel

one landman ; and every one up to one hundred and five tons, to find one seaman and one landman
%fas to find

and

all

above one hundred and forty

tons, to find

on#
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landman for every fifty tons* He calculated that the
whole number which might be obtained this way, would
be ^tween eighteen and twenty thousand. The next part
of his plan was to raise men from every parish : from this
source he reckoned he might obtain ten thousand more :
he further proposed that a certain number of men from
those employed in inland navigation, should be raised
he could not calculate what number might begot from this
source as he had not yet ascertained the number of barges
employed in inland navigation. After repeated observations in the committee of supply this bill passed the House
of Commons, with a few modifications but it by no means
answered the expectations of Pitt, and was after a fair trial
;

abandoned.

On

the 23d of February, the minister brought forward

his general statement of supplies,
for the navy, there

ways and means, &c.

was voted

One hundred thousand seamen
Ordinary...... ^589,683
Extraordinanes . 525,84:0

3

9l

0

O3

.£5, SCO , 000

0

0

^ ^^5 5^3

3

^

15,523

3

9

Total for the navy,

There
France

by sea.

were

several

at this period

In the

first

circumstances which

rendered

of the war, veiy inferior to Britain

place, she could not easily or speedily

recover from the loss she had sustained at Toulon, and by
the victory which Lord

1794.

It

Howe

gained on the 4th of June^

was not merely the

be replaced

;

loss of ships

but her best seamen, those

;

these might

who had gained

experience before the revolution, were prisoners;
those she could not replace.
all the exertions

to her armies

:

and

In the second place, nearly

of the French government were directed

her plan was

if possible to

extend her con«

quests over the continent of Europe, and in order to effect
this,

hxgB armies

constantly hept

up

to their fhE

and
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proper complement, were absolutely necessary. Lastly,
her naval oflScers and seamen did not seem to possess that
enthusiasm and confidence, which distinguished her land
officers and soldiers; they were apparently men of a different character

;

this,

indeed, might arise from their

knowing too well, by fatal experiences that they were by
no means able to cope with Britain in her own element—
Whatever however were the causes, France was by no
means a match for Britain by sea ; she had no fleet, at
this

time of sufficient force to keep the sea against the

marine of Britain.
Notwithstanding
this

this

year had at sea a

however, on one occasion France

fleet superior to the

opposing

fleet

of Britain, but this instead of being the cause of triumph
and victory to her, only aflbrded an opportunity for a
British Admiral to display most wonderful presence of

we allude to the masmind, and maritime enterprize
terly retreat of Admiral Cornwallis from a superior force
in the beginning of June.
five sail of the line

off Belleisle

and two

He had
frigates.

on the 7th of June, he

his command
As he was cruizing

under

fell in

with a

fleet

of merchantmen under convoy of three ships of the
line and six frigates ; he captured eight of the convoy,

but the men of war escaped.

On

the 16th, as he

was

standing in towards the land, near the Penmarks, one of
his frigates made a signal for an enemy’s fleet, which, it

was soon ascertained consisted of thirteen sail of the line,
several frigates, two brigs, and a cutter. The wind at first
falling calm,

and afterwards coming round

to the north,

the enemy’s ships were enabled to get to windward ; and
next morning by daylight, they were seen moving on both

About nine o’clock, the
advanced ships of the enemy began to fire on the Mars,
which as well as the rest of the British fleet, kept up a
running fire, during the whole of the day. It has been

quarters of the British squadron.

said that Admiral Cornwallis

was relieved from

his peril-
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situation by causing tbe signal to

British

admiral from pushing

liis

advantages, and enabled the

Briiish to effect their escape with

The

be made for a superior

being in sights which deterred the French

_fleet

little loss.

from which Admiral Cornwallis had thus

fleet

ef-

were not destined long to boast of their
having an appearance of triumph for on the 22d of the
fected his escape

:

same month, Admiral Lord Bridport, with fourteen

sail

of

the line and eight frigates perceived this fleet of the

and as

enciuy,
hiixi,

to chace
tin

indicated no intention

they

he made the signal

ued

;

as there

ail that day,

for four

to

fight

of his best sailing vessels

was very little wind, the pursuit conand during the night. Early on the

morning of the 23d, some of the British ships came up
with the enemy and a little before six o’clock the action
;

began, and continued

till

as possible

The

three in the afternoon.

French kept as near their own shore

— near Port L’Orient

so that only three were captured, viz. the

;

Alexander, which had been taken from the British the

The

preceding year, the Formidable, and the Tigre.
British had pursued the

enemy

so near their forts, that^

when they struck, they were exposed to
some danger from the batteries ^ and it was not without
considerable difficulty that the prizes were secured and
got out. The rest of the French squadron escaped into

at the time

L’Orient.

The

loss of the British

was
wounded

in this action

thiriy-one killed, and one hundred and fifteen

the loss of the French was not accurately ascertained.

An

action of some importance took place on the 14th of

March

in the Mediterranean,

between the British

fleets

consisting of fourteen ships of the line and three frigates,

commanded by Admiral Hotham, and a French
sisting of

fifteen sail

fleet,

con-

of the line, and an equal number of

frigates with the British.

Admiral Hotham was lying

in the

road of Leghorn ; and

while there he received intelligence on the 8th of March,
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the enemy’s fleet had been seen off the

tliat

isle

of St.

own

Margarite; and about the same time one of his

squadron then in the

offings

the north-west quarter

:

made

from

the signal for a

this source also

he

learntj

He imme*

that this fleet was steering to the southward.
diately

fleet in

ordered his squadron to be unmoored, and the

following morning put to

sea,

shaping his course for

Corsica, and dispatching the Tarleton brig with orders
for the Berwick,

which he expected was lying

Fiorenza, to join him off Cape Corse

;

at

St.

but, in the course

of the night, the brig returned, with the unwelcome and

unexpected news that the Berwick had been captured two
days before by the very

Admiral had now

fleet,

in pursuit of which the

sailed.

was the 12th of the month before the two squadrons
came in sight of one another; on the morning of the
It

13th, the British admiral threw out the signal for a general chace: the

wind was blowing very

French being anxious to escape,
battle ships carried

away her

fresh,

one of their

On

top-masts.

and the
line-of-

this

being

discovered, Captain Freemantle in the Inconstant frigate

attacked her, and continued to rake and harass her,

the

till

Agamemnon came

cut up.

up, when the enemy was dreadfully
As however, the Inconstant and the Agamemnon

were a very great way a-head of the rest of the British
fleet, they were obliged to quit her, as others of the enemy’s squadron were coming up to her assistance.

As soon

as day

broke on the 14th Admiral Hotham

dis-

covered the disabled ship, with another that had her in
tow, so far to leeward, and so separated from their

squadron

as, in his

opinion to render

it

own

extremely pro-

bable she might be cut off : he considered that the French

must either abandon her, or by coming up to her protection and assistance, give him an opportunity of bringing
them to battle. He immediately used every possible exertion to

come up with the disabled

ship

;

and soon had
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the satisfaction to find, that though the enemy would rathet

have declined an engagement^ yet they resolved to yen*
ture^ rather than desert and lose their companion. They
therefore

came down with a view of supporting the

abled ship and the one which had her in tow

;

dis-

but the

two of Admiral Hotliam’s fleet,
were so far advanced as well as so closely and well supported by the other ships, that the engagement ended in
the enemy abandoning these two vessels, which proved to
be the Ca-ira of eighty guns, and the Censeur of seventyCaptain and Bedford,

four.

The

British admiral did not

deem

it

prudent to renew

or rather continue the battle, in consequence of the Illustrious

and Courageux the van

ships which

Ca-ira and the Censeur having suffered so
conflict;

engaged the

much

in the

each having lost their main and mizen mast.

The Illustrious was

so

much disabled,

that she

was obliged

to be taken in tow by a frigate, but was afterwards

separated in a gale of wind, and driven on shore and lost

near Avenza,

One

of the ships thus gained from the enemy was not

On the

destined to remain long in our possession.

October, the British Mediterranean

fleet,

7th of

which consisted

vessels, homeward bound
and richly laden, under the protection of the Censeur, Bedford, and Formidable, and four frigates, were overtaken off
Cape St. Vincent by a French fleet, commanded by Ad-

of upwards of sixty merchant

miral Richery

and several
time before*

:

this fleet consisted

frigates,

As soon

and had

of nine

sailed from

sail

m the British commodore observed

the strength of the enemy, he immediately
signal to
miral,

of the line

Toulon a short

made the

wear and stand from them ; but the French ad-

by a masterly manceuvre, secured in a great measure

the object which he had in view ; for while he dispatched
his fri^tes to prevent the escape of the merchant ships,

the line-of-battle ships, by carrying a press of sail were
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enabled to cutoff the retreat of the Censeur which had
previously lost her main top mast.

As however

the atten«

tion and manoeuvi'es of the enemy were chiefly directed to
the capture of the convoy, the Bedford and Formidable^

and the frigates made their escape; about thirty of the
merchantmen were captured.
This was not the only loss which our commerce sustained this year ; for nearly about the same time eighteen
of the homeward bound Jamaica ships were taken by two
French squadrons belonging to Rochefort a few of the
captured vessels were however recovered before they
;

reached a French port.

These are
the

first

year

;

all

the events purely maritime that belong to

regular and usual division of our annals of this

we

before, however,

record the single actions of

1795 , some of which were very splendid, and some un-

we may just menCape of Good Hope was taken by

fortunate but by no means disgraceful,
tion, that this year the

a squadron under Admiral Elphinstone, and the possessions
of the Dutch in the island of Ceylon were also reduced,
bitter first fruits to the people of Holland of the war with
Great Britain, into which they had recently been urged by
the French.

The

first

single action

cord, perhaps

is

which we are called upon to re-

not equalled, certainly not exceeded in

point of determined and persevering gallantry, in the

naval records of this country

:

of such an action every

known, and it ought to be known
and
oflSicial manner
we shall tbere^
authentic
in the most
particular ought to be

;

fore lay the account of

it

before our readers in the very

words of the Gazette.
Admiralt^-Office^ February

U.

Dispatches from Vice-admiral Caldwell, dated Janu-

QTj JS, contain the following particulars of a memorable

engagement between his majesty’s frigate La Blanche, and
the French frigate

La Pique

of thirty-eight guns
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January

1795.

4^

At day-light saw a

fiigate at

chor outside of the harbour of Point-a-Petre.

At seven

A. M. she got under way, and kept working under her
topsails, backing* her inizen-topsail at times to keep com-

pany with a schooner.

We

ran toward her until nearly

within gun-shot of Fort Fleur d’Epee, then tacked, hove
to,

and

filled occasionally.

Finding the French frigate

not inclined to come out from the batteries,
to board a schooner coming

eleven A.

M.

fired

down

we made

sail

along Grand Terre.

a gun, and brought her to

;

At

she proved

an American from Bourdeaux, and appearing suspicious,
detained the master, and took her in tow. At this time
the battery of Grozier fired two guns at us, and the

gate fired several, and hoisted her colours.

Finding her

shot reached us.
out,

we made

sail

still

None

fri-

of the

not inclined to come

towards Marigalante, under topsails

and courses.
Monday, at four P. M. we tacked and hove to, took out
the American crew, and sent a petty oiBSicer and men into
Saw the frigate still under Grand Terre. At six
her.
P.

M. wore

ship,

schooner in tow.

and stood toward Dominique, with the
At half-past eight P. M. saw the frigate

about two leagues astern, east of the schooner ; tacked,
and made sail. At a quarter past twelve A. M. passed

under her lee on the starboard tack, she on the larboard
At half-past twelve
tack, and exchanged broadsides.
A. M. tacked and came up with her fast. When within
musket-shot, she wore with an intention to rake us

;

we

same time and engaged her nearly aboard.
wore
Atone A.M. put our helm a starboard, and run across
her stern and lashed her bowsprit to our capstern ; kept
firing our quarter-deck guns, /and other guns that would
at the

bear into her, and musketry, which she returned from her
tops and from her quarter-deck guns, run in amid ship fore

and

aft.

At

this

time our main and mizen masts went

overboard, and they attempted to board us, but were re-
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At a quarter past two A. M. she dropped

(at this time Captain

and made her well
starboard quarter

Faulknor

fast

astern

We got a hawser up

fell).

with her bowsprit^ abreast of our

the marines keeping a constant

;

fire

of

Finding the carpenters could not

musketry into her.

make
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we blew

the ports large enough,

out as

much

of the

upper transom beam as would admit the two aftermost
guns on the main deck to be run out, and fired into her

At two A. M. all her masts were shot away. In
we towed her before the wind, engaging till
a quarter past five, when she called out, that, she had
struck!" The second lieutenant and ten men then swam

bows.

this situation

^

on board, and took possession of
26

• ^

» •

9

8

La

Pique, of

12 pounders, French.
ditto.

ditto.

32 carronades,

4

brass.

At

with a number of brass swdvels on her gunwale.
time of action

we had away

in prizes

the

two master’s mates,

and twelve men. They had seventy^six killed, one hundred and ten wounded, and thirty lost with the masts.
Their complement at the beginning of the action

w^as

up-

wards of four hundred men. Our loss, including Captain
Faulkner, is eight killed, and twenty-one wounded. They

came out on purpose

to fight us.

Captain Faulknor was shot through the heart by a

Frenchman, from the bowsprit of

La

Pique.

Captain

Faulknor having previously himself lashed the bowsprit of

La 'Pique to

the capstern with

Ms own

hands.

Watkins gallantly fought the ship
Captain Faulknor fell; and Lieutenant David Milne

First Lieutenant
after

was second

lieutenant.

Killed: Captain Robert Faulknor; Mr. William Bolton,

midshipman;

five

Wounded: Mr.

seamen, and one marine.,

Charles Herbert,' midshipman

Hutchinson, quarter-master ; Philip Griffith, ditto

;

;

Isaac

Wii-
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I'lctclier,

rines

armourer; George Dice, serjeaut of ma-

twelve seamen and four marines.”

;

Reflections on the mutability of war, and the inade-

quacy

consummate

the most

ev^en of the greatest skill,

courage, and the coolest and most comprehensive talents
to ensure success, areas true as they are trite

place

and common

they need not therefore be indulged in prefacing

:

the particulars of the naval achievement which

about to record.

great and successful

element,

if

we

are

war was so pre-eminently
in her own appropriate and hereditary

Britain in this

the expression

may be

well aftbrd to lose a few ships

allowed, that she could

same time, disaster
must always be peculiarly galling and mortifying to Bri*

tish naval officers,

when they

:

at the

reflect that their

countrymen

look upon victory by sea as their undoubted right, to

which they will scarcely allow even the greatest disparity
of force to be any objection or impediment ; this reflection,
while

rouses the maritime sons of Britain to wonderful

it

enterprize,

must also

dispirit

them

in case of defeat, even

tbougli that defeat has been brought about by circumstances,

which

blame.

totally

and unequivocally

Besides those

trast their situation

who

and

fete

:

them from

all

who are fortunate,
feel their own more

with those

and are consequently disposed to
acutely

free

are unfortunate naturally con-

but to return to our narrative^

tVhiie the Thames,

commanded by Captain James

Cotes, was on a cruize, a strange vessel was observed,

and soon afterwards another of
panion-

upon

it2s

The weather

inferior size,

her com-

was very

thick, but

at this time

clearing up, in the course of the forenoon,

tain Coles perceived that the larger vessel had hauled

Ms

w ind and was making sail towards the Thames : he accordingly made his sMp clear and fit for ad:ito. Soon
sfterw^ards the strange vessel hoisted
lours-

The two

vessels

French national co-

so«u close to each other,
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enemy

fired

her

bow guns

and then a broadside^ when she wore and an action commenced : it continued for upwards of three hours, when
the enemy, which it was now ascertained was a frigate,
hauled off to the southward, making all the sail she could s

Thames

at this time the

was

in

The

ivas so utterly disabled that she

no condition to follow her.
state of the

Cotes in his

Thames

official

is

thus described by Captain

dispatch.

All our masts and bowsprit were shot through in a

number of places, all our stays entirely shot away, all the
main rigging shot away, and was hanging by the ratlins,
except two shrouds on one side, and three on the other;
but, on examination, the eyes of these were shot away above
the top.
The main-top-mast rigging was still more
damaged, and the mast shot through in three places. The
main topsail yard was shot away in the slings by a doubleheaded shot, and the yard-arms came down before the main
yard, the lifts, braces &c. being all shot away ; the slings,
both iron and rope, beside the geers of the main-yard,
were shot away; the yard hung by* the trusses, about ^
third mast down the main sail was cut io pieces, particu;

larly the leech ropes.

the same

damage

The

as the

fore mast

had received nearly

main mast, with

this difference,

that the slings of the fore-yard were not all cut away, so
that the yard remained aloft

;

the fore-top-mast-rigging,

exci^t one shroud on one side, and two on the other, was
all shot awny, with all the stays, back-stays, lifts, braces,
lyes, hanlyards,

&c. the bowsprit shot through in several

and bowsprit shrouds were cut by
the jib-stay and liaulyards were cut

places, all the boh-stays

shot and iangrage

;

away the first broadside: The mizen-mast was so wounded
and the rigging so cut to pieces, that 1 was obliged tO lower
the gaft after the action, to prevent the masts going over
the side ; the fore part of the top was entirely shot away.
I

pretend to enumerate the shot that was recei?^
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in the hull

most part of the gangways were shot awajj

;

the main deck before the main-mast was torn up from the

waterway

were shot away and
shot between wind and water on the star-

to the hatchways^ the bits

nnshippedj six

in short, when the
enemy made sail, the ship was perfectly unmanageable,
two guns on the main deck, and one on the quarter-deck

board, and three on the larboard side

;

were dismounted, almost all the tackle and breechings were
away in this situation I was obliged to put before

carried

;

the wind, to prevent the masts going over the side, as

began to freshen from the
It is evident

it

W. S. W.”

from this particular account of the state of

the Thames, that she was in no condition to fight another

and that
must have been the object and the wish of her captain

battle even with a vessel of inferior force

;

it

to

get into port for the purpose of refitting as soon as possible,

—but

While

this

all

was not

to be his fate.

hiscrew were busily employed in temporarily

repairing the damages which the

Thames had

sustained,

three vessels bearing the English flag were seen at a dis-

was too soon made out that they were large friall probability these were enemies,
notwithstanding the colours which they displayed. The

tance

gates,

;

it

and that in

Thames was now
possibly

fly,

in a dreadful situation

could not haul upon a wind,

away, and

;

she could not

she could not even alter her position, as she
all

her after

sail

the runners being carried forward,

for the purpose of serving both as stays

being shot

were crossed

and shrouds*

Bed-

sides the enemy’s frigates, in order to prevent the escape

of the Thames, had separated, and were stjanding in such

a manner as to render her escape, even if ^iie had not been
so

much damaged, absolutely impossible*
As there was still a possibility that these

vessels might
though
from
all appearance Captain
not be enemies,
Cotes had little doubts on the subject, he called his officers

together, and asked them, whether, if they should prove
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would answer any purpose engaging in the
their opinion was unanimous,

it

they were in:

situation

that

IlL

would be absurd and mad

in the

extreme to

three large vessels with a ship so disabled as the

was ; that

it

fight

Thames

would be the

to accomplish

sacrifice of the lives of the men,
no possible good object; they were also of

opinion, what indeed could hardly be called matter of
opinion,

it

was so plain and

certain,

— that the

Thames

w'as cut off from all possibility of escape.

About

this time, the

headmost of the three

displaying English colours, passed the
siderable distance

;

this

frigates, still

Thames

at a con-

appears to have been done for the

purpose of accurately ascertaining

in

what

state she was.

As soon as the enemy had accomplished this object, she
wore and came under the stern of the Thames, giving her
a broadside. Captain Cotes upon this, ordered his vessel
to be brought to, and informed the enemy, that as his ship

had been already engaged, and was dreadfully disabled,
and totally incapable of further resistance, he yielded to

The captain of the frigate
Thames would send her boat to this

their superior force.

that the

;

Captain Cotes replied that
all unfit to

it

desired

request

was impossible, as they were

be put into the water; and even

if

they were,

they could not be hoisted out for want of the proper
tackle
his

upon

:

own

this the captain of the

boat.

enemy’s frigate sent

Captain Cotes took the opportunity

af-

forded him by the delay of throwing overboard all papers

and

letters

The

nole; the
ill

of consequence.

vessel to

which he surrendered was the Carmagin tow by her and anchored

Thames was taken

Brest-road the following day.

The Hon. Captain Cochrane, who commanded the Thetis
received orders from Rear-Admiral Murray to cruize off

the Cheseapeak, for the purpose of intercepting three

French store ships which were lying in Hampton roads
von. VII.
c a
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On

ready for sea in the month of May.

the Sd of

that monthj he proceeded in the Thetis with His Majesty^s

Cape Henry

ship Hossar, and on the 17th at day-break^

bearing distant E. by
discovered five

sail

S.

distant twenty leagues^ they

of ships standing to the N.

their larboard tacks on board.

It

W.

with

was soon ascertained

that they were vessels of considerable force

:

two of them

appeared to carry from twenty-eight to thirty gtms on
their

main decks^ and one of these had lower deck-ports;

the three others seemed to carry from twenty to twenty*
four guns each.

Immediately on discovering the Thetis and the Hussar^
the

enemy formed a

line of battle a-head,

the purpose of receiving them.

and lay

to, for

Captain Cochrane was

not intimidated by their superior number or force

;

but

having made the signal for the Hussar to engage the second
ship of the enemy’s van, he determined in the Thetis to

attack the centre ship, which appeared the largest, and

the two others that were in the rear.

As soon as they had got within hdf musket shot, the
enemy hoisted their colours, the second ship from the
van canrying a broad pendant, and the firing commenced
on the part of the enemy, which was soon afterwards re^
turned by the Thetis and the Hussar. In the short space
of half an hour, Captain Cochrane and his companion had
closed with the enemy, and the Hussar had compelled the
commodore and his second a-head to quit the line, and
make sail to the S. E. As soon as this was accomplished
the Thetis and Hussar directed their whole force against
the centre ships and those in the rear; these sustained the
combat rather more than half an hour, after they were
deserted by their comrades ; but at this time they struck
their colours ; the two in the rear however, notwithstand*
ing^ attempted to effect their escape, but

soon brought to by the Hussat.

one of them wat^

;
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taking possession of the largest ship she proved to

La

be
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Prevojantej pierced for twentj-six guns on the

main deckj with four other ports and ten ports below;
she had only twenty-four guns mounted; some of which

were

shifted over during the action

:

within an hour after

she struck, her main and fore- masts went over the side.
The ship which was taken possession of by the Hussar

was

called

La

Raison, carrying eighteen guns but pierced

for twenty-four.

This vessel with the other three had

es-

caped from Guadaloupe, and were bound to a port in
America, there to lake

ini

a cargo of provisions and naval

stores for France.

Captain Cochrane on inquiry and examination found
that

it

would not be prudent

to follow the

enemy

that

had

escaped, as both the Thetis and the Hussar had suffered
considerable damage.

In the month of June a most gallant and spirited action

took place between the Dido, Captain Towry,

in

company

with the Lowestoffe, Captain Middleton, on their way to
reconnoitre off the Hieres islands, and two French frigates

La

Minerva, and L’Artemise.

At

daylight on the 24th, they discovered and chased

some manoeuvring, the enemy
and at a quarter before
nine, A. M* the Dido, commenced a close action with the
headmost of the enemy's ships : at an early period of
the engagement they were both much disabled, and fell
twice on board each other.
The enemy lost her bowsprit, fore-mast, and main top-mast; and the mizenmast of the Dido was shot away; under these circumstances Captain Towry was no longer able to keep her to.
At this time the Lowestoffe opened a well directed fire
these French frigates

;

after

stood towards the British ships

:

the enemy’s second frigate then passing, and exchanging
broadsides, His Majesty’s ships were kept on the

tack

till

she went about,

when fearing
GO 2

same

that she might
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Low-

stand to the assistance of the dismasted ship^ the

was sent

estoffe

in chace

superior sailing of the

;

French

leaving her comrade to her
toife

but, in

fate.

consequence of the
she

frigatOj

As soon

escaped^

as the

Lowes-

returned from her unsuccessful chace, she raked

the other frigate in a

most judicious

and

successful

manner, so that about noon she compelled her to surrender.

By

this

time the Dido was nearly cleared of the wreck

of her raizen mast, and having bent her top-sails, found,
in securing the prize, which proved to be

new

La Minerve, a

ship of forty-two guns, eighteen pounders on the

main deck, and three hundred and thirty men, a remarkably fast sailer her companion that escaped was L’Arte:

mere of thirty guns.
As Captain Towry received information
fleet

was

deemed

at sea
it

that the French

and as his vessels required

;

refitting,

he

prudent to run for port Mahon, where he

arrived safely with his consort and his prize.

Besides the captures of His Majesty’s ships by the

enemy

which we have already narrated, we

this year,

have to record the destruction of the Boyne by
a

fire

fire.

on Friday morning the 4;th of May,
broke out on board of this vessel, which was then

At eleven

o’clock

lying at Spithead ;

it

continued with irresistable violence

when

till five o'clock,

the magazine blew up.

discovered in the after part of the ship, and

is

It

was

supposed

have been caused either by a live cartridge from the
muskets of the soldiers, who had been exercising on

to

the windward side of the ship, having lodged in some
part below ; or from the funnel of the admiral’s cabin,

and communicated to the deck.
was discovered, the flames had burnt
through the poop: it fortunately happened, however,

having been on
Before the

fire

fire

that the greatest part of the

powder had been sent on
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shore three days before, and as soon as the alarm of

fire

given, the water cocks were turned upon the great

was

The

magazine.

fore and aft hanging

magazines

con-

—

powder; the former exploded, but
without doing any damage.
At the time when the fire broke out, there was a fresh
breeze at south west, and it being tide of ebb, the ships
tained very

little

were tiding with their sterns

to

the tops and

fire,

At twelve

the rigging were in a blaze.

all

Within half

the wind.

an hour after the cornmencement of the

o’^clock,

when

the tide turned, the position of the ships was changed,

but

it

was then too

Boyne, or even

late to

make any attempt

for boats to get

near her

to save the
:

long before

however, most of the crew had been saved since,
on mustering the men taken into the different ships, it

this,

;

appeared that there were only fourteen missing, of

whom

eleven are supposed to have perished ; all the officers and

warrant

officers

were saved.

All her guns were loaded, and as they became heated,

they went

the shot falling

off,

among

On

of them even reached the shore.
Charlotte two

men were

shot from the guns:

the

first

discharge,

it

till

the shipping;

some

board of the Queen

and one wounded by the
was^ upwards of two hours from
killed

they

all

went

off,

so that

it

was

extremely fortunate that they did not do more mischief.

About two

o’clock,

the cables of the Boyne being

burnt, sbe went adrift, the

hole
at

;

it

may

fire

blazing through every port

well be imagined that such a sight, though

noon day, was awfully grand and could all idea of
all reflection on the lives that were exposed
;

danger, and

have been put out of the question, the feelings of the
spectators must have approached the sublime.

The. ships which lay to leeward of

her, having got

under weigh, to get clear of her, ran down to

St.

Helens,

while she drifted slowly to the eastward, her mizen-masts
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and top-masts having

fallen

down

before she began to

drift*

About five o’clock the wreck of the Bojne was drifted
by the tide opposite South Sea Castlej when the magazine
blew up with a very great explosion.
This noble ship, thus destroyed, was only

five

years

and was completely manned and victualled besides
the seamen who perished on board of her, a considerable
number of women and children must also have lost their
lives, as they were on board of her at the time of the accident, but their numbers are not known.
The men
jumped overboard, and were mostly taken up by boats
old,

;

belonging to the
the

first

At

w^hich had all been

fleet,

manned on

alarm, and ordered to render her assistance.

this period

of the

war

there seemed less chance

than ever of obtaining the object, which either Britain or
the continental powers proposed to have in view in car-

rying

it

on.

The French were

every where successful by

land; Holland had been overrun, the government of

it

had united with France, Spain seemed
intimidated by the victories of France, and it was easy
to perceive, that no great length of time would elapse
before this country, from being the foe, would become the
destroyed, and

it

ally of France.

Britain in the

mean time was

the

very soul of the

confederacy against France; had she relaxed

—

Iiad

she

not supplied them with money, the war must have been
at an end, for they were totally unable, of themselves to

The British ministry were in
it on any longer.
some measure induced to persevere, in consequence of
carry

the representations that the emigrants made to them of
the state of France; led away by these representations,

the fatal expedition

fio

Quiberon was planned, and exe-

cuted.

In the mean time, notwithstanding

all their

external
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French nation were internal victims of the

successes^ the

most violent disquiet, the most horrible tyranny, and
almost daily changes and convulsions | it seemed natural

would be weakened by these
was not the case; however they
among themselves, they were all or nearly all

to suppose that the nation

convulsions,
differed

but

this

united against their enemies.

Nor was

the British ministry free from alarm ; Ireland

was in a very disquiet and convulsed

state,

and

this state

the French contrived to render worse by their manoeuvres,
intrigues,

and

emissaries.

notwithstanding

Still,

it

seemed

evident,

that

all

needed peace, there were no advances made towards that desirable object as.d it had now become too
apparent that nearly all Europe was engaged in a contest

parties

;

more bloody and

obstinate,

and

likely to be of longer

duration than any she had witnessed or suffered from,

number of years.
During the contest, America found it difficult to keep
at peace as the French navy and merchant ships were
inadequate to protect or carry her commerce, American
vessels were often employed for this purpose; some of

for a great

,

;

these were captured by the British, and this of course gave
rise to complaints

and remonstrances.

M length on the

19th of November, this year, a treaty of amity, commerce
and navigation was entered into between Great Britain
and America, of which the following articles refer more
particularly to the object of this work.
7.

Whereas complaints have been made by

divers

merchants and others, citizens of the United States, that
during the course of the war in which His Majesty is now
engaged, they have sustained

considerable losses and

damage, by reason of irregular or illegal captures or con*
demnations of their vessels or other property, under colour or authority of commissions from his majesty ; and
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from various circumstances belonging to

that,

cases,

said

tlie

adequate compensation for the losses and damages

thus sustained cannot

now be

had and

actually obtained,

received, by^tjie ordinary course of judicial proceedings;
it is

agreed, that in all such cases, where adequate com-

pensation cannot, for whatever reason, be

now

actually

obtained, had, and received, by said merchants and others,
in the ordinary course of justice, full and complete

pensation for the same will be

vernment

made by

But

to the said complainants.

understood, that this provision

is

com-

the British goit is

distinctly

not to extend to such

damages as has been occasioned by the manifest

losses or

delay or negligence, or wilful omission, of the claimants.

That
any such

for the purpose
losses

of ascertaining the amount of

and damages,

five

commissioners shall be

appointed and authorised to act in London, exactly in the

manner

directed with respect to those mentioned in the

preceding

article,

and

after taking the

same oath or

affir-

mation (mutatis mutandis:) the same term of eighteen
months is also assigned for the reception of claims, and
they are in like manner authorised to extend the same in
particular cases.

They

shall receive

testimony, books,

papers, and evidence in the same latitude, and exercise

the like discretion and powers respecting that subject;

and

shall decide the claims in question according to the

merits of the several cases, and to justice, equity, and the

laws of nations.

The award of the commissioners,

such three of them as aforesaid,

shall, in cases,

or any

be

final

and conclusive, both as to the justice of the claim, and the
amount of the sum to be paid to the claimant and his
;

Britannic majesty undertakes to cause the same to be paid
to such claimant in specie, without any deduction, at such
place or places, and at such time or times, as shall be

awarded by the said commissioners, and on condition of
such releases or assignments to be given by the claimants,
as by the said commissioners

may be

directed.
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certain merchants

and
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ma-

othersj his

jesty’s subjectSj complainj that in the course of the war

they have sustained loss and damage by reason of the capture of the vessels and merchandize taken within the limits

and brought into the port of
the same, or taken by vessels originally armed in ports of
the said states it is agreed, that in all such cases where

and’ jurisdiction of the statesj

;

Ftstitution shall not

have been made, agreeable to the

tenor of the letter from JeflFerson to Mr.
at

Hammond, dated

Philadelphia, Septembers, 1793, a copy of which

annexed to

this treaty, the

is

complaints of the parties shall

be, and hereby are, referred to the commissioners, to be

appointed by virtue of this

article,

who

are hereby au-

thorised and required to proceed in the like manner relative to these as to the other cases

committed to them

;

and

the United States undertake to pay to the complainants or
claimants, in specie, without deduction, the amount of

such sums as shall be awarded to them respectively by the
said commissioners, and at the times and places which in
such awards shall be specified; and on condition of such
releases or assignments to be given by the claimants as in
the said awards

may be

agreed, that not only the

directed.

now

And

it

is

further

existing cases of both de-

scriptions, but also all such as shall exist at the time of

exchanging the

ratifications of this treaty, shall

be con-

sidered within the provisions, intent, and meaning of this
article.

17. It is agreed that in all cases where vessels shall
be captured or detained on just suspicion of having on
board enemy’s property, or of carrying to the enemy any

of the articles which are contraband of war; the said
vessel shall be brought to the nearest or most convenient

port ; and if any property of an

enemy should be found

on board such vessel, that part only which belongs to the

enemy

shall be

made

prize,

and the vessel

shall

be at
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liberty to proceed with the

And

dimeiit.

be taken

it is

remaiEder without

agreed that

proper measures shall

all

to prevent delay in deciding the cases of ships or

cargoes so brought in for adjudication

ment

arij iiiipe-

or recovery

;

and

in the

pay«

of any indemnification adjudged or

agreed to be paid to the masters or owners of such ships.
18. In order to regulate

contraband of war,

is

it

what

is

agreed that under the said deno-

arms and implements

naination shall be comprised all

serving for the purposes of

war by land or

cannon, muskets, mortars, petards,

match,

sea,

such as

bombs, grenadoes,

musket

carcasses, saucisses, carriages for cannon,

bandoliers, gunpowder,

deemed

in future to be

saltpetre,

ball,

rests,

pikes,

swords, head pieces, cuirasses, halberds, lances, javelins,

horse furniture, holsters, belts, and generally all other

implements of war

as also timber for ship-building, tar,

;

or rosin, copper in sheets,
generally whatever

may

sails,

all

cordage, and

serve directly to the equipment

of vessels, unwrought iron and

and

hemp and

fir

planks only excepted

the above articles are hereby declared to be just

objects of confiscation

carried to

whenever they are attempted to be

an enemy.

And whereas
cise cases in

the difficulty of agreeing on the pre-

which alone provisions and other

generally contraband

may be

articles not

regarded as such, renders

it

expedient to provide against the inconveniences and misunderstandings which might thence arise:

agreed that whenever any such

articles so

it

is

further

becoming con-

traband according to the existing laws of nations, shall
for that reason

be seized, the same shall not be confis-

cated, but the owners thereof shall be speedily

and

com*-

and the captors, or in their default
the government under whose autikority they act, shall pay
pletely indemnified

;

to the masters or owners of such vessel the full value of
all articles,

with a reasonable mercantile profit thereon,
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together with the freight and also the demurrage incident
to such detention.

And whereas

it

frequently happens that vessels sail

enemy without know-

for a port or place belonging to the

ing that the same

is

either besieged, blockaded.^ or in-

agreed that every vessel so circumstanced

vested;

it

may be

turned away from such port or place, but shall

is

not be detained

;

nor her cargo,

if

not contraband, be

confiscated unless after notice she shall again attempt to

may be permitted to go to any
may think proper nor shall any

enter; but she

or place she

;

other port
vessels or

goods of either party that shall have entered into such
port or place before the same was besieged, blockaded or
invested by the other, and be found therein alter the

reduction or surrender of such place be liable to confiscation, but shall

be restored to the owners or proprietors

thereof.

And

more abundant care be taken for the
and citizens of the
contracting parties, and to prevent their suflFering injuries
19.

that

security of the respective subjects

by the men-of-war or privateers of either party, all
commanders of ships of war and privateers, and all others
the said subjects and citizens, shall forbear to do any
damage to those of the other party, or commit any outrage
against them ; and if they act to the contrary they shall
be punished, and

shall also

be bound

in their persons

and

make satisfaction and reparation for all damages
and the interest thereof, of whatever nature the said
damages may be.
For this cause all commanders of privateers before

estates to

they receive their commissions shall hereafter be obliged
to give before a competent judge sufficient security by at
least

two responsible

sureties,

who have no

said privateer, each of

whom

mander

and severally bound

shall be jointly

interest in the

tc^ether with the said comin the

sum of
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fifteen hanclred

pounds sterling, or if sucli ship be provided

with above one hundred and
the

fifty

seamen or

soldiers, in

three thousand pounds sterling to satisfy all

sum of

damages and injuries which the said privateer, or officers,
or men, or any of them may do or commit during their
cruize contrary to the tenor of this treaty, or to the law
and instructions

for regulating their conduct;

and further

that in all cases of aggression the said commissions shall

be revoked and annulled.
It is

also agreed that

whenever a judge of a court of

admiralty of either of the parties shall pronounce sentence against any vessel of goods or property belonging to

the subjects or citizens of the other party, a formal and

duly authenticated copy of

all

the proceedings in the

cause and of the said sentence, shall

if

required be deli-

vered to the commander of the said vessel without the
smallest delay, he paying all legal fees and

demands

for

the same.
20. It

is

further agreed that both the said contracting

parties shall not only refuse to receive any pirates into

any of their

ports, havens, or towns, or permit

any of

their inhabitants to receive, protect, harbour, conceal or

them

in

any manner, but will bring to condign

punishment

all

such inhabitants as shall be guilty of such

assist

acts or offences.

And

all their ships

with the goods or merchandises

taken by them and brought into the port of either of the
said parties, shall be seized as far as they can be dis-

covered, and shall be restored to the owners, or the

deputed and authorised in writing
by them (proper evidence being first in the court of admi-^
rally for proving the property) even in case such effects
should have passed into other hands by sale, if it be

factors, or agents duly

proved that the buyers knew or had good reason to believe or suspect that they had been piratically taken*”

:;
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war of each of the contracting’ parties
be hospitably received into the ports of

ships of

shall at all times

the other^ their officers and crews paying due respect to

The

the laws and government of the country.
shall be treated with that respect

commissions which they bear; and
offered to

which

due to the

any insult should be

if

them by any of the inhabitantSj

this respect shall

is

officers

all offenders in

be punished as disturbers of the peace

and amity between the two countries. And His Majesty
consents that in case an American vessel should by stress
of weather, danger from enemies, or other misfortunes,

be reduced

to the necessity of seeking shelter in

His Majesty’s

ports, into

any of

which such vessel could not

in

ordinary cases claim to be admitted, she shall on inanifesting that necessity to the satisfaction of the v^^rernment

of the place be hospitably received, and permitted to

and

to purchase at the

she

may

stand in need

market
of,

price,

refit,

such necessaries as

conformably to such orders and

regulations as the government of the place, having respect
to the circumstances of each case, shall prescribe.
shall not

She

be allowed to break or unload her cargo, unless

the same shall be bond fide necessary to her being refitted

nor shall she be permitted to
unless so

much only

as

any part of her cargo,

sell

may be

necessary to defray her

expences, and then not without the express permission of
the government of the place ; nor shall she be obliged to

pay any duties whatever, except only on such
she

may be permitted

articles as

to sell for the purpose aforesaid.

24. It shall not be lawful for any foreign privateers

(mi being subjects or citizens of either of the said
who have commissions from any other prince or
enmity with either nation to arm their ships

parties)
state in

in the ports

what they have
taken, nor in any other manner to exchange the same
nor shall they be allowed to purchase mere provisions
of either of the said parties, nor

sell

than shall be necessary for their going to the nearest port

m
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of that prince or state from

whom

they obtained their

commissions.
25. It shall be lawful for the ships of

war and priva-

teers belonging to the said parties respectively to carry

whithersoever they please the ships and goods taken from
their enemies, without being obliged to pay any fee to the
officers

of the Admiralty, or to any judges whatever ; nor
when they arrive at, and enter the

shall the said prizes

ports of the said parties, be detained or seized, neither
shall the searchers ,or other officers of those places visit

such prizes (except for the purpose of preventing the
carrying of any part of the cargo thereof on shore in any

manner contrary

to the established laws of revenue, navi-

gation, or commerce) nor shall such officers take cogni-

zance of the

validity of such prizes

liberty to hoist sail

;

but they shall be at

and depart as speedily as may

be,

and

carry their said prizes to the place mentioned in their

commissions or patents, which the commanders of the
said ships of

No

war or privateers

shall

be obliged

to

show.

shelter or refuge shall be given in their ports to

such as have

made a prize upon

either of the said parties

5

but

the subjects or citizens of

if forced

by

stress

of wea-

ther or the danger of the sea to enter therein, particular
care shall be taken to hasten their departure, and to cause

them

to retire as soon as possible.

Nothing

in this treaty

contained shall, however, be construed or operate contrary to former and existing public treaties with other

sovereigns or states. But the two parties agree that while

they continue in amity, neither of them will in future

make any

treaty that shall be inconsistent with this or the

preceding article.

Neither of the said parties shall permit the ships or

goods belonging to the subjects or citizens of the other to
be taken within cannon shot of the coast, nor in any of
the bays, ports, or rivers of their territories by ships of

war, or others having commission from any prince, republic,
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should so happen, the

territorial rights shall thus

have been violated

shall use his utmost endeavours to obtain from the offend-

Ml

ing party

and ample satisfaction for the vessel or
whether the same be vessels of war or

vessels so taken,

merchant vessels.”

As

the British ministry were

still

resolved to persevere

war against the republic of h'rance, and to conduct
on the most liberal plan with respect to expense, as the
most likely way, in their opinion, to bring it to a speedy
and fiivourable termination ; and in fact the most economical mode they could pursue, the usual motions were

in the
it

made

in the

year 1796.

House of Commons for the supplies of the
Lord Arden moved in the romrnittee of sup-

ply, that

one hundred and ten thousand seamen should

be voted

for

the service of the year 1796, including

eighteen thousand marines

;

and that four pounds a man

per month for thirteen months should be allowed ; both
of these were accordingly voted ; and a short time after-

wards the committee granted a sum not exceeding six
hundred and twenty-four thousand one hundred and fiftytwo pounds, one shilling and eight-pence for the ordinary
pay of the navy, and seven hundred and eight thousand
four hundred pounds for building and repairing ships of
war. In the month of May, 1796, the usual sum of five

hundred thousand pounds was voted towards discharging
the debt of the navy ; so that the total supplies granted
by Parliament for the service of the navy during the year
1796 stood as follow
=£5,720,000

0

0

Ordinary of the navy

624,152

1

8

Extraordinary of the navy

708,400

0

Towards discharging the navy debt

500,000

0

0
0

Totalsnpplyfordienavy.. ..£7,552,552

1

8

ForllO.OOOmen, including 18,000 marines
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The naval

events of this jear are neither very nnme-

The

rons nor very important.
superior at sea, and had

in

British

were so very

already succeeded in

fact

reducing so much the naval force of their opponents, that

they had few ships to capture, and of course took great
care not to expose them to

much danger. Notwithstanding

the superiority of the English, however, in almost every
part of the globe, the French planned an expedition
against Newfoundland, in which they succeeded so far as

to burn and otherwise destroy British property to a considerable amount.

The command of this expedition was
who had been for some time

entrusted to Admiral Richery,

blocked up in Cadiz
cesses

;

but Spain, in consequence of the suc-

and the intrigues of the French, having been forced

or persuaded into a war with Britain,

fitted

ont a fleet

which relieved the French admiral from his confinement
at Cadiz, where he had been shut up by the English for
several months, with the %^aluable captures he had

of their Mediterranean

fleet, in

made

the course of the pre-

ceding summer.

The
cessful,

expedition to Newfoundland, though so far suc-

could not from

its

nature and object be either of

permanent or material advantage to the French, or of

permanent or material injury to the English but
;

shewed that notwithstanding our

it

plainly

superiority at sea,

and

that our ships in fact almost swept the whole ocean, yet
it

was very possible

for the

enemy

to escape out

of their

ports; and as they had got to Newfoundland unobserved

and unimpeded, and done mischief there, so thej^^ might
get to other places where there would be a much greater
opportunity for them to injure our vital interests.

As soon

as Admiral Richery had efiected his object at

Newfoundland, he returned to Rochelle : about the same
time the French were very busily employed in encreasiog
their naval three in the harbour of Brest.

The

success which the British navy obtained at the
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much more than
by the enemy

this time

for the destruction of property

Admiral Elphinstone captured the
Newfoundland
Dutch squadron off that settlement, consisting of seven
ships.
We perhaps employed an improper word when
we said that the squadron was captured; for Admiral

at

:

Lucas,

who commanded

it,

surrendered

without so much as firing a single shot

manner obliged

it

to the British

this

:

he was in a

to do, in consequence of the defection of

the crews under his command.

This squadron had evaded the vigilance of the English

by

effecting a passage early in the spring,

and was to

have been joined by a French squadron their object if
they had formed a junction was to have been the re:

capture of the Cape of

When

Good Hope.

government expressed a wish to

their

the Dutch

new

allies

the

French, to regain by their assistance this most valuable

and important settlement, the

latter

promised their co-

money

operation, provided the Dutch would advance the

necessary to

out a squadron

fit

:

this

money was

accord-

ingly advanced by the Dutch, but the squadron was never

prepared

and the Dutch

;

fruitless solicitations

and

after several

months spent in

were compelled to
which they had sent to

entreaties,

submit to the loss of the forces

retake their possessions at the Cape.

Towards the
formidable

close of this year the

effort

French made a most

to gain possession of Ireland.

This

country remained in a very disturbed and discontented
state

;

and

it

was evident to

all parties, that if

the French

could effect a landing even with a very small body of men,
the insurgents,

would
would

who were very numerous and

daring,

immediately join them, and after such a junction
scarcely

Ireland.

it

be in the power of Britain to preserve
that the force sent on thi&

The French resolved

important but hazardous expedition should be sufiiciently

numerous*
voii. VII*

On

the 2nd of

n

December
JD

fifteen

thousand
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chosen troops were embarked at Brest, accompanied
bj
sail of the line and a number of frigates
but of

eighteen

;

armament, which was overtaken and dispersed at sea
by a storm very soon after it had left Brest, only eight
this

two deckers reached the

coast of Ireland.
These appeared off Bantry Bay, but were forced from that station
by another tempest, narrowly escaping two squadrons of

Our navy.

They returned

to

France with the

loss of

several ships of the line.

The first declaration of a pacific disposition was now
made by the British ministry. On the 8th of December
Mr. Pitt announced a message to Parliament from His
Majesty, expressing his willingness to meet any negociation on the part of the enemy ; and in consequence
the

House of Commons came to a resolution
Britain might now safely treat with France.

that Great

It was objected by his opponents that this cold and general declaration was altogether inexpressive of a real determination

A commission was
given to Mr. Wickham, our agent at Basle, to sound
Barthelemi respecting the willingness of the French gothat ministers would

open a

treaty.

'

vernment to come to terms. But France asserting that
she would never consent to give up Belgium, put an
immediate termination to the affair. A mote direct ne-

was opened Some months afterwards, and Lord
Malmsbury was sent ambassador to France. His plan of
pacification, however, made the cession of
Belgium to
the Emperor of Germany an indispensable
prelirainaiy,
and on declaring that he was empowered to treat
on no
gociation

other terms, he was ordered by the Directory to
d^art
and forty hours. His stay in Paris did aot exceed
two months, and it was during this time that the Court
in eight

.

Of Madrid issued a prOckmatbn of war against
Great
'

Britain*

^

Towards the end of the year
ment r^olv^ to smid ont a large

im the British governfleet to the

West

Indies.

;
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was given to Admiral Christian.
Perhaps in the naval annals of no country is there to be
found an instance of such great and accumulated ill forfleet

tune as attended this
British shores.

On

before

fleet

got clear of the

it

the Sth of December he

Helens, with about two hundred

left

of East and

sail

India merchant ships, transports, ships of the

St.

West

line, fri«,

and from that time till the 29th of January,
1796, he was continually beating against contrary and
tremendous gales of wind and heavy seas, in which nearly
gates, &c.

every ship in

this

damage.

On

less

very numerous

fleet

received

more or

the 29th of January he succeeded in

getting back to Portsmouth with part of his squadron

only forty-five

sail

of merchant ships, however, came back

with him, and almost

all the men-of-war were obliged to
go into dock.
A very few days before the amval of Admiral Christian
himself, the Dutton East India ship, one of bis squadron,
arrived at Plymouth, and shortly after her arrival a

dreadful galfe of wind

consequence of

oame on from

the south-west

;

in

about twelve o’clock on the 26th of
Januaiy, she struck on tlie south-west part of Mount
this,

Batten, and immediately afterwards parted her cables:

she then veered round with her head to the north-west,

and .stretched

aaross the harbour under her fore-top-sail;

hut her rudder being beat

by striking on the Batten,
she became .unmanageable, and was driven ashore under
off

when her masts were
became a mere wreck.

the citadel,
aftei'wards

all

cut

away

:

she sooa

The circumstances attending this disaster were very
alarming; when the vessel struck there were on board
her, including soldiers, seamen, women, and children,
about

five

soldiers

hundred people.

and

Such was

tlie

get to land that

sailors to

jumped overboard, and nearly

anxiety of the

many of them

lost their lives

by

this

mad

attempt, in consequence of the violence of the sea dashing
,

D D

2

;

m
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them on the

rocks.

On

Edward Fellew
he got himself con-

this occasion Sir

gained himself immortal honour

;

for

veyed to the Dutton by means of a rope extended fi'om
the ship to the shore; and by his able and Judicious
conduct prevented the confusion from extending, by representing in strong and forcible language the danger

which would

result if order

were not kept, and by assuring

last man who would quit
by these means he restored tranquillity and
confidence and all the men, with the exception of four
or five persons, were got out of the ship, some by mean^

the troops that he would be the
the ship

:

;

of boats and others by ropes fastened to the shore.

The conduct of Admiral Cornwallis, with respect to
the expedition to the West Indies to which we have just
alluded, we think will be most impartially and clearly
given to our readers by an abstract of the proceedings of
the court martial

who

sat

upon him, on

this account, at

Portsmouth, in the month of April.

This

trial

took place in consequence of an order from

—of course no prosecutor appeared

the Board of Admiralty,
before the court.

The first paper of consequence

that was read

was a copy

of the orders that were given to Vice-Admiral Cornwallis,
in February, 1796,

by the Board of Admiralty

to proceed

in His Majesty’s ship the Royal Sovereign until he should
arrivo at Barbadoes ; and with the squadron under his
command to convoy the several transports, victuallers, &c.

which were then destined

for the

West

Indies.

He was

ordered to proceed to this quarter in consequence of
Admiral Christian’s fleet having been forced back in such

a damaged condition.

The next paper read was

the Admiral’s letter, inform-

ing the Lords of the Admiralty of his return in conse-

quence of the damages sustained by the Royal Sovereign
and after that, the second order of the Admiralty for Admiral Cornwallis to

proceed to the West Indies, in the Astrea
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with his answer^ giving his reasons why he

conld not obey that order.

There were three charges against him; the first was for
returning contrary to the orders that he had received the
;

second, for not shifting his flag to some other ship

when

he found the Royal Sovereign could not proceed, and
giving his instructions and the
another

officer

and proceeding

his flag

for disobedience

on board the Astrea

in haste to the

for

of the convoy to

and the third charge was,

;

of orders in not hoisting
gate,

command

West

Indies.

fri-

From

the correspondence which passed between the Board of

Admiralty and the Admiral
proceeded to

sea, the

it appeared, that, after he had
Royal Sovereign came athwart hause

and became entangled with the Belisarius transport.
The consequence of this accident was that the copper was

of,

torn off the rudder of the Admiral’s ship, and she was besides otherwise so

much damaged,

as to render

and imprudent to take her to the West

it

unsafe

Indies.

In the letter to the Admiralty, conveying an account of
this

accident,

Admiral

Cornwallis added that,

he

as

could not, on account of the infirm and precarious ^ate of
his health
his

go out

in the expedition in

any other vessel but

own, which had been fitted out in a peculiar manner
accommodation, and as he did not wish to delay the
.

for his

expedition, he had entrusted the

command

of it to another

oiBBicer.

To

this letter

he received in reply from the Board of Ad-

miralty, instructions to proceed in the Astrea frigate

;

on

which he requested that the board would permit him to
This letter of the
stop till his own ship was repaired.
admiral’s was produced for the purpose of supporting the

charge of disobedience.
After evidence was called, the chief purport of which
respected the damages which the Royal Sovereign had sustained,

Admiral Cornwallis gave in

highly characteristic of the man,

his defence

who

;

as

it is

united perhaps as
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many

peculiarities of tlie old British sailor, as

in the British service,

we

shall give

any

officer

pretty raudi in

it

detail*

After expressing his concern, that soch heavy charges

should be made against him,

who had so often

distinguished

himself in the service of his country, he proceeded

to

that on the 1st of February he had received his

^tate,

commission

to

go

to the

West

not imposed on him, he took
his health

it

This station was

Indies*

voluntarily

had been so bad at that time

;

tljerefofe,

as to

if

make him

desirous to decline the service, he might have done so.

He
n

thought, therefore, that he could quit the service at

subseqnetit period,

ihake

the

it

necessary

West

;

when

and

was so bad as to

his health

particularly sb, as his services in

Indies could be only of a secondary nature,

there being an admiral (Sir John Laforey) already there,

who was superior to him in command and he did not
know whether that officer was to give up the command to
;

him or

not.

With

respect to the duty which he (Admiral

Cornwallis) thought himself obliged to perform, he conceived’^it to be no more than that of convoying those ships
which the Vengeance had left behind; but he thought it
would be presumption in him to suppose that his personal
services were necessary in the West Indies, He thought
his only business was to guard the convoy.
While lie
was proceeding to the West Indies, the Bellisarius trans*-

port ran against the Royal Sovereign, and Was intangled

with him for an hour.

The weather was

at the time so

bad, and the night so dark, that he could not speak with

the BelHsaribs, nor could he hold any communication with
any of the convoy, which, however, he was determined to

push forward. On the 5th of March, he exkffiified the
ship, and found he cbhld hot pi^Oceed in her to the West
Indies ; and as he had hd othet ship to go in, ahd did not
wish to delay the convoy, he delivered it over to the care
of Captain LeWis.

He mvii Wt

go

in the

Mar%

the
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or the Quebec, for they had their private

orders; and he did not even

company him,

know

notil Sir Charles

that they were to ac-

Cotton carae and

de«^

on board the Royal Sovereign. He
thought if he had gone in any of them, he should have
been liable to a court-raartiaL The situation he was then
livered his orders

was one in which he conceived he might exercise his
own discretion. It w^as not an action, nor any thing that
in,

required his personal attendance ; and

if

he had at the

time gone on board any other ship, he must have endangered his health to such a degree, as to render such conduct an unnecessary zeal, which could not benefit the

He was not in a state to go to a strange place,
where he should have no comfort or accommodation. Besides, the court must see how difficult it would have been,
and how great a delay it would cause the expedition, if he
service.

had

They must know what a time must

shifted his flag.

be taken up in removing

one ship to another.

stores,

ammunition, &c. from

Besides, he did not think the ser-

vice required such a change, not that there

was such a

pressing urgency as required his presence with the convoy.

had not done that which was best to be
done, he lamented it much ; but he did what in his judg-»
ment was the best : no disadvantage happened in conseIf,

therefore, he

quence of that; and had that been the
ever was

first

command he

entrasted with, such an exercise of his

judgment

could not be ascribed to the abandonment of his duty.

It

was well known that he had, on a former

occasion, ex-

erted himself in the service of his country.

He

could not

conceive that the board of admiralty would apply to his

conduct any base or criminal purpose but that it was at
most only an error in judgment, for which every description of courts in this country had always made ample al;

lowance, and punished nothing but wilful misconduct.

He

had received a

letter

upon

his return from the first

lord of the Admiralty, lamenting the disaster which had
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caused him to come back, and, without making any complaint against him, desiring that he

would continue the

command of the Royal Sovereign therefore he was at a
loss to know at what time his conduct had assumed the
;

criminal shape in which

it

came forward

that day.

So

far

he had vindicated his conduct against the two first charges.

As

to the third charge, which

was certainly the heaviest

of all, he would not, in the defence he was going to
against

it,

make

attempt to sap the foundation of discipline, by

saying any thing like a justification of it ; but he would say
at once, that

he did not disobey any order.

health was so bad,

West

he should only be

Indies,

His state of

when he should

that

of an arduous command.

fit

He

for

arrive at the

an hospital, instead

said in his letter to the

Lords of the Admiralty such was the case, as it might be
highly injurious to him to go out in a frigate, he was
ready, he said, to go out in the Royal Sovereign,

when

This letter was no more than a
proposition to the board; and how, then, could it be
she should be repaired.

called disobedience

?

If the lords of the admiralty had

repeated the order, he should have gone

not ; and the

first

but they did

;

answer he had to the proposition which

he made, was the order

for that court-martial

then enquiring into his conduct.

He had

which was

submitted his

reasons for not being able to go in the Astrea, and he received an order to remain in his ship at Spithead.

He

was written to by the first lord of the admiralty, as one
who was declining a particular service. It was very diifficult to lay down a fixed rule for persons in a high command they were to act by the best of their judgment and
and if they were to be charged with the condiscretion
sequences of such conduct, there was an end of all that
confidence that ought to be placed in officers of high
;

;

rank.”

The

first

witness caUed by Admiral Cornwallis was the

captain of the Royal Sovereign,

who gave

evidence not
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only respecting the cause, the circumstances, the extent,

and the consequences

of-

the accident which had befallen

the Admiral’s ship, but also spoke* very decidedly respect-

ing the

effect

which

it

He

had on the admiral.

said, that

the admiral expressed great concern and anxiety at the

melancholy accident that happened to the ship, though

it

was not usual for him to be cast down by disasters that
he appeared by his words, his looks, and his actions, to be
struck with deep and real regret ; and that he thought it
best for His Majesty’s service to return to England; but
this resolution he did not adopt till he had carefully and
:

repeatedly examined the charts without

for the

effect,

purpose of finding out whether there was any port into

which he could put in and repair the vessel. The next point
to be proved was the bad state of health of the admiral; as
on

depended

this

his justification for not obeying the in-

structions of the Admiralty

and

by going out

in the frigate;

this witness expressly declared that

he was frequently

would indeed, get up

in a morning, ap-

very

ill

;

that he

parently well

;

in the course of the day however, he would

take cold, from some

unknown

cause,

and

in the

evening

be dangerously ill in bed. The facts respecting the accident that happened to the Royal Sovereign, and the bad
health of the admiral were proved by other witnesses.
After some other proceedings of no very material importance, the sentence of the court

respect to the two

first

to him, but the court acquitted

With

was delivered ;

that with

charges, misconduct was imputable

him of any disobedience.

respect to the third, the court w*ere of opinion that

was not proved, and therefore acquitted him of it.
As soon as the sentence was communicated to the people
on board of the Royal Sovereign, they all got upon deck

it

and gave three cheers;

The naval

service this year

was deprived

for

some time

of the almost unparalleled enterprize of Sir Sidney Smith,

In the month of April, while lying near the mouth of the
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Seine^

lie

went

in his boat to cut out

He

ing in the port of Havre.
prizdj after

some

resistance

;

but not thinking

cable to sail immediately with his

was riioning very

strong,

a French logger lj«

succeeded in this enter-

priise^ as

it

practi-

the current

he cast anchor: during the

night, however, the ship drove from her anchor, or the

cable was cut by some of the prisoners, and was carried
by the current above the town. Here he was attacked by
all the gun-boats and other vessels which the enemy couM
muster, and at last compelled to suiTenden
The single actions this year were so numerous that
we can mention, only very cursorily, some of them at
least.

Sir

Edward Pellew

displayed his characteristic enter-*

and valour, which were rewarded by well deserved
In the month of April, he took Le Vengeance of
success.
forty-four guns, the finest and fastest sailer in the French
prise

navy, after a sharp action of one hour and forty minutes,

but the action would probably have lasted

had not
Sir

La Concorde

Edward

appeared in

Pellew’s ship not a

sight.

man was

French had forty-two killed and wounded.

La

Revolutionnaire,

French

On

On
lost

board of
:

but the

In April also

Captain Cole captured

frigate, thirty-two

of a man.

much longer

L’ Unite,

guns, without the loss or hurt

board the French

frigate, the captain

and

nine sailors were killed, and eleven wounded.

In the Gazette of the 18 th of June five naval actions
are recorded; viz. the capture of Les Trois Couleurs of
ten guns and ^venty men, and of

guns and ninety-five men,

La Blonde of

off Ushant,

eighteen

by the Indefati-

gable frigate of forty-four guns, commanded by Sir E»
Pellew ; the recapture of the Thames frigate, by Captain

Marten of the Santa Margaretta; the capture of Le Tribune of forty-four guns by Captain Williams of the Unicorn and the capture of the Proserpine frigate, of forty;

eight guiB

by

L<H*d Aurelius Beauclerc of the Dryad.
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The Santa Margaretta, and the Unicorn were in company when they fell in with the Thames and La Tribune.
The Thames was captured by the Santa Margaretta, after
an action of twenty minutes ; after which the Unicorn
chased La Tribune, which endeavoured though unsuccesthe chace was towards the enfully to gain the wind
:

trance of the Irish channel.
the two ships,

mander, kept up a running
this period the

The

equality of sailing of

aided by the judgment of the enemy’s comfight for ten hours

;

during

Unicorn was much annoyed in her

sails

Toward

and rigging, by the shot from her opponent.

evening the wind dropped, when by means of a crowd of
sail

the Unicorn was enabled, at half-past ten, after the

chace had continued

for

upwards of two hundred

miles,

up with La Tribune.
commenced it continued with great impetuosity for the
space of thirty-five minutes, but a thick smoke having
been raised, Captain Williams could not discover the
As soon as the smoke
efiects it produced on the enemy.
cleared away he observed that the enemy had dropped on
Close action immediately

to get

;

his quarter,

and was attempting by a masterly manoeuvre
Captain Williams

to cross his stern and gain the wind.

instantly ordered all the sails to be thrown a-back,
eflectually prevented the object of the

enemy

:

which

who now

seeing there was no chance for him, called out that he had
surrendered.

La Tribune commanded by Commodore

Moulsten had sailed from

Brest- only

two days before

in

company with La Proserpine, the Thames and Le Legere,
the Proserpine had separated the preceding evening in
a

fog.

commanded by Lord
sail was
discovered standing towards her from the southward. As
soon however as the strange vessel came near the Dryad,
she hauled her wind and tacked j chace was immediately
given and the enemy soon came up with. A close action
While His Majesty’s

ship Dryad,

Aurelius Beauclerc, was cruising off Ireland, a
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took place for the space of forty-five minntcs, when the
enemy struck she proved to be the national frigate La
:

Proserpinej the same vessel which had separated from

La

Tribune,

A

French privateer called the Morgan had made seve-

ral captives

the

in

English

channel;

among

other

which were employed to protect the trade was
His Majesty’s sloop La Suffisante, Captain Tomlinson
having retaken two English merchant ships^ which had
been captured by the privateer, he learnt that she carried
vessels

and that she was cruising to

sixteen guns besides swivels,

He

the southward of Scilly.

therefore immediately dis-

patched the prizes, and stood in for the French coast,
to which he supposed the

enemy would

return,

if,

as

he had reason to believe, he had made any more captures.
On the following morning (the 28th of June) he had
the good fortune to discover the privateer and four mer-

As he

chant ships, her prizes, standing towards him.

came within gun shot of her he gave her several broadsides, as the two ships passed on opposite tacks
and on
Captain Tomlinson putting about to follow him he made
the signal for his prizes to disperse. As soon as the
English ship could get alongside of the privateer, and
open a well-directed fire of musketry, the enemy struck,
even before the great guns were brought to bear upon her.
The next object of Captain Tomlinson was to retake the
English vessels and as the greatest dispatch was abso;

;

lutely necessary for this purpose, he ordered his lieutenant

to take the

command of

the privateer, to send the French

captain and olEcers on board
time, and then to

make

La

sail in

Suffisante without loss of

the privateer after the

was done with the most laudable zeal and
promptitude, and in conseq^uence the English merchant

prizes

ships

:

all this

were recaptured.

We have mentioned that besides the vessels which were
taken belonging to the squadron commanded by commo-
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dore Moulsteoj there was a vessel of inferior size called

La

Legere, that escaped at the time

;

she however w^as

captured soon afterwards by the Apollo^ Captain Manby.

In the Gazette of July 16, Sir John Jervis transmitted
an official account of a very splendid action performed by

Captain Macnamara of the Southampton.

having observed^ while

off

Ada>iral Jervis

Toulon^ a French

cruiser

working up Hiere^s Bay^ directed Captain Macnamara

to

cut her up, by making a dash at her through the grand

In obedience to these orders, he immediately pushed

pass.

through the grand pass, and hauled up under the

batteries,

in hopes that he would be mistaken for a French frigate
this

he succeeded so

:

in

far as to get within pistol shot of the

enemy’s ship before he was discovered.

Captain Macna-

mara then cautioned the French captain by means of a
speaking trumpet not to make a fruitless resistance, when
he snapt his pistol at him, and fired his broadside. At
this time, the Southampton was near a very heavy
battery, and as no time was to be lost, her captain immediately laid his opponent on board, and Lieutenant
Lydiard at the head of the boarders, with an intrepidity
highly extolled by his captain, entered and carried her in

about ten minutes

:

the French captain fought nobly in

support of his ship, but he

fell.

After lashing the two ships together, Captain Macna-

mara experienced some

the battery, which kept up a veiy heavy

was not
past

from under

difficulty in getting
fire

:

indeed he

able to return through the grand pass before halfo’clock the following morning.

one

The

vessel

which he thus so gallantly captured was the Utility corguns and one hundred and thirty-

vette, of twenty-four

six

men:

launch.

several of her crew escaped ashore

There was only one

man

in

the

killed on board the

Southampton.
Several of the actions which

we have

display great enterprise and gallantry ;

just recorded,

but they certainly

m
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caoBot be compared with an action fought this year bj

Captain Trollope of the Glatton of

fifty- foar

gims.

He

gained immortal honour by attacking a French squadron
of six hea¥y

a large brig and a

frigates,

cutter,

which he

drove into Flushing, and in a most shattered condition,
after

a long and obstinate engagement

the particulars of

:

this very distinguished action are thus given

by Captain

Trollope himself, in his official dispatch, as it

appeared in

the Gazette of the 33rd of J uly
I

beg leave to inform you,

that, in

pursuance of your

orders, I sailed in His Majesty’s ship Glatton on the 15tli

of July from Yarmouth Roads,

Savage and a squadron under

in order to join

his

command

:

Captain

and on the

M. we observed a squadron about four or
Owing to light winds and calms
five leagues off Helvoet.
it was seven P. M. before we were near enough to discover
16th, at one P.

the squadron to consist of six frigates, one of which, the
ship, appeared to mount near fifty guns;
two others appeared about thirty-six guns, remarkably
fine long frigates ; and the other three smaller, and which
mount about twenty^eight guns each. There were also a
very fine brig and cutter with them. We soon suspected,

commodore’s

and their not answering our private
that they were enemies, and immediately cleared

from their
signals,

signals,

and bore down to them. From their manoeuvwas ten at night before we got close alongside the

for action,

ring

it

third ship in ihe enemy’s line, which, from her size,

supposed to he the commodore ; when,

we

after hailing her,

and finding them io be a French squadron, I ordered him
to strike liis colours, which he returned with a broadside,

me from the Glatton
which the action became ge*^

and, I believe, was well repaid by

within twenty yards

;

after

Beral with the enemy’s squadron, the two headmost of

which had tacked, and one of the largest had placed herself dlongside, and another on our weather bow, and the

^ern most had placed themselves on our

lee cjuarter^aud
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stem in this manner we were engaged on both sides for
a few minuteSj with our yard arms nearly touching those
of the enemy on each side but I am happy to acquaint
:

;

youj that in

less

than twenty minutes the weight of our

had beat them off on all sides ; but when we attempted
to follow theni;^ we^ much to our regret, found it impossible,
I have no doubt, from the apparent confusion the
fire

we should have gained a

decisive victory,

but unfortunately, in attempting to wear,

we found every

enemy were

in,

part of our running rigging totally cut to pieces, and the

major part of our standing rigging ; every

stay, except

the mizen, either cut or badly wounded, and our masts

and yards considerably damaged. In this situation, although every officer and man exerted themselves to the
utmost the whole night, it was seven in the morning before the ship was in tolerable order to renew the action.
The enemy who appeared in the morning in a close line,
seemed to have suffered very little in their rigging, alI am certain they must have received much damage

though

in their hulls, at which the

whole of our fire was directed;

As they

come near us

did not choose to

again, although

they must plainly have seen our disabled state, but made

the best of their way
close as

we

could

for Flushing,

till

we

followed them as

the 17th at nine A.

were within three leagues of that

meeting with some assistance to enable

them

;

but

it

coming on

abled state the ship was

to
in,

M. when they

port, with the hopes of

blow hard

we were

me

to destroy

at west, in the dis-

forced to haul off the

shore; but although we were not able to take any of them,
I trust

you

will think the officers

the honour to

command

whom I
whom I

and men

in the Glatton, to

have

have

reason to give every merit for their steady, gallant, and
coo^l

also

behaviour in the attack, Imve done their utmost, and

some good,

port to

refit,

in

driwng so very superior a force

into

that might have done very considerable
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damage

had they got
without recommending

to our trade

clude this

to sea.

I cannot con-

to your notice, in the

strongest manner, Lieutenant Robert Williams,
lieutenant,

who gave me every

the upper deck

;

assistance in his

my

as also Lieutenant Schomberg, second

lieutenant, and Lieutenant Pringle, third lieutenant,

commanded on

the lower deck

ways, of the marines, who,

;

and

am

I

which

is

who

also Captain Strange-

very sorry to acquaint

wound from a musquet ball in
not extracted yet, who after he had

you, has received a bad
thigh,

first

power on

his

re-

and had a tourniquet on, insisted on coming on
deck to his quarters again, where he remained, encouraging his men, till he was faint with the loss of blood, and I
ceived

it,

was under the necessity of ordering him to be carried
down again ; and all the warrant officers and petty officers
and ship’s company behaved as English sailors always do
on such occasions. And I am particularly happy in acquainting you, that I have not lost one
action, and only

life

in so

warm an

one wounded besides Captain Strangeway^s,

William Hall, the corporal of marines, who also received a musquet ball through his thigh bone ; the ball

viz.

passed out on the opposite side.

Our

small loss can only

be attributed to their firing totally at our rigging to disable us, in which they too well succeeded ; and His Majesty’s ship Glatton being unfit to keep the sea from the
damage she has received in her masts, yards, and rigging,
1 have thought fit for the good of His Majesty’s service,
to

come

to

Yarmouth roads to

refit/’

In the end of September, the service

lost

a

fine frigate

by a dreadful’ accident : while the Amphion frigate of
commanded by Captain Israel Pellew>
was lying at Plymoutb, alongside of the Princes, a hulk
to which she was lashed, she blew up with a terrible exploThe shock was felt like an earthquake in the space
sion.
thirty-two guns,

of a poment ; before the ear could almost catch the sound,

;
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the eye take in the sight, the ship was shivered into

ten thousand pieces, and nothing but wreck was to be

When this dreadful

seen.

on board of

accident happened, there were

her, nearly three

hundred men, women, and

of those there were saved, the captain, one

children;

lieutenant, one purser, one midshipman, one mate, one

boatswain’s mate, and thirty-three seamen and marines

many of

these were badly wounded.

bodies were picked up

among

About forty-two

women.
was never accurately Icnown how this accident happened: at the time it took place Captain Pellew, Captain SwaflSeld of the Overyssel, and a lieutenant of the
Amphion were dining together some bustle being heard,
Captain Pellew and the lieutenant ran into the quarter
gallery, and the ship instantly blew up forward.
Captain
;

these were six

It

:

Pellew was blown into the hulk, and the lieutenant into
the water
Captain Swaffield was lost, and a serjeant of
:

the North Devon Militia, with several other persons

had been on board

visiting their friends

who

were also blown

up.

The last

which we shall narrate

this year,

was

fought by Captain Bowen, of the Terpsichore, in the

Me-

action

On

diterranean.

the

morning of the 13th of October, he
windward, standing towards the

discovered a frigate to

it was evident that she
was seen making every preparation

Terpsichore: soon afterwards

meant

to fight as she

for battle.

Captain

Bowen was

sensible that he

gage under disadvantageous circumstances;

must en-

for,

out of

complement of men, such had been the sickness on
board his ship, that he had left thirty on shore in the
hospital, and he had upwards of thirty on board, who
his

were

either actually sick, or so far indisposed as not to

able to do duty.

be

Besides he was but at a short distance

from the place, where he knew the Spanish fleet had been
cruizing only two days before ; and a small vessel was seen
standing towards Carthagena, so that

von, VII.

® E

it

was probable

in-
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telligence of his

movements would soon be convejed

to

the enemy.

Notwithstanding
Captain

all these

Bowen could

discouraging circumstances^

not bear the idea of trying to escape

from a frigate apparently not much superior to his own^
especially from his knowledge of the crew which he had

on board these men he had commanded for two years and
a halfj through a pretty considerable variety of services^
;

and to use his own words, he well knew the veteran stuff
which he had still left in health to depend upon, for upholding the character of the British seamen, so that Im
felt his mind at ease, as to the termination of any action
with the lyigate in sight only.

At hali^-past nine, the enemy^s vessel came Within hail
and as Captain Bowen perceived that she was only waiting
and manoeuvring in order to place herself to the best advantage, and to point her guns with more exactness, and as
he was unwilling to lose his own position, he ordered one
gun to be fired it was instantaneously returned by the
:

whole broadside of the enemy.
serious

;

but Captain

Bowen soon

The

action

now became

perceived that the crew

of the enemy’s ship either could not, or would not
the

fire

of the Terpsichore.

resist

At the end of about oUe

hour and forty minutes, during which the English frigate
had been wore, and employed about twenty minutes in
chace, the enemy’s vessel struck her colours. At this
period she appeared almost entirely disabled ; and though
the Terpsichore bad every gun ready to

the utiUdst difficulty that Captain

Bowen

fire, it

was with

could prevail on

the commander of 'the enemy’s ship to decline receiving

another broadside before he surrendered.

Indeed

if the

Spanish sailors (for she was a Spanish frigate) behaved ill
during the action, the Spanish captain behaved most nobly
^

aUd to

his conduct Captain

Bowen bore honourable

testi-

from every thing which- 1 have learned, observes
Captain Bowen, the personal courage, conduct, and

zml

:
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of that officer was suchj during the action, notwithstand-

ing the event of

and

as reflects on

it,

irresistably impresses

him the

my mind

greatest honour,

the highest admi-

After, from the eftect of our

ration of his character.
all his

on

booms had tumbled down, and rendered

guns unserviceable,

his

fire,

waste

the standing rigging of his lower

all

masts shot away, and, I believe, nearly every rope cut
through, and a great

wounded, he
four of his

still

men

number of

and

his people killed

persevered, though he could but rally

to defend his ship, almost longer than de-

fence was justifiable.”

Captain

Bowen

also mentions in the highest terms of

admiration, the conduct of every

belonging to his
his first

own

officer,

man and

boy,

ship, particularly of the conduct of

and second lieutenants.

The name of

the

prke was the Mahonesa, carrying on

the main deck twenty-six twelve pounders, eight Spanish

on the quarter deck, and a number of brass swivels,
&c. she had on board two hundred and seventy-five men

sixes

she was of very large dimensions, measuring eleven hundred and fourteen tons and a half Spanish and w as considered by the Spanish officers the fastest
the

best

constructed,

siderable importance to,

one of
and what they attached conthe handsomest frigate in their
sailer,

navy.

On
First

the 30th of

November

this year, Earl Spencer, as

Lord of the Admiralty, transmitted a letter to

all

the

admirals and captains whose names were mentioned in
the Gazette by Earl Howe, as having signalized themselves in the action of the 1st of June, 1794; this letter

was accompanied by a medal

for each.

The letter stated,

that His Majesty having been pleased to order a certain

number of gold medals to be struck, iu commemoration of
the victory obtained by His Majesty’s fleet, under the
command of Earl Howe, in the actions of the 29th of

:
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May> and the 1st of June, 1794, his lordship was com^
nmnded by His Majesty to transmit one of those medals;
and to signify His Majesty’s pleasure that it should be
worn when in uniform, in the manner described by the
directions which were also transmitted.

Lord Spencer

also intimated that

for all the officers

confer this

mark of

on whom

had

it

been possible

His Majesty was pleased to

his approbation, to attend personally

London, His Majesty would have presented the
medal to each of them in person but that being impossible,
in order to avoid further delay, His Majesty had been
in

;

pleased to direct them to be sent in this manner.

The

admirals were to wear the medal suspended by a

riband round their necks: the captains to wear

also

it

suspended to a riband, but fastened through the third or
fourth button hole on the

left side

;

the colours of the rib-

and were blue and white.
It

was

to be expected that in proportion to the continu-

ance of the war with revolutionary France, the expenses
necessaiy to carry

it

on, would progressively encrease

;

it

was, indeed, a war of a very different nature and character from any other in which Britain had been engaged

there was more animosity in

mencent

it

it

;

and soon

after its

com-

carried all the appearance of being a war,

which could not possibly terminate, unless with the destruction, either of the government of France, or of
most of those powers who were engaged in hostilities
against her.

The expenses of

principally from

two causes

Britain were enormous;

in the

first place, all wars
have a tendency to encrease the price of things, especially such as are necessary to carry it on ; and in the
second place, Britain suhsidizied all the powers who joined
;

her in the coalition against France.

The expense of

the navy of Britain encreased also,

though perhaps not in an equal rate with the encreased
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supplies granted by Parlia*

meet, for the service of the navy, during the year 1797,

were voted

at different periods of the session

OCTOBER
Tliat

:

viz.

1796 ,

17 ,

120,000 seamen be employed, including

20,000 marines

The sum

for maintaining them, including

ordnance

for sea service

OCTOBER
made

ber, 1796,

0

11,993,167 19

9

653,573

1

7

768,100

0

0‘

.5,000,000

0

0

472,000

0

0

25,126,841

1

4

11,993,167 19

9

31.

and transport

Provision to satisfy navy, victualling,
bills,

0

£6,240,000

out on or before the 27th of Octo-

amounting to

DECEMBER 5.
For the ordinary of the navy, including half pay
to sea

and marine

officers

For building and repairing of ships and other extra
Tvorks...,.

APRIL

25, 1797.

Towards defraying the expenses, and preventing the
increase of the debt of the navy

MAY
To

8.

defray the expense, to be incurred

by an

in-

crease to the pay of the seamen and marines,
find

by the proposed issue of

full

allowance of

provisions

Total supply

From

this

ought to be deducted the sum which went

towards making provisions for

bills

27th of October, 1796, as this

due before the

sum

properly be-

longs to the navy service of 1796, viz

Leaving as the proper supply of the navy
year 1797, the

sum

of.

for the
.i£l3, 183,673

1

7

m
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The last sum

voted, viz* that on the 8th of

was occasioned by an
the British navy

:

event, unprecedented in the annals of

we

allude to the mutiny

As, on every account

seameiu

and

particular,

it is

among

this account should

it is

also desirable that

be elucidated and confirmed by

doc aments published on this occasion,

examined

carefully

the

desirable that as full,

clear a narrative of this transaction, as

possible should be given, and as

official

May, 1797,

all

the statements

all

the

we have

respecting

the

mutiny, which were published about the time, not so near
the event as to be exposed to the danger of narrating

it

and prejudiced manner, nor so distant from

in a partial

the event, as to lose the minuter circumstances connected

with

it;

and having been convinced that the narrative in the
is the most worthy of credit, and drawn up

Annual Register
in

a clear and satisfactory manner, we shall lay

readers.

it

before our

In order, however, that the statements and opi-

nions which

documents,

it

contains

we have

may be compared

subjoined them.

with the

We

due to our readers for dwelling so

any apology

is

minutely on

this part

sible point of view, it

of our naval history

must be

:

official

do not think
fully

and

in every pos-

instructive, interesting,

and

important.

The seamen and soldiers in the British navy and army
had long complained of the smallness of their pay, and
that, contrarily

to the clearest justice,

it

continued the

same as when
was incomparably lower than at the present periods
They were not alone in this complaint; it was justified by
the price of necessaries, and of all articles,

the concurrence of

all

men*

Those who endeavoured to

exculpate government, alleged, the multiplicity of husi«
ness, in

which those at the helm were incessantiy involved,

and that, with the best intentions, it was net in their
power to remedy the abases that had crept into the various departments of the state. But this exculpation was
trite and obsolete in the opinion of the equitable part of
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the public; and the patience with which so resolute a
class of men had so long submitted to a treatment which

they ^jd not certainly deserve, was much more an object
of surprise, than the determination they came to finally,
to insist upon,

and

to enforce a redress of their grievances.

“ Other causes have been assigned for the discontents
that prevailed in the navy. The principal of these was,
a rigorous discipline too severely maintained, and the
harsh behaviour to the men of several of their officers,
especially of those for

and

whom they entertained little respect,

they represented as most forward, at

whom

to exercise authority in the

most odious manner.

all

times,

Another

less real,
cause, not so frequently mentioned, but not the
distribution
the
in
observed
disproportion
was the striking

of prize-money

;

this

they considered not only as inequi-

a proof of the contempt in which they were
and yet, it was evident, that, to the
;
held by
bravery of the seamen, was principally due the success in
table, but as

their officers

most engagements.
“ These latent causes of discontent, by the contagion
and
of a general spirit of inquiry into rights, natural
conventional, were kindled, in the navy, into an open
flame.

« That part of the fleet which led the way, in exprescommanded by Lord
sing discontent, was the division
this nature had been
of
Bridport, and yet no symptoms
perceived by the officers. Hence, it was surmised, that
been infused into the ships’
a spirit of dissatisfaction had
entered among them .
lately
had
companies by those who
of qualifications sube
several of vyhom were known to
were driven by unperior to the situation to which they
alluied
prosperous circumstances, and, in some degree,

by the greatness of the bounties

given.

Of these,

been
jyere discovered afterwards to have
tjUrneys,

and cashiered excisemen,

^pp}qynai,e^t,

und

several

disqualified at-

clerks dismissed

from

other indiyi^ualj in similar cases.

It
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was

also suggested^ that, besides these,

many persons had

entered on board the ships, as common seamen completely
qualified to breed disturbances, by acting in that station,

and selected

for that very purpose

by the enemies of Go-

vernment.
Certain

among

it

is,

that the plan of operations, concerted

the disaffected,

evinced great judgment and sa-

They were conducted with

gacity.

plainly shewed,

that the authors

contemptible capacities

;

spirit

and

and

ability,

were persons of no

as no measures could have been

taken more effectually conducive to the end proposed.

The

first

notice given, of

a

dissatisfied spirit in the

navy, was to Lord Howe. In the course of February
and March, he received several letters, inclosing petitions
from different ships’ companies, in the channel fleet. They

were anonymous, and asked

for

no more than an increase

of pay, to enable them to provide better for their families.

These

petitions appeared obviously to proceed from

one

the style and hand-writing being the samd in

person

:

each.

The

duced Lord

novelty of the circumstance,

Howe

to

make

however, in-

particular inquiry, from the

commanding-officer at Portsmouth, whether any
faction prevailed in the fleet.

He was

dissatis-*

answered in the

negative, and the whole represented as a scandalous en-

deavour to give government to understand, that the navy
disapproved of their conduct in that department.

The

admiralty, to which

Lord Howe transmitted

these petitions, seemed to be of the same opinion, and

they were laid by without farther notice

;

when, suddenly

the transactions that took place at Portsmouth shewed that
they were only the prelude to proceedings of much more
serious importance.

On

the return of the channel fleet

into port, a secret correspondence was immediately settled

between

the ships that composed

it, which ended in
an unanimous agreement, that no ship should lift an
anchor till a redress of grievances was obtained. In this

all

:
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the fleet remained

Lord Bridport ordered

till

III.

the fifteenth of Ipril,

when

the signal to prepare for sea ; but,

instead of proceeding to weigh anchor, three cheers were

given from the Queen Charlotte, as the signal for mutiny,

and every other ship followed the example.

The

of every ship exerted themselves with

officers

all

the spirit and activity adequate to so extraordinary an

emergency, to bring back their people to obedience
all

;

but

the motives they urged, and all the endeavours they

used, were vain.

The

fleet

being

now

in the complete

possession of the seamen, every ship’s company appointed

t#o

delegates,

and Lord Howe’s cabin was

fixed

the place where to hold their consultations.

upon as

On

seventeenth, an oath was administered to every

the

fleet,

to support the cause in which they

the

man

in

had engaged

ropes were then reaved to the yard arm, in every ship, as

a signal of the punishment that would be
that betrayed

who were

it

;

and several

particularly

officers

inflicted

on those

were sent ashore

obnoxious to their respective

crews.

In the mean time, though the admiral was restricted

from putting to sea, he retained the command of the
in every other respect ; the strictest discipline

and the severest orders and regulations enacted,

tained,

by the

fleet

was main-

delegates, for that purpose, enjoining the most re-

spectful attention to their officers,

and threatening the

faulty with rigorous chastisement.

On

the eighteenth, two petitions, one to the Admiralty,

and the other to the House of Commons, were drawn up,
and signed by the delegates. They were both worded
with the highest propriety of expression and respect. The
petition to parliament stated, that the price of all articles

necessary for subsistence, being advanced at least thirty

per cent, since the reign of Charles IL when the seamen’s
pay was settled as at present, they requested that a proportionate relief might be granted to them.

It represented
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same timOj

that, while their

lojaHy to their king

and country was equal to that of the army, nevertheless,
the pensions of Chelsea had been augmented to thirteen

pounds a year, but those of Greenwich

The

seven.

still

remained at

petition to the Admiralty contained a recital

of the services done by the petitioners, and a

warm decla-

ration of their readiness to be true to their character as

Englishmen and defenders of their country. It stated the
low rate of their pay, and the insufficiency of their allowance of provisions, demanding an increase of both,
together with the liberty of going ashore while in harbour, and the continuance of pay to

wounded seamen

till

cured and discharged.

Such

and

in the

mean

while,

was the alarm of the

particularly of government, that

it

public,

was judged neces-

sary to transfer the board of Admiralty to Portsmouth, in

order to be nearer at band, to inspect the transactions on

board the
likely

fleet,

and to consult on the readiest and most

means of quelling so dangerous a

tent, the

consequences of which,

spirit

of

suppressed, might prove ruinous to the nation in
essential interests,

discon*^

were not timely

if it

its

most

by throwing open the channel, and

all

the neighbouring seas, to the uncontrolled dominion of the

French
the

fleets

first

fleets

and

cruizers.

These would not fail, upon
between the British

intelligence of the variance

and the government, to avail themselves, with

all

speed, of so favourable an opportunity of distressing the

trade and the navigation of this country.

The

first

Lord of the Admiralty, Earl Spencer, ac-

companied by Lord Arden and Admiral Young, repaired,
accordingly, to Portsmouth, where they directly proceeded
to take into consideration the petition that had been trans-

mitted to the b<m*d.

They

autboriized JLta'd Brjdport to

infiEmm the ships’ companies, that they
It

would recommend

to the king, to propose to pprlmwieat an augmentation

of pay to the

semm in the navy,

at the rate of fop?
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ain 0nth

to petty officers

shillings to ordinary

in action

the receipt of their pay,
serve,

into

and able seamen; three

seamen ; and two

Seamen wounded

men.
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I!!,

were

shillings to lands*

also to continue in

cured or declared unable to

till

when they should be allowed a

pension, or admitted

Greenwich Hospital.

To

this notification the

seamen

replied,

by request-

ing that the long-established distinctions in the navy, of
able and ordinary seamen, should be retained

;

the pay of

the former to be raised to one shilling a day, and that of
petty officers and ordinary seamen in the usual proportion;

they also requested that the pay of the marines, while on
board, should be the same as of ordinary seamen, and
that the pensions of

Greenwich Hospital should be

in-

creased to ten pounds.

On

the twentieth of April, the lords of the Admiralty

notified to

Lord Bridport their compliance with the de-

mands of the seamen, directing him to make it known
through the fleet, and to require, in consequence, an immediate return of the people to their duty, on pain of forfeiting their right to

smart-money, to pensions from the

an admission into Greenwich
made responsible for the conse-

chest of Chatham, and to

Hospital, and of being

quences that might ensue from the continuance of their
disobedience.

They were informed,

that an unqualified pardon, for all

be granted to erety

ship^s

same time,
that had passed, would

company

at the

that should, within

one hour of these resolutions being communicated
submit to their

officers,

cour»B with those

On

and

ce^

who remained

in

a

to them,

to hold farther interstate of mutiny.

the 21st, Admirals Gardner, Colpoys, and Poole,

went on board the Eoyal Charlotte,
with the delegates,

who

in

order to confer

explicitly informed them, that it

was the determination of the crews,

to agree to nothing

thni ’Should not be sanctioned by parlkment, and guarrantewJ'

by the

ting’s prockmaticm.

Admiral Gardner

m
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was so

irritated

by

this declaration, that

he seized one of

the delegates by the collar, and swore he would have

them

all

hanged, with every

fifth

man throughout the fleet*

This !>ehaviour of the admiral so exasperated the ship’s

company of the Queen Charlotte,
culty he escaped with his

that

was with

it

diffi**

life.

The delegates from the Royal George

returned imme»
and informed their crew of what had
some consultation, they resolved to sum-

diately to their ship,

happened

mon all

after

;

the delegates on board their ship.

This was forth-

with done by hoisting the red, usually called, the bloody
flag

a circumstance that struck terror through the

;

as the signal

was not generally understood

in particular, were apprehensive that

were in

agitation.

The

ships

some

;

fleet,

the officers
fatal designs

now proceeded to

load their

guns, to order the watch to be kept as at sea, and to put

every thing in a state of defence.

On

the following day, the ships’ crews directed two

letters to

be written, one to the lords of the admiralty, to

acquaint them with the motives for their conduct on the

preceding day, and another to Lord Bridport, in which

they styled him their father and their friend, and assured

him of

their respect

and attachment.

This induced him

to return to his ship the next day, twenty-third, and, to
rehoist his flag, which he

on the

sion

twenty-first.

had struck during the confuAfter a short and pathetic ad-

dress to the crew, ^ he informed them, that he had brought

with him a redress of

pardon

all their grievances,

and the king’s

After some deliberation,

what had passed.

for

these offers were accepted, and every

man

returned to his

duty.

From
remained

the 23rd of April to the 7th of May, the fleet
in

due subordination

mutiny broke out.
arose,

;

but,

on that day a fresh

The seamen, from whatever cause

it

had conceived a mistrust of government, and appre-

hending a violation of the promises made to them, re-
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their former menaces.

III.
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As soon

as this ahirmioff

government dispatched with
a person of the highest weight and authority,

intelligence arrived,

this

unexpected tumult.

long held in the

first

speed

to quell

This was Lord Howe, an

degree of respect and esteem

and personally beloved by

British navy,

aii

officer
in

the

had

that

all

served under him, for his humane disposition, as well as
for his

many

His presence and exhorta-

great qualities.

wrought the desired

tions

effect,

and happily

dissipated

the suspicions that were beginning to prevail.

The

cir-

cumstance which principally operated was, that numbers
of those to %vhom he addressed himself had been the companions and instruments of the services he had rendered
to his country.
filled

in the

The many

years during which he had

important stations, and made a conspicuous figure

navy ; the many gallant actions he had performed,

and, especially, the great victory on the 1st of June, 1794,

were circumstani^es that carried a powerful impression on
the minds of his fellow-seamen, and induced them to

Good

listen with confidence to his representations.

was happily

restored,

order

and they unanimously agr^d in

consequence of the trust they reposed in his word and assurance that government would faithfully keep

its

promises,

to return immediately to their usual subordination. Their

fellow-seamen at Plymouth were induced by this example
to submit in the like manner.

From

the

first

breaking out of this mutiny, the public

mind had been taken up with the means
bably terminate

it

that

would pro,

with most speed and success, and the

generality concurred in the propriety of a ministerial ap-

a sum of money

plication to parliament, for

sufficient to

defray the charge of augmenting the pay of the seamen

belonging to the navy, which was universally considered
as a measure of strict equity.

Conformably to the expectation of the public, the
'

House of Commons on ’the

,8th of

May, took

it

into con*

:
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sideration the estimates laid before

purpose of that augmentation.

it

by ministry, for the

Previously to the stating

of them, Mr. Pitt expressed much repugnance to detail
as usual, the motives on which he founded the necessity

of applying to the house for an addition to the public

He

expenditure.

he did not

declared, that,

on the present occasion,
a detail of

find himself at liberty to enter into

They were such

the transactions that led him to apply.

would

trust

to concur in his

mo-

that he felt himself obliged to say, that he
their judgment
tion,

would induce them

without making

it

the subject of a long discussion

nor was he able to enter into a statement of the events
that had

more recently happened; and,

should feel a reluctance in doing

it,

if

he were, he

as they

were wholly,

or in a great degree, to be ascribed to misrepresentations.

To

silence these,

and to appease at once

all discontent,

nothing, in his opinion, would be so effectual as the unani-

mous

decision of parliament

He therefore thought

it

on the proposal before them.

his duty to entreat the house to

pass their silent judgment on the present case, while they

coincided with the motion

it

occasioned him to make.

He

then moved for a total of four hundred and thirty-six

thousand pounds, to answer the additional pay and allowance to the seamen and marines in the navy.

The

Mr. Fox
he should certainly agree to them, but that his

resolutions, to this intent, being read,

said, that

duty required of
fered from

Mm

not to give a silent vote.

He

dif-

the minister in his notions of confidence.

Every question

relating to the public expenditure ought,

in his opinion, to be fully discussed.

The

silence of mi».

had prodnced the feesh disturbances in the fleet at
Portsmouth, by exciting a suspicion of their sincerity.

nisters

W%sit motive, he asked, could have induced them to suffer

a whole

fortnight to elapse before their

s^lkatfon

for the

interfermee of parliament, feom wMcii alone they could

feive

tiffiectual assistance,

in this critical coBjunct»e*

;
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Such a neglectj oh the part of ministers^ argued a degree
of guilt as well as of incapacity^ that would involve the

house

were the resolutions to pass without a due

itself,

censure oH ministry.

how

<|uire

far the

The house was

in duty

to in-

admiralty had acceded to the petitions

of the seamen, and whether they were

remedy proposed would

The house had a

bound

satisfied

;

and the

effectually allay their discontents*

right to complete information, and their

privileges ought not, by an obsequious and unseasonable
silence, to be given

unworthy of

up to men who had proved themselves

their confidence.

Mr. Sheridan acknowledged himself convinced, by
the circumstances of the case, of the necessity to vote

with the minister, without insisting upon information

;

but

contended, however, that the recent disturbances arose

from the procrastination of ministry.

On the

following day,

May 9,

the subject was retiewecl

by Mr. Whitbread, who declared,

him of such consequence,
formally to inquire,

why

that, it

appeared to

that he considered

ministry had

it

not, at

his

an

duty

earlier

period applied to the house, and thereby prevented the

dangers that had resulted from

The answer
had been taken
taken place.

this neglect.

of Mr. Pitt was, that every proper step
to obviate the

unhappy event that had

The seamen’s demands had been submitted

king in council, with all requisite expedition; estimates of the sums that would be wanted had been duly
made out for the inspection and approbation of parliament

to the

and eveiy thing put into an

official train.

It

was

only,

therefore, the customary observance of forms tliat

had

impeded the speed which would otherwise have been employed, could the effects of such a delay have been foreseen.

The

sooner, for these reasons, a bill should

be

passed, in order to accelerate their termination.
‘

Mr. Fox recapitulated the parti<Marsof

this unfortu-^

nale business, in lustification of the censure

m
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trusted the house

He

stration.

situation of

would pass on the conduct of admini-

described, in strong colours, the perilous

some persons of the highest rank and

in their professional character,

present commotions in the

merit,

consequence of the

afSrming

fleet,

duty of the house to express

who

in

it

to be the

condemnation of those

its

had, by the rashness of their conduct, brought them

into such imminent danger.

The
censure,

Mr. Fox were seconded by a vote of
moved by Mr. Whitbread, and by an animated

strictures of

speech in support of this motion, by Mr. Sheridan,

He

severely blamed the conduct of ministers, in postponing

the consideration of the seamen’s demands, urged with
so

many

and

circumstances that rendered them highly critical

serious, to such objects as the Imperial loan

and the

marriage-portion of the princess royal, which were of

such inferior importance to the nation, and ought, therefore, without hesitation, to have been laid aside till a business of such

magnitude had been

settled.

He

insinuated

that the dissatisfaction in the navy had been caused by

encroachments on the rights of the seamen, or by attempts
to abridge

them of their comforts.

He

proposed that a

joint committee of both houses should be appointed, on
this occasion,

and

with power to send for persons and papers,

to adjourn

from time to time, and from place to

place.

This proposal Mr. Pitt combated, not only as an innovation in the discipline of the navy, but as unconstitotionaL

of the executive and
Mr. Whitbread’s motion was nega-

It superseded, at once, the functions

legislative powers.

by two hundred and thirty -^even against sixty-three.
After some farther altercation, the resolutions he had
moved, relating to the increase of seamen’s pay and allowance, were read, and a bill was ordered to be brought
in for passing them into an act, together with a clause for
the continuance of pay to wounded seamen till they were
tived,
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it was framed, went through
and immediately received the

royal assent by commission.

Subsequent endeavours were made to prove the ministry guilty of gross neglect, in suffering a business of

proceed with a dilatoriness that might, and

this nature to

ought therefore to have been avoided

but they ex-

:

culpated themselves by bringing forward evidence that
their intentions

were clearly

to

have acted with more

speed, if unavoidable impediments had not prevented

them.

The

men

suppression of the disturbances

among

the sea-

at Portsmouth, without recurring to violent

sures,

and by granting

sal satisfaction,

and

it

mea-

their petitions, occasioned univer-

was hoped that the causes of

discontent being thus eflFectually removed,

their

no farther

complaints would arise to spread alarm throughout
nation.

But these reasonable expectations were

thje

in a short

time wholly disappointed by a fresh mutiny that broke
out in the

fleet at the

Nore, on the twenty-second of

May.

The crews on

that day took possession of their re-

spective ships, elected delegates to preside over them,

and

draw up a statement of their demands, and transmit them to the Lords of the Admiralty. These demands
went much farther than those of the seamen at Portsmouth
and Plymouth, and from their exorbitancy did not apto

pear entitled to the same indulgence.

On the

6th of J une,

in the morning, the fleet at the Nore was joined by
Agamemnon, Leopard, Ardent, and Isis men of war,

the
to-

gether with the Ranger sloop, which ships had deserted

from the

under xldmiral Duncan.

fleet

found himself deserted by part of his

own

ships’

When the
fleet,

crew together, and addressed them

lowing speech*

voh. vii«

'

F F

admiral

he called his
in the fol-

;:
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My
1

Labs,

ooce more

from what

I

call

you together with a sorrowful

have lately seen, the disaffection of the

I call it disaffection, for

To

be deserted by

my

hearty
fleets

the crews have no grievances®

fleet, in

the face of an enemy,

is

a

disgrace which, I believe, never before happened to a
British admiral; nor could I have supposed

My greatest

comfort under

ported by the
for

wffiich,

God

is,

that

it

have been sup-

I

seamen, and marines of

officers,

possible®

this ship

with a heart overflowing with gratitude, I

request you to accept

much good may

my

result

sincere thanks.

I flatter

myself

from your example, by bringing

those deluded people to a sense of their duty, which they

owe, not only to their king and country, but to themselves.

The
liberty

British navy has ever been the support of that

which has been handed down to us by our ances-

and which

tors,

posterity

I

we

trust

shall maintain to the latest

and that can only be done by unanimity and

;

company, and others, who have
distinguished themselves by their loyalty and good order,
This

obedience.

sliipjs

deserve to be, and doubtless will be, the favourites of a
grateful country.

will also have, from their inward

a comfort which will be lasting, and not like

feelings,

the

They

floating

and

false

confidence of those

who have

swerved from their duty.

my

you to look into the
Texel, and see a foe which dreaded coming out to meet
ns : my pride is now humbled indeed I my feelings are not
our cup has overflowed and made
easily to be expressed
It

has often been

pride, with

!

us wanton. The alL wise Providence has given us

this

check

hope we shall impro%"e by it. On
us trust, where our only security can be

as a warning, and I

him then

1 find there are

found,

my own
ship

;

let

part, I

many good men among

have had

full confidfence

and once more beg to express

your conduct.

my

of

us

;

for

all in this

approbation of
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has thus far conducted you, colitinue

and may the British navy, the glory and support

of oor country, be restored to

its wonted splendour, and
be not only the bulwark of Britain, but the terror of the

world.

« But

this

can only be effected by a

to our duty and obedience

God may keep us
God bless you all.”

mighty

At an

and

let us

in the right

adherence

strict

pray that the al-

way

of thinking.

address so unassuming, modest, and pious, and so

well calculated, from

human
tears.

;

heart, the

They

its

simplicity

whole

and

truth, to touch the

crew were dissolved in

ship’s

declared, by every expression they could

devise, their resolution to abide by the admiral in

death. Their example was followed by

all

And

besides those already mentioned.

life

or

the other ships,

the admiral, not-

withstanding the defection of so considerable a part of his
squadron, repaired to his station, off the coast of Holland, to watch the motions of the Dutch fleet

solved

still

The

not to decline should

it

offer

him

;

and re-

battle.

principal person at the head of this mutiny

one Richard Parker, a man of good natural

parts,

was
and

some education, and of a remarkably bold and resolute
Admiral Buckner, the commanding officer at
character.
the Nore, was directed by the lords of the admiralty to
inform the seamen that their demands were totally inconsistent with the good order and regulations necessary to
be observed in the navy, and could not for that reason be
complied with

:

but that on returning to their duty, they

would receive the king’s pardon
dience.

To

this offer

for their breach of obe-

Parker replied by a declaration, that

the seamen had unanimously determined to keep possession of the '€eet, until the lords of the admiralty had

repaired to the Nore and redressed the grievances wdiich

had been

laid before them.

In order to put an end with

all possible

expedition
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mutiny that appeared so dangerousj Lord Spencer^
Lord Arden, and xldrairal Young hastened immediately tcT"
Sheerness and held a board, at which Parker and the
other delegates attended; but their behaviour was so
to a

audacious, that the lords of the admiralty returned to

town without the least success* The principal article of
complaint on the part of the mutineers, was the unequal
distribution of pri 2:e-money, for the omission of which
they much blamed their fellow seamen at Portsmouth*

On

the return of the lords of the admiralty from Sheer-

ness,

a proclamation was issued offering His Majesty^s

pardon 4o

all

such of the mutineers as should immediately

return to their duty

;

intimating at the same time that

Admiral Buckner was the proper person to be applied to
on such an occasion. Ail the buoys, by the order of
government, were removed from the mouth of the Thames

and the neighbouring coast ; from wdiich precaution any
ships that might attempt to get

away would be

in

danger

Great preparations were also made
at Sheerness against an attack from the mutinous ships,
of running aground.

which had manifested some strong indications of an intention to bombard that place ; and furnaces and hot balls
were kept ready.

Emboldened by the strength of men and shipping in
their hands, and resolved to persevere in their demands
till

they had extorted a compliance, the mutineers pro-

ceeded to secure a sufficiency of provisions for that purpose, by seizing

two

and sent
notice ashore that they intended to block up the Thames,
and cut off all communication between London and the
vessels laden with stores,

government to a speedy accession to
They began the execution of this menace

sea, in order to force

their terms.

by mooring four of their vessels across the mouth of the
and stopping several ships that were coming from

river,

the metropolis.

They now

altered the system of their delegation,

and
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much power from being lodged in the
hands of any man, the office of president was entrusted
to no one longer than a day.
This they did to secure
prevent too

themselves from the attempts to betray them, which might
result from the offers held out to those in whom they
were
obliged to place confidence and authority, w'ere those to
possess such a trust for any time.

They

also compelled

those ships the crews of which they suspected wavering
in the cause, to take their station in the midst of
the

But notwithstanding these precautions two

others.

ves-

eluded their vigilance, and made their escape.
“ These transactions, while
they excited the greatest
alarm in the nation, were violently reprobated by the
sels

seamen belonging to the two
Portsmouth and
an admonition to

divisions of the fleet lying at

Each of them addressed
Nore, warmly
condemning their proceedings as a scandal to the name of
British seamen, and exhorting them to be content with
Plymouth.

at

their fellow-seamen at the

the indulgence already granted by government, and to
return to their duty without insisting on more concessions

than had been demanded by the rest of the navy.
“ But these warnings proved ineffectual. The reinforcement of the four ships lately arrived, and the expectation of being joined by others, induced

in their demands.

them to

persist

The committee of

delegates on board
the Sandwich came to a determination to commission Lord

whom they had kept in confinement in the
Montague, of which he was commander, to repair to the

Northesk,

King in the name of the fleet, and to acquaint him with
the conditions on which they were willing to deliver up

The petition which he was charged to lay
King was highly respectful and loyal to him,
but very severe on his ministers, and they required an
the ships.

before the

entire

compliance

with

every one of their demands,

threatening on the refusal of any to put immediately to
sea.

Lord Northesk

readily undertook to be the bearer

m
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of their petition, but told them (hat from the unreasonableness of

tlieir

demands, he could not

the hope of success.

flatter

Confiding in him,

them with
as the

the}' said,

seaman’s friend, they had entrusted him with

this mission

on pledging his honour to return with a
answer within fifty-four hours.

and positive

clear

Lord Northesk departed accordingly for London,
and was introduced by Lord Spencer to the King. But
BO answer being returned to the message, and information being brought to the fleet that the nation at large

highly disapproved of their proceedings, great divisions

took place among the delegates, and several of the ships

much contest
The mutineers despairing now of accom-

deserted the others, not however without

and

bloodslied.

plishing their designs struck the red flag, which they had

hoisted as the signals of mutiny, and restored a free pas-

sage to the trade of the metropolis.
left at its

own command, and they

Every ship was now
all

gradually returned

to obedience, though on board of some, violent struggles

happened between the mutineers and the

The

principal conductor of the

loyal parties.

mutiny,

Richard

Parker, was seized and imprisoned, and after a solemn
trial that lasted three days,

was

sentenced to death.

and

intrepidity,

and expressing

on board of the Neptune, he

He

suffered with great coolness

acknowledging the justice of his sentence^
his

hope that mercy might be extended to

But

was judged necessary to make
public examples of the principal and most guilty, who

his associates.

it

were accordingly tried, and after full proof of their cricondemned and executed. Others were ordered

minality,

but a considerable number remained
under sentence of death till after the great victory obtained over the Dutch fleet, by Admiral Duncan when
to be whipped;

;

His Majesty sent a general pardon to those unhappy men,
who were at that period confined on board a prison-ship
in the river

Thames.
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time, this dangerous mutiny had been

On

serious object of attention in parliament.

the

first

of

June, a message %vas delivered from the King to both
Houses^ to give them formal notice of the event, and to
request they would adopt the necessary measures for the
public security, and, particularly, to

make more

effectual

provision for the prevention and punishment of attempts
to excite mutiny and sedition in the navy, or to seduce in-

dividuals in the sea or land service from their duty and
allegiance.

A bill

was accordingly proposed by Mr.

Pitt,

the pur-

port of w'hich was, that persons who should endeavour to

seduce either soldiers or sailors from their duty, or

insti-

gate them to mutinous practices, or commit any act of

mutiny, or form any mutinous assemblies, should, on conviction

be deemed guilty of felony, and

suffer death

;

the

duration of the act was limited to one month after the

commencement of the next session.

The propriety of such

a law, in the present conjuncture, appeared so evident,
that it passed by an unanimous vote on the third of June.

Another motion was then made by Mr,
all

Pitt, to

prevent

communication with the ships that should be in a state

of mutiny, and to enact, that

if,

after the king’s procla-

mation, any one should voluntarily continue in such ships,
they should be declared mutinous and rebellious, their pay
should cease, and they should forfeit that which was due
to them.
of that part of the bill, which restrained
the mutinous seamen, was animadwith
intercourse

The severity

all

verted on by Sir John Sinclair,

who recommended

the

union of conciliation with terror, and suggested the appointment of commissioners to grant pardon under particular circumstances.

The

penal clause proposed for wilful and advised com-

This was opposed by Mr. Nicliol,
on the ground, that the intercourse with a person guilty of

munication was death.
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was not, bj law, even a misdemeanour, prowere not accompanied hy open acts of aiding and

treason^

vided

it

abetting

the guilt incurred by such communication ought

;

beyond a misdemeanor
and the penalty not farther than in cases of this kind, and
jiever beyond transportation at the very farthest.
To this modification of the severity proposed by the
minister, Mr. Adair replied, that the punishment was
not, therefore, to extend, at most,

only to attach to those

and

who

should hold communication,

intercourse, with persons declared in a state of mutiny,

communicate with them had been

after the prohibition to

published

but Mr. Nichol observed, that the communi-

;

cations, liable to the penalty intended, ought to be

explicitly

To

specified.

made answer,

observation the minister

this

that communications

which previously

more

to a prohibition

by

letters, or

otherwise

might have been inno-

cent; came, nevertheless, under the imputation of guilt,
after they

men

had been prohibited.

His opinion was, that

guilty of such atrocious acts of rebellion as the

tineers,

ought

to

mu-

be completely separated from that

country of which they had abandoned the cause.

If they

valued the intercourse and communication with a parent,

a

wife,

and other

relatives

and

friends, they ought, before

they were permitted to enjoy the sweets of those endearing connections, to reconcile themselves to their offended
country, by returning to the allegiance they

we

owe

it

If

new avenues to the
but deluded men if we could rooze

could, Mr. Pitt added, obtain

hearts of those brave

;

awakening the tender afthem to a sense of their duty,

their generous feelings, and, by
fections of nature, recall

when they

reflected

of by departing from

on the happiness they were deprived
it,

we

should have made an effectual

progress in bringing them to repentance and submission.

These arguments prevailed, and the provisions in the bill
were admitted as the minister had originally proposed,
with the additions of the penalties annexed to piracy,
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solicitor-general.

clauses were added, for the purposes of punishment, or of

pardon, as circumstances might require; and the duration
of this act was, bke the preceding one, against the seduction of people in the array or navy from their duty, limited
to one

month

mentary

after the

commencement of the next

Two members

opposed the passing of

Francis Burdett and Mr. Sturt.
it

parlia-

session."

as tending to irritate the

The

this

bill,

Sir

former objecting to

seamen and drive them

to acts

of desperation and revenge, that might be attended with
the most fatal consequences, and preclude
tion

:

all

reconcilia-

the latter insisted that conciliatory measures would

alone be eftectual, in producing that cordial and speedy

submission which the present circumstances require.

He

considered also the existing laws as fully sufficient for the
case in agitation, without encumbering the penal code

with odious additions.

Of

severe.

It

was already, he observed, amply

war near the half

thirty-six articles of

(se-

venteen) contained penalties and punishments of various
kinds.

Whatever propriety there might be

in the observations

of these two gentlemen, the alarm and resentment of the
majority at the manner in which the seamen of the fleet
at the

Nore had

enforced their demands, led them to

adopt the coercive measures recommended by ministers.
Fortunately for these, the divisions they had found means
to create

among

the mutineers, operated more powerfully

towards their reduction than any other cause.

Had

remained firmly united, government must have

they

finally

complied with most of their requisitions, especially with
that which related to a

money.

more equal

distribution of prize-

This demand appeared to the generality of

founded upon the

strictest equity.

Had

men

they confined their

was thought at the time that
they would have been seconded by the seamen of the

petition to this particular,

navy.

it

By demanding too much

they deprived themselves
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of

unanimous concurrence whicli they had expected.

tliat

They not only incurred
seameuj but
jectSj

the disapprobation of their feilow>^

forfeited the

who though

countenance of their feliow*sub-

convinced that they were entitled to

better treatment in the article of prizes than they had

hitherto experienced, were not inclined to abet them ia
this particular, while they
tions, the

accompanied

it

with requisi-

propriety and seasonableness of which were

questioned by their warmest advocates.

The suppression of the mutiny at the Nore was truly
a critical occurrence. The number of ships of the line,
and of resolute and experienced seamen that manned
them, and in whose possession they were, presented the
most formidable object of alarm. The combination of the
ships’ companies at Portsmouth and Plymouth offered
nothing dangerous in comparison of that which took place
at the

Nore the demands of the former were strictly
and no inconvenience could arise from com:

justifiable,

plying with them; but those of the latter aimed at innovations equally dangerous and mortifying to persons in
authority,

and would have occasioned

in the discipline

A

variety of opinions

both these mutinies

;

went

but the

it

if

be, without hesita-

men

insufficient.

common

an

to require

denied them to obtain

means appeared

table treatment of the

undeniable:

may

maxims prevailing every

right inherent in all

equitable treatment, and
force, if other

forth of the real cause of

first

tion, ascribed to the popular

where of the

essential alterations

and management of the navy.

The

sailors in the

it

by

inequi-

navy

w^as

was a subject of ordinary discourse, and

the wishes of the impartial public were daily expressed
for a redress of their grievances.

Nor

did the

seamen

in

the petitions they presented, and by their conduct and

demeanour towards their officers in the course of the
whole transactions, commit any act of insolence and disrespect.

The utmost freedom

they took was to divest of
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they considered as mimical to

common men,

the ioterest and claims of the

or such as

had exceeded the bounds of doe moderation in the exer»
cise of their command, and rendered themselves obnoxious
by the on necessary severity and the harshness of their
behaviour.

The

readiness with which the whole multi®

tude of the malcontents returned to their wonted submission the

moment

they became satisfied that their petitions

would be granted, evinced the

sincerity of their profes-

sions of loyalty, and that they harboured no other views

than of securing better usage than they had met with
heretofore.

But the insurrection at the Nore was attended with
more menacing circumstances. The demands of the
mutineers seemed, in some instances, to be framed with

far

an expectation

to be refused,

and the behaviour of their

agents appeared calculated to excite the resentment of

them

their superiors, and to set

at defiance.

They

pro®

ceeded to acts of violence totally unnecessary and unjustifiable,

and which amounted,

in fact, to the

commission of

hostilities against their fellow subjects.

Taking these various

particulars into consideration,

some persons strongly suspected, that there were,
the mutineers, individuals

who

among

acted the part of emissaries

from the enemy, and strove to push them on to extremiCertain it is, that, when the intelligence of the
ties.

mutiny at Portsmouth arrived

at Paris,

satisfaction in the republican party.

immediately conceived, that

more

serious insurrections

:

it

it

excited great

Sanguine hopes were

might prove the prelude of

at all events, the desertion of

the British navy was an incident that prognosticated, in

the imagination of the French,

all

kinds of disasters to

this country.

Deprived of this indispensible support, at

a period when

it

tain

would

w’^as

more than ever needed, Great Bri-

lose, at once, its

influence in the affairs of

Europe, and sink into a state of absolute insignificance.
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vanish

wliicli it liad

kept surrounding nations, would

none of them would any longer either dread

;

its

power or court its alliance : its very political existence, as
an independent country, w^ould become precarious, and
nothing, in short, of

its

former strength and importance

would remain.
Such were the subjects of exultation, throughout
France, on this critical occasion. They did not subside on
the pacification effected by the prudent concession of go-

vernment.

was

It

hoped in France, that causes of a

still

similar nature to those that

had produced the

might give birth to a second.

first

mutiny,

As, unfortunately for this

country, they were not disappointed in their expectations,

which had been loud, and expressed with much confidence,
numbers were led to believe, that they had not been inactive in creating them.

The advantage

that must obviously have resulted to

the French republic, by fomenting discords of so fatal a

tendency to

this country,

were undeniable.

This induced

people to think, that, conformably to the system which
they had pursued so unsuccessfully in other countries, they

would have exerted their noted talents for intrigue in encouraging and extending the variance that had arisen
here.

But, however inviting the oppoi*tunity that seemed

to offer,

it

has not been discovered, on the acutest exami-

nation, that they had any direct

any more than in the

first:

hand

in the last

though,

mutiny

doubtless,

they

and would, had they been able,
the manner imputed to them by those who

heartily rejoiced in both,

have acted

in

indulged their suspicions.

For the combinations at Portsmouth and Plymouth
there certainly was not only a plausible pretext, but in
truth too

much reason

may be called the
among the seamen,

:

but for that at Sheerness, which

third

and most formidable mutiny

it was not impelled by
provoked by unjust aggression or neglect.

necessity, or
It

was impa-
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tient of autlioritj, factious, seditious, progressive in its

demands, intent on

and convulsion

civil discord

a word conabined with the same

spirit

;

it

was in

on shore which the

mutineers at Portsmouth and Plj^mouth had raised to an

unusual pitch of daring insolence.
spirit

It

was not the genuine

of the true English sailor ; but that of malcontent

incendiaries

finally,

:

it

was the most emphatic proof

that had yet been given to our nation of the influence of

French opinion and example, and the rapid progress of
popular claims and combinations.

The

suppression of this rebellion illustrated the pru-

dence and vigour of administration more than any other

of their transactions at home or abroad had ever done.

On

the other hand, the systematic order and moderation of

the sailors, and the cheerful return to obedience, of at
least the great

body of seamen,

their claims being granted,

mighty advantages of a free government, in

illustrate the

which men can assume the manly

air of freedom, without

abandoning themselves to the licentiousness and phrenzy
of slaves broken loose from bondage.

From

this event,

by many candid persons, far removed from
enthusiasm of any kind, that there might not improbably
be much less danger in complying with the numerous peit

was

said,

which had been presented, in the course of 1797,
a parliamentary reform, than was generally appre-

titions,

for

hended.
It is

not often that governments anticipate the just

complaints of the people, or any class of the people, by

unconstrained acts of justice.

It is not,

commonly,

until

some intolerable grievance be on the point of an explosion,

own power, that
human misery. The

that must endanger the stability of their
that they do

much

mutiny in the

fleet

for the relief of

would

scarcely, perhaps,

have sufficed

to have turned the attention of our ministry to the miserable pittance to whicli the gradual depreciation in the

value of money had reduced the pay of the soldiers, that

:
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from privates to serjeants inclusive^

isj

if

a disposition to

claim a redress of this great evil had not become quite ap-

parent in the whole army, particularly in the corps stationed in the near vicinity of London, and in other populous cities and towns; and

if

the interests and claims of

the army had not been taken care of by the commander-iiichiei^ his royal

highness the duke of York.

PAPERS RELATING TO THE MUTINY.
PETITIONS OF THE
To

the

Right Honourable and

Citizens,

and Burgesses

The humble

in

the

Honourable Knights^

Parliament

petition of the

board of His Majesty’s

SF.ABXEN.

ass€77ibled»

seamen and marines on

ships^ in behalf of themselves

Humbly sheweth.
That your petitioners relying on the candour and
your honourable house, make bold to lay their

justice of

grievances before you, hoping that

them you

when you

will please to give redress as far as

reflect

on

your wisdom

deem necessary.
beg leave to remind your august assembly that
the act of parliament passed in the reign of King Charles
IL wherein the wages of all seamen serving on board His

shall

We

Majesty’s fleet was settled, passed at a time
necessaries of

life

when

the

and slops of every denomination were

at least thirty per cent, cheaper than at the present time

|

which enabled seamen and marines to provide better for
their families than we can do now with one half advance.
We therefore request your honourable house will be
so kind as to revise the act before mentioned, and

make

such amendments therein as will enable your petitioners

and
as

same comfortable manner
seamen and marines did at that time.
their families to live in the
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petitioners with all humility laid their griev-

ances before the Honourable Earl Howe, and flattered
ourselves with the hopes that his lordship would have

been an advocate

for ns, as

we have been

command, and made the

his

British flag ride triumphantly

But

over that of our enemies.
find ourselves unprotected

repeatedly under

we
many

to our great surprise

by him who has seen

so

instances of our intrepidity, in carrying the British flag

into every part of the seas with victory and success.
cc

profess ourselves as loyal to our sovereign,

and

zealous in the defence of our country as the army or
militia can be, and esteem ourselves equally entitled to
His Majesty’s munificence ; therefore with jealousy we

behold their pay augmented, and their out-pensions of
Chelsea college increased to thirteen pounds per annum,

we remain neglected, and the out-pensioners of
Greenwich have only seven pounds per annum.
We, your petitioners, therefore humbly implore that
you will take these matters into consideration, and with
w^hiie

your accustomed goodness and liberality comply with the
prayer of this petition— and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray, &c.

We,

the Delegates of the Tleet,

hereunto sign our names for the
ships’

companies

Royal Gcorge^Valentxne Joyce, John Morris.
Patrick Glynn, John Udleson.
Queen
Joseph Green, John Richardson.
Royal
io;?do;2-’Alexander Harding, William Ruly,

Glory

— Patrick Dugan,

John BethelL

Duke— Michael Adams, William Anderson.
Thomas Allen, James Blithe.
Marlborough—John Vassia, William Senator.
Ramilies— Charles Berry, George Clear.
David Wilson, John, Scrivener.
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—John Witna^ William Porter*
— George Galaway, James Barrenck.
Terrible — Marker Turner, George Salked.
La Pompee— William Potts, James Melvin*
3Iinotaur— Dennis Lawley, George Crosland*
Defiance—John Saunders, John Husband.

Ulmpetueux
Defence

To

the

Right Honourable the

I.ords

Commissioners of the

Admiralty.

My

Lords,

We,

the seamen of His Majesty’s navy, take

the liberty of addressing your lordships in an humble
petition,

shewing the many hardships and oppressions

have laboured under
your lordships

for

many

will redress as

years,

we

and which we hope

We flatter

soon as possible.

ourselves that your lordships, together with the nation in
general, will acknowledge our worth and good services

both in the American war as well as the present; for

which good service your lordships’ petitioners do unanimously agree in opinion that their worth to the nation,

and laborious industry

in defence of their country, deserve

some better encouragement than that we meet with at

we have experienced. We, your
do not boast of our good services for any
other purpose than that of putting you and the nation in

present, or from any
petitioners,

mind of

the respect

due to

us,

nor do

we

ever intend to

deviate from our former character; so far from any thing

of that kind, or that an Englishman or
their coats,

we likewise

men

should turn

agree in opinion, that

suffer double the hardships

we have

we should

hitherto experienced

we would suffer the crown of England to be in the
imposed upon by that of any other power in the

before
least

world;
tlie

we

therefore beg leave to inform your lordships of

we at present labour under.
We, your humble petitioners, relying that your

grievances which

^

lord-

ships will take into early consideration the grievances of

;
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which we complain, and do not in the least doubt but
your lordships will comply with our desires, which are
every way reasonable.

The

first

grievance

we have

to complain of

our wages are too low, and ought to be

might be better able to support our wives and
a manner comfortable, and

whom we

into

by your

House of Commons

in

lordships,

we

families in

are in duty bound to

support as far as our wages will allow; which

be looked

that

is,

raised, that

we

trust, will

and the honourable

parliament assembled.

We, your petitioners,

beg that your lordships

into consideration the grievances of which

we

will take

complain,

and now lay before you.
First, That our provisions be raised to the weight of
sixteen ounces to the pound, and of a better quality and
that our measures may be the same as those used in the
;

commercial trade of

this country.

Secondly, That your petitioners request your honours
will be pleased to observe, there should be

no

flour served

we

are in harbour, in any port whatever, under the

command

of the British flag ; and also, that there might be

granted a

sufficient quantity

while

of vegetables of such kind as

may be the most plentiful in the ports to which we go
which we grievously complain and lay under the want of.
Thirdlj, That your lordships will be pleased seriously
to look into the state of the sick on board His Majesty^s
ships, that they

may have

may be

better attended to, and that they

the use of such necessaries as are allowed for

them in time of sickness ; and that these necessaries be
not on any account embezzled.
“ Fourthly, That your lordships will be so kind as to look
into this affair, which

is

nowise unreasonable; and that

we may be looked upon as a number of men standing in
defence of our country; and that we may in somewise
^

have grant and opportunity to taste the sweets of liberty
on shore, when in any harbour, and when we have com-

YOLt 111,

QQ
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pleted the duty of our ship^ after our return from sea;

and that no man may encroach upon hi's liberty, there
shall be a boundary limited, and those trespassing any
further, without a written order from the commanding
officer, shall

navy

;

which

be punished according to the rules of the
is

a natural request, and congenial to the

heart of man, and certainly to

us, that

you make the

boast of being the guardians of the land.
Fifthly,

That

if

any man

wounded

is

In action, his

pay

be continued until he his cured and discharged; and if
any ship has any real grievances to complain of, we hope
your lordships will readily redress them, as far as in your
power, to prevent any disturbances.
It is also

this

unanimously agreed by the

fleet,

that from

day no grievances shall be received, in order to con-

vince the nation at large that

we know when to cease to
we ask nothing but what

ask as well as to begin, and that
is

moderate, and

may be granted without

detriment to the

nation, or injury to the service.

Given on board the Queen Charlotte,
by the Delegates of the Fleet, the
18th day of April, 1797.

[The signatures

to this petition are exactly the

same

as

those affixed to the preceding one.]

Answer of the Commissioners for executing
Lord High Admiral of Great Britain and

ike Office

of

Ireland^

to the ahoxie petition.

Having taken

into consideration the petitions trans-

mitted by your lordship, from the crews of His Majesty^s
ships under your

command; and having

the strongest de-

sire to attend to all the complaints of the

seamen of His

Majesty’s navy, and to grant them every just and reason-

able redress

;

and having considered the

price of the necessaries of

life

difference of the

at this and at that period-
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the pay of seamen was established,

we do hereby

re-

quire and direct your lordship to take the speediest me-

thod of communicating to the
solved to recommend

it

to

fleet,

That we have

re-

His Majesty, to propose to

parliament to increase the wages of seamen in His Majesty’s

navy

in the following proportions, viz.

To add
officers

Three

seamen

four shillings per

month

to the

wages of petty

and able seamen.
shillings

and two

;

per month to the wages of ordinary

shillings per

month

to the

wages of

landmen.

That we have resolved, that seamen wounded in action
be continued in pay until their wounds are healed, or

shall

until,

being declared unserviceable, they shall receive a

pension, or be received into the Royal Hospital, Green-

which ; and that having a perfect confidence in the zeal,
loyalty, and courage of all the seamen in the fleet, so
generally expressed in their petition, and in their earnest
desire of serving their country with that spirit which

always so eminently distinguished British seamen,

we

this resolution the more readily, that the
seamen may have, as early as possible, an opportunity of
shewing their good dispositions, by returning to their
duty, as it may be necessary that the fleet should speedily
put to sea, to meet the enemy of the country.

have come to

a Given under our hands, at Portsmouth, i8th April, 1797.
Abden,

W.
To

the

Eight Hon. Lord BridpotV"

THE seamens’ EEBLY.
a

received your lordships answer to our petition ; and

in order to convince your lordships, and the nation in general, of oiir moderation, beg leave to offer the following

aa ^
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remarks to jour consideration,
existed but two orders of

men

viz.

—That there never has

in the navy, able

and

ordi-.

narjj therefore the distinction between ordinary seamen

and landmen

is totally

new; we therefore humbly propose

to your lordships, that the old regulations be adhered to

that the wages of the able seamen to be raised to one
shilling per day,

and that of petty

nary, in the usual proportion.

officers,

And

and the

ordi-*

as a further proof of

our moderation, and that we are actuated by a true spirit
of benevolence towards our brethren, the marines, who
‘

are not noticed in your lordships answer,

we humbly pro-

pose that their pay be augmented, while serving on board,
in the same proportion as ordinary seamen.

and trust

will

This

we hope

be a convincing proof to your lordships that

we are not actuated by a spirit of contradiction, but that
we earnestly wish to put a speedy end to the present affair.

We bog leave to state to your lordships, the pensions from
Greenwich College, which we earnestly wish to be raised
annum ; and in order to maintain which
to your lordships, that every seaman
propose
humbly
we
to ten pounds per

employed in the merchant
per month which he

now

service, instead of sixpence

pay one
month ; which we trust will raise a fund fully
adequate to the purpose ; and as this in time of peace
must be paid by your petitioners, we trust it will give a
pays, shall hereafter

shilling per

convincing proof of our disinterestedness and moderation.

—^We would also recommend that

this regulation

be ex-

tended to the seamen in the service of the East India

Company,

as

we know by

experience that there are but

employed by them bu# who have been in the
few
royal navy ; and we have seen them with our own eyes,
sailors

after sickness or other accident has disabled them, without

any hope of

relief or support,

but from their former

As to provisions : that they be augmented to sixteen ounces to the pound of bread and meat;
cheese, butter^ and liquor in proportion, of a better qua-

services in the navy.
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and a
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^our be served with
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quantity of vegetables
fresh beef.

to inform yonr lordships, that

And we
it is

;

and that no

farther

beg leave

unanimously agreed

that until the grievances before stated are redressed, and

an act of indemnity passed,

an anchor

;

we

are determined not to

lift

and the grievances of particular ships must

be redressed.

a Given under our hands, the Delegates
on board the Queen

of the Fleet,

Charlotte, at Spithead, April 19, 1797.’^

the

Commissioners for ea^cuting the Office of Lord

High Admiral of
Having taken

Great Britain and Ireland^

into consideration

a paper containing

several representations from the seamen of His Majesty’s

an advance in their wages,
and being desirous of granting them every request that
can with any degree of reason be complied with, we have
resolved to recommend it to His Majesty, that an addition
ships at Spithead, respecting

of five shillings and sixpence per month be made to the
wages of petty officers and seamen belonging to His Majesty’s navy,

which will make the wages of able seamen

one shilling per day, clear of all deductions; an addition
of four shillings and sixpence per month to the wages of
addition of three shillings
; and an
wages of the landmen ; and that none

every ordinary seaman

and sixpence

to the

of the allowance

made

to the marines

when on shore

shall

be stopped, on their being embarked on board any of His
Majesty’s ships. We have also resolved, that all seamen
marines, and others, serving in His Majesty’s ships, shall
have the full allowance of provisions, without any deduction for leakage or waste;

and that

be taken for carrying this into
money shall be paid to the mea

until proper steps can

effect,

short-allowance

m lieu of the deduction
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heretofore

made; and

that all

men wounded

shall receive their full pay until their

in action

wounds

shall

be

healed, or until being declared incurable, they shall
ceive a pension from the chest at Chatham, or shall b®

admitted into the Royal Hospital at Greenwich.

your lordship

is

hereby required and directed to

And

commu-

nicate this our determination to the captain of each of His

Majesty’s ships under your orders, directing him to
it

to.

known

to the ship’s

company under

his

make

command, and

inform them that should they be insensible to the

very liberal

offers

now made

to them, and persist in their

present disobedience, they must no longer expect to enjoy

those benefits to which by their former good conduct they

were entitled. That in such case all the men now on
board the fleet at Spithead shall be incapable of receiving
any smart-money or pension from the chest at Chatham,
or of being admitted at any time into the Royal Hospital
at Greenwich; and that they must be answerable for the
dreadful consequences which will necessarily attend their

continuing to transgress the rules of the service, in open

On

violation of the laws of their country.

the other

them that we promise the most
that has passed on this occasion to every ship’s company who, within one hour
after the communication to them of the above mentioned

hand, he

is

to inform

perfect forgiveness of all

resolutions, shall return to their duty in every particular,

and

shall cease to hold further intercourse with

who

continue in a state of disobedience and mutiny.

Given under our hands

at

any men

Portsmouth,

the 20th of April, 1797.
(Signed)

««

Aanns*,

W. Youj^'G.
To

the

Might Hon* Lord MridportJ^
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ANSWER OE THE SEAMEN.
To

the

Right Honourable the Lords Commissmiers of

the

Admiralty,

We,

the seamen and marines in and belongiag to His

Majesty’s

fleet

now

with the utmost

lying at Spithead, having received

satisfaction,

titude, the bountiful

and with hearts

full

of gra-

augmentation of pay and provisions

which your lordships have been pleased to signify shall
take place in future in His Majesty’s royal navy, by your
order, which has been read to us this morning by the com-

mand of Admiral Lord Bridport.
Your lordships having thus generously taken the prayer
of our several petitions into your serious consideration,

you have given satisfaction to every loyal and well-disposed seaman and marine belonging to His Majesty’s
fleets

:

and, from the assurance which your lordships have

we thought

given us respecting such other grievances as
right to lay before you,

we

are thoroughly convinced,

should any real grievance or other cause of complaint arise
in future, and the

regular manner,

same be

we

laid before

ships will pay every attention to

who ever

your lordships

in

a

are perfectly satisfied that your lord-

^ number of brave men

have, and ever will be, true and faithful to their

king and country.

But we beg leave to remind your
a firm resolution

lordships, that

that, until the flour in port

it is

be removed,

the vegetables and pensions augmented, the grievances of
private ships redressed, an act passed, and His Majesty’s
gracious pardon for the fleet

now

granted, that the fleet will not

the total and final answer.
««

April 22, 1797.”

lift

lying at Spithead be

an anchor

:

and

this is
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A

Proclamation for pardoning such Seamen and Marines of
the Squadron of

His Majesty s

Fleet stationed at Spit^

Mutiny or

head^ as having been guilty of an Act of

Disobedience of Orders^ or any Breach or Neglect of
Duty; and who shall^ upon Notification of such Pro^
clamation on hoard their respective Ships^ return to the

regular and ordinary discharge of their duty.

George R.
Upon

the report of the lords commissioners of the

Admiralty of the proceedings of the seamen and marines
of the squadron of our

fleet stationed at

Spithead, and of

the measures taken by the said lords commissioners in

consequence thereof; and, in order to manifest our desire
to give due encouragement to all those

who

shall return

to the regular and ordinary discharge of their duty, ac-

cording to the rules and practice of the navy

this

;

we have

by the advice of our privy council, to issue
our royal proclamation, and do hereby promise our

thought

fit,

all seamen and marines serving
on board the said squadron, who shall, upon notification
hereof on board their respective ships, return to the regular and ordinary discharge of their duty: and we do

most gracious pardon to

hereby declare, that

all

such seamen and marines so re-

turning to their duty, shall be discharged and released

from

all

prosecutions, imprisonment,

and penalties

in-

curred by reason of any act of mutiny or disobedience of
orders, or

any breach or neglect of duty previously

coin-»

mitted by them, or any of them;

Given

at our court at Windsor, the

twenty-second day of April, one thousand,

seven hundred, and ninety-

seven,

and

in the thirty-seventh year

of our reign.

^^Gon SAFE THE KING.”

^
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Demands of

the Sailors.

—

That every indulgence granted to the fleet at
Art. L
Portsmouth be granted to His Majesty’s subjects serving
in the fleet at the Nore, and places adjacent.

— That every man upon a ships coming into harbour

II.

have liberty (a certain number at a time, so as not to
injure the ship’s duty) to go and see their friends and
shall

a convenient time to be allowed to each man.
That all ships, before they go to sea, shall be

families,

u

III.

paid

—

all arrears

of wages

down

to six months, according

to the old rules.

« I V.-- That no

officer that has

His Majesty’s ships

shall

been turned out of any of

be employed

in the

same ship

again, without the consent of the ship’s company.
« V. That when any of His Majesty’s ships shall be

—

may have been some time in commission,
any pressed men on board that may not be

paid, that

there are

if

in

the regular course of payment, they shall receive two
months advance to furnish them with necessaries.

a

VL —That

an indemnification be made, any

men who

run, and may now be in His Majesty’s naval service, and
that they shall not be liable to be taken up as deserters.

« VIL

money

—That a more equal distribution be made of prize-

to the crews of His Majesty’s ships and vessels of

war.

u VIII.—That the articles’ of war, as now enforced, require various alterations, several of which to be expunged
therefrom

;

seamen in
that terror

more moderate ones were held forth to
general, it would be the means of taking off
and prejudice against His Majesty’s service, on
and

if

that account too frequently imbibed by seamen, from entering voluntarily into the service.

The committee of

delegates of the whole

fleet, as-

sembled in council on board His Majesty’s ship Sandwich
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have imanimously agreed that they will not deliver np
their charge until the appearance of some of the lords
commissioners of the Admiralty to ratify the same.

Given on board His Majesty’s ship
Sandwich^ by the Delegates of the

May 20thj 1797.
Richabb Paekee,

fleetj

President.”

THE LOKBS COMMISSIONERS OF
THE ABMIRALTY.

ANSWEK

Seamen and Marines of His Majesty^ s Ships and
Vessels at the Nore^ and at Sheerness^

To

the

«Sheerness,

May

22, 1797.

In pursuance of orders communicated to
lords commissioners of the Admiralty, I

am

me by

the

directed to

acquaint the crews of His Majesty’s ships and vessels at
the

Nore and

at Sheerness, that after the very liberal at-

tention of His Majesty, in encreasing the wages and provisions of the

seamen and marines in His Majesty’s service

for

which they have in general expressed themselves not only
satisfied, but highly grateful, their lordships are extremely
surprised to find the seamen and marines of His Majesty’s

«hips at the

Nore and Sheerness should be still in a state of
and

disobedience,

bringing' forward

farther requests.

Their lordships therefore have commanded me to inform
all that could reasonably be expected by

you, that since

the seamen and marjines has been already granted them,
their lordships cannot accede to any such request.

respect to the

first article

—^With

of the conditions, presented by

the seamen and marines at this port, their lordships direct

me

to inform you, as h^s already been explicitly declared,

that all additional allowances of

wages and provisions,

and every other regulation announced at Portsmouth,
have been established by His Majesty’s order in council,
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End by act of parliament, and extended

to all

seamen and

That with respect to

marines in His Majesty’s service.

the second article of the said conditions, the nature of the
service in time of

war does not admit of

the

men having

leave to go to their families, except under very particular
circumstances, of which the captains or other superior
officers

That with respect to the third

alone can judge.

and fifth articles^ the ship’s company shall be paid in the
manner pointed out in the several acts of parliament at
present in force for the encouragement of seamen and
marines employed in His Majesty’s service, as they always
are, unless
it

some very urgent necessity prevents

it

but as

;

ever has been the practice of the service to shew atten-

tion to those who, with the true spirit of British seamen^

voluntarily stand forth in defence of their country, their
lordships are desirous of giving every possible encourage-

ment of volunteers

;

and

it is

not their intention to direct

that advance should be paid to impressed men.

With

re-

spect to the fourth article, all arrangements concerning the
officers to

be employed

be

by the admiral or commanding

settled

in the ships

of the squadron must
officer for

the

time being, conformably to the instructions of their lordships,

place.

according to the circumstances of each particular

That with respect

to the sixth article, if

be His Majesty’s pleasure to pardon
serted from his service in the navy,

all
it

it

should

who may have de-

must be the

effect

of

His Majesty’s royal clemency alone, and not of any requisition ; that although their lordships thought proper to go
to Portsmouth, for the purpose of obtaining

more

perfect

information of the grievances which the seamen and marines in general

might have to represent, and of adopting

most expeditiously such measures as might be necessary

and granting such farther indulgences

as might render

more comfortable, and enable them better
to provide for the support of their families, no similar
reason exists for their taking such a step on the present
their, situation
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occasion*

have been

That the representations made at Portsmouth
and the regulations made in

fully considered,

consequence have already been extended to the whole
fleet,

and established by the highest

me

lordships therefore direct

me and

to the officers

Their

authority.

to acquaint

you that

it is

to

whom you serve, that ship’s
whom their petitions are
to
up,
and through whom their lordships’

under

companies are to look
always to be presented,

determinations are to be expected.

It is their lordships’

you that, notwithyou have done. His Majesty’s most
gracious pardon, and their lordships’ order to all officers
direction that 1 should also inform

standing all that

to bury in oblivion all that has passed, are now’^ offered to

which should you refuse, you will have to answer
for all the melancholy consequences which must attend

you

:

your persisting
mutiny*

When

in the present state of disobedience

the seamen and marines at the

and

Nore and

at Sheerness reflect that the rest of the fleets have re-

turned to their duty, and have proceeded to sea in search
of the enemies of their countiy, their lordships have no

doubt that they will no longer shew themselves ungrateful
for all that has so liberally

who

been granted to them, but will

shew his loyalty to his king,
by returning to that sf;ate of
discipline,
without which they cannot exobedience and
pect any longer to enjoy the confidence and good opinion
strive

and

shall

be

first

to

his love to his country,

of their country.

(Signed)

Charles Buckner,
Vice-Admiral of tbe White, and

Commander of His
ships

and

Majesty’s

vessels in the

Medway, and
the Nore.”

at the

River

Buoy

of
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Seamen and Marines of His Majestfs
Nore and at Sheerness*
Sheerness,

May

ships at the

24, 1797.

Pursuant to directions from the lords commissioners of
the Admiralty, which I

received this afternoon, I

am

again to call the attention of the seamen and marines on

board His Majesty's ships and vessels

and

to declare that I

am

Nore and

at the

made

Sheerness, to the gracious offer already

"to

them,

instructed and authorised by

their lordships to repeat the offer of a pardon,

which will

include all offences committed by the seamen and marines

during the disorders that have and do prevail, on condi-

And when

tion of their returning to their duty.

seamen and marines above mentioned

the

shall reflect that

they have pledged themselves to be perfectly

satisfied

with and abide by the determinations of their friends at

Portsmouth

;

who

sensible of the indulgence granted to

them, have returned with alacrity to their duty

now

in pursuit of the

;

and are

enemies of their King and country,

hoped that the seamen and marines at this port will
no longer shew themselves ungrateful for all that has been
so liberally granted, and which have so completely satisfied the companies of His Majesty’s ships composing the
Channel fleet; but on the contrary, that they will be
forward in following so laudable an example, and cheerit is

fully express their readiness to accept

gracious pardon,

now

offered to

His Majesty’s most

them a second time, and

to return to their duty like British seamen.

their lordships’

commands

And have

further to inform

you

also

that they

do not see the propriety or expediency of their holding a
board of Admiralty at Sheerness ; and that they do not

mean

to encourage a repetition of demands by any further

concession

;

also that it

now

rests with the

marines of His Majesty’s ships and

and at Sheerness, to decide whether

it

seamen and

vessels at the

may

Nore

not be for their
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and thereby avail them-

interest to return to their duty,

selves of His Majesty’s most gracious pardoUj rather than

expose themselves to those consequences which must
low from their continuance in a state of disobedience.*

fol-

Chaeles Buckivee.

(Signed)

Vice-Admiral of the White^ &c,’'

To the Lords Commissioners for exeeuting the Office of
Lord High Admiral of Great Britain and Ireland^

am commanded by

the delegates of the whole fleets
board His Majesty’s ship Sandon
assembled in council
wichj to inform your lordships that they have received
I

from Admiral Buckner, which informs them
was not your intention of coming to Sheerness*
The same has been communicated to His Majesty’s ships
and vessels lying here; and the determination of the
whole is, that they will not come to any accommodation

your

letter

that

it

until

you appear

at the

Nore and

redress our grievances*

Richard Parker,

(Signed)

President*

By

order of the committee of delegates of
the whole

fleet.

His Majesty’s ship Sandwich,

May

25, 1797.”

mOCLAMATlOISr.

Georoe R.
Whereas it has been represented unto us, that, notwithmade in our name and by our
authority, by our lords commissioners of our Admiralty,
of out gracious intentions to recommend to the cimsideration of parliament to augment the wages and allowances

standing the declarations
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fleet,

which our gracious

declarations have since been carried into

and
by an act of parliament and notwithstanding the
communication made by our right trusty and right wellbeloved cousin and counsellor Richard Earl Howe, Admiral
of our fleet, of our gracious intentions towards the seamen

intentions
effect

;

and marines of our fleet, for the pardon of the offences by
them committed, and our royal proclamation thereupon,
bearing date the 11th day of May instant; and notwithstanding the sentiments of duty and gratitude with which
the same were received by the seamen and marines of our
other squadrons, yet the crew^s on board certain of our
ships at the Nore, have not only since the full manifesta-

tion of all these our gracious intentions and declarations,

been guilty of divers acts of mutiny and disobedience of
orders, but have even proceeded to other acts of the

most heinous and treasonable nature, by
some of our ships, in order to compel them
their direction

firing

upon

to submit to

have threatened and taken measures for

;

stopping the commerce of the kingdom passing to and

from the port of London
force,

;

and have, by

terror of their

compelled two frigates to desist from executing a

particular service, which,

rected to perform.

We,

by our order, they were diit right to warn all our

thinking

seamen and marines on board the said ships, of the heinous
nature of the offences by them committed, and of the dangerous consequences thereof to the spirit and discipline of
the, British

navy, and to the welfare of their country, as

well as to their

and enjoin

on the

all

own

safety,

do hereby earnestly require

our said seamen and marines immediately

notification of this

our royal declaration, to return

to the regular discharge of their duty, as has already

been done by the crews of our other squadrons and fleets,
stationed at Portsmouth and Plymouth, and elsewhere.

And whereas we

are well assured that a great part
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of the seamen and marines on bojird the said ships at the
Nore, abhor and detest the criminal proceedings which
are

still

and are

persisted in on board the said shipsj

desirous to return to their duty.

“

Now we being

desirous to extend our gracious inten-

seamen and marines so serving
on board our said ships at the Nore, who may have returned or shall return upon the notification of this our
tions of pardon to all such

royal declaration, to the regular and ordinary discharge

of their duty, have authorised and do hereby authorise

and empower our said lords commissioners of our Adof them, to signify to all such

miralty, or any three

seamen and marines who may have been

guilty of

any of

the treasonable acts aforesaid, or of any mutiny, or dis-

obedience of orders, or neglect of duty, and
returned, or

who

shall

upon

who have
on board

notification hereof

the respective ships, return to the regular and ordinary
discharge of their duty, our royal intentions to grant all

such seamen and marines our most gracious pardon, and
to promise in our

who have

name

to all such

seamen and marines

so returned, or shall so return to the regular

and ordinary discharge of their duty, our most gracious
pardon accordingly. And we do hereby declare that all
such seamen and marines who shall have so returned, or
and to

shall so return to their duty,

whom

the lords

commissioners of our Admiralty, or any three of them,
shall so promise

our pardon,

shall receive the

same ac-

cordingly ; and shall be discharged and released from all
prosecutions, imprisonments, and penalties incurred

by

reason of any of the acts aforesaid, or by reason of any
act of mutiny or disobedience of orders, or any breach or

neglect of duty, previously committed by them or any of

them ; hereby declaring
seamen and marines who

at the

same time that

all

such

shall not take the benefit of this

our gracious pardon, shall from henceforth be considered
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as liable according to the nature of their offences, to such

punishment as the

of war and the law have

articles

provided for the same.

Given

at

our court at Saint James’s^

the twentj-seventh daj of May^
17975 in the thirty-seventh year of

our reign.

By His

Majesty’s

command,

Poutland.”
Order of the Lords of the Admiralty

to the

Commanders of

His Majesty's feet.
Whereas from the
seamen belonging

disposition lately

to several of

shewn by the

His Majesty’s

ships,

it is

become highly necessary that the strictest attention should
be paid by all officers in His Majesty’s naval service, not
only to their

own

who may be under

conduct, but to the conduct of those
their orders

;

the more effectually to

insure a proper subordination and .discipline, and to pre-

vent as tar as

your lordship

may be
is

all discontent

among

the seamen,

hereby directed to be particularly careful

to enforce, so far as the

same may depend on you, and to

give orders to the officers employed under your

command

to enforce all the regulations for the preservation of disci-

pline and

good order

in

His Majesty’s navy, which are at

present established for that purpose.

And you

are

more

especially to give the following directions, vix.

That the flag officers of the squadron under your
command do frequently muster the crews of the ships belonging to their respective divisions; that the captains and

commanders of the

ships and vessels of your squadron

never be absent themselves, nor allow any officers under
their orders to be absent from on board their respective
ships for twenty-four hours at one time, without our per-

von. vxn

hh

m
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That

all flag officers, captains,

and other

officers,

do

wear their respective uniforms, not only whilst they are
on board the ships to which they belong, but also when
they are on shore in, or near any sea-port town.
That the captains and commanders of His Majesty
ships and vessels do cause the articles of war to be read on
board their respective ships to the companies thereof, at
least once in every

month, agreeably to their instructions;

and ammunition belonging
to the marines be constantly kept in good order and fit for
immediate service, as well in harbour as at sea and that
that they also see that the arms

;

they are in future to be very careful to rate their ship’s

companies according to the merits of the men, in order
that those

who may

not be deserving thereof,

may

not re-

ceive the pay of able or ordinary seamen.

That particular attention be paid to the regulations
relating to the cutting up of fresh beef, that choice pieces
be never purposely selected for the officers from that which
is cut up for the ship’s companj' ; and that choice pieces of
salt

meat be never taken

vessel

from which

it

for the officers out of the tub or

may be

served to the ship’s com-

pany.

That

officers

spirits for their

do not select casks of the best wine or

own

use from those intended for the ship’s

company, nor exchange any wine or
for that

spirits

which has been sent on board

of their

own

for the use of the

ship.

That the captains and commanders of His Majesty’s
ships do strictly eiyoin the surgeons belonging to their re*

spective ships not to take out of the ships any part of the

medicines or necessaries intended for the use of the sick,
strictly to apply them to the purposes for which they
were sent on board.
That the captains and commanders of His Majesty’s

but
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be particularly attentive to the conduct of the men

sliips

under their commandj and that they be ready on the

first

appearance of mutiny, to use the most vigorous means
to suppress

it,

and

to bring the ringleaders to punish-

ment.
Giveriy ^c. 1st

of May

1797p

By the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High
Admiral of Great Britain^ Ireland^

Whereas His Majesty has been most

graciously

pleased to issue his royal proclamation, dated the 11th
instant,

and thereby

to declare that all such

marines on board any ships of the

fleet

seamen and

who may have

been guilty of any act of mutiny, or disobedience of orders^
or neglect of duty, and who have returned, or shall

upon

notification of such

His Majesty’s proclamation re-

turn to the regular and ordinary discharge of their duty,

be discharged and released from

shall

all prosecutions,

imprisonment, and penalties incurred by reason of any
act of mutin}!^ or disobedience of orders^ or any breach or

neglect of duty previously committed by them, or any of

them.

And whereas

it is

our intention that on no occasion

whom

hereafter the minds of seamen and marines to

the

benefit of the said proclamation has been extended, shall

be disquieted by any reproof or reproach in respect of all
or any such acts of mutiny, disobedience of orders, or
breach or neglect of duty as before mentioned but that a
;

total oblivion of such offences should as far as possible

obtain in consequence thereof ;
fit

we have

therefore thought

by these our orders, to signify such meaning and inten-

tion to the several flag officers, captains, commanders,

and

all their

subordinate officers in the

fleet

|

and they
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are hereby required

and directed

to conform to these our

orders and intentions accordingly.

Given under our handsj the

14tli

day of May^ 1797.

Spencer^

GaMBIEBj
Young.
To

the several flag officers^ captains^

and commanders of His

Majesi7/''s

feet.

By command

of their lordships,

Marsden.®'

By the King. —A
the mutinous

Proclamation for the suppression of
and treasonable proceedings of the Crews

of certain of our skips

at the

Nore.

George R.
« Whereas upon the representation of our lords commissioners of our Admiralty, respecting the proceedings

of the seamen and marines on board certain of our ships
at the

Nore, we were pleased

to

command our

said lords

commissioners of our Admiralty to signify to the said

seamen and marines our gracious intentions expressed in
our royal declaration, under our sign manual, bearing
date at St, James’s, the twenty-seventh day of May, instant

:

[Here

the proclamation recites verbatim that already

published signed

Portland.] And whereas our

right

trusty and right well beloved cousin

and counsellor George
John, ^larl Spencer, our trusty and well-beloved Charles
George, Lord Arden, of our kingdom of Ireland, and W.

Young, Esq. rear admiral of the white, being three of
the lords commissioners of our Admiralty, did cause our
gracious intentions, expressed in such our declaration, to

be

signified to the crews of our ships at the

Nore, and did

require such crews to return to their due obedience ac-
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it

has been represented to ns^ that

some of the crews of onr

said ships have been desirous of

cordingly

;

and whereas

returning to their obedience accordingly, but have been

prevented from so doing by violence

and other of our

;

the actual discharge of their dutyj have been

ships, in

upon, and attempts have been made to prevent some

fired

of our ships from proceeding, according to the orders of
their

commanders*

And whereas

such continued per-

severance in rebellious and treasonable attempts against

our crown and dignity, after repeated admonitions and
offers of

our gracious pardon, render

it

necessary for us

to call on all our loving subjects to be aiding and assisting
in repressing the same;

we have

thought

fit,

by the ad-

vice of our privy council to issue this our royal proclama-

and we do hereby strictly enjoin and command all
our admirals, generals, commanders, and officers, of our
forces by sea and land, and all magistrates whatsoever, and
tion

;

all others

stations

our loving subjects, that they, in their several

do use their utmost endeavours, according to law,
and treasonable proceedings,

to suppress all such mutinous

and

to use all

lawful means to bring the persons con-

cerned therein, their aiders and abettors, to justice.

we do hereby

strictly enjoin

and command

all

And

our loving

subjects whatsoever, not to give any aid, comfort, assistance,

or encouragement whatsoever, to any person or persons
concerned in any such mutinous or treasonable proceedings, as they will

answer the same at

their peril

;

and

also,

to the utmost of their power and according to law, to prevent all other persons from giving any such aid, assistance,

comfort, or encouragement.

Proclamation hy order of the
the increased

Pay

Duke of

York^ announcing

and other Admntages conferred on

the

Army.
Whereas, over and above the provision made, for clothing, for Chelsea-hospital, for lodgings, and for medical
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assistance; and, likewise, over

and other

of beer,

articles,

and above the allowance

provided in barracks and

quarters, and of bread provided at a reduced rate in camp,

the private soldier of infantry of the line,

serving at

home, heretofore received the pay of sixpence per day^
which, together with the sum of two-pence farthing per
day, granted to him by His Majesty’s warrant, for esta-

Hishiog and consolidating certain other allowances lately
given him, amounts to the sum of eight-pence farthing;
TIis

Majesty having been graciously pleased to take the

same

into consideration,

is

pleased to direct, that, under

the following regulations, there shall, from the 25th of
this present

month of May, be paid

to each private sol-

dier of infantry, in addition to the said

sum of eighteen-

pence farthing, the farther sum of three-pence three-farthings, making, in the whole, the

Out of

daily.

this

the extra price of bread and meat,
lic,

sum of one

advance of pay, the soldier

now

is

shilling

to

pay

paid by the pub-

which at present amounts, upon an average, to the

sum of one penny

daily

three-farthings

;

so that the nett

increase in future, to each soldier, will be two-pence per

diem.

With

respect to the disbursement of this shilling per

day, His Majesty has been pleased to order that a

exceeding four

shillings

sum not

per week shall be applied toward

the expense of the soldier’s mess (including vegetables,
&c.) unless he himself shall choose to appropriate a farther part of

hh pay

to that purpose.

That a sum not exceeding one
a week
for,

shilling

shall be retained for necessaries, to

as usual, monthly.

amounting

to

and sixpence
be accounted

That the remainder of

his pay,

one shilling and sixpence per week shall be

paid to the soldier, subject to the accustomed deduction

and articles for cleaning his clothes and apand His Majesty, out of his royal bounty^ is
farther pleased to order and direct for4he benefit of the
for washing,

pointments

;
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shall receive the

sum of

five-

pence farthing per week, being the diflerence between the
allowance and value of bread and beer in quarters or
barracks, and the ordinary (increased) supply of bread in

camp

;

that if meat, of the quality proper to be provided

for him, should exceed the price of sixpence per

pound,

or bread, of the household quality, the price of one penny
halfpenny per pound, such extra price shall be allowed by

the public, upon a quantity not exceeding three quarters

of a pound of meat, and one pound of bread per day for

each man.

That when any soldier

bation of his commanding

officer,

shall,

with the appro-

provide himself with

lodgings, and the several articles of small beer, &c. to

which

his billet

same allowance

would

him, he shall receive the

entitle

as the publican

would have been

entitled

to under such billet.

“ His Majesty is farther pleased to order, that the pay
and allowances to a drummer shall be daily thirteen-pence
ferthing

;

pay and allowances

that the

to a corporal shall

be daily fourteen-pence farthing ; that the pay and allowances to a Serjeant shall be daily eighteen-pence three
farthings.

“ His Majesty

is

farther pleased to order, that the pay

and allowances of the

invalids shall

be daily,— to a private

eleven-pence farthing; to a drummer thirteen-pence farthing ; to a corporal thirteen-pence three farthings ; to a
seijeant eighteen-pence farthing

;

and that the

serjeants,

and

fencible
drummers, and private men
infantry shall be placed on the same footing respectively
as those of the line. His Majesty is farther pleased to
order, that the like nett addition of two-pence per diem

of the militia

shall

be made to

all

his soldiers serving out of

Great

Britain.

« Field-marshal the Duke of York

is

happy to announce

the King’s gracious intentions towards the whole ©f his

army.
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His Royal Higliness

rests assured that these

new inMa-

stances of the liberality of Parliament, and of His
jesty’s paternal care,

will rivet

that affection for their

King and country which has ever been
tish soldiers

;

the pride of Bri-

and that a continuance in steady discipline

and honourable conduct

will merit those gracious favours

that have been repeatedly shewn them.

On

Royal Highness cannot but add

this occasion bis

that however incredible
exist a wretch,

may appear

it

so lost to

that there should

honour and humanity as to

league with the enemy, and to aim at the utter ruin of his
country, yet there are certainly

who have

many

desperate persons

persevered in methodising treachery and sedi-

and who, under specious and delusive pretences^
taking the advantage of unguarded moments, have ention

;

deavoured

to seduce soldiers

them accomplices
which

is

from their duty, and render

in their treasons, the direct object of

universal confusion and rapine, and the over-

throw of that happy system of religion and government
secured to us by the blood of our ancestors and which
for so many ages has rendered Britain the admiration and
;

envy of the world

!

His Royal Ilighness

is

convinced that the love and

attachment of the soldier to his king and country, are
firm and unshaken; and, that, holding in abhorrence all

base and scandalous attempts to shake his loyalty and true
affection, every

the instigator

good soldier

will repel, with indignation,

of such wickedness, and glory in the op-

portunity of exposing them to the exemplary justice of
their insulted country.

By command
Duke of York.

of field-marshal his Royal Highness the

William Fawcett,
Adjutant- General. ”
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I.ONDON GAZETTE EXTRAORBINARY,
Wednesday, June'!,

At

Court

ike

present^ the

at the

Queen’s House^

King s Most

Whereas, bj an

June

6,

ITSTj

Excellent Majesty in Council*

act passed in the present session of

parliament, intituled,

An

more

act for

effectually re-

straining intercourse with the crews of certain of His
jesty’s ships,

for the

more

bellion,”

now

in

a state of mutiny and rebellion, and

effectual suppression of such

it is

Ma-

enacted,

That

commissioners for executing the

it

mutiny and re-

shall be lawful for the

office

of lord high -admiral,

or any three or more of them, being thereto authorized by

order of His Majesty in council, to declare the crew of

who have been guilty of acts of
mutiny and rebellion, and who still persist therein, and
also the crew of any other of His Majesty’s ships, who
any of Majesty’s

ships,

shall be guilty of

any of the

of mutiny and rebellion

warn
all

all

His Majesty’s

;

like offences, to be in a state

and, by such declaration, to

faithful

subjects to abstain from

communication or intercourse with the crews of the said

ships.

And

it is

farther enacted, that

it

shall

for the said commissioners, or any three or

be lawful

more of them,

in such manners as his Majesty shall authorize and require,
to accept the submission of the crew of any ship which
shall

have been so declared to be

in

a state of mutiny and

rebellion, or of any person or persons, part of such crew,

or of any person or persons on board of any such ships, or
to declare any such person or persons to have returned to
their duty,

and thereupon to declare the person or per-

sons whose submission shall be so accepted, or

who

shall

so declared to have returned to their duty, to be ex-

be
empted and relieved from

all

or any of the penalties and

forfeitures in the said act contained, in such

manner, and
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under
think

socii
fit.

terms and

restrictioiiSj as

And whereas

His Majesty

sliali

the said lords commissioners have

represented to His Majesty, that

it

appears to them that

the crews of the ships hereinafter-mentioned, that

is

to say,

Monmouth,
Belliqueux, Standard, Lion, Nassau, Repulse, Grampus,

the Sandwich, Montagu, Director, Inflexible,

Proserpine, Brilliant,

Iris,

Champion, Comet, Tysiphone,

Pylades, Swan, and Inspector have been guilty of acts of

mutiny and rebellion, particularly by taking the command
of the said ships from His Majesty’s

officers,

by combining

and navigation of the port of London, and by other acts of the most heinous nature ; and
that some of such crews had actually fired on divers of
to obstruct the trade

and that all the said crews still per*
His Majesty
sisted in such their mutiny and rebellion.
in pursuance of the powers vested in him by the above
His Majesty’s

ships,

recited act,

hereby pleased, by and with the advice of

is

privy council, to authorise, and by this his order in council

doth authorise the said commissioners for executing the
office

of lord high-admiral, or any three or more of them,

to declare the crews of the said ships to be in a state of

mutiny and rebellion, and to warn
ful subjects to abstain

from

all

all

His Majesty’s

faith-

communication or inter-

course with the crews of the said ships, in the manner directed by the said act.

And His Majesty

is

hereby further pleased, with the

and require the said commore of them, to accept the
submission of the crew of any of the said ships, or of
any person or persons, part of such crew, or of any
person or persons on board of any of the said ships, or to
declare any such person or persons to have returned to
their duty; and thereupon to declare the persons or
person, whose submission shall be so accepted, or who
shall be declared to have returned to their duty, to be
exempted and relieved from all or any of the penalties
advice aforesaid, to authorize
missioners, or any three or
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and forfeitures in the said act contained, in such manner
and under such terms and restrictions as His Majesty
shall think

fit.

W,

Fawk-enbii.”

Bj/ the Commissioners for executing the

High Admiral of Great

By

Office

Britain and Ireland^

of Lord
(L. S.)

virtue of an, order of His Majesty in council, bear-

ing date the 6th day of J une instant, and in pursuance of
the provisions of an act passed in the present session of
parliament, entitled
straining

An

act for

more

effectuallj re-

intercourse with the crews of certain of His

Majesty’s ships

now

in a state of mutiriy and rebellion,

and for the more effectual suppression of such mutiny
and rebellion,” we do hereby declare, that the crews of
His Majesty’s ships hereinafter mentioned, that is to say,
the Sandwich, Montagu, Director, Inflexible, Monmouth,
Belliqueux, Standard, Lion, Nassau, Repulse, Grampus,
Proserpine, Brilliant,

Iris,

Champion, Comet, Tysiphoiie,

Pylades, Swan, and Inspector having been guilty of acts

of mutiny and rebellion, and persisting therein, are, and
are to be deemed and taken to be, in a state of mutiny

and

And in further pursuance of the provisions
act, we do hereby 'warn all His Majesty’s

rebellion.

of the said

faithful subjects to abstain

from

all

communication and

intercourse with the crews of the said ships.

And we do

hereby notify that by virtue of the said act, any person
who shall wilfully and advisedly have any communication
or intercourse, whether personally or by

letter,

message,

OF otherwise, with the crew of any of the said ships, or

with any person^or persons being part of such crew, or
with any person

who

any of the said

ships, will

shall after this

judged guilty of felony, and

day remain on board

on conviction thereof be adsuffer death.

And

also that

any person who shall wilfully and advisedly in any manner
supply and comfort or assist such crew, or any part thereof,
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or any person remaining on board any of

tlie

said ships

on conviction thereof be adjudged
guilty of felony, and suffer death.
And also that from
and after this day all wages and other allowances payable
after this day, will

to the crews of tlie said ships will cease and determine^
and be no longer payable; and that they will respectively
from thenceforth forfeit and lose all wages, and other al-

doe to them
and advantages to which
they might otherwise be entitled from Greenwich Hospital or the chest at Chatham and all other benefits and
lowances,

and

respectively,

all

and

shares of prizes then

all

benefits

advantages whatsoever to which they might otherwise

be

entitled, in

consequence of their having served as

seamen or marines on board His Majesty’s ships and
that all persons voluntarily remaining on board any of
the said ships, after having had knowledge of this declaration, will on conviction thereof be adjudged guilty of
;

piracy and felony, and will suffer death.

And whereas

the penalties of the said act do not

extend to such communication or intercourse with the said
crews as

may be

carried

on by our order or authority, or

by the order and authority of such person or persons as
may be authorised by us to grant permission, and give directions in that behalf,

we do hereby notify,

authorised Charles Buckner,

that

we have

Esq. vice-admiral of the

and
the Nore^

white, and coramander-in-chief of His Majesty’s ships
vessels in the river

Medway, and

at the

Buoy

at

to hold communication or intercourse with the said crews,

and to grant permission, and give directions in that behalft
And we do further notify and declare, that we are authorized by His Majesty, in pursuance of the said act, to accept the submission of the crew of any of the said ships,

or of any person or persons on board of any such ships,
and to declare any such person or persons to havexeturned
to their duty,

and thereupon to declare the person or per-

sons whose submission shall be so accepted, or

who

shall

;
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be so declared to have retiired to their duty^ to be exempted and relieved from all or any of the penalties and
forfeitures in the said act.

Given under our hands and

the Seal of

the Office of Admiralty, this 7th day

of June, 1797.
“ Spenceii,

Ph. Stephens,

Aeden,
Cha.

J.

Gambier,

W. Young,

Pybus,

S.

H. Seymour,

By command

of their lordships,

Evan

Nei^ean.’^

Co'py of the Rules and Orders obserDed by the Sailors

during the Mutiny.

RULES AND ORDERS.
1.

Every ship

shall diligently

and every man found below

in his

keep a quarter watch
watch shall be severely

punished.

Every ship

2.

shall give three cheers

morning and

evening.

No woman

S,

shall

be permitted to go on shore from

any ship ; but as many may come in as please.
“ 4. Any person attempting to bring liquor into the
ship, or

any person found drunk,

shall

be severely pu-

nished.

The

5.

orders

;

greatest attention to be paid to the officers^

any person

failing in the respect

due to them, or

neglecting their duty, shall be severely punished.

Every seaman and marine

6.

fidelity,

7.

shall take

not only to themselves but to the

No

ship shall

lift

their anchors to proceed from

this port, until the desires of the fleet
8.
till all

That there be no

be

satisfied,

liberty given from ship to ship

are settled.

No private letters to

an oath of

fleet in general.

be sent on shoreJ’
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Tlie following were

tlie

supplies granted for the service

of the navj during the year 1798

NOVEMBER
That 110,000

Ksearaeii

;

1797.

16,

be emplojed, including

20,000 marines

For wages for
For materials
For %vear and

^^2,645. 500

0

for ditto

2,7 17,000

0

tear of ships

4,290,000

0

357,500

0

0

1,200,000

0

0

689,858 19

T

639,530

0

0

910,000

0

0

.£13,449,388 19

7

ditto

For oidnaiice sea service
For the expense of the tiansport
the

mamtcnance of

service,

and

for

prisoneis of war in heallli

NOVEMBER

0
0

20.

For the ordinary of the navy, including half pay
to sea

and marine

For building and

officers

•

repaiiiiigof ships

and other extra

woiks

APRIL

24, 1798.

That 10,000 additional seamen be employed.
Tile

sum

for

maintaining them, including ordnance

for sea sei vice

Total supplies voted for the navy.

The

resolution which

month of

was passed

. ,

in Parliaraent, in the

April, 1798, for an augmentation to the naval

was followed by a motion of
Mr. Pitt for suspending the protection granted by the
crown to watermen^ masters who had apprentices on
board, &c. The protections were to be suspended for
one month in the coal trade, and for five months in the
other trades. After some conversation and slight opposi*
tion leave being given, the bill was prepared^ and brought
into the House of Commons, where it passed through the
usual stages in the course of the same evening, and was
afterwards, being carried through the House of JLords^

force of ten thousand meoj

passed into a law.

;
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this year, the

French govern-'

England by a threat of invasion

but while troops were assembling on the northern shores
of France opposite to the coasts of England, apparently
for the purpose of putting this threat into execution, a

more serious and secret expedition was fitted out for
Egypt; which sailed from Toulon, under the command of
Bonaparte, on the SOth of May.

It consisted of thirteen

ships of the line, of which one carried one hundred and

twenty guns, three eighty, and nine seventy-four, seven
frigates of forty

guns each, besides smaller

in all forty-four sail; the transports

vessels, making
amounted to nearly

two hundred, carrying about twenty thousand regular
number of horses and artillery, and immense quantities of provisions and military

troops, with a proportionate

stores.

The French

appeared off the Island of Malta on

fleef

the 9th of June; and this island, though well garrisoned

and

in its fortifications almost impregnable,

show of

was given up

From

by the Knights,

after

this capture the

French derived very great advantages, as

a

spiritless

defence.

they obtained two ships of war, four gallies, and one

an immense quantity of military

frigate, besides

stores,

and one thousand two hundred pieces of cannon.
Leavings sufficient force to guard this important acquisition, Bonaparte sailed from hence on the SOth of June,

and reached his ultimate destination, the coast of Egypt,
on the 1st day of July, The precise object of this expedition has never

been

satisfactorily ascertained; but

it is

highly probable that the French government had several
objects in view

;

itself; secondly,

the Turks

;

and

in the first place, the possession of

by obtaining
lastly,

it,

Egypt

the means of intimidating

the pi'oject of threatening,

if

not

of invading, our East India possessipns.
Earl

St. Vincent,

who was employed

in

watering the

Spaniards on the western coast of Europe, having been
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apprized of the motions of the French

fleet ia Toiilon,

dispatched Rear-xidmirai Nelson, with the Vanguard of
seventy-four guns, the flag ship; the Orion and Alexander
also of seventy-four guns eacli,
the 9th of

May, when they

and two

4th of June, Admiral Nelson was employed

On

search of the enemy.

in cruizing in

the latter day he wms joined

Muiine, Captain Hardy; from

the

by^

From

frigates.

sailed from Gibraltar, to the

whom

he learnt

that Captain Towbridge had been detached, with ten sail

of the line and a

gun

fifty

ship, to reinforce him.

This

reinforcement had been prepared and victualled by Lord

St

Vincent, to be detached into the Mediterranean

soon as a reinforcement from the Channel

command

of Admiral Curtis, should join

and thereby

;

enable him to spare such a detachment, and

as

under the

fleet,

still

maintain

the blockade of Cadiz.

The

expected squadron from the Channel

fleet

sooner announced to be in sight, than Lord

made

Vincent

the signal for the others to weigh and proceed

under the command of Captain Trowbridge.
soon

St.

was no

all

under

sail,

and actually steering

They were

for the

Medi-

terranean and out of sight, before the Channel squadron

had anchored.

On

the 8th of June the reinforcement joined Admiral

Nelson

;

but no instructions whatever were brought him

how he was

to steer, nor

was any information given him

respecting the destination of the enemy.

The

first

thing

was to arrange his fleet in an established order of battle : two divisions were formed his
own ship was placed in the centre of the van, and the

that the admiral did

;

Orion, Captain Sir James Saumarez, in a similar station
in the rear; the Culloden

was ordered

to lead the line,

on

the starboard tack, and the Bellerophon, Captain Darby,
to lead on the larboard tack,

Admiral Nelson, knowing that the enemy had sailed
with a fresh wind from the north-west, concluded they

1
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This determined him

to steer for the Island of Corsica; but there he could

procure no information respecting them

proceeded to Naples

;

where

had been seen

from Corsica he

From Naples he

learning the course of the enemy.
for Sicily,

:

but here also he was unsuccessful in

at last

sailed

he learnt that the French

off Malta.

To

course, under a press of sail

;

this island

fleet

he directed his

but on his arrival he was

informed that they had departed thence a few days before,

and steered

Admiral Nelson na-

to the south-eastward.

turally concluded that they

were bound

consequently steered directly thither
off Alexandria,

;

for

Egypt

but on

;

and

his arrival

he had the mortification to find that not a

had made its appearance there.
As Admiral Nelson was still of opinion that

single ship

the French

must be up the Mediterranean, he proceeded to the Island
of Rhodes; but they not having been seen or heard of
there,

he resolved to retrace

his course to Sicily.

Accord-

Bay of Syracuse; here, by great
completed their wood and water in a

ingly he entered the
exertions, the fleet

few days, and taking on board a considerable stock of live
cattle,

they proceeded again to the eastward in quest of

the enemy.

When

they were off the south coast of the Morea,

Captain Trowbridge,
purpose

who had been

of procuring

intelligence,

despatched for the
learned

from

Turkish governor of Coron that the enemy had been

the
off

Candia a month before, and had gone towards Alexandria.
this place Admiral Nelson therefore determined to

To

proceed with

all possible

despatch

;

but the sailing of the

was rather retarded by the Culloden,
who had a small vessel laden wth wine in tow.
On the 1st of August the Pharos, a light-house off
Alexandria, was descried by the fleet, who were steering
directly towards it ; and as they approached discovered a
wood of masts in the harbour. The Alexander and Leanrest of the ships

rou

Tii*

1
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der^

which were about two leagues

made the

sigaal

had discovered ships of war to the eastwards

that they

The

alieadj

admiral,

who

with the rest of his squadron was in

close order of sailing, immediately altered his course ac-

made the

cordingly, and

out

At

this time the

signal to recal those on the look

Culloden was about two leagues to

the eastward of the admiral.

who had

The Alexander and Leanderi

run in nearer Alexandria,

were obliged in conse-

quence of the admiral’s signal, to haul more to the wind^
round the point off Aboukir:

in order to

sailing with a free

threw them

this

considerably behind the main body of the

fleet,

which

wind reached the point about

five

o’clock.

As soon

as the admiral

had got the bay

fairly

hauled up on the larboard tack under an easy
that he might view

enemy, and partly

more accurately

open, he

sail,

partly

the situation of the

in order to afford time for his

squadron to close; the Culloden being

still

own

about two

leagues distant on the north-west; the Alexander and

Leander were

The
line,

fleet

still

further distant on the west-south-west

of the enemy, consisting of thirteen sail of the

were but a few miles

south,

and anchored

off,

bearing from south-west to

in aline extending nearly north-w^est

and south-east. The admiral’s flag was discovered flying
on board a three deck ship in the centre, and four frigates
with several gun vessels dispersed inside towards the van

and rear.
Admiral Nelson, with that promptitude of decision
which is the characteristic of a great mind, and for which
he was eminently distinguished, immediately formed his
plan of attack.

He gave

orders to prepare to anchor

the stern, and wore with the whole squadron together
signal.

By

this

by
by

manceuvre the situation of the squadron

was ^t once changed, by giving the van

to those

who

were, while their heads were towards the sea, dropping
astern to join their situation in the rear, in the order of
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up toward

van of

tlie

the enerajj making the signal to form the line of battle

ahead as most convenient

;

that

is,

for each ship to fail in

as their situation best suited, without paying regard to the
established order of battle.

The

admiral, as the ships were drawing into order of

made

the signal to attack the enemy’s van and
and soon afterwards added the signal for a close
engagement, which w’^as kept flying throughout the whole
battle,

centre;

of

it.

In the course of the day the wind had blown between
the north-west and north-north-west
sail

breeze

;

near a close,

and though
it still

— a fresh top-gallant-

moderated as the day drew

it

swelled out the lighter

sails.

Before the Goliah, which was the leading

approached within a mile of the enemy’s van

began a brisk cannonade with

their starboard guns

same time the

batteries from the shore

opened their

fire.

derably

;

it,

ship,

had

ships, they
:

at the

and the gun vessels

This galled the British ships consi-

however, only rendered them more anxious

to get into close engagement with the enemy.

The

situa-

and the shallowness of the water
around them gave them many advantages; but not so
many as they anticipated ; for by anchoring so near the
shore they seem to have considered it absolutely impossible for the British ships to have got round them. Captain

tion of their anchorage,

Foley, however, in the Goliah, was resolved
to pass

if possible

round the bow of the enemy’s van, and inside of
though no signal was made to direct such a

their line,

manceuvre.

Accordingly keeping his ship under

venient working

and as near

all

con-

to the edge of the

bank
would permit, and» passing
ahead of the enemy’s van ship, Le Guerrier, he poured
sail,

as the depth of the water

into her a most destructive fire

shortened

sail

;

then bearing round up,

and anchored by the stem,

second of the enemy’s

line,

Le Conquerant.

112

inside of the

m
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The example of the Goliali was followed by four othera
which composed the British van. The Zealous first hh
low^ed in the tracts but not so far as the Goliah, having

dropped her anchor astern, so as

on the

bow

inside

of

to preserve

Le Guerrier.

her situation

The Orion next

fol*

lowed, and passing to windward of the Zealous, and

round her, playing her larboard guns against Le Guer«
rier, continued in a south-east course, and passed the
inside of the Goliali.

the

In

this situation

being annoyed by

of a frigate, she brought her starboard guns to

fire

bear upon her, and sent her to the bottom.

round towards the enemy’s

line,

between the third and fourth ships from

swung round

Then hauling

she dropped her anchor
their van,

abreast of the Aquilon, which ship

and

made no

attempts to prevent her from taking up this position.

The Theseus which followed
the Zealous and

Le

the Orion passed between

Guerrier, and so close to the latter

as only not to get entangled with her ;

of her

bow poured

in a broadside,

and when abreast

which brought down

the main and mizen masts, the foremast having been carried

away

before.

Thus

in the short space of fifteen

minutes the van ship of the enemy was reduced to a mere
wreck.

The broadside which

did this damage was fired

was setting. After this the Theseus passed
on the outside of the Goliah, and dropped her stern
anchor ahead of her, and thus was placed inside of the
third ship of the enemy, Le Spartiate. The Audacious
followed next, and passing between Le Guerrier and Le

just as the sun

Conquerant poured a destructive
breeze at

this

fire into

them.

The

time slackening, the ships in the rear of the

British squadron

were not able

to close as quickly as they

wished.

The Yanguard

followed the Audacious, but did not

pass the Hue of the enemy; but was anchored by the
stern

on the

van,

Le

outside,

and

close to the third ship from the

Spartiate; her followers passed on ahead, an-
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choring by the stem as they came up, on the outside as

Thus the Minotaur, DefencCj and

the admiral had done.

Swiftsure took up their positions abreast of the fourth,
fifth,

and sixth ships from the van

the Bellerophon was

left to

;

by

this

arrangement

attack the French admiral’s

The

ship L’Orient, a three decker.

diflFerence of force

between these two ships by estimating the weight of ball
fired from one broadside of each was above seven to three,

and the weight of

from the lower deck of the French

ball

ship exceeded that from the whole broadside of the Bel-

The stern anchor of this ship was dropped on
the outside bow of her opponent. By this time the day
was so much closed as to render it difficult to observe
lerophon.

the movements and operations of the hostile squadrons.

Under these circumstances the

Majestic,

who

the Bellerophon, had to grope for an antagonist

;

followed
in doing

which her gib-boom entered the rigging of the enemy’s
ships astern of the admiral, and while thus entangled she

was severely handled.

The Culloden, in the mean time having been detained
by the towing of the wine vessel, had not been so fortunate as the other ships in getting into battle, and before

the close of the day she run ashore on a shoal

;

but

it

was

some consolation that this accident served as a beacon to
induce the two ships, the Alexander and the Leander,
then to the westward of her, to haul more out than they
otherwise would have done.

The former of

these having

got round the end of the shoal, steered under

all sail for

the centre of the enemy, and anchored inside of the

French admiral’s ship

:

soon afterwards the Leander ran

in under the stern of the fifth ship.

Having thus described the manner in which the ships of
the British fleet went into action, we shall give the re**
maining narrative in the words jof Mr. Southey, in his life
of Nelson.

The two

first

ships of the French line

had beep

dis'*

;
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masted within a quarter of an hour after the commencement of the action; and the others had in that time
sufiered so severely,

The

third,

was already

certain*

were taken possession of

and

eight.

Meantime Nelson received a severe

at liaif'past

wound on

that victory

fourth,

fifth,

the head from a piece of langridge shot.

tain Berry caught

him

in his

arms as he was

Cap-

The

falling.

great effusion of blood occasioned an apprehension that

the

wound was mortal: Nelson himself thought

so;

a

large flap of the skin of the forehead, cut from the bone,

had
was

fallen over

one eye

in total darkness.

surgeon

;

and the other being blind, he

When

he was carried down, the

— in the midst of a scene scarcely

by those who have never seen a cockpit
and the heriosm which is diplayed amid

to be conceived

in time of action,
its

horrors,

—with

a natural and pardonable eagerness, quitted the poor fellow then under his hands, that he might instantly attend

No !”

the admiral.

with

my

wound

brave

to be

viously

said Nelson,

fellows.’’

examined

till

1 will take

wounded was properly attended

lieving that the %vound
to die, as he

my

turn

Nor would he suffer his own
every man, who had been preFully be-

to.

was mortal, and that he

had ever desired,

in battle

was about

and in victory,

he called the chaplain, and desired him to deliver what
he supposed to be his dying remembrance to Lady Nel- ^
son he then sent for Captain Louis from on board the
Minotaur, that he might thank him personally for the
great assistance which he had rendered to the vanguard
:

and ever mindful of those who deserved
appointed Captain Hardy from the brig
of his

own

ship,

When

time to examine his wound,

the surgeon

(for it

was

command
home with

to the

Captain Berry having to go

the news of the victory^

Mm to let

to be his friends,

came

in

due

in vain to entreat

be examined sooner,) the most anxious si; and the joy of the wounded men, and of
Iho wjMiie creWyV^hen they heard that^ the hurt was merely
it

lence prevailed
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gave Nelson deeper pleasure than

superficial,

pected assurance that his

life

surgeon requested, and, as

was

far as

in

tlie

unex-

no danger.

The

he could, ordered him

to remain quiet; but Nelson could not

rest.

He

called

for his secretary, Mr. Campbell, to write the dispatches.

Campbell had himself been wounded; and was

so affected

at the blind and sufiering state of the admiral, that he

was unable
but,

The

to write.

before he came,

chaplain was then sent for

Nelson,

;

with his characteristic

eagerness, took the pen, and contrived to trace a few

words, marking his devout sense of the success which had

He was now

already been obtained.

alone;

left

when

suddenly a cry was heard on the deck, that the Orient

was on

fire.

assisted

and unnoticed

In the confusion, he found his way up, un*
;

and, to the astonishment of every

one, appeared on the quarter-deck, where he immediately

gave orders that boats should be sent to the

of the

relief

enemy.
It

was soon

.

after nine that the fire of the Orient

Brueys was dead: he had received three

broke out.

wounds, yet would not leave his post

He

almost in two.

to be left to die upon deck.

a fourth cut him

The

flames soon mastered

had just been painted and the oiland paint buckets were lying on the poop. By the

his ship.
jars,

Her

;

desired not to be carried below, but

sides

;

prodigious light of this conflagration, the situation of the

two

fleets

could

now be

perceived, the colours of both

being clearly distinguishable.

blew up.

silence not less awful

both sides

About ten

o’clock the ship

This tremendous explosion was followed by a

;

:

and the

the firing immediately ceased on
first

sound which broke the

was the dash of her shattered masts and

silence,

yards, falling

had
upon record, that a battle between
two armies was once broken off by an earthquake
such

into the water from the vast height to which they

been exploded.

It is

:

an event would be

felt like

—

a miracle; but no incident in
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war produced by human means, has ever equalled the suband all its circum-

limity of this constantaneous pause,
stances.

About seventy of
the English boats.

the Orient’s crew were saved by

Among

the

many hundreds who

Commodore, Casa-Bianca, and his
son, a brave boy, only ten years old.
They ’were seen
floating on the v/reck of a mast when the ship blew up.
She had money on board to the amount of six hundred

perished, were the

A

thousand pounds sterling.

port

the main-royal of the Alexander

sioned was

fire

from her

the fire which

:

speedily extinguished.

fell into

occa-

it

Captain Ball had

provided, as far as

human

any such danger.

All the shrouds and sails of his ship,

foresight could provide, against

which were not absolutely necessary for its immediate
management, were thoroughly wetted, and so rolled up,
that thej^ were as hard and as little inflammable as so many
solid cylinders.

The

firing

recommenced with the ships

the centre, and continued

t

o leeward of

At day-break,
the Guillaume Tell, and the Genereox, the two rear
ships of the enemy, were the only French ships of the line
which had iheir colours flying: they cut their cables in the
till

about three.

forenoon, not having been engaged, and stood out to sea,
frigates with them.
The Zealous pursued but
was no other ship in a condition to support Captain Hood, he was recalled.
It was generally believed by
the officers, that if Nelson had not been wounded, not one

and two

;

as there

of these ships could have escaped: the four certainly

could not,

if

the Culloden had got into action

frigates belonging to the

one of the enemy’s

These four

:

and

if

the

squadron had been present, not

fleet

would have

however, were

left

Abouldr Bay.

had escaped,
and the victory was the most complete and glorious in the
vessels,

annals of naval history.

not a

name

all that

Victory,” said Nelson,

strong enough for such a scene

he called

is
it
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nine were taken

of the four frigates, one burnt, another

:

British loss in killed

and wounded amounted

to eight hundred and ninety-five.

Westcott was the only

The

sunk.

captain

Three thousand one hundred and

who fell.

five

of the French, including the wounded, were sent on shore

by cartel ; and

thousand two hundred and twenty-five

five

perished.

As soon

as the conquest

orders through the

fleet, to

was completed, Nelson

sent

return thanksgiving in every

God had blessed
Rosetta, who with

ship for the victory with which Almighty

His Majesty’s arms.

The French

at

miserable fear beheld the engagement, were at a loss to

understand the

ance

of the fleet during the perform-

stillness

solemn duty

of this

but

;

it

the prisoners, officers as well as

godless as the

men

seemed to

men

:

when

many of

and graceless and

were, some of them remarked, that

was no wonder such order was preserved
navy,

affect

the minds of our

men

it

in the British

could be impressed with

such sentiments after so great a victory, and at a moment
of such confusion.

—The

French at Rosetta seeing

their

Bay unmolested, endeavoured

four ships sail out of the

to

persuade themselves that they were in possession of the

But

place of battle.
against their

own

themselves

and even

this,

:

secret

it

w^as

if

coast,

to deceive

they could have succeeded in

the bonfires which the

whole

in vain thus to attempt,

and certain conviction,

Arabs kindled along the

and over the country,

for three following

Thousands

nights, would soon have undeceived them.

of Arabs and Egyptians lined the shore, and covered the
house tops during the action, rejoicing in the destruction

which had overtaken

their

invaders.

Long

after the

battle, innumerable bodies were seen floating about the

bay, in spite of

all

the exertions which were

made

to sink

them, as well from fear of pestilence, as from the loathing and horror which the sight occasioned.

The

shore

m
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an extent of four leagues, was covered witli wreck
and the Arabs found employment for many days in burnfor

ing on the beach the fragments which were cast up, for the

Part of the Orienfs main-mast was

sake of the iron.
picked up by

Captain Hallowell ordered

the Swiftsure.

his carpenter to

make a

coffin

of

it

;

the iron as well as

taken from the wreck of the same ship

wood was

finished as well and handsomely as the

:

it

workman’s

was
skill

and materials would permit ; and Hallowell then sent it
Sir, I have
taken the liberty of presenting you a coffin made from the
to the admiral with the following letter.—

main-mast of I’Orient, that when you have finished your

you may be buried in one
But that that period may be far distant,
is the earnest wish of your sincere friend, Benjamin HallowelL’’ An otrering so strange, and yet so suited to the
occasion, was received by Nelson in the spirit with which
As if he felt it good for him, now that he
it was sent.
military career in this world,

of your trophies.

—

was at the summit of

his wishes, to

he ordered the

eyes,

coffin to

Such a piece of

cabin.

suitable to his

own

furniture,

feelings,

have death before his

be placed upright in his
however, was more

than to those of his guests

and attendants ; and an old favorite servant entreated him
be removed, that at length he consented to have the coffin carried below : but he gave strict
so earnestly to let

orders that

it

it

should be safely stowed, and reserved for

the purpose for which

designed

victory

it

Had he

brave and worthy donor had

it.

The
pursue

its

as he

was complete; but Nelson could not
would have done, for want of means.

been provided with small

craft,

nothing could

have prevented the destruction of the store ships and
transports in the port of Alexandria

would

at that time have burnt the

Were

I to die this

four

bomb

vessels

whole in a few hours.
moment,” said he in his despatches

;;
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want of frigates would be found
No words of mine can express

to the Admiralty^

stamped on my heart!
what I have suffered^
fering

and am suffering, for want of
had also to bear up against great bodily suf-

He

them/’

the blow had so shaken his head, that from

:

its

constant and violent aching, and the perpetual sickness

which accompanied the pain, he could scarcely persuade

Had

himself that the skull was not fractured.

not

it

been for Trowbridge, Ball, Hood, and Hallowell, he declared that he should have sunk under the fatigue of refitting the

but these
sufferings

All,” he said,

squadron.
officers

were

his supporters.”

it

But, amidst his

and exertions, Nelson could yet think of

the consequences of his victory

from

had done well

might be

lost,

;

he despatched an

to India, with letters to the governor of

officer

over land

Bombay, inform-

ing him of the arrival of the French in Egypt, the
destruction of their

fleet,

He knew

this formidable sirmament.

he

said,

was

it

on the part of

that

Bombay,”

their first object, if they could get there

but he trusted that Almighty

Egypt these

total

and the consequent preserva-

any attempt against

tion of India from

all

and that no advantage

pests of the

God would

human

race.

overthrow in

Bonaparte had

never yet had to contend with an English

officer,

and he

would endeavour to make him respect us.” This dispatch
he sent upon his own responsibility, with letters of credit
upon the fest India company, addressed to the British
consuls, vice-consuls, and merchants on his route; Nelson saying,

that

he had done wrong, he hoped the

if

and he would repay the company r
it had

bills

would be

for,

as an Englishman, he should be proud that

been

The

in his

paid,

power to put our settlements on

their guard.”

information which by this time reached India, was

Orders had just been received for

of great importance.

defensive preparations, upon a scale proportionate to the

apprehended danger

;

and the extraordinary expenses

;

m
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wliich

would otherwise have been incurred^ were thus

prevented.

Nelson

w^as

lationsj rewards^

by

all the states^

now

summit of glory congratuw'-ere showered upon him
and princes^ and po’wersj to whom his
at the

:

and honours^

victory gave a respite.

The

communication of

first

this

nature which he received, was from the Turkish sultan

who, as soon
called upon

as the invasion of

Egypt was known, had
take arms against those

all true believers to

swinish infidels the French, that they might deliver these

and who

blessed habitations from their accursed hands

had ordered
eiffbrts

his pashas to turn night into

The

to lake vengeance.”

present of

rial majesty, the powerfulj formidable,

Grand

ficent,

was a

Seignior,”

day in their
his

impe-

and most magni-

pelisse of sables, with

broad sleeves, valued at five thousand dollars; and a
diamond aigrette, valued at eighteen thousand: the
most honourable badge among the Turks ; and in this
instance

more

especially honourable, because

from one of the royal turbans.

Nelson to his

lion,” said
in

If

wife,

my
The

your possession.”

it

it

was taken

were worth a mil-

pleasure would be

sultan also sent, in

to see

it

spirit

worthy of imitation, a purse of two

a

thousand

sequins, to be distributed among the wounded. The
mother of a sultan sent him a box, set with diamonds,
The czar Paul, in
valued at one thousand pounds.

whom the

better part of his strangely

at this time predominated, presented
trait, set in

a

letter of

The king
box,

compounded nature
him with Ms por-

diamonds, in a gold box, accompanied with
written by his

congratulation,

own

hand.

of Sardinia also wrote to him, and sent a gold

set with

diamonds;

awaiting him at Naples.

Honours
In

Ms own

in profusion

were

country the king

granted these honourable augmentations to his armorial
ensign

;

a chief undulated, argent; thereon waves of the

$ea; from which a palm tree issuant, between a disabled
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on the dexter^ and a ruinous battery on the

proper

slnster^

on a naval crown, or, the
chelink, or plume, presented to him by the Turk, with

all

and

:

the motto,

for his crest,

Palman

And

qui meruit ferat.^

to his sup-

on the dexter, and a

lion on thewere given these honourable augmentations a
palm branch in the sailor’s hand, and another in the paw

porters, being a sailor
sinister,

:

of the lion,

both proper

staff in the lion^s

:

with a tri-coloured flag and

He was created

mouth.

Baron Nelson

Burnham Thorpe, with a pension o*
two thousand pounds for his own life, and those of his
two immediate successors. When the grant was moved
of the Nile, and of

house of commons, General Walpole expressed an

in the

opinion, that a higher degree of rank ought to be conferred.

Mr.

made answer,

Pitt

that

less to enter into

that he thought

question.

it

Admiral Nelson’s

would be coequal with the

fame,” he said,

need-

British

would be remembered that he had obtained
the greatest naval victory on recor^ when no man would
think of asking, whether he had been created a baron, a

name, and

it

viscount, or an earl
,

act of conferring a

It

title,

was strange

that, in the

very

the minister should have excused

himself for not having conferred a higher one, by representing all

titles,

superfluous.

bestowed,

on such an occasion, as nugatory and
indeed, w’^hatever title had been

True,

whether viscount,

earl,

marquis,

duke,

or

had so permitted, he who received
would have been Nelson still. That name he had en-

prince, if our laws
it

been erroneously said tliat the motto was selected by the
on by Lord Grenville, and taken from an ode of
The application was singularly fortunate ; and the ode
lortin^s.
itself breathes a spirit, in which no man ever more truly sympathized
*

It lias

—

^itwas fixed

than Nelson;
Concurrant parihm cum ratihm rates
Spectent mmiina p07iti^ et

Palmmn

qui meruit femt^
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beyond

addition of nobility

all

by which Eiigiand loved

hini,

and Turkey celebrated him

Egypt^

will continue to be

:

was

it

name

tlie

France feared him, Italy

known while

;

and by which he

the present kingdoms

and languages of the world endure, and as long as their
history after them shall be held in remembrance.
It de-

pended upon the degree of rank what should be the
fashion of his coronet, in what page of the red book his
name should be inserted, and what precedency should be
allowed his lady in the drawing room and at the balL
That Nelson’s honours were affected thus far, and no
farther,

might be conceded to Mr. Pitt and

in administration

but the degree of rank which they

:

thought proper to

was the measure of

allot,

tude, though not of his services.
this

his colleagues

their grati-

This Nelson

felt;

and

he expressed, with indignation, among his friends.

Whatever may have been the motives of

the ministry,

and whatever the formalities wdth which they excused
their conduct to then^lves, the importance and magnitude of the victory were universally acknowledged. A
grant of ten thousand pounds was voted to Nelson by the

East India company; the Turkish company presented

Mm with a piece of plate
a sword to

Mm, and

;

the City of

London presented
Gold

each of his captains.

to

medals were distributed to the captains

;

and the

first

lieutenants of all the ships were promoted, as had been

done

after

Lord Howe’s

victory.

ingly anxious that the captain and

Nelson was exceedfirst

lieutenant of the

Culloden should not be passed over because of their
misfortune.

To Trowbridge

rejoice that the ship

by an

officer

blished.”

To

himself he said,

Let us

which got on shore was commanded

whose character

is

so thoroughly esta-

the Admiralty ha stated,

that Captain

Trowbridge’s conduct was as fully entitled to praise as
that of any one officer in the squadron,

serving of reivard,

It

and

as highly de-

was Trowbridge,”

said

he,

I
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« wlio equipped the squadron so soon at Syracuse it
was Trowbridge who exerted himself for me after the action
it was Trowbridge who saved the Culloden, when
none that I know in the service would have attempted
it.”
The gold medal, therefore, by the king’s express
desire, was given to Captain Trowbridge,
for his services both before and since, and for the great and wonderful exertions which he made at the time of the action,
in saving and getting oifF his ship.”
The private letter
s

:

from the Admiralty to Nelson informed him, that the

first

lieutenants of all the ships engaged were to be promoted.

Nelson instantly wrote to the commander-in-chief.
the

first

lieutenant of the Culloden.

—for my

sake,

—

be

if it

so,

get

—For Heaven’s

it

His sufierings

To

were, in every respect, more than any of us.”
in terras equally

sake,

Our dear

altered.

friend Trowbridge has endured enough.

Admiralty, he wrote

—

this is not intended to exclude

sincerely hope,” said he,

warm.

I

the

hope

word engaged is not intended to exclude
The merit of that ship, and her gallant
captain, are too well known to benefit by any thing 1
could say. Her misfortune was great in getting aground,
while her more fortunate companions %vere in the foil tide
and

believe, the

the Culloden.

No

of happiness.

;

Spencer will never

I

am

confident that

my good Lord

add misery to misfortune.

Trowbridge on shore

is

Captain

superior to captains afloat

:

in the

midst of his great misfortunes he made those signals

which prevented certainly the Alexander and Swiftsure
from running on the shoals. I beg your pardon for writing on a subject which

warm

to

my

;

but

my

gallant friends.”

be,

is

%vas

Nelson to the claims, and

others.

The Admiralty

necessary, as the ship

has never en-

1 verily believe,

tered your lordship's head

heart, as

Thus

interests,

it

ought to

feelingly alive

and feelings of

replied, that the exception

had not been

in action

;

was

but they

m
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desired the commander-in-chief to promote the lieute-

nant upon the

first vacancy which should occur*
“ Nelson, in remembrance of an old and uninterrupted friendship, appointed Alexander Davison sole

prize agent for the captured ships

upon which Davison

:

ordered medals to be struck in gold, for the captains

;

in

and warrant officers; in gilt
the petty officers ; and in copper, for the sea-

silver, for the lieutenants

metal, for

men and marines. The cost of this act of liberality
amounted nearly to two thousand pounds. It is worthy of
record on another account ; ‘for some of the gallant men,
who received no other honorary badge of their conduct on
that memorable day, than this copper medal, from a private individual, years afterwards, when they died upon a
foreign station, made it their last request, that the me-

—

dals might carefully be
friends.

ever rank they

may be

Three of the
been so

home to their respective
men of honour, in what-

sent

— So sensible are brave
essential

placed.

whose presence would have

frigates,

a few weeks sooner, joined the squa-

dron on the twelfth day after the action.
joined him a few days after them.
despatches, which rendered

Before he

to Naples.

left

it

The

fourth

Nelson thus received

necessary for him to return

Egypt he burnt three of the

prizes: they could not have been fitted for a passage to

Gibraltar in less than a month, and that at a great expense, and with the loss of the service of at least two
sail

of the line.

ralty,

I rest assured,’'

that assurance to the squadron.

a

he said to the Admi-

that they will be paid for,

victory,

is

For

and have held out
if

an admiral,

to look after the captured ships,

the distressing of the enemy
the nation pay for the prizes.

;

after

and not to

very dearly indeed, must
I trust that sixty

thousand

pounds will be deemed k very moderate sum for them :
and when the services, time, and men, with the expense
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of fitting the three ships for a voj^age to England, are congovernment will save nearly as much as they are

sidered,

—

valued at. Paying for prizes,” he continued, ‘‘ is no new
idea of mine, and would often prove an amazins- savins’
^
to the statej even without taking into calculation what

Do

,

the nation loses by the attention of admirals to the pro-

perty of the captors

;

an attention absolutely necessary

as a recompense for the exertions of the officers and men.

An

admiral may be amply rewarded by his own feelings,
and by the approbation of his superiors ; but what reward have the inferior officers and men, but the value of
the prizes?

If an admiral takes that from them, on

any

consideration, he cannot expect to be well supported.”

To

Earl

St.

Vincent he said,

If he could have been sure

that government would have paid a reasonable value for

them, he would have ordered two of the other prizes to
be burnt for they would cost more in refitting, and by
the loss of ships attending them, than they were worth.”
:

Sir

Having sent the six remaining prizes forward, under
James Saumarez, INelson left Captain Hood, in the

Zealous, off Alexandria, with the Swiftsure,

Alcmene, Zealous, and Emerald, and stood
on the seventeenth day after the battle.”

Goliath,

to sea himself

In consequence of the distracted state of Ireland, the

French government resolved

to send

General Humbert, who commanded
fecting a landing;

and

for a

an expedition there
it,

succeeded in

ef-

short time, defeated the

troops which were sent against him, and advanced a considerable

way

to surrender.

into the country

We

;

but at last he was obliged

have noticed

this expedition,

which

took place in the month, of August, though not connected

with the subject of these volumes, because

it

seems to

a French squadron, consisting
and eight frigates, for Ireland, in

have led to the sailing of
of one ship of the

line

the month of October following

von. TIJ#

;

K.

this

squadron was on the

;
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11th of that month, taken or dispersed by the squadron of

John Borlase Warren.
There are very few other events of this year to be re»
corded.
In the summer, an armament under Captain
Popliam, with a body of troops, bombarded Ostend, and
landing, did considerable damage to the basins, &c. of the
Sir

Bruges canal ; but the troops not being able to reimbark
on account of the seige, were obliged-to surrender.

The

expedition to Minorca proved more successful.

Admii'al Duckworth’s squadron appeared off that island,

which surrendered to eight hundred men, who debarked
from

it,

under the command of General Steuart.

the same time, the island of St.

About

Domingo was evacuated

by the British.
^[As Spain and Holland were now leagued with France,
and though nominally her allies, were in fact her vassals
the French government considered the united naval force

of

all

three kingdoms, as adequate to combat with the

naval force of Britain ; and with this united force, they

planned the invasion of some part of the

But

Bi'itish

empire.

was necessary in the first place, to unite the fleets
of Spain and Holland, with that of France; and orders
were accordingly given, that the Spanish and Dutch fleets
it

should

The

sail for that

purpose.

British ministry aware of the danger, and pro-

bably of the plan of such a junction, directed Sir John
Jervis,

with

fifteen sail

coasts of Spain

of the Spanish

from Cadiz.

of the

line,

to cruize

off the

and Portugal, and watch the movements
fleet, which was to proceed northward

On

the ISth of February, while Admiral

Cape St. ^Vincent, he heard the
signal guns of the enemy, and at the same time learnt
Jervis was

cruizing off

* This and the following paragraphs, enclosed within the crotchets,
were omitted to be
printed at the end of the account of the mutiny.

relate to the year 1797; but through inadvertence
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from Captaie Foote of the Niger^ who had kept company
with them for several days, that they were not more tliaa

On the dawn of day on the 14th,
the British Admiral saw a number of ships extended from

three leagues distant.

south west to south, the wind being then at south at
about eleven o'clock, a signal was made that the ships
:

were of the

line,

tish fleet at this

order of

and in number twenty-five.

The

Bri-

time was formed in the most compact

sailing*,

in

two

By

lines.

carrying a press of

AdmiralJervis was fortunate enough to get in with
the enemy’s fleet at half-past eleven, before it had time
sail,

to form a regular order of battle.
fleet

Every

ofiicer in

the

immediately seconded the wishes of the admiral to

take the advantage of this favorable circumstance; the

admiral judging that the honor of His Majesty’s arms,

and the circumstances of the war

in these seas, required a

oonsiderable degree of enterprke,

felt

himself justified in

departing from the i*egular system; and passing through
their fleet in

a line formed with the utmost

celerity,

tacked, and

by this manceuvre separated one third of
them from the main body. After a furious engagement of
four hours, two ships of one hundred and twelve guns
each, one of eighty-four, and one of seventy-four w^ere
only three hundred men of the British fleet
captured
were lost in this memorable battle, while the loss of
:

the Spaniards in killed, wounded, and prisoners, amounted
to nearly six thousand.

One

of the most brilliant exploits of this most cele-

brated victory, was performed by

which he gave a

fore-taste

Commodore Nelson,

in

of what he afterwards per-

formed on a larger scale ; the

details of this exploit,

it

would be unpardonable to omit.
At one o’clock the Captain of seventy-four guns, Commodore Nelson’s ship, having passed thesternmost of the
enemy’s ship, which formed their van, and part of their
centre, consisting of seventeen sail of the line, they on

;
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the starboardj and the British on

admiral made

flie

tlie

larboard tack, the

signal to tack, in succession

modore Nelson perceiving the Spanish

but

;

Com-

ships all to bear

up

before the wind, evidently wdth an intention of forming

be wore, and passing be-

their line, ordered his ship to

tween the Diamond and Excellent, was engaged with the
headmost, and of course leewardmost of the Spanish dithe ships of the

vision:

enemy

w'ere

Santissima

the

Trinidada, one hundred and twelve, Salvador del Muiido,

one hundred and twelve, San Nicolas, eighty; another

and a seventy- four, names not known. The
Commodore was immediately joined and most nobly sup-

first rale,

poi'ted

The Spa-

by the Culloden, Captain Trowbridge.

nish fleet appeared not to wish to have a decisive battle

and

for that

purpose hauled to the wind, on the larboard

which brought the ships just mentioned to be the

tack,

leewardmost and sternmost ships

The Culloden and

in their fleet.

Captain, for the space of nearly au

liour, fought all these ships,

when

to their support,

and gave them a

the Salvador del

Mundo and

and were
(the

San

respite.

another ship dropped astern,

fired into in a masterly manner,

Julio,) to hoist English colours

that the Salvador del

Mundo

by the Excel-

who compelled

Captain Collingwood,

lent,

came up
At the time

the Blenheim

:

it

the latter,

same time: but Captain Collingwood pushed
every

sail set, in

was then

a

in

thought

is

struck her colours about the
on, with

Commodore Nelson, who
situation.
The Blenheim being

order to assist

critical

ahead, and the Culloden crippled and astern, the Excellent ranged

up within ten

her a most tremendous

feet of the

fire

;

San Nicholas, giving

the consequence was, that

the Captain was enabled to resume her station

:

she

was

at this time in a very disabled state, having lost her foremast, not a

sail, shroud, or rope left, her wheel shot
away, and thus rendered incapable of further service in

the

line,

or in chase.

Under these

circumstances,

Com-
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inodore Nelson directed the helm to be put a starboard,
calling for the boarders, ordered them to board.
The

and

soldiers of the 69lh regiment, with

an

alacrity

which did

them great credit, were among the foremast on this service.
The first man who jumped into the enemy’s mizenchains, was Captain Berry
a soldier of the 69th regi:

ment, having broken the upper quarter gallery windows,
jumped in, followed by Commodore Nelson and others,

The cabin door was found fastened,
and some Spanish officers fired their pistols | but having
broken open the door, the soldiers fired, and the Spanish
as fast as possible.

brigadier

fell, as retreating to the quarter deck.
Having
pushed on the quarter deck, the commodore found Captain Berry in possession of the poop, and the Spanish en-

down

sign hauling

;

he passed with

board gangway to the
three Spanish

officers,

forecastle,

his people on the larwhere he met two or

prisoners to the seamen,

who

de-

him their swords.
At this moment, a fire of

livered

pistols or musketry opened
from the admiral’s stern gallery of the San Joseph, upon
which the Commodore directed the soldiers to fire into

her stern; and calling to Captain Miller, who was still on
board the Captain,. ordered him to send more men with
the San Nicholas, and directed the people to board the
first rate,

Commodore Nelson

assisting

At

which was done in an

this

moment, a Spanish

instant. Captain

Berry

into the main-dhain.
officer

looked over the quar-

and said that they had surrendered ; Commodore Nelson immediately made his way to the quarterter-deck

deck,

rail,

when

the Spanish captain, with a bow, presented

his sword, saying at the

dying of his wounds.

same time,

that the admiral

Berry asked on

his

was

honor whe-

ther the ship- had surrendered; he declared she had, upon

which the commodore gave him

him
of

to call to his officers

it,

and

which he accordingly

his hand,

ship’s

did.

company

and desired
to tell

them

Thus, on the quarter-
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deck of a Spanish

first rate,

did Coinnioclore Nelson re-

ceive the swords of the Spaniards, which, as he received^

gave to one of

lie

his

bargemen, who put them, with the

greatest sang froid^ under his arm.

As a reward
bestowed on

a peerage wms deservedly

for this victory,

John Jervis, and the

Sir

title

of St. Vincent

commemorated the scene of his glory. Commodore Nel«
son was raised to the rank of rear-admiral.
The character of Nelson was sufficiently conspicuous
from his conduct in

this action

;

a daringness, wdiich some-

times carried him beyond the verge of what was practicable even by his skill and bravery, and

the confidence

of success, with which he inspired his men.
ploit

w’^as

His next ex-

not so successful.

On the

15th of July, he was despatched with a squa-

dron against the Spanish island of

Teiieriffe

:

a thousand

men were landed at Santa Crux, in the night, under the
command of Captain Trowbridge, they soon obtained
possession of the town, which they kept nearly seven

hours : but they found

it

impracticable to storm the cita-

;

and as they had no prospect of

del, without great loss

success, they prepared for their retreat.

This, however,

they could not have effected without very great

loss,

had

not the Spaniards, either through fear or through admiration

and respect

for their romantic valour, entered into

a

by which they were permitted

to

capitulation %ith them,

go to

their boats unmolested.

nearly as

of

St.

fight

On

many

lives

were

lost,

In

this disastrous business

as in the splendid victory

Vincent ; and Nelson had the misfortune to lose his

arm by a cannon

ball.

this occasion, the Spanish

governor behaved in a

be recorded: the moment the
manner
terms were agreed to, he directed the British wounded to
be received into the hospitals, and all the rest to be supthat deserves to

plied with the best provisions that could be procured,

making

it

knovrn^ that the ships were at liberty to send
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shore and purchase whatever refreshments they might
during the time they lay off the island.

rieedj

When

the mutiny broke out, it was the intention of
the British ministry to employ several of the ships engaged in it, in blocking up the Dutch fleet in the Texel;

and upon this service, Admiral Duncan was soon afterwards employed. While he lay off the Texel, the Dutch
did not venture out

but on his being driven from his
;
by a gale of wind, they took advantage of his
absence, and put to sea
they had scarcely cleared the
land, when they were descried by the British fleet, which
had returned from Yarmouth as soon as possible it was
fleet

station

:

:

at nine o’clock of the

that the

two

Duncan had

fleets

morning of the 12 th of October,
came in sight of each other. Admiral

judiciously placed his squadron in such a

enemy could not regain the Texel,
unless they fought their way thither: he immediately
bore up and made the signal for a general chase the
Dutch at the time were forming in a line on the larboard
that the

situation,

;

tack,

to receive the British, the wind being at north

west.

As soon as the
Duncan made the

British squadron

signal to shorten

nect the ships of his squadron

;

came

sail,

near, Admiral

in order to con-

soon after

this,

the land

was seen between Camperdown and Egmont, on the coast
of Holland. This convinced Mm that no time was to be
lost in making the attack, as otherwise he might get entangled with the shore ; he accordingly made the signal
to bear up, break the enemy^s line and engage

leeward each ship her opponent ; by

this

them to
manner he got

between them and the land, whither they were

fast

ap-

proaching.

Vice Admiral Onslow, in obedience to the

down on
manner,
action

the rear of the Dutch

Ms

fleet,

signal,

in the most gallant

division following the example,

commenced about

bore

and the

forty minutes after twelve o’clock.
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The Venerablej Admiral Duncan’s own ship, soon got
through the line of the enemyj and began a close action^
with his division, against their van; the engagement
lasted nearly two hours and a half, wdien the masts of

the Dutch admiral’s ship were observed to go by the

board

:

even

for

some time

after this,

however, she was

defended in the most gallant manner at last being overpowered by numbers, her colours were struck, and the
Dutch admiral, De Winter, 'was brought on board the
;

Venerable.

About the same time Vice-admiral Onslow had obliged
the ship which carried the Dutch vice admiral’s flag, to
strike her colours.

During the

Many
two

action, the

others
fleets

had

also surrendered.

had approached so near

the coast of Holland, being within five miles of
that they had only nine fathoms water.
therefore to which Admiral

was

Duncan

to get the heads of the

This was indeed
continued for

The

it,

first

that

thing

directed his attention,

disabled ships

ofl'

shore.

and dangerous for the wind
some time to blow strong from west south
difficult

;

west, to west north west, and consequently directly on

the coast of Holland; as soon as

the admiral

westward.

made the

On

it

shifted to the north,

signal to wear, and stood to the

the 14th of October he succeeded in

reaching

Orfordness,

that, with

all

Venerable

the

being so leaky,

her pumps going, she could be scarcely kept

free of water.

During the action, one of the enemy’s ships caught fire
and drove very near the Venerable; but no mischief was
done. The British squadron suffered much in their masts,
The killed and wounded on board of the
rigging, Sic.
British ships was very great but that of the Dutch much
greater, five hundred men being killed and wounded on
board two of their ships only. Besides the Dutch admi;

ral’s ship, eight others

of the line, and two frigates were

The Dutch

attributed their defeat to the cir-

captured.
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cumstance of Vice-admiral Storey having

with the

fled

greater part of his division, soon after the action began,
into the
111

Sir

TexeL

relating the single actions of this j^ear, the

Edward

Pellew again meets our eye.

On

name of

the IStli of

January, while he was cruizing in the Indefatigable, in
'

latitude 47 SO® north,

Ushant being north

leagues,

fifty

he discovered a large ship steering for France: he instantly made the signal for the Amazon, Captain Reynold,

who was

in

company with him,

At

for a general chase.

four o’clock they had got so near the strange ship, as to

be able to distinguish she had two
minutes before
action,

six,

of guns

tier

:

at, fifteen,

the Indefatigable brought her to close

which was supported

in a gallant

manner for nearly

an hour, when the Indefatigable shot a head. At this time
the Amazon came up, but she also shot ahead. A second
attack by both ships was soon, however, recommenced,
placing themselves upon each quarter

;

this attack, often

within pistol shot, was continued unremittedly, for above
.five hours : the Indefatigable and Amazon then sheered
off to secure their masts.

During

all this time,

the sea

was very high, the people on the main deck were up to
their middle in water; the guns were many of them useless
and

all

the masts were wounded.

At about twenty minutes past four, by a glimpse of the
moon, the land was seen, and soon afterwards, breakers
were heard and seen. The Indefatigable at this time was
close under the enemy’s starboard bar, and the
close on her larboard; not an instant
safety of the

ships

and

their crews,

was

Amazon

to be lost

;

the

depended entirely

upon the prompt execution of Captain Pellew’s orders;
these orders were obeyed in the most efficient manner by
Before day, breakers were
the officers and seamen.
Indefatigable was instantly
the
again seen on the lee bow
wore to the northward but as soon as the captain had
:

;

fair day-light,

he again ordered the ship to be wore to the
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southward^ in twenty fathoms w^ater*

A

few minutes

enemy was observed lying on her broadand a tremendous surf breaking over her. The Inde-

afterwards^ the
sidej

fatigable passed her within a mile^ but she could afford

her no assistance^ as she was in a very bad condition^

having at that time four feet water in her hold^ in great
sea^ and the wind dead on the shore, which was now
ascertained to be

Hodwone Bay

defatigable depended

Rocks, which at

last

:

the fate of the In-

upon her weathering the Peniwark
she did by about half a mile. The

Amaizon succeeded also in getting out of danger.
While the Fiorenze, Captain Sir Harry Neale, and the

Nymph, Captain Cook, were
force, in the outer

reconnoitring the enemy’s

road of Brest Harbour, in the begin*

ning of March, they saw two ships to the westward standing in for Brest; they soon ascertained them to be

and as they were near the French coast,
with a leading wind out from Brest, and the French fleet
in sight from their tops, it was an object of the utmost

French

frigates,

importance to be as decisive as possible in their mode of
attack.

Accordingly, both the British ships attacked the

headmost of the enemy, before her consort came up, and
compelled her to surrender after a short resistance. By
this

time the smaller frigate had arrived up, and being

immediately attacked by both ships in the same manner
as the former, she also surrendered, though after a longer

had made. The ships taken
were the Resistance, forty-eight guns and three hundred
and forty-five men ; and the Constance, twenty-four guns
and one hundred and eighty-nine men.
Early in this year, ‘^Trinidad was captured hy a force
under Sir Ralph Abercr.omby, and Rear Admiral Harvey.

resistance than her consort

,

In the Gulph of Pavia, the Spaniards

set fire to four

ships of the line, to prevent their falling into the

power

of the captors, but one of them escaped the conflagration.
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was during

to the chief

this

SOT

year that Buonaparte was appointed

command

of the French armies; and by

Ms

victories compelled the Austrians to sign the treaty of

By

Leoben.

this

event England was

contest with France.

alone in the

left

Negociations for peace were again

opened under Lord Malmesbury ; but after his lordship
had resided two months at Lisle the negociations were
broken

off,

by an order from the directory

The French complained

France.

not invested with

sufficient

for

him

to leave

was
com-

that his lordship

powers, and the British

plained that the directory had demanded a restitution of
all that

we had conquered from them and

their allies in

the course of the war.]

On the

27 th of November, 1798, the House of Commons

entered into a committee of supply for the services of the

Mr. Hobart brought up the report, in
had been voted that one hundred and twenty

ensuing year.

which

it

thousand men be employed for the service of the navy,
for the year 1799, including twenty thousand marines.
the second reading, Sir John Sinclair spoke against
the resolution, contending that as the naval force of the

On

enemy was now nearly

destroyed, there was no necessity

for such a large and expensive establishment ; when the
question, however, was put, there was only one dissenting

voice, namely, that of Sir

John

Sinclair himself.

3rd of December, the house having formed itself into a committee, the chancellor of the exchequer
said, that independent of the transport service, which

On the

had not yet been voted, but which he estimated at
one million three hundred thousand pounds, the sums netwentycessary for the navy, including one hundred and
hundred
thousand seamen, amounted to ten million, seven

and twenty thousand pounds, making
naval department, thirteen million, six

in all,

under the

hundred and forty-

two thousand pounds.

On the' 7th of

June, 1799, the navy supplies were

still
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by the Chancellor of the Exchequer^
with respect to the navy, gentlemen would

further elucidated

who

said that

which first
and which he noticed in the month of Beunder the head of the navy, the estimates

recollect^ that in stating the article of service

presented

cember,

itselfj

I'TOSj

amounted to ten million, nine hundred and twenty thousand

The

pounds.

ordinaries in that branch of the service

Blight be estimated at six hundred and ninety -three thou-

sand pounds; the extraordinaries at seven hundred and
twenty-nine thousand pounds

;

and the transport service at

one million, three hundred thousand pounds ; so that the
estimate,

place,

with a small addition which afterwards took

amounted

hundred and

sum

to a

fifty-three

total of thirteen million, six-

thousand pounds for the year 1799.

This estimate however was formed before it could be judged
with precision, how far the calculation of seven pounds
per month would be suflicient to answer the object proposed.

But

it

appeared on making up the accounts to the

Slst of December, 1798, that there had been a saving of

BO less a sum than nine hundred and three thousand
pounds in that article ; and he was justified in stating
that there would be an additional saving of five hundred
He wbs
thousand pounds in the course of the year.
the
to
two
sums
of
nine
deduct
hundred
and
therefore
three thousand pounds, being a diminution of the navy
debt,

and of

five

hundred thousand pounds which was

expected to be saved; and the total sum of the supply
to answer every exigency of the navy, would be twelve

two hundred and fifty thousand pounds, being
by one million, four hundred and three thousand
pounds, than the estimate in December, 1798.
millions,

less

The naval

transactions of the year 1799 are neither

numerous nor important

:

at the

same time, we succeeded

in diminishing to a considerable extent the naval force of

our enemy ; but without the opportunity or necessity of

any display of

skill

or courage of our naval

officers or
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allude to the expedition to Holland under

York

this year^ which^ though it was by no
means successfolj so far as our land forces were concerned^
was eminently successful in the naval part of it.

As

the British ministry were secure with respect to

Irelandj and after the arrival of

Lord Nelson’s fleet from
the BlediterraoeaHj had ships more than sufficient to watch
the enemy in Brestj they resolved to hasten the expedition to Holland the land forces were in the first instance
under the command of Sir Ralph Abercrombie, and af;

terwards of the Duke of York. The British fleet was
under the command of Admiral Mitchell. The expedition sailed from the

Downs

early in August, with about

one hundred and thirty transports
the

The

first division.

force

;

this

however was only

of the Dutch government

consisted at that period of nine ships of the line, and a

under the command of Admiral Story; they
were anchored in the inner channel of the Texel;, behind

few

frigates,

the island of that name, and the point of the Fielder, the

northern extremity of the province of Holland.

Admiral Mitchell met with unfavorable winds; but on the
19th of August he was off the coast of Holland.
day, Admiral

Lord Duncan,

whose

The next

was joined the
squadron of Admiral Mitchell, sent the Dutch Admiral

Story, a

summons

to

fleet

to acknowledge the Prince of Orange,

and go over to the English

fleet

:

to this a peremptory

answer in the negative was given.

On

the 29th of August, a great part of the English

convoy and

frigates

having come to an anchor in the road

of the Texel, and the wind having freshened from the
south, the

the

first

Dutch Admiral resolved to take advantage of

tide to fall

stroy the convoy.

among

the crew of the Washington ; the mutiny spread,

and amidst
English

down into the road, and chase or deAt this moment a revolt broke out

this

fleet

disorder,

on the SOth of August,* the

entered the road of the Tetel, and ehfeii
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ships of the line, six frigates, and four sloopsj under the

orders of Admiral Mitchell, penetrated far into

a favonrable wind and

As soon

tide.

it

with

as the Untcii Ad**

miral made the signal to clear for battle, a general nmtiny

took place

the captain declared that the revolt of their

:

crew was such that

all

hopes of subordination were over,

and that they could not fight the English. The commander of one ship alone, said that the crew of his vessel
was ready and willing to fight, and that he w ould defend
himself, if the Admiral would set him the example. This,
however, Story was by no means disposed to do for after
many protestations of fidelity to the republic, and inveigh;

ing against the treachery and cowardice of his crew, he
declared himself and his oiBcers prisoners of war.
sides the fleet
frigates,

composed of eight ships of the

which surrendered

to

line

Beand three

Admiral Mitchell, three

ships of the line, five frigates, and five East India vessels

were taken

Nieu Deep. The Batavian republic
had nothing left, except a few ships dis-

in the

after this loss

persed in the ports of Zealand.

Such was the result of

the naval part of the expedition to Holland, which though

very successful could by no means compensate for the
failure of the military

and principal part of it.

We

must now turn our attention to the shores of the
Buonaparte in Egypt was successful,
Mediterranean.
though the port of Alexandria and the mouth of the Nile
were blocked up by a British squadron under Commodore Hood.
turned

Ms

After Buonaparte had reduced Egypt, he

thoughts to the invasion of Syria ; in this he

there was no town in the least
by nature or art, betw^een Egypt and Syria;
victories had already, he trusted, sufficiently in-*

expected no obstacles

;

strong, either

and

his

timidated the inhabitants of both countries.

As

it

was

necessary however to reduce St. John D’Aere before he
eoulfl enter Syria,

he ordered the

to be sent by sea.

Vice Admiral Farrie with three frigates

artillery for this

purpose
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had sailed duriog the night to escort the gim-boats, and
bad orders to cruise before J afia.
Sir Sydney Smith, to whom was principally entrusted
the watching of Buonaparte, endeavoured to retain him

by making attempts on Alexandria, but

in vain.

After

he sailed to the assistance of the Pacha of Syria, who,
at first did not think of defending himself in D’Acre, but
who was afterwards |^ersuaded by Sir Sydney to attempt,

this

and prepare
this place

for, its defence.

must have

fallen,

It is
if,

probable however, that

at the very

moment when

Buonaparte had finished the investment of it ; the fleet
of gun boats had not fallen into the hands of the English.
This fleet was doubling Mount Carmel, when it was perceived by the Tigre, Sir Sydney Smith’s vessel;

it

w^s

immediately pursued and soon overtaken, when seven of
the vessels struck their flag; a corvette and two small vessels escaped.

Buonaparte however, persevered in

his

attempts to reduce D’Acre, but he was repulsed in eleven
different attacks, principally by the chivalrous gallantry of
Sir

Sydney Smith.

It is impossible for

us to detail the

particulars of those various assaults and repulses, nor do

they properly come under the plan and object of our work.
In order however, that our readers may form some idea

and mad obstinacy of Buonaparte,
and of the heroism of Sir Sydney Smith, we shall lay before them the letters of the latter, as they were given in

at once, of the blind

the Gazette of the 10th of September.

Tiger^ Acre^

May 9,

MY
had the honour to inform your lordship, by my
letter of the 2d instant, that we were busily employed
completing two ravelines for the reception of cannon to

«

I

flank the enemy’s nearest approaches, distant only ten
yards from them. They were attacked that very night.
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and almost every night since; but the enemy have each
the enemy

time been repulsed with very considerable loss

:

continued to batter in breach with progressive success^

and have nine several times attempted to storm, but have
Our
as often been beaten back with immense slaughter.
best mode of defence has been frequent sorties to keep
them on the defensive, and impede the progress of their

We

covering works.

have thus been in one continued

battle ever since the beginning of the siege, interrupted

only at short intervals by the excessive fatigue of every
individual on both sides.

We

have been long anxiously

looking for a reinforcement, without which

we

expect to be able to keep the place so long as

The delay

in its arrival

could not

we

have.

being occasioned by Hassan Bey’s

having originally received orders to join

me

in Egypt, I

was obliged to be very peremptory in the repetition of my
orders for him to join me here it was not, however, till
;

the evening of the day before yesterday, the 5 1st day of
the siege, that his
its

appearance.

fleet

of corvettes and transports made

The approach of

was the signal to Buonaparte

for a

this additional strength

most vigorous and per-

severing assault, in hopes to get possession of the town
before the reinforcement to the garrison could disembark.

The

constant

tenfold

;

fire

of the besiegers were suddenly increased

our flanking

fire

from a

float

was, as usual, plied

to the utmost, but with less effect than heretofore, as the

enemy had thrown up epaulments and traverses of suffiThe guns that
cient thickness to protect him from it.
could be worked to the greatest advantage were a French
brass eighteen pounder in the light»house castle, manned
from the Theseus, under the direction of Mr. Scroder,
master’s mate, and the last mounted twenty-four pounder
in the north ravelin,

direction of

manned from the Tigre, under the

Mr. Jones, midshipman.

These guns being

within grape distance of the head of the attacking column,

added to the Turkish musquetry, did great execution

and
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of recommending these two
whose indefatigable vigilance and zeal

opportunity

officers^

merit my warmest praise. The Tigre’s two sixty-eight
pound carronades, mounted in two praams lying in the
mole, and worked under the direction of Mr. Bray,
carpenter of the Tigre (one of the bravest and most

men

intelligent

I

ever served with), threw shells into

the centre of this colunan with evident
it

considerably.

Still,

and made a lodgment

effect,

and checked

however, the enemy gained ground,

in the second story of the north-east

tower, the upper part being entirely battered down, and
the ruins in the ditch forming the ascent by which they

Day-light showed us the French standard on

mounted.

the outer angle of the tower.

The

fire

of the besieged

was much slackened in comparison to that of the besiegers,
and our flanking fire was become of less effect, the enemy
having covered themselves in this lodgment, and the ap?
proach to

it,

by two traverses across the

ditch,

which they

had constructed under the fire that had been opposed to
them during the whole of the night, and which were now
seen composed of sand-bags, and the bodies of their dead
built with them, their bayonets only being visible above
them. Hassan Bey’s troops were in the boats, though as

yet but half-way on shore.

This*

was a most

critical

point

of the contest; and an effort was necessary to preserve
the place for a short time till their arrival. 1 accordingly

landed the boats at the mole, and took the crews up to

armed with pikes. The enthusiastic gratitude
of the Turks, men, women, and children, at sight of

the breach

such a reinforcement, at

mhh a time, is not to

be described;

many fugitives return with us to the breach, which we
found defended by a few brave Turks, whose, most dewhich, strikstructive missile weapons were heavy stones,
foremost
ing the assailants on the head, overthrew the
the
rest. A
of
progress
the
down the slope, and impeded

heap of
succession, however, ascended to the assault, the
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ruins between the two parties serving as a breast-work for

and the
Gezzar Pacha,

both, the muzzles of their muskets touching,

spear-heads of the standards locked.

hearing the English were on the breach, quitted his station,

where,

according to the ancient Turkish custom

he was sitting

Mm

reward such as should bring

to

the

heads of the enemy, and distributing musquet-cartridges

The energetic old man coming bedown with violence, saying, if any harm

with his own hands.
hind us, pulled us

happened to

this

cable contest, as

English friends

was

all

who should defend

This ami-

lost.

the breach, occasioned

^ rush of Turks to the spot, and thus time was gained for
the arrival of the

how

to

first

body of Hassan Bey’s troops.

1

had

combat the pasha’s repugnance to admitting any

Ms

troops but his Albanians into the garden of

seraglio,

become a very important post, as occupying the terre-plein
of the rampart. There were not above two hundred of
This was

the original one thousand Albanians left alive.

no time

for debate

;

and

I

over-ruled his objections by in-

troducing the Chifflick regiment of one thousand meit,

armed with bayonets,

disciplined

European

after the

method, under Sultan Selim’s own eye, and placed by
imperial majesty’s express commands,

The

at

my

his

disposal*

by the appearance of such a reinforcement, was now afl on foot and, there being consequently enough to defend the breach, I proposed to the
garrison, animated

;

by opening
and take the assailants

|)asha to get rid of the object of his jealousy,

his gates to let
in

dank

:

them make a

sally,

he readily complied ; and

I

gave directions to

the colonel to get possession of the enemy’s third parallel

or nearest trench, and there

fortify himself,

by

shifting the

parapet outwai^ds*.

This order being clearly understood,
the gates were opened, and the Turks rushed out ; but

they were not equal to such a movement, and were driven
back to the town with loss. Mr. Bray, however, as usual,
protected the* toWn-gate efficaciously with grape Trohi the
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had

this

good

effect,

obliged the enemy to expose themselves above their
parapets, so that our flanking fire brought down numbers

that

it

of them, and drew their force from the breach

;

so that

the small number remaining on the lodgment were killed
or dispersed by our few remaining hand-grenades, thrown

by Mr. Savage, midshipman of the Theseus. The enemy
began a new breach, by an incessant fire directed to the
southward of the lodgment, every shot knocking down
whole sheets of a wall much less solid than that of the
tower, on which they had expended so much time and
ammunition.

which the

The groupe of generals and aids-du-camp,
from the sixty-eight pounders had

shells

fre-

was now re-assembled on Richard
Coeur de Lion’s Mount, Buonaparte was distinguishable
dispersed,

<juently

in the centre of a semicircle

;

his gesticulations indicated

a renewal of attack, and his dispatching an aid-du-camp
to the camp showed that he waited only for a reinforce^
ment.

I

gave directions for Hassaxi Bey’s ships to take

their station in the shoal water to the southward, and

made

the Tigre’s signal to weigh and join the Theseus to

the northward.

A

little

before sun-set, a massive column

appeared advancing to the breach with a solemn

The

step.

pasha’s idea was, not to defend the brink this time,

but rather to

let

a certain number of the enemy

in,

and

then close with them, according to the Turkish mode of
war.

The column

thus mounted the beach unmolested,

and descended from the rampart into the pasha’s garden,
where in a very few minutes, the bravest and most advanced amongst them lay headless corpses the sabre, with
;

the addition of a dagger in the other hand, proving more

than a match for the bayonet ; tbe rest retreated precipitately ; and the commanding officer, who was seen manfully eneouraging his

we have since

men

to

mount the

breach, and

whom

learnt to be General LasnejWas carried off,

wounded by a musquet-shot general Rombaud was killed.
:
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Sucli coiifusioB arose in the

the enemys

town from the

actual entry of

having been impossible, nay, impolitic, to

it

mode of
enemy should come to a knownumerous emissaries. The English

give previous information to every body of the
defence adopted, lest the

ledge of

by

it

their

uniform, which had hitherto served as a rallying point for

the whole garrison, wherever

it

now

appeared, was

in

the dusk mistaken for French, the newlj^ arrived Turks
not distinguishing between one hat and another in the

crowd; and thus many a severe blow of a sabre was
parried by our officers, among which Colonel Douglas,

Mr.

Ives,

and Mr. Jones, had nearly lost their lives as
way through a torrent of fugitives.

they were forcing their

Calm was

restored by the pasha’s es^ertions, aided by Mr.

Trotte, just arrived with Hassan

Bey; and thus the con-

hours ended, both parties being so

test of twenty-five

fa-

tigued as to be unable to move. Buonaparte will no doubt

renew the attack, the breach being, as above described,
perfectly practicable for fifty

town

is

men

a-breast ; indeed the

not, nor ever has been, defensible according to

the rules of art, but, according to every other rule,

must and

shall

defending, but

be defended ; not that

we

feel that it is

it is

in itself

by this breach that Buo-

naparte means to march to farther conquests.
issue of this conflict that

titude of spectators

only to see

how

’Tis

on the

depends the opinion of the mul-

on the surrounding

who

hills,

wait

ends to join the victor; and, with such

it

a reinforcement,

it

worth

for the execution of his

known

projects,

Constantinople, and even Vienna, must feel the shock.

Be

assured,

my

lord, the

magnitude of our obligations

does not decrease the energy of our
to discharge our duty

;

efforts in the

attempt

and though we may, and probably

shall be, overpowered, I can venture to say, that the

French army

will

prevads, as to be

be so much farther weakened before
little

able to profit by

W*

victory*

Bear-Admiral

its

Eoeh NnnsmNJ’

it

dear bought
S.

Smith.
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Tigre, off Jaffa,

“

MT

The
fiillj

May 30.

LOKD,

providence of Almighty

God

has been wonder-

manifested in the defeat and precipitate retreat of

we had

the French army, the means
gantic

efforts against

of opposing

gi-

its

us being totally inadequate,

of

The

themselves, to the production of such a result.

measure of

their iniquities seems to

have been

filled

by

the massacre of the Turkish prisoners at Jaffa in cool
blood, three days after their capture; and the plain of

Nazareth has been the boundary of Buonaparte’s extra-

He

ordinary career.

raised the siege of Acre

leaving all his heavy

or thrown into the sea, where, however,

The

can easily be weighed.
this event,

subsequent to

are as follow

;

May

20,

behind him, either buried

artillerj^

it is

visible,

and

circumstances which led to

my last dispatch

of the 9th inst.

Conceiving that the ideas of the Syrians, as

to the supposed

prowess of these invaders,

irresistible

must be changed, since they had witnessed the checks
which the besieging army daily met with
tions before the

town of Acre,

I

in their opera-

wrote a circular letter to

the princes and chiefs of the Christians of

Mount Leba-

non, and also to the shieks of the Druses, recalling them

to a sense of their duty, and engaging them to cut off the
supplies from the French camp.

I sent

them, at the same

time, a copy of Buonaparte’s impious proclamation, in

which he boasts of having overthrown all Christian esta
blishments, accompanied by a suitable exhortation, calling upon them to choose between the friendship of a
,

Christian knight,

This

letter

had

and that of an unprincipled renegade.
the effects that I could desire. They

all

immediately sent

me two

only friendship, but

proof of the
.

latter,

embassadors, .professing not

obedience; assuring me,

that in

they had sent out parties to arrest

such of the mountaineers as should be found cairrying wine
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and gunpowder to the French camp, and placing eighty
1 had thuis
prisoners of this description at my disposal.
the satisfaction to find Buonaparte’s career farther north-

ward elFectoally stopped by a warlike people, inhabiting
an impenetrable country. General Kleber’s division had
been sent eastward, towards the fords of the Jordan, to
oppose the Damasci-*is array it was recalled from thence
to take its turn in the daily efforts to mount the breach at
;

Acre, in which every other division in succession had failed,

with the loss of their bravest men, and above three-fonrths

of their

It

officers.

vision, as

it

had by

seems much was hoped from

its

firmness,

this di-

and the steady front

it

opposed in the form of a hollow square, kept upwards of

men

ten thousand

in check, during

plain between Nazareth and

a whole day, in the

Mount Tabor,

till

Buona-

parte came with his horse-artillery, and extricated these
troops, dispersing the multitude of irregular cavalry

Chifflick

of their

by

The Turkish

which they were completely surrounded.

regiment having been censured for the

ill

success

and their unsteadiness in the attack of the

sally,

garden, made a fresh sally the next night, Soliman Aga,
the lieutenant-colonel, being determined to retrieve the

honour of the regiment by the punctual execution of the
orders I had given to make himself master of the enemy^s
and this he did most effectually but the
third parallel
impetuosity of a few carried them on to the second trench,
;

where they

—

lost

;

some of

instead of mounting the
parte’s intention,

though they

their standards,

spiked four guns before their retreat.

was obliged

Kleber’s division,

according to Buona-

breach,

to spend

strength in recovering these works

5

in

its

which

time and
it

its

succeeded!,

after a conflict of three hours, leaving every thing ife

didu

quoj except the loss of men, which was very considerable

on both

sides.

After this failure the French grenadiers

absolultely refused^ to mourtt^theibrea^hfany
jpirtrid

bodi^ of

their iunburied

mmemev the
sacrificed in
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former attacks by Buonaparte’s impatience and precipitatiouj which led him to commit such palpable errors as

even seamen could take advantage of. He seemed to
have no principle of action but that of pressing forward,
and appeared to stick at nothing to obtain the object of
his ambition, although
else, that,

even

if

it must be evident to every body
he succeeded to take the town, the fire

of the shipping must drive him out of it again in a short
time; however, the knowledge the garrison had of the

inhuman massacre
in the

them desperate

in

attempts to assassinate

me

at Jafia, rendered

their personal defence.

town having

Two

failed,

recourse was had to a most

A

flagrant breach of every law of honour and war.

flag

of truce was sent into the town by the hand of an Arab
dervise, with a letter to the pasha, proposing a cessation

of a^^ms for the purpose of burying the dead bodies

;

the

stench from which, became intolerable, and threatened the
existence of every one of us on both sides,

many having

died delirious, within a few hours after being seized with
the

first

systems of infection.

It

was natural that we

should gladly listen to this proposition, and that

we should

consequently be off our guard during the conference.
While the answer was under consideration, a volley of
shot and shells on a sudden announced an assault, which

however, the garrison was ready to receive, and the
ants oinly contributed to increase the

number of

assail-

the dead

bodies in question, to the eternal disgrace of the general

who

thus disloyally sacrificed them.

I

saved the

life

of

fhe Arab from

the effect

of the indignation of the Turks,

and took him

off to the

Tigre with me, from whence I

him back to the general, with a message which made
the army ashamed of having been exposed to such a
Subordination was mow at an end, and
meijited reproof.
an hopes of success having vanished, the enemy had no

4ent

alternative left but a precipitate retreat, which was put in

.execution in the might between the ^Oth and 21st inst

I
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tad above

said, that the battering train of artillery (ex-

cept the carriages, which

were burnt)

hands, amounting to twenty-three pieces-

now in our
The howitzers

is

and medium twelve-pounders, originally conveyed by
land with much difficulty, and successfully employed to
make the first breach, were embarked in the country vesbe conveyed coastwise ; together with the
worst among the two thousand wounded, which emThis operation was
barrassed the march of the army.
sels at Jaffa, to

to

be expected.

I

took care, therefore, to be between Jaffa

and Damietta before the French army could get as
the former place.

The

far as

vessels being hurried to sea, with-

out seamen to navigate them, and the wounded being in

want of every necessary, even water and provisions, they
steered straight to His Majesty’s ships, in full confidence

of receiving the succours of humanity, in which they were
not disappointed.

I

have sent them on to Damietta, where

they will receive such farther aid as their situation requires,

and which

it

was out of my power to give so many.

Their expressions of gratitude to us were mingled with
execrations on the
said, thus

name of their general, who

exposed them to

had, as they

peril, rather than fairly

and

honourably renew the intercourse with the English, which
off by a false and malicious assertion, that
had intentionally exposed the former prisoners to the
To the honour of the French
infection of the plague.
this
assertion
said,
it
was not believed by them,
army be
and it thus recoiled on its author. The intention of it was

he had broken
I

evidently to do

away the effect which the proclamation of
make on the soldiers, whose eager

the Porte began to

hands were held above the parapet of their works to receive them when thrown from the breach. He cannot
plead misinformation as his excuse, bis aide*du-camp M.

Lallemand having had free intercourse with these prisoners
on board the Tigre, when he came to treat about them;
and having been ordered, though too late, not to repeat
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their expressions of contentment at the prospect of going

home.

It

was evident to both

sides, that,

when a general

had recourse to such a shallow, and, at the same time, to
such a mean

artifice as

a malicious falsehood,

all better

resources were at an end, and the defection in his army

was consequently increased to the highest
utmost disorder has been manifested in the

the effect

and

retreat,

strewed with

Gaza is
who have sunk under fatigue,

the whole track between Acre and
the dead bodies of those

The

pitch.

of slight wounds

;

or

such as could walk, unfortu-

nately for them, not having been embarked. The rowing
gun-boats annoyed the van columns of the retreating army
in

march along the beach, and the Arabs harassed

its

rear,

when

it

turned inland to avoid their

fire.

We

its

ob-

from
served the smoke of musquetry behind the sand hills
to our
the attack of a party of them, which came down
union and
boats, aud touched our flag with every token of
respect.

Ismael Pasha, governor of Jerusalem, to

whom

preparation for retreat,

sent of Buonaparte’s
this town by land, at the same time that
entered
having
put
we brought our guns to bear on it by sea, a stop was
Nabluthe
by
begun
the massacre and pillage already

notice

was

to

on the consul’s house
an asylum for
(under which the pasha met me), serves as
surviving inthe
of
description
all religious, and every
lying on
Frenchmen,
The heaps of unburied
habitants.
ago,
months
two
bodies of those whom they massacred

sians.

The

English

flag, re-hoisted

the

justice, which caused
afforded another proof of divine
infection arising from
the
by
these murderers to perish
wretches are left
poor
Seven
their own atrocious act.
are protected, and shall be
alive in hospital, where they
have had a most dangerous and paintaken care of.
disembarking here to protect the inhabitants,

We

ful duty in

but

it

Ismael Pasha dehas been effectually done; and

serves every credit for his

humane

co-operation to that effect.

Two

exertions

and

cordial

thousand cavalry are
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just dispatched to harass the French rear^ and

hopes to overtake their van in time to
order

profit

I

am

bj their

but this will depend on the assembling of

;

in

dis-

suffi-

and on exertions of which I am not absolutelj
master, though I do my utmost to give the necessary impulse, and a right direction, I have every confidence
cient forcOj

that the officers and

men

of the three ships under

my

orders who, in the face of a most formidable enemy, have
fortified

a town that had not a single heavy gun mounted

on the land side, and who have carried on all intercourse
by boats under a constant fire of musquetry and grape,
will be able efficaciously to assist the army in its future
operations.
This letter will be delivered to your lordship by Lieutenant Canes, first of the Tigre, whom I have
judged worthy to command the Theseus, as captain, ever
since the death of my much lamented friend and coadjutor
have taken Lieutenant England,

Captain Miller,

I

of that ship, to

my

exertions,

assistance in

and those of Lieutenant Sommers and Mr. At-

kinson, together with the bravery of the rest of the
cers

first

the Tigre, by whose

and men, that ship was saved, though on

offi-

fire at five

places at once, from a deposit of French shells bursting on

board her.

W. Sidney
Bonaparte retreated to Cairo, from whence he proto Aboukir, where he was in some measure con-

ceeded

soled for his defeat and disgrace before D’Acre, by a
victory

of

.the

Turks.

Ejuropie ivecajled

him

Soon

after this event the affairs

to France,

and he had the good

fortune to reach the French shores, notwithstanding the
itigilance of the English cruisers.
iflourialiing

wr^ted
from
,

)St.

settlement of Surinam wa^ thia year

Dutch by

,a body of troops collected
Lucia and Martinique, and embanked on board a

iftom the

squadron commanded by X<ord

Hugh Seymour.
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Ther© wore a considerable number of single naval
actions this year^ but none that call for particular notice
e.\cept the

The

two following.

Success,

under the command of Captain Peard,

was cruizing in the Mediterranean on the 9th of June
he resolved to attack a Spanish polacca, which had taken
:

refuge in a small port near Cape Creaux; for this purpose
the first and third lieutenants of the ship, the lieutenant

of marioes, and three boats were dispatched ; thej were
all volunteers on this occasion.
The attack was m^de in
the face of day by

a

vessel

forty- two men, in three boats, against
armed with one hundred and thirteen men, se-

cured with a boarding netting, and supported by a battery
and a large body of men at small arms on shore. Notwithstanding this great disparity the vessel

but the

loss

The other
Indies.

w^as

taken;

of the British was verj great.

The

action to
Sybille,

which we alluded was

in the

East

Captain Cooke, son of the cele-

brated circumnavigator, sailed from Madras on the 19th

of February, to cruise for the French frigate

which Captain Cooke was informed was

La

Forte,

in the bay.

On

month the two ships met off the land’s
Tiead of Bengal river, when a well-fought action took
the 28th of that

continued one hour and forty minutes; and

place:

it

during

this time the

enemy’s ship was completely

dis-

masted, while His Majesty’s ship suffered comparatively
very

little

damage.

In this action Captain Cooke dis-

played the greatest degree of courage, presence of mind,

and professional

abilities;

and he was nobly supported by

the intrepid conduct of his officers and crew.

which the

officers

The joy

and crew experienced, however, was

much dauiped by Captain Cooke’s

receiving a

wound

.which soon proved mortal, and thus the service was de-

prired of a most excellent and meritorious

On

officer.

the 12th of February, 1800^ the House of Commons

ihaving nesolved itself into a cominittee of supply, Mr,
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Wallace moted that the sum of six
five

thousand,

and

Iiimdrecl

eiglitj-

four hundred and twenty-nine pounds,

thirteen shillings, and eleven-pence, be granted to His

Majesty for the ordinaries of the navy for eleven lunar

On

months, beginning the 26 th of February, 1800.

this

there was some conversation respecting a proposed increase to the salaries of the lords of the Admiralty; and

Mr. Tierney remarked, that

it

was extraordinary the

se-

cretary should have four thousand pounds a year, while

the salary of the

To

pounds.

first

this

lord

was not above three thousand

Mr. Pitt replied that the

lord of the Admiralty was one to which

a particular ambition

;

consideration of salary

The
For

office

men

first

and whose fortunes rendered the
little else

resolutions were then

than secondary.

moved

in succession.

£

repairs, weariiiul tear

Probable expenses of transportation
Prisoners of

of

aspired with

656, 5tC

1,300,000

ar in health

500,000

Sick prisoners of war

90,000

These with the money necessary for the maintenance
and pay of the seamen, &c. raised the navy estimate for
this

year to the sum of twelve millions, six hundred and

nineteen thousand pounds.

The naval
important.

events of this year present very

A

descent was

made on

and the fleets of Quiberon destroyed.
ments of Goree and Curagoa were
conquests.

Two

The Dutch
also

that

is

settle-

added to our

unsuccessful attempts were

The

little

the coast of Brittany,

made on

the

under the command of General
Pultney, with a squadron under Sir J. B. Warren, at
Spanish coast.

first

Ferrol

;

but which retired after a slight skirmish with the

enemy

;

the place being found too strong for the assault.

A still

larger armament, under Lord Keith and General
Abercrombie, appeared before Cadiz; but the plague

jwhidi raged in that garrison and the tempestuous weather
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to retire.

They, however,

proceeded to the Mediterranean^ and succeeded in wresting Malta from the enemy.
the
This important island had been blocked up by
Nile ; for
British fleet immediately after the battle of the
hardships,
the space of two years it endured the greatest

and
it

it

probably would not have been so soon taken, had

not been for the following action.
While Lord Nelson, during the month of February, in

company with His Majesty’s
Northumberland, Audacious and Elcarso brig, was

the Foudroyant,

in

ships
cruiz-

Alexander in
the Mediterranean, he observed the
and a corchace of a line of battle ship, three frigates
the frigates
of
one
18th,
the
vette. About eight o’clock of

ino" in

was seen

to strike her colours

the Alexander, however,

;

but continued
did not delay. the chace of the others,

it

.

under a press of

sail.

At half-past

and the corvette tacked

one, the other frigates

to the westward, but the line of

without coming up
battle ship, not being able to tack,
Captain
Alexander, bore up. The Success,

with the
with the Alexander,
Peard, which had been in company
judgment and gallantry
being to leeward, with great
enemy, and fired several
lay across the hawse of the
At half-past four the Foudroyant
broadsides into him.

the French ship struck
and Northumberland coming up,
the Genereux of seventyher colours. She proved to be

of Rear-Admiral Ferree,
four guns, bearing the flag
the Mer
force
commander-in-chief of the French naval

m

diterranean, having a
.

number

of troops on board from

for Malta.

Toulon, bound
«
of Malta
On the 29th of March, while the blockade
Guillaume Tell of eighty guns
strictly continued, the

was
the
and one thousand men, bearing

flag of Centre- Ad-

from that island. The
miral Dacr.es, attempted to escape
from the batterie^ tog^
signal reckets and cannonading
winds, convinced Captain
ther with the strong southerly
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Dixon, of the Lion, who was croiziog

off that island in

company with some other ships, that the enemy’s
that were blockaded w'ere attempting to escape.

vessels

Nearly at midnight an enemy’s vessel was descried by
Captain Blackwood, of the Penelope: chase was immediately

given, the

signal

squadron to cut a ship.

being made for the British

Under a

Dixon, guided solely by the

press of canvas Captain

firing of the Penelope, con-

tinued the chase until five A- M., and as a direction to the
rest of the

squadron blue lights were shewn every half

hour from the Lion.

When

daylight broke,

Captain

Dixon found himself and the Penelope very near the
enemy. The Lion was run close alongside, when a destructive broadside of three round shot in each gun was
poured in. As the enemy was of immense bulk, and full
of men, Captain Dixon was anxious neither to board nor
be boarded, and even found it necessary to keep from her
broadside

:

after being

engaged about

fifty

minutes, the

Foudroyant, which was commanded at present by Captain
Sir

Edward Berry in the absence of Lord Nelson, passed,
enemy to strike this they refused. A heavy

hailing the
fire

:

from both ships took place, broadside to broadside;

the Lion and the Penelope, in the

mean

time, being fre-

quently in situations to do great mischief.
After a most gallant and determined opposition, or, to

use Captain Dixon’s

own words,

after the hottest action

that probably ever was maintained by an enemy’s ship

opposed to three of His Majesty’s, and being

totally dis-

masted, the French admiral’s flag was struck.”

The

crip-

pled condition of the Lion and the Foudroyant made

it

necessary that the prize should be taken possession of by

Blackwood, of whose conduct
throughout the whole of this engagement Captain Dixon

the Penelope,

Captain

speaks in the very highest terms of admiration/

The

loss

of the enemy was upwards of two hundred ; and that of
the British ahips was also great, the Foudroyant having
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eight killed and sixtji-one wounded,
the Lion seven killed
thirty-eight wounded, and the
Penelope two killed

and

and two wounded.
There are two or three other
prises

which occurred

actions or naval enter-

this year, that it

may be proper

cursorily to notice.

While Kear-Admiral Duckworth was cruizing
off Cadiz,
month of April, he discovered twelve sail
from

in the

the

mast head, which were immediately
afterwards ascertained
to be three Spanish frigates with
their convoy. Chase was
immediately given, and two of the frigates
were

come up

with

but notwithstanding the great superiority
of Admiral Duckworth’s force, thfe enemy’s
ships were fought
long and most gallantly ; nor did they surrender
till they

had

;

many lives. The other frigate escaped;
but eleven of the convoy were taken. The
frigates were
laden principally with quicksilver, and were
sacrificed

bound

for

Lima.

As there were

several frigates in Dunkirk roads, CapInman, of the Andromeda, with a small squadron

tain

under

his

fire ships,

command, consisting among others of several
was directed by the Admiralty to attempt their

destruction.

Captain Inman ordered Captain Campbell,
of the Dart, to attack the easternmost and he succeeded
;
in carrying her in the most skilful and gallant
manner,

and

in bringing her out, in less than a quarter
of

an
hour; but though the other part of the attack, especially
that of the bomb vessels, was well managed,
it did not
succeed. The frigate taken was La Desiree,
of forty
guns and three hundred and fifty men.
In the West Indies a veiy spirited- action occurred this

Captain Mane, of His Majesty’s ship Seine, on
the morning of the gfrth of August, observed a ship
Sfalnding to the northward through the Moiia passage.
It
year.

,

tSfay

be proper to inform our readers thkt the channel that

separates Porto Rico from

Doming

is fifteen

leag^ufes

:
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broad

;

that nearly in the middle^ on the south side, are

the islands

Mona and Monica

or

Mona

little

the channel between them and Porto Rico

Mona

passage;

it

is

eight leagues wide.

and that

;

called the

is

Captain Milne

soon ascertained that the vesbcl was an enemy

chase was

;

was near midnight before she
could be brought to action after some fighting the two
ships separated, only however to renew the fight next
morning, and after about an hour and a half’s hard fightimmediately given, but

it

:

ing, an officer

came out on her bowsprit, the only place

he could be seen from in consequence of the confusion by
the loss of almost

all

her masts, and said that they had
she proved to be the Ven-

struck to the British flag:

geance, a ship of very superior force to the Seine.

One

of the finest and largest ships in the service was

lost this year by a dreadful accident ;

of the Queen

Charlotte,

we

allude to the loss

Lord

of one hundred guns.

Keith’s ship, in the Mediterranean.

The

following are

the particulars

His lordship had thought

it

expedient to attack the

Island of Cabrera, of which the French are

still

about twenty or thirty miles from Leghorn.

was

to have been

made by

possessed,

The

attack

the British navy, assisted by

the Austrian troops ; and while his lordship was making
the necessary arrangements with the Austrian

commander

on shore at Leghorn, he sent, on the night of the 16th,
the

Queen

Charlotte, having eight hundred and thirty-

seven persons on board, to reconnoitre the

island.^

On

the morning of March 17. he had the mortification of dis-

covering the Queen Charlotte on
at sea.

fire,

four or

fiv

leagues

This sight rendered Lord Keith almost frantic;

he immediately gave orders for all the v ss ds and boats
to put off, and every assistance to be given ; and in this
service he was zealously seconded by the Austrian general
and all ranks in Leghorn. An American^ vessel, several
tartans, and some ships of the line immediately bent their
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however, notwithstanding

the^ crew, continued to increase.

all

the efforts

Between eight and

nine o clock the masts and rigging caught
fire, and made
a most awful blaze : the crew, however, cut
the masts

by
going over the ship, no longer
threatened mischief; but the fire had taken strong
hold of
the body of the vessel and continued to
rage. The guns
the board, and they

now began to go otf; and the people in the boats and other
who had gone from LOghorn,’ were so much

vessels,

alarmed

for fear of shot, that they

would not approach

Here we must mention

that a part of the

the ship.

Queen

Charlotte’s

generous bravery.

own crew behaved
Despising

the ship, and saved

many of

all

with the most
danger they approached

their gallant countrymen.

The

ship at eleven oJclock blew up with a tremendous
explosion, sunk, and left not a wreck behind. The re*

ports are various respecting the origin of the fire;
but

the most credible account

is, that it was occasioned by
some hay which had been put on board, and lodged on
the booms. It was necessary to remove this hay, to make
room for the launch, and some of it falling upon the

match-tub caught
rapidity.

and blazed up with astonishing

fire,

suddenly caught the

It

spread the flames so quickly on

sails

and rigging, and

all sides that

not be overcome by any exertions.

they could

Immediately after the

accident the wind freshened, and prevented the other ships

from returning into port.

At

length, about eleven at

night of the same day, a tartan came in with thirty English

seamen, together with the admiral’s lieutenant, Mr.

Stuart.
Shortly five other tartans came in, among Vi^hich
was an Austrian one, the General Ott. She had saved
eighty-five sailors, two soldiersj two quarter- masters, and

two mates

;

they were quartered at Della Scalla Sancta.

Yesterday the xebec the Prince de-Cbnti. came to an
anchor; she had on board twenty-three Englishmen, of

whom

three were dead*

VOr.. VII.

,

.

•

The Triton
.

MH

also

came

in; in

her
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company^ with twenty-six Eng^lish seamen and one officer.
On the 28th at noon^ a large sloop, which belonged to the
burned

vessel, arrived

with twenty-four seamen and three

The number of

oflScers.

hundred and

fifty-eight.

moment upon

the

the crew saved amounts to one

The

captain remained to the last

quarter-deck,

giving directions for

saving the crew, without regarding his

own

least.

The Queen

fleet at

Spithead after that glorious victory.

safety in the

Lord Howe’s ship in
the memorable 1st of June; and it was on board of her
that the royal family went when the King reviewed the
Charlotte was

we most deeply lament

her loss; but

We regret

the fate of her

some of the most choice
The Queen Charlotte was

gallant crew, which consisted of

and brave men

in the navy.

launched in 1790, in immediate succession off the

slip

of

the Royal George, and was allowed, both as a prime
sailor

and

ship of

for her other superior qualities, to

war

be the

that ever displayed English colours

:

finest

though

rated one hundred and ten guns, she carried one hundred

and twenty.
on the 17th

The

following account

dated off Leghorn

is

of March.

Mr. John Braid, carpenter of the Queen Charlotte,
reports that about twenty minutes after six o’clock yester-

day

morning, as he was dressing himself he

heard

On which
he immediately ran up the foreJadder to get upon deck,
and found the whole half-deck, the front bulk-head of the
throughout the ship a general cry of

^

Fire.’

admiral’s cabin,* the main-mast’s coat, and boat’s covering

on the booms

whidi from every report and
was occasioned by some hay,
which was lying nnder the half-deck, having been set on
fire by a match in a tub, which was usually kept there for
The main-tsail at this time was set, and
gignal guns.
all in flames^;

probability he apprehends

almost entirely caught

oome

fire;

the |>eopie not being able to

to the clue-garnets on account of the flames.

He
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and found Lieutenant

the boatswain encouraging the people to get

water to extingaiish the

lire.

He

applied to Mr. Dundas,

seeing no other officer on the fore-part of the ship (and

being unable to see any on the quarter-deck from the
flames and smoke between them), to give him assistance

to drown

-the

prevent the

lower decks and secure the hatches, to

fire falling

down

ingly went

down. Lieutenant Dundas accordmany people as he could

himself, with as

prevail upon to follow

him, and the lower deck-ports

were opened, the scuppers plugged, the main and forehatches secured, the cocks turned, and water drawn in at
the ports, and pumps kept going by the people who came
down, as long as they could stand

at

them.

He thinks

that by these exertions the lower deck was kept free from

and the magazines preserved for a long time from
danger ; nor did Lieutenant Dundas or he quit this station, but remained there with all the people who could be

fire,

prevailed upon to stay,

till

several of the middle-deck

guns came through that deck. About nine o’clock Lieutenant Dundas and he, finding it impossible to remain

any longer below, went out at the foremost lower-deck
port, and got upon the -forecastle ; on which he thinks
there were then about one hundred and fifty of the people
drawing w^ter, and.throwin^.it as.far up.as pc^ibje upon
•

the

fire.

He

continued about

3,0

hour on the

forecastle

and finding all efforts to extitaguish the flames unavailing,
he jumped from the jib-bbbm,,’ [and swam to an American
boat approaching the .ship, .by. which he. .was picked up,

and put
Stewart,

into a tartan, then in the charge of Lieutenant

who had come

off to the assistance of the ship.

“ JoHK .BRAin.”

We now come to the
respects

it

last

year of the war, but in many

was an important one.

mm2
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In the raonth* of February Mr. Pitt and his colleagues^
Grenville, Lord Spencer, Mr* Windham, and Mr*
Dundas, resigned, avowedly because they could not carry
the catholic question. A new administration was speedily

Lord

formed, in which Mr. Addington was

first

lord of the

treasury and chancellor of the exchequer ; Lord

bury and Lord Pelham
Vincent first lord of the admiralty.

secretaries of state

The union of Great

;

Hawkea-

and Earl

St.

Britain and Ireland having been

met at Westminster, on
the 22nd of January, 1804, and on the 2nd of the following month His Majesty opened the session with a speech
from the throne, in which he avowed his intention of
putting an end to the war as soon as safe and honourable
elFected, the imperial parliament

terms could be obtained.

The

following were the sums voted for the supply of

the navy for this year.

PEBRUABY

17 , 1801

That ISSjOOO seamen be employed,

for ten lunar

.

montbs, commencing the S6th of Maicb, 1801,
including 30,000 marines.

For wages for ditto
For victuals to ditto

0
0

0

£,565,000

a^2,407‘,500

For ordnance sea service on board the ships in
which they are to serve
For wear and tear of such ships
For the ordinary of the navy, including half pay
to sea and marine officers
For building and repairing of ships and otlier extra
works
For the expense of the transport service, and for
the maintenance of prisoners of war in health,
at home and abroad
For the care and maintenance of sick prisoners of

0

337,500

0

0

4,050,000

0

0

637,41,8

5

8

733,000

0

0

1,445,71814

6

155,000

0

0

£1£,42£,037

0

2

,

war
Total supply
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This year was distinguished by the formation of a mari-

The Emperor

time confederacy against Britain.

of Russia

having made peace with France,

and not only made
peace, but also permitted himself to be influenced by the
counsels of that power, was at the head of that confederacy;

professed object

its

and

interests

was

rights of the

to protect the maritime

members who composed

it

against the encroachments of Great Britain,

our purpose to enter into a consideration
of what are called the rights of neutrals but we may be
It is foreign to

;

permitted to offer one or two observations on this interesting, important,

In the

and

difficult subject.

place, neutral states

first

ought

not, if possible,

to suffer from the hostilities of belligerents

;

and

if

war

cannot be carried on without their interests and rights
suffering more or less, care ought to be especially taken
by the belligerents that they suffer as little as possible.

The

principal point in which they are exposed to injury

respects their trade

:

it

must happen that

if

one bellige-

rent succeeds in injuring the trade of another belligerent,
that the trade also of the neutral nation with which the

second belligerent has commercial relations must suffer at
the same time

;

this

cannot be avoided. In another respect

also the neutral must be harassed

and inconimoded

the laws of all nations, and by what

is

;

by

called the inter-

national law, neutrals are not permitted to carry what are

deemed contraband of war; but

the searching of neutral

ships occasionally cannot be avoided to ascertain whe-

ther they do carry contraband of war.

In the second place, neutrals ought not in any degree
to run the risque of losing their character and privileges of
neutrality by assisting, even in the most indirect
ner, one belligerent against the other.

that free bottoms

make

free goods,

must necessarily be the case ;
it

may be

said, that

But

man-

if the principle,

were acted upon,

for let us examine this a

this

little

by the practice of free bottoms making
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free goods, eacli belligerent will be benefitted and faTonrei

in an equal degree

For

happen*

power

it

:

this,

however, scarcely,

can

generally occurs that in a naval war, one

superior to the other

is

if ever,

;

of course the one that

superior will have no occasion for the carrying on of

commerce by

neutrals

;

whereas the one that

is

is
its

inferior

will need such assistance; of course the latter will be a
better customer than the former to neutrals, and therefore

neutrals will almost always be found assisting the weaker

power

hence

:

it

follows that the

two

belligerent nations

scarcely ever can be equally benefitted by the assistance

of neutrals, in carrying on their commerce in time of
war.

Besides there will always be a strong temptation to

carry contraband of war for the weaker nation; since

without a supply of these

articles the

war cannot be

car*

Hence we see that in almost all naval wars, the
inferior power has been assisted by neutrals, whilst the
superior power has derived no such assistance there is
ried on.

:

also another thing to be taken into consideration, the

superior power wdll always be an object of envy, jealousy,
and dread, and consequently every opportunity of injuring

her will be eagerly sought

The

after

and embraced.

is fully made out by
what has generally occurred when Britain has been engaged ih naval wars she being superior did not need
neutral assistance; she also, in too many cases, was apt

truth of these observations

:

lo carry her maritime supremacy too high; the conse-

quence h^s been that armed maritime confederacies have

been formed against her more than once.
Early
this year a convention, having'

m

maritime

'oonfigderaby against Britain,

for its object

was signed

at

a

Pa-

tersburgh by Russia;' Denmark; ^Sweden, arid .Prussia;

thb British' ministry wehe n6V slow in retaliating.

An

embargo wtis immediately laid 'on all Russian, Swedish,
andJDaBish vessels; those bf-Prussk were, from some
exempted.

’It

ulsb'teSblved to strike
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11th of March a

fleet

of

of the line^ with a great nuniber of inferior

sail

from Yarmouth, under the command of
Admiral Parker, assisted hy Vice-Admiral Nelson and
vessels, sailed

Rear-Admiral Tottj.

The commanders were

directed to

attack Copenhagen, in case the British plenipotentiary

there should

fail in his efforts

of detaching

Denmark from

the confederacy.

The Danish navy

consisted of twenty-three ships of the

one or two of which were totally unfit for service^
and most of the others were in bad order and they had
line,

;

fourteen frigates and cutter brigs, from twenty to forty

guns; seventeen gun boats, of twenty-four guns each,
besides guard ships.
differently

manned.

This

Sweden had eighteen
gates, sloops,

ships of the line, fourteen

and other smaller

was better manned than

The navy
line,

however, was very

vessels,

small craft.

that of

nearly

fri-

This

Denmark.

of Russia consisted of eighty-two

besides

in««

and seventy-four

and flat-bottomed boats, besides gun boats.

gallies
fleet

fleet,

*

forty frigates,

gallies,

sail

of the

and other

Several of these, however, particularly the

ships of the line, were in a very bad condition and nearly

At Cronstadt, Revel, Petersburgh, and

unfit for service.

Archangel there were forty-seven

were

in the Mediterranean

the Russian

fleet

line,

ill

the rest

The whole of

was badly manned, and worse

and the ships were

Soon

of the

sail

and Black Sea.

oflGicered,

equipped.

after the British

fleet

left

Yarmouth, the In-

vincible, of seventy-four guns, struck

on a ridge of sand,

and was so much damaged that she soon afterwards sunk.
Admiral Totty, who was on board, with a few officers,
nineteen marines, and one hundred and sixty-four seamen

were saved,

On

all the rest perished.

the SOth of March the British

Sound;

it

fleet

passed the

was expected that the passage would have been
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some damage would have
been done to the ships during their passage but Sweden,
thus early in the business, proved that she was not hearty;
as when the British fleet, in order to avoid the Danish

opposed

effectually, at least that

;

batteries, kept near the

Swedish shore, from the batteries

was kept up. The passage of the Sound occupied
nearly four hours about mid-day the whole fleet anchored
between Copenhagen and Huen.
The admiral, together with Lord Nelson, and Rear-

no

firing

:

Admiral Graves, reconnoitred the formidable line of ships,

and gun boats,
flanked and supported by extensive batteries, and occupying from one extreme point to another an extent of nearly
radeaus,

pontoons, galleys,

fire

ships,

Lord Nelson, having

four miles.

offered his services for

conducting the attack, was judiciously entrusted by

Ad-

miral Parker, with an enterprise worthy of his intrepidity

and genius.
In the morning of the 2d of April, Lord Nelson having
weighed anchor and made the signal for attack, with
twelve
to

sail

of

tlie line,

Copenhagen.

This

advanced to force the approaches
city

was defended by

six sail

of

the line, eleven floating batteries, from twenty-six twentyfour pounders to eighteen eighteen pounders,

bomb

ship, besides other vessels

:

and one

these were supported

by the Crown Islands, mounting eighty-eight cannons,
and four sail of the line moored in the mouth of the
harbour, and some batteries on the Isle of Amak. The
particulars of this most determined action,

we

shall take

from Mr. Southey, in his Life of Lord Nelson.

“ The land, forces, and five hundred seamen, under
Captain Freemantle and the Honourable Colonel Stewart,
were to storm the Crown battery as soon as its fire should
be silenced

:

and Riou,—whom Nelson had never seen till
but whose worth he had instantly per-

this expedition,

ceived,

and appreciated as

and the Aicmene

it

deserved,-— had the Blanche

frigates, the

Dart and Arrow sloops,

—
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and the Zephyr and Otter

command

special

every other ship had

might require:

station appointed.

its

Between eight and nine the

pilots

ordered on board the admiral’s ship.

men who had been mates

mostly

given him, with a

fire-ships,

to act as circumstances

and masters were

The

pilots

were

in Baltic traders; ,and

their hesitation about the bearing of the east end of the

and the exact

shoai,

warning of how

The

deep water, gave ominous

line of

their

little

knowledge was

to be trusted.

had been made, the wind was fair,
not a moment to be lost. Nelson urged them to be steadj^,
signal for action

to be resolute,

ground

and

to decide

for steadiness

Nelson had reason
Hardy’s
painful

single

moments of

^

^

—but they wanted

to regret that he

report.

with bitterness.

:

and decision

only

and

had not trusted

to

was one of the most
and he always spoke of it

This

his life

1

t!ie

in such cases;

;

experienced in the Sound,’ said he,

the misery of having the honour of our country intrusted

to a set of pilots,

who have no

other thought thaJi to

keep the ships clear of danger, and their own
clear of shot.

fered

:

and

if

Every body knows what
any merit attaches

combating the dangers of the shallows
them.’

ment was acceded
;

in

suf-

was

for

defiance

of

me,

it

At length Mr. Bryerly, the master of the Beilona,

declared that he was prepared to lead the

ships

heads

must have

I

itself to

silly

to

by the

rest

:

fleet

:

his judg-

they returned to their

and, at half*past nine the signal was made to weigh

in succession.

Captain Murray, in the Edgar, led the way; the

Agamemnon was

next in order; but, on the

first

attempt

to leave her anchorage, she could not weather the edge of

the shoal; and Nelson had the grief to see his old ship, in

which he had performed so many years gallant

services,

moment when her help was so
was then made for the Polyphe-

immoveably aground, at a
greatly required.

Signal

mus : and this change

in the order of sailing

was executed
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with the utmost proaiptitude

:

jet so

been unavoidably occasioned, that

much delay had thus
the Edgar was for

some time unsupported: and the Polyphemus, whose
place should have been at the end of the enemy’s line,

where

their strength

was the

greatest, could get

no

fur-

ther than the beginning, owing to the difficulty of the

channel

:

there she occupied, indeed, an efficient station,

but one where her presence was less required. The Isis
followed, with better fortune, and took her own birth.

The

Bellona, Sir

Thomas Boulden Thompson, kept

too

and grounded abreast of the
outer ship of the enemy: this was the more vexatious,
close on the starboard shoal,

inasmuch as the wind was
ships
Iona,

fair,

the

room ample, and three

had led the way. The Russell, following the Bel*
grounded in like manner both were within reach
:

of shot ; but their absence from their intended stations was
severely

Each

felt.

ship

had been ordered to pass her

leader on the starboard side, because the water was sup-

posed to shoal on the larboard shore.

next after these two

on the starboard

ships,

direction,

Nelson,

who came

thought they had kept too far

and made signal

for

them to

enemy, not knowing that they were aground,
but, when he perceived that they did not obey the signal,
close with the

be ordered the Elephant’s helm
within these ships
ing,

:

to starboard,

and went

thus quitting the appointed Order ofsail-

and guiding those which were to follow.

The greater

part of the fleet were probably, by this act of promptitude

on

his part, saved from going

on shore.

Each

ship, as

she arrived nearly opposite to her appointed station, let

her anchor go by the stern, and presented her broadside
to the Danes.

The

distance between each

was about a half
was fought nearly at the distance of a
cable’s length from the enemy.
This, which rendered its
continuance so long, was owing to the ignorance and conCElble.

The

action

sequent indecision of the

pilots.

In pursuance of the
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had led the Beliona and the Russell

agrouudj the/j when the lead was at a quarterless

five,

refused to approach nearerj in dread of shoaling their

water on the larboard shore
for the water deepened

up

:

a fear altogether erroneous^

to the very side of the enemy’s

line.

At

five

minutes after ten the action began.

The

half of our fleet was engaged in about half an hour

by

half-past eleven the battle

became general.

;

first

and

The plan

of the attack had been complete; but seldom has any plan

Of
been more disconcerted by untoward accidents.
twelve ships of the line, one was entirely useless^ and two
others in a situation where they could not render half the
service which was required of them. Of the squadron of
gun-brigSj only one could get into action

prevented,

by

currents,

baffling

eastern end of the shoal
vessels could reach their

:

the rest were

from weathering the

and only two of the bombstation on the Middle Ground,
;

and open their mortars on the arsenal, firing over both
Riou took the vacant station against the Crown
fleets.
Battery, with his frigates; attempting, with that unequal
had been
force, a service in which three sail of the line
directed to assist.

“ Nelson’s

agitation

had been extreme when he saw

of a fourth
himself, before the action begun, deprived
was he in
sooner
no
But
line.
the
his ships of

part of
battle,

^here

more than a

his

squadron was received with the

fire

of

thousand guns, than, as if that artillery, like
away all care and painful thoughts, his

music had driven

countenance brightened

;

and, as a bye-stander describes

animated, elevated,
him, his conversation became joyous,
time, near
and delightful. The commander-in-chief mean

unfavourable
enough to the Scene of action to know the
Nelson, and
accidents which had so materially weakened

the real state of the contending
anxiety. To get to
parties, suffered the most dreadflil

yet too distant to

know
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his assistaBce

against him*

was iiBpossiWe; both wind and current were
Fear for the event,

would naturally preponderate

in

such circumstances^

mind

in the bravest

and,

;

at one o’clock, perceiving that, after three hours’ endu-

rance, the enemy’s

was slackened, be began to de-

fire

spair of success; and thinking it became him to save
what he could from the hopeless contest, he made signal
for retreat.
Nelson was now in all the excitement of
action,

pacing the quarter-deck.

mainmast knocked the

A

splinters about

to one of his officers, with a smile:

and

this

day may be the

last to

shot through the

and he observed

;
^

many of

It is

warm work;
moment

us at a

and then stopping short at the gangAiay, added, with emotion

—

But mark you! I would not be elsewhere for
About this time the signal lieutenant called
that No. 39, (the signal for discontinuing the action)
^

thousands.’
out,

was thrown out by the commander-in-chief. He continued to walk the deck, and appeared to take no notice
of it. The signal officer met him at the next turn, and
^ acasked if he should repeat it. ^ No,’ he replied
knowledge it.’ Presently he called after him, to know if
the signal for close action was still hoisted ; and being
answered in the affirmative said, ^ Mind you keep it so.*
;

He BOW paced the

deck, moving the stump of his lost arm

manner which always indicated great emotion. ^ Do
you know/ said he to Mr. Ferguson, what is shown on
board the commander-in-chief? Number 39 V Mr. Ferguson, asked what that meant.^ ^ Why, to leave off action !’ Then, shrugging up his shoulders, he repeated the
in a

—

words-—^ Leave off action

?

Now damn me

know^, Foley,’ turning to the captain,
eye,

—I

^

if I

which sports with

bitterness,

not see the signal V

Keep mine

do

!

You

have only one

have a right to be blind sometimes

putting the glass to bis blind eye, in that

signal V

I

—and

then

mood of mind

he exclaimed,

^

Presently he exclaimed,
for closer battle flying

I really
^

!

Damn

do

the

That’s the
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way I answer such signals* Nail mine to the raa&tP
Admiral Graves^ who was so situated that he could not
discern what was done on board the Elephant, cLsobejed
Sir Hyde’s signal in like

manner: whether by

fortune^

mistake^ or by a like brave intention, has not been

known.

The

Nelson,

continued the action.

saved lliou’s

made

other ships of the line, looking only to

little

The

signal,

squadron, but did not save

however,
its

heroic

This squadron, which was nearest the comman-

leader.

obeyed, and hauled

der-in-chief,

severely in

its

It

had suffered

most unequal contest.

Amazon had been firing,
desired his men to stand

For a long time the
enveloped in smoke, when Riou
fast

that they might see wliat they

Danes then got

for the

off.

and

let

the smoke clear

were about.

off,

A fatal order

5

clear sight of her from the bat-

teries,

and

effect,

that nothing but the signal for retreat saved this

frigate

from destruction.

pointed their guns with such tremendous

^

What

will

Nelson think of

when he unwildrew off. He had been wounded in the head by a
splinter, and was sitting on a gun, encouraging his men,
when, just as the Amazon showed her stern to the Trekroner battery, his clerk was killed by his side; and
another shot swept away several marines who were haulus V was Riou’s mournful exclamation,

lingly

ing in the main-brace.

^

,

liiou,

^

let

Come

us die altogether

!’

then,

my

boys V cried

The words had

scarcely

been uttered, before a raking shot cut him in two. Except it had been Nelson himself, the British Navy could
not have suffered a severer

The

vigour on our
tion

loss.

action continued along the line with unabated
side,

and with the most determined resolu-

on the part of the Danes.

They fought

to great ad-

vantage, because most of the vessels in their line of de-

fence were without masts

;

the few which had any stand-

ingy had their top-masts struck^ and the hulls could only

be

in^tervals.

The

Isis

must have been

destjroy.ed

;
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by

tlie

Inman,

superior weight of

lier

situation

enemy's

fire,

Captain

if

had not judiciously taken a

in the Desiree frigate,

which enabled him to rake the Dane, and

Polyphemus had not
Iona and the

Isis

also relieved her.

many men were

lost

Both

if

the

in the Bel-

by the bursting of

The former ship was about forty years old,
and these guns were believed to be the same which she had

their gnns.

first

taken to sea

:

for the fragments

they were, probably, originally faulty,

were

lona lost seventy-five

of

full

men

;

Isis,

the Monarch, two hundred and ten.

any other

line of battle ship

The Bel-

little air holes*

the

one hundred and ten
She was mc^re than

exposed to the great battery;

and supporting at the same time the united fire of the
Holstein and the Zealand ; her loss this day exceeded that
of any single ship during the whole war* Amid the tremendous carnage in this vessel, some of the men displayed
a singular instance of coolness the pork and pease happened to be in the kettle; a shot knocked its contents
about they picked up the pieces, and ate and fought at
the same time.
The prince royal had taken Ms station upon one of
the batteries, from whence he beheld the action, and
issued his orders.
Denmark had never been engaged in
so arduous a contest, and never did the Danes more nobly
:

;

display their national courage

:

—a

courage not more un-

happily, than impoliticly, exerted in subserviency to the
interest of France*
fell eai^ly in

Captain Tbura, of the Indfoedsretten,

the action

;

and

all hii^ officers,

except one

lieutenant and one marine officer, were either killed or

wounded*

In the confusion,

struck, OF shot

away

;

the colours were either

but she was moored athwart one of

the batteries in such a situation, that the British

made no

attempt to board her ; and a boat was despatched to the
prince, to inform him ot her situation* He turned to
those about him, and said,

which of you

^

Gentlemen, Thura

will take the

command P

is

killed;

Schroedersee„

;
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in a feeble voice,

^

and

I will/

The crew perceiving a new com*
mander coming alongside, hoisted their colours again, and
fired a broadside,
Schroedersee, when he came on deck,
found himself surrounded by the dead .and wounded, and
hastened on board.

called to those in the boat to get quickly on board

struck him at that moment.

A

lieutenant,

a ball

:

who had

ac*

companied him, then took the command, and continued to

A youth

fight the ship.

of seventeen, by

on

particularly distinguished himself

He

had volunteered
battery which was a
;

this

name

command

to take the

raft, consisting

Villeraos,

memorable day*
of a floating

merely of a number

of beams nailed together, with a flooring to support the
guns: it was square, with a breast- work Mi of port-holes,
and without masts, carrying twenty-four guns and one
hundred and twenty men* With this he got under the
stern

of the Elephant, below the reach of the stern-

chasers; and, under

marines, fought

with such

skill,

a heavy

it

and some of
however,

was announced,

as well as courage, as to excite Nelson’s

warmest admiration*
Between one and two the
about two

of small arms from the

fire

his raft, till the truce

fire

of the Danes slackened

ceased from the greater part of their line,
their lighter ships

difficult to

because the batteries on

because an irregular

were

adrift.

take possession of those

struck^

Amak island protected

them

was kept up from the

ships

fire

selves as the boats approached.

was,

It

who

;

and

them-

This arose from the

nature of the action ; the crews were continually reinforced from the shore

:

and

fresh

men coming on

board,

did not inquire whether the flag had been struck, or, perhaps, did not heed it; many, or most of them, never hav-

been engaged in war before,—-knowing nothing,
therefore, of its laws, and thinkii^ only of defending their

ing

eountryHoAhe

last extremity.

The Danbrog

fired

upon
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the Elephant’s boats in this manner, though
her commodore had removed her pendant and deserted her,
though
she had struck, and though she was in flames.
After
she

had been abandoned by the commodore, Braun fought
her
till he lost his right hand, and
then Captain Lemming
took the command. This unexpected renewal
of her fire

made the Elephant and Glatton renew theirs, till she
was not only silenced, but nearly every man in the praams,
ahead and astern of her, was killed. When the
smoke
of ^their guns died away, she was seen drifting
in flames
before the wind

those of her crew, who remained alive,
;
and able to exert themselves, throwing
themselves out at
her port-holes.

Captain liothe commanded the Nyeborg praam, and
perceiving that she could not much longer be
kept afloat,
made for the inner road. As he passed the line he found
the Aggershuus praam in a more miserable condition
than
•his own ; her masts had all gone by the
board, and she was
on the point of sinking, Rothe made fast a cable to
her

and towed her off; but he could get her no further
than a shoal, called Stubben, when she sunk;
and soon
after he had worked the JSyeborg up to the
landing place,
stern,

that vessel also sunk to her gunwale.
.vessel

come out of action

in a

Never did any
more dreadful plight. The

stump of her foremost was the only

stick standing ; her
every gun, except a single one,
and her deck was covered with shattered

cabin had been stove in

;

was dismounted ;
limbs and dead bodies.

** By
half-past two tha action had ceased along
that part
of the liMf which was astern of the Elephant,
but not
with the ships ahead and the crown batteries.
Nelson,
eeejng the maimer: :ia which his boats were
fired upon
•when they went to take- possession ot the prizes,
‘became
angry, and- said, he must either send on
shore to have

this irregular

•burn them

;

preceding stopped,- or send a fire ship and
ahi^ with a presence of mind
peculiar to

:
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signally displayed than

now, he

availed himself of this occasion to secure the advantage

which he had gained, and open a negotiation.
into the stern gallery,
^

Ho

retired

and wrote thus to the crown prince

Lord Nelson has been commanded to
when she no longer resists. The line of

Tice- Admiral

spare Denmark,

defence which covered her shores has struck to the British

Sag but if the firing is continued on the part of Denmark,
he must set on fire ail the prizes that he has taken, with:

out having the power of saving the men who have so nobly

The brave Danes

defended them.

are the brothers, and

should never be the enemies of the English.’

was given him

:

,

but he ordered a candle

from the cockpit^ and sealed the

letter

to*

A

wafer

be brought

with wax, affixing

a larger seal than he ordinarily used. ^ This,’ said he,
^ is no
time to appear hurried and informal.’ Captain
Sir Frederic Thesiger,

who

acted as his aid-de-camp,

carried this letter with a flag of truce.

Mean-time the

rest

of the ships ahead, and the approach of the Ramillies and
Defence, from Sir Hyde’s division, which had now wmrked
near enough to alarm the enemy, though not to injure
them, silenced the remainder of the Danish line to the

eastward of the Trekroner.
tinued

its fire.

That

battery, however, con-

This formidable work, owing to the w^ant

of the ships which had been destined to attack it, and the
inadequate force of Riou’s little squadron, was comparatively uninjured

:

towards the close of the action

been manned with nearly
intention of storming

it,

fifteen

it

had

hundred men; and the

for which every preparation

been made, was abandoned as impracticable.
During Thesiger’s absence, Nelson sent

had

for Free-

from the Ganges, and consulted with him and
it was advisable to advance with those
whether
Foley,
ships, which had sustained least damage, against the yet
uninjured part of the Danish line. They were decidedly

Hiantle,

of opinion, that the best thing which could be done was,
voir. VII*

^ ^
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while the wind continued

fair,

to

remove the fleet out
it had to retreat.
In

of the intricate channel, from which

somewhat more than

half an hour after Thesiger had been

despatched, the Danish Adjutant-General Lindholin came,

bearing a flag of truce
to

fire,

:

upon which the Trekroner ceased

and the action closed, after four hours’ continubrought an inquiry from the prince, What was

He

ance.

the object of Nelson’s note

?

The

British admiral wrote in

Lord Nelson’s object in sending the flag of truce
was humanity he therefore consents that hostilities shall
cease, and that the wounded Danes may be taken on
shore.
And Lord Nelson will take his prisoners out
of the wessels, and burn or carry off his prizes as he shall
reply

:

^

:

think

fit.

Lord Nelson, with humble duty

to his royal

highness the prince, will consider this the greatest victory

he has ever gained, if it may be the cause of a happy reconciliation and union between his own most gracious
sovereign and his majesty the king of Denmark.’ Sir
Frederick Thesiger was despatched a second time with the
reply and the Danish adjutant-general was referred to
the commander in chief for a conference upon this overture,
Lindholm assenting to this, proceeded to the London,
which was riding at anchor full four miles off; and Nelson losing not one of the critical moments which he had
thus gained, made signal for his leading ships to weigfi
They had the shoal to clear, they were
in succession.
much crippled, and their course was immediately under
the guns of the Trekroner.
The Monarch led the way. This ship had received
six and twenty shot between wind and water. She had not
a shroud standing there was a double-headed shot in the
heart of her foremast, and the slightest wind would have
sent every mast over her side. The imminent danger
from which Nelson had extricated himself, soon became
apparent ; the Monarch touched immediately upon a shoal,
over which she was pushed by the Ganges taking her
;

s
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the Glatton went clear ; but the other two,

;

the Defiance and the Elephant, grounded about a mile
from the Trekroner, and there remained fixed, for many
hours, in spite of all the exertions of their wearied crews.

The

Desiree frigate also, at the other end of the line, hav-

ing gone, toward the close of the action, to
Bellona, became fast on the same shoal.

assist

Nelson

left

the
the

Elephant, soon after she took the ground, to follow Lind-

Lolm.

The

heat of action was over; and that kind of

which the surrounding scene of havock was so

feeling,

well fitted to produce, pressed heavily upon his exhausted

The sky had suddenly become

spirits.

overcast

;

white

were waving from the mast-heads of so many shatthe slaughter had ceased, but the grief was
tered ships
to come ; for the account of the dead was not yet made up,
flags

:

—

and no man could

tell for

The very

mourn.

silence

what

friends he might have to

which follows the cessation of

such a battle becomes a weight upon the heart at first,
rather than a relief : and though the work of mutual destruction

was

at an end, the

Danbrog was,

at this time,

drifting about in flames ; presently she blew up ; while
our boats, which had put off in all directions to assist her,

were endeavouring to rescue her devoted crew, few of
whom could be saved. The fate of these men, after the
gallantly which they had displayed, particularly affected
Nelson

:

for there

was nothing

in this action of that indig-

nation against the enemy, and that impression of retributive justice, which, at the Nile, had given a sterner

and a sense of austere delight, in beholding the vengeance of which he was the appointed
The Danes were an honorable foe ; they were
minister.
that
of English mould as well as English blood; and now
temper to

his mind,

brethren
the battle had ceased, he regarded them rather as
than as enemies. There was another reflexion also, which

mingled with these melancholy thoughts, and predisposed
him to receive them. He was not here master of his own
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log his orders

Egypt

he had won the day by

:

had convicted the commander
Well,’

^

ineiit.

clisc^bey-

and, in so Ikr as he had been snccessfiil^

;

in chief of

an error

in

jndg-

as he left the Elephant

said he,

have' fought contrary to orders, and

I shall

^
;

Never mind let them !’
This was the language of a man, who^ while he

hanged.

:

giving utterance to an uneasy tliooght, clothes
jest,

His

I

perhaps be

because he half repents that
services

it

is

half in

it

has been disclosed*

had been too eminent on

that day, his judge-

ment too conspicuous, his success too signal, for any commander, however jealous of his own authoiity, or envious
of another’s merits, to express any thing but satisfaction

which Sir Hyde heartily felt, and sincerely
was speedily agreed that there should be a
suspension of hostilities for four and twenty hours, that all
the prizes should be surrendered, and the wounded Danes

and gratitude
expressed.

;

It

carried on shore.

There was a pressing necessity for

the Danes, either from too

for

much

this;

confidence in the

strength of their position, and the difficulty of the channel

;

or supposing that the wounded might be carried to

shore during the action, which was found totally impracticable

or,

;

excited,

perhaps, from the confusion which the attack

had provided no surgeons: so

men boarded

mangled and mutilated Danes bleeding
of proper assistance

:

—a

when oor
many of the

that,

the captured ships, they found

to death, for

want

scene, of all others, the most

shocking to a brave man’s feelings.

The
ployed

boats of Sir Hyde’s division were actively em-

all

night in bringing out the prizes, and in getting

afloat the ships

who had

which were on shore. At day-break, Nelson,

slept in his

own

‘

ship, the St. George, rowed to
his
and
delight
in finding her afloat seemed
;
to give him new life. There he took a hasty breakfast,

the Elephant

praising the

men

for their exertions,

and then pushed

to the prizes, which had not yet been removed.

off

The
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which struck, had drifted

OB’ the shoal under the Trekroner; and relying, as

it

seems, upon the protection which that battery might have
afforded, refused to acknowledge herself captured

that though

it

pendant was

was true her

still flying.

and three long boats

flag

was not

;

saying,

to be seen, her

Nelson ordered one of our brigs
and rowed up

to approach her,

himself to one of the enemy’s ships, to communicate with
the commodore.
quaintance,
lie

This

officer

proved

whom he had known

to

in the

be an old ac-

West

Indies

:

so

invited himself on board; and, ivith that urbanity, as

well as decision, which always characterized him, urged
his blaim to the

Zealand so

The men from the
and the gun

w^ell,

that

day

:

this,

was admitted.

boats lashed a cable round her bowsprit,

vessel towed her away.

probably with truth, that the Danes
holding

it

than at

all their

and one of the

It is affirmed

and

more pain at bemisfortunes on the preceding

officers,

felt

Commodore Steen

Bille,

went to the Trekroner Battery, and asked the commander
why he had not sunk the Zealand, rather than suffer her
thus to be carried off by the enemy.’'

A Swedish

fleet left

Carlscrona on the Slst of March,

but was prevented from joining the Danish by contrary^
winds. The British admiral arriving before that harbour
required an explicit declaration from the Swedes, with

regard to their intentions against Britain. The Swedish
admiral replied, that Sweden would be faithful to her
allies

;

but would listen to equitable proposals from Bri-

tain.

But the confederation which had received such a fatal
blow at Copenhagen, was soon to be utterly destroyed by
an unexpected event this was the death of the Emperor
:

who was strangled in his own palace, by a confederacy among his nobles. The Emperor Alexander, who

Paul,

succeeded him, immediately manifested his wish to be
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upon

friendly terms with Britain

;

and

Britain,

by a few
and

salutary concessions, maintained her right of search

;

commerce returned to its w'onted channels. A convention
with Russia was signed on the 17th of 'June, to which
Den mark and Sweden acceded, receiving back from us
their captured ships, and their islands in the West Indies,
which had been reduced by a squadron under Admiral
Duckworth. While the negociation was going on, Britain
had a fleet io the Baltic of twenty-five sail of the line,
and nearly forty- five frigates, sloops, &c:
Although no great battle by sea took place this year
besides that off Copenhagen, yet Britain retained her
accustomed superiority. On the Channel station. Admiral
Cornwallis menaced or blockaded Brest in the south, Sir
John Borlase Warren intercepted the trade and communication of Toulon
Sir James Saumarez cut off the trade
of Cadiz; Admirals Dickson and Graves menaced the
Dutch shores Admirals Keith and Bickerton possessed
.

;

;

;

the Levant and Egyptian sea ; Admirals Duckworth and

Seymour protected our West India islands ; and Lord
Nelson struck terror on the coasts and in the harbours of
France.

we have just
Boulogne was however, it
must be confessed, a hazardous enterprise; and though
every thing was done which British sailors could do, yet
The

attempt of Lord Nelson, to which

alluded, against the

flotilla

at

means of defence of the enemy,
and their ships being fastened by iron chains to the shore,
Lord Nelson here lost some of his credit for invincibility,
and was obliged to give up the attempt, after his fleet had

ia consequence of the

suffered considerably.

In the Mediterranean a bold enterprise was undertaking

by

Sir

James Saumarez

:

finding three ships of the line

and a frigate at anchor near Algesiras, he formed the
resolution of cutting them out.

opening a tremendous

fire,

But the

batteries

and several' ships of

on shore
his fleet
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beiog disabled from assisting those which began the attack, he

was obliged to

desist

from the attempt, and to

leave the Hannibal, a seventy-four, which had struck on

a shoal near the

With

batteries.

his

few remaining ships

Admiral Saumarez did not hesitate to follow a

enemy from

Cadiz, amounting to ten

sail

fleet

of the

of the line,

French and Spanish ; part of these were attacked by two
British ships, on the night of the 11th of July; and in a

short time

were on

it

fire

destroyed

!

was discovered that two of the Spanish

—two thousand
The

men were

four hundred

ships

thus

British admiral continued to pursue the

enemy and took two French seventy-four's. The thanks
of parliament were given him and his officers and crew
;

for this exploit.

The Dutch

colony of St. Eustatia was captured early

in the course of this year,

by Captain Perkins, of the

Arab, and a detachment of the third regiment of

under Colonel Blunt.

The most

considerable of the

foot,

Mo-

lucca islands also surrendered to the arms of the East

India Company.

In the midst of these hostilities negociations for peace

between England and France were going on ; the preliminary articles were signed at London, on the 1st of
October, 1801

;

and the

definitive treaty

was signed at

By

Amiens, on the 27th of March, 1802.

this treaty

had taken, except
Egypt was restored to the Porte.
Malta, it was stipulated that no French

Great Britain ceded

all the colonies she

Trinidad and Ceylon.

With

respect to

or English class of knights should be allowed

;

that one

half of the garrison should be natives, and the rest fur-

nished for a time by the King of Naples

pendence

;

that the inde-

of the island should be guaranteed

by France,

Great Britain, Austria, Spain, Russia and Prussia; and
its ports should be free to all nations.

that

Havi|ff thus brought our history of the naval transactions of Ibe first

French revolutionary war down to the
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we

peace of Amiens,

kc.

shall conclude this

of French, Dutch, and Spanish ships

volume bj a list
taken, and des-

lost,

troyed from the commencement of the war in 1793, to
October, ISOL
French
Ships of the line

. • . *

Fifties

Frigates
Sloops,

&c

. ,

,•••

Dutch

Spanish

Total

45

25

11

2

1

0

3

133

31
32

20

18-1

55

248

161

81

516
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